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Preface. 

This year's edition of the Review oflVorld Trade contains a gt-Mra)8ynopais of world 
trade during 1936 and a comparison of the ligures for that year with those for tho 
immediately preceding years. Special attention has been paid in this edition to recent. 
changes in the distribuhon of each country's trade by countries of provenance and dislri~ 
bution, occasioned by variations in competitive power or by new methods or commercinl 
policy. 

Two companion volumes will be issued later in this year entillcd re~pcctively ball!r
nalional Trade Slalisliu and Balanets of Payments. The former, which will be i~~ued 
in the autumn, will contain detailed trade statistics of sixty-five countries. The tnblt•RI 
with but few exceptions, will refer to the years 1931,1935 and 193G, and will give onnuo 
"figures for special trade by value (and monthly ligures for the lost two years), principnl 
articles imported and exported, trade by countries of provenance and dcatinalion, 
and trade iniprecious metals. A syno~_>ticoltable will show tho percentage distribution, 
by countries of provenance and destmation, of each country's imJ:lorla and exporlM. 
A special table will show, for those countries for which such compalotions hnvo been 
made, imports and exports classified in accordance with the chapters of thn " Minimum 
List of Commodities for International Trade Statistics", prepared by the League Com· 
mittee of Statistical Experts in accordance with the recommendation of the Stotiaticnl 
Convention of 1928. 

The volume on Balances of Payments deals with the whole field of lnternolionol 
business transactions, including those connected with services rendered, capitol move
ments, etc., as well as commodity trade. The number of countries for whose boloncea of 
payments new estimates are likely to be available will probably be about thirty-five. 
The majority of these estimates will refer to the year Hl36. For purposes of compori&on, 
ligures for earlier years will also be given. 

League of Nations, Geneva. 

May 1937. 

A. LOVEDAY, 

Director of lhe Financial Section 
and Economic lnlelligence Seruict. 



Snmm!U'J o! Results. 

. 
The main results which emerge from the analysis of world trade in 1936 contained 

in this volume may be summarised as follows : 

(a) The value of world trade in terms of gold increased by not far from 8% in 1936, 
but the average prices lor goods entering into trade rose {for t.he first time smce 19!-!rl) 
by between 2 and 3%, and the quantum of trade thus rose by only" about. 5% {roughly 
as much as in 1935) and reached a level14 or 15% below that. of 1929: Tho yoar-to-yoar 
changes in the prices, quantum and value of world trade for the last. live yeara are oa 
follows: 

Gold prices . • . 
Ouant.um ••• 
Gold value ••.• 

-...- Cluulp u oo_....s wtUl Ule Proaodlaa 1' .... 

1118l11 1088 IOU 

• • -2Ui - 11 -7 
-12 + 1 +U 
-32.4 - 10 -3.7 

(b) The prices of loodstutTs and raw materials rose by about 5% in 1936, largely 
. on account of increases occurring during the second half of the year ; the prices of 

manufactured articles entering into trade, on the other hand, appear not to have ahnred 
in the increase in prices, partly because of the devaluation of the currenciea of several 
industrial countries in the autumn. The improvement in the terms oft.rndoof ngricult.urnl 

-and mineral-producing countries thus contmued. 

(c) Judging from the incomplete information available, the quantum of foodslulTs 
entering into trade remained stable, and the increase in the quantum of world trade wa1 
entirely on account of industrial raw materials and manufactured ort.icles. 

(d) The principal creditor countries-the United Kingdom, the United Stute1 and 
France-increased their share in world imports but reduced their ahare in world exports. 
The shares of debtor countries-Germany and the majority of non-industrial countriell
in world imports and exports moved in opposite direction• to those of the creditor 
countries. . The percentage change• in the gold value of imports and exporll of debtor 
and creditor countries were approximately as follows : 

Creditor countries . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 
Debtor countries . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . 

(e) Drought in the United States and labour dispute• in that country and France 
contributed to these trade movements. The trade of several countriea around the 
Mediterranean was adversely alTected by unfavourable climatic conditione and political 
.disturbances. 

(/) To a considerable extent, the geographical distribution of the trade of certain 
countries was determined, not by the prices prevailing in the import and ex.Port market. 
concerned, but by discrimination rendered poasible by commercial policy; an particular, 
this is true of countries applying exchange control. 

(g) Nevertheless, the increase in prices of primary products and the readine11 with 
which such products were absorbed by free currency countries increased the competitive 
power of certain countries with exchange control and there were aome eign1 of a return 
of trade into more normal channels. 
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Value and Quantum of World Trade in the Years 1929-1936. 

The value of world trade is measured by adding together the figures of the. recorded 
external trade of the numerous statistical areas of the worl.d, after convertm_g t~em 
to a common monetary unit. . If the average movement of pnces of goods entermg mto 
trade is known, it is possible to estimate roug~y the movemen~ o! th~ qq.antum of world 
trade, which may be defined as the change m valu~ af~er ehmmat10n of the !lffect of 
price changes since the base year chosen: Before consrdermg t~e actual changes m value, 
price and quantum of world trade whrch have taken place m r~ce~t years and. more 
particularly in the year under review, it is necessary to. exp~am m. s~me. detail the 
processes of calculation that have been employed and the meVItable hmrtabons to the 
adequacy of the aggregate results obtained. 

Those readers to whom such methodological problems are not of primary interest 
may prefer to omit the following_few paragraphs and refer at once to the figures which will 
be found at the top of page 10. 

Reservations regarding accuracy of trade valu·es. 

In dealing with the general results indicated by the annual values for world imports and 
exports during the years 1929 to 1936, it must be borne in mind that those results are necessarily 
only approximately correct and that they emerge from the combination of a mass of trade statistics 
relating to over 160 different areas, where systems of administration and valuation differ,where to 
identical terms unlike meanings are not infrequently attributed, where the conception of the 
character of the transaction which constitutes international trade is far from uniform. When it is 
stated, therefore, that the international trade of the world in any year reached a given figure, that 
statement must not be accepted as implying more than that the sum of the transactions recorded 
by each country contributing to such trade approximated to the amount indicated. The com
parison between the total figures for any two years is likely to be more significant than the absolute 
figure for either year. 

The figures given for individual countries in most cases refer to frontier values (c.i.f. for 
imports, f.o.b. for exports). There are, however, important exceptions to this rule; thus, in the 
case of the United States, Canada and certain Latin-American countries the imports are shown 
at the value in the country of shipment (excluding transport charges).(!) No attem_l)t bas been 
made to correct the figures on account of omissions or wrong values in trade returns.(2 ) -

. A new limitation to the adequacy of trade figures has become evident during the last few years, 
m. that the recorded amounts for countries applying exchange control would appear frequently 
to overstate the actual trade v~ues. This point is further dealt with below. 

Type of trade measured • 

. The figures given represent special trade in merchandise only, which may be roughly defined 
as imports of goods for domestic consumption and exports of domestic produce or products into 
which domestic labour has entered. , 

In t!te. case of a fe~ countries which are producers of precious metals, the trade in bullion 
and spec1e 1s, however, mcluded in the figures given. In a few cases of small importance, figures 
for general trade had to be employed, as no other information was available. (") 

Scope of data, conversion, etc. 
. . 

Figures for 1929 to 1935 are available for nearly all the countries considered. In a number 
of cases, th~ figures fo~ 1935 are, ~owe~er, provisional, and the totals for that year will therefore no 
dou~t requ1re to be shg!ttly mod1fied m next year's edition of this Review. Figures for 1936 are 
lackmg for a few cou'?-tr1_es, representing together about 3.8% of the total trade of the world. The 
trade of these CO}lntrl~s IS ass'!med to have fallen in the same proportion as the aggregate trade of 
all other countr1es ; m certam cases, however, figures were available for the trade during the 
greater part of the year and an assessment was made for the missing months. Further, the final 

. . 

(Ser.(~.o~~~~eWJr1:13~!~~ S:i.C:~morandum on Inlernalional Trade and Balances of !'aumenta, 1912·1926, Volume II 

by J!>~r 8 nulmbN e!.oflm(portantc:ountries~,.such correctiotls are given In the volumes Balancea of Payments issued annually a D ~ o a.1ons la.t edition, Ser. L.o.N.P. 1936.ll.A.l8). . 
~ ~) 25! b concerning these and otber Irregularities are lndlca.ted In the footnotes to the table by countries on pages 
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trad~ returns for 1936 are as yet available for only a small ·number of countries, and it is not 
poss1bl~ tc:> foresee wh~ther. t~:?-e future correc~ions to the provisional trade figures utilised for 
the maJOrity of countries will mvolve a reductiOn of the world total or an addition thereto. 

Conversion to tbe unit chosen-in most of the tables the United States "old "gold dollar (of 
1.50463 gramme of fine gold)-was made according to par rates in the case of gold currencies. 
In the case of paper currencies, conversion was made for each month at monthly average rates 
wherever moJ:?-thl¥ figures were available ; whe_r~ a corrected figure in national currency for the 
whole y_ear ( dlffermg from the total of the provisional monthly figures) was available, the annual 
conversiOn rate weighted according to trade by months was applied to this figure. The weighted 
conversion rates are reproduced in Annex II. In the less important cases where monthly figures 
were not available, the unweighted average of monthly exchange rates had to be used. 

In the case of countries applying exchange control, the official exchange rates have been 
empl.oyed i~ the con~ersion, except in the case .of two or three countries (in the case of Argentine, 
a weighted mtermed1ate rate between the offiCial and the market rate, and In the case of Austria 
from January to October 1932 a similar rate and thereafter the "free rate", were employed). 
The employment of tbe official exchange rate involves an over-valuation of the frequently 
unknown portion of trade that is conducted on the basis of a lower exchange value of the national 
cur_renl?y tbai_l that officially m~intained. But it may. be que~tioned whether the por~ion o.r tr~de 
Which IS carried on at the offiCial rate-for example, m clearmg between two countries applymg 
exchange control-is not also over-valued, in so far as the prices obtained, converted at that rate, 
·exceed those quoted in free currency. The comparability of the trade values of different countries 
is based on the assumption that the goods entermg into their trade are bought and sold, if not in a 
common market, in foreign markets whose prices are related to each otl].er by the cost of transport. 
When as a result of the innovations of modern trade policy this relation between different markets 
has in many cases disappeared and the price is no longer the supreme factor determining the direction 
of trade, an element of uncertainty enters into the comparison. · 

Calculation of price and quantum figures. 

Information concerning the movement of the prices and the quantum of goods entering 
into imports and exports of thirty-one countries, representing about three-fourths of world trade, 
is summarised in Annex I, which also gives brief indications of the methods employed in the 
compilation of the indices concerned. 

From this information, an approximate index of the movement of the price and quantum 
of goods entering into world trade was calculated. As Europe and North America are more 
fully represented than other continents among the countries compiling price and quantum figures, 
separate price indices were, in fact, calculated for each continental group; when combining these 
indices, they were applied to the total trade of the respective groups. 

For 1936, information concerning prices and quantum was only available for a few important 
countries, and the world indices given for that year are to be considered as preliminary estimates. 

Reservations regarding accuracy of price and quantum figures. 

·The calculation is subject to some qualifications of importance. For each individual country 
the concept ... quantum of trade " depends upo!l th~ price relations prevailing in a given ~ase year, 
and the price movement upon the method of we1ghtmg employed. The world figures, d.er1v~d from 
national calculations of the movement of the prices and the quantum of goods entermg mto .tbe 
trade of a considerable number of countries, each using its own base year and method of welght!ng, 
may well show with sufficient accuracy the changes in world trade from one year to the fol.Iowmg. 
Over a period of years, particu!arly if price relatio_ns and the com.position. of trad~ are changmg, the 
result is likely to be less reliable. The most Important national pr1c~ md1ces ~mp_loyed are 
obtained by weighting the prices of individual commodities by the quantities ent~rmg mto trade 
in each individual year, which means that these indices are affec~ed, not only by price changes1 but 
also by changes in the composition of trade. On the other hand, the quantum fi~ures are likely 
to be more correct than if they had been derived fro!'l price ind~ces witb fixed we•.ghting. 

Attention should also be paid to the fact that, If a change m the average umt value of the 
goods included in each of the positions or groups considered by the nation!ll compil~rs ha.s taken 
place as a result of a change in the average quality of these goods, then thiS change •!! umt v~lue 
wrongly affects the price index (instead of the quantum index) for the C!lu~try m quesll<?n. 
Though this fact undoubtedly renders the price and quantum figures f?r mdividual countries 
somewhat uncertain, there is no. clear indication that the Cf?mbined ind1c_es for the worl~ as a 
whole during the period under review are affected by a general Improvement m, or by a lowermg or,. 
the quality of the goods entering into trade. 
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Total of world trade. . . . . 
The value of world trade in recent years, calculated m the manner md1cat~d !lbove . 

-with the exception that a special estimate had to be made for the trade of Spam m the 
last half of 1936-and the.movement of average prices and of the quantum of goods 
entering into trade are as follows : 

1929 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 
Value in U.S. gold dollars 

(OOO,OOO's) (1) : 
Imports . 
Exports . 

Total. 
Percentage movement of these 

values: 
Imports · . • • • • • . . · 
Exports • . . • . • . • 

Total •. . . . . . . 
Price and quantum movement 

(total of imports and ex
ports) : . 

35,595 13,969 
33,024 12,885 

68,619 26,854 

100 39.2 
100 39.0 

100 39.1 

• 
13,085 12,458 11,980 12,227 

11,715 11,303 11,554 12,536 
---

24,173 . 23,283 23,781 25,621 

35.0 33.7 34.4 36.8 
35.5 34.2 35.0 38.0 

35.2 33.9 34.7 37.3 

Price (in terms of gold) • . 100 52.5 46.5 43.5 42.5 43.5 
Quantum . . • . • . . . 100 74.5 75.5 78 82 85.5 

The gold value of.world trade,- which had risen by 2% i-n 1935, increased by a further 
7-8% in 1936. This Iatter_rise was, how~ver, not wholly on account of a larger_quantum 
of trade, for trade prices (in gold) were on an average 2-2!% higher .than during 1935, 
and the rise in quantum was only about 5 %. · 

It will be recalled that the quantum of trade had fallen between 1929 and 1932 by 
about one-fourth and started rising in 1933. The rise in 1936 in the average gold prices 
of goods entering into trade is the first that has occurred since 1925. 

Figures in pounds sterling. . 
As the total share in world trade of countries adhering to the gold standard has 

steadily decreased in recent years, and as prices in sterling-which is the most important 
of the currencies employed in international transactions-have· fallen less than in gold, 
it may be of interest to consider the movement of trade'va:Iues and prices in that currency. 
The following figures are obtained by converting those given above into sterling, accord-
ing to average annual exchange rates : · 
Value in£ (OOO,OOO's) : 1929 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 

Imports • . , . 7,314 3,984 ' 3,760 3,986 ·4,203 4,448 
Exports . • • . 6,78~ 3,675 3,535 3, 761 , 3,971 . 4,262 

Total . . . . 14,100 7,659 7,295 7,747 8,174 8,710 
Percentage movement of these 

values: 
Imports . . 100 54.5 51.4 . 54.5 57.5 60.8 . . . . . . . 
Exports . . . . . . . . . . 100 .54.2 52.1' 55.4 58.5 62.8 

Total. • . • . ' . . • • 100 54.3 51.7. 54.9 58.0 61.8 
Price .movement (total of imports 

and exports, in terms of sterling) 100 72.5 68.5 70.5 71 72 

In terms of sterling; the value of world trade, as well as the price level of the goods 
~raded, has risen steadily since 1933. Owing to the slight rise in the gold value of sterling 
m 1936, trade price.s rose, in terms of sterling,' only little more than half as much as in 
terms of gold. - - • -

1 <nHt Throughout this volwne, • gold dollan! • me&DJ dollan! according to the" old • parlty (23.22 grains ( ~ approximately 
• ...,_ grammeo) olllue_gold), . 
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Year-to-year changes. 

The following percentages show the rates at which the price, quantum and gold 
value of the goods entering into world trade have changed from year to year. 

Percentage change as compared with preceding year 

Year Prices (In gold) I Quantum I Value (In gold) - -
Imports I Exports Imports I Exports Imports I Exports 

1927 . . . . . .. . - 2.5 - 2.5 + 7.8 + 8.1 + 5.1 + 5.4 
1928 . - . . . . . . . - 1 ± 0 + 3.6 + 3.6 + 2.6 + 3.8 
1929 . . . . . . - 3 - 3.5 + 5.5 + 4.5 + 2.8 + 1.0 
1930 . . . . . . . . -· 13 -12.5 - 6.2 - 8.1 -18.3 -19.8 
1931 . . . . . . . -21.5 -23.5 - 9.0 - 6.7 -28.5 -28.6 
1932 . . . . . . . -22.5 -22.5 -13.3 -12.l -32.9 -31.8 
1933 . . . . . . . -11.5 -10.5 + 0.8 + 1.6 -10.7 - 9.2 
1934 • . . . . . . . - 7.5 - 6.5 + -4.0 + 3.3 - 3.8 - 3.7 
1935 . . . . . . . . - 2.5 - 2.5 + 4.5 + 3.8 + 2.1 + 2.3 
1936 . . . . . . . . + 2.5 + 3 + 4.3 + 5.7 + 7.0 + 8.5 

. The discrepancies between tl~e price and quantum figures calculated for imports 
and exports are largely due to the imperfection of the statistical data employed, 

Quarterly movemenls. 

The following graph shows, as percentages of the quarterly averages for 1929, the 
_value (imports and exp_orts), average prices(in gold as well as sterling) and the quantum 

Qunrterly Movement of World Trade, 

Logarithmic scale. 
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of trade, for each quarter since the end of ~931. The quarterly ll}Ov~ment of trade prices 
has been estimated from the above-mentiOned an~ual worl~ price m~ex and quarterly 
figures of trade prices available for a few of th~ bigger tradmg countnes. . 

The increase in the quantum of trade d~nng the last quarte.r of each year IS due 
mainly to the marketing of the autumn crop m the northern hemisphere. . 

The gold valu«l of trade continues to increase : in the. first quarter o! 1_937 It·~as 
higher than in the corresponding period of 1936 by 18% m gold and 20 Yo m sterhng. 

Trade by _Main Groups of Articles. 

Na"owing of price discrepancies. 

· During the first depression years, manufactured articles fell much less in price than 
foodstuffs .and raw materials; Since 1932, however, the price fall has been heaviest in 
the case of manufactured articles. _ . 

The changes in the relation between prices of primary products and manufactured 
articles may be illustrated by the diagram below, the left-hand curves of which show; 
for the United Kingdom, France and Germany, the relation between export prices of 
manufactured goods and import prices of raw materials, and the right-hand curves, the 
relation between the pr~ces of total exports and total imports for the Netherlands Indies, 
India and China. · 

Ezpori Pricoo ao Percentage ol Import Prices. 

Average I929 = lOO. Quarterly movement. Logarltbmic acale. 

A: Germany. 
B: France. 
0: United Kirurdom. 
(Prices of manufactured goods exported as percentage o! 

tbose of raw material& imported.) 
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The rise in th.e left-h.and curv~s from 1929 to 1931 reflects the improve!Jlent of the 
ten;ns of ~rade· of Jndustnal countnes. : As. from 1_933, the curves for Germany and the 
Uruted Kingdom show an almost contmuous dechne. In the case of France a decline · 
also took plaC!l, but it was less mar.ked, owi':lg to t_he fact that the prices -~f primary 
products (pa~Jc~la~ly foodstuffs), which to a~ 1~creasm~ extent are imported into France 
from the tern tones m North Afnca partly assimilated with the French Customs territory 
do not be~r any close relationship to the prices prevailing in the "world markets": 

ifhe nght-h~nd curves of the diagram indicate that the terms of trade of the 
Netherlands lnd1es and of China have considerably improved during the last two or 
three years. In the case of the Netherlands Indies, the proportion prevailing in 1929 
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between J?rices ot imported and exported goods was in fact restoredJ:during 1936-a 
result to which have_ no doubt contributed the facts that .her imports of low-priced 
industrial products of Japanese origin have increased during the depression (the share 
of.Japan in h~r imports amounted to 27% in 1936 as_ against 11% in 1929) and that the 
pnces of certam of her export products (for example rubber) have recently risen sharply. 
- The change in the terms of trade now considered would appear to have been accele

rated towards the end of 1936 and in the early part of 1937 when the prices of certain 
primary products rose rapidly while the slight upward movement of the gold prices of 
manufactured articles was retarded and in certain cases even reversed as a result of the 
depreciation of the currencies of several industrialised countries in Europe. 

Further material for a study of the changes in recent years in the terms of trade of 
various countries is afforded by the annual price series contained in Annex I. 

Price movement for certain articles. 

The following table shows the change in the average export prices of a number of 
individual articles in principal producing countries. The articles are placed in the order 
of the magnitude of the price tall during the whole period 1929-1936. · 

Porcontaa;o Chango In Average Gold Ezport. Priooa lrom 1929 In 1939. 

1. Raw silk (Japan) • • • • • . 
2. Coffee (Brazil) • • . . • . . 
3. Silk tissues (France) . . . ._ . 
4 .. Grey cotton tissues (Japan) . • 
5. Sugar (Czechoslovakia) • . • 
6. Copper (United States) 
7. Maize (Argentine) ••• 
8. Butter (Denmark) • . . 
9. Petrol (United States) . • 

10. News-print paper (Canada) · 
11. Cotton (Uniteu States) • • 
12. Cement (Germany) • • . 
13. Wool (Argentine) . • . • 
14. Mechanical wood-pulp 

(Finland) . • . • . . • 
15. White cotton piece goods 

(United Kinugom) . • 
16. Wheat (United :::.tates) . 
17. Rubber (British Malaya) 

- 18. Passenger motor-cars 
(United States) • . • 

19. Bacon (Denmark) . • • 
20. Steel girders (Belgium) . 
21. · Chilled beef (Argentine) 
22. Tea (Ceylon) • • • • . . . . 
23. Tin (British Malaya) . . • . 
24. Pig iron (United Kingdom) . 
25. Coal (United Kingdom) ••• 
26. Mowing machines (Germany) 

1929 
to 

1932 

-68 
-53 
-61 
-63 
-51 
-66 
-6::1 
-58 
-47 
-30 
-63 
-35 
-7~ 

-50 

-48 
-5~ 
-84 

-17 
-64 
-17 
-53 
-62 
-53 
-38 
-27 
-5 

1932 
to 

1933 

-17 
-23 
- 6 
-8 
- 8 
-11 
-' 21 
-22 
-24 
-33 
- 1 
-23 
+ 1 

-11 

-3 
-HI 
+25 

-30 
+21 
-16 
-6 
+21 
+.35 

5 
- 7 
-6 

1933 
to 

1934. 

-38 
-10 
-3 
-8 
-18 
-=-17 
+ 5 

--17 
-21 
-25 
+ 0.2 
-8 
+ 36 

- 0.2 

- 9 
-25 
+77 

-20 
+10 
-8 
-22 
+10 
+ 1~ 
- 9 
-3 

193~ 
to 

1935 

+ 19 
-26 
-12 
-8 
-20 
+ 1 
-18 
+ 15 

0.1 
-2 
'+ 2 
- 4 
-27 

-10 

- 3 
+50 
+ 3 

+ 1 
- 1 
-25 
+26 
+ 1 

6 
2 
2 
2 

1933 
to 

1936 

+ 12 
+ll 
-15 
-2 
- 1 
+ 19 
+30 
+ 9 
+ 8 
+ 2 + 0.4 
-11 
+48 

+ 4 

1 
+ 8 
+35 

+ 4 
+ 5 + 1 + 15 
+ 4 
- 9 
+ 13 + 5 
-10 

1929 
to 

1936 

-?9 
-?3 
-73 
-?I 
-?I 
-70 
-67 
-66 
-66 
-65 
-6z 
-6I 
-59 

-58 

-56 
-53 
-511 

-5I 
-5I 
-5I 
-50 
-46 

--411 
-4I 
-36 
-24 

Of the twenty-six commodities given above, nineteen increased in price between 
1935 and 1936 ras against nine between 1934 and 1935, and seven between 1933 and 1934. 
Of the seven~~~ti~les that fell 'in price het~een 1935 and 1936, four are. hig~ly _manuf~c
tured (textile manufactures, mowing m~chines) and the other th~ee are hkew1se mdustn!l 
products (sugar, cement and tin in mgots). The greatest 1ncre~ses (48. an~ 35 Yo 
respectively) are shown for wool and rubber. Rubber has fetched higher pnces m each 
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year since 1932 though its average price. in 1936 remained at less than half o.f that 
prevailing in 1929. · · - d · t h · 

·The above figures which are calculated from annual averages, o no . s ow P!'Ice 
changes in the course of the years and fail in particular. to reflect t~e increase m th~ prices 
of several raw materials towards the end of 1936. The folloWing table, shoWing the 
average export prices during the whole.of 193f?, durin~ Dece_mber of the same year ~nd 
during January or February of 1937, aims at Illustratmg thi!! move~ent .. At the bme 
of drafting (Aprill937), the upward price movement was, however, disconti-nued and the 
prices of certain articles fell ofT . 

.A,verage Gold Export Prices as Percentage o11929. 

-

I I I986 I I937 I I936 I 
I986 I987 I986 Dec- Feb- Dec- Feb-year ember ruary - year ember ruary . 

\ 

Raw silk (Japan) . . . 21.5 23.1 24.3 Cement (Germany) . . 39.1 39.2 '38.1 
CoiTee (Brazil) • . . 26.7 30.2 32.7 Wool (Argentine) • . . 41.1 48.6 52.5 . 

Wheat (United States) • 47.0 53.0 65.8 Silk tissues (France) • • 26.7 22.3 25.9 
Grey cotton tissues (Ja- Rubber (British Malaya) 47.8 56.4 63.7 

pan) • • • • • • • 28.7 30.3 32.9 Steel girders (Belgium) • 48.7 42.1 58.2 
Sugar (Czechoslovakia) • 29.4 26.6 29.1 Chilled beef (Argentine) . 49.8 49.2 45.3 
Copper (Canada) • , • 29.8 33.1 37.6 Tea·(Ceylon) ••••• 53.7 55.0 61.2 
Maize (Argentine) • • • 32.8 33.0 37.4 Tin (British Malayak. • 58.4 64.7_ 65.5 
Petrol (United States) . 34.3 33.8 35.0 Pig· iron (United ing-
News-print paper (Cana- dom) • • • • • • • 58.7 63.2, 73.2 

da) • • • • • • • • 34.9 35.0 36.1 CoalJUnited Kingdom) • 63.6 63.0. 63.7 
·cotton (United States) . 37.6 38.1 39.6 Mowmg machines (Ger-

many) • • • • • • • 76.3 81.0 68.1 

Attention should be paid to the fact that the increase towards the end of 1936 and 
in the early months of 1937 in the prices of such articles as wheat, maize, rubber, tin· and 
copper coincided with a further fall in the prices of certain industrial products exported 
by European industrial countries. The tendencies previously disclosed would thus appear 
to have been strengthened. The very rapid increase in the prices of iron and steel 
(indicated by the figures for pig iron and steel girders) during the first months of 1937, 
resulting at once from higher costs and the rise in the demand for steel for armament 
purposes, is one of the few exceptions to the general rule that recent price movements 
have tended to deteriorate the terms of trade of ind:ustrialised countries. 

Dislribufion~'of trade by groups of articles. . 

Info~ation concerning the changes in the value, price and quantum of goods by 
thr~e mam groups of articles (foodstuffs, raw materials-including semi-manufactured 
articles-and manufactured arbcles),is available for four principal trading countries and 
is summarised in Table V. (1) The four countries in question represent about 40% of 
v.:orld t~ade, an.d not far fro_m three-quarters of· aU goods entering into trade is included 
either m the rmports or 1n the exports of these countries. Oii the basis of this 
table and information concerning the value· of goods belonging to each group in the trade 
of certain other countries, an attempt has been made to trace recent trade .movements 
by _groups o! articles in worl_d trade. The figures given, however, are to be regarded as 
estimates, smce up-to-date mformation concerning the distribution of trade by· groups 

(l) C/. page 82. 
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is only available for a limited number of countries and since it was necessary 'to base the 
calculation to a large extent upon national classifications employing different principles 

. -for the. allocation of individual items to the three groups.(l) . . 
The following figures show the share in the gold value of world trade (imports plus 

exports) and the changes in the gold value of each group : 

• 
Percentage share in world trade of : 1929 1932 1933 1934 1935 19S6 

Foodstuffs . • . . . .. • . . . . . 24.5 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured 36 
Manufactured articles • • • • . . ·• 39.5 

Total • • .. . • • • • . 100 

Percentage movement of the gold 
value of: . 

Foodstuffs . • . . • . . . . . . • 100 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured 100 
Manufactured articles . • • • . . • 100 

All articles • . . . . . . • • . 100 . 

29 
33 
38 

100 

46.5 
36 
37.5· 

39.1 

26.5 25. 24.5 24 
36. 37 37.5 38 
37.6 . 38 38. 38 

100 100 100 100 

I 
37.5 34 34.5 36 
35 36 36 39.5 
34 33 33.5 36 

35.2 33.9 34.7 37.3 

During the early part of the depression, the share of foodstuffs in trade rose consider
ably. Recently, however, this share has fallen, while that of raw materials has increased. 

Price and quantum movement by· groups. 

The movement of average prices and the quantum of articles belonging to the three 
groups is estimated as follows : . · 

Price movement (1929 = 100) : 1929 1932 

. Foodstuffs • . • .. . • • . 100 52 
Materials, raw or partly manufac-

. lured • • . . • . • 100 44 
Manufactured articles . . 100 64 

All articles • . . • . 100 · 62.5 

Quantum movement (1929.,; 100): 

Foodstuffs . . • . • . . . • 100 
Materials, raw or partly manufac-

tured • . • • . , · 100 
Manufactured articles . 100 

Alt;:articles . • • • 100 

89 

81.5 
59 

74.5 

1933 -. 1934 

45.5 41.5 

40 39.5 
56 50 

46.5 43.5 

83 

87.5 
60.6 

75.5 

82 

88 
66.5 

78 

1935 

40.5 

39.5 
48 

42.5 

85.6 

91.5 
69.6 

82 

1936 

,42.5 

41.5 
48 

43.5 

85.5 

95.5 
75.6 

.85.5 

The increase in the quantum· of ;.;orld trade between 1932 and 1936, amounting to 
about 15%, was entirely due to raw materials and manufactured articles ; the quantum 
of foodstuffs was in fact less in 1936 than in 1932. Attention should be paid to the more 
rapid fall in the gold price of manufactured articles than of raw materials between 1933 
and 1934-connected, it would appear, with the depreciation of the United· States dollar 
-and the simultaneous increase in the quantum of trade in manufactured articles. 
Since 1932, such articles have increased in quantum by about one-fourth as against less 

(1) Cf, the footnote to Table V. 
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than one-fifth for raw materials ; but as they had fallen more rapidly between 1929 and 
1932 than foodstuffs and raw materials, they still lagged much behind these two groups 
in 1936. · · 

In comparing the figures for 1935 and 1936, it should be noted that the indices for 
1936 are based on less complete information than those for the preceding years. The rise 
in trade prices between 1935 and 1936 was wholly due to primary products; those of 
manufactured articles remained on the same level as in 1935. Foodstuffs appear not 
to have shared in the increase in the quantum of trade that occurred in 1936. The trade 
movements now considered will be further discussed in the section dealing with trade in 
certain staple products. (1

) 

Trade in capital goods. 

In the two preceding issues of this. Review, some data were given illustrating the 
diverging movements of the trade in goods for investment and .consumption purposes. 
It is not possible to draw a sharp line between these two groups of goods. In the group. 

" Capital goods " below are included wood and 
timber, ores, iron and .steel and other base 
metals, iron and metal ·manufactures, machinery, 
instruments and vehicles ; it thus includes
besides capital goods proper .and raw materials 
for their production-such semi-durable articles 
of consumption as motor-cars and certain other 
articles usually regarded as consumption goods ; 
the remainder headed " Other goods " includes 
besides· articles of consumption and their ra~ 
materials, such goods as chemicals and coal. 

Movemen\ of World Trade in Capital Goode 
and 0\her Goode. 

!)() 
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(1929 = 100) 
A : Gold value of capital goods. 
B : Gold value of other goods. 
C : Quantum of capital goods. 
D : Quantum of other goods. 
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. 
It was pointed out that the increase in the 

quantum of world trade that had taken place · 
from 1932 to 1935 was due in large measure to 
~n expansion of the trade in capital goods. This 
1s- confirmed by the diagram opposite,· which 
shows the movement of the quantum as well 
as the value of the two· groups of goods. 

Note. The trade values (curves A and B) are calculated from 
figures concerning the distribution of world trade by articles 
published in the Stalislisches Jahrbuch (tJr das deulsche Reich, 1936. 
The quantum movement has been der1ved from these values and 
price indices for the two groups in question calculated from tnfor
nl!ltion concerning the price movements in the trade of the United 
Kingdom and Germany. 

. The following ~gures show the shares of the two groups in world trade as well as the 
pnce movement and the percentages summarised in the diagram for the years 1929 
1932 and 1935. · · ' ' 

Capital goods Other goods 
1929 1932 1935 1929 1932 1935 

Percentage shares in"the value 
of world trade ~ • • • • [21.5 17.5 22 178.5 82.5 78 Movement of gold value • 100 31.5 34.5 100 40 34 Movement of gold prices • • . 100 59 46.5 100 50.5 40 Movement of qu·antum. • • • 100 53 74.5 100 79.5 85 

th t ~~h betweedn 1932 and 1935 the gold value of capital goods increased by one-tenth 
a 0 0 er goo s fell by about 15 %, and the rise in the quantum of the former ou ' 

amounted to about 40 % as against only 5-10 % for the latter. Yet, owing to the feav~ 
11> cr. Pili• 58'. 
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contra.ction of trade in capital goods during the first depression years, the quantum of 
trade m sue~ goods, _calcula.ted o~ a 1929 basis, still lagged behind that in other goods. 
From such mformatwn as 1s available for a number of important tradin"' countries it 
would appear that in 1936 the trade in capital goods continued to increase "more rapidly 
than that of other goods. · · 

The group "Capital Goods", as defined above, is by no means homo"eneous. The 
following table, and particularly its last column, shows strikingly the divergi~g movements 
of trade in capital goods on different stages of manufacture. 

World Trade in D!Horent Categories ol Capital GOodo. 

Movement or gold vnlue 

Categories 
Percentage share 

In the trade 1929 - 100 1932- 100 
In capital goods In 1929 

1932 I 1935 1935 

Wood and timber· (for construction) . . . . 10.2 29 31 108 
Iron -ore . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 1.7 26 44 168 
Other ores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.7 25 47 187 
Iron, raw, and ferro-alloys . . . . . . . . . 2.4 28 43 153 
Base metals, raw . • . • . 12.3 24 35 148 . . . . . . . 
fron manufactures . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.8 36 36 98 
Metal. manufactures . . . . . . . 3.3 37 34 92 . 
Machinery, non-electrical . . . . . . . . . 18.6 37 33 88 
Electrical goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.8 44 39 89 
Motor-cars • . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.5 20 31 151 
Other vehicles, ships, etc . . . . . . . . 5.9 26 29 112 
Weapons, ammunition . . . . . . . . . 0.8 58 64 110 

All the ca tego'ries . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 30.5 34.5 111 

If motor-cars are disregarded, as being mainly durable consumption goods, it will be 
found that the increase in gold value between 1932 and.1935 was due mainly to ores, raw 
iron and raw base metals. The trade in machinery and electrical goods represented a 
lower gold value in 1935 than in 1932, and the same is true of iron and metal manufactures, 
in which groups, however, various articles of consumption are included. 

The table also shows that the categories for which the greatest increases are recorded 
since 1932 are in general those which had suffered the greatest reductions between 1929 
and 1932. Trade in ores, raw iron and raw base metals in 1932 represented only about 
one-fourth of the figures for 1929, while trade in iron and metal manufactures, machinery 
and electri_cal goods in 1932 varied between 36 and 44% of the 1929 figures. 

To a considerable extent, the diverging movements of values before and after 1932 
are due to changes in price relations. In particular, raw base metals, which occupied 
a large portion of the trade 'in' materials needed for the production of manufactured 
capital goods, fell more in price from 1929 to 1932 than other commodities included in the 
group under review, but less than these commodities between 1932 and 1935. 

On balance there remains, however, a relative decline ip. the trade in manufactured 
capital goods that cannot be attributed to price movements. This may be illustrated by 
the following indices, showing the movement of the trade quantities and the unit gold value 
(calculated by dividing the gold value by the quantity) of the first few categories of· 
capital goods considered in the preceding table. It did not prove possible to calculate 
similar indices for the remaining categories. 
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Unit gold value Quantities 
(1929 - 100) (1922 - 100) 

1982 1985 1982 1985 

wood and timber. . • . . ~! ~~ ~i ~~ 
J.ron !Ire . . . . . . . . 62 60 41 79 
Other ores . . . . · · · 51 99 
Iron, raw, and ferro-a.lloys 4 7 43 
B t I 37 36 65 98 ase me as, raw ..... · 

51 
· 63 

Coarse iron manufactures (1) • 69 57 . 
(1} Bars, rails, plates, wire and tubes. It was not possible tO inc~ude finer iron product~ in the calculation. 

According to these figures, the quantities of raw ~ron and base metals enteri~~ into 
trade in 1935 were very nearly on the -same level a~ m 1929, whereas the qua~tities of 
coarse iron manufactures remained more than one-third below that level. Judgmg from 
the percentages of gold values shown in the preceding table for the rem~ining categories 
of capital goods in an advanced stage of manufacture, and from what IS known of the 
movement of prices, the quantities entering into trade of such goods were also much 
smaller than in 1929. · 

It thus appears that, whether quantities. or values are co!lsidered, trade in m!lnu- . 
factured capital goods has experienced a considerable _contra~t10n, and. that the. m~nnte
nance of trade in capital goods as a "':hole on a relatively high ~:evel 1~ due p_nn~Ipally 
to the trade in base metals and raw Iron employed by the natiOnal mdustr1es- m the 
production of manufactured capital goods for domestic use or of armame!lts. This 
change in the proportion of capital goods at different stages of manufacture IS brought 
about partly by protective policies, partly by diverging price movements. Particular 
attention should be paid to the heavier fall during the early part of the depression in the 
prices of certain base ,metals, such as copper and tin, than of manufactured capital goods· 
entering into trade. · 

Trade by Continental Groups. 
~ 

The manner in which the value of world trade is divided among the different conti
nental groups is shown in Table 1.(1) The figures for each group are the sum of those 
of the individual countries belonging to it, and accordingly include, in addition to 
the trade of the group with the rest of the world, the trade between its constituent parts. 

The changes which the trade values by continental groups have undergone may be 
more conveniently studied in conjunction with Table II, which shows the percentage 
movement of the trade of each group as well as its percentage share in world trade. 
The estimated gold price indices have been entered under the figures representing the 
movement of the value of world imports and exports. 

The share of Europe in world imports as well as exports, having increased during 
the first depression years, has fallen stea<Uly since 1932 owing to the narrowing of price 
discrepancies. between goods at different stages of manufacture (on account of the 
exchange of manufactured articles in inter-European trade, such articles play a great~r 
part in the trade of Europe than in that of other continents) and to the obstacles which 
moder~ commercial policy h~s put in _the way of an expansion of ~rade between European 
countnes. In 1936, Europe s share m world exports as well as m total world trade fell 
to low~r figures than in 1929. The fall in 1936 is partly due to the abnormal conditions 
goverrung the trade of Italy and Spain. A rough calculation shows that if the trade of 
the_se two coun~ries had responded to the general tendencies prevailing in the year (in 
whJCh_ case obVI_ously als6 the trade of other countries in Europe and elsewhere would 
have mcreased m the aggre~ate by the same ~mount a~ the trade of these countries) 
the share of Europe (excludmg the U.S.S.R.) m world Imports would have remained 
unc~anged and that in world exports fallen only to about 45.5 ~ (as against 45.2 ~ in 
reality). · 0 . 0 

. 

1, __ _(ll In 1this and certain other tables In this volume, the ligures lor 1930 1931 1938 and 1934 have been omitted The 
•'"es for 932 are retained for the reason that the quantum of world trade leached Its lowest level in that year. · 
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TABLE L 

World Trade, by Continental Groupo. 

Value In U.S.A. (old) gold dollars (OOO,OOO's omitted). 

(Basis: Recorded Values; Special Trade; Merchandise(') only.) 

'I'OTAL 
CONTINENTAL GROUP 

I . IMPORTS I EXPORTS . 

1929 11932 11935 11936 1929 11932 11935 11936 1929 11932 11935/1936 

1. Europe, excluding U.S.S.R. . . 19,410 8,139 6,893 7,250 15,649 6,236 5,369 5,671 35,059 14,425 12,262 12,921 
~ -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

2. Europe,lncludln~ U.S.S.R •• . . 19,863 8,501 7,017 7,401 16,124 6,582 5,558 5,831 35,987 15,083 12,575 13,240 
s. North America (Z • • • • • . . 5,676 1,731 1,542 1,821 6,428 2,094 1,839 2,056 12,104 3,825 8,381 8,877 
4. Latin America (S) •••• . . . 2,707 749 509 ' 864 8,167 1,177 1,138 1,252 5,874 1,920 1,947 2,116 
5. Africa • • . . . • • • . . . 1,699 807 783 82 1,483 868 832 897 3,182 1,675 1,615 1,723 
6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R •• . . . 4,679 1,904 1,754 1,792 4,988 1,768 1,800 2,044 9,617 8,672 3,554 8,836 
7. Oceania • • . . . . • • . . . 971 277 322 373 864 396 397 456 1,855 673 709 829 ------------ ---- ---- ----
Total (Groups 2 to 7) • • • • . . . . 35,595 13,969 12,227 13,085 33,024 12,885 11,554 12,536 68,619 26,854 23,781 25,021 

(1) The national figures employed In the calculation include, in the case of a few countries, bullion and specle or 
relate to general trade (see Table Ill). 

(2) i.e., Canada, U.S.A., Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre et Mlquelon. 
(3) i.e., America, other than • North America •, as defined above. · 

All other continents except Africa increased their share in world exports during 
1936. The share in world imports of Africa and Asia declined, however, and that of 
Latin America failed to rise, as several countries which are exporters of primary products 
reduced their imports in spite of rapid growth in their exports. 
. In comparing the figures showing the percentage movement of trade, account must 
he taken of the fact that the varying composition of the trade of different continental 
groups naturally affects the average price level at which their trade is conducted. Avail
able national indices of trade prices do not permit the calculation of representative price 
indices for continental groups other than Europe and North America .. The estimated 
changes in the gold prices and the quantum of trade of these two groups are shown below : 

Europe·: 1929 1932 1933 1984 1935 1936 

Prices (in gold) 100 52.5 "47.5 44.5 44 45.5 
Quantum .•. 100 82 80.5 81.5 80 82.5 

Imports 
North America : 

Prices (in gold) 100 50 39.5 36 35.5 38(1~ 
Quantum •.. 100 61 63 63 77 84(1 

' Europe: 
' 

\ Prices (in gold) 100 59.5 54 50.5 49 49.5 
Quantum ... 100 68.5 68.5 69 70.5 73.5 

Exports( N OI'th America : 
Prices (in gold) . . . . 100 55.5 46 . 42 42.5 ~~~l Quantum •.. . . . . 100 58.5 58 64 67.5 

(1) The figures for North America in 1936 are calculated on.the basis or preliminary lnfonnatlon concemlngthe movement 
of trade prices in the United States alone. 

Trade of certain empires, elc. 

· The world has been divided in the above tables into groups of contiguous or proximate 
countries. It may he useful to supplement the evidence so furnished by similar figures -
for the countries constituting the British Commonwealth of Nations (1

) and the French 
and Netherlands empires. · 

(1) C/. footnote on the following page. 
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TABLEAU 0. 
M.ouvema.nt at Distribution, en pourcentages, des 

v alaurs dll Commerce mondial, par Groupes 
contiD.eatau.:z:. 

(B3 se • c Valeurs enre~istrees •, converties en dollars·or 
E.-U. t i.:ommi!rce spki.:ll i Marchandises (1) seuJement..) 

'rABLE n. 
Percentage Movement and Distribution ol the Value 

ol World Trade, by Cont1D8J1tal, Groups. 

(Ba~ls: Recorded Values, reduced to U.S.A. gold dollars; 
Special Trade; Merchandise (1) only.) 

GROUPB CONTINENTAL 
IIIPORT. I EXPORT. I . TOTAL 

192lli1932119Ssl1936 1929119321193511936 1929119321193511936 
CONTINENTAL GROUP 

Mouvement (1929 - 100). Movement (1929 -100). 
1. Europe, non compris 

U.R.S.S.: 100 42 36 37 100 40 34 36 100 41 35 37 
.1. Euro~~ excluding u, .. R.: 

- - - - - - - - -- - - -
2. Europe, y compris 2. Europ~ including 

U.R.S.S.: 100 43 35 37 100 41 34 36 100 42 35 37 U.S .• R.: 
3. Am~ique du Nord (Z) • . 100 30 27 32 100 33 29 32 100 32 28 32 3. North America (2), 
4. Am~iquelaUne(B) •• . 100 28 30 32 100 37 36 40 100 33 33 36 4. Latin America (8), 
5. Afrique . .... . . . 100 43 46 49 100 59 56 60 100 53 51 54 5. Africa. 
6. Asie, noncompris 

100 41 37 38 100 36 36 41 100 38 37 40 6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R. U.R.S.S. . . . . . 
7. O~nie . . . . . . . 100 29 33 38 100 45 44 ~ 100 36 38 45 7. Oceania. --
Total (Groupes 2 a 7): 100 39 34 37 100 39 35 38 100 39 35 37 Total (Group• 2 to 7). 

Nomhres-lndices de prix I I I I I I I I I I I 1· I Price Indices, In term& ol enor(Monde) 100 53 42 5 43 5 100 52 42 43 5 100 52.5 42.5 43.5 gold (World). · . . . . 
Distribution 

1. Europe, non compris 
U.R.S.S. , • . . • 54.2 58.0 56.4 55.4 47.4 48.8 

2. Europe, l. compris 
U. R •• S. • • 

3. Am~ique du Nord (O) : 
• 55.5 60.6 57.4 "56.6 j48.8 51.1 
• 16.1 12.5 12.6 13.9 19.5 16.3 

4. Am~riquelatlne(3) , , 7.7 5.4 6.6 6.6 9.6 9.1 
5. Afrique. • • • • 
6. Asie, noncompris 

. . . 4.8 5.8 6.4 6.3 4.5 6.7 

U.R.S.S ••• . . • 13.2 13.7 14.4 13.7 14.9 13.7 
7. O~nie . . . . . . • 2.7 2.0 2.6 2.9 2.7 3.1 

.Total (Groupes 2 a 7) , . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 

(1) Les c:hiflres nationaux utilis6 pour les calculs 
comprennent, dans le cas de quelques pays, les lingots 
et esp~ces. 011 se rapportent au commerce g6n~ral (voir 
Tableau 111). 

(2) canada, Et.ats-Unfs d'Amhique, Terre-Neuve, Groen
la ad et Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon. 

(3) Am6rique, autre qu'•Am~rique du Nord • comme 
dJfinle ci-deasus. 

British Commonwealth of Nations. (1) 

Distribution. 
1. Europe, excluding 

46.5 45.2 51.1 53.7 51.6 50.4 U.S.S.R. - - -
2. Europe, including 

43.1 46.5 52.4 56.2 52.9 51.7 U.S.S.R. 
15.9 16.4 17.7 14.2 14.2 15.1 3. North America ~2), 
9.9 10.0 8.6 7.2 8.2 8.3 4. Latin America ( ). 
7.2 7.2 4.6 6.2 6.8 6.7 5. Africa. 

14.0 14.9 15.0 6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R. 15.6 16.3 13.7 
3.3 I~ 2.7 2.5 3.0 3.2 7. Oceania. 

100 100 100 100 100 100 Total (Groups 2 to 7). 

(1) The national -ngllres employed in the calculation 
include, in the case ol a few countries, bullion and specie. 
or relate to general trade (see Table 111). 

(2) i.e., Canada, U.S.A., Newfoundland, Greenland and 
St. Pierre et Aliquelon. 

(3) i.e., America, other than • North America • as 
defined above. 

The figures for imports and exports of the countries belonging to the British 
~ommonwealth are shown in t~e following table. The share of the Commonwealth 
m world trade fell from 27.9% m 1929 to 26.7% in 1931 (a year not shown in the 
table), but has since increased, and amounted to 29.8% in 1935, and to 31.0% in 1936. 
The mcrease be~ween 193? and ~936 was due to the expansion in imports as well as 
exports, but while the Umted Kingdom herself accounts for the bulk of the rise in the 
share in world imports, her share in the world exports fell. ·. 

{1) teUnditorer tihis heading, for the sake or brevity, are included in this volume the figures Cor colonies protectorates 
oversea rr es and territories under suzerainty or mandate. ' ' 
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British Commonwealth Trade. (') 

U.S.A. gold$ (OOO,OOO"s) 

Imports I Export.& I Total 

1929 11932 1 1935 1 1936 1929 1 1932 1 1935 1 1936 1929 11932 11935 1 1936 

Total British Common-' 
wealth . • . . . . 

Total, less United King-
10,460 4,038 3,784 4,214 8,696 3,348 3,303 3,714 19,156 7,386 7,087 7,928 

dom . • • • • • . 5,053 1,762 1,745 1,896 5,147 2,069 2,064 2,418 10,200 3,831 3,809 4,314 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Per cent(1929 = 100) 
Total British Common-

% % % % % % % % % % % % 

wealth . . . . . 100 38.6 36.2 40.3 100 38.5 38.0 42.7 100 38.6 37.0 41.4 
Total, less United King-

dom • • . • • • . 100 34.9 34.5 37.5 100 40.2 40.1 47.0 100 37.6 37.3 42.3 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Percentage share of 
world trade (total 
British Common-
wealth) • . . . . . 29.4 28.9 30.9 32.2 26.3 26.0 28.6 29.7 27.9 27.5 29.8 31.0 

(1) In this table, the trade ol Anglo-Egyptian Sudan is included but not that ol New Hebrldea or ol the otatlatlcal 
areas not included in the world totals of Table III-viz.: Hong-Kong, Wei-Hal-Wei, Gibraltar, Channel Islands and other 
small areas for which trade statistics are not published. 

(2) Merchandise only, except tor the inclusion of certain exports of bullion and specie-viz.: (a) Union of South Africa 
(all), (b) Canada, So~thern Rhodesia and ~old Coa~t {domestic produce). The figures for Australia relate to general trade. 

According to official calculations,(1) inter-Commonwealth trade represented 25.7% 
of the total trade of the British Commonwealth in 1929 as well as in 1931, but rose to 
29.1% in 1932, 29.7% in.1934 and 30.4% in 1935. 

The passive trade balance of the British Commonwealth, taken as a whole, is greater than the 
table suggests. Exports include certain figures for bullion and specie, exported from the Union of 
South Africa, Canada, Southern Rhodesia and the Gold Coast, that are not included in the Import 
figures for the United Kingdom and other countries. .lf the exports of bullion and specie to the 
British Commonwealth from each of these four exporting countries are omitted, the export figures are 
reduced by$240, $253,$244 and $286 million gold in 1929, 1932, 1935 and 1936 respectively. Further, 
freiglits (amounting to about $175, $60, $70 and $80 million gold) are excluded from .the import 
value recorded by Canada; on the other hand, domestic freights (between the "point of original 
shipment " and the port or boundary) excluded from the export value recorded by Canada 
(about $46, $13, $16 and $18 million gold) should be added to exports. The following table shows 
how these items affect the merchandise balance : 

U.S.A. gold $ (OOO,OOO"a) 

Accardi~ to the 
above ble 

After adjustment as 
indicated above 

1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1936 1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1936 

Passive balance of the whole British 
Commonwealth . . . . . . . 1,764 690 481 500 2,133 9:JO 779 830 

Passive balance of the United King-
dom • . . . . . . . . . . . 1,858 997 800 1,022 1,858 997 800 1,022 

Active ( +) or rassive (-) balance .. 
of the Bri Ish Commonwealth 
less the United Kingdom . . . + 94 + 307 + 319 + 522 - 275 + 7 + 21 + 192 

The adjusted balance of the Commonwealth less the United Kingdom was passive in 1929 and 
remained so in 1930 and 1931 (years not shown in the table). In 1932, an export surplus 
arose, which reached.as much as $192 million gold in 1936. ' 

(1) Stalisllcat Abstract for the British Empire for cach o/lh<ten uears 19211 to 1935. 
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French and Nelherlands Empires. 

The fo~eign trade of France and her-colonies, protectorates and mandated territories 
representS about. 9 to 10% of world trade, and that. of· the Netherlands and her overseas 
territories about. 5 %· 

Trade of Fnulce and her Colonies, Protectorates and Mandated Territories (') •. 

U.S.A. gold $ (OOO,OOO"s) 

Imports I Exports · I Total 

~1~1~1~ ~~~~~-~~ ~1~1~1~ 
. 

Total . . . . . . . • 3,019 1,627 1,167 1,226 2,494 1,112 910 852 5,513 2,739 2,077 2,078 
Total, less France . . • 738 456 345 324 529 338 303 303 1,267 794 648 627 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Per cent (1929 = 100): %· % % % % % % % % % % % 

Total • • • • • • . 100 53.9 38.7 40.6 100 44.6 36.5 34.2 100 49.7 37.7 37.7 
Total, less ·France . . 100 61.8 46.7 43.9 100 63.9 57.3 57.3 100 62.7 51.1 49.5 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -.- -- --
Total: percentage share 

of world trade • • • 8.5 ll.6 9.5 9.4 7.6 8.6 7.9 . 6.9 8.0 10.2 8.7 8.1 

. 

(1) Merchandise only. Including New Hebrides. 

• 
The share of the French Empire in world trade increased during the first depression 

years on account. of the fact. that. the expanding trade between France and her overseas 
territories was conducted on a price level which fell much less than that prevailing in 
the world market. Recently, the share of the French Empire in world trade, and parti
cularly in world exports, has declined. 

Trade of the Netherlands and her Overseas Territories (1). 

' . 
U.S:A. gold $ (OOO,OOO's) . 

. Imports I Exports I Total 

~1~1~1~ ~1~1~1~ ~1~1~1~ 
Total .• • 1,705 736 556 566 1,507 635 527 592 3,212 1,371 1,083 1,158 Total, less N ;theria~d; . 599 212 180 182 707 294 256 311 1,306 506 .436 493 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Per cent (1929. = 100) : % % % % % % % % %- %. % % Total • • • • • • • 100 43.3 32.7 33.3 100 42.1 34.9 39.3 100 42.7' 33.8 36.1 Total, less Netherlands 100 35.7 30.3 30.6 100 41.6 36.2 43.9 100 38.9 .33.5 37.9. -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --Total: percentage share 

of world trade • • . 4.8 5.3 4.5 4.3 4.6 4.jl 4.6 4.7 4.7 . 5.1 4.6 I 4.5 -
(1) Merchendlie only. 
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Summary figures Jor trade of lhe above groups of countries. 

- ~he _foll<!wing table summarises the changes which have taken place since 1929 in 
the distributiOn of world trade as between the three groups considered above the 
United States, and the rest of the world : ' 

Imports I Export.s I Tot.al 

I929 1 I932 1 I935 1 I~36 I929 1 I932 1 I93s 1 I936 I929 1 1092 1 I035 1 I036 

% % % % % % % % % % % % 
British Commonwealth 29.4 28.9 30.9 32_2 26.3 26.0 28.6 29.6 27.9 27.5 29.8 30.9 
French Empire. . . . . 8.5 ll.6 9.5 9.4 7.6 8.6 7.9 6.8 8.0 10.2 8.7 8.1 
Netherlands Empire . 4.8 5.3 4.5 4.3 4.6 4.9 4.6 4.7 4.7 5.1 4.6 4.5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Total . . . . 42.7 45.8 44.9 45.9 38.5 39.5 4l.l 4l.l 40.6 42.8 43.1 43.5 
Rest of world : 

U.S.A. . . . . . . . 12.2 9,5 9.9 10.9 15.6 12.2 ll.5 11.4 13.8 10.8 10.6 ll.2 
Other countries . . . 45.1 44.7 45._2 43.2 45.9 48.3 47.4 47.5 45.6 46.4 46.3 45.3 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total . . . . 57.3 . 54.2 55.1 54.1 61.5 60.5 58.9 58.9 59.4 57.2 56.9 56.5 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Grand total . . • 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

-

• The rise from 1932 to 1936 in the share of the British Commonwealth in world trade 
contrasts sharply with the fall in that of the French and Netherlands Empires. 

Trade by Countries. 

Synaptical tables. 

Table III (pages 24 and 25) shows the gold value of the recorded imports, exports 
and total trade (merchandise only, where otherwise is not indicated) of practically all 
independent statistical areas in the years 1929, 1932, 1935 and 1936. The countries 
are .given in the order of magnitude of their total trade in 1936; Italy and Spain, for 
which official figures for 1936 were not available when the table was drawn up, are shown 
at the end of the table.(l) In addition to the countries shown separately in the table, 
the _figures for eighty-one smaller countries, colonies and other independent trade 
statistical areas have been grouped together under the heading " Other Countries ". 
But, as data for these smaller trading units for 1936 are, in the great majority of cases, 
not yet available, it has been pres'umed that the total of this group rose during the year 
in the same proportion as the aggregate trade of the countries for which information was 
available-namely, by 8.91 %- In the case of seventeen other countries, it also proved 
necessary to have recourse to this method. The interpolated data are entered in 
brackets. 

Annex III shows the distribution of trade by countries in a slightly different way : 
the countries are arranged by continents and the number of countries specified is greater. 
This annex gives figures also for 1933 and 1934 and. the amounts are shown in million 
gold dollars with one decimal. 

(1) Official figures for Italy, which became available later, were entered in the proof, but Italy was not placed in the upper 
part of the table, particularly because otherwise the reduction in the shares of this country in 1986 would have entailed an 
increase in those for other countries and rendered the figures less useful for an analysis of changea detennlned by economic 
factors. 



TABLE W 

PAYS 

-.- 24 _ World Trade, 1>3' Countries, 
(Basis : Recorded Values; 

Nom.-The 1936llguresln brackets are estlmotes-vb., the 1935 figures Increased in the same proportion 

I 
. En millions de dollars In million dollars I 
IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL COUNTRIES 

~~-~~~~ ~~-~~~~ ~~~ 
Rovaume-Uni. • • • 5 407 2 276 2 039 2 318 8 549 1 279 1 239 1 296 8 956 8 614 United Kingdom. 
Etats-Unis d'Am~r. • 4 339 1325 1 204 1 430 5 157 1 576 1325 1 427 9 496 2 857 U.S.A. . 
Allemagne (') • • • • 3 203 1112 991 1 005 3 212 1 367 1 017 1136 6 415 2 141 Germany('), 
France • • • • • • 2 282 1171 822 902 1965 774 607 549 4 244 1451 France. ·. 
Canada (') (') • • • 1 299 384 326 377 1 225 487 495 608 2 524 985 Canada (') ('); 
Japon (') •• , • , • 995 895 418 464 970 364 418 452 I 965 916 Japan('). 
B lg"que • • 988 450 867 423 884 411 841 895 1 872 818 Belgium, 

e 1 
' ' ' 914 851 294 272 1177 355 845 401 2 091 673 India. 

lnde ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 106 524 376 884 800 841 271 281 1 906 665 Netherlands. Pavs-Bas . . . . . . 3 
Union Sud-Afric. (')(') 417 !68 226 259 454 825 289 324 871 58 Un. of S. Africa(')('). 
Austrolie (G) 706 !86 226 256 590 267 265 302 1 296 558 Australia (G). · 
Argentine. • • • • • 820 215 206 201 908 831 275 298 1 728 499 Argentine. 
Chine, sans Mandch. (') 668 320 200 166 440 ll6 122 124 1 103 290 China, excl. Manch. ('). 

: Alandchourie (') 147 60 102 llO 210 94 63 78 357 188 :Manchuria('). 
SuMe ••••• ; • 478 213 222 245 486 - 174 195 280 964 475 Sweden. 
Malaisiebritann.(G) • 498 154 160 175 521 132 194 217 1019 892 BritishMalaya(G). 
Suisse(') • • . • • • 516 830 242 219 401 148 158 155 917 874 Switzerland('). 
TcMcoslovaquie • • • 590 221 !66 184 606 · 217 183 188 1 196 372 Czechoslovakia. 
Danemark • • • • • 460 207 167 183 433 204 158 174 893 357 Denmark. . 
lodes neerlandaises. • 446 !54 112 108 581 219 182 231 I 027 339 Netherlands Indies. 
Bresil (G). • • • 422 !06 !33 146 461 178 161 190 883 336 Brazil (G). 
U.R.S.S. • • • • • '453 862 124 159 475 296 189 160 928 819 U.S.S.R. 
Autrlche • • • • • • 459 179 134 139 308 98 100 106 767 245, Austria. 
Nouvelle-Uiande • 233 77 83 103 259 109 103 133 492 236 New Zealand. 
Norvt\ge • • . • • • 285 123 ll9 135 199 101 87 100 484 235 Norway. 
Coree(G) • • • • • • 194 93 112 131 160 87 94 102 354 233 Korea(G). 
Pologne. • • • • • • 349 96 97 ll2 316 121 104 liS 665 227 Poland. 
Alexique (')(G). • • • 184 58 67 76 285 97 124 127 469 203 Mexico (')(G). 
Algerie • • • • • • • 230 153 Ill 108 152 147 102 92 882 200 Algeria. · 
Egypte. • • • • • 267 95 93 92 253 91 103 99 . 520 191 Egypt. 
Etatllbred'lrlande. • 293 146 108 ll6 225 88 57 65 518 181 Irish FreeStato. 
Finlande • • • • • 176 54 68 82 162 72 80 95 338 177 Finland. 
Hongrie • • • • • • 186 57 70 76 182 58 78 89 368 165 Hungary. 
Cuba ••••••• (G) 216 (G) 51 56 61 272 80 76 91 488 152 Cuba. 
Curacao (G) • • • • 145 56 66 (72) 124 73 73 (79) 269 (151) Curacao (G). 
Philippines • • • • • 146 79 50 60 163 95 56 81 309 141 Philippines. 
Venezuela (G) • • • • 85 23 25 26 149 93 108 ll4 234 140 Venezuela (G). 
Roumanie. • • • • • 176 69 58 54 173 100 88 94 349 148 Roumania. 
Formose (G). • • • • 94 47 45 50 129 66 60 67 223 U7 Formosa (G). 
Yougoslavie. • • • • 134 46 49 54 139 49 55 60 273 ·ll4 Yugoslavia. 
Chili • • • • • • • • 197 26 36 42 283 34 57 67 480 109 Chile. 
Gr~ce • • • • • • • 173 65 59 65 90 35 40 40 263 105 Greece. 
lran(')(G).... 73 26

41 
27 31 182 64 66 70 205 101 Iran(')(G). • 

Turquie. • • • • • 124 42 44 75 48 45 55 199 99 Turkey. 
Ceylan • • • • • • • 131 46 45 42 139 44 50 54 270 96 Ceylon. 
lndochine francaise. • 105 40" 35 35 106 42 51 59 2ll 94 French Indo-China. 
Colombie (')(G) • _ • 123 29 36 41 123

86 
66 ·48 53 246 94 Colombia(') (G). 

Nigeria · • · • • • • 
1
6
1
3
3 

24 22 36 33 33 47 149 • 83 Nigeria. 
Portugal • • • • • 54 61 52 48 25 24 27 161 79 Portugal. 
P~rou • • • • • • • 76 18 26 29 ll7 37 44 50 193 79 Peru. 
Slam(') • • • • • • (") s

92
6 28 28 27 94 42 39 46 180 73 Siam('). 

Uruguay • • . • • (") 26 29 31 92 27 45 41 184 72 Uruguay. 
~~~~~f·~~e(fr) ~·>. · 1~ r~ 4521 41 48 27 24 28 148 69 Morocco (French Z.). 

• 
78 53 

24
3

, 60 28 27 37 106 61 Gold Coast. (') 
Tu'!lsie- • • • • • • • 70 • 55 · 34 - 34 24 133 59 Tunis. 
Afnqu~cc. franc. . . 52 23 26 (28) 46 17 27 (30) 98 (58) French W. Africa. 
Bulgane - • • • • • 6~ 25 21 23 46 24 23 28 106 51 Bulgaria. · ·. 
Palestme • • • • • • So 27 52 39 8 8 12 ll 43 50 Palestine · · 
Rhodes.ieduSud('). 33 12 16 17 32 19 24 27 65 44 Southern'Rhodesia('). 
Lettome • • • • • • 70 16 19 20 . 53 19 19 23 123 43 Latvia · 
~~~o beige{') • • • • 54 13 ll 14 40 19 26 27 94 41 Belgian Congo {'). 

n"! •t,puganda • • 39 13 13 14 34 16 19 26 73 40 Kenya and Uganda 
~?li,vle <. • • • • • • • 26 5 12 (13) 51 10 22 (24) 77 (37) Bolivia('). • • 

1 uanle • - • • • 31 17 13 15 33 19 15 19 64 34 Lithuania Jrak (') · .· · · · · · 36 22 21 (23) 20 7 10 (ll) 56 (34) Iraq('). • 
yrleetLiban • · · • 50 31 23 21 20 7 10 10 70 31 Syria and Lebanon 
~=~~~rtJi:i,h•i ~~ ~~ U <~~) ~g 23 16 (18) 65 (31) Newfoundland {•)(ill. 
Esto~ie ••.•• : • 33 10 ll 14 31 tf ~: t~ ~~ ~g ~:f~~~:gypt.Sudan('). 
TrmlteetTobago • • 26 12 12 !13) 32 15 13 fl5) 58 !28l TrlnidadandToba o. 
i':!~\~c'izJ · · · · · ~: ~g 14 15) 22 11 11 12) 56 27 Jamaica. g 
Guatemala (•j : : : : (G) ao (G) 7 1~ (I~) ~ 1~ 9 (9) 46 (24 Aden (')(G). 
R~p Domlnlcaine 22 8 6 (S) l!3 7 9 55 17 Guatemala{'). 
Pawa •••• : : (G) 19 (G) 9 9 11 4 1~ 9 (10) 45 (16) DominlcanRep. 
Equateur (G) 17 4 5 2 3 23 14 Panama. 
Honduras(G)(;)(;) • · 15 8 6 

7 17 9 6 6 34 13 Ecuador(G). 
Salvador(') {G) • .' : 18 5 5 ~~J ~ 1~ 6 (7) 40 (13) Honduras (G)(')('). 
CostaRica(')(G)... 20 5 5 (S) 18 9 

5 (6) 36 (12) Salvador(')(G). 
Haiti{') • • • 17 7 5 4 17 7 4

5 (5) 38 (10) Costa Rica(') (G). 
Paraguay • • . ·.' • 13 4 5 6 34 10 Haiti('). 
Nicaragua (G)('): : : 12 3 3 (:) ~a_ 8 5 4 26 8 Paraguay. 
Autres pays • • • • • 496 251 224 (244) 38~ 19~ 18~ (J3l 28 (6) Nicaragua (G)('). 

TOTAL (sans Espa-- --- --- - -- --- _ ~~ ~ (45Q) Other Countries. 

ICI>e et !tali•) • · 33 927 lis 357 ll 677 12 723 31 816 12 393 11 185 12 208 65 743 24 931 T~~~h..\r;f.1• Spain 

k':~~· = .... =II~~ 1 1~ 1 m I(")~~ 11 ~~ 1 ~!X 1 flg 1(")22311941 I(") 477lltaly. 
TOTAL - --- --- - --- .. • 985 ... Spain. 

• • • 85 595 13 969 12 227 • • • 33 024 12 885 li554 - . . . 68 619 ----:-:-:- TOTAL. 
(GI General trade. g) yerman) : ~the exports£ war reparations In kind represented • 195 • 15 • 0 • 0 
(3) Ei:o~ i~cludae ab~1~f~: :n her tables, excludi~ trade between japan' and' other" parts of the -Empire. 

(4; ~J) 8 6,9) ; 8. Rhodesia (11 ; 12 ~ :~~c1"i)'!1 1~:;/~:i~':tig~~dav~z{o(!nil; 
0
K?Ig) premium): Canada (16; 45; 57; 46); Gold Coast 

of m.-rchan!.;i~~: Imports are adjusted tOr under- or over-vaiuatfon of Iinp~rtS frOm U.K. and I. F. State; exports Include re-exports 
(5) Excluding trade between Manchuria and th t f Chi · . 

1~9 - 59; 1\132 - 13; 1935 ..; 6; 1936 =- 8 • Ex;o~f! fr:m M!::~:~iach}J9r2e9corde6d0 as approximately: Imports Into Manchuria : 
I • IZI ; 1032 =:1 40 ; 1935 !Ia 12 j 1936 = 19. 
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Special Trade; Merchandise only.) 
lis the total world trade (imports plus exports, excluding Italy and Spain) (I.e., by 8.91 %). 

PAYS 
I Pourcentages du total As percentages of total 

IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL 

~·-·~~~ ~1-11~1~ ~~1-

TABLE m 

COUNTRIES 

Royaume-Uni. • • 15.93 17.04 I 17.46 18.22 11.15 10.32 11.08 10.61 13.62 14.50 United Kingdom. 
Etats-Unis d"Am~r. 12.79 9.92 10.31 U.24 16.20 12.72 U.85 11.70 14.44 U.46 U.S.A. 
Allemagne (1

) ~ 9.44 8.32 8.49 7.90 10.09 11.02 9.09 9.31 9.75 8.59 Germany (l), 
France • • • • • • 6.72 8.76 7.04 7.09 6.17 6.24 5.43 4.50 6.45 5.82 France. 
~anadl (') (') • • • 3.83 2.88 2.79 2.96 3.85 3.93 4.43 4.98 3,54 3.95 Canada(')('). 

8
apo_n ') • . • • • 2.93 2.96 3.54 3.65 3.05 2.94 3.74 3.70 2.99 3.67 Japan('), 

1 
elg1que • • • • 2.91 3.37 3.14 3.32 2.78 3.32 3.05 3.23 2.85 3.28 Belgium. 

pnde . • • • • 2.69 2.63 2.52 2.13 3.70 2.86 3.08 3.28 3.18 2.70 India. 
ays-Bas • . • • • . 3.26 3.92 3.22 3.02 2.51 2.75 2.42 2.80 2.90 2.67 Netherlands. 

UnionSud-A!ric.(')('). 1.23 1.26 ~ 1.94 2.04 1.43 2.62 2.58 2.65 1.32 2.34 Un.o!S.Africa(')('). 
Australie (G) • • • • 2.08 1.39 1.94 2.01 1.85 2.15 2.37 2.47 1.97 2.24 Australia (G). 
Argentin•. • • • • • 2.41 1.61 1.76 1.58 - 2.85 2.67 2.46 2.43 2.63 2.00 Argentine. 
Chine sans Mandch. ('). 1.95 2.40 1.71 1.31 1.38 0.94 1.09 1.01 1.68 1.16 Chinn, excl. Manch. ('). 

: Mandchourie (') • • 0.43 0.45 0.88 0.87 0.66 0.76 0.56 0.64 0.54 0.75 :Manchuria('). 
SuMe . • • • • • 1.41 1.59 1.90 1.93 1.53 1.40 1.74 1.88 1.47 1.90 Sweden. 
Malaisie britann. (G) 1.47 1.15 1.37 1.38 1.64 1.06 1.73 1.77 1.55 1.56 British Malaya (G). 
Suisse(') • • • • • • 1.52 2.47 2.07 1.72 1.26 1.19 1.37 1.27 1.39 1.50 Switzerland('). 
TcMcoslovaquie • • 1.74 1.65 1.42 1.45 1.90 1.75 1.64 1.54 1.82 1.49 Czechoslovakia. 
Danemark • • • . 1.36 1.55 1.43 1.44 1.36 1.65 1.41 1.43 1.36 1.43 Denmark. 
lndesneerlandaises. 1.81 1.15 0.96 0.85 1.83 1.77 1.63 1.89 1.56 1.86 Nctherlnndslndlcs. 
Br~sil(G). • • 1.24 0.79 '1.14 1.15 1.45 1.44 1.44 1.56 1.34 1.35 Brazli(G). 
U.R.S.S. • • • • • 1.34 2.71 1.06 1.25 1.49 2.39 1.69 1.31 1.41 1.28 U.S.S.R. 
Autriche • • • • 1.35 1.34 1.15 1.09 0.97 0.79 0.89 0.87 1.17 0.98 Austria. 
Nouvelle-Ulande 0.69 0.58 0.71 0.81 0.81 0.88 0.92 1.09 0.75 0.95 New Zealand. 
Norvege • • • • • 0.84 0.92 1.02 1.06 0.63 0.82 0.78 0.82 0.74 0.94 Nonvay. 
Cor~e(G) • • • 0.57 0.70 0.96 1.03 0.50 0.70 0.84 0.84 0.54 0.93 Korcn(G). 
Pologne • • • 1.03 0.72 0.83 0.88 0.99 0.98 0.93 0.94 1.01 0.91 Poland. 
Mexique (')(G). • 0.54 0.43 0.57 0.57 0.90 0.78 l.ll 1.07 0.71 0.82 Mexico(') (G). 
Alg~rie • • • • • • 0.68 1.15 0.95 0.85 0.48 1.19 0.91 0.75 0.58 0.80 Algeria. 
Egypte • • • • • • 0.79 0.71 0.80 0.72 0.80 0.73 0.92 0.81 0.79 0.77 Ell)"pt. 
Etatlibred"lrlande. 0.86 1.09 0.92 0.91 0.71 0.71 0.51 0.53 0.79 0.73 Irish FreeS tate. 
Finlande • 0.52 0.40 0.58 0.65 0.51 0.58 0.72 0.78 0.51 0.71 Finland. 
Hongrie • • 0.55 0.43 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.47 0.70 0.73 0.56 0.66 Hungary. 
Cuba • • • • • • • 0.64 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.86 0.65 0.68 0.75 0.74 0.61 Cubn. 
Cura~ao (G) • • • • • 0.43 0.42 0.57 (0.57) 0.39 0.59 0.65 (0.65) 0.41 (0.61) Curo~ao (G). 
Philippines • • • 0.43 0.59 0.43 0.47 0.51 0.77 0.50 0.66 0.47 0.57 Philippines. 
Venezuela (G) • 0.25 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.47 0.75 0.97 0.94 0.36 0.56 Venezuela (G). 
Roumanie • . • 0.52 0.52 0.50 0.42 0.54 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.58 0.59 Roumanla. 
Formose (G). • • • 0.28 0.35 0.39 0.39 0.41 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.34 0.47 Formosa (G). 
Yougoslavie • 0.39 0.34 0.42 0.42 0.44 0.40 0.49 0..19 0.42 0.46 Yu~oslavia. 
Chili • • • • • • 0.58 0.19 0.31 0.33 0.89 0.27 0.51 0.55 0.73 0.44 Chile. 
Grece • • • • • 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.28 0.28 0.36 0.33 0.40 0.42 Greece. 
Iran(') (G) • • 0.22 0.19 0.23 0.24 0.42 0.52 0.59 0.57 0.31 0.41 Iran(') (G). 
Turquie • • • • • 0.37 0.31 0.36 0.35 0.24 0.39 0.40 0.45 0.30 0.40 Turkey. 
Ceylon • • . • • • 0.39 0.34 0.39 0.33 0.44 0.35 0.45 0.44 0.41 0.39 Ceylon. 
lndochine fran~aise. 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.33 0.34 '0.46 0.48 0.32 0.38 French Indo-China. 
Colombie(') (G) • • 0.36 0.22 0.31 0.32 0.39 0.53 0.43 0.43 0.37 0.38 Colombia(') (G). 
Nig~ria . • . • • • 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.30 0.39 0.23 0.33 Nigeria. 
Portugal • 0.33 0.40 0.52 0.41 0.15 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.32 Portugal. 
P~rou • • • 0.22 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.37 0.30 0.39 0.41 0.29 0.32 Peru. 
Siam(') • • 0.25 0.21 0.24 0.21 0.30 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.27 0.29 Slam('). 
Uruguay~ •••• , • 0.27 0.19 0.25 0.24 0.29 0.22 0.40 0.34 0.28 0.29 Uruguay. 
Maroc (Zone franc.). • 0.29 0.52 0.39 0.32 0.15 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.28 0.28 Morocco (F<Pnch Z). 
COtedel"Or(') • . • 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.24 0.30 0.16 0.24 GoldCoast('). 
Tunisie. • • • • • • 0.23 0.52 0.45 0.28 0.17 0.27 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.24 Tunis. 
Alrique-Occ. franc. • 0.15 0.17 0.22 (0.22) 0.15 0.14 0.24 (0.25) 0.15 (0.23) French W. Africa. 
Bulgarie • • • • • 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.16 0.20 Bulgaria. 
Palestine . • • • • 0.10 0.20 0.45 0.31 0.03 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.20 Palestine. 
Rhod~sie du Sud('). 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.10 0.18 South. Rhodesia('). 
Lettonie • • • • 0.21 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.17 Latvia. 
Congo beige(') • • 0.16 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.23 0.22 0.14 0.16 Belgian Congo('). 
K~nia et Ouganda • • 0.11 0.10 O.U 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.11 0.16 Kenya and Uganda. 
Bolivie('). . . 0.08 0.04 0.10 (0.10) 0.16 . 0.08 0.20 (0.20) 0.12 (0.15) Bolivia('). 
Lithuania • 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.10 0.14 Lithuania. 
1rak (') • • . • 0.11 0.22 0.18 (0.18) 0.06 0.06 0.09 (0.09) 0.09 (0.14) Iraq('). 
SyrieetLiban. • • 0.15 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.08 O.ll 0.12 ~ria and Lebanon. 
Terre-Neuve (')(G). • 0.09 0.10 0.09 (0.10) O.U 0.19 0.14 (0.15) 0.10 (0.12) ew!oundiand (')(G). 
SoudanA.nglo-~pt.(') 0.10 0.07 0.12 O.ll 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.12 Anglo-Egypt. Sudan(') 
Estonie. . . • • 0.10 0.07 0 09 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.11 Estonia. 
Trinit~ et Tobago • 0.08 0.09 0.10 (0.10) 0.10 0.12 0.12 (0.12! 0.09 (0.11! Trinidad and Tobago. 
Jama19.ue • 0.10 0.12 0.12 (0.12) 0.07 0.09 0.10 (0.10 0.09 (O.ll Jamaica. 
Aden ('l (G) • 0.08 0.10 0.12 (0.12) 0.06 0.06 0.08 (0.07 O.o7 (0.10 Aden(') (G). 
Guat6mala (') • 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.07 Guatemala w· 
R~p. Dominicaino _. 0.06 0.06 0.05 (0.05) 0.07 0.09 0.08 (0.08) 0.07 (0.06) Dominican ep. 
Panama . . • • 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 Panama. 
Equateur (G) . • • 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 Ecuador (G). 
Honduras(') ('l (G) 0.04 0.06 0.05 (0.05) 0.08 0.15 0.05 (0.06! 0.06 (0.05) Honduras(')(') (G). 
Salvador(') (G • • 0.05 0.04 0.04 (0.05! 0.06 0.05 0.04 (0.05 0.05 (0.05! El Salvador(') (G). 
Costa-Rica(') (G) 0.06 0.04 0.04 (0.04 0.06 0.07 0.04 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04 Costa Rica(') (G). 
Haiti(') • • • • : 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 Haiti('). 
Paraguay. • • • 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.03 0,04 0.03 Paraguay. 
Nicaragua(') (G). 0.04 0.02 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 0.04 0.03 (0.02) 0.04 (0.02) Nicaragua(') (G). 
Autres pays • • 1.46 1.88 1.92 (1.92) 1.21 1.57 1.68 (1.69)

1 

1.34 (1.81) Other countrieo. 

L ( E --------- TOTAL (excl. Spain 
T~~~ et ft.,~~ e) spa• 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 and Italy) • 

Italic 
Espagne 

TOTAL • 

• 1(")3.20 1(")3.041(")3.121 ~ .. ,(")2.431(")2.711(")2.221--d"' (")2.831 ... ,Italy. • (")1.46 (")1.35 (")1.38 .. • (")1.23 (")1.11 (")0.98 .. • "11.36 .. • Spain. 
. 100100100--.-.-. 100 100100 . .. 100 --.-.-. TOTA.L. 

!
6) Union of South Africa : Imports include total freight, etc. ; Imports and exports Include gold premium. 
7! Including bullion and specie. . • 11. •-. 15. 14 s Switzerland· Including-improvement and repau trade (excluded in 1932 and earller)-vb:. :Imports: 12, , Expor.. . , . 
9 The ligures tOr the folloWing countries, in this and the other tables, relate to years other than calendar: S~am ' Iraq and Aden 

(beginning Aprillst); Newfoundland (ending June 30th).; Haiti {ending September 30th); Iran (lor 1929 and 1930, beginning March 
22nd ·thereafter, bei£inning June 22nd); Honduras (ending July 31st). 

(\o) Uruguay : Ofllclal Values •. 
(11) Pe ... ·contage or world total (including Italy and Spain). 
(12) Figu~e received subsequent to the drawing~up ot the table. 
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Table III should be read in conjunction with Table IV, showing the percentage 
movement of trade of the first twenLy-two countries of Table III (representing together 
over three-fourths of the world trade in 1935). Two sets of figures have been calculated 
for each country, one with 1929 and the other with 1932 as the base year. Figures are also 
shown for the total of the twenty-two countries specified and for all other countries. 

In view of the relative importance in world trade of the first few countries shown in 
Table III, it is interesting to note certain tendencies in their trade which, if annual 
fluctuations are disregarded-, have prevailed during the period 1929-1936. The imports 
of the United Kingdom fell during the early part of the depression at a slower rate, and 
have since risen at a more rapid rate, than world imports, with the result that the share 
of the United Kingdom in world imports (I) has increased from 15.9 to 18.2%. Her share 
in world exports, which is much less, has not shown any considerable variations during 
the period in question. That of the United States in world imports has increased during
the last two years, without reaching,- however, the figure for 1929; the share of the 
United States in world exports (1) has gradually fallen from 16.2% in 1929 to 11.7% in 

TABLEAU IV. 

Iadices des oha.Dgemants du commeroe moDdial, 
par pays. 

(Bil!e : c Valeurs enregistries •, eonverties en dollars-or 
des E.-U. ; Commerce sp6cial ; Marchandises seulem.ent.) 

. Note : Les pays s~eifi6s sont les vingt-9eux premiers 
du tableau III, representant, en 1936, 78,9 % du com
merce mondial total. 

PAYS 

Royaume-Unl 
Etsts-Unls 
Allemagne. 
France ••. 
Cansda (') • • ••• 
Japob •••••• 
Belgique •••• 
lnde •..•• · 
Pays-Baa •..•..• 
Union Sud-Atricalne (') • 
Australia (') • • • • • • 
Argentine ....... . 
ltslle • • • • • • • • • 
SuMe ......... . 
Malaisle brltsnnique ('). • 
Suisse (•) • . . • 
Teh6coslovaquie • 
Danemark •.•. 
Indes n6erlandalses 
Bresil. • • • • • • • • 
u.n.s.s ...... . 
Chine, non eomprls 

cbourle (') • • • • • • 
Total du 22 pay• ei-<i<uWJ 
Aulru IXJY6 ••••• 

(a) 1929 = 100 

DIPORTo EXPORT. 

d
.fl) Lea ex'POrtaUons comprennent ies liJlt!Ots et es~ces, 
o~ne nationale (y comprls Ia prime sur l"or), et les 

r6exportatioDJ de merchandises. Lee lmporta~lons sont 
aju!t~ell pour sous- ou suHvaJuatlon 

(2) Y compris !ingots et especes~ • Les lmportationa 
eompren!lent le fret totaJ, etc.; Jes Importations et lea 
exportattona comprennent Ja prime sur J"or. 

(3) Commen:e ~~n~ral. 

d 
(~ Non

1
compns le commerce de perfecUonnement et 

e n::f\arat on. 
ob~."n compria le commerce .entre 1e Chine et 1e Mand-

(I) Leu imports (exports) of Italy and Spain. 

TABLE IV. 

IDdJooa ol Changes in World Trade, by Countries. 

(Basis: Recorded values, reduced to U.S.A. gold dollars; 
Special trade; Merchandise only.) 

Note: The countries specified are the first twenty-two at 
Table III, representing, in 1936, 78.9% ot total world 
trade. 

(b) 1932 - 100 

IMPORT. EXPORT. COUNTRY 

Kingdom. 
States ol America. 

Africa ('). 

('). 

Indies. 

_(1) Exports Include bullion and specie, of domestic 
ortgin (including gold premium), and re-exports of mer
chandise. Imports are adjusted .for under-- qr over--
,valuation. .. 

(2) lncludin~ bullion and specie. Imports include total 
fretght,. etc.; imports and exports include gold premium. 

(31 General trade •. 
(4 Exduding Improvement and repair trade. 

(5) Excluding trade between Cblna and Manchuria. 
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~936. Gerfl:lany's shares in both' world imports and world exports remain lower than 
m ~929, while m the C:l;se of France the decline in trade, after the relative expansion 
dunng the first depressiOn years, has only brought exports down to a lower share in 
world trade than in 1929 . 

. . The ann1_1al flu.ctuations up to. 193~ have been commented upon in the preceding 
ed1bo~s ?f this Revtew. ·If companson IS made between the import figures for 1935 and 
~936, 1t ~s f.ound that the greatest increases are recorded by industrial countries. The 
m?r~ase m Imports of the ~orld, less. Italy and Spain, amounted to somewhat over one 
mllhard gold dollars, of which the Umted Kingdom and the United States alone account 
for almost half and other jndustrial countries for another fourth. The remainina 
countries, which mainly export foodstuffs and raw materials and represent about one~ 
half of world imports, thus account for only one-fourth of the increase between 1935 and 
~936. .Of the in~rease in the value of the exports of the world less Italy and Spain, 
mdustnal countnes account, however, for only just over one-third and agricultural 
or milling countries for the remaining two-thirds. These different movements naturallY. 
brought about a change in the trade balance between industrial and non-industrial 
countries. Among the principal industrial countries, Germany records, however, a 
smaller increase in imports than in exports, and her balance of trade thus became more 
active, in contrast with that of the United Kingdom,, the United States and France
a fact of particular interest as Germany, unlike these others, is a debtor country. 
· ·Because of their effect upon the relationship between creditor and debtor countries, 

. it may be worth while studying the trade movements now referred to in some greater. 
detail before examining other changes in trade disclosed by Tables III and IV. 

Trade of creditor and debtor countries. 

The following figures show the changes in the value of imports, exports and the 
trade balance 'of the United Kingdom, the ,United States and France : 

Gold value of trade 
Trade balance In a (OOO,OOO'o) gold in 1936 as Eercentage 

of 935 

Imports Exports 1935 1936 Change 

United Kingdom 114 105 -800 -1,022 -222 
United States 119 108 + 121 - . 3 -124 
France . . . . 110 90 -215 - ~353 -138 

Total above countries 114 103 -894 -1,378 -484 

In the smaller creditor countries (Belgium, Irish Free State, Netherlands, Sweden · 
and Switzerland) taken together, exports rose in 1936 to a greater extent (11 %) than 
imports (5 %), mainly on account of the reduction ·in Swiss imports, and the import 
balance of these countries accordingly fell ·ofT (by $37 million gold). The recorded 
increase in the aggregate import balance of the tlight creditor countries ,now considered 
thus- amounted to $447 million gold. Other countries-which are pr:l;cb~ally all debtC?r 
countries-taken together increased their exports more than their Imports ; their 
aggregate export surplus is recorded to have risen by $572 million gold. The difT~rence 
between this figure and that just given for the creditor countries must be ~ttnbuted 
largely to the fact that the increasing gold exports fro~ cert~in gold producmg de~tor 

. countries are included in the figures for their exports, whlle the 1m port figures fC?r cred1tor 
countries refer to merchandise alone. The increase in the net imp~r~s of creditor ~OI_ln
tries in merchandise trade of about $470 million gold (some $785 mdhon or £160. mdl~on 
at current rates of exchange) was naturally of great !mp?rtance for the currency st~uation 
of the debtor countries and for the movement of pnces m the world market, partiCularly 
as it followed upon a similar change in the same direction during 1935 : 
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$ (OOO,OCO's) gold 
Imports Exports Balance 

I934 i935 I936 I934 1935 I936 I934 I935 I936 

Eight creditor coun-
tries(') . . . 5,311 5,380 6,036 

All other coun-
tries(•) . . . . 6,659 6,847 Y',049 

4,212 4,188 4,397 

7,091 7,366 8,139 

-1,099 -1,192-1,639 

+ 422 + 519 + 1,090 

(I) United Kingdom United States, France, Belgium, Irish Free Statl', Netherlands, Sweden. atndt~wiltze~la~l~ to that of 
(2) Debtor countries: with the exception of a fe~ small creditor countries whose currency Sl ua 100 s simi 

debtor countries. · · · 

Import Balance o1 Eight Creditor countries The change in the barter terms of trade 
between the two groups contributed to ~his 
movement of balances. While the import prices 
of the creditor countries-which are highly 
industrialised and importers of primary products 
-rose by 2% between 1934 and 1936, those of 
the debtor countries, taken together, may be 
estim.ated to have fallen by 2 %· Only about a 
third of the change in balances since 1934 can, 
however, be attributed to the price factor; the 
remaining two-thirds are due ~o quantum ~hanges, 
more particularly to the relatiVely ~eavy mcre~se 
in the quantum of imports of creditor count~I':s. 
The rise in the prices of primary products ISm 
the main the result of the heavy ·demand for 
such products from these countries:· 

This demand was naturally to a large extent 
the result of the increased industrial require
ments of raw materials. In this connection, it 

may be noted that, in certain creditor countries, a diversion of domestic industrial 
activities to the production of war material was effected during the latter half of 
1936 and may become of greater importance in 1937; obviously such a change in 
production·tends to raise imports not only of certain raw materials but also of manu
factured articles, and may also have an adverse effect upon exports of such articles. 

Other factors, some of which were of a temporary or accidental character, also 
enhanced the demand of creditor countries and tended to check their exports. Thus, 
in the United States drought on the prairies in 1936 and a labour dispute on the West 
coast late in the year was responsible for a considerable share of the fall in the export 
surplus. French exports were also affected by labour difficulties, while French imports 
during the three first quarters of the year-like those of certain other countries 
experiencing exchange difficulties-were stimulated by apprehensions of domestic 
currency depreciation. Later in the year, the relaxation of import restrictions in the 
creditor countries which depreciated their currencies helped to mitigate the restraining 
effect of the depreciation on their imports. · 

The almost three-fold increase in the export surplus of debtor countries between 
1934 and 1936 deserves special attention. During the decade preceding the economic 
depression, a rise in the prices of primary products relative to manufactured articles 
was frequently connected with an increase in the capital import of raw material countries, 
causing a rise in their imports of goods ; conversely, a deterioration in the barter terms 
of these countries frequently coincided with a decline in their capital imports and smaller 
purchases of goods. Their trade balance thus tended to change in directions opposite 
to those which might have resulted from the change in price relations alone.(1) During 

pp. J:J_[,~r diicusslon or c'!'rtain aspects of this question, see Balances of Payments, 1930 (Ser. L.o.N. P., 1931. U.A.2811 ), 
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t~e l!ist few years, on the other hand, the change in price relations has contributed to the 
r1se m the export balance of the principal debtor countries, with the marked exception 
of Germany, whose trade balance has recently " improved " in spite of the deterioration 
of her terms of trade. The rise in the prices of primary products entering into trade 
has not caused (or been caused by) large capital imports into the raw material countries 
and the increase in the proceeds from the exports of these countries has only to a certai~ 
extent been reflected in higher imports. · 

In certain important raw material countries, the ·gold value of imports was even 
lower in 1936 than in 1935 : 

Gold value of trade In 1936 
Trade balance InS (OOO,OOO's) gold as percentage of 1935 

Imports Exports 1935 1936 Change 
Arf:\'entine 98 109 + 69 + 97 + 28 Chma • • . . . . 83 102 -78 - 4.1 + 37 Netherlands Indies • . 96 127 + 70 + 124 +54 India • . . 92 li6 +50 + 129 + 79 
Roumania • . . 94 107 + 30 + 40 + 10 

Ceylon, French· Indo-China, Siam and Sudan may be quoted as other examples of 
raw material countries whose imports declined in gold value in 1936, while their exports 
increased. 

Though hardly any country has been able to resist the tendencies· towards bilate
ralism in trade (balancing imports and exports with each foreign country with which 
trade is conducted), the raw material countries now considered, with the exception of 
Roumania, have to a considerable extent maintained their freedom to dispose of the 
proceeds of their exports at their own discretion, and their exports have thus been able 
to vary independently of their imports. In several other raw material countries, however, 
imports have been linked to exports, for example, through bilateral clearing or barter 
arrangements, and the rise in the value of their exports has accordingly implied a more 
or less simultaneous increase in imports, though frequently not at the same rate. Certain 
Latin-American and European countries may be quoted as examples : 

Gold value of trade in 1936 Trade balance InS (OOO,OOO's) gold as percentage of 1935 
Imports Exports 1935 1936 Change 

Brazil : 108 liB + 25 + 44 + 19 
Chile liS 118 + 21 + 25 + 4 
Denmark 109 111 -10 - 8 + 2 
Yugoslavia. Ill 109 + 6 + 5 - 1 
Hungary 108 113 + 9 + 13 + 4 

The circumstances determining trade movements differ from country to country, 
and the incentive to increase imports naturally depends among other factors upon the 
rapidity with which exports have risen and the length of time which has passed since the 
rise began. But there is reason to stress the fact that in countries that are heavily 
indebted, suffering from the loss of credit abroad and a scant capital supply, and without 
adequate reserves of gold and foreign currency, an increase in exports may fail to improve 
the financial situation to the extent that the proceeds of the exports can only be employed 
for purchases in the countries where t.hey have accumulated. Where the clearing or 
payll).ents agreements concluded between raw material countries and industrial countries 
have not provided for the transfer of an adequate portion of the proceeds of the increasing 
exports of the raw material countries, it has therefore frequently been in the interest of 
these countries to render the technical working of the agreements satisfactory by 
increasing imports from their industrial partners in the agreements. While this has 
not rendered them the financial relief that could only be brought about by a larger supply 
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of "free" currency, the forced increase in imports of manufactured articles in exchan~e 
for their own products has in certain cases had an unfavourable effect upon, the1r 
manufacturing industries working fo_r the loc11:l mar~et. . . 

In this dilemma the raw mater1al countnes which had made clearmg agreements 
have endeavoured with varying success to sell an increasing share of their exports in 
countries allowing them to dispose freely of the proceeds. The rise in the prices of primary 
products has helped them to a certain extent in these efforts, as it has increased their 
competitive power and mitigated the economic isolati~n implied by the exchaJ?ge co.ntrol 
which once rendered them dependllnt upon the clearmg system. The questiOn w1ll be 
dealt with elsewhere in this volume. . 

The raw material countries whose finances have already. improved and whose 
price and currency systems have not been walled in by exchange 4?0ntrol were naturally 
not faced by trade problems of the same kind as some of the countries referred to above. 
As examples may be quoted the British Dominions, which also increased imports as well 
as exports considerably in 1936 : 

Gold value of trade 
fil 1936 as percentage Trade balance in S (OOO,OOO"s) gold 

o! 1935 
Imports Exports 1935 1936 Change 

Australia . . . . . . . 113 114 + 38 + 46 + 8 
Canada ·. . . . . . . . 116 123 + 169 + 231 + 62 New Zealand; • 0 • • • 124 129 + 20 + 30 + 10 
Union of South Africa . -. 115 112 + 63 + 65 + .2 

The position of these and certain other countries differs from that of the group 
previously considered in that.their exchange situation has not recently been strained and 
that there has thus hardly been any reason why their imports should not be allowed to 
grow rapidly. Their export trade had begun to recover relatively early and was much 
more advanced in 1935 than that of the majority of other raVI( material countries, as 
reference to Tables III and IV will confirm. To a considerable extent; they owe this 
to the preference their products'enjoy in the mother country and their continued access 
to the London capital market. 

The change in the balance of trade of creditor and debtor countries continued during 
the early part of 1937, as is shown by the following figures for January and February 
of that year. The aggregate import balance of the seven industrial creditor countries 
during these months was higher than during the corresponding period of 1936 by more 
.t!:Jan a fourth, as a result o~ the co:qsiderable increase in their imports. 

United Kingdom 
United States . 
France . . . · . . • . 
Belgium, N etllerlands, 

Switzerland . . . 

Total . . . . . . 

Trade in $ (OOO,OOO"s) gold during January and February. 
Imports Exports 

1936 1937 1936 1937 
358.7 391.4 204.1 224.8 
222.0 288.8 221.5 264.0 
159.3 192.6 95.3 95.5 

Sweden, 
202.4 . 233.6 153.5 181.2 

942.4 1,106.4 674.4 765.5 

Balance 
1936 1937 

-154.6 -166.6 
0.5 - 24.8 

64.0 - 97.1 

48.9 - 52.4 ---
-268.0 -340.9 

Available figures for a number of debtor countries show the change in their balance 
in the opposite direction : · -



}\rgentine 
Australia 
Canada • 
Egypt . 
Germany 
Hungary 
India . . . . . . . . 
Union of South Africa . 
Yugoslavia ...••. 

Total {9 countries) 
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Trade In$ (OOO,OOO's) gold during January and February. 
Imports Exports 

1936 1937 1936 1937 
33.8 36.3 48.9 103.2 
42.5 49.2 55.0 62.8 
55.1 59.5 75.1 93.9 
15.1 14.6 17.2 27.3 

166.5 162.7 180.3 195.5 
12.4 10.6 13.3 16.9 
51.7 44.2 64.3 95.7 
38.0 43.3 4 7.1 40.5 
8. 7 8.9 6.9 11.2 

·, 423.8 429.3 508.1 647.0 

Balance 
1936 1937 

+ 15.1 + 66.9 
+ 12.5 + 13.6 
+ 20.0 + 34.4 
+ 2.1 + 12.7 
+ 13.8 + 32.8 
+ 0.9 + 6.3 

'+ 12.6 + 51.5 + 9.1 2.8 
- 1.8 + 2.3 

+84.3 +217.7 

The considerable increase in the export balances, which occurred in the case of all 
the countries shown in this table with the exception of the Union of South Africa, was 
largely due to an increase in the value of exports, but attention should be paid to the 
fact that 'in the case of several of the countries (Egypt, Germany, Hungary and India) 
imports were lower in value than during the first two months of 1936, . 

Further remarks on Tables III and IV. 

Though the countries exporting manufactured articles were less successful in their 
exports during 1936 than other _countries, only two of them-namely, France and Italy
record a lower export value (in terms of gold) in that year than in 1935. By that fall, 
the export value of these two countries was reduced to 28% of the 1929 figure. There 
are only two other countries in Table IV with so low a figure, namely, the United States 
and China. The exceptionally low value of the United States exports, as compared 
with 1929, reflects perhaps the most outstanding change in world trade that has occurred 
since that year ; but while the gold value of United States exports has increased since 
1934, that of French exports has declined steadily since 1927. 

Eight other countries record a lower export value in terms of gold in 1936 than in 
1935-,namely, Algeria, Egypt, Italy, Palestine, Paraguay, Uruguay, U.S.S.R. and Tunis. 

The decline in the trade of several Mediterranean countries in 1936 must be attributed 
to the coincidence of several disturbing factors, political and climatic. The causes of 
the reduction of Italian and Spanish trade are too well-known to require recording. 
Palestine's trade fell off on account of the internal political disturbances in that country, 

· the decline in immigration connected with these disturbances, and the failure of the 
orange crop in 1935-36. In the case of Egypt, the fall in exports would appear to be due 
largely to the fact that, in spite of a record cotton crop, ·cotton exports fell off on account 
of smaller purchases, not only by Italy and Spain, but also by Germany, who changed her 
sources of supply as a result of exchange difficulties, and by France and India. The 
decline of 10% shown 'for Algerian exports may overstate the actual fall in gold value, 
as available trade figures for Algeria during the last year under review are not calculated 
at the prices actually obtained but at those prevailing during the preceding year. The 
decline in quantum was due to the shrinkage in the, exports of wine, spirits and olive oil, 
due in the case of the two first-mentioned articles to the failure of the grape crop (Algerian 
wine production fell in 1936 by 39 %). For Tunis, detailed trade figures are not available 
at the time of writing, but it would appear that the failure in the cereal crop was the 
main factor in the decline of _exports (Tunisian wheat production fell off in 1936 by as 

_ much as 53%). -
Of the two Latin-American countries whose exports are known to have declined in 

value in 1936-namely, Uruguay and Paraguay-the former was not able to maintain her 
sale of pastoral products, which fell considerably during the first half .of the. year, while 
the latter was adversely influenced by the after-effects of the war m which she had 
taken part and by strikes in the meat trade. Possibly also ~he exports of Bolivia-for 
which no 1936 figure is available-declined, for her sales of tm were on a low level, and 



TABLEAU V. 
MouvemeDt e.D'POW"'entagea, de1929 6.1932,1935 et 1936,de&pl"1x .. or. 
du quaDC.um et de la valeur-or 4u commeroo de a prblolpau.z paya, 

par prinoipaux .,roupa• 4 'arUolea. 

Importations - Jmporta 

Millions Prix-or Valeur-or 
cat6gorle deS or Ouantum 
et pays en 1029 Gold price 

1929-100 
Gold value 

Million 1929-100 1920- 100 
goldS 

in HJ2!) 1982\1985\waoll982 1 1985 1 I9361I982\I985\Io36 

Denr~ts all men· I 
taires (y comp. 
animaux vlv.). 
RoyaumP-Unl 24SO 47.8 89.1 41.4 105.5 102.9 106,3 50.5 40.2 44.0 
Etats-Unls • . 940 1>3.0 85.0 37.5 81.0 ll•I.O 122.5 43.0 39.9 45.6 
Allem&IZDt.' • . 946 51.9 46.8 48.5 74.1 56.0 b6.7 38.5 26.2 27.5 
France. . . 516 66.4 51.6 5a.8 125.6 92.2 99.7 83.4 47.6 h8.7 ---1------ ---------------
Total . . 4 89/ 5/.8 40.3 42.5 96.8 94.9 99./ 50.2 38.2 42./ ----- -------------------

Mali~res brule& 
ou simple:menl 
pripartcs. 
Royaume-Uni 1 888 41.4 37.9 39.7 85.7 101.3 114,R 35.5 88.4 45.6 
Etat•-Unls • . 2 410 42.5 83.0 37.0 56.5 73.0 81.0 23.9 24.8 2·• .9 
Allemagne . . I 716 45.4 45.1 ·18.4 73.7 78.5 74.5 83.5 85.4 86.1 
Franr.e . .. . 1316 48.5 43.0 43.8 79.5 75.9 88.0 38.5 32.6 313.4 ------------------------
Total . . 6 830 44.3 39./ 41.4 7/./ 80.7 86.7 3/.5 3/.6 35.9 ---- f----- -------------------

Articles manu/. 
Royaume-Uni 1487 52.6 40.8 43.2 65.8 82.1 90.3 34.3 33.5 ~9.0 
Etats-Unis . . 980 61.5 35.5 35.0 56.5 68,5 ~0.0 84.8 24.5 28.1 
Allemagne . . 541 63.9 54.3 55.6 50.2 45.8 41.8 82.0 24.9 2:3.~ 
France. . . . 389 71.5 68.1 65.6 79.0 52.2 53.3 56.5 35.6 35.0 

--- f----- ---- ---------------
Total . . . 3397 59.2 43./ 43.6 6/.9 69.0 75.4 36.6 29.8 32.9 ----- ---- ---------------

7'ous les articles. 
Royaume-llni 5 407 47.7 89.4 41.7 88.2 95.7 102.9 42.1 37.7 42.9 
Etats-Unis .. 4 339 49.5 34.0 36.5 62.0 81.5 ~0.0 30.5 27.7 33.0 
Allemagne • 8 203 49.6 46.6 ~9.2 69.9 66.3 63.7 34.7 80.9 31.4 
France. 2 221 58.5 49.3 50.2 &9.1 74.8 80.1 52.0 36.6 40.2 ---I---------------------
Total . . . . 15/70 50.3 40.4 42.5 76.9 82.4 87.6 38.7 33.3 37.2 --------- --- ------------

Monde (ch'/fres 
pour cc..mpn· 
raison). • . • 35 595 53 42.5 43.5 74 81 84.5 39.2 34.4 36.8 

Note: Les chUfres relatifs aux quatre pays cl·dessus nesont pas exaetement compB.
rables, Ia r6partition par principaux groupes d 'articles ayant dO.. @tre faite d 'a pres 
la classification nationale donn~e dans les statistiques du commerce de cheque 
pays (dans le cas de l"Ailemagne seulement, on a employ6 la classification intcrna
tionale de Bruxell~s). De plus, lea chiflrea par groupes du Royaume-Uni excluent 
les animaux vivants et les colis postaux, et ceux de Ia France, les perles fJnes et les 
pierres pr~cleuses. Les chiUres pour les Etats-Unfs en 1936 sont provisoires. 

TABLE V. 
PercentageMovomontfrom 1929to 1932, 1935and 1936 o1 GoldPrlcoo 

Qu&lltwn a.nd Gold Value ol tho Trado o! Pr1Dc1pal Countries ' 
by MaiD Groupe of ArUolea. ' 

Exportations Exports 

Mllllop• Prix-or Valeur-or de I or 
Gold price 

Quantum 
Gold value 

category 
tm 192!1 1929 - 100 and country 
Million 1920 - 100 1929 - 100 
goldS 

iii 1920 I032\I9B5\I9361I9B2\I935\19361I932\Ioa51I936 

Foodstuff• (Incl. 
live animals), 

271 55.8 41.1 43.4 74.9 82.4 88.9 41.8 88.9 .38.6 Un. Kingdom, 
754 53.[> 42.0 43.0 59.5 40.0 36.5 32.0 16.9 15.8 United States. 
172 58.4 58.1 5\J,7 51.5 18.6 17.6 30.2 10.8 10.5 Germany. 
238 72.2 59.8 59.7 66.6 68.1 61.7 48.0 40.7 36.8 France. 

1 435 58.0 .46.5 47.5 62.6 50.2 48.4 36.3 23.3 23.0 Total. --- f----- ----------------
Materials, raw or 

partly manu-
factured. 

384 61.1 50.2 52,6 65.3 79.6 74.6 39.8 40.0 39.3 Un. Kln~dom. 
I 871 41.6 41.0 42.5 79.5 80.0 79.0 38.0 32.6 33.5 United States. 

697 56.6 48.5 51.0 62.3 54.5 EO.O 35.8 26.4 ~5.5 Gennany. 
444 59.5 57.8 57.5 63.1 62.9 59.3 37.5 36.4 34.1 France. 

3 396 52.0 45.1 46.6 72.3 72.4 70.0 37.6 32.7 32.6 Total. --- ------ ----------
Manu/. arlicla. 

2 793 56.4 46.4 47.3 61.3 73.9 75.8 34.6 34.3 85.9 Un. Kin"dom. 
:l532 69.5 43.0 44.0 35.5 54.0 61.5 24.7 23.2 26.9 United States. 
2 342 77.1 61.9 61.4 59.2 56.2 65.4 45.6 34.8 40.1 Gennany. 
1234 69.1 57.5 53.2 56.2 48.4 46.2 38.9 27.8 24.6 France. ---------------· ------
8 90/ 67.0 50.6 50.7 52.6 60.0 64.8 35.3 30.4 32.9 Total. --- ---- ------·------

All arlicles. 
3 549 57.3 46.7 47.9 62.9 74.8 76.2 36.0 34.9 26.5 Un. Kingdom. 
5 157 58.5 44.0 45.0 52.5 59.0 61.5 30.6 25.7 27.7 United States. 
321! 71.7 59.0 51:1.7 59.4 53.7 59.2 42.6 31.7 35.4 Gennany. 
I 916 67.7 58.5 55.9 58.6 53.7 50.7 39.7 31.4 28.3 France. --- f----- 1- ------

/3 833 62.6 49.5 SO./ 57.5 6/./ 63.5 36.0 30.2 3/.8 Total. ---!--
World (figures 

33 027 52 42.5 43.5 75.5 82.5 87 39.0 35.0 38.0 
for compari· 
son). 

Note : The figures for the four countries considered are not strictly com
parable, as the distribution by main groups of articles had to be made according 
to the national classification (fn the case of Germany only, however, the 
Brussels international elasstfication), as shown in the trade returns of each country. 
Moreover, the group figures lor the United Kingdom exclude live animals and 
parcel post, and those for France fine PP.Ilrls and precious str,nes. The figurea 
for the United States in 1936 are provi&ional 
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the resulting scarcity of foreign currency in Bolivia is stat;d to have been the cause of 
new import restrictions introduced by her in the year. . 

Analysis of the Trade of Principal Countries in 1936. 

. . In the pages which follow, foreign trade of the principal trading countries will be 
bnefly analysed. The information given for the bigger industrial countries should be 
studie? in conju~ction with the fig~res given in Table V concerning the movement of 
the pnces, quantity and value of their trade by main groups of articles. 

United Kingdom. 

Imports of the United Kingdom rose in sterling value by 12!% in 1936. Roughly 
a third of this increase was due to a rise in import prices and two-thirds to an increase 
in the quantum of imports which exceeded the level of 1929. There was also an increase 
in the price and the quantum of exports, but the export value was only 3i% higher than 
in 1935, and the trade deficit rose by over a fourth. The quantum of exports remained 
24% below the 1929level. 

Imports retained In the United 
Kingdom 

Exports 
(domeeUc produce) 

Year Quantum! Price I Value Quantum! Price I Value 

Per cent or 1929 I (OOO~OO's) Per cent or 1929 1 (OOO~oo·., 
1929 •.• . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 1,111.1 100 100 100 729.3 
1932 • . . . . . . . . . . . 88.2 66.4 58.6 650.7 62.9 79.6 50.0 365.0 
1934 • . . . . . . . . . . 94.7 64.6 61.2 680.2 69.1 78.6 54.3 396.0 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . . 95.7 65.9 63.1 700.7 74.8 78.1 58.4 425.8 
1936. . . . . . . . . 102.9 69.0 71.0 788.5 76.2 79.2 60.4 440.7 

Prices and value calculated on 
gold basis : 
1932 • . . . . . . . . . 88.2 47.7 42.1 467.7 62.9 57.3 36.0 262.9 
1934 • . . . . . . . . . : 94.7 39.9' 37.8 420.1 69.1 48.5 33.5 244.4 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . 95.7 39.4 37.7 419.0 74.8 46.7 34.9 254.6 
1936 • . . . . . . . . . . 102.9 41.7 42.9 476.3 76.2 47.9 36.5 266.2 

In the diagram on the following page, the quantum movement of imports and 
exports is shown by main groups of articles. Within imports, the relatively greatest 
increase is recorded for raw materials ; the quantum of such materials imported attained 
the highest level on record. The largest increases in quantity over 1935 are those for 
iron ore and scrap (52%), wood and timber (26 %) and cotton (22 %). 

Imports of manufactured goods for investm~nt purposes were very active-thus 
imports of machinery rose in quantum by 42%, electrical goods by 19 %, and iron and iron 
manufactures by 20 %-but also the majority of other items show increases over the 
1935 figures. 

On the export side,- the expansion was less general. Substantial increase!! .are 
recorded for certain items such a~ rayon and linen manufactures, motor-cars and sh1ps, 

SA 
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United EiDgdom : Amlual Movement o! tho Quantum o! Trade('). 

(Values, in million £, af 1930 prices.). 

A : Food, drink and tobacco. ' 
B: Raw materials and articles mainly unmanufactured. 
,C :Articles mainly or wh~lly manufactured. 
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' and there was a large increase in sales of whisky to the United States, but the majority 
of the items show but little change. Cotton manufacture~ though increasing slightly 
in value, fell off in quantum, and the rise in the quantum of woollen manufacture was 
less than 1 %. The quantity of coal exported fell by 1_1% (partly on account of smaller 
sales to Italy), though the decline was almost made good by a rise in price, and exports 
of iron and steel as well as iron manufactures remained practically on the 1935level. 

Exports to the Uirlted States (£27.6 million) rose by not far from £5 million after 
having increased by a similar amount in 1935 ; in two. years, these exports have thus risen . 
by over half. In most other directions, the export trade was less successful in 1936. 
As was shown on a preceding page, total exports of the United Kingdom did not nearly 
keep pace either with those of her two chief competitors (the United States and Germany) 
or with the general expansion of world trade. To a certain extent, this may be due to the 
favourable business conditions prevailing within the country, reflected in an expansion of 
domestic demand. Another factor was the loss of trade with Italy, which was relatjvely 
greater for the United Kingdom than for other countries, as is evident from t~e fall in 
exports to that country from £6.8 million in 1935 to £0.5 million in 1936. 

But there has been a certain decline in the relative importance of. British exports, 
particularly to agricultural debtor ~ountries outside the British Empire. Thus, exports 
to Latin-American countries (other thanBritish possessions) fell from £32.4 million in 
1934 to £32.2 million in 1935 and £31 million in 1936; the share of these countries in 
British exports was 8.2% in 1934butonly 7 %in 1936. The importance of this falling-off 
is evident, if it be considered that Latin-America has recently proved an expanding 
market for industrial products and that the sterling value of Latin-American imports 
in 1936 was greater- than in 1934 by over 16%. A number of other countries as well, 
such as Hungary, Yugoslavia, Portugal and China, have also recently proved contracting 
markets for British goods. 
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In several, though not in all, the cases now considered, this decline in British exports 
is attributable to increased foreign competition-particularly on the part of Germany 
or the United States-of which further details will be found elsewhere in this volume.(l) 
To a great extent, it may be considered as a result of the partial disorganisation of the 
triangular transfer of payments to the United Kingdom over other industrial countries, 
owing to which certain agricultural debtor countries are now selling their export products 
to the latter in exchange for industrial goods, and thus reducing their purchases in the· 
United Kingdom. · · 

Trade with British countries does not appear to have been much affected by this 
tendency: Thanks to the preference their products enjoy in the United Kingdom, 
imports from them have grown rapidly enough to permit of a simultaneous growth in 
exports and import balance in trade with these countries. Imports from Canada alone 
rose by £19 milliqn-that is, by over one-third-in 1936. Nevertheless, the hulk of the 
passive trade balances of the United Kingdom is still in trade with "foreign " countries : 

£ (OOO,OOO's) I Percentage of trade 
(imports or exports) 

1929 I 1934 I 1935 I 1936 1929 I 1934 I 1935 I 1936 

General trade with 

"British " countries : 
Imports . . · . . . . 358.8 271.3 284.6 332.6 29.4 37.1 37.6 39.2 
Exports ... . 347.6 196.7 215.3 227.7 41.4 44.0 44.7 45.4 
Import balance . . . . 11.2 74.6 69.3 104.9 

" Foreign " countries : / 
Imports . . . . 862.0 460.2 471.5 516.4 70.6 62.9 62.4 60.8 
Exports . . . . . . . . 491.5 250.6 265.8 273.4 58.6 56.0 55.3 55.2 
Import balanc.e . . . . ·370.5 209.6 205.7 243.0 

United Stales of America. 

The trade of the United States in 1936 resembles that of the United Kingdom in that 
imports-expanded more than exports. Imports rose in value by 19% and exports by 
8 %, in both cases mainly on account of i:r;tcreases in quantum. There was a small import 
balance in special trade for the first time since 1893.(2) 

(See lable on .following page) 

~~~ f!·g~:~:!I ~~a::dt:e~e was still a small export surplus, the lowest, however, since 1893. Attention should be paid to 
the tact that tJ;te United State!timport values do not include the cost of freight, insurance, etc., lrom the country of Jhlpment.. 
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. Imports ror consumption Special exports 
(I.e., domestic produce) 

Year t~{!j I Price(') I Value_ Quan- I 
tum Price I Value 

Per cent or 1929 I (Ooo.foo'a) · Per cent or 1929 
. 

1 (000~00'•) 
1929 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 4,339 100 100 100 5,157 
1932 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 49.5 30.5 1,325 52.5 58.5 30.6 1,576 
1934 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.5 57.5 37.7 1,636 56 72.5 40.7 2,100 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.5 57.5 47 2,039 59 74.5 43.5 2,243 
1936 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 62 55.8 2,421 61.5 76 46.9 2,416 

Prices and value, calculated' on 
the basis of the old gold parity: 
1934 - . . . . . . . . . . 65.5 34.5 22.5 976 56 43 24.3 1,253 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . 81.5 34 27.7 1,204 59 44 25.7 1,324 
1936 • . . . . . . . . . . 90 36.5 33 1,430 61.5 45 27.7 1,427 

(1) The figures for the prices of imports up to 1933 inclusive refer to general imports, and the calculation of the quantum 
figures is based on the assumption that these prices coincided with those of imports for consumption. 

. ' 

While all the principal groups of articles shared in the rise in the quantum of imports, 
the rise in the quantum of exports was due entirely to the larger sales of finished manu
factures (as shown by the diagram below). The quantum of food exports fell off by l 0 %, 
partly as a result of the decline in exports of fruit, canned fish, etc., from Pacific ports 
during the last two months of the year, when a labour dispute-affected West coast 
shipping. The same dispute was also largely responsible for the fall in cotton exports, 
amounting to 8% (in quantum as well as value). 
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Wheat exports, though they increased, remained at a low level ; on the other hand, 
~he quantity of wheat imports increased considerably and there was an excess of wheat 
Imports over exports of 34 million bushels (about 925,000 metric tons). The predominant 
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par.t played by iron- and s~eel-mill products and engineering products in the expansion of 
Umted States exports durmg 1936 as well as 1935 is illustrated by the following figures. 

$ (OOO,OOO's) 

1934 1935 1936 
Percentage 

Increase 

United States exports of : 
1934-1936 

Iron- and steel-mill products . 89 88 112 26 
Machinery . . . . . . . . . 218 265 335 S4 

. Automobiles, parts and accessories . ' 190 227 240 26 

1"otal above groups 497 580 687 38 

All other goods . . . 1,603 1,663 1,729 8 

The continued increase in raw material imports was, of course, a consequence of the 
. expansi?n of industrial production in the country. There was a tendency for imports 
of certam articles of luxury to grow very rapidly : imports of wines and spirits (mainly 
whisky) rose from S41 million in 1935 to S75 million in 1936, of furs and manufactures 
from S53 to S82 million and of diamonds from $24 to $33 million. 

In view of the fact that manufactured articles represent only a minor share of 
United States imports and that the increase in her imports has recently been largely 
on account of raw mAterials and semi-manufactures, it is surprising to find that her 
purchases from several industrial countries have increased very considerably. While her 
total imports increased in value by 39% between 1934 and 1936, her imports from the 
United Kingdom increased by 74%, from Belgium by 125 %, from Japan by 44 %, from 
the Netherlands by 76% and from Sweden by 42%. In view of the importance of indus
trial products (particularly news-print paper) in the purchases from Canada, the increase 
in imports from that country, amounting to 62 %; may also be mentioned. In as far as 

· imports from the countries mentioned consist of manufactured articles, recent changes 
in price relations have naturally tended to reduce their share in United States imports. 
Imports from certain of the smaller industrial countries of Europe have been favoured 
by the conclusion of trade agreements under the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 
June 1934; such agreements with Belgium, Sweden, the Netherlands and Switzerland 
entered into force in the course of 1935 or the early part of 1936. A similar agreement 
with France did not enter into force ,until May 1936 ; imports from France have during 
recent years made but little progress. Imports from Germany have likewise lagged 
behind those from most other industrial countries; between 1934 and 1936 they rose by 
only 16%. 

. The movement of imports from raw material countries also shows considerable 
divergencies. Between 1934 and 1936, imports from South America rose by 27% and if 
the Argentine is omitted, by only 13 %, from Central America less Cuba by 34 %, from 
Asia (wheth!')r Japan is included or not) by 44%, from Africa by 53%, and from Oceania 
by 146 %. The failure of a number of Latin American countries to share in the expansion 
of the United States purchasing market is largely due to the diversion of their exports to 
countries such as Germany and Japan. In so far as bilateral agreements have been 
entered into or similar arrangements made, lraders in these countries are to some extent 
restricted in their choice of sources of supply. Yet the United States has been able. to 
raise her exports to South America by 26% (the figure is the same for South Amer1ca 
less the Argentine) and to Central· America less Cuba by 23% (including Cuba 29 %), 
while her total exports during the two years in question rose by only 15 %. Among 
industrial countries, however, Germany and Japan have recently proved rather weak 
markets for United States products; the value_of exports to them in 1936 was lower than 
in 1934 by 8% and 3% respectively. 
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Germany. 

German exports continued to increase in 1936 and in spite of the further deterioration 
of her barter terms .of trade, the export surplus ro~e from 111 tp 515 million Reichsmarks. 

Imports Exports . 
Year QuantumJ Price I Value Quantumj· Price I Value 

Per cent of 1929 I RM (000,000'•) Per cent of 1929 I RM (00,,000'•) 

1929 • . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 13,447 100 100 100 13,483 . 
1932. . . . . . . . . . . . 69.9 49.6 34.7 4,667 59.4 71.7 42.6 5,739 
1934 • . 0 . . . . 0 ·- . . 72.6 45.6 33.1 4,451 4!l.8 62.1. 30.9 4,167 . 
1935. . . . 0 . . . . . . . 66.3 46.6 30.9 -4,159 53.7 59.0 31.7 4,270 
1936. . . . . . . 0 . . 0 . 63.7 49.2 31.4 4,218 59.2 59.7 :l5.4 4,768 

' 

Manufactured goods were wholly responsible for the increase in. exports ; the rise 
in the quantum of such articles exported was no less than 16% (see d1agram). Imports-
of raw materials fell in quantum, however, by 5%. · 
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Though industrial activity in:Germany~was-we!Cabove the 1929level, the quantum 
of raw material imports;,was only three-fourths;of what it had been in that year. To 
an increasing extent, domestic raw materials}have in recent years been substituted for 
imported-the:quantum~of exportedi;raw materials has fallen-and the domestic production 
of severarraw materials has increased-while stocks in Germany of certain imported raw 
materials have declined. The recent increase in imports of iron ore contrasts, however, 
with the reduction recorded for other principal raw materials. 
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German Net J:mports (J:mporta leas Exports) ol Certain Raw Materials. 
1934 1935 1936 

8,184 14,043 18,463 
347 95 162 
215 213 189 

11 11 8.5 

Wool . • . . • • • 
Cotton . • . . . . . 
Cattle hides and skins 
Oleaginous fruits and 

Ton• (OOO'a). 
1934 1035 
165 149 
338 349 
131 117 

1936 
122 
310 
107 

seeds . • • • • . 2,213 I ,334 1,661 

. The most outstanding recent changes in the imports of foodstuffs is the increase in 
aruma! products and the simultaneous decline in cereals · the latter was however 

. a?c.ompanied by a considerable reduction in the stocks of ce~eals within Ger~any (totai 
VlSlble stocks of wheat, rye, barley and oats amounted to 2.5 million tons at the end of 
July 1935 but to only 1.2 million at the end of July 1936). 

German Not lmporta (lmports leas Exports) of CeriaiD Foodetulla. ToDII (OOO'o). 

1934 1935 1936 1934 1935 1936 
Meat • 53 · 63 111 Wheat 461 146 26 
Fish • 196 209 233 Rye . 55 183 23 
Butter . • • 62 71 75 Barley 552 158 58 
Eggs • · 76 65 71 . Oats . 25 Jill 15 
Lard, tallow 64 45 49 Maize. 388 282 172 

· The prices of manufactured articles exported remained on or slightly below the level 
of 1935. Textile products and machinery, though only representing about one-fourth 
of the exports within this group, are responsible for about half the expansion in sales. 

RM. (OOO,OOO's) Tons (OOO's) 
1935 1986 1985 1986 

Textile products • • • • 382 489 69 96 
Machinery • • • . ·. • • . 392 520 241 321 
Other manufactured articles 2,644 _2,937 5,248 5,873 

Half the increase in the German export balance of 1936 occurred in trade with the 
U.S.S.R. ; imports from that country fell from 250 to 93 million Reichsmarks as the result 
of the completion of the repayment of mercantile credits previously granted, while exports 
rose from 39 to 126 Reichsmarks on account of the grant of new credits of the same kind 
to the U.S.S.R. Other changes in the distribution of trade are also closely connected 
with the regulation of bilateral transactions. Certain creditor countries have found it 
necessary to restrict their exports to Germany in order to secure the collection of interest 
on their investments there through their surplus of imports in clearing accounts ; thus, 
the share of France, the Netherlands and Switzerland in German imports fell from 16.3% : 
in 1934 to 8.8% in 1936, w~le the share of the same countries in exports fell from 25.4% 
in 1934 to 18.4% in 1936. To some extent, German exports to these countries were 
adversely affected by the depreciation oftheir currencies in the ,autumn of 1936. Exports 
to other industrial countries have also shown relatively little progress ; thus, the share in 
exports of the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, Austria and Czechoslovakia 
were lower in 1936 than in the tw9 preceding years. On the other hand, the expansion 
in'.German exports to, as well as in her imports from, certain agricultural countries 
of South-Eastern Europe and Latin America, to which attention was drawn last year, 
continued in 1936. 

RM. (OOO,OOO's) % of trade (Imports or exports) 
1934 1935 1936 1934 1935 1936 

Imports from : 
Six countries of South-Eastern 
. Europe (1) • • • • • • • • 316 413 505 7.1 9.9 12.0 
Latin America, less Argentine. . 309 441(') 459 6.9 10.7 10.9 

Exports to : 
Six countries of South-Eastern 

Europe (1) • • • • • • • • 222 320 454 5.3 7.5 9.5 
Latin America, less Argentine . 180 296 413 4.3 6.9 8.7 

(1) Bulgaria Greece, Hungary, Roumania. Turkey, Yugoslavia. 
(2) Imports irom Brazil fell by 23 millions RM. in 1936, as it would appear owing to a temporary suspension of the barter 

of manufactured articles against Brazilian cotton. 
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• Meanwhile trade with-and particularly i~ports from-several ?verseas countries 
which used to supply Germany with a large portion of the raw matenals and foodstuffs 
she requires has declined : 

RM. (OOO,OOO"s) %of imports 
1934 1935 1936 1934 1935 1936 

Imports fro~ : 
United States. 373 241 232 8.4 5.8 .5.5 
Britisb Dominions. 264 121 127 5.9 2.9 3.0 
N etberlands Indies 132 120 113 3.0 2.9 2.7 
Argentine . . . . 152 143 ll9 3.4 3.4 2.8 

Total above countries 921 625 591 20.7 15.0 14.0 

The share of the British Dominions in exports rose from 2.2% in 1934 and 1935 to 
2.8% in 1936, and a similar increase occurred in exports to China (her share amounted 
to 1.9% in 1934, 2.2% in 1935 and 2.8% in 1936) ; the shares of the Netherlands Indies, 
Argentine and a number of other raw material countries, on the other hand, have varied 
but little. 

The redistribution of trade now considered has mainly resulted from the tightening 
Government control of trade, exercised chiefly through exchange control, clearing agree
ments and export subsidies. The importance of export subsidies would appear to have 
increased in 1936 as a consequence of restrictions imposed from the beginning of the year 
on the use of private barter through so-called ASKI accounts (1). The discrimination 
rendered possible through the trade measures in questiqn has helped Germany to expand 
her exports to countries which also apply exchange control and from whiCh she can buy. 
raw materials in return. She has restricted her purchases from several of the other non
industrial countries which are the principal suppliers of primary products to the world 
market, but which need large export surpluses for their debt payments and are therefore 
unwilling or unable to accept "reciprocity" in trade, and she has decreased her exports 
(and thus also her export surpluses) to the industrial creditor countries. 

France. 

In terms of domestic.currency, French imports rose in value by a fifth, while exports 
remained practically stable. The quantum of imports increased by 8 %,mainlyonaccount 
of larger purchases of raw materials, while that of exports fell by 6 %. 

Imports (2) Exports (8) 

Year Quantum! Price I Value Quantum I Price I Value 

Per cent of 1929 I Fr. (000,000'•) P~r cent of 1929 I Fr. (000,000'1) 

1929 • . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 . 56,686 100 100 100 48,895 
1932. . . . . . . . . . . . 89.1 58.5 52.1 29,526 58.6 67.7 39.7 19,403 
1934 • . . . . . . . . . . . 78.3 51.6 40.4 22,881 59.9 60.2 36.0 17,624 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . . 74.3 49.3 36.6 20,748 53.7 58.5 31.4 15,356 
1936. .. . . . .. . . . . . . 80.1 55.3 44.3 25,112 50.7 61.6 31.2 15,271 
Prices and value calculated on 

gold basis : 
1936_. . . . . . . . . . . 80.1 50.2 40.2 22,767 50.7 55.9 28.3 13,852 

(1) For details. see lest year's edition. 
(2) Excluding precious stones and fine pearls. 
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Franca: ,AnnUal Movement of the ~tum of Trade.(') 

(Values, in million francs, al 1913 prices.) 
A: Foodstuffs. B: Materials necessary for industry. C: Manufactured arUclea. 
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The following table- showing the price and quantum changes for diiTerent categories 
of trade during the th~ee ~rst and the last quarter of 1936, aims at illustrating the effect 
of the franc devaluatiOn m September. The figures represent percentage increases or 
decreases on the corresponding periods of 1935. 

, 

Franca :Percentage Changes ol Trade !rem 1935 to 1938. 

Imp oris 
Foodstuffs • . . . . . . . . 
Materials necessary for industry . 
Manufactured articles . . . . . . . 

All articles • . . . . . . . . 

Exporls 
Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . 
Materials necessary for industry . 
Manufactured articles • . . • . . 

All articles • . . . . . . . . 

. . 

. 

. 

. . . 

. 

I Prices (in French currency) 

Jan.-Sept., Oct.-Dec. I Year 

+6 +41 + 15 
+6 +36 + 13 
+1 + 21 + 6 

+5 +36 + 12 

+5 +22 + 10 
+5 +22 + 10 
+O + 6 + 2 

+2 + 13 +. 5 

I Quantum 

Jan.-Sept. I Oct.-Dec. 

+ 10 + 5 
+ 8 + 15 
+ 0 + 8 

"+ 7 + 10 

-14 + 1 
- 9 + 6 
- 8 6 

- 9 + 5 

Ycor 

+ 8 
+ 9 
+ 2 

+ 8 

- 9 
- 6 - 4 

- 6 

Account should be taken of the fact that trade during the first three quarters was 
affected by anticipations of price movements which might result from a franc devaluation, 
and that the effect of the devaluation upon imports during the last quarter was largely 
offset by tariff reductions varying between 15 and 20% and by the relaxation of import 
restrictions in the form of quotas, while exports during that quarter were checked by 
the rapid increase in domestic prices. The rise in the quantum of food imports, before as 
well as after the devaluation, was due largely to the necessity of. meeting the deficit 
in the domestic cereal crop by larger imports of wheat and rice, but considerable increases 
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' 
also occurred in the import of other foodstuffs (fr~it, wine, vegetables). Imports of raw 
materials were on a high level during the whole year in anticipation first of the _deval~a-. 
tion, later of higher prices resulting from world market cpnditions .. The clifficulh_es 
of the textile industry in Northern France during the ye11r led to larg~r Import~ o~ textile 
manufactures (for example from Belgium and Czechoslovakia). The mcre~s.e m Imports 
of manufactured articles shown for the last quarter should not ·be miSII?-trepreted ; 
it is due chiefly to larger purchases of yarns, chemicals and similar goods which, though 
manufactured, serve as raw materials for finishing industries. . . 

On the export side, manufac_tured articles showed greater resistance t<? the tei?-denCies 
of contraction during the first period than other categories of goods, and determmed the 
upward movement of quantum during the last quarter. The reduction in exports. _of 
such articles during the year as a whole was largely on account of reduced sales ·of textile 
products. · . . 

The share of French overseas territories in the trade of France rose considerably 
in 1936 ; in the case of imports, this increase was due mainly to foodstuffs (cereals !rom 
Algeria, rice from Indo-China, etc.); in the case Of exports, to manufactured articles. 
The goods absorbed by the overseas territories are generally of a lower quality than those 
exported elsewhere, and with the growing importance of the colonial market, several 
French .export industries-for example, the textile industry-which once principally 
produced highly manufactured or luxury articles have gradually changed in character. 

P...,.ntage ol French OverSeas Territories In French Trade. 

I925 I929 I932 I933 I934 I935 I936 

Imports into France .. · 10.5 12.0 20.9 23.7. 25.3 25.8 28.6 
Exports from France . • 14.6 18.8 31.5 32.4 30.9 31.6 33.4 

Exports to Italy fell from 583 to 137 million francs, or by over three-quarters,· and . 
exports to Germany, which already in 1935 had co'ntracted .Dy not far from one-half, 
fell from 1,050to 667 million francs-a deliberate reduction in order to ensure repayment 
through the clearing with Germany of debts in arrears due to French exporters. Against 
the losses in this and other directions may be set increases in exports to the United 
Kingdom (by 19 %), the United States (by 22%) and to a number of agricultural countries, 
particularly in Latin America. ' 

Japan. 

Japanese trade made further progress in 1936, but imports advanced most and the 
country's barter terms of trade continued to deteriorate. 

Percentage Movement ol Japanes'e Trade· (1929 - 100).(') 

Imports Exports 

Year Prices Value Prices Value 
Q,_ ..... 

In yen I In gold In yen I In gold 
Quantum 

In yen I In gold In yen I In gold 

1929. . . . . . . . . 100 100 ioo 100 100 100 100' 100 100 100 
1930·. . . . . . . . . 87.8 79.5 85.5 69.8 75.0 88.3 ?7.5 82.8 68.4 73.2 
1931 . . . . . . . . . 97.3 57.3 60.9 55.8 59.3 91.0 58.6 62.2 53.4 06.6 
1932. . . . . . . . . 96.2 67.2 41.7 64.6 40.1 107.6 61.0 35.3 65.6 38.0 
1933. . . . . . . . . 99.8 86.7 38.1 86.5 38.0 119.0 72.8 31.6 86.6 37.6 
1934. . . •. . . . . . 106.4 96.8 37.3 103.0 39.7 140.6 71.9 27.5 101.1 38.7 
1935 .. . . . . . . . 111.6 100.1 37.1 111.4 41.4 159.6 72.9 26.9 116.3. 42.9 
1936 .. . . . . . . . 122.4 101.9 38.1 124.7 46.6 174.2 71.9 26.7 125.3 46.6 

-

(l) The ffgu,..,. for value refer to trade Inclusive of re-lmports and re-exports and therefore· differ slightly from those 
11bown on page 26 above. ~be price and quantum figures are based on a series (1928 - 100) published by the Yokohama 

bys~~~ Bank ; but, u this aer1es show• no figures tor 19291 these~ have been calculated with the aid of a aimUar series published 
loUC IDatitute for Eeonomle*Research ol the Kobe Umversity .. ot Commerce. 
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Ever since 1,931, the gap between import and export prices has steadily widened. 
Th_e result of this movement is illustrated by the above table. In 1936, the yen value 
of Imports as well as expm::ts was 25% higher than in 1929; hut the rise in quantum since 

. 1929 had been more than three times greater for exports than for imports. Japanese 
exports, however, are to a considerable extent due to governmental expenditure abroad 
and large capital exports to Manchuria ; in so far as they are due to these causes, they fail 
to relieve the pressure on the Japanese exchange. This was strongly felt in 1936, when 
attempts were made to reduce the pressure by increased Government control of trade. 
A law adopted by the Japanese Parliament in June provides for the centralisation of a 
large portion of exports in the hands of guilds, controlled by the Government, and in 
January 1937 exchange control of trading transactions was established in anticipation 
of a higher tariff to he introduced later in the year. . 

The relative importance of the "old" export articles continued to decline in 1936. 
The quantity of raw silk exported fell by one-tenth, that of silk tissues by 12% and that 
of cotton tissues rose by less than 1 %, while increases are recorded of 46% for artificial 
silk, 24% for artificial silk tissues, 42% for woollen tissues and even higher rates for 
a number of less important articles. · 

Exports to the United States and Australia-Japan's principal sources of supply 
for cotton and wool and the countries with which she has her greatest import balances
have recently been menaced by commercial conflicts, which were, however, settled in 
1936. Exports to Latin America, which had developed rapidly during the years 1931-
1933, failed to develop further pwing to increased competition from other countri~s, 
hut, with the rapid increase in imports from Latin America (they rose over 2! times m 
1936, after having doubled in 1935), the trade balance with the majority of Latin 
American countries became active and a basis was thus formed for the future expansion 
of exports to these countries on the basis of " reciprocity ". 

Japan : Trade with Principal Latin-American Countries. Yon (OOO,OOO's). 

Argentine 
Brazil . . 
Chile . . 
Mexico . 
Peru .. 
Uruguay. 

· Imports 
1934 1935 
12.1 16.4 
3.3 4.0 
3,4 4.5 
0.2 6.4 
1.8 11.4 
2.6 4.5 

1936 
30.0 

(1)47.4 
10.0 
18.7 
13.0 
9.5 

Exports 
1934 1935 
20.0 28.6 

3.1 5.9 
7.4 6.6 
4.0 5.5 
6.9 7.0 
7.0 5.7 

1936 
22.7 

8.8 
7.4 
7.2 
6.2 
7.9 

(1) Increase due to the import of Brazilian cotton. 

· The trade with Latin America since 1929 is illustrated in the graph below, showing 
values in terms of gold dollars. 

Japan : Trade with Latin America. 
lA: Imports ; B: Exports. 
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Exports to Europe rose in value oy 17 %, 
mainly on account of larger sales to th.e 
United Kingdom, while imports from Europe 
fell off. 

Italy. 

When imports from Italy were prohibited 
by a number of countries in the autumn of 
1935, the Italian Government extended its 
control of foreign trade and exports were 
radically curtailed. After the resumption of 
trade from the middle of July 1936, progress 
was at first slow owing to difficulties connec
ted with the payment of previous mercantile 
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debts · in particular, trade with the United Kingdom and France remained on a low 
level. ' The devaluation of the lira late in September and the tariff reductions undertaken 
in· connection therewith brought, however, further relief to Italian trade. In terms 
of lire, exports during the year as a whole exceeded those during 1935 by 4 %, but were 
lower in quantum by 7% ; the. quantum of imports, on the other hand, was 37% below 
the level of 1935. 

Imports Exports 

Year Quantum I Price I Value Quantum I Price I Value 

Per cent of 1929 I Lire (OOO,OOO's) Per cent of 1929 I Lire (OOO,OOO's) 

1929 
. 

100 100 100 21,665 100 100 100 15,236 . . . . . . . 
1932 . . . . . . . 71.3 53.5 32.1 8,268 79.2 56.4 44.7 6,812 . 
1934 . . . . . . . 76.1 46.5 . 35.4 7,675 75.3 45.5 34.3 5,224 
1935 . . . . . . . 73.9 48.6 36.0 7,790 75.3 45.6 34.4 5,238 
1936 . . . . . . . 46.9 58.9 27.7 5,994 70.0 51.1 35.8 5,454 
Prices and values cal-

culated on a gold 
basis: 
1932. . . . . . . 71.3 52.2 37.2 8,063 79.2 55.0 43.6 6,644 
1934. . . . . . . 76.1 45.2 34.4 7,457 75.3 44.2 33.3 5,075 
1935. . . . . . . 73.9 45.2 33.4 7,242 75.3 42.4 32.0 4,870 
1936. . . . . . . 46.9 47.4 22.2 4,820 70.0 39.7 27.8 4,231 

As the diagram shows, imports of raw materials fell more in quantum in 1936 than 
foodstuffs and manufactured articles. The quantity of raw cotton imported was less 
than in 1935 by 32%, that of raw wool by 65% and that of coal by 36%. 
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The second diagram shows the effect of the events referred to above upon the 
monthly movement of trade values. As import remained on a low level during the 
~econd h?lf of the year, an e~cess of exports occurred during the last four months. The 
mcr~ase m the gold value of Imports late in 1936 and during the first months of 1937 was 
due m part to large purchases of wheat _necessitated by the failure of the 1936 wheat crop. 

Itaq : Mont&q Trade Values, converted Into U.s. 
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The following table shows the 
shares of principal import. and export. 
markets in the Italian trade. The 
shares of Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
Rdumania, the United States and 
Brazil in import. increased rapidly 
in 1936, · partly at. the expense of 
the United Kingdom and France. 
Though these changes were largely 
due to the particular disturbances of 
Italian trade in 1936, it. is interesting 
to note from the figures given for 1929 
and 1934 that., on the whole, they 
contributed to the redistribution of 
Italian imports in favour of Central 
European countries that. has been 
evident. for a number of years. 

Percentage Shares In Italian Trade. 

Germany .... 
United Kingdom . 
France .. 
Austria . • • . 
Hungary •.. 
Roumania ..• 
Switzerland • . 
India and Ceylon 
Egypt .. ·. 
Umted States 
Argentine .. 
Bra:zil . . . . 

Other industrial countries. 

1929 
12.5 . 

9.6 
9.6 
2.3 
0.9 
1.0 
2.6 
5.4 
1.6 

16.7 
7.1 
1.6 

Imports 

1934 1935 
15.8 18.3 

9.2 7.3 
5.7 6.0 
2.5 3.5 
1.3 2.0 
1.6 3.1 
3.8 3.2 
4.6 3.1 
2.0 1.8 

12.5 11.3 
3.6 3.8 
1.7 1.4 

1936 
26.5 

0.9 
2.1 
6.2 
3.7 
3.7 
3.4 
2.3 
1.4 

14.9 
3.0 
2.3 

1929 
11.9 
9.8 
8.8 
2.9 
0.8 
1.1 
7.1 
2.8 
3.8 

11.5 
6.6 
1.7 

Exports 

1934 1935 
15.9 16.2 
10.1 8.2 
6.7 5.8 
2.3 2.6 
2.5 1. 7 
1.4 1.3 
8.4 6.4 
2.3 1.8 
2.3 1.8 
7.4 8.1 
4.2 3.1 
1.3 1.2 

1936 
19.5 
2.9 
3.6 
3.5 
2.1 
0.4 
6.2 
0.9 
1.7 

10.0 
2.9 
1.1 

. The trade of Czechoslovakia has, during some years, been affected by the clearing 
and similar agreements she has had to conclude with several of the countries constituting 
important markets for her goods. While the export balances she used to acquire in trade 
with certain of these countries has declined, the acquisition of currency required for 
imports of raw materials from other countries has become increasingly difficult. The 
employment of a considerable portion of her foreign asset reserves during 1936 for heavy 
purchases of raw materials led to the introduction in the autumn of 1936 of a licensing 
system for imports of certain raw materials and other products, and contributed to the 
further depreciation of the Czechoslovak crown ; towards the end of the year, the import 
restrictions were, however, mitigated. Exports to a number of free currency countries, 
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while not growing rapidly enough to prevent the diffi~ulties no~ referred to, have expanded 
considerably during the last two years, and the1~ share m Czechoslovak trade has 
increased at the expense of Central European countries. 

Percentage Shares in Czechoslovak Trade. 

Imports 

1929 1934 1936 

United Kingdom • • . . . . . 4.1 5.2 6.0 
United States . . . . . . . . 5.5 5.5 6.1 
Seven other countries inN orthcrn 

and WesternEurope (1) • 11.3 18.3 20.!J 
Germany . . . . . . . . . . 25.0 19.4 17.5 
Three other Central European 

countries(') . . . • . . 19.2 10.8 9.9 

(1) Belgium, Finland, France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland. 
(2) Austria, Hungary, Poland. 

1929 

6.9 
7."2 

9.9 
19.3 

25.8 

Exports 

1934 1936 

6.4 8.9 
6.8 9.0 

17.9 20.6 
21.5 14.4 

14.7 12.9 

. ' 

Austrian trade continued to expand in 1936, and the import surplus remained at the 
low level of the preceding years. Exports to Italy, which had been at a high level during 
1935 and the early part of 1936, fell off in the autumn as a result of the devaluation of 
the lira and the restoration of more normal trade between Italy and many other countries, 
but the loss was largely offset by increased sales to Germany. The trade position of 
Austria has in recent years been relatively favourable in certain respects, and the 
exchange value of the Austrian currency was not reduced in 1936. The maintenance 
of equilibrium in the foreign transactions of Austria, in spite of a comparatively high 
level of domestic prices, must to some extent be attributed to the fact that she has been 
able to draw certain advantages from recent trends in commercial policy. Being a net 
importer of goods from such countries as Germa:Qy, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland, 
the move towards bilateralism in trade, particularly between Central European countries, 

· has improved her bargaining position and redu~ed the external pressure upon her 
currency. . 

Belgian trade, profiting from the effect of the devaluation of the Belgian franc in 
1935, made rapid progress in 1936, when the gold value of imports as well as exports rose 
by 15-16%. The share of Germany, France and the Netherlands in Belgian imports, 
which had fallen from 47 to 37% between 1932 and 1935, was further reduced to 34%. 
in 1936, while that of the Belgian Congo and a number of oversea countries increased
a movement due partly to the change in the relation between prices of manufactured 
articles and primary products, partly to changes in the composition of trade. Both in 
the imports and exports of Belgium, the share of raw materials has in ·recent years 
encroached upon those of foodtsuffs and manufactured goods. . 

The trade of the Netherlands in 1936 was checked by the high level of her domestic 
prices and costs before the devaluation of the gulden in the autumn. During the period 
January-September, her imports as well as exports were only 4% higher in value than 
during the corresponding months of 1935, and the revival of her economy during the last 
quarter is only to a slight extent reflected in the trade figures. The quantum of imports 
would appear to have declined in 1936, in spite of larger purchases of mineral oils_ and 
iron products, while that of exports rose as a result of larger sales of foodstuffs and coal, 
as well as of textile products, for which there was an incrEl_ased demand from the Nether
lands Indies. Imports from Germany have fallen in recent years (their share in imports 
declined from 29% in 1934 to 26% in 1935 and 23% in 1936), and, in order to secure the 
surplus accruing to her in clearing with .that country, the Netherlands has restricted 
~xpo~ to Germanr, whic~ have thus fallen from 25% of the export value in 1934 to 16% 
m 19.,6. The Umted Krngdom, the United States, and a number of other oversea 
countries, have increased their shares in Dutch trade. 
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Among industrialised countries (excluding Italy), Switzerland alone reduced the 
gold value of her imports in 1936. The reduction, which occurred Jar<l'ely in 
~onstru_ction ma_terials . (particul!irlY wood), raw materials (particularly for th~ heavy 
mdustnes) and mdustnal machinery, reflects the protracted depression of domestic 
industrial activities up to the time of the devaluation of the franc in the autumn of 1936. 
Exports were increasing, even before the devaluation of the franc. Like the Netherlands 
Switzerland records. a steady contraction in her trade with Germany since 1934: 
Trade with France also declined in 1936, while in that year there was an increase in 
trade with the United Kingdom and a number of oversea countries, particularly the 
United States, whose share in Swiss exports rose from 5.8% to 8%. 

Sweden profited in 1936 from an exceptional demand for certain of her products, 
particularly iron ore.· Her barter terms of trade improved and continued to do so 
during the early part of 1937. The quantum of Swedish imports, after a rise of 13% 
in 1936, exceeded that in 1929 by about one-third, and the quantum of exports also 
surpassed the 1929level. The recent increase in the quantities of certain Swedish staple 
products exported is illustrated in the diagram below. Sweden has been able to 
maintain her trade with Germany-imports as well as exports-on a relatively higher 
level than other creditors of that country, as a result no doubt of the large German 
requirements of Swedish iron ore. The share of Germany in Swedish imports has, 
however, continued to decline. On the other hand, the share of the United States and 
certain smaller industrial countries of Europe has increased considerably during the 
last two years. 

Sweden : Quantities of Certain Export 
Articles (1929 = 100). 

A : Ironore. 
B : Timber1 rough, sawn or dressed. 
C : Pulp (ary: weight). 
D : Paper and cardboard. · · 
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The foreign trade of Finland and Norway, 
which was already in 1935 on a higher quan
tum level than before the depression, made 
further rapid progress during 1936. The 
quantum of Finnish imports rose, indeed, by 
11-12%, and that of Finnish exports by 14%. 

Non-industrial countries . 

For a number of countries which export 
mainly primary products, detailed informa
tion· on trade movements in 1936 is not 
available at the time of writing ; moreover, 
these countries are more numerous and more 
specialised than industrial countries. The 
following short summary, based on infor
mation for certain of them, is accordingly 
confined to a few: facts believed to be of 
interest in the analysis of trade during 1936 .. 

The fall in the exports of Russia and 
the increase in her imports during 1936 are 

chiefly due to the movement of trade with Germany in-connection with the repaymen~ of 
old, and receipt of new, mercantile credits, to which reference ~as made w_hen dealmg 
with Germany. The greatest reductions in exports ?ccurred m cereals, oil seeds and 
mineral oils, while heavy purchases of machinery and 1ron manufactures ~ccount for the 
bulk of the increase in imports. Cotton imports fell ofT by about two-thirds as a result 
of increased domestic production. . . . . . . 

Danish exports of bacon and ·m~at fell ofT m quantity m 1?36 while those of butter, 
eggs and cattle rose. The increa~e m the export value of 9% m the _Year ~o~ld a_ppear 
to have resulted mainly from a growth in quantum. _ The g~ograph1_cal dJstnb_ut10n. of 
Danish trade in recent years has undergone some changes of mterest m connectiOn w1th 
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the problems especially considered in this volume.. It will ~e rec~lled that Denmark, 
which used to dispose of the bulk of her exports m the Umted. Kingdo~, but ~ought 
a greater share of her imports from Germany than from any other country, was d1re~tly 
affected in 1932 by the change in British trade policy and t~e gen~ral pressure. for bila
teralism in trade. In order to maintain her exports to the Umted Kmgdom, she mcreased 
her imports from that country an~ reduced her purchases in Germany ~ccordingly. 
Since 1934 however, Germany has mcreased her purchases from Denmark m exchange 
for Germa~ industrial products, and in 1936 there was considerable reduction in the share 
of the United Kingdom in Danish trade : . . 

Percentage Shares ID . Danish Trade. 

Imports Exports 
1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 

United Kingdom 14.7 22.3 30.1 36.0 32.5 56.4 64.1 60.2 58.0 54.0 
Germany .•• 32.9 25.9 21.3 22.0 25.3 19.9 13.2 15.3 16.3 20.3 

Simultaneously with this development, domestic indusfrialisation has for some years 
caused a shift in Danish imports from manufactured articles to raw materials. 

During the first half of 1936, Spanish imports were 10% lower, but exports 13% 
higher in_ gold value than ~uring the corresponding period of 1935. · 

Spanish trade in S (OOO,OOO"s) gold : 
Imports • • • • • • . . • • • 
Exports • • • . • • • • • . . 

January-June 
1935 1936 

82 
57 

74 
64 

July-December 
1935 1936 

87 
56 

In the absence of Spanish statistics for the second half of 1936, the changes in the 
value of Spanish trade may be illustrated l;ly a table based on the statistics of the principal 
countries of provenance and destination : 

SpaiD : Trade by Countries of ProveD8Dce and DestiDation. 
Old U.S. $ gold (OOO,OOO"s) 

Imports Exports 

Countries of provenance and destination 
According 

I 
According to the According 

I 
According to the 

to Spanish statistics of the to Spanish statistics of the 
statistics(') exporting country statistics (') importing country 

19341 1935 I 1934 1 1935 1 1936 1934 1 1935 I 1934 1 19351 1936 

Germany . . . . . . . . . 19.0 23.2 20.6 25.2 16.5 13.2 14.4 23.4 28.2 23.2 
France . . . .. . . . . . . 12.8 9.4 15.5 11.8 10.3 18.5 13.3 19.5 13.3 16.8 
United Kingdom • . . . . . . 16.6 17.7 15.2 16.8 9.3 27.4 24.6 33.8 32.4 31.4 
Six other countries(2) . . . . . 54.8 51.5 45.4 43.6 23.4 23.7 22.3 23.1 23.4 18.9 --------------------
Total nine countries . . . . 103.2 101.8 96.7 97.4 59.5 82.8 74.6 99.8 97.3 90.4 

--------------------All countries . . . . . . . . 165.0 169.7 118.2 113.5 

(l) Including smsll amounts of bullion and specie (total for all countries In$ gold (000 OOO"s) Imports 1934 • 0 04 1935 • 
0.18 • exports, 1934: 0.30, 1935 : 0.92). ' ·' ' ' • • ' • 

(2) Belgium, Sweden, U.S.S.R., 1ndle, Italy, U.S.A. 

The figures. suggest that t~e gold value of Spanish imports during the whole of 1936 
was lower than m 1935 by a third or more, and during the second half of the year reached 
less than half the figure for the corresponding period.of 1935. Exports appear to have 
been less affected by recent events in the country; during the whole of 1936 they may 
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have been only 5 to 10% lower in gold value than in 1935, though the decline towards 
the end of the year was very marked. The import surplus would appear to have 
disappeared in 1936. . 

The trade of the agricultural countries of South-Eastern Europe was even in 1936 
to a large extent determined by the growing preponderance of transactions with Germany 
to which attention was directed in the two preceding editions of this Review. The excep~ 
tional reduction in the trade of certain of the countries concerned with Italy in 1935 and' 
~936 helped to raise the share of Germany in their trade, but particularly in the case of 
Imports that share has also risen at the expense of other industrial countries. 

Percentage Shares of Chief Countries ot Prov8D8l1Ca and DestiDation·m the Aggregate Trade ol Bulgaria, Greece, 
Hungary, Ronmania, Turkey and Yugoslavia.. 

Imports Exports 
1934 1935 1936 1934. • 1935 1936 

Germany ... 19.6 25.6 32.8 23.0 25.8 30.2 
United Kingdom II.6 9.6 8.4 8.2 8.0 10.0 
United States . 5.1 5.1 6.0 4.3· 5.6 5.2 
Italy . . . . 9.4 6.8 2.9 11.0 12.8 6.1 
France . . . . 6.8 3.5 2.3 4.6 2.8 3.9 
Austria . . . . 10.4 9.8 9.8 12.0 11.1 9.6 
Czechoslovakia . 7.8 8.0 6.5 5.1 5.9 6.0 
Other countries . 29.3 31.6 31.3 31.8 28.0 29.0 

100 100 100 100 100 100 

The increasing German purchases of primary products, at prices generally exceeding 
those quoted in free markets, has rendered it necessary for the countries in question 
to increase their imports of manufactured articles from Germany in order to employ 
the proceeds arising from their exports in clearing with that country. Difficulties 
connected with the exchange control and the technical working of the clearing agreements 
(with other countries as well as Germany) have from time to time necessitated changes 
in the import regulations, or even restrictions of exports (in Yugoslavia, exports to 
Germany were restricted early in 1937). The direction of German demand has stimulated 
changes in the domestic production of the countries under review, reflected, for example, 
in the growing output of oil seeds in Bulgaria, Hungary, Roumania and Yugoslavia, and 
of cotton in Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. 

The policy of developing manufacturing industries, evident in the majority of the 
countries of south-eastern Europe, has, during the last few years, conflicted to a certain 
extent with the regulation of trade by clearing agreements, as some of the raw materials 
required by their manufacturing industries could only be bought by the supply of " free " 
currency, and as the clearing with certain industrialised countries forced considerable 
quantities of manufactured goods into the countries. The resulting pressure-external 
and internal-upon their economy was mitigated in 1936 owing to the,marked change 
in price relations in favour of agricultural producers and the rise in the value of exports. 
With the rise in prices in the world market, the competitive power of the countries 
concerned in that market improved, as is indicated by the recent increase in the shares 
of the United Kingdom and the United States in the exports of five of the countries. 
The proceeds of exports to the United States are not blocked, and the clearing or payments 
agreements concluded with the United Kingdom by certain of the countries under review 
allow for the purchases of primary products. . 

Exporls to th~ United Kingdom &lld the United States as Percentage ol Total Exporto. 

Bulgaria Greece Hungary Roumania Turkey Yugoslavia 

United Kingdom 1935 4.4 12.6 8.5 9.6 5.4 5,3 
1936 II.6 12.2 8.7 12.5 5.4 9.9 

United States. 1935 1.0 16.9 1.9 0.2 10.1 5.6 
1936 2.6 14.3 2.6 1.4 11.4 4.9 

4A 
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In contrast with the other countries within the group, Greece was not able to main
tain her exports to the United Kingdom and the United States in 1936, and her e::cports 
to the other two countries with which she still conducts exchanges on normal lines
namely, the Netherlands and Egypt-also fell of!. The. expan~ion of ~er trade with 
clearing countries did not prevent her trad_e ~eficit fr~m mcreas~ng, an~ m the autu~n 
the exchange control was tightened. The rise m the pnces of the mdustrial raw matenals 
imported by Greece contributed to this unfavourable development of he~ trade. 

The growing industrialisation of Poland on the one hand and clearmg agreements 
on the other have affected both the composition and the direction of Polish trade. The 
trade of Poland with Germany has not expanded in recent years, and the large export 
surplus she used to have in that trade as well as with certain other countries whose trade 
is now to a large extent determined by clearing agreements, such as Austria, Czechoslo-

. vakia, Hungary and Roumania, has fallen to a relative!>' small figure. He~ exports to 
Germany, which represented 56.5% of her total exports m 1929, fell to 30% m 1934 and 
22% in 1936, and those to Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Roumania from 25 to 

· 13 and in 1936 to 8 %- Meantime her requirements of raw materials has increased as a 
result of the policy of domestic industrialisation .. The shares of such materials in her 
imports, which amounted to 42% in 1929, have in recent years represented about 50% ; 
her imports from eleven important raw material countries (1) have risen from 9% of 
her import value in 1929 to 16% in 1934 and 17% in 1936, and those from the United 
Kingdom (partly consisting of raw materials re-exported from that country) from 9 to 
11 and in 1936 to 14 %. Poland has mad~ co:Qsiderable progress in redistributing her 
exports in the direction of these countries ; but the pressure exercised by the tendencies 
described has nevertheless increased, particularly with the unfavourable development 
of the relation between prices of imported raw materials and exported manufactures
a factor the importance of which has obviously increased in consequence of the change 
in the composition of trade entailed by the industrialisation. Export subventions for 
animal foodstuffs were introduced in 1935; but the increase in the quantum of such 
products exported in 1936 was accompanied by a fall in the export of coal, yarns ·and iron 
manufactures. The fall in the export surplus from 177 million zloty in 1934 to 64 million 
in 1935 was not checked by the introduction of exchange control in April 1936; the 
surplus fell in fact to 23 Inillion zloty in 1936, largely on account of the increase in imports · 
during the latter part of the year. 

Argentine trade did not show any marked developments during the first half. of 
1936; but during the second half of the year exports were favoured particularly by the 
growing foreign demand for cereals and linseed. Considerable quantities of maize were 
disposed of in the United States and Canada at rising prices ·as a result of the drought 
in these countries. The striking recovery of trade rendered it,possible in December to 
reduce the discrepancy between the official import and export rates of exchange by half 
-a measure implying a mitigation of the exchange control-and the minimum prices 
applied since the, end of 1933 by the Grain Regulating Board in its domestic purchases 
of wheat, linseed and maize could be abolished as unnecessary. The export boom · 
continued during the early part of 1937; the gold value of exports during the first quarter 
?f that year exceeded t~at during the corresponding quarter of 1936 by 112%. Imports 
m 1936 were 2% lower m gold value than in 1935. The" valores de tarifa ",·calculated 
according to stable J?rices and th11:s representative ef quantum changes, rose, however, 
by over 4 %· It might thus be mferred that the average prices of imported goods, 
calculated m gold, fell by about 6%. It seems likely that this price-fall during a period 
when world market prices were generally rising and prices of manufactured goods at least 
stable, reflect;> the eager competition between the countries supplying industrial goods 
to the Arge_ntu!-e (and other Latin-Am~rican markets). Complete information concerning 

. the Argentme Import trade by countnes of provenance is not available, but the " val ores 

Sout~)A1~line, Auatralla, Brazil, British Malaya, Canada, Chile, China, Egypt, India, Netherl.ands Indies and. Union of 
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de tarifa " show increases in imports from Germany as well as the United States by 6 %, 
from Italy by 27%, and from the Netherlands by as much as 63% while imports from 
the United Kingdom remained stable and those from Japan actual'ly fell by one-tenth. 

Brazilian coffee exports fell off in quantity in 1936 and there was a further increase 
in the share of other goods, particularly cotton, in the ~xport value. 

Coffee 
Cotton 
Other goods 

1929 
857 

49 
1,283 

Metric tens (OOO'a) 
1932_ 1935 
716 920 

0.5 139 
915 1, 703 

1936 
851 
200 

2,058 

Percentage share In export value 
1929 1932 1935 1936 

71.0 71.6 52.6 45.5 
4.0 0.1 15.8 19.1 

25.0 28.3 31.6 35.4 

Rising prices of Brazilian exports helped, from the middle of 1936 to increase the 
export surplus, which during 1935 and the first half of 1936 had fallen to' a very low level, 
and the exchange position was improved by the inflow of foreign funds. The geographical 
distribution of exports was affected by a shift in the sale of cotton from Germany to the 
United Kingdom and Japan; the share of Germany in imports continued to grow, how
ever, at the expense of those of the United States and the United Kingdom: 

United States . 
United Kingdom 
Germany .•.. 

1929 
30.1 
19.2 
12.7 

Percentage share In Brazilian Imports 
1932 1934 1935 
29.4 23.4 23.9 
20.0 18.2 12.8 

9.3 13.6 19.2 

1936 
21.9 
10.9 
22.9 

As in the case of the Argentine, the gold prices of imported goods appear to have 
declined. The average unit values of imports fell, for example, by 13 %for cotton tissues, 
3% for paper and paper manufactures, 30% for chemical and pharmaceutical products, 
and 5% for fuel oil. For iron manufactures, machinery and certain other goods, 
increases are, however, recorded. 

Chile affords another example of the tendencies affecting trade in certain Latin
American republics. Her exports, profiting from higher prices of nitrate and copper, 
rose in value by 19%; but as there was a similar rise in imports, the export surplus 
remained very low, and the troubled exchange situation did not improve. With the 
growing importance of compensation or barter transactions in Chilean trade, the proceeds_ 
of exports have, to an increasing extent, been blocked against corresponding imports, 
to the disadvantage of the foreign investors and Chilean credit abroad. Imports from 
Germany rose in 1936 in value by 39% and came to surpass those of the United States. 

United States . 
United Kingdom 
Germany ••. 

1929 
30.7 
17.7 
13.9 

Percentage share in Chilian Imports 
1932 1934 1935 
23.2 28.8 27.1 
12.9 23.2 18.9 
14.8 10.2 20.0 

1936 
25.4 
13.1 
28.7 

The gold value of recorded imports of China (excluding Manchuria and Jehol) 
fell in 1936 to a level 17% below that of 1935 and just about half of that in 1932. The 
figures overstate the actual decline in imports in view of the recent growth ofsmuggling 

. across the northern frontier-in 1935 estimated at 23% of imports.(1) As a result of 
reduced Chinese requirements of rice, wheat and cotton, the share of industrial countries 

(1) C(. Balances of Paymenls, 1935 Ser. L.o.N.P. 1936.11.A.18).-It should be observed that the ligures given 
for China (excluding Manchuria and J ehol) in Table III do not Include trade with Manchuria, which Is not recorded In 
Chinese statistics. The figures for the trade between Manchuria and the remainder of China, shown in footnote 5 to that 
table and derived for recent years from Manchurian returns, would appear to include only a portion of the goods enter IOJ 
China proper from Manchuria. Between 1932 and 1936 the exports of Japan to China (excluding Manchuria and Jebol) 
tell from 9.2 to 5.9% of total exports, while those of Manchuria rose from 1.8 to 5.6 %---B change which can naturally only 
tn part be accounted tor by smuggling of Japanese goods over Manchuria. 
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ih Chinese imports rose in 1936, but the expansion of Germany's share was such as to 
demand special illustration. . _ 

China : Percentage Share I.D Imports. 

1929 1932 19.33 1934 1935 1936 

Germany 5.2 6.8 7.9 9.0 11.2 15.9 
U.K. 9.3 11.2 11.3 12.0 10.6 11.7 . . 

9.9 12.5 15.6 16.3 Ja~an . 25.2 14.2 
U .. A. . 18.0 25.3 21.9 26.1 18.9 19.6 

Chinese exports profited from higher prices (while average import prices, in national 
currency, were highe~ than in 1935 by 10%, export pric~s _were hig~er by 24%); but 
thouah larger quantities exported are recorded for the maJOrity of articles, the quantum 
of total exports fell off owing to the poor crops of silk and groundnuts. The prepo'nder
ance of the United States as a market for Chinese products became more marked ; her 
share in Chinese exports, which was 12% in 1932 and 23.1% in 1935, rose to 26.4% in 
1936. 

The improvement in the trade of the Netherlands Indies did not set in until the 
middle of 1936; during the first half of the year, the quantum of both imports and exports 
was lower than during the corresponding period of 1935 and export prices remained at a 
level only slightly higher than in that year. The rapid rise in world market prices for 
several of the country's export products and the ·devaluation of the gulden implied a 
radical change in the trade situation. Export prices in January 1937, in terms of gulden, 
were more than twice as high as they had been in the middle of 1935, when they had 
reached their lowest point, while import prices remained at a level not mqch higher than 
in 1935. The improved barter terms were only to a slight_ extent reflected in the import 
figures of 1936; the quantum of imports for the year as a whole was below the level 
of 1935, owing partly to smaller rice imports. Information concerning the division of 
trade by countries of provenance and destination in 1936 are not available at the time 
of writing. · 

The recovery of Canadian trade which had begun in 1935 continued at an increased 
rate in 1936. The rise in the value of Canadian imports by over 15% is due' principally 
to larger purchases from the United States, particularly of capital goods (imports of farm 
implements and machinery from that country rose in value by 58%). The rise in the 
export value by $190 million or 23% is mainly accounted for by larger exports of cereal 
products (amounting to $284 million as against $180 million in 1935) which occurred 
despite the recurrence pf drought on the prairies and the resulting failure of the autumn 
crop. A considerable increase in exports of meat and live animals (from $33 million 
in 1935 to $49 million in 1936) may be attributed to the reduced supply of ·fodder and 
water in the provinces overtaken by the drought. More than half of the exceptional rise 
in exports to the United Kingdom (from $307 to $400 million) is accounted for by the 
items now considered. 

The rise in the value of the exports of the Union of South Africa was due to an 
increase of 16% in the quantity of gold exports. Exports of other goods taken together 
remained practically stable in value and actually fell in quantum. The quantum 
of 'Yool, f~r example, was lowe~ than in 1935 by !1 fifth and that of sugar by a third. T~e 
Umted Kingdom and the Umted States contributed most to the all-round increase m 
imports during the year . 

. ~ustralia and New Zeala~d profit~d in 1936 from the. exceptional demand for their 
P!"Inc1pal. products, and the mc~eas.e m the value of their exports was chiefly due to 
h1gher pnces fetched. The relative mcrease was, however, much greater in New Zealand 
than in Aus~ralia, ~hose ~rade duri~g the latter half of the year was adversely affected 
by com!llercJ_al conflicts With the Umted States and Japan. That with Japan led to the 
discontmuatJOn of wool sales to that country during the second half of the year (in the 
corresponding period of 1935, Japan had acquired a third of Australian wool exports) 
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and the sales of wool to other countries, particularly the United Kingdom the United 
States and Belgium, increased, while Japan turned to other wool markets. ' As a result 
of. this redistribution ~f _sales, the price _of Australian wool rose but little in comparison 
w~th that of other qualit1~s of wool, and 1t was only after a settlement of the trade dispute 
with Japan that Australia drew the full benefit of the improved conditions in the wool 
market. 

The trade of British Malaya improved considerably from the middle of 1936. During 
the first half of that year, her exports, valued in sterling, equalled, and her imports 
were 3!% less than, th~ corresponding trade during the first half of 1935, but during the 
secon~ half o! the year Imports as well as exports were 19% higher than during the corre
sponding penod of 1935. Rubber exports were lower in quantity but increased in value 
as compared with 1935 as a result of the rapid rise in rubber prices. Tin exports were 
favoured by a large increase in the demand from the United States and Canada and rose 
in quantity by a third. 

The reduction in Indian imports in 1936 was on account of raw cotton and various 
articles of consumption, such as rice, sugar and textile manufactures. Purchases of 
cotton piece goods from the United Kingdom were reduced during the first half of the 
year in anticipation of a tariff reduction, but increased later. The· rise in the export 
value, by 16%, appears only to a very slight extent to be due to higher prices ; among the 
principal Indian export articles, cotton rose in quantity by 27 %, ground nuts by 65 %, 
linseed by 139% and jute bags and cloth by 24%. The shares of Germany and Japan 
in imports rose slightly, but the German share in exports amounted to only 4.4% as 
against 5.4% in 1935 and 9.3% in 1929. 

Trade in Certain Staple Products. 

A study of the trade in the. major staple products throws some light upon cer~ain 
of the tendencies which have recently affected the international exchange of goods. 
Tables VI and VII (pages 55-57 and 59-61) show the quantities in 1929, 1932 and 
1934-1936, as well as the values in 1932 and 1936, of a number of important foodstuffs 
and raw materials (including certain refined mineral products) exported from the chief 
producing countries.(1) Where available, the continental totals have also been entered 
in the tables. The relative importance of the products in question is shown by the total 
value of exports of each article in 1932 and 1936; thus, as in these years world exports 
of all goods amounted to $12,885 and $12,536 million gold respectively, world exports 
of wheat ($336 and $271 million gold) represented in 1932 2.6 and in 1936 2.2% of total 
trade, etc. . · 

The annual average export price in one principal exporting country, given in the 
tables in italics beneath the totals for each article, helps to indicate the broad changes 
in export values. 

Though the figures available for 1936 in many cases are incomplete, they witness 
to the importance of the price increases in the changes in trade during 1936. For the 
majority of the eight a_rticles of food shown in Tab!e VI, there ~?uld not _app~ar to have 
been any noteworthy mcrease fr?m 1935 to 1936 m ~he quanhhes entenng I?to trade.; 
the quantity of wheat .appears, m fact, to have declined. In two cases, an mcrease IS 
evident-the trade in maize appears to have risen in quantity by about a tenth on 
account of larger sales from the Argentine and certain countries of south-eastern Europe, 
and a smaller increase is recorded for cheese. The average prices, on the other hand, 
were higher than in 1935 in the case of all the articles except sugar. In this connection, 
reference should be made to the table on page 15, according to which the quantum of 
foodstuffs entering into trade remained stable in 1936, while the prices of foodstuffs 
were higher than in 1935 by about 5 %· 

{1) The main source which ~as been_employed for these tables, besides the trade returns of the countries coneerncd,is the 
.A.nnuaire international de Slali&l,que agr~cole. 
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According to the same table, raw materials and semi-manufactured products 
increased in price as well as quantum by about 5% between 1935 and 1936 .. Th~ average 
increase in the prices of the few articles shown in Table VII is much greater, m sp1te of the 
fall in the price of tin and the fact that cotton rose in price by only 0.4 %, but t~e t?se 
in quantum, if any, appears to have been smaller. There may have been a q?ant1tat~ve 
rise in world exports of cotton by a few per cent (on account of sales from Latm Amenca 
and India), and it seems likely that the world trade in mineral oils rose despite the reduc
tion recorded by the United States and the U.S.S.R., but against these increases must be 
set the reductions which, according to the table, appear to have taken place in other 
articles such as wool, rubber, coal and, possibly, copper. · . 

The articles shown in Table VII are, however, too few to permit of a judgment of the 
movement of trade in raw materials and semi-manufactures as a group. In the case of 
several commodities belonging to this group but not shown in the table, a quantitative 
increase in trade occurred in 1936; this is true, for example, of pulp (of the principal 
exporters, Canada increased the quantity exported by 14%, Sweden by 6% and Finland · 
by 12 %), soya beans (Manchurian exports, which represent nine-tenths of world exports, 
rose in quantity by 10% in 1936), iron ore (France and Sweden, who are ·the main 
exporters, increased their exports by 10 and 45% respectively, thus by far outweighing 
the possible decrease in exports from Spain), and probably raw tobacco (the United . 

· States, who is by far the greatest exporter, increased the quantity of her exports by over 
7%). . 

Further, in the case of two articles shown in Table VII-namely, rubber and copper-· 
the export figures do not reflect actual trade movements, as there was a considerable 
re-export from stocks held in the United Kingdom, which naturally entered into imports 
of other countries. The stocks in the United Kingdom fell ofi, not only as a result 
of these re-exports but also because the. growing consumption of rubber and copper 
within that country was not met by larger imports (in the case of rubber, there was even· 
an excess of re-exports over imports) : 

United Kingdom: 
Total imports 
Re-exports . . . 
Retained imports 

(1) Mainly raw copper. 
(2) Excess of re-exports over total imports. 

' 

1935 

177 
48 

129 

Metric tons (OOO's) 

Rubber Copper and manufactures (.1} 

1936 1935 1936 

63 167 148 
70 30 64 

(2)- 7 137 84 

The increase in the re-exports of rubber (22,000 tons) more than offset-the decline 
in exports from the producing countries (17,000 tons), while in the case of copper the 
increase in re-exports (34,000 tons) corresponds to two-thirds of the fall in exports .from 
the countries for which_ figures are available (51,000 tons). · · . -

Though the figures of Table VII thus appear to understate the revival of tradeo in 
~aw mat~rials and semi-manufactures that occurred in 1936, it may well be that the 
mcrease m the quantum of trade for that group, as indicated by the provisional figures 
of page 15, will prove somewhat too high when more complete information concerning 
the trade movement by groups of articles has become available. · 

The rapid increase in the prices of certain raw materials, such as wool, rubber and 
copper, would appear to be caused by the inability of the exporting countries to increase 
the supply in proportion to the rising demand or even to maintain this supply on the 
·same lev~! as in 1935. World stocks of many raw materials declined, probably at a 
more rap1d rate than is indicated by available statistics, which naturally do not include. 
stocks in the hands of the consuming industries. 
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TABLEAUVL 

Exporta\lolla de oaria!Doa d0m-6ea alimtiD-. 

. 
Tonnes m6trlques (en mllllero) 

Article et provenance 

1929 I 1932 I 1934 I 
Froment . 

Afrique • . • . • . . 418 782 556 
Amerique du Nord . . 8,194 7,705 5,032 

Etats-Unis •. . . 2,458 1,494 462 
Canada • . . . 5,741 6,211 "9570 

Amerique latin~ . . . 6,711 3,442 4, 17 
Argentine . • . . . 6,618 8,442 4,794 

Asie ..... . . . 131 181 . 184 
Europe ... . . . • (2) 1,488 1,783 1,587 

Hongric. . . . . . 486 144 456 
- Roumanie. . •. . 8 lOS -U. R. S, S. . . . - 551 212 

Yougoslavie . . . . 554 ISS 98 
Oceanie. • . . . . . 2,050 3,367 1,784 

Australie . . . . . 2040 8367 1,734 
Total du monde . . . (2)18,992 17,260 14,060 

Pri:r; moyen d'ez%ortalion 
auz Etats - . nis (dot-
lars-or -par tonne metri-
que) . . . . . . . . 45.5 21.9 13.2 

Mais 
Afrique . . . . . . . 636 470 478 

Union Sud-Africaine 331 244 228 
Amerique duN ord 

' . 857 201 76 
Etats-Unis • • . . ' 857 200 76 

Amerique Ia tine . . . 5,158 7,064 5,613 
Argentine •. • . 5,048 . 7,055 5,471 

Asie. . . . : . ; . . 379 452 . 669 
Europe •.. . . . . 748 2,504 1,532 

Bulgarie .• 79 
. 

168 128 . . . . 
Roumanie. . . ... 

~· 
1,789 581 

U. R. S. S. . . . 11 811 128 
Yougoslavie . . ... 167 185 678 

·~otal du monde (8) •.• 7,778 10,691 8,368 
Pr1z moyen d'ezportation 

en Argentine (dollars-or 
par tonne. metrique). . 31.7 11.7 9.7 

Sucre 
Afrique. • • • • . . 542 498 560 
Amerique du Nord . . 106 49 129 
Amerique latine (4) . . 6,604 4,835 4,315 

Cuba • • • • . • 5,029 2,659 2,841 

Asie Jtl . . . ·. . . : 3,429 2,743 2,463 
In es neerlandaises . 2,482 1,514 1,092 
Philippines. • . . 696 1,017 12158 

Europe • . • . . . . 2,039 1,466 1, 09 
Tchecoslovaquie . . 540 894 162 
Allemagne •. . . . 220 81 8 
France· .•• . . . 801 288 292 
Pologne. . . . . 298 185 101 

. Oceanie (•). • • . . . 1,071 1,283 1,492 
Total du monde . . . 13,791 10,874 10,168 

Pri:r; moyen d'ezporlation 
en Tchecoslouaquie (dol-
lars-or par tonne melri-
que) • • • • • • • • 57.7 28.4 21.4 

TABLE VI, 

Exporia ol Caria!D Foodotulla . 
Dollan .. Ol' 

Metric tons (OOO's) (en millions) 

I gold (OOO,OOO'a) Article and provenance 

1935 I 1936 1932 1 1936 

(1) 371(1) 11 
Wheat • 

(1} 660 (1) 390 'Africa • 
4,515 6,666 147 . 135 North America . 

6 51 88 1 Unit~d States. 
4,509 6,615 114 134 Canada. 

3,912 (1) 1,680 58 (1) 35 Latin America. 
3,860 1,594 58 83 Argentino. 

(1) 172 n 360 !~! 3 (1! 7 Asia. 
2,622 1 2,463 35 (1 49 Europe . 

88r 571 4 14 Hungary. 
252 611 2 11 Roumanla. 
719 58 10 I U. S. S. R. 

30 294 8 6 Yugoslavia. 
1,904 1,961 56 33 Oceania . 

1,904 1,961 56 83 Australia. 
(1 )13,78f> (1 )13,520 (1) 336 (1) 271 World total. 

Auera11.e e:z:porl price in 
Unlled States of Amer-
ica ($ gold per melric 

19.8 21.4 ton) • 

Maize. 
693 . (1) 6 . Africa. 
454 17 8 . Union ofSouthAfrlca. 

5 13 3 - North America. 
5 18 8 - United States. 

7,169 (1) 8,460 83 (1) 88 Latin America. 
7,051 8,867 88 87 Argentine. 

(1) 541 !~! 789 6 !~l 8 Asia. 
1,082 1,002 (1) 29 12 Euroce· 

5 104 2 1 Bu garla . 
635 771 21 9 Roumania. 

10 - 8 - U.S.S.R. 
888 91 2 1 Yu3oslavia. 

(1) 9,490 . (1) 126 Worl total. (1) 
Auerage e:r.port price in 

Argentine ($ gold per 
8.0 10.4 melric ton). 

Sl!gar. 
713 (') 17 Africa. 
105 58 2 2 North America. 

(1) 4,711 . (1) 142 Latin America. (') 
2466 2,480 54 (1) 65 Cuba. 

(1) 1,869 (1) 2,130 (1) 106 (1) 58 Asia. h) 
1,033 • 880 89 13 Net erlands Indies. 

516 900 60 87 Philippines. 
1,173 (1) 1,231 (1) 60 (1) 31 Europe. 

196 192 11 8 Czechoslovakia. 
8 18 2 - Germany. 

260 228 19 10 France. 
107 62 4 1 Poland. 

1,266 . r~ 70 Oceania. (&l 
(1) 9,837 . 1) 397 World tota . 

Auerage uporl price in 
Czechoslouakia ($ gold 

17.1 16.9 per metric ton). 

(ll Chl!lrea eil psrtle estlmh. · -
(2 Pendant la p6riode l924-19'lS. lA mor.cnn<" annuelle du total des 

exportations de froment Atait de 18.665 mllliers de tonnes, donL 1.404 
psr !'Europe (493 par l'U.R.S.S.). · 

(3) Dans aucune ann~c. lcs exportaUons de mots de l"Oc6u~le n"ont 

(1! Partly estimated flgureo. 
(2 Ourirur tbP period 1924-1928, the annu:1J avera'f8 or world whent 

exports amounted to 18,665 tbouJnnd tons, ot which 1,404 from Europe 
(493 !rom tho U.S.S.R.). . 

(3} Maize exporta from Oceania amounted to !.:111 t.hau 1,000 ton• In 

attefnt 1.000 tonnea. . 
(&) y comprla Ies exportations de Porto-Rico l destination des Etata-

Uniso 
(6) Non comprls Hong-Kong. · 
ra! y comPris lea exportations de Hawall destination des Etats-Unla. 

any year. 

!'! Including exports from Porto Rico to U.S.A. 
6 Excluding Hong-Kong. 

(I) Including export.olrom HawaU to y.s.A. 
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TABLEAU VI (Iuiie), 

Ezporta.U...,. de oortamos dearie& aUmentair88. 

Article et provenance 

Beurre 
Afrique, Asie et Ame

rique du Nord . . . 
Amerique latine • • . 

Argentine . .. • • • 
Europe • . ; • • . . 

Danemark ..••• 
Pays-Bas . • • . . 
Etat libre d'lrlande . 

Oceanic. • . • . . 
Australie • • . . . 
N ouvelle-Zelande. . 

Total du monde. . • • 
Pri:J: moyen d'exporlation 

au Danemark (dollars
or par tonne metrique) • 

Fro mage 
Afrique, Asie et Ame

rique latine • • • • 
Amerique du Nord . . 

Canada • • • . . . 
Europe • . • • . . . 

FraiJ.ce • • • • • . 
ltalie • . • • • . 
Pays-Bas • • . . . 
Suisse. • • • . . • 

Oceanie. . . . . . . 
N ouvelle-Zelande. . 

Total du monde . . . 
Pri:J: moyen d'exportation 

azu: Pays-Bas (dollars
or par tonne metrique). 

Viaruk congelee el frigori
fiee 
Amerique latine (3) • • 

Argentine • • • . . 
Bresil. • • • • • . 
Uruguay •.••. 

Oceanic ('l. . . . . . 
Australia(') • . . . 
Nouvelle-Zelande ('). 

Total (Amerique latine 
et Oceanic) • • • . 

Pri:J: moyen d' exportation 
de bamf frigorifie en 
Argentine (dollars-or 
par tonne metrique). • 

'Tonnes m6triques (en mllllen) 

1929 1 1932 1 1934 1 

9 
17 
17 

362 
159 
47 
28 

I31 
47 
84 

519. 

843.2 

2 
43 
42 

208 
18 
33 
96 
32 
93 
90 

346 

331.7 

777 
594 
79 

104 
281 

114 
167 

1,058 

186.4 

11 
25 
25 

306 
158 

20 
17 

2I5 
104 
111 

557 

352.2 

3 
40 
39 

I66 
13 
30 
77 
20 
95 
91 

304 

187.2 

630 
510 

46 
74 

365 
135 
230 

995 

87.2 

8 (1) 
8 
8 

337 
150 
37 
26 

245 
112 
183 

598 (1) 

228.2 

3 
28 
28 

140 
12 
25 
61 
18 

I06 
101 -

277 

184.4 

574 
470 
42 
62 

426 
- 181 

245 

1,000 

64.3 

(1 I Chill"'" en partie estlmb. 
(2) JBDVier-J>tembre oeulement. Lea chlllrea pour Ia p6rlode corres

poDdante de 1983 et 1934 oont reapectlvement 17 et 18. . JIJ Coosld6r6 comme lo total des cbUt.... pour l'A'll"ntlne, Je Br6sU et 1 rupay. 
l'l Non compris certaines cat6gorieo de vlande. 

TABLE VI (conlinued). 

Exports o! Certain Foodstu!!s. 

Metric tons (OOO's) 
Dollars-or 

(en millions) 

$ gold (000,000 's) ArUcle and provenance 

1935 1- 1936 1932 1 1936 

16 (1) 

7 
7 

329 (1) 

138 
47 
27 

258 
116 
142 

611 (1) 

261.7 

4 (1) 
26 
25 

143 (1) 

11 
28 
61 
18 

95 
88 

268 (1) 

154.5 

579 
463 
54 
62 

443-
187 
256 

1,022 

80.9 

' 
. 16 (1) 4 

10 7 
10 7 

358 (1) 104 
146 56 
60 7 
26 5 

226 63 
84 29 

142 • . 34 
610 (1) 178 

286.0 

3 
38 
37 

143 
11 

57 
18 

90-
84 

274 

157.1 

I 
(1) 8 

8 
( 1) 49 

5 
13 

. 14 
10 

(1) I7 
16 

75 

Butter. 
Africa, Asia and North 

(1) 5 America. 
2 Latin America. 
2 Argentine. 

(1) 92 Europe. · 
42 Denmark. 
14 Netherlands. 
6 Irish Free State. 

55 Oceania. 
· 19 Australia. 

36 New Zealand. 
( (1) 154 World total. 

Auerage e:cport price in 
Denmark ($ gold per 
metric ton). 

' 
Cheese. 

Africa, Asia and Latin 
(1) I America. 

7 North America. 
7 Canada. 

(1) 32 Europe. 
France. 
Italy. 

4 

o Netherlands. 
7 Switzerland. 

13 Oceania. 
12 New Zealand. 

(1) 53 World'total. 
Auerage e:cport price -in' 

the Netherlands ($ gold 
per metric ton). 

Frozen and chilled meal. 

I 483 
60 

54 (1) 52 Latinj\.merica (3). 
44 · Argentine. · 

435 
184 
251 

92.8 

-4 
6 

38 
12 
26 

3 Brazil. 
Uruguay. 

47 Oceania. (') 
17 Australia.(') 
30 New Zealand.(') 

Total (Latin America 
92 (1) 99 and Oceania). (. .-

Auerage e:cporl price of 
chilled beef in the 
Argentine ($ gold pel' 
metric ton). 

(ll Partly estimated figures. · 
(2 January-september only. Figures ror the corresponding Period 

or 1933 and 1934 are, respectively, 17 and 18 • 
(3) Taken aa the total or the tlgures ror the Argentine, Brazil and 

Urui{Uay. · 
(4) Excluding certain categories ot meat. 
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TABLEAU v:t (fin). 

Ezporta.Uous de cer&ainea denr6ea allmentatres. 

Tonnes m~trlquea (en mllllere) Metric tons (OOO's) · 
Art.lcls et provenance 

1929 I 1982 I 1934 I 1935 I 1936 

I 

TABLE VI (conelu~ed). 

~"l'orla ol CerlaiD FooclstuUs. 

Dollars-or 
(en mUIIoos) 

• gold (000,000'1) Article and provenance 

1932 1 1936 

Cafe Coffee. 
' Afrique • • • • . . . 48 85 97 (1) 111 (ll 12 Africa • 

Amerique latine .. . . 1,295 1,145 1,318 (1) 1,417 (1) 1,390 (1 212 (1) 150 Latin America • 
Bresil. . . . . 857 716 849 920 351 128 87 Brazil. 
Colombie • . . . . 170 191 185 226 239 •U 81 Colombia. 
Venezuela. . . . . 64 49 46 54 9 Venezuela. 

Asie • • • • • 0 • 0 95 131 98 99 (1) liS (1) 18 (1) 9 Asia. 
Indes neerlandaises • 81 114 82 81 95 14 6 Netherlands Indios. 

Oceanie. 0 • • 0 • • 4 6 5 5 (1) 5 (1) 1 Oceania. 
1,367 . r~ 2 Total du monde (2) • • 1,442 1,518 (1) 1,632 1) 244 World total. (•) 

Priz moyen d'ezporlalion Average ez~orl price In 
au Bresil (dollars-or par 
tonne metrique) . • • . 381.2 178.3 

[ 
123.5 91.9 101.7 

Brazil 8 gold per 
metric ton). 

TM Tea. 
Afrique • . . . . . 1 2 3 
Asie • • . . . . . 441 424 399 

Ceylan . . . . . . 114 115 99 
Chine. . . . . . . 57 40 47 
Inde • • 0 0 • 0 0 176 170 156 
Indes neerlandaises • 72 79 64 

Total du monde (2) ·• • 442 426 402 
Priz moyen d'ezportalion 

d Ceylan (dollars-or par 
641.3 246.7 330.4 tonne metrique). • • • • 

(1) Cbiffres en partie est.lm6s. 
(2} Non compris les exportations del"Amhlque du Nord etde I"Europe 

(~exportations, etc.). Les exportations de th6 de rAm6rique Iatino et 
de l"OdaniC soot presque nulles. 

• 

5 - ~~ luA Africa. 
389 (1) 387 (') 98 Asia. 

96 99 28 84 Cerlon. 
as 87 8 5 Chma. 

153 (1) 151 44 45 India. 
66 70 18 16 Netherlands Indies. 

394 . (1) 98 (1) Ill · World total. (•) 
Average ezporl price in 

Ceyl~n (8 . gold per 
332.3 344.2 metrtc !on_). 

!I) Partly estimated ligures. 
2) Excluding exports from North America and Europe (re-export11. 

etc.). There are practically no tea exporLa from Lat.ln Amedca and 
Oceania • 

Percentage Changes ID World Stocko of Certain Industrial Raw Materialo In tho Court1o of the Yearo Indicated. 

Sources: For cotton, rubber, silk and tin, Survey of Current Businc&S (United States Deportment of Commerce); for other 
commodities, The Economist, February 13th, 1936, Supplement). 

1934 1935 1936 1934 1935 1936 

Cotton 
Wooi(')
Silk .• 
Rubber .. 

12 
+ 91 
-11 
+ 4 

± 0 
-31 
- 15 
- 9 

+ 3 
-39 

7 
- 17 

Copper .• 
Lead (") . • 
Spelter (2) • 
Tin. • • • 

- 15 
+ 7 
- 3 
-42 

- 18 
- 9 
-73 
± 0 

- 17 
-11 
- 17 
+ 52 

(1) Changes in quantities held at the end of the season in four principal producing countrlr:s (Australia, Argentine, New 
Zealand and the Union of South Africa). · 

(2) Stocks in the United States and the United Kingdom only. 

- In this connection, there may be reason to consider the movement of imports and 
exports of raw materials and semi-manufactures in the principal industrial countries :(1

) . . 

(1) Cf. also Table V, page 82. 
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Quan\um Movemen\ of Trade 1.n Materials, Raw or Partly Manufactured (1929 - 100). 
Imports Exports 

1932 1934 1935 1936 1932 1934 1935 1936 
United Kingdom 85.7 100.9 101.3 114.8 65.3 71.9 79.6 74.6 
United States . . 56.5 60.0 73.0 81.0 79.5 77.5 80.0 79.0 
Germany . . . 73.7 82.1 78.5 74.5 62.3 53.5 54.5 50.0 
France 79.5 76.7 

. 
75.9 83.0. 63.1 73.2 62.9 59.3 . . . . 

--
All the four countries 7I.l 77.1 80.8 86.7 •72.3 71.4 72.4 70.0 

While the quantum of imports of raw materials into these countries rose from 1935 
to 1936 by about 7 %, that of exports fell by about 3 %. The divergence between the 
movements is evident in all the countries considered, though in Germany the. quantum 
of imports was reduced. The relative importance of the exports of raw materials of the 
countries in question is, of course, much less than that of their imports (in 1936, the 
former represented only little more than half the value of the latter). 

Foodstuffs. 

Trade in wheat during 1936 was largely determined by the faliure of the wheat 
crop in several countries round the Mediterranean, in Western Europe and in Canada. 
The Argentine supply from the 1935-36 season was also exceptionally low. The require
ments of Western Europe were met largely by greater imports from Canada, whose stocks 
fell off from 7.1 to 3 million metric tons, and from certain countries in South-Eastern 
Europe (particularly Roumania and Yugoslavia), which profited from an unusually 

· large wheat crop. The net increase in European imports was, however, not very great, 
and several of the countries that before the depression Were large importers of wheat 
continued to record an export surplus. . · 

Net I:mpor\8 o! Wheat and Wheat Flour l.nto Cerial.n European Countries. 

Czechoslovakia . . . . . . . • 
France: 

from French overseas terri
tories • . . . . . 

from other countries . 
Germany 
Italy . . . . • • . 
Poland • • . . 
Sweden ••.. 
Spain . • . • • 
United Kingdom 
Belgium . . • . • 
Netherlands . . 

Total above countries . • • 

Average 
1925-1929 

500 

250 
1,004 
2,066 
2,186 

147 
208 
125 

5,56J. 
1,104 

766 

13,917 

1932 

371 

633 
1,313 

537 
889 

-68 
171 
292 

5,559 
1,161 

774 

Il,632' 

Nok. A minns sign(-) indicates an excess of exports of wheat. 

Metric tons (OOO's) 

1Q34 

3 

452 
-250 

224 
235 

-99 
22 

-I· 
5,600 
1,235 . 

487 

7,908 

1935 

96 

498 
-742 

133 
278 

- 157 
-80 

1 
5,471 

997 
547 

- 7,042 

1936 

-32 

376-
-272 
-12 

333 
-207 
-43 
-1 
5~88 
1,141 

545 

7,316 

. . 
The rise in world market prices of wheat from the middle. of the year reduced 

(in some cases eliminated) the discrepancy.between that price and those prevailing in 
national markets, with the result that the price and trade regulations in some exporting 
and importing countries could be mitigated. . 

The trade in maize was not very active during the first half of 1936, but·a radical 
change set in from the middle of the year, owing partly to the decline by a third in the 
United States crop. Maize prices rose rapidly in July and August but thereafter 
declined somewhat in anticipation of increased Argentine supplies. Total Argentine 
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TABLEAUvn. 

Exporia.tiaDB de certafu.es matteres premi6:rea e\ produlta 
miDbraW< raftiD6s. 

-

TABLE VD. 

Ezporia ol Cerlaln Raw Malerlala and Rollnod MIA val Produolo 

Dollars-or 
Tonnes m6trlquea (en mUliers) Metric tons (OOO"a) (en millions) 

Article et provenance • gold (OOO,OOO'a) ArUcle and provenance 

1929 I 1932 I 1934 I 1935 I 1936 1939 I 1986 

Colon (brut) - Colton (raw). 
Afrique • . . . . . 445 403 517 536 (1) 526 (1) 84 Africa. 

Egypte ••.• . . 348 SOl 885 885 350 64 75 Egypt. 
Amerique duN ord . . 1,762 2,138 1,374. 1,399 1,282 343. 209 North America. 

Etats-Unis • . . . 1,762 2,138 1.874 lf99 1,282 848 209 United States. 
Amerique latine . . 143 89 239 94 (1! 13 La tin America. 
Asie • . • . • . . . 811 384 719 (1) 661 (1) 825 (1 57 (1) 106 Asia. 

Inde • . . . . . . 714 291 647 (1) 579 724 42 90 India. 
Chine 57 :.to 21 81 37 7 China. 

Total du ~olid~ (2) : : 
Pria: moyen d'ea:porlalion 

3,161 3,014 2,849 
5 

(1)2,890 . (1) 497 World total. (I) 

Average ea:~orl price In 1/1• aua: Elals-Ums (dol-
lars-or par tonne melri- United Sales($ gold per 
que) . . . . . . . . 434.0 160.6 169.6 161.8 163.0 metric lon). 

Laine (brute) Wool (raw). 
• Afrique • • • • . • . 146 173 93 127 (1) 112 32 (1) 32 Africa. 

U:nion Sud-Africaine ISO 169 86 118 97 81 29 Union or South Africa. 
Amerique du Nord . . 3 2 2 4 4 1 1 N ortb America. 
Amerique latine • . . 203 194 156 209 . (1) 34 (') 47 Latin America . 

Argentine • . . . . 129 lSI Ill 188 140 19 so Argentine.· 
Urug'uay • . . . . 51 43 24 

63 
9 Uruguay. 

Asie • • . • . . . . 67 29 56 (1) (' J 63 7 n 14 Asia . 
Europe . . . . . . . 109 80 117 128 123 (1) 30 1 42 Europe . 
Oceanie . . . . . . 454 496 423 521 621 109 164 Oceania . 

Australie . 847 888 807 420 879 91 188 Australia. 
N ouvelle-Z~l~nde: . ' 107 108 116 101 142 18 81 New Zealand. 

Total du monde • 
Pria: moyen d'ea:porlatio~ 

982 974 847 (1)1,052 . (1) 213 (') 300 World total . 
Average ea:porl/rlce In the 

en Argenlin·e (dollars-or 
par tonne melrique) • . 604.3 139.6 190.9 

• Caoutchouc (•) 
Afrique et Oceanie • . 7 '3 - 4 
Amerique Ia tine • . . 23 7 10 
Asie . . . . . . . 838 699 1,005 

Malaisie britannique 457 406 467 
Ceylan • • • . . • 80. 49 79 
Indes neerlandaises • 879 255 211 

Total du monde 868 709. 1,019 
Pria: moyen d'ea:P.oriatio~ 

en Malaisie brLiannique 
(dollars-or par tonne 
metrique) • • . • . • 413.2 64.6 142.3 

(1) Chlllrea en parUe eatlm6s. . 
· (~)Non compris les exportations d'Europe (reexportations, etc./. 

(3J ChfUres des exportations nelle& (c.-A-d., lea export., mons .les 
import.), extraits du Stalislical Bulletm of the Inlemational Rubber 
Beaulallon Commillee. Les exportations d'Europe et de l"Am6rfque du 
Nord (reexportations,. d6chets, caoutchouc ft:g6n6te, etc.) ne aont pas 
comprises. 

139.9 20'1.0 
Argentine ( gold per 
metric ton). 

(') Rubber. (8) 

6 7 - 1 Africa and Oceania. 
13 16 1 3 Latin America. 

854 833 45 165 Asia. 
417 854 'n 70 British Malaya. 
54 50 4 10 Ceylon. 

283 810 • 12' 53 Netherlands Indies . 
873 856 46 159 World total. 

Average e:;J,orl price In 
British alaya (S gold 

146.1 197.3 per me/ric ton). . . 

2 Excluding exports from Europe (re-exports, etc.). ~l 
Partly eaUmated lfi!Urel. 

3 Fl~res lor· net exports (Le.., exports, mlnualmports), derived rrom 
the Slalutlcal BuUdln of the lnlunallonal Rubbu &gulal on Commlllu. 
Exports from Europe and North America (re-exportJ, scrap, regene
rated rubber, etc.) are excluded. 
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Ezpor&aUODs de -e• mati6res prem16res e\ produtts 
mln6raux ramnes. 

ToDDes m6triqucs (en mllllcrs) 
Article e\ provenance 
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TABLE VII (conllnued). 

Ezporis ol CerisiD Raw Materials and Relined Mineral Pro!lucte. 

Metric tons (OOO's) 
Dollars-or 

(en millions) 
S gold (OOO,OOO's) Article and provenance 

1929 1 1932 1 1934 1 1935 1 1936 1932 1 1936 

Charbon (y compris char
bon de soute pour na
vires etrangers). 
Etats-Unis. • • . • . 22,297 
Royaume - Uni (non 

compris charbon de 
soute) •..•... 
Charbon de soute (1) 

Allemagne. • . ; • . 
Pologne. . . . . . . 
Pays-Bas . . . . . . 
Total des cinq pays in-

61,234 
16,654 
26,769 
13,912 
5,595 

10,265 

39,523 
14,437 
18,312 
10,222 
4,454 

12,130 

40,296 
13,704 
21,937 
9,880 
4,946 

11,508 

89,335 
1~,727 

26,774 
8,906 
4,611 

12,556 

35,087 
12,139 
28,650 
8,362 
5,290 

47 

"111 

56 
24 
17 

35 

86 

64 
15 
13 

Coal (incl. bunker coal 
for foreign ships). 

United States. 

United Kingdom (excl. 
bunker coal). 
Bunker coal. (1) 

Germany. 
Poland. 
Netherlands. 

diques ci-dessus . . 146,461 
Prix moyen d'exporlalion 

au Royaume-Uni (dol-

97,213 102,893 103,861 102,084 (') 213 
Total for above five 

countries. 

lars-or par tonne melri-
que) • • • • • • • • 

Huiles minerales, non raf
jinees. 

3.86 

Etats-Unis. . • . • . 3,671 
Colombie . . . . . . 2,577 
Curaf$ao. . • . • . . 516 
Mexique. . . . . . . 2,382 
Perou. . . . . 1,020 
Venezuela. . • . • . 19,220 
Indes neerlandaises • . 23 
Iran ; . • • . . . . (3) 1,664 
Irak . . . . . _ 
Roumanie. . . . . . 
U.R.S.S. . . • •• . . 

3 
310 

Total desonze pays in
diques ci-dessus • • 31,386 

Prix moyen d'exporlalion 
auz Etats - Unis (dol-
larS-{)r par tonne melri-
que) • • • • • . • 

t 
10.30 

Essence de ptlrole. 
Etats-Unis. . . . . . 6,973 
Curaf$30. . • . • • . 1,217 
I ndes neerlandaises . . 1,118 

R
iran • : • • . . . . (3) 1,223 

oumarue. . • • . . 802 

1,097 U.R.S.S. • • • • . . 
Total des six pays indi-

ques ci-dessus . • • 12,418 
Prix moyen d'exportalion 

auz Elata - U nia (dol-
lara-or par tonne melri-
que) • • • • ' • • • 38.3 

2.81 

3,809 
2,211 
1,086 
1,500 

616 
16,192 

248 
(4) 1,335 

157 
526 

27,680 

7.12 

3,931 
1,988 
1,156 

(4) 1,497 
1,639 
2,018 

12,221 

20.2 

2.38 

5,720 
2,351 
1,223 
1,599 
1,351 

18,780 
484 

(4) 710 
837 
274 
459 

33,788 

5.19 

2,506 
2,455 
1,455 

(4) 1,775 
1,958 
1,120 

11,265 

12.2 

(1) A l"osa!l" deo uavl""' natlonaux &Wisl bien qu"6trangers. 
(2) Non C41Dpria Ia valeur du charbon de soute export.6 du Royaumo-

Un!. 
1•1 Annk Irani"""" dvlle commeu.;ant le 22 mars. 

l•l Annk lranienne konomlque comme~t le 22luln. 
•1 Cblllrn en partie ..umn. , 

2.33 2.46 

Average export price in 
the United Kingdom ($ 
g.old per metric ton). 

7,152 
2,279 

1,140 
1,427 

20,446 
243 

3,587 
335 
207 

6,998 

167 

27 
16 
4 
7, 
7 

73 
2 
8 

1 
4 

144 

89 
10 

I 

Mineral oils, unrefined. 

United States. 
Colombia. 
Curac.;ao. 
Mexico. 
Peru. 
Venezuela. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Iran. 
Iraq. 
Roumania. 
U.S.S.R. 
Total for above eleven 

countries. 

6.08 

Average export price in 
the United Stales ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

3;132 

1,649 

1,952 
658 

2,797 

2,097 
419 

79 
31 
18 
16 
25 
25 

194 

37 

20 
5 

Petrol (motor spirit, etc.) 
United States. 
Curac.;ao. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Iran. 
Roumania. 

' U.S.S.R. 
To tal for above six 

countries. 

12.1 13.1 

Average export price in 
the U niled Stales ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

ll) For the use of domestic as well as foreign ships. 
2) Exeludins tho value of bunker coal exported from the United 

Klnidom. 
3 Iranian civil year beginning March 22nd. !4 Iranian economic year beginning June 22nd. 
6) Partly estimated figures. 
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TABLEAU VII (fin}, TABLE VII (conclu<Ud}, 
Es:portaUons de certaines :matl•res premttree e\ produUe 

mln6rauz raflln6s. Ezporia o! Cor&ain Raw Ma~ and Rotined Mineral Produo\o. 

ArUcle et provenance 

Cuivre brut. 
Rhodesie du Nord • • 
Congo beige • • • • 
Canada . • • • •• 
Etats-Unis • • • • 
Chili • • • • • . . 
Perou. • . . • • • . 
Yougoslavie . . . • • 
Total des sept pays in-

diques ci-dessus • • 
Prix moyen d'exporlrrlion 

aux Etals - Unis (dol
lars-or par tonne metri-
que) • • • • • • • . 

Elain brut. 
Malaisie britannique . 
lodes neerlandaises . 
Total des deux pays in-

diques ci-dessus • . 
Prix moyen d'exP.ortalion 

en Malaisie brtlannique 
(dollars-or par tonne me
lrique) • • • • • • . 

Eta in: minerais. 
Bolivie (2) • • • • • • 
lodes neerlandaises • 
Siam (•). • • • • • . 
Total des trois pays in-

diques ci-dessus • • 

Tonnes m6trlques (en mllllers) Metric tons (OOO'a) 

1929 1 1932 1 1934 1 1935 I· 1936 

' 

6 
123 
73 

390 
308 

56 
19 

975 

395.0 

104 
14 

118 

984.1 

47 
28 
15 

90 

74 
60 

104 
116 
121 
23 
26 

524 

133.8 

132 140 
132 150 

. 125 169 
249 246 
240 260 

29 30 
36 38 

942 1,027 

99.2 100.1 

49 51 63 
11 8 ~ 11 

57 62 

462.2 667.6 

21 
10 
14 

45 

23 
13 
15 

51 

74 

629.3 

25 
17 
14 

56 

167 
212 
239 

38 

119.7 

85 
13 

98 

574.5 

(1) 30 
25 

Dollars-or 
(en millions) 

$ gold (OOO,OOO's) 

1932 1 1936 

7 
3 

12 
16 
15 
8 
4 

60 

19 
25 
26 
6 
5 

Article and provenance 

Copper, unworked. 
Northern Rhodesia. 
Belgian Congo. 
Canada. 
United States. 
Chile, 
Peru. 
Yugoslavia. 
Total for abovo seven 

countries. 

Average export price in 
tile United Slates (S 
gold per metric I on). 

Tin, unworked. 
28 

4 
49 British Malaya. 

8 Netherlands Indies. 

27 

16 
8 
5 

Z.l 

Total for above two 
57 countries. 

10 

, 

Average export price in 
British Malaya (S gold 
per metric ton). 

Tin ore. 
Bolivia. (2) 
Netherlands Indies. 
Siam. (") 
Total for above three 

countries. 

(1l Chillres en partie estlm6s. 
2 Contenu en ~t.ain. 

!s Ann~es 6conomiques commencant le tv avrU. 

(1! Partly estimated ligures. 

l2 Tin content. 
3) Economic years beginning April lit. 

maiz~ exports in the year exceeded those in 1935 by 1,316,000 tons, mainly on account 
of shipments during November and December. During these two months, the aggregate 
imports of the United States and Canada amounted to 533,000 tons against 131,000 tons 
during the corresponding period of 1935, and the demand from certain European 
countries, such as the United Kingdom and Denmark, was also greater than usual. 

Trade in sugar continued on a low level. Indian sugar imports are rapidly dwindling 
with the development of protected Indian production ; in 1936 they amounted to only 
38,000 metric tons against 228,000 in 1935. The decline in Javanese sugar exports is due 
to the loss of the Indian market. Some increase in sugar exports from 1935 to 1936 
is recorded by countries having access to the United States market (Cuba, th!) Philippines, 
Porto Rico). . . . . . . . 

Butter imports of the Umted Kmgdom contmued to mcrease m quantity m 1936 
'and were 53% above the 1929level. Germany's requirements of foreign butter also rose. 
Australian exports fell ofT by over a fourth, owing to unfavourable weather conditions, 
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and butter prices rose, but larger supplies were forthcoming from New Zealand, Argentine, 
Denmark, ~he Netherlands and Poland; among other countries. Canadian cheese 
exports rose in quantity by 48 %, while those of Australia, New Zealand and the 
Netherlands declined. . -

The increase in Latin-American exports of frozen and chilled meat in 1936 is due to 
the German demand. While in 1935 Germany did not absorb any such meat, she 
imported over 31,000 tons in 1936, of which about two-thirds from the Argentine and the 
remainder from Uruguay and Brazil. Meat imports of the United Kingdom, on the 
other hand, were less than in 1935. . 

Exports of coffee from Brazil fell while those from other countries increased. Prices 
recovered for tJte first time for several years, in spite of an increase in the coffee crop in 
Brazil and elsewhere. 

Raw malerials. 

The United States cotton exports in 1936 were adversely affected by the labour 
difficulties late in the year to which reference was made on a preceding page. (1) 

Egyptian exports also declined; on the other hand, exports ofshort-staple cotton increased 
. very considerably-Indian and Brazilian cotton exports rose in quantity by 75 and 44% 
respectively. Cotton shared but little in the general increase in raw material prices 
in 1936, possibly because of the expansion of the area under cotton in several countries, 
particularly Russia, China and the United States, and the prospects of a large increase 
in the 1937 crop. 

The quantity of wool entering into trade, which had been on a very high level in 
1935, fell off in 1936, partly as a result ofthe tariff dispute between Australia and Japan 
mentioned on a preceding page.(") There was a heavy demand fr"om the United States 
and the principal importing countries in Europe (with the exception of France and Italy), 
and prices rose briskly, particularly towards the end of the year. 

The basic export quotas assigned to the countries adhering to the plan of rubber 
restriction anticipated a quantitative increase· in rubber exports from 1935 to 1936 of 
over 7%. In reality, exports from the producing countries fell short· of those in 1935. 
by 17,000 tons or 2%, owing largely to the decline in sales from British Malaya As was
indicated on a preceding page (3) the decline was more than offset by larger exports 
out of sto~ks in the United Kingdom, and the consumption in that country was largely 
met out of the stocks, which fell from 167,000 to 79,500 metric tons, or by 87,500 tons 
Rubber stocks in the United States fell by a similar quantity (from 308,000 to 221,000 
metric tons). Rubber prices increased rapidly during the last quarter and were about 
50% higher at the end of the year than they had been at the end of 1935. 

Coal exports from the United Kingdom declined by 4.3 million tons or 11 %, which 
may be accounted for mainly by the reduction in sales to Italy (3.1 million tons), Spain 
(0.5 million tons) and Egypt (0.5 million tons), Germany continued to expand her sales 
m numerous countries, for example Algeria, Australia, Egypt, Denmark, Greece and 
Yugoslavia. Late in the year, the increase in demand for coal and coke, particularly 
on the part of the iron industry, led to a rise in coal prices. · 

The information available concerning the trade in mineral oils during 1936 is very 
i~complete at the time of writing. Exports from the United States of unrefined mineral 
oils as well as petrol were lower in quantity than iii 1935 in spite of the fact that produc
tion. in that country increased considerably. The general increase in world consumption 
of oil must, howe':er, have entailed a rise in the quantities entering into international 
trade. The followmg import figures for the greatest consuming· countries dependent upon 
imports are significant : 

(IJ Cf. page 36. 
(2) Ct. page 52. 
(3) Ct. page 54. 



Importing country 

United Kingdom 
Germany 
France . . . . 
Canada . . . . 
Japan • • . • . 

Total above coun-
tries . . • . 

. (1) Including kerosene. 
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Metric tons (OOO's) 
Mineral oils, unrefined Petrol (motor spirit, et<.) 

1934 1935 1936 1934 1935 1936 
1,892 1,944 2,035 

277 515 579 
4,322 5,622 6,009 
4,264 4,599 4,990 
2,463 3,043 • 3,422 

3, 735. 4,092 4,225 
1,158 1,224 1,3:!5 
1,445 791 781 

206 226 193 
(1)510 (1)558 (1)584 

14,218 15,723 17,035 7,054 6,891 7,108 

It will be seen that the trade in unrefined oils is increasing much more rapidly 
than that in pe~rol-a fact which is to a large extent due to the tendency to locate the 
refineries in the consuming countries. Thus the fall in petrol imports of the countries 
given in 1935 was due to the expansion of the oil-refining industry in France and was 
accompanied by a rise in French imports of crude oil, mainly from Iraq. ' 

Of the principal non-precious metals, iron is largely produced locally in the chief 
iron-consuming industrial countries ; moreover, less iron enters into international trade 
as pig-iron than in the form of semi-manufactured malleable products such as bars, 
sheets or wire. Yet it is interesting to note that during the last ten years, France and 
Germany, which were the chief exporters of pig-iron, have been surpassed by two 
countries which have not yet reached an advanced stage of industrial ·development
n;lmely, India and Manchuria. As pig-iron is not shown in Table VII, the quantities 
exported by the countries in question and by the United Kingdom are indicated below : 

France . . . . 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
India . . . • • 
Manchuria ... 

(1) Figures for total China. 

Exports o! Crude Iron !rom Certain Countries. 

1927 
836 
320 
276 
390 

(1)203 

1929 
563 
388 
463 
558 

(1)205 

Metric tons (OOO's) 
1932 1935 
198 141 

70 225 
123 145 
252 480 

(1)191 433 

1936 
150 
241 
101 
616 
309 

While pig-iron exports from India have represented less than half of her production, 
Manchuria has only retained a minor share of her production for further manufacture. 
That share appears, however, to have increased in 1936, when a fall in her pig-iron exports 
by 124,000 tons coincided with the appearance of an export of steel ingots, billets, blooms, 
slabs and sheet-bars, amounting in the year to 138,000 tons. 

The copper exports of the United States fell ofT in 1936 in spite of an increase in her 
· production of that metal by over half; simultaneously copper exports from several 

pther principal producing countries were reduced as a result of the restrictionofproduction 
agreed upon in 1935. No figure is available for the export from Northern Rhodesia 
in 1936 but as production in that country slightly declined, it seems likely that the rapid 
growth in exports that has taken place since 1929 was discontinued. The gradual 
relaxation of the restrictions on production of copper did not prevent copper prices from 
rising until, in March 1937, they were more than twice as high (in sterling) as they had 
been in the middle of 1935. Since then, prices have declined, partly as a result of the final 
suspension of restrictions on production from the middle of January. 

Tin prices fell during the greater part of 1936 in anticipation of the discontinuation 
of the control agreed to by tin-producing countries; when, in November 1936, it became 
evident that the control would be prolonged, tin shared, however, in the general price 
increase. The importance of British Malaya, the Netherlands Indies and Siam as suppliers 
of tin and tin-ore has recently increased owing to the decline in the exports by Bolivia. 
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Geographical Distribution of Trade as influenced by Discriminatory Measures. 

Summary tables showing continental distribution of trade. 

The information given on the geographical distribution of trade when dealing. with 
individual countries in the preceding section may be supplemented with the percentage 
figures shown in Tables VIII and IX concerning the continental distribution of imports 
and exports of thirteen countries representing together about two-thirds of world trade. 

The figures fol' the United Kingdom in Table VIII reflect the relative decline in 
British imports from Europe. In 1931 (which year is not shown in the table) they repre
sented 47.6% of total British imports ; even after the heavy fall to 38.4% in 1932 they 
have continued to decline. The share of Latin America in British imports has also fallen 
since 1934, largely the result of the diversion of Latin-American exports to Germany 
and Japan. The corresponding export figures in Table IX reflect the relationship which 
under present conditions exists between imports and exports in various directions. 
Europe's share in British exports has declined in recent years, as has the share of Latin 
America since 1934. A decline also occurred in the share of Asia, due mainly to smaller 
purchases of India and China. 

The maintenance of the share of Europe in the imports of the United States during 
the last few years is due to increased purchases from the United Kingdom, Belgium and 
the Netherlands, to which attention was drawn on a preceding page.(1) The shares of 
Germany, France and Italy, among other countries, in Unitec,i States imports fell con
siderably during the same period. Europe's share in United States exports has declined 
in recent years. Attention should be paid to the increased trade between the United 
States and Canada, reflected in the import and export figures shown for these countries 
in their trade with North America. - · 

The increase in Europe's share in German imports since 1932 should have been greater 
had not imports from the Saar Territory, amounting to 1.9%ofimports in 1932 and 3.8% 
in 1934, been excluded from the foreign trade of Germany as from 1935. The share of 
European creditor countries rose between 1932 and 1934; between 1934 l).nd 1936 the 
share of the United Kingdom rose from 4.6 to 6.2 %, and that of Sweden from 3 to 4.6 %, 
while that of other creditor countries fell off, largely as a result of deliberate policy of 
these countries in order to secure interest receipts in clearing with Germany. The share 
of the countries of South-Eastern Europe in German imports rose, as mentioned on a 
preceding page, from 7 to 12% between 1934 and 1936. The decline in the share of North· 
America contrasts with the rapid rise in that from Latin America. The reduction in 
Europe's share in German exports since 1932 is due partly to the decline in exports to the 
U.S.S.R. from an exceptionally high figure in that year (10.9% as against 2.6% in 1936) 
and partly to the decline in the shares of certain creditor countries, such as France, the 
Netherlands and Switzerland. The share of the countries of South-Eastern Europe rose 
from 5.3 % in 1934 to 9.5 % in 1936. 

The decline in Europe's share in French trade is naturally due largely to the expansion 
of trade between France and the French territories in North Africa. Germany accounts 
Ior 7% of French imports in 1936 as against 12% in 1932 ; the corresponding export 
figures are 4.3 and 8.6%-

Japan has recently reduced her imports from industrial countries of Europe. The 
share of Europe in her imports has accordingly fallen from 19% in 1929 to 12% in 1936; 
that of Europe in her exports, on the other hand, has risen from 7 to 11 %- Latin 
America and Africa account for a growing share in both imports and exports. 

(1) Page 37 
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TABLEAUVIn. TABLE vm. 
R6pariltf.on, an pourcautagaa, du commerce de oert.abul 

pays, par groupea contblentau:c. 
Porcontace DilltribuUon, ~ ConUnontal Groupe, ot tho 

Tnt.do of c- Countrioo. 
(Commerce special. Marchandlses seulement.) 

IMPORTATIONS. 
(Special Trade. Merchandise only.) 

IMPORTS. 

I · · · I Importations dans • . Imports Into : 

... • Continents de provenance -.E ;; s:.: ~~ .. - . . 
':J~ ... .. _ 

S"l 
Continents of provenance "" oa 

< .... II::::J l>l::J 
(S) (S) 

Importations provenant de : Imports from : 

EuROPE 1929 
!'!40.0 

30.6 
1931 • 47.6 31.0 
1932 • 38.4 29.8 
1934 '!35.1 30.0 
1935 ~· 35.3 29.6 
1936 ' 34.5 30.0 

AMERIQUE DU NORD (1) 1929 20.0 ll.7 
NORTH AMERICA (1) 1931 16.8 13.3 

1932 18.4 13.7 
1934 18.5 14.4 
1935 19.3 14.3 
1936 20.1 15.8 

AMERIQUE LA TINE (2) 1929 12.1 25.1 
LATIN AMERICA (2) 1931 10.6 26.2 

1932 13.3 27.1 
1934 13.7 23.5 
1935 12.8 23.6 
1936 12.7 21.9 

AFRIQUE 1929 7.2 2.5 
AFRICA . 1931 5.1 1.6 

1932 6.7 1.8 
1934 6.4 2.0 
1935 7.1 2.0 
1936 7.3 2.1 

Asn,; 1929 12.1 28.8 
ASIA 1931 10.1 27.0 

1932 11.2 27.0 
1934 13.8 29.2 
1935 13.1 29.2 . 1936 12.8 28.7 

0CEANIE 1929 8.6 1.3 
OCEANIA 1931 9.8 0.9 

. 1932 12.0 0.6 
1934 12.5 0.9 
1935 12.4 1.3 
1936 12.6 1.5 

(I) Etat ... Unis d'Amerique'(y compris Alaska), canada, Terre
Neuve, Groenland et St-Pjene-et-Miquelon. 

(2) Amerique, autre qu' • Amerique du Nord • comme dWnle 

• .. 
=~ .... :J 

"'" "'S .!L! 
== 8 = &~ n 1i e-
~!! "" 

., 
" a 1! ]>]> .!>. .. .! ~~ 

~!l 
£ ~ : .. ss u !l'l 

<<::> o= .:! "" .... .,., ~~ ~>.;;!; ~~ ~~ << 
(6) (3) (3) (3)(1) (3)(7) 

53.3 45.2 19.1 22.4 67.6 66.5 53.8 62.4 57.0 21.5 52.i 
57.1 55.2 16.5 25.8 72.2 71.9 62.7 58.2 59.6 22.3 52.9 
54.9 48.2 16.1 29.4 72.3 69.6 59.2 59.1 63.6 24.9 53.2 
59.2 41.6 13.2 29.2 65.6 68.9 60.2 60.3 64.8 32.3 54.0 
61.8 39.8 14.4 28.2 62.4 65.4 62.6 58.5 61.8 32.0 53.0 
60.0 37.1 12.0 25.6 60.3 62.7 60.3 38.3 51.1 

15.6 14.1 33.0 68.8 11.3 1l.l 20.0 8.2 27.4 21.0 28.0 
13.3 ll.O 31.2 62.7 9.6 8.8 13.2 ll.3 17.4 23.9 21.6 
14.2 11.6 39.3 58.3 9.9 8.4 14.6 9.0 14.8 27.3 19.4 
9.8 10.6 36.6 57.3 9.2 7.4 13.1 7.5 14.7 28.2 18.1 
6.1 10.1 35.1 57.2 9.3 7.9 11.7 7.3 15.0 21.2 21.0 
6.0 11.3 33.3 58.8 11.0 9.0 16.4 21.8 23.2 

12.0 11.4 0.7 4.2 9.3 10.9 10.7 0.1 10.4 0.3 0.5 
10.6 9.6 0.6 5.5 8.3 9.4 9.1 0.0 17.5 0.0 0.5 
11.2 9.6 0.4 6.1 8.9 11.3 10.1 0.0 13.5 0.1 0.4 
10.9 9.5 I.l 6.1 11.3 1l.l 7.9 0.2 10.3 1.3 0.6 
14.4 8.9 2.1 5.9 11.3 12.9 8.6 0.3 10.6 1.0 0.7 
14.0 8.6 4.8 6.8 10.4 11.9 12.4 0.6 0.5 

5.1 13.7 1.9 0.3 6.3 2.4 4.3 1.9 0.1 0.0 0.7 
5.2 15.2 1.5 I.l 5.5 2.1 4.6 4.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 
5.5 21.2 2.0 1.2 4.4 2.0 5.5 3.2 0.0 0.2 0.5 
5.8 24.7 3.5 1:~ 6.2 2.1 7.5 3.6 0.1 0.8 0.6 
6.3 24.9 2.8 I. 8.3 2.8 8.3 5.3 0.1 0.7 0.5 
6.9 26.0 3.9 1.2 8.0 3.2 0.0 1.0 0.7 

11.4 11.0 39.2 2.6 3.2 8.9 8.8 23.1 5.0 56.7 15.5 
11.6 7.0 40.7 3.1 2.7 7.4 7.6 23.9 5.3 49.4 20.9 
11.8 7.5 32.2 3.1 2.9 8.3 7.4 28.0 8.1 43.6 21.5 
11.0 10.1 36.1 4.0 5.1 10.3 8.2 27.7 10.1 36.3 21.0 
10.4 12.5 35.5 4.8 4.7 10.8 7.9 27.8 12.5 41.0 19.2 
ll.8 13.6 38.4 5.1 5.3 12.9 10.9 36.6 19.0 

2.6 4.6 6.1 1.7 2.3 0.2 2.4 4.3 0.1 0.6 3.2 
2.2 2.0 9.5 1.8 1.7 0.4 2.8 1.8 0.0 4.2 3.6 
2.4 1.9 10.0 1.9 1.6 0.4 3.2 0.7 0.0 3.9 6.0 
3.3 3.6 9.6 2.2 2.6 0.2 3.1 0.7 0.0 l.l 5.7 
1.0 3.8 10.1 2.2 4.1 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.0 4.1 6.6 
1.3 3.4 7.6 2.5 5.0 0.3 0.0 1.7 5.6 

(1) U.S.A. (Including Alaska), canada, Newfoundlalld, Green· 
land and St-Pierre et Mtquelon. 

(2) Amerlce, other then "North Amerlce " 88 defined above. 

ci--d.essus. 
(3! Commerce gf!nf!ral. (3! General Trade. 
(4 Dont, provenant de I'Etat Ubre d'lrlande : (4 Of which, from lrlah Free State: 

1929 - 3.7; 1931 - 4.2; 1932 ""3.8; 1933 - 2.6 ; 1934 - 2.4; 1985 - 2.5 ; 1936 - 2.4. 
(5) Pour 1934, par pays d'orlgine; pourleaanne09 preUdentea, (5) For 1934, by countrlea of orlefn; for prevloua :yeara, by 

par pays de consignation. countries of consignment. 
(6) A partir du 1• juiilct 1932, non compris le commerce dee (6) From l.VU.32, excluding trede of Manchurian porta. 

porn de Mandchourie. 
(7) Y comprls Ungota et OBpkei. Annees flniBBODt to 80 juln. (71 Including bullion alld opecle. Yeara elldinfl June 80tb. 
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TABLEAU IX. 
R6part.ltlon, en pourcentages. du. commerce de certains 

· pa:ra. par aroupea conUD.entauz. 

, TABLE IX. 
Percentage Distribution, by ConUDental Groups, o! \he 

Trade of- Cenam Countries. 

(Commerce sp6clal. Marchandlses seulement.) 
EXPORTATIONS. 

I · · · I 

Continents de destination 

" - ~~ 

""' "" 

,;, 
-~ =-::>~ 

0 • ... ,_ 
o= 

(Special Trade. Merchandise only.) 
EXPORTS. 

Exportations de : Exports !rom : 

.. .. 
" - ., 

" ;; ~ ... ~iii. ~ "" lle !~ ::>. "'" " " ~<j'l: :;; 
il"l sa " "" 

., "'" •" -~~ .,,! " ~! 
" O" "' t;o·;, ~:S " 

.... 
S"l =:t ~ "'"' = :5:5 

.,., 
~ :a :a .... 

"'" " G:i'G:i "" "" "" f:llP J>o ..,.., 0 l<ll<l ll.l!: -- -- < 00 << Continents or destination <>- !);::> <" 
(5)(') (6) (5) (SH? ) (6)(8) 

Exportations vers : Exports to : 

EUROPE 1929 (3) 35.1 44.8 . 
1931 (3\43.8 49.0 -
1932 (3 41.9 48.8 
1934 (3) 38.7 44.7 
1935 (3\37.4 45.3 
1936 (3 35.6 42.7 

AMERIQUE DU NoRD (1) 1929 11.3 18.3 
NoRTH AMERICA (1) 1931 10.0 16.7 

1932 8.9 15:3 . '1934 9.6 14.4 
1935 10.6 14.4 
1936 11.8 16.0 

AMERIQUE LA TINE (Z) 1929 11.0 18.5 
LATIN AMERICA (2) 1931 9.0 14.3 

1932 8.5 13.4 
1934 9.8 15.9 
1935 9.1 17.5 

' 1936 9.2 15.9 

AFRIQUE 1929 11.2 2.5 
AFRICA 1931 12.9 2.5 

1932 12.5 2.2 
1934 14.2 3.6 
1935 15.3 4.2 
1936 15.9 4.6 

AS IE 1929 21.0 12.2 
ASIA 1931 17.5 15.8 

- 1932 19.8 18.0 
1934 18.1 18.7 
1935 17.4 16.4 
1936 16.1 16.0 

0CEANIE 1929 10.4 3.7 
OCEANIA - 1931 6.8 1.7 

1932 8.4 2.3 
1934 9.6 2.7 
1935 10.2 3.2 -. 1936 11.4 3.2 

. (1) Etato-Unis (y comprls Alaska), Canada, Terre-Neuve, 
Groenland et St-Pierre-et-!diquelon. 

(2) A.Wrique, autre qu• • Alllhrlque du Nord • eomme dHinie 
cM:lessus. 

(3) Dont, vers I"Etat llbre d"lrlande : 

-
74.3 62.7 7.1 36.8 71).6 74.7 58.9 49.8 82.1 21.2 67.5 
81.5 61.7 9.3 41.6 78.2 81.0 65.3 51.3 87.2 22.0 70.5 
81.5 54.0 9.5 51.4 75.7 79.8 66.1 53.1 91.9 22.9 69.8 
77.8 55.3 10.5 50.4 74.5 82.3 68.6 53.5 85.1 24.2 76.'7 
73.3 53.8 10.5 48.2 72.5 78.4 60.6 51.7 76.6 25.6 71.5. 
70.8 50.3 ll.4 50.5 71.9 75.4 73.5 24.6 67.1 

8.0 7.9 43.8 44.6 8.0 4.6 12.1 13.1 10.6 13.7 4.6 
5.6 6.2 38.3 44.0 5.9 3.5 10.9 10.2 6.4 14.6 3.8 
5.5 5.8 32.2 34.8 5.9 4.4 10.0 9.0 3.5 13.1 4.8 
4.3 5.2 18.8 34.2 5.2 3.9 7.8 9.6 6.1 18.3 3.1 
4.5 5.2 21.8 37.5 7.4 5.6 8.4 11.0 13.1 24.4 3.7 
4.3 6.3 22.6 37.1 9.2 6.8 13.9 27.1 7.9 

7.6 6.1 1.4 6.5 6.5 4.4 11.9 4.6 6.5 0.1 0.3 
4.4 4.6 1.2 5.7 3.7 2.7 11.3 2.4 5.3 0.0 0.2 
4.2 4.8 1.3 5.2 4.1 3.2 8.6 3.7 3.7 0.0 0.2 

·6.5 5.5 4.8 4.8 6.2 3.1 7.7 3.4 7.1 0.4 0.1 
9.3 5.9 4.4 3.7 6.4 3.8 6.9 3.2 8.1 0.5 0.1 

10.8 6.7 4.1 3.0 5.5 4.5 10.6 0.4 0.1 

2.3 17.9 2.8 1.7 6.8 3.0 8.5 3.8 0.6 0.0 4.4 
1.9 22.6 5.1 2.1 5.6. 2.4 6.7 4.5 0.7 1.6 2.2 
1.9 29.0 6.1 1.3 6.0 3.3 8.4 4.0 0.5 3.3 1.8 
2.6 28.1 8.4 2.3 5.8 3.0 9.9 4.0 0.6 3.4 0.8 
·2.9 28.7 7.3 2.3 6.1 3.5 18.6 4.7 0.7 3.4 1.1 
3.3 30.1 7.4 2.0 6.4 3.8 0.3 3.5 1.0 

7.1 4.7 42.4 7.0 7.5 12.6 7.8 26.6 0.2 64.9 19.2 
6.2 4.5 43.8 4.9 6.3 10.1 5.5 29.6 0.4 61.7 19.0 
6.4 5.8 47.6 4.9 7.8 8.8 6.4 26.8 0.3 60.4 19.8 
8.2 5.4 53.8 4.6 7.9 7.2 5.2 27.2 0.9 53.3 15.5 
9.3 5.9 52.2 3.9 6.5 8.0 4.7 27.1 1.4 45.6 18.9 
9.9 6.1 50.9 3.2 5.7 8 .. 9 1.7 43.4 19.0. 

0.7 0.7 2.5 3.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 2.1 0.0 0.1 4.0 
0.4 0.4 2.3 L7 0.3 0.3 0.3 2.0 0.0 0.1 . 4.3 
0.5 0.6 3.3 2.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.4 0.1 0.3 3.6 
0.6 0.5 3.7 3.7 0.4 0.5 0.7 2.3 0.2 0.4 3.8 
0.7 0.5 3.8 4.4 1.1 0.6 0.8 2.3 0.1 0.5 4.7 
0.9 0.5 3.6 4.2 1.3 0.6 0.0 1.0 4.9 

(I) U.S.A. (Including Alaska), Canada, Newfoundland, Green· 
land and St-Pierre et Miquelon. · 

(2) America, other than " North America •• as defined above. 
(3) Of which, to Irish Free State : 

1929 - 4.9; 1931 - 7.8; 1932 - 7.1; 1933 - 5.2; 1934 - 4.9; 1935 - 4.8; 1936 - 4.8. 
(4) Des cb!Hres o!!lclellement corrlg&, pour !"Europe et (4) O!!lclally corrected figures, lor Europe and North America, 

l"A~rique du Nord. • bas~s sur Ia supposition ... que toutes les "based on the assumption ... that all the grain reported 8.$ 
c.&eales pof'tkes comme ~tant exportkes vers le Canada sont exported to Canada is actually destJned for Europe '", show 
V&itablement d.esti~ 6 ]'Europe., tndlquent (voir pages 30 a (C/. pp. 30-82, Trade Information Bulletin, Nos. 602, 684, 749 
32, Trcuh Information Bulleli"..t, N•• 602, 684, 749 et 808 et and 808 and SlalislictJl Abstract o{ the United Slates, 1934, 
S141Uii<4l AI>W'ad of U.. United :;tala, 1934, page 420) : page 420) : · · 

1929 1931 1932 1933 1934 1929 1931 1932 1933 1934 
Enrope 45.6 49.4 48.9 50.9 (tl Am~r.duNord (NorthAmerlca) 17.4 16.2 15.1 12.7 (tl 
(f.) Non encore disponlble. (tl Not yet available. · 

(5) Commerce &'~nhral. . !5l General Trade. 
6) Y comprls reparations de guerre en nature. 6 Including War Reparations deliveries In kind. !,, A partir du 1a Julll•t 1932, non comprls le commerce des 7) From l..V11.82, excluding trade of Manchurian ports. 

porn de Mandcbourle. 
(8) Y comprls llngots et esptces. Annhel tiniS&ant le 80 juln, (8) Including bullion and specie. Years ending June 80th. 
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Retrospect of lhe period 1928-1932. 

· Recent changes in the geographical distribution of imports and exports to which 
reference has frequently been made in the preceding sections of this volume 'have to a 
grea~ extent been t~e result of commercial policy. · .Some ten years ago, there were 
relatively few exceptions to the rule that each country endeavoured to sell its products 
!n .the dearest, an~ buy the goods it required in the ~heapest, _mar~et; at present, price 
IS m many countries no longer the only factor govermng the d1rect10n of trade. 

The change in commercial policy is due largely to the disturbances in the inter
national accounts of numerous countries during the last decade and particularly to the 
heavy reduction in the supply of capital available to the principal debtor countries from 
the middle of 1928. The discontinuation of French capital exports on any considerable 
scale and the withdrawal of French short-term assets abroad from the time when the 
franc was legally stabilised in June of that year was an important and early factor in 
bringing about a change .in the relationship between creditor and debtor countries. 
The decline in United States capital exports followed almost immediately upon that of 
the French, while British capital exports fell ofT in 1930. 

It is not necessary to discuss in detail the consequences of this change in capital 
movements, which has been dealt with repeatedly in a companion publication.(!) Briefly, 
the redistribution of capital resources and the accompanying change in relative prices 
at first gave rise to a boom in certain creditor countries, while the chief debtor countries 
suffered from an inadequate supply of foreign means of payments ; after the breakdown 
of the boom in 1929-30, the economic situation of these countries rapidly grew worse, their 
gold and currency resources were reduced as well as the prices of primary products, their 
terms of trade deteriorated, while their ch-arges in the form of interest and amortisation 
remained fixed. The terms of trade of the industrial creditor countries, as well as of 
Germany, improved, but the general price fall that occurred did not spare the economy 
of any country. . 

Though even during the early part of the depression both debtor and creditor 
countries endeavoured to protect their economy against the disturbances in their inter~ 
national accounts by new import barriers, those raised by creditor countries are of par
ticular importance, as they directly impeded the adjustment of trade balances to the 
balances of capital transactions. . · 

Of great importance was the reduction in the outlet for foreign goods in the United 
States after the adoption in 1930 ofthe Hawley-Smoot Tariff, by which nearly nine hundred 
duties were raised. _ . 

The connection between commercial policy and international capital movements 
became more pronounced during the financial crisis of 1931. The withdrawal of a 
portion of the large amounts of short-term capital invested in Central Europe, p_articularly 
in Germany, by various creditor countries, transferred by means of merchandise. imports 
into the United Kingdom, where most goods could still be imported without hmdrance 
and whence the transfer (for example, in the form of gold) did not meet with any difficulties, 
appeared to have been one of the principal causes of the depreciation of sterling, which 
was followed by the introduction in the United Kingdom of Customs duties for various 
industrial products under the" Abnormal Import_ations Act" later in the year. In 1932 
the tariffs were extended to the bulk of imports and preference was granted in favour of 
imports from British as compared with foreign countries. The share of British ~ountries 
in the imports of the United Kingdom increased from 28.7% in 1931 to 35.3% m 1932; 
but the increase appears to have b~en due less to the pre!er~nce grant~d to products. of 
these countries than to the protective effect of the deprec1at10n of sterhng and o~ tanfTs 
in general. The share of manufactured articles in British imports fell from 25% m 1931 
to 16% in 1932, while imports from non-British countries in Europe ~ell from 43 to 34 %.(2

) 

How various industrial countries of Europe were affected may be Illustrated by the fact 
(I) Balances of Paymcnls {cf. particularly tbe 1930, 1933, 1934 and 1935 editions). 
(2) General trade. · · . . 
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that the share of the United Kingdom in the exports of France fell from 16.6_% in 1931 to 
10% in 1932 of Germany from 11.8 to 7.8%, of Austria from 7 to 3.8%, of Belgium 
fro~ 21.2 to' 15.7 %, of Czechoslovakia from 10.3 to 5.5 %, of the Netherlands from 24.6 
to 19.1 %and of Switzerlan~ !ro~ 17.5 to 10.7 ~· . . . 

The contraction of Br1llsh 1mports from mdustr1al countr1es played an outstandmg 
part in the events that followed, because it was by means of t~~se i!llports that the transfer 
to the United Kingdom was ?n:ected of the bulk of t~e Br1llsh mcome f~om abroad on 
account of the interest and d1v1dends earned for serv1ces performed. W1th the smaller 
scope for such transfer, the financial position of various debtor countries deteriorated and 
several of them defaulted on their debts ; in addition, a considerable scarcity of foreign 
currency occurred in various countries of Central· Europe that had been accustomed 
to dispose of a large share of their exports in the United Kingdom or in other countries 
specialising in the British market, and had financed their purchases of primary products 
by their excess of exports in this trade.(l) · 

The discriminatory treatment which before 1931 existed in international trade
principally based on the specification of goods in the import tariff, as most-favoured-' 
nation treatment was generally accepted in form-was limited by recognition of the fact 
that, in the long run, a country preventing its importers from buying in the cheapest 
market injured its _own economy. Such considerations were to a large extent put aside 
after the financial crisis, when each country felt the economic strain to which it was exposed 
as a temporary disturbance originating abroad. The changes in prices were too rapid 
and too great to permit of a smooth adaptation of the domestic economy to the new 
competitive position, and the protection of that economy against breakdown appeared 
more important than the exchange of goods with foreign countries. The reinforcement 
of protective policies that followed had, in practice, always a discriminatory effect, as it 
chiefly affected trade with industrial or food-producing countries ; but measures which 
were even in form discriminatory were also adopted on a scale that would have been 
unthinkable a few years earlier. Within a short time, a partially new technique for 
regulating merchandise trade as well as other international transactions developed. 
Its main instruments were, in creditor countries, quantitative restrictions of imports and, 
in debtor countries, exchange control ; the latter, which was frequently combined with 
debt moratoria, gave rise to clearing for payments agreements and variable export 
subventions, and contributed to the tendency towards the balancing of bilateral tran.s
actions, to which special attention has been paid in the preceding issues of this 
publication. All these measures are clearly discriminatory in substance, if not in form. 
In the case of clearing agreements, the discriminatory effect lies in the inducement they 
afford to the country whose balance in clearing is active to prevent the formation of 
frozen assets abroad by increasing imports from the. partner, even if the additional 
imports have to be paid for at higher prices than those prevailing elsewhere. 

It is not possible in this volume to study in detail how these measures have affected 
the distribution of trade ; but attention may be drawn to the tendency of trade to develop 
within certain more or less well-defined groups of countries, the grouping being due either 
to political or monetary ties, or to the fact that similar monetary policies have led to 
similar commercial policies. 

Increased inter-imperial trade. 
The share of "British " countries in the tot-al imports of the United Kingdom rose 

!rom 29.4 %in 1929 to 3!~.3 %i':l1932 and 39.2 %in 1936, while the share of these countries 
m the exp~rts of the Umted Km~dom rose from 44.5% to 45.3% and 49.2% respectively. 
As was pomted out on a precedmg page,( 1) the share of the British-inter-Commonwealth 
~rade i!l the total trade _of the British Com~onwealth. rose from 25.7% in 1929 to 30.4% 
m 193a (the correspondmg figure for 1936 1s not avallable, but it would appear from 

(1) For an account of the elulnges In trade balances that occurred, and of the partial breakdown of the multilateral trade 
oys~ ~~';~, ohould be made to Balancu of Pal/m<nls,J911 (Series of Publleationa: 1984.U.A,l9), PIIIIOS 28-81. 
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such evidence. a.s is available to h~ve been higher than in 1935) at the same time as the 
share of the Bribs~ Commonwealth m total world trade increased. The relative expansion 
of French trade With her overseas territories is more striking and began some years before 
1929, (1

) though the change was then less rapid than during the depression. Between 1929 
and 1936 the sh~re of French overseas territories in French imports rose from 12% to 29 % ; 
the correspondmg export figures are 19% to 33%. French exports to " foreign " 
countries (in terms of French francs) represented in 1936 only a fourth of the corresponding 
figure for 1929, while exports to the overseas territories amounted to 55% of the 1929 figure. 

A few figures concerning the trade of other countries with their overseas territories 
may be quoted. The aggregate share of the Netherlands Indies, Curagao and Surinam in. 
the trade of theN etherlands has increased after the decline during the first depression years. 

Percentage share or Netherlands 
Indies, Cura!;aO and Surinam in 

1929 1932 I935 1936 

Netherlands imports . . . . -. 5.5 5.0 7.2 9.5 
exports . . . . . 9.4 5. 9 5.8 6. 7 

' 
Imports from the Congo represented 3.9% of total Belgian imports in 1929 and 3.8% 

in 1932, but rose to 7% in 1936; exports to the Congo, on the other hand, have fallen 
from 2.6% of Belgian exports in 1929 to 1.2% in 1936. The trade of Japan with Korea 
and Formosa is not recorded in trade returns and is excluded from the figures for world 
trade considered in this volume, but the share of the Kwantung Territory in Japanese 
exports has increased from 6% in 1929 to 13% in 1936 ; part of this increase is, however, 
represented by goods destined for consumption in Manchuria or in other parts of China. 
The share of the Philippines in the trade of the United States increased during the first 
depression years, but has since declined : 

1929 1932 1935 1986 
Percentage share of the Philippines 

in United States imports. . . • 2.9 6.1 4.7 4.1 
exports. . . . I. 7 2.9 2.3 2.5 

The diagram below shows the diverging movement of inter-imperial t_rade-i'?- the 
sense of trade within the different groups, not between them-and other mternalional 

Movement of the Gold Value of Intar-b:Dperlal 
and other Trade iD World Trade. 
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B : Other trade. 
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Nofe.-tnter-imperial trade in this diagram represents 
trade within the various groups, not between them.. 

(1) C/. page 4\l. 

trade. The former trade is estimated to have 
represented 10.7% of world trade in 1929, 13.7% 
in 1932 and 17.7% in 1936. 

Iii considering the figures given above and 
summarised in the diagram, account should be 
taken of the fact that a tariff preference perm~ts 
of trade being conducted between the countries 
enjoying that preference at prices eomewhat 
higher than those ruling generally in trade. 

Inter-imperial trade consists mainly of an 
exchange of manufactured articles expo~ted 
by the industrialised mother country agam~t 
primary products exported by the other tern
tones of the Empire. The relative growth 
of this trade is due less to the direct effect of 
imperial preferences applied therein than to 
the decline in the imports by the mother country 
of manufactured goods from other _indu~t~ial 
countries. To the extent that this decline 
reduces total demand for crude products, all 
countries exporting such primary products may 
be adversely affected, but those which are politi-
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cally detached appear to have suffered:most. It is, however, difficult to judge to 
what extent the trade of the countries concerned is affected by monetary policies. The 
common monetary system in certain Empires and the relative stability of exchange 
rates within the British Commonwealth, together with the absence of exchange control, 
has undoubtedly been a factor of importance in the development of inter-imperial trade. 

Relative increase in trade between deblqr countries with weak currencies. 

In the majority of the debtor countries- considered In the following paragraphs, 
foreign trade has been affected by exchange ·control permitting the formation of a non
competitive price level and leaving the countries to an increasing extent to meet their 
requirements of foreign products by reciprocal exchange with other countries in a similar 
situation. • . , 

The exchange control originally served the purpose of preven,ting the flight of capital 
through exports of gold and goods ; the- proceeds of merchandise exports would thus be 
made available for the purchase of foreign products. The accumulation of mercantile 
debts of the countries concerned, and the debt moratoria declared by certain of them, 
gave rise to clearing or payments agreements, of which at the time of writing nearly 
200 are in force, of which about a third are concluded between creditor and debtor 
countries and the remainder between debtor countries inter se. · 

The tendencies of clearing agreements to lead to the accumulation of frozen credits 
in the.country with the weaker currency, revealed in the report of the Joint Committee 
!or the Study of Clearing Agreements,(1) have not disappeared since that report was issued 
in 1935, but the supplementing of the agreements with various measures in order to ensure 
t.heir working has brought about diverging lJ!.OVements of the trade governed by 
agreements of a different nature. In clearing between debtor and creditor countries, 
the exports of the former tend to decline, particularly where the free transfer of the 
-surplus which may accrue to the debtor country is not allowed. The decline in the exports 
of this country renders it necessary sometimes for the creditor country to reduce its 
exports in order to secure the import balance representing the payments in the service 
of debts owed by the debtor country which were generally the reason for the conclusion 
of the agreement. Account should also be taken of the fact that more· or less industrialised 
debtor countries are less interested in developing trade in clearing with countries which 
-like mpst of the creditor countries which have concluded clearing agreements-are 
not exporters of primary products. Accordingly there frequently results a decline in the 
trade between the creditor and debtor countries concerned. The most outstanding 
examples are those represented by the trade of Germany with France, the Netherlands 
and Switzerland, to which reference was made above. In .trade regulated by· clearing 
between other debtor countries and creditor countries, the tendencies have varied and the 
amounts involved are relatively small. 

In clearing between debtor countries, on the other ha:nd, an increase in trade has' 
frequently occurred, in spite of the fact that the working of the agreements has in many 
cases proved unsatisfactory and could be improved only by repeated changes in import 
or export regulations. As in the case considered above, Germany affords the principal 
e~ample ; in supplement to the figures given elsewhere(l) a number of percentages are 
gtven below showing the share of Germany in the trade of·various countries with which 
she has concluded clearing or payments agreements. . ·. ' ·. 

(!) C/. the L.a'lll• of Nations publication: Enquiru into Clroring Agreement. (Serlea ol Publications: 1935.II.B.6). 
(2) C/., for example, pagea 39 and 49. . 
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Brazil Bulgaria Chile Greece Hungary 
Imports : 1932 . 9.0 25.9 14.7 9.7 22.5 1934 • 14.0 40.2 10.2 14.7 18.3 1936 • 23.5 61.0 (1) 20.0 22.6 25.8 
Exports : 1932 • 8.9 26.0 13.7 14.5 15.2 1934 . 13.1 42.8 6.3 22.5 22.3 1936 . 13.2 47.6 (1) 7.1 36.4 23.1 

Roumanla Turkey Uru1111ay Yu~lavla 
Imports: 1932 •.• .- 23.7 23.3 9.6 17.7 

1934 . 15.5 33.8 8.6 13.9 
- 1936 . 39.0 45.1 (1) 8.7 26.7 

· Exports : 1932 • 12.3 13.5 15.6 11.3 
1934 . 16.6 37.4 16.3 15.4 
1936 . 20,7 51.0- (1) 14.0 - 13.7 

There has, howeve~, also be.en an increase in other trade regulated by clearing-for 
example, bet~ee!l certam ?ountr1es of South-Eastern Europe. Yugoslav trade since 1934 

_ and Roumaruan Imports smce 1932 may be quoted as examples ; when reading the figures 
below, account should be taken of the fact that their rise has naturally been checked by 
the recent increase in the share of Germany in the trade of the two countries.(') 

Porceu~e Share• o! Certalll CouubieaiD the Trade o! Y-la..ta. 

Imports Into Yugoslavia Exports !rom Yugoslavia 
193Z 1934 1935 1936 193Z 193, 1935 1938 

Bulgaria 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 
Czechoslovakia . 15.6 11.7 14.0 15.3 13.2 11.3 13.4 12.3 
Greece. . . 0.9 1.6 1.8 2.0 4.4 3.8 3.6 5.6 
Hungary • . . 5.0 2.9 2.9 3.6 4.1 3.5 5.0 3.8 
Roumania. . . 3.0 1.8 1.8 1.9 3.1 1.1 0.4 2.4 
Turkey . . . . 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 

. 
Total, six countries . 24.9- 18.2 21.0 23.1 25.0 20.6 22.8 24.4 

Percentage Share• ol Certa1D Count.rte• ID the Trade ol Ronment•. 

Imports Into Roumanla Exports from Roumanla 
193Z 1934 1935 1936 193Z 193' 1985 1936 

Austria . 4.9 9.9 10.8 16.2 6.4 9.1 12.6 9.3 
Bulgaria. 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 
Greece • 1.2 1.3 2.4 2.6 4.5 3.7 4.0 3.1 
Hungary •• 2.1 4.1 6.5 7.0 5.4 5.5 7.9 5.1 
Yugoslavia. 0.4 0.7 0.5_ 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 

Total, five countries • 8.7 16.2 20.3 26.6 18.5 20.1 26.2 19.1 

In other cases the movement has been less regular. A clear decrease in the trade 
between Austria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary can be observed, though this decrease 
may be only a sign of the decreasing interdependence of these countries that was apparent 
before the depression started. . · 

[1) 1935. • -
(2) On the ol.her hand, the fallln the share of Italy between 1935 and 1936, due to opeclal clrcumotenceo, baolmplled a rloo 

bi the figures for the latter year. (The percentage share of Italy In 1935 and 1936 wu : Roumania, importl 7.7 and 1 .•• 
exports 15.6 and 5.6; Yugoslavia, lmporta 10.0 and Z.5, export.& 16.7 and 3.1.) 
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Trade be\....., Austria, Czechoalovakla and Ji[UDg1U7 (percentages). , 
1925 1929 1982 1934 1936 

Imports: 
Share of Hungary and Czechoslovakia in 

Austrian imports . . . . . . • • . 
Share of Austria and Hungary in Czecho

slovak imports . .· . • . . . . . • 
Share of Austria and Czechoslovakia in 

Hungarian imports • . . • . . . . 

Exports: 
Share of Hungary and Czechoslovakia in 

Austrian exports . . • . . . . . . 
Share of Austria and Hungary in Czecho

slovak exports , . • . . • . • . . 
Share of Austria and Czechoslovakia in 

Hungarian exports . . . . . . . 

·share of trade between the three countries in their 
total trade • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

30.6 

13.7 

47.4 

19.3 

23.6 

57.6 

25.4 

28.1 

12.6 

34.7 

21.0. 

21.4 

46.8 

23.5 

25.0 25.0 

7.6 7.1 

25.9 30.5 

19.9 19.0 

16.5 12.7 

.36.9 29.4 

18.5. 17.7 

21.0 

6.3 

21.8 

17.4 

10.8 

21.2 

14.7 

Germany has expanded her trade, not o~~:ly with raw-material countries with which she 
has concluded clearing or payments agreements, but also with a number of other such 
countries in Latin America and elsewhere (for example, Bolivia, China, Colombia, Mexico 
and Venezuela). As was pointed out on a preceding page,(1) the redistribution of the trade 
of Germany is closely connected with her foreign debt problem and she has partly brought 
it about by offering higher, or selling at lower, prices in some markets than in others. 
It would appear that other industrial countries, in order to meet German, as well as 
Japanes~, competition, have also reduced the prices of the manufactured articles exported 
to the raw-material countries in which German and Japanese goods .have found an 
increased market. 

In this connection, attention should be paid to the diverging movements of the import 
and export prices for manufactured articles in the principal industrial countries of 
Europe, as shown in Table V. Between 1935 and 1936, the price indices for such articles 
imported into the United Kingdom, Germany and France, which largely reflect the prices 
applied in trade between industrial countries, rose more or fell less than the corresponding 
export price indices, which are influenced by the prices applied in exports to raw-material 
countries : 

Percen\sge Changss iD Price Indices (iD Tenns o! Gold) !or Manufactured Articles between 1935 and 1938. 

United Kingdom 

Imports . . • . . . . . . • . + 6 
Exports . • • . . . . . . . . + 2 

Germany 

+2.5 
-1 

France 

-3.5 
-7.5 

The increased price competition between industrial countries for the export markets 
represented by certain raw-material countries is naturally also reflected in the import 
prices of the latter. Import price indices for manufactured goods imported into these 
countries are not available, but there are indications that they could meet their require
ments of such goods at lower prices in 1936 than in 1935, in spite of the general rise in 
tr~ding. prices. Thus, as was mentioned in a preceding section,(B) Argentine import 
pnces, m terms of gold, fell by about 6% and considerable price reductions are recorded 
for various ma~ufactured .articles if!1ported by Br~zil. Another striking . example is 
afforded by Chma, whose Import pnces (as shown m Annex I) fell in terms of gold 
by 11%. ' ' 

(1) Page 89. 
(2) C/. pages SO and 51. 
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TABLE X. 

Percentage Shares of the United Kingdom and the United States In the Trade of Certain Countries. 

Shares of the United Kingdom In : · Shares of the United States In : 

Country Imports I Exports , Imports ' Exports 

~~~~~~wMIW$1woow~~w~lwMIW$1 1936 192911932119341193511936 19291193211934119351 1936 

Induslrial countries : -
Austria . . . . .. . . . 2.8 2.5 3.9 4.0 4.4 4.5 3.8 5.0 4.3 5.3 6.1 4.0 5.4 5.9 6.2 3.5 2.0 1.5 1.9 2.4 
Belgium • . • . . 11.2 8.7 7.8 8.0 9.1 18.2 15.7 14.5 14.9 14.6 9.6 8.6 7.2 7.4 7.0 6.8 4.7 4.5 6.0 7.9' 

6.4 6.9 9.0 5.5 11.4 5.5 5.9 6.1 7.2 6.8 6.8 7.7 9.1 Czechoslovakia . . . 4.1 4.2 5.2 5.4 6.0 6.9 . 5.5 
France 10.0 8.2 7.1 7.5 7.1 15.1 10.0 8.6 10.4 12.4 12.3 9.8 9.5 8.5 10.0 6.7 4.9 4.7 4.6. 5.7 . . . . . . . 
Germany . . . . . . 6.4 5.5 4.6 6.2 6.2 9.7 7.8 9.2 8.8 8.5 13.3 12.7 8.4 5.8 
Italy • • . . . . 9.6 9.0 9.2 7.3 0.9 9.8 10.8 10.1 8.2 2.9 16.7 13.4 12.5 11.3 
Japan ..• . . . . 6.9 5.5 3.1 3.3 2.6 2.9 4.3 5.0 4.8 5.5 29.5 35.6 33.7 32.8 
Netherlands . . . . . . 9.4 9.1 9.4 9.3 9.2 20.7 19.1 19.1 21.1 22.2 9.9 6.6 6.7 6.9 
Sweden . 

~ 
. . . . 17.3 16.8 19.5 19.3 19.0 24.8 25.6 25.1 24.9 24.6 14.7 10.8 11.8 12.8 

Switzerland . . . 6.0 4.4 6.3 5.9 6.1 13.7 10.7 9.9 9.5 11.1 10.5 6.5 5.3 5.4 
United Kingd~m· (1) . . - - - - - - - - - - 16.1 11.9 11.2 11.6 
United States . • . . . 7.5 5.7 6.9 7.6 8.3 16.2 17.9 18.0 19.0 17.9 - - - -

Non-industrial counlries: 

Argentine • . . . . . 17.6 21.5 26.3 21.2 20.4 32.2 36.1 38.5 34.3 1)31.7 26.4 13.5 13.1 14.4 
Australia (I) . . . . . 39.7 40.0 42.5 42.6 39.7 36.8 53.3 51.8 56.3 50.5 24.6 16.2 13.2 15.3 
Brazil • . . . . . . . 19.2 19.2 17.1 12.4 11.3 6.5 7.0 12.1 9.3 11.9 30.1 30.2 23.7 23.4 
Canada . . . . . . 15.0 20.7 22.1 21.2 19.4 24.6 36.1 41.4 41.6 41.9 68.8 58.2 57.2 56.8 
China . . . . . . 9.3 11.2 12.0 10.6 11.7 7.2 7.5 9.2 8.5 9.2 18.0 25.3 26.1 18.9 
Egypt •• . . . . . 21.2 24.0 22.1 22.8 23.9 33.9 37.8 31.6 34.5 36.9 5.0 3.2 4.0 5.2 
Hungary . . . . . . . 2.8 4.7 5.3 5.3 5.0 3.6 6.9 7.6 8.5 8.7 4.6 3.9 5.7 5.1 
India . • . . . 42.4 36.4 40.5 39.3 39.0 21.2 27.5 33.1 30.9 31.9 7.3 8.5 6.7 6.6 
Netherlands' Iti.dies' . . . 10.8 9.6 8.2 8.0 7.9 8.9 8.9 7.9 6.9 5.2 12.0 6.7 6.2 6.9 
New Zealand . . . . . . 48.7 51.2 51.5 51.0 50.0 73.7 87.8 81.6 83.6 80.2 18.6 13.3 11.3 12.0 
Poland. . . . . . . . 8.5 8.7 10.8 13.6 14.1 10.3 16.7 21.2 19.9 21.7 12.3 12.1 15.2 14.3 
Roumania • . . . . . . 7.3 10.8 16.3 9.8 6.8 6.3 14.0 10.0 9.61 12.5 6.1 3.4 4.2 3.0 
Yljgoslavia • . • . . . . 5.6 7.4 9.3 10.1 8.5 1.3 2.1 4.7 5.3 9.9 4.7 4.4 6.4 6.2 

Ill The figures for imports refer to general trade. 
2 Figures affected by the increase in e~ports ._ for orders •• (not shown by country) from 2.8% in 1935 to 14.2% ln 1936 .. 
3 Years ending June 30th.. 

5.5 7.4 4.9 3.8 4.0 3.6 
14.9 11.5 9.4 7.4 8.1 10.0 
30.7 42.5 31.6 18.4 21.4 ~2.0 

7.1 3.6 3.5 3.2 4.9 6.0 
13.7 10.9 10.6 9.9 12.0 12.4 
5.7 9.9 6.9 5.6 5.8 8.0 

11.0 6.2 4.1 4.4 5.4 6.3 
- - - - - -

14.6 9.8 3.4 5.5 12.1 2)10.5 
16.3 4.1 3.8 2.0 2.4 6.9 
22.1 42.2 45.8 39.2 39.4 38.9 
58.2 44.2 32.9 34.1 36.5 36.0 
19.6 13.4 12.0 17.4 23.1 26.4 
5.7 13.9 4.8 3.8 .3.7 4.4 
5.3 l.l 0.9 l.l 1.9 2.6 
6.6 12.0 7.5 8.5 9.8 9.2 
7.7 11.4 12.1 11.4 14.3 18.0 

12.1 6.6 2.5 2.6 5.3 5.1 
11.9 1.1 0.9 2.3 4.7 6.6 
3.7 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 1.4 
6.4 1.6 0.9 4.1 5.6 4.9 
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A counteracting tendency. 

While it is yet very uncertain whether the trends dealt with above have reached 
their climax, there appeared in 1936, and in certain cases even earlier, some signs of a 
return of trade into more normal channels as the result of the considerable increase in 
imports of the principal creditor countries from which practically all raw-material 
countries have profited. This movement has been dealt with in a preceding section, (1) 

but may be further illustrated by Table X (page 73) showing the shares of the United 
Kingdom and the United States in the trade of various countries. 

The changes in the import figures are rather irregular and the share of the United 
Kingdom in the impor~s of the countries shown was generally lower in 1936 than in 1934. 
This applies also to the British countries given-a change which, except in the case of 
India, contrasts with the rise in the share of these countries in the exports of the United 
Kingdom_: 

Country 

Australia . . 
Canada •.. 
India . . . . 
New Zealand . 

Percentage share of the 
United Kingdom In the Imports 

of the countries 
1934 

(I) 42.5 
22.1 
40.5 
51.5 

1935 

(2) 42.6 
21.2 
39.3 
51.0 

1986 

( 1) 39.7 
19.4 
39.0 
50.0 

Percentage share of the countries 
In the exports of the 

United Kingdom 
1934 1935 1936 

1.7 1.8 1.8 
5.0 5.0 5.3 
9.3 8.9 7.7 
2.6 2.8 3.5 

The apparent contradiction between these two sets of figures is explained by the. 
fact that the imports of Australia, Canada and New Zealand have recently grown much 
more rapidly than the exports of the United Kingdom. 

The share of the United Kingdom in the exports of several industrial countries has 
risen after the fall it had undergone in 1932, though in the case of Germany, France and 

·Belgium it remains well under the level of 1929. Between 1935 and 1936 an increase is 
recorded in the share of the United Kingdom in the exports of six of the eleven industrial 
countries shown in the table, and in those of nine of the thirteen non-industrial countries. 
Simultaneously there occurred an increase in the share of the United States in the exports 
of all the industrial countries shown with the exception of Germany ; in the case of the 
non-industrial countries, on the other hand, the United States' share rose 'in seven and 
fell in six cases. 

It is natural that, during the recovery from the depression, the large markets consti
tuted by the United Kingdom and the United States shc;mld grow in importance to various 

·exporting countries. The extent to which industrial countries have shared in the 
expansion of these markets is, however, striking. In the case of the United ·states, the 
tariff reductions she has accorded in bilateral trade agreements with several industrial 
countries and applied in imports from all countries granting her most-favoured-nation 
treatment have naturally added to her importance as a market for manufactured goods . 

. The increased market in the United States and the United Kingdom for manu
factured articles, while favouring industrial activities in other countries, has obviously 
increased their demand for raw materials ; accordingly many of the raw-material countries 
which have not been able to increase their exports to the United Kingdom andtl;le United_ 
States have profited indirectly from the demand for goods emanating from these countries 
by larl?er sales in other directions or by an increase in the prices of their products. 

(I l Cf. pageo 30 to 4:1. 
(ZJ Economic years ending June 30th. 

' ' 
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ANNEX I. 

Price and Quantum Indices of Imports and Exports. 

A number of countries publish indices concerning variations in the quantum of their trade 
(generally by comparing the value of trade in a given base year with the value that the trade in 
another year would have had if prices had remained unchanged). From the quantum figures 
and the recorded values of trade, figures concerning the price movement may be calculated. 
Other countries publish price indices for imported and exported goods ; and, from these indices 
and the recorded trade values, rough indices of the movement of the quantum of trade may be 
derived. The table on the following pages reproduces the more important of such frice and 
quantum indices, after converting them to 1927 as a common base year. For severa of these 
indices, however, conversion may involve some error. 

Wholesale price indices for imported and exported goods, constituting sub-groups of the 
ordinary wholesale price indices, are available for about fifteen countries; only a few of these 
indices have been reproduced in the table. · 

The various methods of compilation used by the national compilers may be classified as 
follows according to the nature of the indices given. 

(a) Chain method: Single chain.-Each year is employed as a basis for the calculation of 
indices only for either the following or the preceding year; the indices are then usually linked, 
together into a series, within which the weighting varies (a "moving base year"). If the price 
index for any year is weighted by the values of the preceding year, the quantum index derived 
therefrom is weighted by the values of the year under consideration, and vice versa. The prices 
employed are averages calculated from the recorded quantities and values of the items shown 
in trade returns. The indices are convertible (forwards or backwards only). 

{b) Chain method : Double chain.-The figures represent the average (geometric in all the 
cases known) of the two indices calculated according to the two versions of the preceding method 
(Irving Fisher's "ideal formula "). The index is convertible. -

(c) Fi:t:ed-base quantum indices, and price indices derived therefrom.-The recorded average 
prices of a given base year-or base period-as calculated from trad(l returns are applied to the 
quantities of the year under examination; the quantum index is thus weighted according to the 
prices of the base year. The price indices derived from these indices are, however, weighted 
according to the quantities of the year under examination. , 

{d) Fi:t:ed-base price indices, calculated from recorded average !rices, and quantum indices 
derived therefrom.-This method is the reverse of (c). The recorde average prices of each year 
are applied to the quantities of the base year and a price index with fixed-base year is thus 
calculated. The quantum index derived therefrom is weighted by the values of the year under 
e~amination. • 

(e) Fi:t:ed-base price indices, calculated from price quotations.-This method differs from (d) 
in that price quotations for fixed qualities of individual commodities are employed instead_ of 
average prices for each statistical item. Errors due to changes in the quality or in the 
composition of trade within each item are thus eliminated ; but the price indices are based on a 
limited number of the goods enterinll' into trade and the weighting is arbitrary to a certain extent. 

(f) Unweighted trade price ind1ces.-Unweighted index, calculated from price quotations of 
imported and exported goods (method employed only by British Malaya). 

(!/) Wholesale price indices of imported and e:I:ported goods.-The prices employed are gene
rally those quoted m the domestic trade and are thus not true import and export prices (e.g., 
import prices include the import duty and the profit of the importer). The indices are either 
unweighted or weighted according to the importance of the articles concerned in domestic trade 
during the base year. 

Whatever method of compilation is employed, either the price or the quantum indices-or 
both-are likely to be misleading if comparison is made over long perlods of time. . 

Indices with variable weighting are subject to special limitations. Thus, indices compiled 
according to the" chain method" (a or b) should properly be employed only for a comparison 
between adjacent years. Similarly, the price indices according to method (c), as well as the 
quantum indices according to method {d), should strictly be employed only for comparison with 
the base year, not with any other year in the series. In the table, the last-mentioned indices, 
though less useful, are given throughout, though they are not always published by the 'llational 
compilers {thus, of countries employing method {c) Chile, Uruguay and Germany publish only 
the quantum indices, not the price indices derived therefrom, and of the countries employing 
me~hod (d), China and New Zealand publish only the price indices1 but not the quantum indices 
denved therefrom). Similarly, both the price and the quantum mdices are given in the table 
for countries employing the single chain method {a), though certain of them publish only the 
quantum figures and these not even in index form but only as the value of trade at the prices of the 
preceding year (Algeria, Germany and Sweden). 
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011: the other hand, in the case of methods (e), (f) and (g), the price indices alone have been 
~hown m the table, as they are based on price quotations for a limited number of articles entering 
mto trade and they were thought inadequate for the calculation of quantum indices as they could 

_ scarcely ·be applied to the total value of imports or exports. In a few cases, however, the national 
compilers also publish such quantum indices. ' · 

In the case of certain countries for which useful export quantum Indices for recent years are 
lacking, approximate indices of this kind from 1929 (in some cases from an earlier year).!. as wt·ll as 

. the corresponding export price indices, have been calculated by method (a) in the ::;ecretariat 
-in most cases based on the classification in Table Ill (b) for the countries given In Inlernalional 
Trade Statistics-and linked to the national indices for earlier years. · 

Where, in terms of gold, the exchange value of the national currencies to which the prlee 
indices refer has di!Yered from that Vl!lue in 1927, price indices, reduced to the 1927 exchange value 
according to the rates in Annex II, have been entered in brackets after the Index numbers In 
national currency. For convenience, such indices may be described as "gold price Indices"; 
but attention should be paid to the fact that wherever in 1927 the exchange value of the currency 
in question di!Yered from its par value-as in the case of the Argentine, Uruguay, China, French 
Indo-China, Japan, British Malaya, Denmark, Italy and Norway-the Indices naturally do not 
refer to prices calculated at the gold parity of the currency concerned. 

In order to facilitate the .study of the table, the quantum indices are given In Italic figures. 
The table gives the figures from 1927 only. For 1925 and 1926, see the 1934 edition of 

this volume (Ser. L.o.N. P. : 1935.ll.A.8); for 1924, see the 1931 edition (1932.ll.A.25•); for 
1913 and 192i-1924.(figures on a 1913 basis), see the 1930 edition (193l.ll.A.2.B1). 

As is indicated in the columns "Method " and " Particulars ", the serlCs of Index numbers 
given on one line in the table are in some cases obtained by combining two original series covering 
overlapping periods, the figure for the first year given of the later period having been linked to the 
figure for the last year of the earlier period. 
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.ANra:XE I (sulleJ, 

IDdloea des Prix e\ du Owmtw:u daa Importatlona et doa Ezportatlou. 
commerCe special ; marchandlses seulement. 1927 - 100. · 
J,.es indices des prix donn6s entre parenth~es se. rapportent aux prix en • monnaie-or :.. 
Les indices du 9.uant.um sont donnt!s en italique. ' 
Les pays sont dtspos~s d"apn!sl"ordre alphab6tique, par conUnents. 
L "ordre des continents est : Afrique, Am6rique, Asle, E'!rope, O~anle. 

Pays et mOODalo I 
Country and currency 

Algo!rie 
Algeria 

francs 

-
Union Sud-Africalne 

-Union of South 
Africa 

-

£SA 

M6thode 
Method 

a. 

1927-1934 : c 
1935-1936 imp.: 

D6talls Particulars 

Etabll d'apres les valeurs totales provisolres aux prix· de 
l'ann6e pr6cMente. 

Complied from provisional total values at preceding year's 
prices. . 

-
I .· 

Non compris le commerce avec Ia Rhod.6sfe et le Sud-Ouest· 
AtrlcaJn. Aux: bnport. : y compris les approv. du gouv., et 
non compris le fret; aux exp.: y compris les pro_v. de bord 
pour les navires de !"Union et autres.Base orig.: pour leslmp., 
1925; pour les exp., 1909-1913. 

g Tmde with Rhodesia and South West Africa is excluded. 
Imp. incl. Government stores, and excl. freights ; exp. 
incl. ships•stores for Union and other ships. Orlg. base: 
for Imp., 1925 ; tor exp., 1909-1913. 

I 

I 

I 
) M~mes cat6gories que cl-dessus. Cbillres a pproximatl!s ( 
~tabUs au Secretariat, et raccordes a Ia s6rle pr6c6dente 8 

a partir de 1929. · 
Same categories as above. A pproxlm&te figures com-

piled in the Secretariat, and linked to the preceding series 
- · from 1920. I . . I 

-
Argentine D6rfv6, pour les Imp., des chitrres alisolus • valeurs de 

tarif 1906 11 et, pourles exp., des valeurs absolues aux 6valua-
pesos m/l1. c tions fixes de 1910; 

Derived, for imports, from absolute" 1906 tarUf values • 
(1 peso mtn. - and, for exports, from absolute. values at .. 1910 fixed 

0.44 pesos oro) valuations. 

Canada 
I . I 

1927-1934: c l Ann6es fiscales commen.;ant le 1., avril. Base orig. : ann~e I 1935: a 1925-26. . 
I Can. - Fiscal years beginning April 1st. Orig. base: year 1925-26. 

I . I ! Ann6es du calendrier. Base orig. : 1926. 95 art. d"importa-

I e tion et 87 art. d 'exportation. 
Calendar years. Orig. base : 1926. 95 import articles, 

87 export articles. 
I I 

Chili Base orig.: 1927-29.Sont exclus, aux export.: 1927-29,les 
Cblle approv. de bord pour tous lea navires ; ensulte, Jes approv. 

pesos-or(de 6 pence-or) c de bord pour lea navlres natlonaux seulement. 
gold pesos (of 6 gold Orig. base : 1927-29. Exp. exclude : In 1927-29, all ships • 

pence) stores ; thereafter, ships• stores for national ships only. . 

Etats-Unls d'Am6rique Indices 6tablls d'apres Ia !ormule cld~le • de Fisher. 
United States of Indica de prix des import. : g6n6rales, 1927-83; sp6eiales, 

America b 1934.-36. 

• Indices construrted according to Fisber•s "fdeaJ • formula. 
Import price Index : general, 1927-83 ; special, 1934-36._ 

Uruguay Cbl!lres approx. 6tablls au Secr6tarlat. Base orlg. : pour 
c 1927-1929, 1913; ensulte, 1927. 

Approx. !~res compiled In the Secretariat. Orig. base: 
pesos lor 1927-192 , 1913; thereafter, 1927. 

Cat6gorle 

Category_ 

imp. 

exp. 

imp. g~n6rales 
general Imp. 

exp. marchand. 
exp. merchand. 

export.or 
exp;gold. 

exp. totales 
exp. total 

exp. marchand. 
exp. merchand. 

exp. or 
exp. gold 

exp. totales 
exp. total 

Imp •. 

exp. 

imp. 

exp. 

imp. 

e~p. 

imp. 

exp. 

Import. 
Imp. g~n6rales 
Imp. sp6clale• 

exp. sp6cl>les 
apecial exp. 

exp. 
' 

I 
l 

' I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' r 
I 

I 
I 
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·ANNEX I (conllnu<d}. 

Prloeuul ouan- IncUaee ol Impor\a IUUl EzpoN. 
Special trade ; merchandise only. 1927 -100. 
The price Index numbers given In brackets refer to prices In" gold currency •• 
The quantum indices are given in italics. • 
The countries within each continent are given in French alphabetical order. 
The continental o~er is : Africa, America, A:sia, Europe, Oceania. 

I Pril<-pricel I et-and 1927 
quantum 

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 

prix 100 101.6 101.8 99.7 87.1 80.0 75.5 
quantum 100 113.6 131.6 130.9 121.8 111.6 123.3 

prix 100 106.0 101.8 95.5 87.7 87.8 84.6 
quantum 100 • 113.5 108.2 121.0 110.2 122.0 128.1 

I 
100 97.4 I prix 94.4 87.9 76.6 69.4 (58.1) 69.9 (47.0) 

quantum 100 110.0 120.S 100.2 94.0 15.1 91.2 
I prix 100 100.0 52.5 41.7 (40.8) I 96.5 67.4 68.6 (39.5) 

quantum 100 100.9 99.1. 98.6 no 92.6 82.2 

I prix 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 101.4 ( 100.0) 144.4 (100.0) 
quantum 100 98.4 103.4 105.9 102.8 108.2 106.3 

I prix 100 100.2 97.8. 83.4 78.5 79.5 (71.9) 106.6 (72.0) 

I 
quantum 100 99.6 101.9 103.0 92.8 100.3 94.2 

• prix 96.4 64.1 48.2 88.1 (87.2) 54.9 (87.0) 
I quantum 99.8 103.6 96.4 101.4 81.9 

I prix 100.0 100.0 100.0 101.4 (100.0) 144.4 ( 100.0) 
quantum 103.4 105.9 102.8 108.2 106.3 

' pril< 97.9 82.0 75.6 69.7 (68.2) 103.5 (69.9) 
I quantum 101.9 104.8 96.4 104.9 91.0 
I 

prix 100 85.0 (85.2) 84.1 (83.0) 84.2 (73.0) 84.0 (68.9) 82.9 (50.4) 79.1 (46.4) 
quantum 100 114.8 119.6 102.5 11.8 51.8 58.3 

prix 100 119.7 (113.9) 104.8 (103.6) 99.5 (81.5) 70.7 (49.0) 67.9 (41.2) 65.1 (88.1) 
quantum 100 91.9 90.2 65.1 89.8 82-1 15.1 

prix 100 97.3 95.3 83.6 69.6 (65.2) 58.4 (50.8) 63.0 (42.9) 
quantum 100 111.3 118.2 91.8 14.9 62.7 62.1 
pril< 100 93.4 94.6 77.2 60.7 (56.7) 51.5 (45.1) 68.2j89.0) 
quantum 100 118.9 96.4 84.3 17.3 14.9 8 .0 

prix 100 98.4 96.4 85.7 74.1 (69.4) 72.2 (62.7) 74.7 (50.9) 

·prix 100 96.9 94.9 79.1 61.9 (57.8) 56.1 (49.1) 56.4 (37.8) 

prix - 100 102.5 ·107.0 101.7 96.6 70.5 48.4 
quantum 100 108.8 140.8 128.3 68.1 28.3 35.0 

prix 100 99.6 110.2 96.4 68:0 45.3 40.0 
quantum 100 111.1 125.8 83.2 13.3 31.6 so.o 

prix 100 96.8 91.6 74.7 57.9 45.8 45.8 (85.8) 
quantum 100 101.0 114.8 91.9 86.3 69.8 16.5 
quantum 100 101.2 113.8 100.1 . 86.1 10.3 16.0 

I prix 100 102.8 101.2 90.7 6~.8 59.8 . 62.8 (48.8) 
quantum 100 103.3 101.1 81.6 11.6 55.9 55-1 

I 

prix 100 117.0 (118.6) 111.9 (103.9) 97.6 (83.8) 90.9 (51.8) 97.8 (45 •• ) 99.2 (46.0) 
quantum 100 89.3 86.1 101.3 89.2 6/.8 69.1 

1034 1935 1930 

67.9 66.0 
126.1 98.5 106:1 

64.6 64.8 
IIS.S 135.3 IJ/.2 

71.0 (43.3) 
12M 

70.0 (41.4) 68.6 (41.0) 

66.4 (40.6) 
11.9 

161.4 (100.0) 167.0 (100.0) 
11.2 95.3 

114.5 (70.1) 
15.3 

62.0 (87.9) 52.4 (91.2) 
19.2 IIS.S 

161.4 ( 100.0) 167.0 ( 100.0) 
17.2 95.3 

110.0 (67. 7) 109.6 (61.8) 
18.2 · IOS.S 

91.7 )88.0) 89.0 (36.8) 81.2 (94.6) 
6 .2 61.8 10.6 

78.5 ~32.7) 80.8 (83.2) 
1 .9 85.2 

69.5 (41.7) 67.9 (40.2) 
67.8 74.8 

62.2 ~87.2) 68.2 (37.8) 
8 .4 98.6 

78.9 (47.0) 79.7 (47.8) 81.6 (48.6) 

62.0 (87.1) 63.6 (37.5) 68.8 (40.7) 

45.2 41.8 49.0 
44.1 65.8 1$.1 

36.6 87.0 40.8 
16.2 15.9 81.3 

52.6 (81.4) 52.6 (31.1) 56.8 (38.6) 
75.1 93.0 10/.7 
14.1 93.1 102.J 

78.8 (49.7) 75.6 (44.6) 76.7 (45.3) 
60.2 62-4 66.2 

123.5 (58.1) 125.8 (59.1) 
58.6 18.1 



Pays et monnaie I 
Country and currency 

Chine 
Chine 

(Depuis 1. VII. 1932, 
non comprls Ia Mand-
chourie-

From 1. VII. 32, ex 
eluding Manchuria) 

St. S 
(1 Hk. n. -1.558 St.$) 

lode 
India 

rupees 

In des n6erlandaises 
Netherlands Indies 

gulden 

lndocbine fram;aise 
French Indo-Chine 

piastre& 

Japon 
Japan 

yen 

Malaisie britannlque 
British Malaya 

B.S.$ 

. 
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.ANNEXE I (suile). 

Indices dos Prix et du Quantum des Importations at des Ezportatlons. 

M~thodo 

Method 

b 

d,g 

c 

e 

e 

a 

a 

c 

t 

a 

D6talls Particulars 

·I I 
{ Indices (non ajust6s) de prix du . prof. Franklin Ho 

l (formule • id6ale • de Fisher). 
Price indices (unadjusted) of Prof. Franklin Ho (formula 

• Fisher's Ideal "). 

I Prix : s6rie • revls6e • de Chang-Hal d'apres lea coors du 
)march6 ; base orig. 1926, mala pond6r6s d "apr~s lea quan-
tit6s import6es et export6es (resp.) en 1927. 

Prices : Shanghai h revised series • of market quotations ; 
orig. base 1926, but weighted according to quantities im-
ported and exported (reap.) in 1927. 

I 

Ann6es commencant le 1" avril. Base orig. : ann6e 1927/28. 
Non compris le commerce du gouvemement. 

Years beginning April lat. Orig. base year, 
Excl. Government trade. 

1927/28. 

I Prix : moyenne arlthm6tique non pond6r6e des cours du 
marcb6 (lmf.•• 72 articles; up., 20 articles) pour Java; 
appliqu6s ic 1 pour le quantum, aux Indes n6erland. en en-
tier. Base ong. : 1913. 

Unweighted arithmetic averal}" of quotation prices 
ilmp., 72 articles; exp., 20 articles for Java; here applied, 
or quantum, to allNet.herlands Indies. Orig. base: 1913. 

1 Pr:IJ: : moyenne arithm6tiTie des coura du march6 de 12 
, articles .A Java, pond6rie, en 927-1928, d'apris lea quantit6s 
exporUes de Java en 1928, et, ensuite, d'aprt:s lesquantiMs 
export6es en 1935. L 'indice des prix est appliqu6 lei, pour le 
quantum, aux exportations totales des Indes n6erlandaises. 
Base orig. : 1928. 

Arithmetic average of market quotations lnJavaof 12 art!-
eles, weighted, in 1927-1928; according to~uantities expor-

- ted from Java in 1928 and, thereafter, aceor ingto quantities 
exported in 1935. The price index is bere applied, for 

, g';antum, to total exports of the Netherlands Indies. 
rig. base : 1928. · • . 

) Cbif!res approximatifs 6tablis au Secretariat. I Approldmate figures compiled in_ the Secretariat. 

Calcul6s d"apres lea indices de quantum de Ia Statistique 
g6n6rale de l"lndochlne. Base orig. : 1925. 

Calculated from the quantum Indices of the Statlstique 
g6n6rale de l"lndochlne. Orig. base : 1925. . 

S6rle de Ia Yokohama Specie Bank. Base orlg. : 1928 
~onserv6e dans le tableau, pour toutes les s6rles- y compr. 

s6rte des prix en • monnaie-or c5 . 
Yokohama Specie Bank series. rig. base : 1928 (main-

tained in the table, for all series-incl. the "gold'" price series). 

I . I 
~ -· @ ""'(Om>," ....... 0 M,., ~-! CJes). 6tablis d'apres lea statistlques du commerce. Base 

or· . : 1924. Commerce g6n6ral, non compris les colis postaux. 
'Srriclal pric&-indices (imp., 15 articles; exp., 40 article~ 

compiled from trade returns. Orlg. base : 1924. Gene 
trade, excl. parcels post. 

w- '".......,"' ~w. w "'""'"" n ••-! dh a Ia s6rie pr6udente a partir de 1929. Commerce g6n6ral, 
non com pris Jes co lis postaux. 

Approximate figures, compiled In the Secretariat and 
linked to the preceding series from 1929. General trade, 
excl. parcels post. j 

Cat6gorie 
Category 

Imp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

Imp. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp. sp6clales 
special exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

exp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

1m p. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp; g6n6rales 
general exp. 

Imp. g6n6rales 
genefal Imp. 

exp. g6n6rales 
general exp. 

exp. g6n6rales 
general exp. 

I 

! 
I 
I 

I 

I 
II 

l 
I 

I 

I 
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ANNEX I (Cflllfinu<d}. 

Price and Quantum Iudlcos of Imports aDd Ezporb 

I Prix-price I I I I I I I I I ot.-and 1927 192!1 1929 1930 1931 1982 1933 1934 1935 1936 quantum 

prb: 100 98.4 (lOU) 97.8 (90.7) 1108.0 (72.0) 119.3 (59.5) 111.4 (53.1) 107.1 (49.6) 93.9 (42.6) 
I 

85.4 (41.9) quantum /00 120.0 127.8 IJ9.7 /I8.6 93.0 79.6 69.5 68.1 prix 100 106.4 (109.5) 114.0 (105.8)"114.4 (76.8) 111.7 (52.7) 94.0 (44.4) 81.5 (37.6) 74.9 (84.0) 75.5 (86.1) quantum 100 101.5 97.0 85.1 88.6 51.1 52.5 50.0 SJ.1 
' 

prix 100 95.6 (98.4) 100.4 (93.1) 118.1 (78.8) 140.0 (68.6) 130.7 (62.2) 123.8 (57.1) 123.1 (55.9) 119.7 (58.7) 132.1 (52.4) quantum /00 /23.5 . 124.5 109.5 10/./ 19.1 69.1 S.J.O 48.7 45.1 prix 100 98.5 (101.4) 99.2 (92.0) 102.1 (69.1) 101.3 (47.8) 85.2 (40.3) 77.8 (35.7) 67.6 (30.6) 73.1 (35.0) 90.6 ~"5.9) quantum 100 109.6 111.5 95.4 97.1 61.0 ss.4 55.4 55.1 5 .s 

I 

I prix 100 96.4 93.2 80.0 71.7 (61.9) 65.2 (46.8) 63.5 (42.5) 63.0 (89.3) 62.1 (37.5) quantum /00 105.2 101.4 82.5 7().6 8/.4 71.7 84./ 86.6 

I prix . 100 97.5 90.2 71.5 59.2 (50.5) 55.3 (39.5) 53.5 (35.8) 54.1 (32.9) 56.9 (84.4) 
quantum 100 106"1 108.0 96.6 82.5 14.9 86.2 81.8 88.4 

I 

prix 100 96.9 96.9 91.8 71.9 59.2 49.0 46.4 44.9 46.1 (48.7) 
quantum /00 /I4.8 126.8 107.8 91.1 7/.9 . 74.5 69.5 68.3 61.8 
prix 100 96.2 94.6 67.7 60.8 39.7 83.6 83.2 82.5 au IB'Ml 
quantum 100 100.0 . 93.0 104.2 89.7 83.1 85./ 89.7 8J.6 /08.7 . -

. 

prix 100 80.6 75.0 48.5 82.4 23.4 23.7 27.6 25.2 80.6 (28.9) 
quantum /00 IJ9.2 1/7.3 145.4 140.7 /4/.3 120.7 107.8 108.0 /2/.3 

prix 100 82.7 78.2 60.7 44.7 29.4 27.0 27.6 25.0 26.6 (25.0) 
quantum 100 /I6.2 /20.1 1/6.2 10/.9 112.3 /05.8 107.7 108.8 /40./ 

prix 100 101.9 (101.4) 10~U (90.9) 94.9 (73.7) 82.9 (64.7) f 72.5 (58.6) 69.~68.8) 59.9 (46.7) 56.8 ~44.8t 
quantum 100 95.7 107.2 93.5 76.3 65.5 .7 71.8 7 .7 
prix 100 92.8 (92.3) 99.7 (88.5) 98.8 (76.8) 68.7 (58.6) 55.2 (43.1) 47.4 (87.0) 43.6 (34.0) 47.5 (87.0) 
quantum 100 106.4 98.2 80.0 10.0 19.1 91.8 104.5 ll7.3 

I 
96.2 (95.1) 76.4 (81.3) 65.1 (58.0) 64.6 (89.7) 83.4 (36.2) 98.1 (35.6) 96.8 (86.8) 98.0 (86.2) I prix . 100 

quantum . 100 104.9 92.1 102.1 /00.9 /04.7 111.6 /I6.9 128.3 
I 

57.2 (38.0) 68.8 (29.5) 68.4 (25.1) 67.5 (24.9) I . prix . 100 93.8 (93.3) 72.7 (77.3) 55.0 (58.0) 67.4 (25.7) 
quantum ' /00 /I6.Z 102.6 /05.7 125.0 138.2 163.3 181.4 202.4 

prix 100 96.7 (97.2) 94.0 (93.9) 85.1 (85.0) 71.8 (67.5) 68.9 (49.6) 61.7 (42.8) 58.8 (36.9) 59.8 (36.2) 

prix 100 95.7 (96.2) 94.9 (94.8) 74.4 (74.8) 61.5 (57.8) 44.8 (82.2) 41.4 (28.4) 45.1 (28.3) 48.5 (29.4) 

prix 94.9 (94.8) 67.1 (67.0) 46.4 (43.6) 40.4 (29.0) 43.8 (80.0) 60.8 (87.8) 63.2 (36.3) 70.3 (43.8) 
quantum 9/.8 92.3 8/.6 75.4 80.3 85.0 85.o 84.1 

. 



Pays et monnaie I 
Countr,r and cu~cy 

Allelllllgne 
Gennany 

Relchsmark 

Danemark 
Denmark 

kroner 

Eatonle 
Bstonia 

k.roon 

Flnlande 
Finland 

markkaa 

' 

France 

francs 

Ho~e 
Hungary 

pengO 

lrlande, Et.at llbre d' 
Irish Free St.ate 

£ 

ltslle 
ltsly 

lire 
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ANNEXE I (Buii•J .. 
I!ldlooa des Prlz at du Quantum dea Importations ot doa Exportations. 

M6thode 
Method 

1927 : - I 
c 

D6t.alls Particulars 

Base orlg. pour 1927 : 1913. 
Orig. base lor 1927 : 1913. 

I 

I 

Cat6gorie 
Category 

Imp. 

exp. I ensulte I 
thereafter a 

lexp., excl. reparations I 
c l Rase odq., pour 1927 et 1928 : 1927 ; ensulte, 192q, 

l 
Imp. 

Orlg. base, lor 1927 and 1928 : 1927 ; thereafter, 1928. 

I exp. 

I J'~ .. , ,._ ~1-~ JL'..-.---~- .. ~ -~ I 
6 

j Rose orl~fnale jusqu•a·l934 incl.: 1918; ensuite, 1931. ! Imp. 
Original base up to 1934 inclusive: 1913; thereafter 1931. 

I . · I exp. I Chlllres approximatlls, 6t.ahlis au Secr6t.arlat et raccord6s I 
a a Ia s6rie pr6c6dente II partir de 1929. ' · exp. 

Approximate ligures compiled In the Secret.arlat and 
linked to the preceding series from 1929, 

I. . I 
I · I 

Imp •. I S6rle de l'Instltut estonien des 6tudes 6conomlques. Basel 
c orlf.· ·: 1927-31. Y comprls les llngots. 

erl~s of the Estonian ln!':titute of Economic Research. exp. 
Orlg. base : 1927-31. Including bullion. 

~ Chl!lres approxlmatlls 6t.ablis au Secrit.ariat et raccord6sl 
. 

exp. 
a a Ia s6rie pr6c6dente a partir de 1929. Y compriales llngnts. 

Approxunate ligures compiled In the Secret.arlat and 
llnked to the preceding series !rom 1929. Including bullion. 

I . I ' 
I 

. 
I 

c j Base orl~nale : 1913, j Imp. 
Orlglnel ase : 1918. l 56 art. d'lmport.ation, 20 art. d'exp~rtation. Base origl-~ 

exp._ 

Imp. 
e nsle : 1926. 

56 import articles, 20 export articles. Original base : 1926. exp. ,... . I 
Base orlg. pour 1927 : 1924. Pour 1934 et ar.ris, une Imp. 

nouvelle chaine (m6tbode a, mats Jes prix sont appl quh aux 
quantiUs de l"ann6e prk~dente), raccord6e 8 Ia s6rie pr6c6-

1927 : c dente. Lea chiffres ne comprennent pas lea pierres pr6cleu-
ensuite r a ses et les perles fines. 

. . 
thereafter Orl~. base lor 1927 : 1924. For 1984 and later, a new exp. 

chain method a, but the prices are applied to the quantities 
of the preceding year), linked to the preceding series. The 
figures exclude precious atones and 1ine pearls. . . -

Non comprls te commerce passJf de perlectionnement et de 
reparation. Chlllres pour 1927·1929 : s6rle ol!iclelle ; base 
orig. est 1913. ChiUres A partir de 1930: a6rle de I'Institut 
bongrols des 6tudes 6conomlquea ; base orlg. est 1925-1927, 

Imp. raccord6e a Ia a6rie ol!iclelle. 
c 

Excl. passive Improvement and passive repair trade. exp. 
Figures lor 1927-1929 : olliclal series; orlg, base Is 1913. 
Fig. from 1930, Incl. : series of Hu~rian Institute for 
Economic Research ; orig. base Ia 1925· 927, linked to olli-
cis! aeries. 

1927-1929 : d I I Base orior. pour 1927-29 : 1924 ; pond6ratlon pour les , Imp. ~6n6ralcs I ensulte I b memes ann6es sP.lon le commerce de 1924. general Imp. 
thereafter . 0~. base lor 1927-29 : 1924; weighting lor these years Is exp. sp6clales I acco lng to trade In 1924. special exp. 

I 

Calcull's sur la base du c nouveau aysUme • du~commerce 
sp6clal. lntrodult le 1. I. 1930. Ann6e de base orlglnale : pour .Imp. 

c 1927-1929, 1925 l pour les ann6es aulvantes, 1929 (convertle 
olliclellement A 925). exp. 

Calculated on the basJs of • New System • of special trade, 
Introduced 1. I. 80. Orig. base year : for 1927-1929, 1925 ; 
lor later years, 1929 (converted olliclally to 1925), · 

(l) Ous~tum • aluat6 •, e·ea~lre le quantum (brut) do Ia s6rle pr6e6dente, corrlg6 (I) pour lea variations salsonnlma et" (II) 
=~~"lb";;.? une moyenne mobile our olx mots. Raccord6 A Ia o6rle pr6c6dente, A partir de 1928. Indices de prix correspondents non 



' 
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ANNEX I (conlinu«<}. 
Price IID.d Qwmtumlndlcos o! Impor&a 11Dd ~ 

I Prl:l:-priee 
19271 et-and 1928 

quantum I 1929 I 1930 I 1931 I 1932 • I 1933 I 1934 1935 1336 

prix 100 101.8 101.3 ' 87,3 67.3 51.1 45.9 «.7 (44.1) 44.9 46.4 quantum /00 96.7 93.3 83.7 70.3 64.2 64.4 lO.O 65.1 63.9 prix 100 100.0 98.6 92.3 80.3 68.8 61.8 56.4 (55.7) 52.1 50.9 qll:anlum 100 113.6 126.5 120.1 110.6 17.1 no 68.4 15.8·- 86.1 pnx 100 100.0 98.2 . . . . . quantum 100 113.6 126.1 . . . . . . . . . 
prix 100 101.8 101.3 87.8 67.8 50.2 45.9 46.2 (45.5) 47.8 49.8 quantum 100 96.7 93-3 83.2 70.2 65.4 64.3 67.7 6/.9 59.S prix 100 100.0 98.7 92.9 81.4 70.7 63.9 61.2 (60.4) 58.2 58.9 
quantum 100 113.6 126.5 119.9 109.1 75.2 10.6 6J.O 61.9 14.9 . 
prix 100 100.0 (100.3) 100.7 (101.0) 86.4 {86.6) 76.2 (71.2) 81.6 (57.3) 88.4 (49.2) 98.0 (47.0) 05.4 (46.4) 102.2 (50.2) 

prix 100 lOU (102.5) 109.6 (109.9) 91.9 (92.2) 69.9 (65.6) 61.8 (48.4) 72.8 (40.6) 79.4 (39.8) 86.8 (42.2) 91.7 (•15.0) 

prix 109.6 (109.9) 97.4 (97.7) 76.1 (71.4) 86.7 (46.9) 79.8 (44.4) 87.5 (43.9) 04.8 (46.1) 
quantum J0/.9 108.1 l/4.4 112.5 100.8 92.9 88. s 

prix 100 100.6 94.9 83.6 68.8 58.9 67.0 (52.4) 77.8 (48.2) 76.6 ~46.0) 76.2 (46.8) 
quantum 100 135.4 134.4 122.1 92.2 64.9 59.6 73.7 9 .2 118.2 
prix: 100. 111.2 104.9 86.9 65.2 48.2 53.6 (40.8) 61.5 (38.0) 66.7 (40.1) 60.3 (42.1) 
quontum 100 /08.0 105.9 104.9 103.0 83.5 80.3 106.1 1/3.5 IIJ.s 

prix 104.9 86.0 78.0 54.5 60.9 (46.4) 68.9 (42.6) 78.0 (43.9) 7D.6 (44.8) 
quantum 105.9 106.0 92.0 13.8 70.7 . 94.6 103.8 106.8 

I 
prix 100 101.1 96.6 79.4 67.1 (62.6) 76.2 (46.7) 72.4 (41.9) 68.1 (36.0) 68.9 (35.0) 78.7 !38.ol 
quantum 100 124.1 113.5 /OJ./ 80.6 72.0 85.0 /09.7 /2/.2 135.0 
prix 100 100.0 97.1 90.9 73.8 (68.6) 72.8 (44.7) 72.8 (41.6) 78.2 (41.0) 78.7 (37.7) 75.0 (39.0) 
quantum 100 98.8 104.8 94.0 95.5 100.6 115.9 125.9 133.8 152./ 

prix 100' 100.0 96.0 81.8 73.7 (68.7) 88.9 (54.5) 85.9 (40.8) 86.9 (45.9) 86.9 (44.1) 89.9 (46.4) 

prix 100" 101.0 98.0 91.8 74.5 {69.2) 73.5 (45.1) 78.6 (45.2) 81.6 (42.7) 75.6 (88.6) 87.8 (45.6) 

prix 100 99.2 94.0 79.7 65.3 55.2 60.4 48.4 46.2 51.8 (47.0) 
quantum 100 106.4 122.0 131.2 129.4 108.1 113.1 95.6 90.8 98.0 
quant.(') 106.4 123.8 IJI.9 137.3 113.0 116.8 103.0 96.1 106.7 

' 

prix 100 99.2 95.8 92.3 76.9 64.9 59.9 57.6 55.9 58.0 (53.4) 
· quantum 100 Ioi.4 100.7 89.7 76.7 58.9 60.1 60.1 54.2 ,.2 

quant.(') 101.4 100.0 92.8 78.0 61.2 59.5 .61.1 ss.o H.o 

-

prl:l: 100 103.1 102.9 94.6 84.5 (84.3) 70.9 (70.7J:l 59.4 (58.9) 54.0 (58.8) 55.9 (55.5) 52.5 (52.5) 
quantum 100 98.8 89.0 75.0 $4.9 ~ Iii 39.9 45.3 ss.o 61.9 1/.0 
prix 100 99.5 91.4 82.4 69.2 (69.0) 58.1 (58.0)! 46.4 (46.0) 49.8 (48.7) 54.1 (53.7) 49.2 (49.2) 
quantum 100 101.9 143.4 139.6 104.1 72.6 106.4 101.1 105.4 IJO.o 

. 
-

I 
97.9 74.0 (68.8) 72.6 (52.6) 67.0 (45.6) 67.2 (41.5) 68.2 (40.7) 1 prix 100 ~5.2 87.1 

quantum 100 1oo.6 106.0 107.2 112.1 96.5 87A 95.7 90.1 I prix 100 99.5 101.1 95.9 86.8 (80.2) 75.8 (54.8) 61.8 (42.0) 58.5 (36.2) 59.2 (35.4) 
qu(lntum 100 103.9 105.0 104.7 91.0 76.7 68.4 69.0 76.1 

I 

prix 100 92.3 (94.1) 90.3 (92.0) 78.1 (79.6) 60.8 (61.4) 48.3 (48.0) 43.5 (43.9) 42.0 (41.6) 48.9 (41.6) 58.2 (43.6) 
quantum 100 117.4 116.6 107.9 93.0 6J.2 83.0 88.8 86.2 S4.8 
prix 100 91.4 (93.2) 85.2 (86.8) 71.8 (72.7) 57.9 (58.8) 48.1 (47.8) 42.1 (42.5) 33.8 (38.4) 38.9 (36.9) 43.6 (34.5) 
quantum 100 104.9 114.1 108.6 112.1 90.6 90.8 86.1 86.1 80.0 

(I) • Adjusted • qnantum-l.e., the preceding qnantum corrected (I) lor seasonal varlatlom and (II) by a olx-moothly movlllfl 
average. Linked to the orecedlng series, from 1928. CorrespondiDg prf,.indfce- not available. 



Payo et monnale I 
Country and cummey 

Let&onlo 
Latvia 

lata 

Norv~ 
Norway 

kroner 

Royoume-Unl 
United Kingdom 

£ 

SuMo 
Sweden 

kronor 

Suisse 
Switzerla.nd 

francs 

Tcb6c,.lovaqole 
Csecb,.lovakla 

KC 

U. R.S.S.(Russle) 
U.S.S.R. (Russia) 

roubles-or 
gold roubles 

Y ongoslavte 
YueDBiavia 

dinars 
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ANNEXE I (auile). 

IDdloH doa P.rlx et du Q118D&WD doa Impor&atloDs et des Espor&atloDB. 

M~thode 

Method 

-
g 

a 

1927-1933 : c 
ensuite ~ 
thereafter a 

c 

a 

1927-1929 : c 
eneuite 1 
thereafter a 

g 

a 

1927-1929 : c 
en.suite ~ 
thereafter a 

g 

a 

D6talls Particulars 

I I l Indices de &rix o!llclels (imp., 38 articles; exp., 27 articles); l 
base orlg. : I 13. , · 

O!llclal price Indices (Imp., 38 articles; exp., 27 articles); 
orlg. base : 1913 •. 

I I l t:bUires approxlmatUs, ~tablls au Secretariat et reccordh I 
A Ia s6rl!f,rec6dente A partir de 1929. 

Appr mate ligures, compiled In the Secrotariat and 
j linked to the preceding series from 1929. 

1 

Base orig. : 1913. Les chtltres se rapportent au commerce 
g6n~ral. 

Orig •. base : 1913. The figures refer to gonerel trade. 

Bose orig., 1927-1930: 1924; ensulte, 1930. Chll!res pour le 
commerce sp6clal (import. • rest6es •; export. de produits 
nationaux), les reexport. et le commerce g~n6ral (com. 
sp6clal plus Jes reexport.). ' 

Orig. bose, 1927-1930 : 1924; thereafter: 1930. Figures 
for special trade ('"·retained" imports; exporh of domestic 
products), re-exports and general trade (special trade plus 
re-exports). 

\ 

Base orlg. p~ur 1927-1929: 1913. A partir de 1933 lnclus, 
y compris le commerce de perlectlonnement et de r~paratton. 

Orlg. base ror 1927-1929 : 1913. From 1933 inclusive, 
Incl. Improvement and repslr trede. 

I I I lndlce de prix o!!lclel; base orlg.: 1" au 25 jull. 1914; I moyennes ~ometriques. 
O!!lclal price Index; orlg. base July 1st-25th, 1914; 

geometric averages. . 
1 Cbi!!res approxlmatl!s, ~tablis au Secretariat. I Approximate figures, compiled in the Secretariat. 

Base orig., 1927-1929 : 1913; cbJUres pour les annl!es 
~conomiquesllnlssant I• 30 sept.1930-1935: cbil!res approx. 
d 'export. pour Jes ann6es civiles, 6tablis au Secretariat et 
raccord6s aux chilfres des: ann6es prec~dentes. Pour touta les 
annta : les export. ne comprennent pas le plattne brut. 

Ortg •. base, 1927-1929: 1913; ligures for economic years 
end':{ Sept. 30th. 1930-1935 : approximate export ligures 
for endar years, compiled in the Secretariat and linked 
to the ligures for preceding years. AU years : exports 
exclude rew platinum. 

I I I Indices des prix : Banqoe natlonale; base orig. : 1926 ; } 
m ennes 6om6triques. 
~rice ln.flces: National Bank; orlg. base: 1926; geometric 

averagea. . 
I I l Cbll!res approxlmatl!s, ~tabUs au Secr~tariat et reccordh l 

6 Ia o6rie pr6c6dente a partir de 1929. 
Approxb::D.ate figures, compiled in the Secretariat and 

1 
linked to the preceding series !rom 1929. •

1 

Cat6gorie 

Category 

Imp. 

exp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

Imp. sp~clal'i!s 
special imp. 

exp. sp6ciales 
special exp. 

reexport. 
re-exports 

Imp. g6n~reles 
general imp. 

e-xp. g6n6rales 
general exp. -

Imp. 

exp. 
' 

Imp. 

e.~p. 

Imp. 

ex.p. 

Imp. -exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

exp. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-
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ANNEX I (continued}. 

Price lllld Quan\um lndlceo ollmpor\e IUld Ezpor\8 

I Prix-price I I I I I et-and 1927 1928 1929 1930 
quantum 

1931 I 1932 1988 I 1934. 1985 I 1938 

prix 100 91.8 91.1 80.2 68.2 70.9 70.1 89.0 88.9 89.8 (60.5) 

prix 100 96.6 87.6 75,7 56.5 45.2 43.2 48.9 45.0 52.3(44.5) 

prix 87.6 77.4 57.9 42.5 88.1 36.8 39.7 
quantum 14/.4 144.8 127.9 102.1 96.1 /Of. I 112.5 

prix 100 98.1 (100.5) 94.5 (97.2) 86.8 (89.1) 76.4 (72.8) 71.9 (49.5) 67.9 (43.7) 68.0 (39.4) 67.8 (87.9) 1M (30.8) 
quantum 100 /06.8 116.2 12S.6 115.4 98.3 100.0 /11.0 125.0 /JS.O 
prix 100 97.4 (99.8) 93.6 (96.3) 87.6 (90.0) 75.6 (69.3) 72.8 (50.1) 70.4~45.3) 70.9 (41.1) 71.4 (40.1) 78.8 (41.5) 
quantum 100 102.4 117.4 114.0 90./ 114.0 lJ .7 /19.2 123.1 IJ6,J 

I 
) prix 100 101.3 99.0 87.2 7o.7 (65.8) 65.7 (47.2) 62.2 (4!.8) 64.0 (39.5) 65.3~89.0) 68.8 (4U) 

quantum 100 96.9 102.5 100.2 /03.0 90.5 9/.9 97.2 .o 105.5 

I prix 100 100.0 97.4 93.0 88.2 (77.5) 77.5 (55.8) 76.1 (51.7) 76.5 (4U) 76.0 (45.4) 77.1 (46.6) 
quantum /00 102.1 105.6 86.6 66.2 66.4 68.1 7J,/ 19.0 Bo.6 

I 
prix 100 I 98.4 93.1 77.1 59.4 (55.4) 52.7 (37.9) 55.7 (87.9) 8U C36.5l 59.2 (85.4) 85.7 (89. 7) 
quantum /00 99.4 95.9 9/.6 87.5 18.8 7/.1 66.9 16.0 14.1 

I 

I prix 100 101.6 98.9 86.8 70.0 (64.7) 64.8 (46.6) 61.9 (4U) 64.0 (99.&) 65.1 (36.9) 68.8 (41.3) 
quantum /00 96.6 /0/.4 98.8 /0/.0 88.9 89.5 93.9 9J.4 102.0 

I prix 100 99.8 97.0 90.5 78.8 (78.4) 73.4 (52.8) 72.9 (49.6) 74.5 (46,0) 78.5 (44.0) 75.5 (45.8) 
quantum /00 10/.1 /04.0 81.3 69.4 68.1 68.8 12.2 11.6 79.1 

I 

prix 100 99.4 98.9 89.8 76.6 (71.8) 81.1 (55.8) 76.5 (49.2) 77.0 (44.5) 77.7 (48.5) 
quantum /00 /08.4 /IJ.1 1/6.9 1/7.6 89.9 . 90.4 /07.0 /20.0 
prix 100 98.7 96.6 89.9 79.0 (73.5) 75.0(51.4) 70.8 (45.8) 78.1 ~42.2) 71.4 (40.0) 
quantum /00 98.1 1/6.1 /06.1 81.9 78./ 94.2 II .2 1/1.4 

• 
ok ~00 98.6 96.6 87.2 75.0 63.5 57.5 54.2 51.9 
quantum 100 /07.4 1/0.4 1/5.6 117.9 107.5 102.2 98.4 9/.1 
prix 100 102.7 102.0 96.2 86.2 75.7 69.5 66.2 64.4 
quantum 100 102.1 101.5 90.6 77.3 50.6 51.6 54.2 55.2 

prix 100 99.7 94.8 80.6 65.5 59.3 59.7 62.1(52.9) 64.8 (53.6) 66.7 (52,7) 

prix 100 101.9 97.7 91.4 76.9 70.0 . . . 
quantum /00 103.3 .104.2 94.9 84.7 52.1 . . . 

prlx 100 98.7 101.1 . . . . . . . 
quantum /00 134.3 116.0 . . . 

29.4 prix 100 95.1 89.6 66.2 46.1 40.2 s3.5 a0.7 30.5 
quantum 100 104.8 125.6 200.7 225.6 //IJ.5 189.4 174.5 160.0 IJ0.4 

' 

prix 100 98.7 93.9 82.0 70.9 70-2 (65.0) 76.4 (59.4) 72.0 (55.3) 71.2 (54.8) 73.1 (56.4) 

prix 100 107.0 106.7 87.3 68.0 56.9 (52.0) 54.5 (42.4) 55.2 (42.6) 59.4 (48.7) 60.5 (46.7) 

. 
94.0 82.5 62.4 (57.1) 59.7 (46.4) 65.2(50.4) 64.6 (49. 7) 89.6 (53.7) prix 106.7 

quantum 116.0 112.1 9/.0 76.5 88.4 92.2 91.5 91.3 
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ANNEXE I (fin). 

IDdlaes des Pr:ls et du Quantum des ImporiaUoDS. et des Export&Uona. 

Pays et monnalo I M6thode Cat6gorie I D6tails Partlculan 
Country and currency Method Category _ 

------~~--------~,~----------------------~.-7~--------~l. 

Austl!llla en llngots. Ann6e de base orig. : aux Imp., 1926/27; aux nnp •. g6n6rales . J 
exp.

1
1001 (Ia pond6ratlon des export. est Ia moyenne an- general Imp. 

&ustlalle ~ Ann6es 6conomlques!lnlssantle 80. VL Y compris !'argent I 
£A d nuel e de Ia p6riode du 1.1.1897 '8U 80.VI.l916). . exp. g6n6rales I 

N ouvelle-ZMsnde 
New Zealand 

£NZ 

a 

d 

c, d, modl06-
modifled 

Econ. years ending 30. VI. Incl •. sllver bullion. Orbr. general exp. . 
base year: lor Imp., 1926/27; for exp., 1901 (exp. weigh~ 
lng Is annual avera&" of period 1.1.1897-30. VI.1916). 

I . I 

) 

Chlllres approx., 6tablls au Secr6tariat et raccord6s 6 Ia ! 
s6rie pr6c6dente 6 partir de 1928. Anu6es 6con. flnlssant le 
80.VI. Y comprls !'argent en llngots. 

Approximate figures, compiled in the Secretariat and 
linked to the preceding series !rom 1928. Econ. years ending 
80. VI. Incl. sliver bu!Hon. 

I I 
I . I 

! Base orig. : 1926 ; pond6ratlon d'apres Ia moyennel 
· annuelle des quantit6s en 1926-1930. Y compris !ingots. -

.Orig. base: 1926; weiq'hting according to annual average 
of quantities In 1926-1930. 1neluding bullion. 

Prix· moyeus ou cotations de 33 articles appllqu6s aux I 
quantit6s moyennes d•exp. pendant les 5 ann6es d•exp., 
flniss. le 30 juln, pr6c6dentes. Base orig. des prix : 1909-
1913. Y comprls !ingots. . 

Av. prices or price quotations for 33 articles, applied to 
av. export quantities of the 5 previous export years ending 
June 30th. Orlg. price basis :. 1909-1913. Including . 
bullion. . . 

exp. g6n6rales 
general exp. 

Imp. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp. sp6eiales 
special exp. 

l 
I 
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ANNEX I (concluded}. 

Price aDd Owmtum JncUaes o! Imports ud Export&. 

I Prix-price I I et-and 1927 1928 
quantum 

1929 I 1930 I 1931 I 1932 I 1933 I 1034. I 1035 I 1036 

I 
prix 90 (89.1) ! . 100 93 90 (37.4) 82 (72.6) . . . . . 
quantum 100 96.J 97.7 91.1 so.8 . . . . . 

I prix 100 106.3 97.3(~6.3) 77.0 (74.8) 57.4 (48.8) . . . . . 
quantum 100 98.1 101.4 96.2 117.8 . ' . . . . 

.. 

I prix 106.3 97.3 (96.8) 73.9 (71.8) 51.7 (44.0) 51.8 (81.8) 50.6 (28.1) 67.5 (84.8) 5U(25.8) 
_quantum 98.1 101.4 100.2 IJ0.6 B9.S 146.5 127.2 141-0 

I -
I 

prix I 100 95.7 91.5 (90.8) 89.4 (86.1) 81.9 (70.S) 79.8 (52.3) 89.6 (45.4) 80.0 (!19.8) 70.8 (38.1) 
quantum 100 104.2 ll8.8 II0.4 71.9 68.8 68.8 86.6 101-7 

. 

I prix 100 110.4 106.4 (105.7) 84.1 (81.2) 64.5 (55.5) 58.5 (38.61 58.8 (32.4) 72.7 (86.1) 72.8 (BU) 82.0 (liO.S 
quantum /00 104.1 107.0 IIO.S 11/ •. 8 125.7 /H.S 115.2 /11.9 /H.l 

I ' . 
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ANNEXE n. ANNEX n. 
::O~lT"S da. chant;e utilis8s pour la conversion des chiUres B.DI1Uels Exchange Rates used for Conversion of ADDual Trade Figure• 

du Commerce 8!:1. $-or E.-u. (anciens); exprimes en cents-or to U.S.A. (old) Gold Dollars; expressed in U.S.A. Gold Cents 
des E.-U. par unit& nationala. per National tTnit. 
.Sot... - L!>S conrs sont ponMrCs suivant le mouvement mensual Noll!.-The rates ore weightt:>d aecordin~ to monthly trade movement 

'J cf'mmrrrc (t:Xcl"pte ceux en italiquc, qui sont non ponderCs}. {except those in italics, which are unweighted}. . 

I I I 1929 I 1932 I 1933 I 1934 I 1935 I 1036 I Unit~ 

&:~:: Imp., Exp. Imp., Exp. Imp., Exp. Imp., Exp. Imp., Exp. lmp.j Exp. 
Countries Pays Unit 

kden (8n. com. I. IV). Rupee 36.50 36.50 36.50 26.35 26.35 24.89 24.89 22.21 22.21 22.05 22.05 Aden (yr. begin. I. IV). 

Mrique-Occid. frant. Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3;92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.55 3.55 French West Africa. 

~~rie .......•..... Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 . 3.92 3.52 3.62 Algeria. 

Ulema!ple 1 ......... 
RM 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.49 23.50 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 Germany. 

hgentine ( ) ••••••••• Pesomjn. 42.45 41.83 41.87 25.73 25.73 24.85 24.79 17.58 17.67 17,50 17.50 19.60 19.58 Argentine (1 ). 

'-ustralie {ann~ civ.): £ Australia (calendar yr.): 

': ce-nts par £A ••.•.•. 486.66 478.89 479.36 278.87 278.71 264.ll 262.90 238.34 239.54 232.36 230.81 234.79 233.50 : cents per £A. 

:£A par £B 100 ..... 100.00 101.60 101.50 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 : £A per £B 100, 

:cents par £8 ....... 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.29 349.09 330.80 329.28 298.53 300.02 291.03 289.09 294.08 292.48 :cents per £8. 

lU5tralie: l £ Australia : l 
:cents par £A 8~0• 486.66 48/.60 48/.60 304.70 298.87 271.50 270.25 250.67 251.02 232.21 231.44 234.55 233.43 : cents per £A. yr · 

:£A par£8 100 sR'h 100.00 100.75 100.75 127.40 127.31 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 :£A per £B 100. 3g~~i. 
:cents par £8 486.66 486.66 486.66 388.21 380.47 340.05 338.49 313.97 314.40 290.84 289.87 293.78 292.37 : cents per £8. 
lutricbe (') ••••••••. Schill. 14.07 14.07 14.07 12.93 12.86 li.IO 11.08 11.01 11.01 ll.13 11.13 11.15 11.14 Austria('!~. 
lelgique l"l ••••• 0 ••• Franc 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.15 2.16 2.00 2.00 Belgium ). 
~olivie •••••• 0 ••• 0. 0 Boliv. 36.50 36.50 36.50 21.22 21.22 17.04 17.04 /S./6 /5./6 14.57 14.S7 Bolivia. 
1re.u ...... 0 ............ £or 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 Brazil. 
~ulcarie ................. Lev 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 Bulgaria. 
:.a..Dada (ann~e chile) .. $Can. 100.00 100.00 100.00 88.ll 88.08 71.82 71.09 60.53 60.27 59.20 59.01 59.39 59.14 Canada (calendar yr.). 
:.anada (an. com. I.IV) SCan. 100.00 100.00 100.00 86.91 87.61 68.08 67.06 60.05 59.91 59.22 58.96 Canada {yr. beg. I.IV). 
:eylan ............... Rupee 36.50 36.50 36.50 26.36 26.43 24.86 24.85 22.59 22.61 21.94 21.94 22.19 22.20 Ceylon. 
:hili • 0 •• 0 0 .......... Peso or 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 Chile. 
Jllne, sans Mandch. c'l St.S 41.77 41.08 41.08 21.10 20.92 20.51 20.45 20.10 20.07 21.71 21.17 17.58 17.57 China, excl. Manch. (41. 
: Mandcbourie c'l •••• MYuan 41.77 41.77 41.77 2/.69 21.69 20.08 20.20 19.44 19.48 17.75 17.82 17.15 17.11 :Manchuria <'>· 
:olombie • • • • • 0 ...... P.oro 97.33 97.33 97.33 95.92 94.45 65.31 64.73 36.39 36.96 33.39 33.32 33.76 83.78 Colombia • 
:ongo belge •••••••••• Franc 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.14 2.12 2.00 2.00 Belgian Congo. 
:oree ................ Yen 49.85 45.78 46.13 29.10 27.96 20.14 19.86 17.72 17.66 17.02 17.04 17.16 17.15 Kotea. 
:osta-Rica ........... Col6n (5) 25.00 25.00 25.00 22.73 22.73 17.71 17.71 14.03 14.03 9.84 9.84 Coste Rica. 
:ote de !"Or • • • • • • • • • £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 347.23 345.48 329.95 331.87 299.24 301.77 291.23 290.82 293.55 292.88 Gold Coast. 
:uba ................. Peso 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.86 78.64 59.65 59.65 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 Cuba. 
:nra-;ao . . . . . . . . . . . . Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 Curacao . 
)anemark •••.•••••. Krone 26.80 26.80 26.80 18.76 18.78 14.88 14.89 13.39 13.40 12.99 12.99 13.13 13.13 Denmark. 
)ominicaine, R~p. ... S U.S.A. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.59 80.59 59.64 59.64 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Dominican Rep. 
cgypte ••••••••••••. £E. 499.13 499.13 499.13 358.49 357.72 338.39 339.19 307.64 308.76 298.67 298.21 301.35 300.44 Egypt. 
~quateur ......•..•.. Sucre 20.00 20.00 20.00 17.14 17.68 13.96 /3.96 5.42 5.48 5.61 5.64 Ecuador. 
::.Spagne •••••••••••• PP.s.or 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 Spain. -
~rtonie • • • 0 •• 0. 0 •• 0 Kroon 26.80 26.80 26.80 26.80 26.80 20.69 20.41 16.60 16.56 16.11 16.12 16.29 16.31 Estonia • 
~tats-Un.is d'Am~r. .. DolJar ')100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 78.08 77.68 59.65 59.65 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 U.S.A. 
'inlande •••••••.•••. Markkaa 2.52 2.52 2.52 1.55 1.55 1.46 1.45 1.33 1.32 !.28 1.29 1.30 1.31 Finland. 
~onnose ......••... ". Yen 49.85 46.10 47.31 28.67 27.37 20.17 19.92 17.75 17.64 17.03 17.03 17.16 17.16 Formosa. 
'ranee .............. Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.55 3.55 France . 
irf.CP. ................ Drachma 1.30 1.30 1.30 0.83 0.73 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.54 Greece . 
iuatk~ •.....•... S oro am. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.59 80.59 59.64 59.64 59.06 59.06 Guatemala. 
lalti (an. fin. 30.IX) •. Gourde 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 17.95 18.61 12.18 12.25 11.87 11.87 11.85 11.84 Haiti (yr. end. 30. IX). 
Jonduras (an. fin. Honduras (year ending 
31.VII) .••••••••••• Soroam, 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.51 94.51 62.89 62.89 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 31.VII). 
l on., "Tie <"> •••••••••• PengG 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.45 17.45 17.33 17.33 17.27 17.27 17.36 17.36 17.49 17.49 Hungary<">· 
ode (ann~e civile) .... Rupee 86.50 36.50 36.50 26.40 26.27 24.90 24.88 22.59 22.60 21.93 21.93 22.20 22.19 India (calendar yearJ. 
nde (an. com. I. IV) .•. Rupee 36.50 36.50 36.50 26.23 26.08 24.41 24.39 22.19 22.21 22.05 22.06 India (yr. begin. I.IV). 
odes n~rlandaises .. Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 38.11 37.92 Netherlands Indies. 
ndocbine rraru;aise .... Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.59 3.53 French Indo-China. 
ndochine francaise ... Piastre (f)39.18 44.64 44.64 39./8 39./8 39./8 39./8 39,18 39.18 39.18 39./8 French lnd<>-Chlna. 
rak ran. com. I. IV) (I) Dinar 486.66 486.66 486.66 345.07 352.65 322.78 322.27 295.76 295.29 291.09 291.18 'lraq~yr.bcg. !.IV) (7). 
ran 18) •••••••••••••. Rial 8.93 8.45 8.45 3.42 3.42 3.90 8.82 4.02 8.94 3.39 3.38 3.53 3.53 Iran ). -
rlande, Et.lib . •..... £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 352.64 351.12 331.00 330.45 300.46 300.18 290.85 291.08 29~.92 294.14 Irish Free Stete. 
talie .•••••••••••••. Lira 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.13 5.13 5.21 5.21 5.11 5.1l 4.89 4.89 4.23 4.08 ltely. 
lamalque •.••••••••. £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 331.37 331.37 300.56 300.5~ 290.92 290.92 294./7 294.17 Jamaica. 
lapon •.••••••••..•. Yen 49.85 45.90 46.16 28.52 26.74 20.16 20.02 17.70 17.67 17.02 17.04 17.16 17.16 Japan. 
{~nia et 0UI!"nrla •••• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 331.51 334.49 300.56 300.56 290.87 289.89 Kenya and Uganda. 
~tonie ....•....... Lat 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 16.72 16.42 Latvia • 
. itbuanie .•••.•••••. Lltas 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 Lithuania. 
llalailie britan. • •.•.. s.s.s 56.78 56.01 56.01 40.37 40.30 38.45 38.87 85.14 35.12 33.93 33.95 British Malaya. 



ANNSXE n (loile). 

Pays I UDite 
UDit 

Maroc (Zone franc.) ••• Frane 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 3.92 
&lexique . . . . . . . . . . . . Peso 49.85 48.1R 48.19 81.85 SUI;; 22.14 
Nicaragua • • • • • • 0 ••• C6rdoba 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.59 
Ni~rla ••••••••••••• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 348.92 351.24 331.85 
Norv~ge ••••••••••••• Krone 26.80 26.80 26.80 17.98 17.96 16.76 
N ouvelle-Zelande : £ 
: cents par £NZ ...•. 486.66 483.88 483.82 319.15 321.19 266.87 
:£NZ par £B 100 100.00 100.68 100.69 109.50 109.50 123.95 
: cents par £8 ... u •• 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 351.72 330.16 

Palestine 0 ••• 0. 0 ..... £P. 486.66 486.66 486.66 852.03 350.42 330.26 
Panama ••••• 0. 0 0. 0. BAlboa 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Paraguay •.•........ P.oro 96.48 95.16 95.53 58.43 58.49 
Pays-Bas ; .....•.••• Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.2Q 
P~rou (9) •••••••••••• Sol 28.00 40.00 40.00 23.06 21.89 
Philippines .••••...•. Peso 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
Pologne ............ Zloty 11.22 11.22 11.22 11.22 11.22 
Portugal •••••••••••• Escudo (10) 4.42 4.48 4.47 3.19 3.18 
Rhod~sle m~rldionale. £R 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.28 350.27 
Roumanie .......... Leu 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 
Royaume-Unl •••••••• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.76 350.52 
Salvador .• -.. •••.••••.. Col6n 50.00 50.00 50.00 39.60 39.60 
Slam (ann~e civile) ••• Babt 44.24 44.24 44.24 86.48 36.27 
Siam (an. com. I. IV) •. Baht 44.24 44.24 44.24 33.27 38.26 
Soudan angl~gyptien. £E. 499.13 499.13 499.13 858.85 361.57 
Su~de •••••••••••••• Krona 28.80 26.80 26.80 18.44 18.36 
Suisse .•••.••...••.•. Franc 19.80 19.30 19.80 19.30 19.30 
Syrte et Llban (ll) •••• L.J.s. 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 
Tch~coslovaquie ....•. Koruna (12) 2.47 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 
Terre-Neuve (an. fin. 

30. VI) ••••••••••••• SCan. 100.00 100.00 100.00 88.10 88.10 
Trlnit~ et Tobago • ; •• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 
Tunlsle ••••••••••••• Franc 8.92 8.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 
Turquie ............ £T 439.66 48.53 48.06 47.35 47.35 
U. R.S.S. • •••••••• Rouble or 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 
Union Sud-Alrlc. (13) •• £SA 486.66 486.66 486.66 476.19 476.10 
Uruguay •••••••••••• Peso 103.42 98.61 98.97 47.06 46.97 
Venezuela ......... Bolivar 19.30 19.80 19.29 15.09 15.09 
Yougoslavie •.•.•.•.. Dinar (14) 1.76 1,76 1.76 1.63 1.61 

(1) Argentine: IOO pesos moneda nacional - 44 pesos oro. Taux utl11sl!s 
par Ia Direcci6n General de Estadkstica, lesquels, depuis d~c. 1933 
inclusivement, repr~sentent une moyenne du cours orticiel (15 pesos 
m/n. par£ stg.) et du cours libre ; pour 1935 et 19::16, provisoires. 

(2) Autriche: Pour oct.-d~c.l93I, cours ofClclels; i1 partir de nov. 1932, 
cours libres (cotations a BAle) ; pour janv .... oct. 1932, cours interpol9 

. et· gradu~s. ~ 

(3) Belgique : 5 francs belges - 1 belga. 
- (4) Etalon ar~nt. La parit6 indiqu~e estlamoyenne non pond~ree des 
cours en 1929. (Note : 1 Halkouan Tael - 1,558 dollar (chinois natio
naux) standard ; 1.000 Hk. Ta~ls ... I.ll4 Taels de Shanghai ; 0,40 
dollar-or (ancien) des E.-U. - I unit~or de Ia Douane; 1 yuan du 

·Mandchoukuo (crM en 1932) ... approximativement 1 $ standard, A Ia 
· parlt6 argent). 

.(0) Cosla-Rica : ~lalon de change $ des E.-U., A colones 4 par $. 
Parit6 ulUll'ieurement chang~e en : colones 4,40 par $ pour 1932 j colo
nes 4,55pour 1933 ; 4,25 pour 1934; 5,U4 pour 19a5. 

(6) Hongrie: A partir du 17.VII.1931, cours olllciels 6 Budapest. 
(7) lrak : Pour 1931 (c.-/1-d., 1931/32) et auparavant, converUs de 

rupees, i1 raison de 13 i par dinar trakien. 
(8) Iran: Ann~es eommenc;antle 22 mars, jusqu'en 1930 (c.-b.-d., I930/ 

31) inclusivement ; ensuitey ann~es commen~;ant le 22 juln. La parJt6 
indiqu~e est Ia moyenne non pond~r~e des cours pour le kran, de l'ann~e 
civile I929; I kran (~talon argent) - 1 rial (la nouvelle unit-6, Jntroduite 
en mars 1932). 

(9) P~rou: Pour 1929 et 1930, convertls de Libras P<!ruvlennes (!"unite 
mon~laire jusqu"au 18 avri11931). La parit6 de Ia Libra ~lalt 486,66. 
Dlx Soles - 1 Libra. . 

(10) Portugal : A partir du 9 juin 1931 ; auparavant 108,05. 
(ll) Syrie : 1 livre Jibano-syrienne .... 20 francs fran«;als. 
(12) Tch~coslovaquie: A partir du 17.11.1934 ; auparavant 2,96. 
(13) Union Sud-Africaine: calcuM sur le mouvement des marchandlses, 

Hngots et es~ces, y compris Ia valeur de Ia prime sur I'or. 
(U) Yougoslavie: A partir du I3 mai 1931 i auparavant 19,30. 
(•) Etats-Unis : La nouvelle parit6 (Proclamation pre&identielle du 

31.1.1934) est 59.06. , 
(t) lndochlne francaise : A partir du 3l.V.1930 ; auparavant n~ant 

(6lalon argent). 

80.59 
57.16 
40.20 
14.67 
40.02 
11.22 
8.05 

380.90 
0.80 

330.75 
27.90 
30.43 
29.69 

339.54 
17.22 
19.30 
78.37 

2.96 

73.20 
331.37 

8.92 
47.25 
51.46 

327.05 
46.93 
14.66 

1.37 

ANNEX n (coni.). 

I 1935 I 1936 I 
Imp I Exp Imp I Exp 

Conntrlca . . . . . 
3.92 8.92 3.9'.? 3.92 3.9~ 8.56 8.57 Morocco (FI'\•nch 7.ont•l. 

22.07 16.54 16.53 16.48 16.4>' Mexico . 
80.59 59.64 59.64 51.95 53.9; NicnrnlfUtl • 

332.06 300.38 300.87 291.29 290.93 Nigeria. 
16.75 15.10 15.09 14.62 14.62 14.76 14.76 Norwny. 

New Zealantl : 
268.17 239.84 241.67 232.86 231.73 286.00 236.07 : Ct.'nt.a Jk•r£N1.. 
123.95 124.76 124.72 124.60 124.50 :£NZ P•r£Ill00. 
332.39 299.22 301.41 289.52 288.50 :cents pt.'r £.U. 
336.29 300.07 303.99 290.8'.? 288.5-1 293.55 292.57 Palestine. 

80.59 59.64 59.64 59.06 59.06 Ponomn. 
57.37 40.02 40.02 44.07 44.13 Pnrn2uny. 
40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 87.77 87.68 Nl~Lht,rlanlla. 
14.69 13.91 13.92 14.40 14.41 14.8-1 14.8·1 Peru (o). 
41.29 29.86 29.97 29.64 29.64 Phlllppln••· 
11.22 11.22 11.22 11.22 11.2'.! 11.20 11.20 Polnnll. 
8.05 2.74 2.74 2.65 2.6!'1 2.67 2.67 Portusrnl. 

380.58 299.92 299.2-1 290.87 291.3'2 Southern Rhocl~aln. 
0.60 0.60 0.60 0.53 0.5'2 0..13 0.43 Roumnnln. 

830.84 300.54 800.36 291 02 290.97 293.92 294.00 United Kln~ll.om, 
27.90 23.07 23.07 23.68 23.68 El Solvndor. 
80.40 27.54 27.41l 26.68 26.68 26.96 26.97 Slam (cnlt•nllnr yonr). 
29.62 27.04 27.02 26.81 20.8'.'! Slam (yr. b•••ln. 1.1 V ). 

341.62 308.o7 308.81 '.'!98.66 297.7:1 301.42 301.65 AnRlo--Egyptlon Sullun. 
17.13 15.48 15.45 15.01 15.0'2 15.15 15.1U Sweden. 
19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 17.31 17.54 Swltzcrlnncl. 
78.87 78.87 78.87 78.37 78.37 Syrlo nnt.l Lobnnon ( 11 ), 

2.96 2.52 2.52 2.47 2.47 2.34 2.35 Czochoslovnkl:l. 
Ncwroundlnnll (yr. t'ncJ .. 

73.~~ 62.98 62.98 59.80 59.80 ' In~ 80.VI). 
331.3 300.56 301!.56 290.92 290.91 Trinidad and Tobo~o. 

8.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 3.Dt Tunis. 
47.20 47.24 47.2·1 47.20 47.21 47.07 47-02 'furk6)'. 
51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.40 11.75 11.70 U.S.S.R. 

328.52 296.72 298.03 287.95 290.40 290.84 290.87 Unlonol South Africa (13). 
47.01 47.09 47.70 47.63 47.63 Uru~uny. 

14.64 16.97 17.17 15.47 15.48 Vcnczuuln. 
1.37 1.85 1.36 1.36 1.30 1.36 1.36 Yugoslavia. 

(1) Argentine : 100 pes01 moneda naclonal - 44 pe101 oro. nnt•·• 
used by the Dlrecclbn General do F.stadlatlcn, which, rrom Ucc. 10:13 
Inclusive, represent an ovf'lUR'O of tho ortlclnl rote (15 Pt'IOI m/n. JIL•r 
£ stg.) nod the rrce rote i tor 1935 ond lO:.tU, provlalonol. 

(2) Austria: For Oct.·Dec. 1931, oUiclnl rotl'B; trom Nov. 19:'12, rrf'e 
rates (quotations at Hosie) ; tor Jon.·Oct. 1932, lntcrr•olotet.l rut•·K, 
graduated . 

(3) Bolglum : 5 Bolglon francs - 1 bcl1111. 
(4) Silver standnrt.l. The pnrlty shown Is tho unweiR"htcd nvrrnJ{fl 

rate In 1029. (Nolt: : 1 Hnlkwon tnel - 1.558 (Chln•~Ro nutlon11l) 
Stnndard dollars; 1,000 Hk. Tis. - 1,114 Shon~hol Tis.; 0.40 U.S.A. old 
goldS - 1 Customs Gold Unit; 1 Mnnchukuo Yuan (crcutcd In 11132) -
approximately 1 St. S, at silver purity). 

(5) Costa RJea : U.S.A. S exchan'to standard, ot 4 colonflll per S. 
Parity subsequently changed to : 4.40 colones per S, for JU32 ; 4.05 
colom·s for 1933 ; 4.25 ror 1934; 6.9•1 tor 1935. 

(6) Hungary: From 17.VIJ.81, oftlcfol quotations at DudopPat, 
(7) •Jro~: For 1931 (l.,.,, 1931/32) and corllcr, converted from rupcc11, 

at 131 per Jroql dinar. 
(8) Iron: Yean beginning Mnr. 22,untll1930 (I.e., 1030/31) lnr.lualvr; 

therearter, yean beginning June 22. The purity shown 11 the unwf!IKht,•d 
average rate for the kron in the cnlendar year HJ29 1. I kran (diver 
standard) - 1 rial (the new unit, lntroducf'd,ln March 932). 

(9) PPru : For 1929 nod 1930, r.onverted trom Libras peruonns (the 
currency unit until 18.JV.31). The parity or U1e Libra was 4t;6.0U. 
Ten Soles - 1 Libra. 

(10) Portugal : From 9. Vl.31 ; prevJouaJy 108.05. 
(11} Syria : 1 Lebano-Syrlan pound - 20 Frenr.h tronca. 
(12) Czechoslovakia :From 17.1 r.34; previously 2.96. 
(13) Un. of S. Arrlca : Calculot.cd on the movrm(nt or mcrchandJs,., 

bullion and apecle, Including the volue or the golrl Jlremium. 
(1') Yugoslavia: From 13.V.31 i prevloualy 19.30. 
(•) U.S.A. : The new parity (Pre11ldent1ol Proclamation of 31.1.3·1) 

ls 59.06. 
(tl Fr. Indo-China: From 3I.V.30; previously none (silver alandord). 
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ANNEXE m 
Commuce JDOD.dial, par PQa et Groupe& continentawr::. Valeur en Dlillions de dollara-or (anciens) des E.-U. 

Base: Vllleurs enreglst.r6es; Commerce sp6cial i Merchandises seulement. 

1 929 II 
]MPOHTATIONS IMPORTS ', I EXPORTATIONS EXPORTS I 
-~1~)1~1=1~ ~"-1~1~1-1~ COUNTRY 

Afrique •••• 1,6991 807 760 755 783 828 1,483, 868 836 735 832 897 A !rica. 

Alr.·Equat. !r •• IO.Sf 8.6 7.0 6.3 6.6 •7.2 
6.0, 4.7 5.5 6.6 6.8 •7:4 Fr. E~uat. AI. 

22.5 23.0 21.4 25.9 •28.2 45.7 17.5 17.8 21.9 27.4 • 29.8 Fr. W. Alr • Afr.-occ..lr ... • 52.0, 
159.1 159.6 140.2 111.4 108.4 152.0 146.9 149.6 . 103.0 102.4 ·91.7 Algeria. AI,-.!rle •• . . 229.61 

5.0 •5.4 12.6 . 6.3 7.5 6.6 5.9 • 6.4 Angola . 13.7 6.1 5.4 4.6 Allllola • • .. .. 
7.6; 2.8 9.0 2.3 3.4 • 3.7 6.7 3.2 9.0 2.8 3.7 *4.0 Carner. (Fr. m.). Carileroun a. fr. 

12.9 10.8 10.5 11.2 14.0 40.1 18.6 18.3 23.4 25.5 27.0 Belg. Congo (1). Congo beige (') 54.0; 
18.3 16.5 12.8 21.3 •24.4 60.-3 27.7 25.9 23.7 26.9 • 36.5 Gold Coast('). Cole de l'Or ('). 46.31 
6.5 6.6 6.5 • 6.5 • 7.1 1.1 0.5 0.7 0.9 • 0.7 • 0.8 Cyrenaica (G) . Cyn!natque (G) 7.31 

90.6 95.3 95.9 10~.6 99.1 Egypt. 266.7 95.1 88.3 88.3 93.3 92.1 252.8 Egypte . • . . 
•12.6 •t3.7 5.5 9.9 4.3 4.7 •4.8 *5.2 Eritrea. E'yUln!e • 13.9 9.8 10.5 12.3 . . . 

• 2.8 5.7 8.1 2.5 • 2.4 •2.4 • 2.5 Ethiopia . Ethiopie • 8.0 9.3 2.8 • 2.7 • 2.7 . . 
15.8 18.9 16.7 18.6 • 26.0 Kenya-Uganda • K~nia-Oug . •• 39.1 12.5 11.5 12.3 13.4 •14.0 34.2 

Mada~scar .. . 31.3 13.7 14.5 12.2 11.0 •12.0 16.8 12.5 12.5 13.5 12.1 •13.2 Madagascar. 13.5 6.3 5.6 4.6 • 4.7 • 5.1 3.6 1.0 1.2 1.9 •1.9 • 2.1 Morocco: Sp. Z . .Maroc : z. F.sp. 
70.0 60.0 51.0 44.6 41.0 48.3 26.9 23.5 26.2 24.3 27.9 Morocco: Fr. Z. Maroc: Z. lrau(' •• 99.~ Maurice • ••• 16. 6.9 7.0 6.5 6.4 • 7.0 18.4 7.1 7.8 5.7 6.1 • 6.7 Mauritius . Mozambique(') 

'"~ 
13.0 10.3 8.6 8.1 • 8.8 12.4 6.5 4.6 5.2 5.1 • 5.6 M ozambique(1). rii!!Uie .. . 63.5 24.5 20.4 15.7 22.3 • 35.5 85.6 32.6 28.4 26.3 33.4 • 46.5 Nigeria .. 

1\: yassalnnd . . 3.5 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.8 • 2.0 2.9 2.3 1.7 2.3 2.2 • 2.4 Br. Nyasaland. 
R~union . 6. 6.3 5.7 6.1 5.4 • 5.9 5.6 4.8 4.7 5.6 4.3 •4.7 Reunion. Rhodes. Nord • 17.3 5.9 6.1 8.6 8.3 • 9.1 4.0 8.5 11.8 19.2 13.6 • ).4.8 Nth. Rhodesia • Rhodes. Sud l'j 33. 11.8 12.3 13.2 16.0 • 17.4 32.2 18.7 19.4 22.4 23.8 • 26.8 Sth. Rhodes.('~· Ruanda-Ur. (1 1.7 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.8 • 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.0 •1.1 Ruanda-Ur. t . Sierrn-Leone (1) 

7.3, 
4.2 2.7 2.3 3.3 • 3.6 6.4 3.1 2.5 2.5 4.5 •4.9 Sierra Leone • • Somal ie fran~ .. 20.7 6.0 4.9 4.7 4.9 •5.3 19.1 6.4 4.7 4.8 4.5 •4.9 Fr. Somalild. Somalieital. . 7.6 2.9 3.0 3.0 • 3.1 • 3.4 2.6 1.2 1.5 1.5 •1.5 • 1.6 Ita1.Somalil. SG111i.U _-\nglo-Eg.(1) 32.9 9.7 9.8 11.3 14.4 13.8 32.6 13.7 8.9 11.9 13.6 16.3 .Anglo-Eg. Sudan {t) 

s.~. Africain • 14.61 3.7 3.1 3.6 4.1 • 4.5 17.1 5.0 4.4 3.3 7.1 • 7.7 S. W.Alrica. Tanganyika (') . 19.& 6.0 5.9 6.4 7.9 •8.6 ·18.1 7.7 8.4 8.0 10.0 • 10.9 Tanganyika (2). Togo(m.lr.) • 4. 2.5 1.6 1.2 1.2 •1.3 3.31 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.4 • 1.5 Togo (Fr. m.) • Tripolit. (G) •• 13. 8.5 8.0 • 7.7 • 7.8 • 8.5 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.4 •1.4 •1.5 Tripo!it. (G). Tunisie . . 7~·! 69.5 53.7 52.6 52.6 35.C 55.2 33.8 26.9 27.7 34.2 24.4 Tunis. Un. Sad·.lli. ('j(•j 417.1 167.7 167.4 205.5 225.6 258.7 454.1 324.9 304.5 238.4 288.5 323.9 Un. of S. 'Air.(')('). Zamiber. 5.€ 2.4 2.1 1.7 2.1 • 2.3 6.1 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.9 • 2.1 Zanzibar . Autres pays • . •21 •to •8 •6 • 13 •15 •t3 •a •4 •5 •8 • 9 Other countr. 
Amt':riquedu 
.Nord • . . . 5,676 1,731 1,~ 1,295 1,5~ 1,821 6,~ 2,09~ 1,72~ 1,727 

North 
1,839 2,056 America. 

Canada (') (') . 1,299.0 383.7 285.0 312.4 325.8 377.2 1,224.6 487.3 422.2 461.5 494.7 60:1.9 Canada (1) (1). Etat.s-Unis • 4,338.6 1,325.1 1,118.9 971.5 1,204.2 1,429.9 5,157.1 1,576.2 1,279.5 1,247.2 1,324.8 1,427.2 U.S.A. Tem-Stare (G) a) 28.6 13.9 10.8 10.0 . 11.5 • 12.5 36.3 22.6 16.7 15.5 16.3 • 17.7 !'lewloundlond(G)a) • Autres pays • • 10 8 5 1 • 1 • 1 10 8 6 3 •a •a Other countr. 
)lexique. Amu. 

Mexico and 
Centr. et An-
titles • • . . 816 260 253 -260 2B 31~ 910 370 330 327 359 39~ Caribbean. 

)lexique (') (G) 184.l 57.6 54.0 55.2 66.9 75.7 284.6 97.3 80.6 106.4 123.6 127.5 Mexico (1) (G). Barbade ••• u 5.1 5.3 5.3 '4.9 • 5.3 4.9 '4.2 4.2 4.0 2.9 • 3.2 Barbados . Bermudes. 8. 6.4 4.4 9.3 3.9 •4.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 • 0.1 Bermuda • Costa-Rica(')(Gj 20.2 ' 5.5 5.1 5.2 4.7 • 5.1 18.2 8.5 8.7 6.1 4.9 • 5.3 Costa Rica(') G. Cuba • ..... (G)21~:~ (G) 51.0 (G) 34.2 (G) 43.8 56.3 60.9 272.4 79.9 66.0 64.1 75.5 91.4 Cuba. Cura~o(G) •• 145. 56.4 60.3 62.2 66.0 • 71.8 124.1 73.3 78.3 84.8 72.8 • 79.3 Cura~ao (G) • Dominic., R. (1) 22.5 7.8 7.4 6.2 5.8 • 6.3 23.5 11.2 7.6 7.6 9.1 •10.0 Dominic. R. l'}. lirenade 1.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 • 0.9 2.0 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 •o.8 Grenada. Guadeloupe .• 9.1 6.2 5.9 5.9 4.4 •4.8 5.3 7.2 7.4 6.0 ' 6.8 • 6.9 GURdeloupe. Guatemala (') • (G)!:~ (G) 7.5 (G) 6.1 (G) 6.0 (G) 7.3 (G) 8.3 24.9 10.7 7.5 8.8 6.9 8.9 Guatemala (1). Haiti a) (•) •• 17. 7.5 6.9 5.6 4.9 4.5 16.7 7.2 8.7 6.3 4.2 5.6 Haiti (al \'). Hutdlln!(G)(l a) 14.9 8.4 5.9 5.3 5.7 • 6.2 24.6 17.6 13.4 7.8 6.2 • 6.8 Hondnras G (')(a) Jamaique . •• 33.9 16.2 14.1 19.9 14.1 •15.4 22.4 11.0 8.0 9.2 10.7 • 11.7 Jamaica . lolartinique • • 
~~:~ 7.5 7.5 7.3 5.5 • 6.0 12.2 7.9 7.9 7.2 6.5 • 7.1 Martinique. JS ic:aragua ( G ( 'J 11. 3.5 3.1 2.7 2.7 • 3.0 10.9 4.5 3.9 9.1 3,1 • 9.3 Nicaragua(G )(') Panam.a ••• (G) 19.~ (G) 8.9 (G) 7.4 (G) 8.0 (G) 9.4 (G) 11.2 4.1 2.0 1.8 1.7 .2.4 3.0 Panama. Salvador (G)(') 17. 5.2 4.3 5.0 5.4 • 5.9 18.4 5.5 5.7 ' 5.5 5.4 -• 5.9 E1 Salv. (G)('). Trinit.e et Tubago 26.0 11.8 12.4 11.6 12.4 •12.6 31.8 14.7 14.3 13.9 14.2 •14.6 Trinidad and Tobago. Autres pays • • 19 8 8 •7 •7 • 6 8 5 5 •4 

' •4 •a Other countr. 
AmU!que du 

' South Sud •••• . 1,891 469 607 (680 521 660 2,257 607 731 765 779 858 America. 
Argentine. . 819.5 215.2 222.9 195.1 205.6 201.5 907.6 831.4 277.8 254.1 274;6 298.1 Argentine. Bresil(~. : . 421.7 105.8 136.9 123.9 133.5 146.3 461.5 178.1 174.2 171.5 160.6 190.1 Brazil (G). Bolivie ) •• . 26.1 4.7 7.2 10.2 • 11.7 • 12.7 51.1 10.4 12.9 19.8 • 21.8 •23.7 Bolivia (1) • Chill. • • • • 196.~ 26.0 22.1 26.0 35.9 42.3 282.8 34.3 40.3 55.9 56.5 66.8 Chile. Colombie (G)(') 123.0 29.2 32.4 81.9 35.7 40.6 123.5 66.3 47.5 56.2 47.6 53.2 Colombia (G)(') Eqoateur (G) • 16.~ -4.8 4.4 3.4 5.4 7.2 17.2 8.7 6.2 5.6 5.8 5.8 Ecuador (G). Falkland (G) • 3.9, 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.8 •o.9 26.4 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.3 •1.4 Falkland (G). Guyane britan. 10.4! 7.9 6.6 4.9 5.0 • 5.4 11.9 10.0 

' 7.2 4.9 5.8 • 6.3 Brit. Guiana • Paraguay .. . . 13.2. 3.8 4.1 4.5 ·5.1 4.4 12.8 7.5 5.4 5.0 5.0 4.4 Paraguay. Ptroa ..... 76.01 17.6 15.8 23.6 28.0 28.7 116.8 37.1 35.8 41.4 44.3 49.8 Peru. Surinam ••• 3.4' 2.3 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.4 3.0' 1.7 1.2 1.8 1.4 1.5 Surinam. t:ruguay • • • r>. 92.o, <'> 26.1 (') 29. 9 (') 29.9 28.6 30.5 92.01 27.4 81.4 83.3 45.4 41.4 Uruguay. V<nezuela (G) , 
~.ail ~-1 20. 9 22.2 24.5 • 25.8 14~.31 93.2 !-.88.8 113.2 107.6 •114.0 Venezuela (G). A U\r1!s pays • • 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Other eountr. . Bote.. &ul indkalion contratn. lu chif{ru reprUentenJ le commerce apkial, marchand1aes aeulement, c ul-d-d1re non · comprrs 

llnf/011 d eapb:u.- (G) Commerce g~.rerar.- • Chlllre enmrement ou partiellement estlm~.- a) Ann~es autres que cel!es du calendrier. 
(! l Y eompris llnl!ota et es~. - (2) Exportations : y comprisllngots et esp~ces, d'orlglne natlona1e (y compris Ia prime sur l'or) • ....:. 

(3) Prov!Dee du Mozambique, Terrltolre de Ia Compagnie de Mozambique et Nyassa portugais. - (4) Importations : y tiompris 1e !ret 
wtal, de.; lmvortations et exportations: y comprlsla prime sur 1•or. - (5) Importations: ajustkes pour sous- ou suHvaluatlon; exports-· 
~~: Y eompri.s lea riexportattons de marchandises.- (6) Y eomprlsllngots.- (7) Valeurs ofUclelles.- (8} Non compris le commerce entre Ia 
~ndebourie et 1e reate de Ia Chine, savoir : Importations en Mandehourle : 1929~36 : 59,1 ; 41,4 ; 22,5 · 18,3 ; 16,1 ; 11,1 ; 5,2 ; 8,1 ; Exports· 
tiwl de M.andebourle: 1929-36: 60,3 i 46,6; 51,5; 39,7; 14,4; 12,8; 11,4; 21,8.- (9) Non comprls \e commerce avec Ia Cor6e. Fonnose et kill~ do Pacifique sous mandat.- (1u) Exportations : y eomprlsllvralsons pour r6parations.- (11) En 1933 et apr6s, y comprls le tratlc de 
l>"rr11~~ ~loonem~ et de riparatioo (anUrieurement exclu), B&Votr: Jmportnttons: 15,4; 14,9; 12,2; 10,9; Exportations: 19,0; 19,8; 15,4; 14,2. 

'J..J .~.,oo compru Espagne, JuUleW~cembre (montant.a lnconnus). 
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ANNEX m 
World Trade, by Countriee and Continental Groups. Value In U.S.A. (old) KOid dollan (000,000'• oml\led). 

Basts : Recorded values ; Special trade i Merchandise only. 

PAYS I IMPORTATIONS -IMPORTS I EXPORTATIONS- EXPORTS 

1929 II 1932 I 1933 I 19M I 1935 I 1036 1929 II I COUNTRY . 93"2 1933 I 193-1 I 1935 I 1936 

Asle (sans 
4.,6'79 I Asia (excl. 

· U.R.S.S.) . . 1,904. 1,714. 1,707 1,754. 1,792 ~938 1,768 1,710 1,755 1,SOO 3,04.4. U.S.S.R.). 

Aden (G) a). ·• 26.11 13.5 12.6 11.4 14.2 •15.4 19.6 8.2 8.0 6.4 8.5 • 9.3 Adon (G) (a) • 
Born~o sept. (G) 4.7 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.6 • 1.7 6.6 2.4 2.3 3.4 2.6 • 2.8 Br.N.Ilornoo(G) 
Brunei •... Y:~ 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 • 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.8 u 1.3 • 1.4 Brunei. 
Ceylan •.•. 131. 46.1 39.0 43.9 44.8 42.2 138.5 44.2 44.8 54.5 50.5 54.3 Ct'ylon. 
Chlne, a.llandcb. (') 66I:? 319.5 276.0 207.0 199.6 165.5 439.7 116.2 125.2 107.4 12'2.0 124.2 Chin~,t'1t.llanrb. (') 

: 11andchonrie (8). 147. 60.0 87.6 104.2 101.5 110.0 210.3 94.3 76.1 74.6 63.4 78.0 
Chypre •.••• 9.• 4.5 4.0 4.1 4.1 •4.5 7.7 8.0 2.7 8.0 3.3 • 8.6 

: Maneburta (1 ). 

:z;pruo. 
Cor~e (G) • , . 193.6 93.2 81.4 92.0 112.2 130.8 159.6 87.0 73.2 82.2 93.9 101.8 .... (GI . 
Formose (G) . 94. 47.2 37.4 38.2 44.8 50.2 128.7 65.9 49.5 54.0 59.7 66.6 Formoaa G). 
lnde .••. 918.5 350.5 285.8 282.9 294.4 271.6 1,177.3 355.0 859.4 885.1 3-14.6 400.7 Indio. 
lnde, fr. (G) • . 3.1 3.3 4.2 4.1 4.4 •4.8 10.6 5.8 5.0 4.8 2.9 • 8.'2 Fr. Indio (G) • 
Jnde portug. . 6.0 3.1 a.6 3.2 2.7 •2.9 1.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 • 0.7 PortuJr. India • 
Indes n~ert . . 445.5 154.4 132.4 117.0 111.7 107.6 581.5 219.0 189.1 196.7 181.9 281.5 N~th. Indies . 

- Indochine fr. 104.7 40.4 a5.7 35.8 . a5.3 35.2 106.2 42.4 89.8 41.6 50.9 
Irak aJ . .. : 59.4 Fr. lndo-Ch. 

a5.8 21.5 19.4 17.7 21.1 • 22.9 19.8 7.2 7.9 12.1 10.2 •11.2 'Iraq (a), 
Iran ( ) a) ~ , 7a.4 25.6 27.1 81.3 27.3 •31.0 Ia2.3 63.9 69.3 76.1 65.9 •70.0 Iron (G ~(a), 
Japon (') ••• 995.3 a94.5 379.7 397.8 4la.l 463.6 969.8 364.1 865.8 877.0 418.1 ~51.5 Ja1"'n ( ). 
Malaisle br. (G) 498.a 153.7 l36.a 163.3 159.5 175.0 520.6 131.6 144.4 191.7 194.3 217.0 Br. Mnloya (G), 
Palestine .• . 84.9 27.4 36.7 45.5 51.6 89.3 7.5 8.3 8.7 9.8 12.2 10.6 Palestine. 
Philippines , . 146.1 78.8 5a.a 49.4 50.1 60.1 163.4 94.7 86.7 65.6 55.5 81.1 Phlllpplnet, 
Sarawak ... 12.7 8.9 4.3 4.9 5.6 • 6.1 19.4 5.5 5.5 7.6 7.2 • 7.8 Sorawnk. 
Slam a) • ••• 86.1 28.5 26.9 26.6 28.4 • 27.0 9a.9 42.3 87.9 42.7 89.4 • 46.0 81om(a) . 
Syrle et Liban 50.~ ai.S 27.8 23.4 23.4 21.2 19.7 6.6 6.0 6.7 0.6 9.8 Syrlo •ad Lebtana 
Autres pays . •a •! •I •I •2 •s •2 • I •! • I •1 • 1 Ot.bor countr. 

u.R.s.s ••• . 4.53.2 362.8 179.2 119.6 134..2 158.9 ~75.3 295.9 2M.7 215.3 189.1 159.8 U.S.S.R. 

Europe ~ans (") . (") Eurotfj (cxcl • 
U.R.S •• ) , . 19,4.10 8,139 7,361 7,fl14 8,893 7,218: 15,84.9 8,288 6,708 5,~13 15,389 !,627: U •• S.R.), 

Albanle 7. 4.4 3.1 2.4 2.6 •2.8 2.8 0.0 1.1 0.8 1.1 •!.2 Albania. 
Allemagn; (';) : 3,203.1 1,111.6 1,00l.a 1,045.5 990.6 1,004.7 a,211.6 1,367.1 1,160.4 979.2 1,017.0 l,la5.8 Gcnnony (1'), 

Autrlche ••• 459.0 178.9 127.4 126.9 184.3 189.1 807.9 98.a 85.9 94.4 99.6 106.1 AUALrlo. 
Bel!<lque-Lux •• 987.8 449.7 412.1 880.9 867.2 423.0 883.6 411.2 890.1 876.4 841.0 895.5 Bcl~o-Lux. 
Bulgarie . . . 59.9 25.0 15.9 16.2 21.4 22.9 46.0 24.4 20.4 18.8 23.2 28.2 Bulgorl111 . 
Danemark . . 459.6 207.1 182.8 175.0 167.1 182.5 4aa.o 204.0 17a.l 157.5 157.6 174.2 Denmark . 
Espagne • . . 528.2 188.a 161.1 165.0 168.9 (") 78.7 406.8 142.5 129.0 117.9 112.6 (") 63.9 Spoln • 
F.stonie. • . a~.~ 9.8 8.1 9.2 11.1 14.2 al.5 11.4 9.8 11.4 12.9 18.6 Eaton to . 
Finlande .• . . 17~·! 54.2 57.3 63.4 68.4 82.5 162.0 71.5 76.8 82.2 80.8 94.5 Finland • 
France .•. 2,282.a 1,170.9 1,114.5 905.4 821.8 901.6 1,965.5 774.0 724.2 699.7 607.1 548.6 Fro nee. 
Gr~ce 172.6 65.0 47.2 49.2 59.5 64.8 90.5 84.7 28.8 80.6 89.6 40.1 Greece. 
Hongri; : : : 186.0 57.a 54.2 59.6 69.8 75.7 181.6 58.4 67.8 69.8 78.4 88.6 Howry· . 
lrlande Etal"lobre 29a.2 146.1 116.6 116.5 107.7 115.8 225.0 88.4 60.9 52.8 57.1 64.7 lrl1h ree · Stale 
Iaiande . . . . 20.6 7.0 6.6 6.6 5.5 • 6.0 19.9 9.0 6.9 6.0 5.7 •6.2 Iceland 
Italie . . 1,1a9.6 424.1 a87.2 392.2 881.2 25a.9 801.4 849.4 812.1 267.0 256.1 222.7 Italy, 
Lettonte : . . 69.8 16.2 17.6 18.3 19.2 20.4 52.9 18.6 15.7 16.5 18.8 22.7 Lotvla.l 
Llthuanie. . . 80.6 16.6 14.2 13.8 12.7 15.4 a3.0 18.9 16.0 14.7 15.2 19.0 Llthuan a • 
Malte . . IS. I 11.0 10.9 9.2 11.0 0 12.0 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 • 0.7 Malta. 
Norv~g~ : . . 285.0 122.8 110.1 110.1 119.4 184.6 199.0 100.7 92.1 86.0 87.4 99.6 Norwot· 
Pays-Bas ..• 1,106.4 523.7 485.9 417.4 a76.2 384.0 799.7 840.9 291.8 286.1 271.8 280.7 Nether ondl. 
Pologne-Dantz. a49.1 96.4 92.8 89.6 96.6 112.4 al5.7 121.2 107.7 109.4 103.8 114.9 Polond-Donz. 
Portugal ••• 113.0 54.5 58.1 53.9 60.8 52.5 48.0 25.2 24.4 24.9 24.5 27.3 PorLuR"ol. 
Roumanie .• 175.8 68.7 70.4 79.3 57.9 54.4 I7a.l Ioo.a 85.0 81.9 87.8 94.0 Roumonla. 
Rolcaume-unt . 5,407.0 2,275.7 2,070.3 2,044.2 2,0a9.2 2,al7.6 a,549.4 1,279.5 1,217.2 1,189.4 1,239.0 1,295.7 United KIDII• 
Su de .... 477.7 213.0 188.7 202.0 221.5 245.a 485.7 173.9 184.8 201.2 194.8 229.7 Sweden. ) 
Suisse (U) • • . 515.8 aao.o 299.a 272.6 242.4 218.6 40().7 148.1 157.8 158.7 162.7 164.6 Switzerland (" 
Tch~coslov •• . 590.3 220.8 171.6 160.0 165.9 184.4 606.4 216.9 172.9 183.1 182.7 187.7 Czech oslovuk. 
Turquie . .. . 124. 40.7 a5.2 41.0 41.6 43.6 74.6 48.0 45.4 4a.5 45.8 55.4 Turkev. 
YouR"oslavie . Ia3.6 46.1 a8.8 47.0 48.9 54.2 Ia9.4 49.2 46.3 52.3 54.6 59.5 Yugoolavla. 
Autrespays. . 4 3 2 3 a •a I I I I I I Other countr. 

O~nle . . . 971 :;:n 264. 289 322 373 884o 398 4.23 388 337 4.58 Oceania. 

Australia (G) . 706.< 185.8 183.1 203.0 226.4 256.4 589.9 267.0 297.a 2a9.0 264.7 801.9 Auatrolla (G). 

Etsbl. franc. . 1.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 • 1.1 2.0 0.8 0.6 0.7 1.0 • 1.1 French &UJemeoll . 

Fidjl • , • • • 6.7 2.5 2.9 2.5 8.0 • 3.2 7.9 5.1 4.6 3.6 4.5 • 4.9 Fiji. 
lies J ap. (maod.) a.s 1.9 •1.7 •1.6 • 1.6 •!.7 8.5 8.7 • 8.a • 8.2 • 8.8 • 8.6 Jap. Pac.lo.(m.) 

Nauru ..... 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 •o.2 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.1 • 1.2 Nauru. 

N.-ca!Monle • u 1.9 2.8 2.0 2.1 *2.3 8.6 1.5 1.8 1.8 2.1 • 2.3 N. Celedonla. 

N.-Guin~e (')a) 4. 2.3 2.5 2.2 2.2 • 2.4 5.6 8.3 4.3 4.2 4.8 • 4.7 New Guinea a{') 

N.-H~brides • 1.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 • 0.3 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 •0.4 New Hebrld. 

N.-Ulande •• 23a.5 76.9 66.7 7a.9 83.a • !Oa.o 259.a 108.7 104.8 109.7 103.2 132.8 New7~1and. 

Papua a) (1) (G) 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 • 0.7 1.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 • 0.8 Papua ~a (')(G), 
Samoa OCCident. • u 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.3 •o.3 1.4 0.6 0.5 o.a 0.4 •o.4 West .. amoa. 
Autres pays •• 4 8 •2 •2 •I •J 6 2 •a •z •2 •z Otber cou.otr. 

Total mondial • 35,595 13,969 12,458 11,980 12,227 13,051 33,~ 12,885 11,716 11,303 11,5M 12,~92 World Total. 
(11) (U)' 

• Nole.-Unless olherwiS< slaled,lh< (1gureo represent 8p<Cial trade., Muchandue onfu.-(G) General trade. Wholly ar pertly estimated • 
~Ia) Years other tban calendar. · 

(I) Including bnlllon and specle.--(2) Exports: lncludiu bu11lon and specie, of domestic orll!fn (lncludlrur gold premlum).-(3) Mozam
bique Province Mozambi~e Company's Territory and Portuguese Nyassa.-(4) Imports: including total freight. etc.; importa and exporte: 
including gold Premium.-{ a) Imports: adjusted for under- or over-valua~ion; exports: includl~ re-exports of merchandbe~6) Including 
bullion.-{?) Official values.-{8) Excluding trade between Manchuna and the rest of China. which amounted to. approximately : 
Imports into Manchuria : 1929-36 : 59.1 ; 41.4; 22.5 ; 13.3 ; 16.1 ; 11.1; 5.2; 8.1 : Exports from ,Manchuria: 1929-36: 60.3; 46.6: 61.5; 
39.7; 14.4: ·12.8; 11.4; 21.8.- (9) Excluding trade wltb Korea, Form~ and tbe Japanese Mandated Pacific blanda.-(10) Ex porta • 
including War Reparations deliveries tn kind . ...:..{11) In 1933 and later.lncludarut imJ>!ovemeJ:!t and repair trade (previously excluded), vb.: 
Imports: 15.4; 14.9; 12.2; 10.9; Exports: 19.0; 19.8; 15.4; 14.2,-(12) Excluding SpaiD, July-Decemb<r (amounta unknown). 
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PREFACE . 

. This year's edition of the Review of World Trade contains a general synopsis of trade 
durmg 1937 and a comparison of the figures for that year with tnose of the immediately 
preceding years. Special attention has been paid to the changes which took place in 
world tendencies during the course of last year. · 

In order to enable the reader to follow the developments of world trade over a longer 
period than is normally considered in any single volume, the price and quantum figures 
published in earlier editions have been reproduced in an Annex. In this Annex, the 
annual indices, which relate to world trade, cover the period from 1924 to 1937; quarterly 
indices of world trade and annual indices by principal groups of articles from 1929 to 1937 
are also given. 

Two companion volumes, entitled respectively International Trade Statistics and 
International Trade in Certain Raw Materials and Foodstuffs by Countries of Origin and 
Destination, will be issued later this year. The former will contain detailed trade statistics 
of sixty-five countries. The tables, with but few exceptions, will refer to the years 
1935, 1936 and 1937, and will give annual figures for special trade by value (and monthly 
figures for the last two years), principal articles imported and exported, trade by countries 
of provenance and destination, and trade in precious metals. A synoptical table will 
show the percentage distribution, by countries of provenance and destinat.ion, of each 
country's imports and exports. Information will also be supplied, for certain countries, 
of trade by commodities classified in accordance with the chapters of the " Minimum 
List " prepared by the League Committee of Statistical Experts. The latter volume will 
show in detail the geographical distribution of world trade in about forty principal 
primary products during the years 1935, 1936 and 1937. 

A third volume, entitled Balances of Payments and dealing with the whole field of 
international business transactions, including those connected with services rendered, 
capital movements, etc., as well as commodity trade, will appear late in 1938. The 
number of countries for whose balances of payments new estimates are likely to be 
available will be about thirty. The majority of these estimates will refer to the year 
1937. For purposes of comparison, figures for earlier years will also be given. 

League of Nations, Geneva. 
May 1938. 

A. LoVEDAY, 

Director of the Financial Section 
and Economic Intelligence Service. 



Summary of Results. 

The main results which emerge from the analysis of world trade in 1937 contained 
in this volume may be summarised as follows : . 

. (a) The value of world trade in terms of gold increased by 23% in 1937, or three 
limes as much as in 1936. The pr~ces o! goods entering into trade rose, however, by 
8-9% ; the quantum of trade accordmgly mcreased by about 13% (as against about 5% 
in each of the two preceding years) and was only about 3% below the level of 1929. 
The year-to-year changes in the price, quantum and value of world trade for the last .six 
years are as follows : . 

Gold prices 
Quantum • 
Gold value. 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE AS COMPARED WITH THB PRECEDING YEAR. 

1932 
-22.5 
-12.5 
-32.5 

1933 
-11 
+ I 

- 10 

1934 
-7 
+3.5 
-3.5 

1935 
-2.5 
+4.5 
+2 

1936 

+ 3 
+ 5 
+ 8 

1037 

+ 8.5 
+ 13 
+23 

(b) The quantum of raw materials is estimated to have exceeded the 1929 level 
by 11-12%, but that of foodstuffs and manufactured articles to have been lower than in 
1929 by 7% and 14% respectively. 

. (c) The barter terms of trade of raw-material countries, after a steady improvement 
since 1932, reached their most favourable position in the early part of 1937 and 
deteriorated with the fall in the prices of numerous primary products that occurred in 
the course of the year. 

(d) This change in market conditions was due largely to the reduction in the 
imports of raw materials by the United States on account of her declining industrial 
activity, but a contributory factor was the reduction in the purchases of Japan after the 
outbreak of her conflict with China. 

(e) Armaments in Europe and Japan and capital equipment activities in most 
countries caused an exceptional demand for iron and steel,· met in part by exports from 
the United States. 

(f) Trade in manufactured articles expanded particularly on account of the great 
demand from raw-material countries and from the United Kingdom, whose imports 
of such articles exceeded, in quantum, the previous record level of 1931. 

(g) The industrial countries profiting most from the increase in the demand for 
manufactured articles in 1937 were the United States, Germany and the small industrial 
countries of Europe; the exports of the United Kingdom, though rising, were checked 
towards the end of the year by her increased domestic demand, and those of France 
showed but slight progress. 

(h) The United States trade balance, which was passive in 1936, became largely 
active in 1937; on the other hand, the import surplus of the United Kingdom rose 
by a quarter, and the trade balance of almost all raw-material countries became less 
active (or more passive). · . 
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Value and Quantum of World Trade in the Years 1929-1937. 

The value of world trade is measured by adding together the figures of the recorded 
external trade of the numerous statistical areas of the world, after converting them 
to a c.ommon monetary unit. If the average movement of prices of goods entering into 
trade is known it is possible to estimate roughly the movement of the quantum of world 
trade, which ~ay be defined as the change in valu~ af~er elimination of the _effect of 
price changes since the base year chosen. Before cons1denng the actual changes m value, 
price and quantum of world trade which have taken place in recent years and more 
particularly in the year under review, it is necessary to explain in some detail the 
processes of calculation that have been employed and the inevitable limitations to the 
adequacy of the aggregate results obtained. 

Those readers to whom such methodological problems are not of primary interest 
may prefer to omit the following few paragraphs and refer at once to the figures which will 
be found at the top of page 10. 

Reservations regarding Accuracy of Trade Values. 

In dealing with the general results indicated by the annual values for world imports and · 
exports during the years 1929 to 1937, it must be borne in mind that those results are necessarily 
only approximately correct and that they emerge from the combination of a mass of trade statistics 
relating to over 160 diiTerent areas, where systems of administration and valuation diiTer, whereto 
identical terms unlike meanings are not infrequently attributed, where the conception of the 
character of the transaction which constitutes international trade is far from uniform. When it is 
stated, therefore, that the international trade of the world in any year reached a given figure, that 
statement must not be accepted as implying more than that the sum of the transactions recorded 
by each country contributing to such trade approximated to the amount indicated. The com
parison between the total figures for any two years is likely to be more significant than the absolute 
figure for either year. 

The figures given for individual countries in most cases refer to frontier values (c.i.f. for 
imports, f.o.b. for exports). There are, however, important exceptions to this rule; thus, in the 
case of the United States, Canada and certain Latin-American countries the imports are shown 
at the value in the country of shipment (excluding transport charges).1 No attempt has been 
made to correct the figures on account of omissions or wrong values in trade returns.2 

A new limitation to the adequacy of trade figures has become evident during the last few years, 
in that the recorded amounts for countries applying exchange control would appear frequently 
to overstate the actual trade values. This point is further dealt with below. 

Type of Trade measured • 

. The figures given represent special trade in merchandise only, which may be roughly defined 
as 1mports of goods for domestic consumption and exports of domestic produce or products into 
which domestic labour has entered. 

In the case of a few countries which are producers of precious metals the trade in bullion 
and specie is, however, included in the figures given. Ina few cases of sma'n importance, figures 
for general trade had to be employed, as no other information was available. Details of these 
and certain other irregularities are given in the footnotes _to Table III (pages 24-25). 

(Ser ,L.For detailed information, see Memorandum on Inlernalional Trade and Balances of Payments 1912-1926 Volume II 
• o.N. P. 1927.11.68.11), pages 22-23. ' ' 

Nat~ For eertai.ncountries. such eorr~ctions are given in the volumes Balancu of Payments issued annually by the League of 
DS (last ediUon, Ser. L.o.N. P. 1937.II.A.l6). 
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Scope of Data, Conversion, etc. 

Figures for 1929 to 1936 are available for nearly all the countries considered. In a number 
of cases, th? figures fo: 1936 are, however, provisional, and the totals for that year will therefore no 
dou~t requ1re to be shg~tly modified in next year's edition of this Review. Figures for 1937 are 
lackmg for a few countr1es, representing together about 3% of the total trade of the world. The 
trade of these countries is assumed to have risen in the same proportion as the aggregate trade of 
all other countries ; in certain cases, however, figures were available for the trade during the 
greater part of the year and an assessment was made for the missing months. Further, the final 
trod? returns for 1937 are as yet available for only a small number of countries, and it is not 
possible to foresee whether the future corrections to the provisional trade figures utilised for 
the majority of countries will involve a reduction of the world total or an addition thereto. 

Conversion to the unit chosen-in most of the tables the United States "old "gold dollar (of 
1.50463 gramme of fine gold)-was made according to par rates in the case of gold currencies. 
In the case of paper currencies, conversion was made for each month at monthly average rates 
wherever monthly figures were available ; where a corrected figure In national currency for the 
whole year (differing from the total of the provisional monthly figures) was available, the annual 
conversion rate weighted according to trade by months was applied to this figure. The weighted 
conversion rates are reproduced in Annex III. In the less important cases where monthly figures 
were not available, the unweighted average of monthly exchange rates had to be used. 

The provisional trade values available for Algeria and Tunis In national currency (French 
francs) during the last year under review are calculated at the prices or the preceding yenr and 
thus reflect the changes in quantum rather than actual value. No adjustments on account of 
price changes have been made, but conversion into gold dollars for the last year under review 
has been made al the rate of the French franc in the preceding year. 

In the case of countries applying exchange control, the official exchange rates have been 
employed for the conversion of imports as well as exports, except in the case of two or three 
countries. Thus, in the case of the Argentine, use has been made or gold dollar values cnlculaled 
by the Central Bank of the Argentine, which has attributed a lower exchange value to the peso 
in the case of imports than in the case of exports (see Annex Ill). In the case of Brazil, the 
official trade values in gold pounds have been employed; but, as is shown In Annex Ill, the 
conversion from milreis to gold pounds has in recent years been made at roles differing widely 
for imports and exports. In the case or Austria, a weighted intermediate rate between the 
official and the market rate was employed for conversion of imports as well as exports, from July 
to October 1932, and thereafter the "free " rate. 

The employment of the official exchange rate involves an over-valuation of the frequently 
unknown portion of;trade (particularly exports) that is conducted on the basis or a lower exchange 
value of the national currency than that officially maintained. But it may be questioned whether 
the portion of trade which is carried on at the official rate-for example, In clearing between two 
countries applying exchange control-is not also over-valued, in so far as the prices obtained, 
converted at that rate, exceed those quoted in free currency. The comparability of the trade 
values of different countries is based on the assumption that the goods entering into their trade are 
bought and sold, if not in a common market, in foreign markets whose prices are related to each 
other by the cost of transport .. When as a result of the innovations of modern trade policy this 
relation between different markets has in many cases disappeared and the price Is no longer the 
supreme factor determining the direction of trade, an element of uncertainty enters into the 
comparison. 

Calculation of Price and Quantum Figures. 

Variations in quantum may be taken to represent the change in quantities weighted by the 
trade values of the items considered during the past year, or-which amounts to the same thing 
-the change in value after elimination of the effect of price changes since the past year. 

The price and quantum indices contained in this volume are based on the national indices 
summarised in Annex II. The methods employed in combining these indices in order to arrive 
at world indices and the principal limitations to the adequacy of the results obtained arc 
indicated in Annex I, which also brings together in convenient form all the price and quantum 
indices for world trade contained in this and earlier volumes of the Review of World Trade. 
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Total of World Trade. 

The value of world trade in recent years, calculated in the manner indicated a~o~e 
-with the exception that a special estimate had to be made for the trade of Spam m 
1936 and 1937-and the movement of average prices and of the quantum of goods 
entering into trade are as follows : 

Value in U.S. gold dollars 
(OOO,OOO's) • : 1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 1937 

Imports . . . . . 35,595 13,968 11,981 12,243 13,145 16,222 
Exports . . . . . 33,024 12,887 11,333 11,559 12,577 . 15,369 

---
Total. . . . . 68,619 26,855 23,314 23,802 25,722 31,591 

Percentage movement 
these values : 

of 

Imports . . . . 100 39.2 33.7 34.4 36.9 45.6 
Exports . . . . 100 39.0 34.3 35.0 38.1 46.5 

Total. . . . 100 39.1 34.0 34.7 37.5 46.0 

Price and quantum move-
ment (total of imports 
and exports) : 
Price (in terms of gold) . 100 52.5 43.5 42.5 43.5 47.5 
Quantum ...... . 100 74.5 78 82 86 97 

• Throughout this volume, • gold dollars • means dollars according to the • old • parity (23.22 grains (- approximately 
1.5M63 grammes) of line gold). · 

The gold value of world trade reached its lowest figure in 1934 and rose 2% in 
1935,8% in 1936, and not farfrom 23.% in 1937. The increases during the last-mentioned 
two years, however, were due partly to the rise in the average gold prices of goods entering 
into trade. In 1937, these prices are estimated to have been higher than in 1936 byS-9%, 
and the quantum of trade accordingly to have exceeded the 1936 level by only 13%. 

It will be recalled that the quantum of trade had fallen between 1929 and 1932 by 
about a quarter and started rising in 1933. In 1937, it is estimated to have been only 
3% below the level of 1929. 

Figures in Pounds Sterling. • 

T~e following figures are obtained by converting those given above into sterling, 
accordmg to average annual exchange rates : 

Value in£ (OOO,OOO's): 1929 1932- 1934 1935 1936 1937 
Imports . 7,314 3,984 3,986 4,209 4,469 5,556 
Exports . 6,786 3,676 3,771 3,973 . 4,275 5,263 

Total . . 14,100 7,660 7,757 8,182 8,744 10,819 
Percentage movement 

values: 
of these 

Imports . 100 54.5 54.5 57.5 61.1 76.0 Exports . 100 54.2 55.6 58.5 63.0 77.6 

Total. 100 54.3 55.0 58.0 62.0 76.7 
Price movement (total of imports 

and exports, in terms of sterling) 100 72.5 70.5 71 72.5 79 

In terms of sterling, the value of world trade, as well as the price level of the goods 
traded, has risen steadily since 1933. · 
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Quarterly Movements. 

The following graph shows, as percentages of the quarterly averages for 1929, the 
value (imports and exports), average prices (in gold as well as sterling), and the quantum 
of trade for each quarter since the end of 1931. The quarterly movement of trade 
prices has been estimated from the above-mentioned annual world price index and 
quarterly figures of trade prices available for a few of the bigger trading countries. 

The increase in the quantum of trade during the last quarter of each year is due 
partly to the marketing of the autumn crop of cotton, cereals, etc., in the northern 
hemisphere, and partly to the increase in the purchases of manufactured articles of 
several countries towards the end of the year. In the last quarter of 1936, the seasonal 
rise in trade (as distinguished from the increase due to the general upward trend) was 
weakened by several factors. Thus the export of cotton and certain other ~oods from 
the United States was adversely affected by a maritime strike on the Pac1fic coast ; 
further, an acute shortage of shipping tonnage had occurred as a result of the earlier 
increase in trade and the engagement of a larger portion of the existing tonnage on time
demanding routes. In the first and second quarters of 1937, the trade in raw materials 
reached a record, and shipments of cereals from the Argentine were unusually high ; the 
usual seasonal drop in trade accordingly failed to appear. 
. Seasonal movements apart, the quantum of trade appears to have begun to decline 
in the latter part of 1937. Its rise in the last quarter was less, and its fall in the first 
quarter of 1938 greater, than might have been expected if the general trend had remained 
unchanged. 

QUARTERLY MOVEMENT OP WORLD TRADB (1929 - 100). 

Logarithmic scale. 
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Trade by Main Groups of Articles. 

The Closing of Price Scissors. 

The left-hand part of the diagram below shows the annual move~e~t of the ·average 
import prices in the United Kingdom of the three principal groups of articles-foodstuffs, 
raw materials and manufactured articles-since 1929, according to indices published in 
the Board of Trade Journal. Between that year and 1932, prices fell; those of manufac
tured articles fell least, and those of raw materials most. A considerable spread of prices 
thus occurred ; but, as the subsequent increase in prices has been greatest in the case 
of primary products, price discrepancies have again narrowed. In ~he imports of the 

-- United Kingdom, the average prices for the three groups returned m 1937 practically 
to the same relationship as had prevailed in 1929-but the absolute level of prices for 
each group was lower in 1937 than in 1929 by about 22% in sterling and 53% in gold. 

UNITBD KINGDOM : .MOVBMENT OF IMPORT PRICES (IN STERLING). 

A : Food, drink and tobacco. 
B : Raw materials and articles malnly unmanufactured. 
C : Articles wbolly or malnly manufactured. 

Logarithmic scale. 

Annnal movement I929-I937 (I929 - IOO). Quarterly movement I936-I938 (I935 - IOO). 
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The price relations considered naturally depend to a certain extent upon the 
~mp_ositi?n o_f trade within_ each of the g~oups concerned and are thus by no means 
Identical m different countries. InformatiOn available concerning the prices of trade 
!or certa!n countries other ~han the Unite~ Kingdom suggest that the figures summarised 
In _the diagr~m are not qmte representative of world trade, as generally the rise in the 
pnce_s of pnmary products fr_om 1933 to 1937 was not· sufficient to restore the price 
r~labonship of 1929. Accordmg to the rather tentative price indices for world trade 
given on a subsequent page,1 the average prices of manufactured articles were even in 
1937, about 12% above those of primary products. ' 

'Page I6. 
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A Reversal of Trends. 

The right-hand part of the same diagram, showin<> quarterly movements of import 
prices .from the beginning of 1936, indicates that raw ~aterials rose in price only up to 
~he third quarter of 1937. The subsequent fall was accompanied by a smaller decline 
m the prices of manufactured articles ; the prices of foodstuffs, on the other hand, 
continued to increase. 

The effect of these price movements upon the terms of trade of c~untries of a different 
economic structure is illustrated by the diagram below, the left-hand curves of which 
show, for Germany and the ·united Kingdom, the relation between export prices of 
manufactured goods and import prices of raw materials, and the right-hand curves the 
relation between the prices of total exports and total imports for India and the 
Netherlands Indies. 

EXPORT PRICES AS PERCENTAGE OP IMPORT PRICBS. 

Average 1929 = 100. Quarterly movement. Logarithmic ocale. 

A : Germany. C: India.• 
B: United Kingdom. D: Netherland& Indies. 

(Prices of manufactured goods exported as (Prices of all goods exported as percentag'e 
percentage of those of raw materials imported.) of those or all goods Imported.) 
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• The curve for India from the second quarter of 1936 is based upon inlormatlon available for March and December 1936 

and March 1937 only. 

The terms of trade of Germany and the United Kingdom, after a steady deterioration 
during the' years 1933-1936, began to improve from the middle of 1937. Thos~ of. India 
and the Netherlands Indies appear to have been most favourabl~ at the begmn~ng of 
1937. The deterioration of the terms of trade of the last-menl!oned country m the 
course of 1937 was exceptionally great, owing to the sensitiveness of the prices of several 
of her export products. 

Dispersion of Prices within Each Group. 

The movement of the prices of individual commodities included in each of the three 
principal groups referred to above was p~obably less uniform in 1937 than in. any rec':nt 
year. In particular, there oc~urred durmg the latter half of 1937 large d1screpanc1es 



UMITED KtNGDOK : AVERAGE MONTHLY IMPORT 
PRICES OF CERTAIN ARTICLES. 

January 1936- 100. 
Logarithmic scale. 

A: WheaL c : Bacon. 
a: lllaiJ:e. D : Danish butter. 

1Qa7 

E: Cotton, raw. F: Rubber, raw. 
0: Copper, electrolytic.. 
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in the trend of prices which usually move together. 
The three diagrams opposite, compiled from the 
monthly import returns of the United Kingdom, 
indicate that, while the prices of certain important 
.commodities entering into trade declined as from 
the second quarter of the year, there were others 
whose prices continued to rise, in certain cases even 
at an increased pace. 

Thus, of the foodstuffs considered in the first 
diagram, wheat began to fetch lower prices by the 
middle of the year, while maize continued to increase 
in price; the price of butter, after fluctuating· for 
some time around a rather stable level, rose by over 
40% between May and December 1937. The three 
commodities in the second diagram-cotton, rubber, 
and copper-all declined in the second half of 1937. 
Cotton had almost failed to share in the price 
increase during the latter part of 1936 and the 
first few months of 1937-a fact due, it would 
appear, to anticipation of the record crop of 
American cotton in 1937. 

The prices of coal, pig-iron and steel, shown 
in the last diagram, moved decidedly upward after 
the break in the prices of the majority of raw ma
terials and semi-manufactured articles. The price 
of coal is. to a considerable extent determined by 
the requirements of the iron and steel industry. 
The trend of all the prices shown in the last diagram 

75~----+-----+--l 75 · therefore reflects the exceptional demand for iron 
1937 

H: Gascoal(aporlprice). .J: Pig-iron. 
K: Steel girders and beams. 

1936 1937 

and steel in 1937-a demand due, not only to 
ordinary capital equipment activities, which were 
high in the majority of countries, but also to the 
hastened production of war material in many 
countries, the erection of plant required for such 
production, and the construction of fortifications. 
The trade figures for certain countries suggest that 
the boom in armament industries was not uncon
nected with the depression spreading in certain 
other branches. In the case of Japan, for example, 
the re:..orientation of imports towards me"tal pro
ducts for armament purposes clearly implied a 
reduction in the latter part of 1937 in the capacity 
of importing materials required for the production 
of articles of consumption 1-a fact which naturally 
contributed to the fall in the prices of such 
materials. 

Annual Price Movement of Certain Articles. 

Th~ following table _brings up to date the information contained in previous editions 
concernmg the change m the average annual export prices of a number of individual 
articles in principal producing countries. The articles are placed in the order of the 
magnitude of the price fall during the whole period 1929-1937. 

1 Cf. page 42. 
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PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN AVERAGE GOLD ExpoRT PRICES Fl\011 1929 TO 1937. 

1. Raw silk (Japan) • . • 
2. Silk tissues (France) • • 
3. CoiYee (Brazil) . • . • 

· 4. Sugar (Czechoslovakia) • 
5. Grey cotton tissues (Japan) 
6. Butter (Denmark) 
7. Cotton (United States) • 
8. Newsprint paper (Canada) 
9 .• Petrol (United States) • 

10. Maize (Argentine) 
11. Cement(Germany) . • • 
12. Copper (United States). • • . 
13. Meehan. wood-pulp (Finland) 

1929 
to 

1932 
-68 
-61 
-53 
-51 
-63 
-58 
-63 
-30 
-47 
-63 
-35 
-66 
-50 

1992 
to 

1933 
-17 
-6 
-23 
-8 
-8 
-22 
-I 
-33 
-24 
-21 
-23 
-II 
-II 

1933 
to 

1934 
-38 
-3 
-Io 
-IS 
-8 
-17 
+ 0.2 
-25 
-21 
+ 5 
-8 
-17 
- 0.2 

1934 
to 

1935 
+ 19 
-12 
-26 
-20 
-8 
+ 15 
+ 2 
-2 
- 0.7 
-18 
-4 
+ 1 
-10 

1935 
to 

1936 

+ 12 
-15 
+11 

1 
2 

+ 9 
+ 0.4 
+ 2 
+ 8 
+ 28 
-11 
+ 19 
+ 4 

1936 
to 

1937 

+ 9 
-12 
+ 18 
+ 13 
+22 
+ 6 
-5 
+ 6 
+ 10 
+25 
+ 4 
+ 40 
+ 18 

1929 
to 

1937 
- 77 
- 77 
-69 
-67 
-65 
-64 
-64 
-63 
- 62 
-60 
- 69 
- 68 
-51 

14. White cotton piece goods 
(United Kingdom) . . . . -48 -. 3 - 9 - 3 - 1 + 12 - 61 

15. Passenger motor-cars (U.S.A.) - 17 -30 -20 + 1 + 4 + 3 - 60 
16. Bacon (Denmark) • • • -64 + 21 + 10 - 1 + 5 + 0.6 - 60 
17. Chilled beef (Argentine) -53 - 6 -22 + 26 + 12 + 4 - 49 
18. Wheat(UnitedStates) -52 -19 -25 +50 + 8 + 13 - 47 
19. Wool(Argentine). • • -72 + 1 +35 -27 +45 +34 -46 
20. Steelgirders(Belgium) . -17 -16 - 8 -25 + 1 + 19 - 42 
21. Rubber (British Malaya) . · • - 84 + 25 + 77 + 3 + 35 + 21 - 42 
22. Tea(Ceylon) •...•. -62 .+21 +10 +I +4 +13 -40 
23. Coal (United Kingdom) . . -27 - 7 - 9 2 + 5 + 9 - 31 
24. Tin (British Malaya) • -53 + 35 + 7 6 - 9 + 20 - 30 
25. Mowing machines (Germany) • - 5 - 6 - 3 2 - 10 - 1 - 24 
26. Pig-iron (United Kingdom) • • -38 - 5 -10 2 + 14 + 41 - 17 

Of the twenty-six commodities indicated above, twenty-three increased in price 
between 1936 and 1937. The greatest increases (41, 40 and 34% respectively) are shown 
for pig-iron, copper, and wool. The rise in the price of pig-iron is remarkable in view'of 
the fact that the annual changes in that price in the preceding years were· relatively 
small and that it was already at a comparatively high level in 1936. 

Distribution of Trade by Groups of Arlicles.1 

The following figures show the distribution of the value of world trade between three 
principal groups of articles-foodstuffs, raw materials (including semi-manufactured 
articles) and manufactured articles-as well as the movement of the gold value for each 
group. The figures for· 1937 had to be partly estimated, as the information available 
concerning the distribution of trade in that year was incomplete. 

Percentage share in world trade of : 1929 1932 1936 1937 
FoodstuiYs • . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.5 29 24.5 23 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 36 33 38 39 
Manufactured articles • 39.5 38 37.5 38 

Total • . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 100 
Percentage movement of the gold value of: 

FoodstuiYs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 46.5 37 42.5 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 100 36 39.5 50 
Manufactured articles . .· 100 37.5 36 44.5 

All articles • . . . . . . . . 100 39.1 37.5 46.0 

1 Complete sets of figures for world trade by groups (value, price and quantum) during the whole period 1929-1937 are 
given in Annex I. • 
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The share of foodstuffs in the value of trade rose during the early part of the 
depression at the expense of that of raw materials. Since 1932, however, the share of 
raw materials in trade has increased steadily, and that of foodstuffs has declined. 

Price and Quantum .Movement by Groups.1 

Information concerning the changes in the price and quantum of trade by the 
groups of articles considered above is available for the United Kingdom, the United 
States, Germany, France and Italy. These countries represent together over 40% of 
world trade : but, as the trade of other countries consists largely of goods imported from 
or exported to the five countries in question, not far from three-quarters of all goods 
entering into world trade are included either in the imports or in the exports of these 
countries. On the basis of these price and quantum figures and the above data with 
reference to the value of trade by groups, an attempt has been made to trace the movement 
of the average price and quantum of world trade for each group : 

Price movement in gold (1929 = 100) : 
Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . . 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 
Manufactured articles 

1929 

100 
100 
100 

1932 

52 
44 
64 

1936· 

42 
41.5 
48 

1937 

45.5 
46 
51.5 

All articles . . • . • . 100 52.5 43.5 47.5 

Quantum movement (1929 = 100) : 
Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 
Manufactured articles . 

100 
100 
100 

89 
81.5 
59 

88 
95.5 
75 

93 
111.5 
86 

All articles . . • . . 

ANNuAL MOVEMENT OF THE QUANTUM 

OF WORLD TRADE BY GROUPS OF ARTICLES 

(1929 - 100). 

Logarithmic scale. 

A : Foodstuffs. 
B : .Materials, raw or partly manufactured. 
c : Manufactured articles. 
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The variations in the quantum of trade are 
further illustrated in the diagram opposite. Manu
factured articles fell relatively little in price 
during the early part of the depression, but the 
quantum of such articles entering into trade was 
reduced much more than that of primary products. 
The upward movement of both raw materials and 
manufactured articles began from 1933 ; the 
course of the curves stresses the close relationship 
that exists between the trade in goods belonging to 
these groups. While the trade in manufactured 
articles in 1937 remained much lower in quantum 
than in 1929, that in raw materials is estimated to 
have been 11-12% above the 1929 level. 

The quantum of the trade in foodstuffs did not 
reach its lowest point until 1934. It has since 
grown rather slowly and was in 1937 some 7% less 
than in 1929. 

' Complete sets o1 ligures for world trade by groups (value, price and quantum) during the whole period 1929-1937 are 
given In Annex L • 
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Trade by Continental Groups. 

The man;ner in which the value of world trade is divided amon"' the different 
continental g_roll:p~ is shown i';l Table 1.~ The figures for each group ~re the sum of 
those of the mdiVIdual cou':ltries belongmg to it, and accordingly include, in addition 
to the trade of the group With the rest of the world, the trade between its constituent 
parts. 

Table I. 

WoRLD TRADE, BY CoNTINENTAL GRouPs, IN U.S.A. (oLD) GoLD DoLLARS 

(OOO,OOO's). 

Special Trade; Merchandise only. • 

CONTINENTAL GROUP I IMPORTS I EXPORTS I TOTAL 

~1=1-1~~1=1w~1~ ~1=1-1~ 
1. Europe, excluding U.S.S.R. . . 19,410 8,139 7,257 8,961 15,649 6,288 5,658 6,857 35,059 14,427 12,915 15,818 

-- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- -- --
2. Europe, including U.S.S.R. . 19,863 8,501 7,416 9,112 16,124 6,584 5,818 7,050 35,987 15,085 13,234 16,162 
3. North America • . . . . . . . 5,676 1,731 1,823 2,275 6,428 2,694 2,056 2,634 12,104 3,825 3,879 4,909 
4. Latin America o • • . . . . 2,707 749 875 1,146 3,167 1,177 1,268 1,583 5,874 1,926 2,143 2,729 
5. Africa . . . . . . . . . . . 1,699 806 860 1,023 1,483 867 950 1,094 3,182 1,673 1,810 2,117 
6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R. . 4,679 1,904 1,795 2,222 4,938 1,769 2,031 2,482 9,617 3,673 8,826 4,704 
7. Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . 971 277 376 444 884 396 454 526 1,855 673 830 970 

-- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------
Total (groups 2 to 7) • . . . . . . . 35,595 13,968 13,145 16,222 33,024 12,887 12,577 15,369 68,619 26,855 25,722 31,591 

• The national ligures employed in the calculaLion include, in the ease of a few countries, bullion and specie or relate 
to general trade (see Table III). 

• I.e., Canada, U.S.A., Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre&: 1\oliquelon. 
o I .e., America, other than .. North America "1 as defined above. 

The changes which the trade values by continental groups have undergone may be 
more conveniently studied in conjunction with Table II, which shows the percentage 
movement of the trade of each group as well as its percentage share in world trade. The 
estimated gold price indices have been entered under the figures representing the 
movement of the value of world imports and exports. 

The movement of the figures in this table between 1929 and 1932 on the one hand 
and between 1932 and 1937 on the other is naturally due largely to variations in the 
relative price movements ; it is natural, for example, that Europe's share in world trade 
expanded with the improvement in the terms of trade of industrial countries (trading 
largely between themselves) during the first depression years, and declined during the 
subsequent period. But as price relationships in 1937, as was shown on a previous 
page, reverted nearly to the position of 1929, comparison between the percentage 
distribution of trade in these two years is not greatly affected by relative price movements 
and is likely to bring out the trend of events more clearly than comparisons with the 
intervening years. 

Imports into Europe represented a higher share in world trade in 1937 than in 1929, 
while the reverse is true of North America. The increase in Europe's share is due wholly 
to the United Kingdom, whose share in world imports represented 17.2% in 1937 as 

1 In this and certain other tables in this volume, the figures for 1930, 1931, 193.1', 1934 and 1935 have been omitted. 
The figures for 1932 are retained for the reason that the quantum of world trade reached its lowest level in that year. 

2A 
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Table n. 

PERCENTAGE 1\IOVEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE VALUE OF WORLD TRADE BY CONTINENTAL 

GROUPS. 

Special Trade ; Merchandise only. • 

IMPORT. I EXPORT. TOTAL I 
GROUPE CONTINENTAL 

19291193211936119371 1929119321193611937 1929119321193611937 

MoUYem.ant de 1a valeur-
or(l929 -100). 

1. Europe, non compris 
U. R. S. S. 100 42 37 46 100 40 36 44 100 41 37 45 

----1-----------------
2. Europe, y compris 

U.R.S.S. 100 43 37 46 100 41 36 44 100 42 87 45 
8. Amerique du Nord • . . 100 80 82 40 100 88 32 41 100 82 32 41 
4. Am&ique Jatine • . . 100 28 32 42 100 37 40 50 100 33 36 46 
5. Afrique . .. . .. • • .. .. 100 46 51 60 100 59 64 74 100 53 57 67 
6. Asie, non compris 

\1. R. S. S. 100 41 88 47 100 36 41 50 100 38 40 49 
7. OUanie ... . . . . . 100 29 39 46 100 45 51 60 100 36 45 52 

------------
Tot.ai (groupes 2 a 7) • . . . 100 39 37 46 100 89 38 47 100 39 37 46 

Indices des priz ';:de) 110015314.1.51481100 1521441471100 152.5143.5147.51 

I 

Dlstrlhution. 
1. Europe, non compris 

U. R. S. S. 54.2 58.0 55.2 55.4 47.4 48.8 45.0 44.8 51.1 53.7 50.2 50.2 
------------------------

2. Europe, y compris 
u. R. s. s. 55.5 60.6 56.4 56.2 48.8 51.1 46.3 45.9 52.4 56.2 51.5 51.2 

3. Am~riqueduNord" 16.1 12.5 13.9 14.0 19.5 16.3 16.3 17.1 17.7 14.2 15.1 15.5 
4. Am~rique latine • . . . 7.7 5.4 6.6 7.1 9.6 9.1 10.1 10.3 8.6 7.2 8.3 8.6 
5. Afrique • . . . . . . 4.8 5.8 6.5 6.3 4.5 6.7 7.6 7.1 4.6 6.2 7.0 6.7 
6. Asie, non compris 

U. R.S.S. 13.2 13.7 13.7 13.7 14.9 13.7 16.1 16.2 14.0 13.7 14.9 14.9 
7. Odanie. . . . . . 2.7 2.0 2.9 2.7 2.7 3.1 3.6 3.4 2.7 2.5 3.2 3.1 

------
100 1100 

-- ----------
Tot.al (groupes 2 A 7) . . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

CONTINENTAL GROUP 

Movement o! gold value 
(1929 = 100). 

1. Europe, excluding 
U.S.S.R. 

2. Europe, including 
U.S.S.R. 

3. ~ortb JlnleriCa~b 
4. Latin America. • 
5. Africa. 
6. Asia, excluding 

U.S.S.R. 
7. Oceania. 

Total (groups 2 to 7). 

Price indices in tenns of 
gold (world). 

Distribution. 
1. Europe, excluding 

U.S.S.R. 

2. Europe, including 
U.S.S.R. 

3. North America. b 

4. Latin America. • 
5. Africa. 
6. Asia, excluding 

U.S.S.R. 
7. Oceania. 

Tot.al (groups 2 to 7). 

a The national figures employed in the calculation include, in the case of a few countries., bullion and specie or relate to 
general trade (see Table Ill). 

•I.e., Canada, U.S.A .• Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre&: MiqueJon. 
•I.e., America, other than u North America'", as defined above. 

against 15.2% in 1929. The relatively high level of United Kingdom imports must 
undoubtedly be attributed to the fact that her net capital exports in 1929, estimated at 
£118 million, were turned into a net capital import in 1937. The rise in Africa's share 
in world imports between 1929 and 1937 is. accounted for largely by the Union of South 
Africa, and is due to the relative increase in wealth brought to that country by profitable 
gold exports. 

The aggregate share of Europe and North America-that is, .of the groups including 
the principal industrialised countries-in world exports fell from 68.3% in 1929 to 63% 
in 1937. Reference to Table III indicates that the four biggest trading countries
the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany and France-account for this decline. 
The discontinuation of capital exports on a large scale to raw-material countries has 
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naturally affected the export trade of such countries as the United States and the United 
Kingdom ; the disorganisation of the trade between the industrial countries of Europe 
i.s one of the principal factors in the decline of the shares of Germany and France. The 
share of German exports absorbed by Europe fell from 74% in 1929 to 69% in 1937, and 
that of French exports from 63% to 54%. 

The similarity between the years 1929 and 1937-both being, in a sense, "boom" 
years and years in which the prices fetched by primary products were relatively hif?h
renders clear the fundamental changes in the conditions under which world tracte is 
conducted that have taken place during the intervening years. 

In comparing the figures showing the percentage movement of trade, account must 
be taken of the fact that the varying composition of the trade of different continental 
groups naturally affects the average price level at which their trade is conducted. 
Available national indices of trade prices do not permit the calculation of representa
tive price indices for continental groups other than Europe and North America. The 
estimated changes in the gold prices and the quantum of trade of these two groups are 
shown below : 

Europe: 1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 1937 

Prices (in gold) 100 52.5 44.5 44 40 50.5 
Quantum ••• 100 82 81.5 80 81.5 90.5 

Imports 
North America: 

Prices (in gold) 100 50 36 35.5 38 42 
Quantum •• . 100 61 63.5 76.5 84.5 95 

Europe: 
Prices (in gold) 100 59.5 50.5 49 50 52.5 
Quantum. . . 100 68.5 69 70.5 72.5 83.5 

Exports 
North America: 

Prices (in gold) 100 55.5 42.5 43.5 45 48.5 
Quantum. . . 100 58.5 63.5 65.5 71.5 85 

Trade of Certain " Empires ". 

The world has been divided in the above tables into groups of contiguous or proximate 
countries. It may be useful to supplement the evidence so furnished by similar figures 
for the countries constituting the British Commonwealth of Nations 1 and those under 
French and Dutch administration. 

British Commonwealth of Nalions.1 

The figures for imports and exports of the countries belonging to the British 
Commonwealth are shown in the following table. The share of the Commonwealth 
in world trade fell from 27.9% in 1929 to 26.7% in 1931 (a year not shown in the 
table) but increased to 31.0% in 193~. In 1937, however, it agam declined (to 29.8%). 

According to official calculations,2 inter-Commonwealth trade represented 25.7% 
of the total trade of the British Commonwealth in 1929 as well as in 1931, but rose to 
29;1% in 1932, 30.4% in 1935 and 30.6% in 1936. 

1. Under this heading, for the sake of brevity, are included in this volume the figures for colonies, protectorate~, 
oversea territories and territories under suzerainty or mandate. 

• statistical Abstract for the British Empire for each of the ten uears 1927 to 1936. 
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH TRADE,• 

U.S.A. (old) gold$ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports Exports Total 

Total British Common-
wealth b •••••• 10,460 4,038 4,212 5,100 8,696 3,348 3,720 4,324 19,156 7,386 7,932 9,424 

Total, less United King-
dom . . • . . • . 5,053 1,762 1,899 2,313 5,147 2,069 2,425 2,801 10,200 3,831 4,324 5,114 

Percent(1929 = 100) % 
Total British Common

wealth . . . . . . 100 
Total, less United King-

dom • • • • • . . 100 

Percentage share of 
world trade (total 
British Common-

% % % % % % % 

38.6 40.3 48.9 100 38.5 42.8 49.7 

34.9 37.6 45.8 100 40.2 47.1 54.4 

% 

100 

100 

% % % 

38.6 41.4 49.2 

37.6 42.4 50.1 

wealth) • • • • . . 29.4 28.9 32.0 31.4 26.3 26.0 29.6 28.1 27.9 27.5 30.8 29.8 

• In this table, the trsde of A~lo-E_gyptian Sudan is included but not that of New Hebrides or of the statistical 
areas not included in the world totals of Table III-viz.: Hong-Kong, Wei-Hal-Wei, Gibraltar, Channel Islands and other 
small areas for which trade statistics are not published. 

• Merchandise only, except for the inclusion of certain exports of bullion and specie-viz.: (a) Union of South Africa 
(all), (b) Canada, Southern Rhodesia and Gold Coast (domestic produce). The ligures for Australia relate to general trade. 

The passive trade balance of the British Commonwealth, taken as a whole, is greater than the 
table suggests. Exports include certain figures for bullion and specie, exported from the Union of 
South Africa, Canada, Southern Rhodesia and the Gold Coast, that are not included in the import 
figures for the United Kingdom and other countries. If the exports of bullion and specie to the 
British Commonwealth from each of these four exporting countries are omitted, the export figures are 
reduced by $240, $253,$273 and $271 million gold in 1929, 1932, 1936 and 1937 respectively, Further, 
freigHts (amounting to about $175, $60, $60 and $70 million gold) are excluded from the import 
value recorded by Canada ; on the other hand, domestic freights (between the " point of original 
shipment " and the port or boundary) excluded from the export value recorded by Canada 

· (about $46, $13, $15 and $15 million gold) should be added to exports. The following table shows 
how these items aiTect the merchandise balance : 

U.S.A. (old) gold$ (OOO,OOO's) 

Accordinfato the 
above ble 

After adjustment as 
indicated above · 

1929 I 1932 I 1936 I 1937 1929 I 1932 I 1936 I 1937 

Passive balance of the whole British 
Commonwealth . ~ . . . . . 1,764 690 492 776 2,133 9!)0 810 1,102 

Passive balance of the United King-
dom • • • . • • • . . . • . 1,858 997 1,018 1,264 1,858 997 1,018 1,264 

Active ( +) or passive (-) balance 
of the British Commonwealth 
less the United Kingdom. . . + 94 +307 +526 +488 -275 + 7 +208 + 162 

'!'he adju~ted balance or the Commonwealth less the United Kingdom was passive in 1929 and 
remamed so m 1930 and 1931 (years not shown in the table). In 1932 an export surplus 
arose, which reached its apex in 1936. ' 
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France, the Netherlands and Their Oversea Territories. 

The foreign trade of France and her colonies, protectorates and mandated territories 
represents about 7% of world trade, and that of the Netherlands and her oversea 
territories about 5%. 

TRADE OF FRANCE AND HER COLONIES, PROTECTORATES AND 1\IA-NDATED TERIUTOR1ES.• 

U.S.A. (old) gold $ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports 

1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1937 

Exports I Total 

1929 11932 11936 11937 1929 11932 11936 11937 

Total . . . . . . . . 3,019 1,627 1,236 1,363 2,494 1,112 896 934 5,513 2,739 2,13'2 2,297 
Total, less France . . . 738 456 333 360 529 338 345 36!) 1,267 794 678 72!) 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Per cent(1929 = 100): % % % % % % % % % % % % 
Total • . • • . • 100 53.9 40.9 45.1 100 44.6 35.9 37.4 100 4!), 7 38.7 41.7 
Total, less France . . 100 61.8 45.1 48.8 100 63.9 65.2 69.8 100 62.7 53.5 57.5 . -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total: percentage share 

of world trade • • . 8.5 11.6 9.4 8.4 7.6 8.6 7.1 6.1 8.0 10.2 8.3 7.3 

• Merchandise only. Including New Hebrides. 

The share of France and her oversea territories in world trade increased during the 
first depression years on account of the fact that the expanding trade between France 
and these territories was conducted· on a price level which fell much less than that 
prevailing in the world market. Recently, the share of the group of French countries 
in world trade has declined. 

TRADE OF THE NETIIERLANDS AND HER OVERSEA TERRITORIES.• 

U.S.A. (old) gold $ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports I Exports 

1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1937 1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1937 

Total •••••..• 1,705 736 570 
Total, less Netherlands • 599 212 186 

Per cent (1929 = 100) : 
Total . • . • • • 
Total, less Netherlands 

% % % 
100 43.3 33.5 
100 35.7 31.3 

Total: percentage share 
of world trade • • . 4.8 5.3 4.3 

• Merchandise only .. 

762 
258 
--

% 
44.8 
43.4 
--
4.7 

1,507 635 51\4 
707 294 283 
-- -- --

% % % 
100 42.1 37.4 
100 41.6 40.0 
-- -- --
4.6 4.9 4.5 

Summary Figures for Trade of the Above Groups of Countries. 

770 
397 
--

% 
51.1 
5o. I 
--
5.0 

Total 

1929 1 1932 11936 11937 

3,212 1,371 1,134 1,5~2 
1,306 506 469 655 ---- -- --

% % % % 
100 42.7 35.3 47.8 
100 38.9 36.0 50,3 
-- -- -- --
4.7 5.1 4.4 4.8 

The following table summarises the changes which have taken ~lace since 1929 in 
the distribution of world trade as between the three groups cons1dered above, the 
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United States, and the rest of the world : 

Imports Exports · Total 

1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1937 1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1987 1929 1 1932 11936 11937 

% % % % % % % % % % % % 
British Commonwealth . 29.4 28.9 32.0 31.4 26.3 26.0 29.6 28.1 27.9 27.5 30.8 29.8 
France and her oversea 

territories . . . . 8.5 11.6 9.4 8.4 7.6 8.6 7.1 6.1 8.0 10.2 8.3 7.3 
Netherlands and her over-

sea territories . . . . 4.8 5.3 4.3 4.7 4.6 4.9 4.5 5.0 4.7 5.1 4.4 4.8 
------------ -------- ----

Total . . . . . . 42.7 45.8 45.7 44.5 38.5 39.5 41.2 39.2 40.6 42.8 43.5 41.9 

·Rest of world : 
United States . . . . 12.2 9.5 10.9 11.0 15.6 12.2 11.4 12.7 13.8 10.8 11.1 ll.8 
Other countries . . . 45.1 44.7 43.4 44.5 45.9 48.3 47.4 48.1 45.6 46.4 45.4 46.3 

---- -- ------ -------- ----
Total . . . . . . 57.3 54.2 54.3 55.5 61.5 60.5 58.8 60.8 59.4 57.2 56.5 58.1 

---------- ------ ---- - --
Grand total . . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Trade by Countries. 

Synoplical Tables. 
~ 

Table III (pages 24 and 25) shows the gold value of the recorded imports, exports 
and total trade (merchandise only, where not otherwise indicated) of practically all 
independent statistical areas in the years 1929, 1932, 1936 and 1937. The countries 
are given in the order of magnitude of their total trade in 1937. In addition to the 
countries shown separately in the table, the figures for eighty-one smaller countries, 
colonies and other independent trade statistical areas have been grouped together under 
the heading "Other countries". But, as data for these smaller trading units for 1937 
are, in the great majority of cases, not yet available, it has been presumed that the total 
of this group rose during the year in the same proportion as the. aggregate trade of the 
countries for which information was available-namely, by 22.5%. In the case of 
thirteen other countries, it also proved necessary to have recourse to this method ; 
further, as only partial records of Spain's trade in 1937 were available, that country's 
trade had to be estimated on the basis of the statistics of other countries with reference 
to their trade with Spain. The interpolated data are entered in brackets. 

Annex IV shows the distribution of trade by countries in a slightly different way : 
the countries are arranged by continents and the number of countries specified is greater. 
This annex gives figures also for 1934 and 1935 and the amounts are shown in millions 
of gold dollars to one decimal point. 

All the bigger countries increased the gold value of their imports and exports in 1937. 
'Vhether the increase was greater or smaller than that for world trade as a whole can be 
seen from the movement of the percentages on the right-hand side of the table expressing 
the share of the respective countries in world imports and exports . 

. The United Kingdom's share i:J?- world imports fell in 1937, in spite of the extent to 
which the heavy demand for goods m that country was met by imports ; account should 
be !-aken of the fact, however, that the United Kingdom's imports were most active 
dunng the latter half of the year, when prices for numerous articles had declined some
what. On the other. hand, the United States' share in world. imports rose owing to her 
heavy purchases durmg the early part of the year. The Umted States' share in world 
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exports rose from 11.4% in 1936 to 12.7% in 1937; the rise in the gold value of these 
exports e~cE!eded t~at of any other two countries taken together. Germany raised 
her share In world Imports as well as world exports-in contrast with France whose 
export trade ~as been regressive for a series of years. In 1929 France's expor'ts were 
more than twice as great as those of the two industrial countries given after her in the 
table-namely, Japan and Belgium; in 1937, on the other hand, they exceeded the exports 
of these countries by only 6% and 11% respectively. 

The exports of several raw-material countries were favourably affected by the high 
prices of primary products that prevailed during the greater part of 1937; thus, very 
considerable increases are recorded for the Argentine, British Malaya and the Netherlands 
Indies. The majority of raw-malerial countries, however, had already increased their 
share in world exports in 1936, and several of them were affected by the worsening of 
market conditions that occurred in the latter part of 1937, or by unfavourable climatic 
conditions. Among raw-material countries whose share in world exports declined in the 
year may be mentioned Canada, India, Australia and Brazil. The decline in the share 
of the Union of South Africa is natural in view of the large proportion in her exports 
occupied by gold, which did not participate in the price increase from 1936 to 1937 
recorded for other commodities. 

A number of less important trading countries record lower trade values (in gold) 
in 1937 than in 1936; if account be taken of the higher average prices prevailing in 1937, 
these countries suffered a serious setback in their trade. That Spain's trade should 
decline was, of course, to be expected. It might have been natural to anticipate that 
the Sino-Japanese conflict would also have led to a severe contraction in the trade of 
China (excluding Manchuria). Owing to the high level of China's trade during the early 
part of the year, however, Chinese imports for the year as a whole remained practically 
at the same value as in 1936, and the export value exceeded that of 1936 by 17%. The 
decline in the imports of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics reflects smaller purchases 
of machinery and iron products from Germany. Siam's exports fell in 1937 on account 
of the adverse effect of drought and floods upon the rice crop. The stagnation in 
Ireland's exports must be attributed to the policy of rapid industrialisation adopted 
by that country ; both her imports and exports have declined to a level much inferior to 
that of 1932, when the trade for most countries reached its lowest point. 

Algeria records a lower import value and Tunis a lower export value than in 1936. 
This may be accounted for in part by the fact that the provisional trade values available 
for these countries for 1937 are calculated at the prices of 1936 and thus reflect only 
the quantum movement.1 Even if this is taken into account, however, the figures 
for both imports and exports of Algeria and Tunis compare unfavourably with those 
of other countries-a fact which must be attributed in part to the failure of crops, in 
part to the unsati.sfactory economic conditions prevailing in France, with which the 
bulk of the trade of Algeria and Tunis is conducted. The trade of certain other 
territories under French administration was also on a relatively low level in 1937 ; the 
exports of French Morocco fell off, for example, and the imports of French Morocco as 
well as the exports of French Indo-China barely remained at the 1936 level. 

Table III should be read in conjunction with Table IV, showing the percentage 
movement of trade of the first twenty-two countries of Table III (representing together 
over three-quarters of world trade in 1937). Two sets of figures have been calculated 
for each country, one with 1929 and the other with 1932 as the base year. Figures 
are also shown for the total of the twenty-two countries specified and for all other 
countries. 

1 Cf. page 9. 



Table m. -24- WoRLD TRADE BY CouNTRIES. 

PAYS I 
En millions de dollars-or-In million gold dollars I 

IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL. 

-~~~-~--~~-1-11m -~-
~~1~~~~'!-~inir.. . ~ ~ m~ i ~~ i m ~ ~~~ f ~~~ f ~~~ f ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ 
Allemagne(') • • • • 3 203 1112 1005 1299 3 212 1367 1136 1406 6 415 2 705 
Fran<·e • • • • • • 2 282 1171 903 1003 1965 774 551 565 4 247 1568 
Japon (') • • • • • 995 395 464 634 970 364 452 532 1 965 1 166 
Canada(')(') • • • • 1 299 384 377 479 1 22S 487 608 665 2 524 1 144 
Belgique • • • • • • 988 450 427 546 884 411 391 508 1 872 1 054 
Pays-Bas • • • • • • 1 106 524 384 504 800 341 281 373 1 906 877 
lt.alie • • • • • • • 1 140 424 255 430 801 349 226 324 1 941 754 
lode Fl • • • 914 351 272 30

20
8 

1 1177 355 40J I 43
4°1 I 2 091 1 7

6
38

1 Birmanie (u) ~ ~ ~ 
Argentine • • • • . 8"20 215 205 285 908 331 317 448 1 728 733 
UnionSud-Arric.(')('). 417 168 262 311 454 325 326 363 871 674 
• -\ustralie(G) • • • • 706 186 256 293 590 267 302 343 1296 636 
Su<de • • • • • • • 478 213 247 318 486 174 230 300 964 618 
Malaisiebritann.(G) . 498 154 175 235 521 132 217 308 1019 543 
Cbine, sans Mandch. (') 663 320 166 165 440 116 124 145 1103 310 

Mandchourie (') • 147 60 110 131 210 94 81 88 857 219 
Tchecoslovaquie . • 590 221 185 226 606 217 188 247 1 196 473 
lodes neerlandaises • 446 154 109 160 581 219 204 306 1 027 466 
Suisse(') • • • • • • 516 330 219 244 401 148 155 174 917 418 
Danemark • • • • • 460 207 189 214 433 204 174 201 893 415 
Bresil(G) • • • • • • 422 106 146 198 461 178 190 207 883 405 
U.R.S.S. :. • • • • • 453 362 159 151 475 296 160 193 928 344 
Non-ego • • • • • • 285 123 135 187 199 101 100 119 484 306 
Autriche • • • • • 459 179 139 161 308 98 106 135 767 296 
Nouvelle-Ulande • • 233 77 103 131 259 109 129 155 492 286 
Pologne • • • • • • 349 96 112 141 316 121 US 134 665 275 
Coree (G) • • • • 194 93 131 146 160 87 102 uo 354 256 
Me.-.:ique (')(G) • • • 184 58 76 100 285 97 127 146 469 246 
Algerie • • • • • • • 230 153 ll4 112 152 147 126 131 382 243 
Finlande • • • • • • 176 54 80 118 162 72 94 121 338 239 
Egypte. • • • • • 267 95 92 111 253 91 99 116 520 227 
Roumaoie • • • • 176 69 55 82 173 100 94 136 349 218 
Cuba ••••••• (G)216 (G)51 (G)61 (G)76 272 80 91 ll7 488 193 
lrlande. • • • • • • 293 146 116 127 225 88 65 65 518 192 
Hoogrie • • • • 186 57 76 83 182 58 88 103 368 186 
Cura~ao (G) • • • • • 145 56 75 96 124 73 77 89 269 185 
Venezuela (G) • • • • 85 23 31 50 149 93 ll4 135 234 185 
Espagne • • • • • • 528 188 (105) (95) 407 143 (95) (75) 935 (170) 
Cbili • • • • • • • • 197 26 42 51 283 34 67 116 480 167 
Philippines • • • • • 146 79 59 64 163 95 80 98 309 162 
Yougoslavie • • • • 134 46 54 70 139 49 60 85 273 155 
Iran (')(G) • • • • • 73 26 37 47 132 64 79 95 205 142 
Grece • • • • • • • 173 65 66 81 90 35 40 51 263 132 
Formose (G) • • • • 94 47 50 54 129 66 67 75 223 129 
Turquie • • • • • • 124 41 44 54 75 48 55 65 199 119 
Ceylan • • • • • • • 131 46 42 49 139 44 54 68 270 ll7 
Colombie (')(G) • • • 123 29 41 55 123 66 53 61 246 116 
Nigeria • • • • • • • 63 24 31 50 86 33 43 57 149 107 
Indochine ~ise. 105 40 35 37 106 42 60 60 211 97 
Portugal • • • • • • 113 54 53 62 48 25 27 32 161 94 
Perou • • • • • • • 76 18 30 35 117 37 49 55 193 90 
Uruguay • • • • • • (") 92 (") 26 31 37 92 27 43 46 184 83 
C<ltedei'Or(•) • • 46 18 24 35 60 28 36 46 106 81 
Alrique-Occ.lranc. • 52 23 32 (39) 46 17 33 (40) 98 (79) 
Bulgarie • • • • • • 60 25 23 35 46 24 28 36 106 72 
Siam(') • • • • • • 86 28 28 29 94 42 47 42 . 180 71 
Tunisle. • • • • • • 78 70 36 40 55 34 ao· 29 133 69 
Maroc (Zone franc.). 100 70 41 41 48 27 28 27 148 68 
Palestine • • • • • 35 27 41 46 8 8 11 17 43 63 
Lettonie • • • • • 70 16 20 27 53 19 23 30 123. 57 
CoiU\'0 beige (') • • • 54 13 15 20 40 19 30 35 94 55 
Rbodesie du Sud (') 33 12 18 21 32 19 27 32 65 53 
Kenia et Ouganda .. 39 13 15 22 34 16 23 31 73 53 
lrak (') • • • • • • • 36 22 21 30 20 7 10 17 56 47 
Litbuanle • • • • • 31 17 15 21 33 19 19 21 64 42 
So~dan81Ul'I<Hgypt. (') 33 10 14 17 33 14 17 24 66 41 
Tnruteet Tobago • • 26 12 16 (20) 32 15 16 (19) 58 (39) 
Terre-Neuve (')(G) • 29 14 (13) (16) 36 23 (18) (22) 65 (38) 
Estonie • • • • • • 33 10 14 18 31 11 14 17 64 35 
Bolivie(') • • • • • • 26 - 5 8 (10) 51 10 21 (25) 77 (35) 
Syrie et Liban • • • • 50 31 20 23 20 7 11 12 70 35 
Jamatque • • • • • • 34 16 15 (18) 22 11 11 (13) 56 (31) 
Aden (')(G) • • • • 26 13 14 (18) 20 8 9 (11) 46 (29) 
Guatemala (') • • • • (G) 30 (G) 7 7 (8) 25 11 9 (11) 55 (19) 
Rep. Dominicaine • • 22 8 6 (7) 23 11 9 (Ill 45 (18) 
Panama •••••• (G) 19 (G)9 (G)(') 1 (G) 13 4 2 (') 2 2 23 15 
Equateur(G). • • • • 17 4 (') 7 6 17 9 (') 8 9 34 15 

~~:~mb';)(·! . : ~~ ~ ~ !~l ·i~ 1~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~m 
Costa-Rica (')(G) • • 20 5 6 (7) 18 9 5 6) 38 (13) 
~~!y : : : : : • 17 7 4 5 17 7 6 5 34 10 
Nicaragua (G) (') • • 13 4 4 (5) 13 8 4 (5) 28 (10l 

Autres payS • • • • : 4~~ 25g 26~ ca~l aM 19~ 22~ c2J8l 8~ (5~~ 
TOTAL • • • • • . 35 595 13 968 13 145 '16222 33 024 12 887 12 577 15 369 68 619 · 31 591 

G) General trade. 

Special Trade ; 

COUNTRIES 

United Kingdom. 
U.S.A. 
Germany('). 
France. 
Japan('). 
Canada(') (1). 
Belgium. 
Netherlands. 
Italy. 
India (11). 

Burma (11). 

Argentine. 
Un. of S. Africa(')('). 
Australia (G) • 
Sweden. 
British Malaya (G). 
China, excl. Manch. ('). 

Manchuria (1). 

Czechoslovakia. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Switzerland('). 
Denmark. 
Brazil (G). 
U.S.S.R. 
Norway. 
Austria. 
New Zealand. 
Poland. 
Korea (G). 
Mexico(') (G). 
Algeria. 
Finland. 
Egypt. 
Roumania. 
Cuba. 
Ireland. 
Hungary. 
Curacao (G). 
Venezuela (G). 
Spain. 
Chile. 
Philippines. 
Yugoslavia. 
Iran (')(G). 
Greece. 
Formosa (G). 
Turkey. 
Ceylon. 
Colombia(') (G). 
Nigeria. 
French Indo-China. 
Portugal. 
Peru. 
Uruguay. 
Gold Coast('). 
French W. Africa. 
Bulgaria. 
Siam('). 
Tunis. 
Morocco (French Z.). 
Palestine. 
Latvia. 
Belgian Congo ('). 
Soutb. Rhodesia('). 
Kenya and Uganda. 
Iraq('). 
Lithuania. 
Anglo-Egypt. Sudan(' 
Trinidad and Tobago. 
Newfoundland(') (G). 
Estonia. 
Bolivia ('). 
Syria and Lebanon. 
Jamaica. 
Aden (')(G). 
Guatemala('). 
Dominican Rep. 
Panama. 
Ecuador (G). 
Honduras(')(') (G). 
EISalvador (')(G). 
Costa Rica(') (G). 
Haiti ('). 
Paraguay. 
Nicaragua (') (G). 
Other countri 

TOTAL. 

!IJ Germany: Of tbe exporta. war reparations in kind represented· 195 • 15 • 0 • 0 
(2} .Japan : Excluding t!'ade between Japan and other parts of the Empife. ' ' · 

. (3). Exports include buJJJon and !Peele or domestic ori~in-viz. (incl. gold premium): Canada {16; 45 · 42; 62); Gold Coast {4; 6; 
9, 12). S. Rhodesia {11 i 12; 17; In); Anglo-Egypt. Sudan (0; 2 i 0; 0). ' 
dla~~!e~nada : Imports are adjusted tor under- or over-valuation of lniports from U.K. and Ireland; exports include re-exports of mer-

(5) ~x~luding trade between Manchuria and the rest of China. 
(6) Vruon of Soutb Alrlca : Importa include total freight, etc.; lmporta and exporta include gold premium. 

• 



VALUE IN U.S.A. (OLD) GOLD DOLLARS 
Merchandise only. (OOO,OOO's). -25- Table III. 

PAYS 
COUNTRIES 

I Pourcentages du tot.al As percentages of total 

IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL 
1929 I 1932 I 1936 I 1937 --,19~29~-,-1,:9::3:.:2:..::1 .:.1:.:9.:.36_1_1-93_7_ --19_29::..=.:.1 :.:1=9'-3-7-

Royaume-Uni . . . 
Etats-Unis d'Amiir. . 
Allemagne (') • • • 
France . . ... 
Japon (') • • • • • • 
Canada('){') • • • • 
Belgique ..•.. 
Pays-Bas • • . . 
Italie • • . • • • 
lnde (U) • • • • • • 

Birmanie (ll} • • • 
Argentine ..•.• 
Union Sud-Alric. {') (') 
Australie (G) • • • • 
Suede ••••••• 
Malaisiebritann.{G) . 
Chloe, sans Mandch. (1 ) 

15.19 
12.19 
9.00 
6.41 
2.80 
3.65 
2.78 
3.11 
3.20 
2.57 
2.30 
1.17 
1.98 
1.34 
1.40 
2.27 

16.30 
9.49 
7.96 
8.38 
2.83 
2.75 
3.22 
3.75 
3.04 
2.51 
1.54 
1.20 
1.33 
1.52 
1.10 
2.72 

17.60 
10.89 
7.65 
6.87 
3.53 
2.87 
3.25 
2.92 
1.94 
2.07 
1.56 
1.99 
1.95 
1.88 
1.33 
2.10 Mandchourie {1) • 

Tchecoslovaquie • 1.66 1.58 1.41 
lodes n~erlandaises 1.25 1.10 0.83 
Suisse{') • • • • • 1.45 2.36 1.67 
Danemark • • • • • 1.29 1.48 1.44 
Br~il (G) • • • • • • 1.19 ·0.76 1.11 
U.R.S.S. • • • • • • 1.27 2.59 1.21 
Norv~ge • • • • • 0.80 0.88 1.03 
Autriche • • • • • 1.29 1.25 1.06 
N ouvelle-Zt'ilande . . 0.65 0.55 o. 78 
Pologne • • • • • • 0.98 0.69 0.85 
Cor~e (G) • . • • • 0.55 0.67 1.00 
Mexique (')(G) • • 0.52 0.42 0.58 
Algt'irie . . • • . 0.65 1.09 0.87 
Finlande • • • • . • 0.49 0.39 0.61 
Egypte. • • • • • • 0.75 0.68 0.70 
Roumanie • • • • 0.49 0.49 0.42 
Cuba • • • • • • • 0.61 0.36 0.46 
lrlande • • • • • • 0.82 1.04 0.88 
Hon<~rle . • • • • 0.52 0.41 0.58 
Cura~ao (G) • • • • • 0.41 0.40 0.57 
Venezuela (G) • • • 0.24 0.16 0.24 
Espagne • • • • • • 1.48 1.35 (0.80) 
Chili • • • • • • • • 0.55 0.19 0.32 
Philippines . . • . 0.41 0.57 0.45 
Yougoslavie . • . 0.38 0.33 0.41 
Iran(') (G) • • • • 0.21 0.19 0.28 
Gr~ce • • • • • • • 0.49 0.47 0.50 
Formoso (G) • • 0.26 0.34 0.38 
Turquie • • • • • • 0.35 0.29 0.33 
Ceylan •. • • • • • 0.37 0.33 0.32 
Colombie ('){G) • • 0.35 0.21 0.31 
Nig~ria. • • • • • • 0.18 0.17 0.24 
lndochine fram;aise. . 0.30 0.29 0.27 
Portugal • • • • • 0.32 0.39 0.40 
Nrou • • • • • • • 0.21 0.13 0.23 
Uruguay • • • • • 0.26 0.19 0.24 
CtltedeJ·Or(') ••• , 0.13 0.13 0.18 
Alrique-Occ. fran~. • 0.15 0.16 0.24 
Bulgaria • • • • • • 0.17 0.18 0.17 
Siam(') • • • • • • 0.24 0.20 0.21 
Tunisie • • • • • • 0.22 0.50 0.27 
Maroc (Zone fran~.). • 0.25 0.50 0.31 
Palestine • • • • • 0.10 0.19 0.31 
Lettonie • • • • • • 0.20 0.11 0.15 
Congo beige(') • • 0.15 0.09 0.11 
Rhod~sie du Sud{') 0.09 0.09 0.14 
K~nia et Ouganda • • O.ll 0.09 O.ll 
lrak (') • • • • • • • 0.10 0.16 0.16 
Lithuanie • • • • • 0.09 0.12 O.ll 
Soudan anglo-6gypt. (') 0.09 0.07 0.11 
Trinit~ et Tobag-o . . 0.07 0.09 0.12 
Terre-Neuve (')(G) • • 0.08 0.10 (0.10) 
Estonie • • • • • • 0.09 0.07 0.11 
Bolivie (') • . • • • • 0.07 0.04 0.06 
SyrieetLiban. • • 0.14 0.22 0.15 
Jama19.ue • • • • • 0.10 O.ll 0.11 
Aden(') (G) • • • • 0.07 0.09 0.11 
Guat~mala (') • • • • 0.08 0.05 0.05 
R~p. Dominicaine • • 0.06 0.06 0.05 
Panama • • • • • • 0.05 0.06 0.08 
Equateur (G) . • • • 0.05 0.03 0.05 
Honduras (G)('){') • 0.04 0.06 0.04 
Salvador (') (G) • • 0.05 0.04 0.04 
Costa-Rica(') (G)... 0.06 0.04 0.05 
Haiti(') • • • • • • 0.05 0.05 0.03 
Paraguay • • • • • 0.04 0.03 0.03 
Nicaragua (')(G). • 0.03 0.02 0.02 
Autres pays • • • • • 1.39 1. 79 2.04 

TOTAL • ---roi) ---roi) ---roi) 

17.18 
10.97 
8.00 
6.18 
3.90 
2.95 
3.37 
3.11 
2.65 
l.9o I 
0.12 
1.76 
1.92 
1.81 
1.96 
1.45 
1.83 

10.75 
15.62 

9.73 
5.95 
2.94 
3.71 
2.68 
2.42 
2.43 
3.56 
2.75 
1.38 
1.79 
1.47 
1.58 
1.97 

9.92 
12.23 
10.61 
6.01 
2.82 
3.78 
3.19 
2.65 
2.71 
2.76 
2.57 
2.52 
2.07 
1.35 
1.03 
1.63 

10.30 
11.36 
9.03 
4.38 
3.59 
4.83 
3.11 
2.23 
1.80 
3.19 
2.52 
2.59 
2.40 
1.83 
1.73 
1.83 

1.39 1.84 1.68 1.49 
0.99 1.76 1.70 1.62 
1.50 1.21 1.15 1.23 
1.32 1.31 1.58 1.38 
1.22 1.40 1.38 1.51 
0.93 1.44 2.30 1.27 
1.15 0.60 0.78 0.80 
0.99 0.93 0.76 0.84 
0.81 0.78 0.84 1.03 
0.87 0.96 0.94 0.91 
0.90 0.48 0.67 0.~1 
0.62 0.86 0.75 l.OI 
0.69 0.46 1.14 1.00 
0.73 0.49 0.56 0.75 
0.68 0.77 0.70 0.79 
0.51 0.52 0.78 0.75 
0.47 0.82 0.62 0.72 
0.78 0.68 0.68 0.52 
0.51 0.55 0.45 0.70 
0.59 0.38 0.57 0.61 
0.31 0.45 0.72 0.91 

(0.59) 1.23 1.11 (0.76) 
0.31 0.86 0.26 0.53 
0.39 0.49 0. 74 0.64 
0.43 0.42 0.38 0.48 
0.29 0.40 0.50 0.63 
0.50 0.27 0.27 0.32 
0.33 0.39 0.51 0.53 
0.33 0.23 0.37 0.44 
0.30 0.42 0.34 0.43 
0.34 0.37 0.51 0.42 
0.31 0.26 0.25 0.34 
0.23 0.32 0.32 0.48 
0.38 0.15 0.19 0.21 
0.22 0.35 0.29 0.39 
0.23 0.25 0.21 0.34 
0.22 0.18 0.22 0.29 

(0.24) 0.14 0.13 0.26 
0.22 0.14 0.19 0.22 
0.18 o. 25 0.32 0.37 
0.25 0.17 0.25 0.24 
0.25 0.15 0.21 0.22 
0.25 0.02 0.06 0.09 
0.17 0.16 0.15 0.18 
0.12 0.12 0.15 0.24 
0.13 0.10 0.15 0.21 
0.14 0.10 0.12 0.18 
0.19 0.06 0.05 0.08 
0.13 0.10 0.15 0.15 
0.11 0.10 0.11 0.14 

(0.12) 0.10 0.12 0.13 
(O.IOJ o.n o.18 (0.14) 
0.11 0.09 0.09 o.u 

(0.06) 0.15 0.08 0.17 
0.14 0.06 0.05 0.09 

(0.11) O.o7 0.09 0.09 
(0.11) 0.06 0.06 0-07 
(0.05) 0.08 0.09 0.07 
(0.04J om o.09 om 
0.06 0.01 0.02 0.02 
0.04 0.05 0.07 0.06 

(0.04) 0.08 0.14 0.04 
(0.04) 0.05 0.05 0.05 
(0.04) 0.05 0.07 0.04 
0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06 

(0.03) 0.04 0.06 0.03 
(0.02) 0.03 0.04 0.02 
(2.01) 1.17 1.52 1.76 

---roo 100 ---roo 100 

9.91 
12.66 

9.15 
3.88 
3.46 
4.33 
3.30 
2.43 
2.11 
2.80 
0.27 
2.92 
2.36 
2.23 
1.95 
2.00 
1.51 
1.60 
2.00 
1.13 
1.30 
1.35 
1.25 
0.77 
0.87 
1.01 
0.86 
0.71 
0.95 
0.85 
0.79 
0.76 
0.89 
0.76 
0.42 
0.67 
0.58 
0.88 

(0.49) 
0.76 
0.64 
0.56 
0.62 
0.33 
0.49 
0.42 
0.44 
0.40 
0.37 
0.39 
0.21 
0.36 
0.30 
0.30 

(0.26) 
0.24 
0.27 
0.19 
0.18 
O.ll 
0.20 
0.23 
0.21 
0.20 
0.11 
0.14 
0.16 

(0.12) 
(0.14) 
O.ll 

(0.16) 
0.08 

(0.08) 
(0.07) 
(0.07) 
(0.07) 
0.01 
0.06 

!0.05) 
0.05) 
0.04) 
0.03 

(0.03) 
(0.021 
(1.76 

100 

13.05 
13.84 
9.35 
6.19 
2.86 
3.68 
2.73 
2.78 
2.83 

3.05\ 
2.52 
1.27 
1.89 
1.40 
1.48 
2.13 

13.64 United Kingdom. 
11.79 U.S.A. 
8.56 Germany{'). 
4.96 France. 
3.69 Japan('). 
3.62 Canada(')('). 
3.34 Rel!illum. 
2.78 Netherlands. 
2.39 Italy. 
2.34 Indio("). 
0.19 Hurma (U), 
2.32 Argentine. 
2.13 Un.o!S.Airlca{')('). 
2.01 Australia (G). 
1.95 Sweden. 
1.71 British Malaya (G). 
1 67 ( China. e.•cl. Manch. ('). 
· • Manchuria('). 

1.74 1.50 Czechoslovakia. 
1.50 1.47 Netherlands Indies. 
1.34 1.32 Switzerland('). 
1.30 1.31 Denmark. 
1.'!\1 1.28 Brazil !G). 
1.35 1.08 U.S.S.R. 
0.71 0.97 Norway. 
1.12 0.93 AusLrta. 
0.72 0.91 New Zealand. 
0.97 0.87 Poland. 
0.52 0.81 Korea (G). 
0.68 0.78 Mexico (')(G). 
0.56 0.77 Algeria. 
0.49 0.76 Finland. 
0.76 0.72 Egypt. 
0.51 0.69 Houmania. 
0.71 0.61 Cuba. 
0.76 0.61 Ireland. 
0.54 0.59 Hungary. 
0.39 0.59 Cura~ao (G). 
0.34 0.59 Venezuela (G). 
1.36 (0.54) Spain. 
0.70 0.53 Chile. 
0.45 0.51 Phllipplneo. 
0.40 0.49 Yug;oslavia. 
0.30 0.45 lran('){G). 
0.38 0.42 Greece. 
0.33 0.41 Formosa (G). 
0.29 0.38 Turkey. 
0.39 0.37 Ceylon. 
0.36 0.37 Coiombla ('){G). 
0.22 0.34 Ntgertn. 
0.31 0.31 French Jnd<>-Cblno. 
0.23 0.30 Portugal. 
0.25 0.29 Peru. 
0.27 0.26 Uruguny. 
O.i5 0.26 Gold Coast('). 
0.14 (0.25) French W. Africa. 
0.15 0.23 Bulgnrto. 
0.26 0.23 Slnm ('). 
0.19 0.22 Tunlo. 
0.22 0.22 Morocco (French Z.). 
0.06 0.20 Pa!MIIne. 
0.18 0.18 Latvia. 
0.14 0.17 Belgian Congo('). 
0.09 0.17 South. Rhodeoln (1). 
O.ll 0.17 Kenya:and Uganda. 
0.08 0.15 Iraq('). 
0.09 0.13 Lithuania. 
0.10 0.13 Anglo-Egypt. Sudnn (') 
0.08 (0.12) Trinidad end Tobago. 
0.09 (0.12) Newfoundland(') (G). 
0.09 0.11 Eotonla. 
0.11 (0.11) Bolivia('). 
0.10 0.11 Syria and Lebanon. 
0.08 (0.10) Jamaica. 
0.07 (0.09) Aden (')(G). 
0.08 (0.06) Guatemala!'). 
0.07 (0.06) Dominican Rep. 
0.03 0.05 Panama. 
0.05 0.05 Ecuador (G). 
0.06 (0.04) Hondurao (')(')(G). 
0.05 (0.04) E!Snlvador (')(G). 
0.06 (0.04) Coota Rica(') (G). 
0.05 0.03 Hall!('). 
0.04 (0.03) Paraguay. 
0.03 (0.02) Nicaragua(') (G). 
1.25 (1.89) Otbercountrleo. 

100 100 TOTAL. 

8 Switzerland : In 1936 and 1937 including improvement and repair trad~viz. : Imports : 11 ; It ; Exportl : 14; 14. !
7~ Including bullion and specie. 

9 The figures for the following countries relate to years otber tban calendar : Siam, Iraq and Aden (bea'inning Aprl1 ht); 
Newfoundland (ending June 30th); Haiti (ending September 80th); Iran (for 1929 and 1930, beginning March 22nd; thereaJter, 
beginning June 22nd); Honduras (ending July 31st). 

(10} Uruguay :" OJficial Values··. 
(11) The figures for Burma (separated from India from April 1937 inclusive) refer to April-December 1937 only. Trade betweeu 

Burma and India. amounting during that period to 43 (imports from India) and 16 (exports from India), Is excluded. 
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A study of the percentages shown in Table IV suggests that countries whose trade 
was more adversely affected during the period 1929-1932 than that of other countries 
have as a ~reneral rule, been able to record the greatest relative improvement of trade 
duri~ .. the ~ubsequent years. This fact, which can be observed particularly in the case 
of imports,. is brought out more clearly in the fol!owing table, in which the ?O~.mtries 
mentioned m Table IV have been arranged accordmg to the movement of their Import 
value between 1929 and 1932 (vertical scale) and between 1932 and 1937 (horizontal 
scale). 

COUNTRIES SPECIFIED IN TABLE IV, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE MOVElolENT OF THEIR IMPORT VALUE, 

I929-I932 AND I932-I937 

I937 as percentage of I932 

40-90 9Q-ll0 Uo-I25 "125-I50 I5Q-200 

60-80 Switzerland - - - -
U.S.S.R. 

45-QO China Denmark Belgium - -
France Netherlands 

I932 as 
35-45 - Czechoslovakia United Kingdom Sweden Japan 

percentage India " Other coun- Un.ofS.Africa 
Italy tries··· 

of I929: 
27.5-35 - Netherl. Indies Canada United States British Malaya 

Germany 

2o-27.5 - - - Argentine Australia 
Brazil 

• 1.~ .• the group of countries not specified in Table IV but entered before the world total. . . 

The connection between trade movements during the Jwo periods considered is 
naturally due, in the majority of cases, to the dependency of the various countries upon 
the business cycle. Thus, the position of the Argentine, Australia, Brazil and British 

· lllalaya in the bottom right-hand corner of this table is determined largely by the heavy 
deterioration of their terms of trade up to 1932 and the subsequent improvement in these 
terms. Of the industrialised countries whose terms of trade have moved in an opposite 
direction, several are to be found, not in the opposite corner, but in or around the centre 
of the table. This is true, for example, of the United Kingdom, whose imports depend, 
not only upon her terms of trade, but upon such factors as her income from investments 
in the raw-material countdes and her exports to these countries. The United States 
imports-which declined more than those of the United Kingdom up to 1932 and 
increased more in the subsequent five years-have been determined by similar factors ; 
morever, the trade of the United States differs less from that of the raw-~aterial countries 
in view of the relatively high proportion of primary products included in her exports. 
In the top left-hand corner of the table are found countries which, for special reasons
for example an inflow of capital-were able to maintain their imports in 1932 at a level 
which was comparatively high, not only in relation to that of other countries, but also 
in relation to their own exports. While the value of imports of France, Switzerland 
and China, for example, in that year represented 51%, 64% and 48% of their value 
in 1929, the corresponding figures for the value of their exports are 39%, 37% and 26%. 

Trade of Debtor and Creditor Stales. 

In the previous issue of this publication, attenti_on was paid to the diverging move
ments of the trade (and balance of trade) of creditor and debtor countries. It was 
found that, during the period of improving business conditions from 1934 to 1936 the 
cre?itor countrie.s increased their imports more than their exports, with the result 'that· 
their trade deficit rose ; the export surplus of the debtor countries taken as a group 
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Table IV. 

PERCENTAGE MovEMENT oF THE GoLD VALUE oF TRADB. 

Note: The percentages are calculated from the gold dollar values shown in Table 111. The twenty~two count.rles specltltd 
represented 76.4% of world trade in 1937. 

1929 ~ 100 1932- 100 

PAYS IMPORT. I EXPORT. IMPORT. EXPORT. COUNTRY 

1932 11936 11937 1932 11936 11937 1936 11937 1936 11937 

Royaume-Uni . . 42.1 42.8 51.5 36.0 36.5 42.9 101.6 122.5 101.3 119.1 United Kingdom • 
Etats-Unis . . . 30.5 33.0 41.0 30.6 27.7 37.7 108.1 134.3 90.7 123.5 United States • 
Allemagne . . . . 34.7 31.4 40.6 42.6 35.4 43.8 90.4 116.9 83.1 102.8 Germany • 
France . . . . . 51.3 39.6 44.0 39.4 28.0 28.7 77.1 85.7 71.2 73.0 France . 
Japon . . . . . 39.6 46.6 63.7 37.5 46.6 54.8 117.5 160.7 124.0 146.0 Japan . 
Canada. . . . 29.5 29.0 36.9 39.8 49.6 54.3 98.8 124.8 124.7 136.4 Canada • 
Belgique . . 45.5 43.2 55.2 46.5 44.3 57.5 95.0 121.4 95.1 123.6 Bellllum • 
Pays-Bas • . . . . 47.4 34.7 45.6 42.6 85.1 46.7 73.3 96.3 82.5 109.5 Netherlands . 
lode (y comp. Birmanie). 38.4 29.7 36.0 30.2 34.0 40.1 77.4 93.7 112.9 132.9 India (Incl. Burma). 
Italie . . . . . 37.2 22.4 37.7 43.6 28.2 40.4 60.2 101.4 64.8 92.8 Italy • 
Argentine. . . . 26.3 25.1 34.8 36.5 85.0 49.3 95.4 132.4 95.8 185.1 Argentino • 
Union Sud-Africaine . . 40.2 62.7 74.6 71.6 71.7 79.9 156.1 185.7 100.2 111.7 Union ol S. Africa • 
Aust.ralie • . . . . 26.3 36.3 41.5 45.3 51.2 58.2 137.9 157.8 118.1 128.7 Australia. 
Su~de •• . . . . . 44.6 51.7 66.5 85.8 47.2 61.8 116.1 149.2 132.0 172.8 Sweden. 
Malaisie britannique . 30.9 35.1 47.2 25.3 41.7 59.1 113.9 152.8 164.8 233.9 British Malaya. 
Tch~coslovaquie . . 37.4 31.3 38.8 85.8 30.9 40.7 83.6 102.4 86.4 113.7 Czechoslovakia. 
lodes n~erlandaises . . 34.6 24.5 35.9 37.7 35.2 52.7 70.8 103.7 93.4 139.8 Netherlands Indies. 
Suisse . . . . . . 64.0 42.4 47.2 36.9 38.6 43.4 66.2 73.8 104.4 117.5 Switzerland. 
Danemark . . 45.0 41.2 46.6 47.1 40.2 46.4 91.5 103.4 85.4 98.5 Denmark. 
Bresil . . . . 25.1 34.7 46.9 38.6 41.2 44.9 138.3 186.8 106.7 116.2 Brazll. 
U.R.S.S. . 79.9 85.1 33.4 62.3 33.6 40.7 43.9 41.7 54.0 65.4 U.S.S.R. 
Chine, non compris Ia China, excluding 

Mandchourie 48.2 25.0 24.9 26.4 28.2 33.0 51.8 51.7 106.9 125.0 Manchuria. 

----------- ---- - - Total of/he above ZZ Tolal des 22 pays ci-
dessus 39.2 36.1 44.7 38.0 35.9 44.3 91.9 114.0 94.4 116.5 counlrlet. 

Aulrespays . . . 39.2 40.2 48.7 42.9 46.5 55.1 102.4 124.1 108.3 128.4 Olhtr counlrle1. 
------

39.0 138.1 
-- - ------

Total (monde) • . . . 39.2 36.9 45.6 46.5 94.1 116.1 97.6 119.3 Total (world). 

accordingly also increased during this period. The movements in question are illus
trated by the following data with reference to the annual trade of eight creditor countries 
-the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands, 
Sweden and Switzerland-and of other countries. The last-mentioned group is 
composed of debtor countries and a few creditor countries whose currency position is 
similar to that of debtqr countries. 

Old U.S. $ gold ( OOO,OOO"o) 
Eight creditor countries: 1929 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 

Imports •. 15,409 6,434 5,806 5,310 5,380 6,040 7,308 
Exports .• 13,467 4,792 4,306 4,211 4,188 4,396 5,455 

Balance •. -1,942 -1,642 -1,500 -1,099 -1,192 -1,644 -1,853 

All other countries: 
Imports .. 20,186 7,535 6,652 6,670 6,847 7,103 8,914 
Exports .• 19,557 8,093 7,409 7,092 7,366 8,181 9,914 

Balance . . -629 + 558 + 757 + 422 + 519 + 1,078 + 1,000 

The recorded trade deficit of the creditor countries is much greater than the surplus 
of the debtor countries, owing largely to the inclusion of gold in the export figures for 
certain gold-producing debtor countries. Between 1936 and 1937, the trade balances 
of the two groups did !lot even m?ve in the same directions ; the recorded import bal.ance 
of the creditor countrtes rose, while the export balance of the debtor countnes dechned. 
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The quarterly figures suggest, however, that the balances of both the groups reached 
their apex late in 1936 or early in 1937 and have since been falling : 

TRADE OF CREDITOR AND DEBTOR COUNTRIES, BY QUARTERS, IN (OLD) U.S. GOLD $ (000,000's). 

I936 I937 I938 

I II I III IV I II III IV I 

Eight creditor countries : 
Imports 0 0 0 0 0 1,448 I,458 I,498 I,646 I,753 I,893 I,793 I,877 I,670 
Exports 0 • • • 0 I,042 I,037 I,105 I,2I3 I,2I2 I,365 I,390 I,489 I,332 

Import balance 0 406 42I 393 433 54 I 528 403 388 338 

All other countries : 
Imports 0 0 0 I,695 I,758 I,754 I,885 1,964 2,342 2,291 2,309 ,2,031 
Exports 0 0 0 0 1,919 I,921 2,036 2,304 2,378 2,519 2,498 2,518 2,114 

Export balance . . 224 I63 282 419 414 I77 207 209 83 

The quarterly trade balances of the groups for 1937 and the first quarter of 1938, 
calculated as percentages of the balances for the corresponding quarter of the previous 
year, were as follows : 

Creditor countries (import balance) 
Debtor countries (export balance) 

I 
133 
185 

I937 
II III 

125 103 
109 73 

IV 
90 
50 

1938 
I 

62 
20 

There appears to exist a certain connection between the movement of the trade 
balances now considered and international business conditions, reflected particularly 
in the prices of goods entering into trade. It is interesting, therefore, to consider which 
countries are principally responsible for the recent decline in the balances. 

Among the principal creditor countries, the United K;ingdom and France continued 
to increase their import balances in 1937. That of the United States, however, was 
replaced by an export balance : 

IMPORT (-) OR EXPORT ( +) BALANCES OF THREE CREDITOR COUNTRIES, IN (OLD) U.S. GOLD$ (000,000's}, 

United Kingdom 
France . . . • 
United States . 

[UNITED STATES: :a.fOloo"TBLY TRADE VALUES, 

'"' $ (OOO,OOO's). 

- ,.... 
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1 Page 35. 

1935 
-800 
-215 
+ 121 

1936 
-1,018 

352 
3 

1937 
-1,264 

438 
+ 167 

The change in the United States balance was 
due principally to the heavy and steady fall in 
United States imports from April 1937 onwards. 
In December of that year, the monthly imports 
were lower than in March by $92 million, or 
$55 million gold according to the old parity (see 
diagram), and the decline continued during the 
first months of 1938. 

This decline in United States imports, due 
chiefly to reduced requirements of raw materials 
by the United States manufacturing industry, will 
be further dealf with on a subsequent page.1 It 
coincided with an increase in United States exports 
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during the middle and Ia ter half of the year, which was only partly of a seasonal 
n_ature. On the. one hand, Japanese and European armament requirements gave 
nse to an exceptiOnal export of uon and steel ; 1 on the other, the execution of orders 
placed by raw-material countries during the early part of the year led to an increase in 
exports to such countries even after prices of most primary products had be<>un to fall 
and the purchasing capacities of the countries in question had been reduced. The reason 
why the United States-like Germany and certain less important industrial countries such 
as Italy, the Netherlands and Austria-profited so much from the high demand from raw
material countries in 1937, is to be found in the special difficulties encountered by the exJ?ort 
industries of certain of her chief competitors. The percentage increase from 193ti to 
1937 in the United States exports was twice as high as that of the United Kingdom 
and Japan. The supplying capacity of the United Kingdom was handicapped by the 
high domestic demand for goods on account of armament and capital equipment acti
vities, and that of Japan by the re-organisation of her industry on a war basis and the 
tightening of her exchange control. French exports were checked by the instability 
in economic and social conditions in France and barely increased. 

The change in the relative movements of imports and exports in a number of im
portant debtor countries is illustrated by the following table, shqwing trade and trade 
balances by half-years during 1936 and 1937. 

TRADE AND TRADE BALANCES OF CERTAIN DEBTOR COUNTRIES, BY HALF-YEARS, IN (OLD) U.S. GOLD • (000,000'&). 

Imports Exports Balance 

Countries 1936 I 1937 1936 I 1937 1936 I 1937 

I-VI I vu-xul I-VI I VII-XII I-VI I VII-XU I I-VI I V~I-XII I-VI I VII-XII I I-VI I VII-XU 

Argentine . . 96.1 109.4 121.7 163.3 138.6 178.8 271.8 175.8 + 42.5 + 69.4 + 150.1 + 12.5 
Australia . . . 120.9 132.2 129.0 164.1 143.6 154.1 180.6 162.9 + 22.7 + 21.9 + 51.6 - 1.2 
Brazil . . . . . . . 68.0 78.3 89.2 108.5 83.2 107.0 105.4 101.6 + 15.2 + 28.7 + 16.2 - 6.9 
Canada . . 178.5 202.7 225.4 253.8 250.9 356.9 810.6 847.6 + 72.4 + 154.2 + 85.2 + 98.8 
British Malaya. . . 82.2 92.9 115.9 119.0 100.1 116.8 153.7 154.2 + 17.9 + 23.9 + 87.8 + 85.2 
Germany ... . 504.8 502.4 601.8. 700.8 536.0 602.4 647.1 761.0 + 31.2 +100.0 + 45.8 + 60.2 
India . . . . 142.2 129.4 151.1 157.0 194.6 206.0 237.2 192.1 + 52.4 + 76.6 + 85.7 + 35.1 
Italy • • • • • . . . 134.5 120.6 219.9 210.3 100.5 127.5 163.6 161.0 -34.0 + 6.9 -56.3 -49.8 
Netherlands Indies . 52.4 55.3 74.0 88.8 113.6 119.4 157.8 164.9 + 61.2 + 64.1 + 83.8 + 76.1 

-
China . . . . . . 80.9 84.6 105.1 60.0 58.6 65.5 83.8 61.4 -22.3 - 19.1 -21.3 + 1.4 
~nenmark. . . . 85.9 102.2 105.8 107.0 83.5 90.7 93.5 107.5 - 2.4 -11.5 - 12.8 + 0.5 
Japan . . . . . 251.7 212.0 357.4 276.8 205.1 246.5 252.9 278.6 -46.6 + 34.5 -104.5 + 1.8 

Note.-The figures for imports and exports are obtained by the addition of monthly trade values (In certain caaea unre
vised), and therefore do not in all cases agree with the annual dnt.a shown in Table 111. 

There was a clear tendency for the imports of these countries to increase during 
the period considered, more particularly during the last half of 1937. Only the imports 
of China, Japan and Italy were lower in that half-year than during the first half of 1937 
-those of China and Japan obviously as a result of their armed conflict and those of 
Italy because, after the failure of the Italian wheat crop of 1936, wheat imports had 
been exceptionally high during the early part of 1937. In considering the export figures, 
account must be taken of the seasonal movement, which is very marked in several of 
the countries considered, and comparison should be made between the rates of increase 
(or decrease) from the first to the second half of the two years shown. The tendency 
of exports to decline in the latter half of 1937 is then obvious in the case of all the 
countries concerned, with the exception of Denmark, who was favoured by the rise 

• C/. diagram on page 36. 
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in the prices of animal foodstuffs mentioned on a previous page,l and Germany,· 
whose export industry profited from the large demand for manufactured goods from 
the non-industrial debtor countries, at the same time as her exports to certain of these 
countries were further stimulated by the latter's attempts to release the credit clearing 
balances they had acquired by exceptionally large sales of cereals to Germany in the 
middle of the year. · 

These contrary movements of imports and exports are clearly reflected in the trade 
balances. The balances of Australia and Brazil turned passive in the second half of 
1937, the surpluses of the Argentine, British Malaya and the Netherlands Indies were 
reduced, and. where a seasonal rise in the export surplus occurred, it was less than during 
1936. Only in the case of Denmark, China and Japan did the trade balance become 
more active or less passive.2 

The changes in price relations have contributed to these variations in trade balances. 
The improvement in the terms of trade of raw-material countries-which are practically 
all debtor countries-from 1934 up to the early part of 1937 helped to raise the money 
value of their exports in relation to that of their imports, while the deterioration in their 
terms of trade during the latter part of 1937 had the opposite effect upon trade values. 
Price movements account, however, for only a minor portion of the changes in trade 
balances that occurred before the reversal of price trends in 1937; thus the changes in 
the balances from 1934-1936 were due for about two-thirds to quantum movements, 
and particularly to the relatively heavy increase in the quantum of imports of creditor 
countries.• There are indications that the changes in the trade balances since the middle 
of 1937 are also due chiefly to variations in the quantum of trade; in particular, this is 
true of the reversal of the United States balance.' 

The amelioration of international business conditions from 1934 to the middle of 
1937 appears to a great extent to be due to the readiness with which creditor countries 
increased their imports at a more rapid pace than their exports and the resulting 
improvement in the financial situation of at least. those debtor countries that were not 
prevented from increasing their export surplus by clearing or other arrangements aiming 
at "reciprocity " in trade. 6 

Certain of the creditor countries had, however, to an increasing extent, to finance 
their rising import surpluses out of their capital resources, in spite of the fact that 
certain of their receipts from abroad on account of " invisible " current items (parti
cularly dividends and freight earnings) increased with their imports. 

EsTJKATED SURPLUSES ( +) OR DEFICITS (-) OP THREE CHIEF CREDITOR COUNTRIES ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR CURRENT 

FOREIGN TRANSACTIONS, IN (OLD) U.S. GoLD $ (000,000's). • 

United Kingdom . . • . . . . . . . . . • 
United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
France (including her oversea territories) . . . 

1934 

+ 8 + 274 
- 45 

1935 

+ 51 + 109 
- 29 

1936 

- 56 
- 89 
- lll 

1937 
- 121 
- 29 
- 146 

• The figures represent the baJaD.ces on account of merchandise, interest and divide~ds, and other services with certaln 
adjustments. For details concerning the calculations, reference should he made to Balance of Payments, 1936 (Ser. L.o.N. 
P. 1937.li.A.16), pages 16-17. · 

. _While the defi~it of the United Ki~gdom and France increased by $65 and $35 
m1lhon gold respectively, that of the Umted States was reduced by S60 million gold or 
over two-thirds. The effect of the change in the United States trade balance upon 

1 Page 14. 
• !Jle c~anges In the trade balances during t.be years 1934-1937 or the twenty-lour principal trading countries are shown 

graphically·~ greater detail in the League of Nat10na Monthly Bulletin of SlaliBiics, No.2 1938. 
• Ct. Revuw of World Tra.th, 1936, page 28. ' 
• Com_parison.s should be made between the diagram on page 28, showing United States import and export values and that 

on page 35..t. showing the quantum or imports and exports. ' 
• Cf, nwiew of World Trade, 1936, pages 2!HJO. 
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her international. accounts is illustrated by the diacrram below showincr the monthly 
movement of gold and capital to and from the Unite

0
d States, as 'recorded"'by the Federal 

Reserve Bullelin : 

NET INFLOW OF GOLD AND CAPITAL INTO THE UNITED STATES, BY )IONTH9, IN $ (OOO,OOO's). 

A : Net gold imports ( + ~ or exports (-), including earmarking transactions. 
B: Net inflow ( +) or outflow (-) of capital (exCluding certain items of small importance for which monthly 

figures are not available). 
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From 1935 to August 1937 inclusive, these movements practically offset each other 
in the balance of payments of the United States; during the first eight months of 1937, 
for example, the gold inflow (including purchases of foreign gold under earmark) amounted 
to S1,246 million and the recorded capital inflow to Sl,214 million. During the last 
four months, on the other hand, a net inflow of gold of S156 million contrasted with a 
net outflow of capital of $414 million and, in the last three months of the year, inward 
and outward gold movements practically balanced while the net outflow of capital 
exceeded $500 million. The whole of this outflow of capital represented banking funds ; 
foreign investments in United States securities in fact increased even during the latter 
part of 1937. The United States excess of exports over imports towards the end of the 
year thus appears to have been employed for the redemption of foreign banking assets 
withdrawn from the United States. The bulk of these assets belonged to European 
creditor countries, while the increase in the export surplus arose chiefly in trade with 
raw-material countries. 

Simultaneously, the growing import surplus of the United Kingdom and France 
resulted to an increasing extent from their trade with industrial countries. The trade 
deficit of the United Kingdom with the United States alone rose from £34.8 million 
during the last half of 1936 to £52.3 million during the corresponding period of 1937. 
A considerable portion of the increase in the United Kingdom's imports is accounted 
for by iron and steel produced in industrial countries from domestic raw materials. 
These few facts help to explain the decline in the export surplus of several important 
raw-material countries during the latter half of 1937. 
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Analysis of the Trade of Principal Countries in 1937. 

In the pages which follow, the foreign trade of the principal countries is briefly 
analysed. Industrialised countries, among which the most important trading countries 
are to be found, and for which the statistical information is as a rule most complete and 
up to date, will be dealt with first. 

United Kingdom. 
The total foreign trade of the United Kingdom rose in value by one-fifth in 1937. 

The rise was greater for imports than for exports, and the trade deficit increased by 
£85 million. Import prices rose, however, more, on an average, than export prices ; 
the quantum figures suggest a relatively greater expansion of exports than of imports. 

Imports retained In the United Exports of 
Kingdom domestic produce 

Year Quantum I Price I Value Quantum/ Price I Value 

Per cent of 1929 I (OOO~OO's) Per cent ol 1929 1 (OOO~oo·., 
1929 • . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 1,111.1 100 100 100 729.3 
1932 • . . . . . . . . . . . 88.2 66.4 58.6 650.7 62.9 79.6 50.0 365.0 
1935 • . . . . . . . . . . . 95.6 66.0 63.1 700.7 74.7 78.1 58.4 425.8 
1936 • . . . . . . . . . . . 102.3 69.2 70.8 787.0 75.9 79.6 60.4 440.6 
1937 • . . . . . . . . . . . 108.9 78.8 85.9 953.9 83.1. 86.1 71.5 521.6 

Price~ and value ~ 1932 
· . . . 88.2 47.7 42.1 467.7 62.9 57.3 36.0 262.9 

calculated on 1935 • . . . 95.6 39.5 37.7 419.0 74.7 46.7 34.9 254.6 
gold basis • 1936 • . . . 102.3 41.8 42.8 475.3 75.9 48.1 36.5 266.2 

. 1937 • . . . 108.9 47.3 51.6 572.7 83.1 51.7 42.9 313.0 

Note. The price and quantum indices are obtained by hnking together similar md1ces (pubhshed by the Board of Trade) 
covering shorter periods with diflerent base years. 

UNITED KINGDOM : ANNUAL MOVEMENT OP THE QUANTUM OP TRADE. ll 

(Values, in million £, at 1930 prices.} 
A: Food, drink and tobacco. B: Raw materials and articles mainly unmanufactured. 

C: Articles malnlytor.wholly manufactured. 
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The above diagram shows the quantum movement of trade by groups of articles 
Th: quantum of manufactured articles ii?ported, after a rise of 14% from 1936 and 
60 Yo from 1932, came to exceed the prevrous record level of 1931. The sterling value 
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of such imports, though remaining one-fifth lower than in 1929, also exceeded for the 
first time the 1931 figure. This revival of the world's greatest import market for manu
factured articles, after the setback caused by the sterling depreciation and the imposition 
of import tariffs in 1931 and 1932, has taken place in spite of a steady-though smaller 
-increase in the import of raw materials. 

UNITED KINGDON : PERCENTAGE YEAR·TG-YEAR CHANGES IN TilE QUANTUM OP IMPORTS (RETAINED). 

1931-3'2 1932-33 
Food, drink and tobacco . . . . . 4 -2 
Raw materials ·and articles mainly 

unmanufactured • . . . . • + 2 + 9 
Articles mainly or wholly manu-

factured • . . • . • . • • • -36 + 3 

The increase in imports of industrial products 
in 1937 is chiefly accounted for by the larger 
demand of goods for armaments and investment 
purposes. Iron and steel, base metals and metal 
manufactures, machinery and vehicles, which in 
1936 represented less than a third of the total value 
of manufactured articles imported, accounted for 
over 60% of the rise in the import quantum of such 
articles. Iron and steel imports gained pace particu
larly during the latter part of the year, and the 
same is true of unmanufactured base metals. In the 
case of metal-working machines, which dominated 
machinery imports, the apex would appear to 
have been reached during the third quarter of the 
year. 

Coal exports rose in quantity by 17%, mainly 
on account of the resumption of trade with Italy 
and larger sales to France and Northern Europe. 
Exports to oversea countries were checked, as in 
1936, by the high freight rates. Exports of 
manufactured goods, while being on the average 
14% higher in quantum than in 1936, failed to 
show the usual seasonal increase in the·last quarter 
when a decline occurred in the export of textile 
products as well as certain articles the object of an 
increased domestic demand, such as iron and steel. 
On the other hand, exports of machinery (particu
larly textile machinery) increased considerably 
towards the end of the year. 

While the share of " British " countries in 
imports rose slightly in 1937, the share of these 
countries in exports declined-a fact due largely 
to the stagnation of exports to Ireland. 

1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 

+ 1 -1 + 2 + 1 

+ 7 + 1 + 11 + 9 

+ 16 + 5 + 11 + 14 

UNITBD KINGDOM: QUARTERLY IMPORTS OP IRON 
AND 8TBBL, IN LONG TONI (000'1}. 
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UNITED K.iNGDOII : TRADE WITH 11 BRJTJSB •• COUNTIUEI, 

1929 1934 1936 1937 
Imports as percentage of total imports. . . . . . 29.4 37.1 39.2 39.4 
Exports as percentage of total exports (including 

re-exports) • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • 41.4 44.0 45.4 44.3 

The changes that o~curred in. the co!lrse of the year in trad~ with industrialised 
countries and raw-matenal countnes are Illustrated by the followmg figures : 

3A 
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UNITED KINGDOM : VALUE OF TRADE IN EACH QUARTER OF 1937 AS PERCENTAGE OF THE CORRESPONDING QUARTER OF 1936. 

lmporis Exports 

I II III IV I II III IV 

Ten industrialised countries a 104.3 120.1 122.6 126.7 125.3 134.2 119.8 99.9 
All other countries,. except 

Italy b • • • • • • • • 117.6 125.4 126.3 115.6 108.9 124.4 117.9 115.9 

• Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United States, 
• Italy has been excluded trom both the groups on account of the disturbances of Anglo-Italian trade during 1936. 

The steady increase in imports. from industrial countries, reflecting the growing inflow 
of manufactured articles, contrasts with the decline in exports to the same countries. 
To some extent, this decline was due to smaller purchases by the United States ; but a 
reduction also occurred in sales to countries such as Belgium and the Netherlands, whose 
total imports during the latter part of the year were on a high level. Exports to raw
material countries, on the other hand, were on a high level throughout the year. The 
improvement in exports to certain raw-material-producing countries applying exchange 
control was remarkable in view of the fact that, during the past few years, these countries 
had, as a rule, proved contracting markets for British goods. Exports to the agricultural 
countries in South-Eastern Europe did not expand nearly as much as German exports 
to the same countries ; but the more important exports to Latin America rose in sterling 
value by 29% (as against 18% for exports in all directions) or very nearly by the same 
figure as German exports to these countries. 

United Stales. 

United States imports rose in value in 1937 by a quarter and United States exports 
by over a third. The rise in prices accounted for about half the increase in import 
value, but for only a fraction of the rise in exports. 

Imports for consumption Exports of 
domestic produce 

Year Quan- I Price • I Value Quan- I Price I Value tum • tum -- . 

Per cent or 1929 1 (000~00'·) Per cent or 1929 1 (000~00'•) 
1929 . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 100. 4,339 100 100 100 5,157 
1932 . . . . . . . . . . . 62 49.5 30.5 1,325 52.5 58.5 30.6 1,576 
1935 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.5 57.5 47 2,039 59 74.5 43.5 2,243 
1936 . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 62 55.9 2,424 62 76 46.9 2,419 
1937 . . . . . . . . . . . 100.5 69 69.4 3,012 79.5 80.5 63.9 3,295 

Prices and value, calculated on 
the basis of the old gold parity: 
1935 . . . . . . . . . . 81-5 34 27.7 1,204 59 44 25.7 1,324 
1936 • . - 90 36.5 33.0 1,432 62 45 27.7 1,429 . . . . . . . . 
1937 . . . . . . . . . . . 100.5 41 41.0 I, 779 79.5 47.5 37.7 1,946 

• The figures for the prices of Imports up to 1933 inclusive refer to general imports, and the calculation of the quantum 
figures is based on the assumption that these prices coincided with those or imports for consumption. 
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UNITED STATES ; ANNUAL MOVEMENT OF THE QUANTUM OF TRADE. 

(Values, In million dollars, all929 prirts.) 

· A: Foodstuffs (crude and manufactured). B: Crude materials and semi-manufactures. C: Finished manufactures. 
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As was shown on a previous page, 1 the figures 
for 1937 conceal large variations occurring in the 
course of the year. Both imports and exports rose 
rapidly during the first half of the year to very 
high levels ; the quantum was higher than in 
the corresponding period of 1936 by 25% and 
22% respectively (the quantum of imports is esti
mated to have exceeded that during the first half 
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UNITED STATES : MONTJILY MovBMBNT 

OP TUB QUANTUM OP TRADB 
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(June 1937 - 100.) 
A: Quantum of imports. 
B: Quantum of ex porta. 
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of 1929 by 5%). But, while exports continued to 1 .. , increase during the second half, imports fell ofT 02•1-----+-----;-
steadily. That this reduction was not the result, •,' 

... 
but rather one of the causes, of the decline in prices 
is evident from the fall·in the quantum of imports ooof-----j~tJf-p"l("'-+--l•oo 
illustrated by the diagram opposite. Consisting 

. principally of raw materials, imports depend largely 
upon the industrial activity in the country ; it is 
natural, therefore, that the diagram should show a 
close correspondence between the movements of 
industrial activity and imports. Account should 
be taken of the fact, however, that the short crops 

1937 
··~ 

of 1936 entailed an exceptional import of grain and fodder in the first half of 1937. The 
value of grain and oil seeds imported during that period amounted to S67 million and 
$36 million respectively as against $23 million and SIS million during the corresponding 
period of 1936. 

The rise in exports during the second half of the year was partly of a seasonal naLure 
and reflects the usual marketing of the crop of cereals and cotton. But the contraction 
of domestic demand that had caused the decline in industrial activity, and the increase in 
the foreign demand for certain goods was reflected in larger exports of certain industrial 

1 See diagram on p11ge 28. 
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UNITED STATES: MoNTHLY EXPORTS OP CERTAIN prOdUCtS. Usually, the priCeS Of irOn and Steel 
IRoN PRoDucTs, IN s cooo,ooo·s). prevailing in the United States do not permit of 

A: Scrap. exports to the principal buying markets. In 1937, 
&:Pig-iron. h th h d df J d 
C: Bars, rods, plates (excluding tin plate), sheets. ow ever' e eavy em an rom a pan an cer-
D:Steel·mill manufactures. tain European markets rendered United States iron 
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and steel prices competitive ; a considerable 
export of iron products accordingly occurred and 
gained pace particularly when the fall in the 
domestic United States demand had become evi
dent in the spring. As the diagram opposite 
shows, there was a tendency to shift from less to 
more advanced products as the year went on : 
exports of scrap culminated in May, of pig-iron in 
July, of bars, rods, etc., in August, while exports 
of steel-mill manufactures (including such heavy 
products as structure shapes, tanks, rails, etc.) were 
higher in December than in any previous month. 

Among other industrial products the export of which rose during the second half 
of the year may be mentioned pulp, petrol and cotton tissues. Exports of machinery 
increased considerably in value in the spring and thereafter remained fairly stable. 
Exports of most other industrial products were on a high level throughout the year. 
The annual figures show increases in value from 1936 to 1937 of 71% for agricultural 
and 52% for industrial machinery, 83% for motor trucks and 30% for passenger motor
cars. 

UNITED STATES : MONTHLY 

ExPoRTS TO JAPAN ($ OOO,OOO's). 

0 0 
••••W'IItlaaaan -·"" 

Note.-United States e:\."J)Orts 
to Japan usually reach their apex 
during November and December 
lowing to the seasonal cotton 
trade). As during the later part 
of 1936 these exports were r.hecked 
by a maritime strike, the diagram 
shows exports during 1935 and 
1937. 

Raw-material countries account for the bulk of the 
rise in the trade of the United States in 1937. Exports 
to Latin America, for example, rose by 49% (as against 
an increase in total exports of 36%). Exports to industrial 
countries in Europe rose by 31%. Exports to the Far East 
were. very high during the early part of 1937 on account 
of the large Japanese demand ; later in the year, exports 
to Japan would normally have been at their highest level, 
but fell off considerably (see diagram). 

It is interesting to note the development of the trade 
between the United States and the countries with which 
she has concluded reciprocal trade agreements.1 Trade with 
these countries represented 37.5% of-the imports and 39.5% 
of the exports of the United States in 1937.2 Export~ to 
these countries have risen more rapidly than exports to 
other countries : imports, on the other hand, proved far 
more active from non-agreement countries in 1937, owing to 
the exceptional United States demand for certain articles 
(rubber, tin, steel, grain, fodder) which are obtainable chiefly 
from these countries. Imports from Canada (which are 
regulated by trade agreement) were checked by the failure 
of crops in that country. 

• One or the agreements (with Cuba) was concluded in 1934, three in 1935 (Belgium, Haiti, Sweden), ten in 1936 (Brazil, 
Canada, Netherlands and her oversea territories, Switzerland, Honduras, Colombia, Guatemala, France and her oversea 
territories, Nicaragua and Finland) and two in 1937 (Costa Rica and Salvador}. 

• Countries with which negotiations were announced but not con.cluded (Ecuador, Czechoslovakia, the United Kingdom' 
including Newfoundland and the British Colonial Empire, Turkey and Venezuela) accounted for another 20.9% of imports 
and 19.8% or exports In 1937. 
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PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN THB VALUE OF TRADE WITH TRAns AGREEMENT COUNTIUES AND WITH ALL 0THBI\I. 

Source· Commerce Reports February 12th 1938 . . . 
General Imports I Exports (lncludlllllre-export.s) 

Countries 1S36-1937 ., ....... I 11936-1937 avorno:el over 1934-1935 1937 over 1936 over 1934-1935 1937 over 1936 
average average 

Trade agreement countries . . . . . 45.2 • 18.1 I 41.9 40.6 
Non-agreement countries . . . . . . 51.3 34.1 25.9 33.7 

• Excludlllg Canada, 25 %. 

Germany. 

German trade-imports as well as exports-expanded rapidly throughout the year. 
The value of imports and exports was greater than in 1936 by30%and 24% respectively 
the rise in both cases being due mainly to a larger quantum of trade. 

1 

Import.& Ex porta 

Year 

1929 • • • • • • 
1932 • • • • • • 
1935 • • • • • • 
1936 • • • • • • 
1937 • • • • • • 

Quantum I Price I 

100 
69.9 
66.3 
63.7 
74.7 

Per cent or 1929 

100 
49.6 
46.7 
49.2 
54.5 

Value 

100 
34.7 
30.9 
31.4 
40.7 

I RM 
(IOD,GQI'o) 

13,447 
4,667 
4,159 
4,218 
5,468 

Quantum I Price I 

100 
59.4 
53.7 
59.2 
68.5 

Por cent or 1929 

100 
71.7 
59.0 
59.7 
64.0 

GERHANY : ANNUAL MOVEMENT OP TUB QUANTUM OP TRADE. 

(Values, In million Relchsmarkl, al 1928 prlcu.) 
A: Foodstu!ls and fodder ( Ernahrunglwlrl<ehaf/), 

B: Materials, raw or partly manufactured. C: Manufactured articles. 
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13,4R3 
5,739 
4,270 
4,768 
5,911 

As the diagram indicates, the imports rose principally on account of larger purchases 
of foodstuffs. Not only did imports of animal foodstuffs-which had risen during a 
number of preceding years-<:ontinue to increase, but there was a large rise in imports 
of other foodstuffs, particularly cereals, of which imports in the preceding few years 
had sunk to relatively small quantities. Imports of wheat rose from 74,000 tons to 
1,219,000 tons-a quantity representing 28% of the domestic wheat production in 1937. 
Maize imports rose from 172,000 to 2,159,000 tons, of which not far from half arrived 
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during the last quarter of the year. Considerable increases are also recorded for other 
vegetable foodstuffs-but not for oranges, the imports of which fell in quantity by 
two-thirds on account of reduced purchases from Spain. 

Imports of raw materials required for the production of consumption goods (for 
example, textiles fibres), which had declined in 1936, rose in 1937. The relatively 
greatest increases are, however, recorded for ores, raw iron and certain raw base metals, 
the German demand for which has risen steadily in recent years on account of armaments, 
new expenditure on capital equipment and the curtailment of the import of manufactured 
products. The change in the composition of German imports of raw materials and 
semi-manufactures is most clearly brought out by comparison with 1929. While the 
quantum of German imports of such goods in 1937 was lower than in 1929 by 16%, the 
quantities imported of the most important ores and metals exceeded the 1929 level : 

GERMANY : QUANTITIES IMPORTED OF CERTAIN ARTICLES IN 1937 AS PERCENTAGE OP 1929. 

Iron ore 122 Cotton . 73 
Manganese ore . . . 142 Wool . . 62 
Other ores . . . 153 Timber 28 
Iron and steel, raw . 121 Oil seeds 57 
Copper, raw 100 Coal . . 58 

The export of industrial products is estimated to have represented 17% of the indus
trial production in 1937 as against 14% in 1936.1 The recent increase in the quantum 
of exports has, as the diagram indicates, been almost confined to manufactured goods. 
There occurred a slight increase in the quantum exported of "Materials, raw and partly 
manufactured", due largely to the fact that coal exports were larger than in 1936 by 
a third, but a decline is recorded for a number of semi-manufactures included in that 
group, such as yarns, pulp and raw iron. The group " Manufactured articles " can be 
divided into two groups, one representing goods not completely finished (Vorerzeugnisse) 
and the other finished articles (Enderzeugnisse). The quantum of the former group 
in 1937 exceeded that in 1936 by 10%, while the corresponding rise for the latter was 
21%. If comparison is made between the last quarter of 1936 and the last quarter of 
1937, the former group shows no increase, but the latter an increase of 21%- Thus 
there was a marked shift over in the composition of German exports to more highly 

GERMANY, ExPoRTs o• MoToR VEHICLEs manufactured goods. It would appear, however, 
(THousAND PIECEs). that, in the early months of 1938, this tendency 
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A: Passenger motor vehicles. WaS reversed. 
B: Motor lorries and vans. Practically all important manufactured articles, 
0 'Motor cycles. with the exception of certain · textile products, 
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participated in the expansion in exports during 
1937. The quantity of iron manufactures rose by 
17%, that of machine tools by 38% and that of 
motor vehicles by as much as 79%. Since 1933, 
the export of motor vehicles has risen in value 
from 29 million to 136 million Reichsmarks. 

0 1929 30 a• a2 a3 343535 ~ 
!>Oto613Q 

For a number of years up to 1936 inclusive, the 
geographical redistribution of German trade resulted 
in a reduction in the trade surplus with European 
countries as well as in the trade deficit with oversea 
countries.· The rise in the prices of raw materials 

and the exceptional German demand for cereals in 1937 entailed an increase in the latter 
d_eficit from 293 million Reichsmarks in 1936 to 598 millions in 1937, at the same 
time as the export surplus in trade with Europe rose from 851 million to 1,055 million 
Reichsmarks. Europe's share in German trade continued to decline ; imports froin 

1 F.stimate by the German " lnstitut fOr Konjunkturforschung ., . The calculation is made on the basis of the gross 
value of production alter elimination of double-counting. Foodstuffs nre not taken into account. 
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Europe ro~e in value by 21%, but imports from oversea countries by 43% ; the 
corres~on~ng figures for exports ~re 21% and 30%. Since 1932, the share of oversea 
countries m Germa~ exports has risen steadily from 18.5% to 30.7%. The expansion 
of German trade with Latin America and South-Eastern Europe to which attention 

. was drawn in the two preceding issues of this publication, made further progress in 1937 : 

Imports from : 
Latin America a . . . . . • • • . . . 
Six countries of South-Eastern Europe b. 

Exports to : 
Latin America . . . . . . . . . • • • 
Six countries of South-Eastern Europe b • • 

RM (OOO,OOO's). 
1934 1936 1937 
461 578 915 
316 505 672 

267 511 663 
222 457 667 

% or trado (Imports or export..) 
1934 1936 1937 
10.9 13.7 16.8 

7.1 12.0 12.3 

6.5 10.8 11.2 
5.3 9.5 11.3 

• Increased cereal imports from the Argentine accounted for the bulk of the Increase tn Imports tn 1997. The naurew 
for imports from Latin America less Argentine in 1936 and 1937 are : RM (OOO,OOO's) : 459 and 620: % ot 1m poriA: 10.0, 11.3. 

b Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Roum.anla. Turkey, Yugoslavia. 

Trade with industrialised countries increased much less. Exports to the United 
Kingdom fell from 8.5% of the export value in 1936 to 7.3% in 1937. Germany's 
failure to share in the increased market for manufactured articles in the United Kingdom 
is brought out by the fact that, while from 1936 to 1937 that country raised the ~old 
value of its imports of manufactured articles by 27%, German exports of such articles 
to the United Kingdom rose by only 6.5%. 

France. 

French trade in 1937 was determined by the decline in the exchange value of the 
French franc from 70% of the former gold parity at the beginning of the year to just 
over 50% at the beginning of 1938, by the comparatively rapid increase m domestic 
production costs and by the insufficiency of production in certain branches. In terms 
of gold, imports were higher than in 1936 by U% and exports by only 2.5%. Available 
information suggests that, in terms of gold, average import prices were only slightly 
higher than in 1936 and export prices lower than in that year, and that the quantum 
of imports and exports exceeded the 1936 level by6% and 10% respectively. In view, 
however, of the changes that occurred in the composition of trade, these calculations 
must be accepted with reserve. 

Importa • Export• • -

Year ro~u_a_nt_u_m~I_P_rl_c•~'----V~··_u_• ___ llo:~u--ant~ml Prlu I Value 

Per cent of 1929 I (uf.[o·,.,, Per cent or 1929 I (tof.rio•o) 

------------------~--.---~--~--~ .. ~--~----~--
1929 • • • • • • • • • • • . 
1932 • • • • • • • • • • . • 
1935 . • • . • • • . • • • . 
1936 • • • • • • • • • • . . 
1937 • • • • • • • . . • . . 
Prices and value calculated on 

gold basis : 
1936 . . • • • . • • • • • 
1937 • • • . . . . . . 

100 
89.1 
74.5 
80.4 
85.3 

80.4 
85.3 

• Excluding precious stones and fine pearls. 

100 
58.5 
49.1 
55.1 
86.1 

50.0 
52.1 

'100 
52.1 
36.6 
44.3 
73.5 

56,686 
29,526 
20,748 
25,129 
41,649 

40.2 22,781 
44.5 25,206 

100 
58.6 
53.9 
50.9 
55.8 

50.9 
55.8 

100 
67.7 
58.3 
61.4 
86.5 

55.7 
52.1 

100 48,805 
39.7 19,403 
31.4 15,3il6 
31.3 15,288 
48.3 23,611 

28.4 13,872 
29.1 14,216 

Note.-The price and quantum indices for 1937 shown In this table are computP.d from a set of data (the quantum lndle8 
or the Slalisliqu. ghth"ale de Ia France) difteJ-ent from that employed for the previout few yean (values at the price of the 
pfeceding year published in the monthly trade returns of France for December 1934-1936). 
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FRANCE : ANNUAL MOVEMENT OF THE QUANTUM OP TRADE. a 

(Values, in million francs, at 1913 prices.) 

A: Foodstulls. B: Materials necessary for Industry. C: Manufactured articles. 
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• Excludlng:preclous stones and fine pearls. 

Imports of cereals fell by 236,000 tons, mainly on account of a reduction in the 
supply from the possessions in North Africa, where crops had failed, and there was an 

FRANCE : MONTHLY TRADE VALUES, 

IN FRANCS (OOO,OOO"s). 

A: Imports In francs. B: Imports l (from August 
1936) in francs 

C: Exports In francs. D: Exports of 1928. 
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· offsetting decline of 303,000 tons in French cereal 
exports to foreign countries. Imports of raw 
materials were stimulated by anticipation of the 
decline in the franc value and increased in quantum 
by about 8% (the volume of industrial production 
was only 4-5% above the 1936level). Coal imports 
rose by as much as 34%, owing partly to the 
insufficiency of the domestic production after the 
introduction of the forty-hour week. Imports of 
manufactured goods were greater in quantum 
than during 1936 by a quarter, owing largely 
to purchases occurring before August, when the 
tariff reductions that had been introduced in 
the autumn of 1936 were abrogated and new tariff 
increases imposed. Account should also be taken 
of the fact that the depreciation of the franc in 
the middle of the year improved the competitive 
position of certain manufacturing industries. Ex-
ports of highly manufactured articles, however, 

made but little progress;;~ the; :chief quantitative increases in exports are recorded 
for " materials necessary for industry ", including such items as raw metals and crude 
metal products. 

The share of the French oversea territories in French trade, which had risen almost 
continuously for many years, declined considerably in 1937-a fact which is only to 
some extent accounted for by the failure of North-African crops referred to above. 

PERCENTAGE OP FRENCH OVERSEA TERRITORIES IN FRENCH TRADE. 

Imports into France . . . . 
Exports from France . . . . 

1925 
10.5 
14.6 

1929 
12.0 
18.8 

1932 
20.9 
31.5 

1933 
23.7 
32.4 

1935 
25.8 
31.6 

1936 
28.5 
33.3 

1937 
24.4 
28.3 
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The relative increase in this trade during the Jleriod of falling world-market prices 
was not due wholly to a quantitative redistribution of trade but to a certain extent 
to the fact that the partial assimilation of these territories to the French Customs area 
had permitted the application of higher average prices than in trade with foreign countries. 
~en, as a resul~ of the d~I?rec!ation of the franc, the discrepancy between world-market 
pnces and the prices prevailing m France narrowed, the share of the territories in question 
in French trade fell off. 

The shares of both the United Kingdom and Germany in imports rose on account. 
of larger purchases. of co a~. The quantities of iron and steel and textile products dis
posed of m the Umted Kingdom fell off, however, and the balance of trade with that 
country changed from active to passive. Exports to Germany, on the other hand, 
rose (from 4.3% to 5.9% of total exports) on account. of larger sales of raw materials. 

Japan. 
While Japanese imports rose in yen value by 37% in 1937, the rise in exports was 

only 18%, and the import balance increased from 71 million yen in 1936 t.o 602 millions 
in 1937. 

PBRCBNTAOB ·MOVBIIBNT OP JAPANESE TRADB (1029 - 100).• 

Imports Ex porta 

Year Prices Value Prleea Value 
Quaatum 

In yen lin gold In yen lin gald 
Quantum 

In yon lin 110ld In yon lin 11oid 

1929. . . . . . . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1931 . . . . . . . . . 97.3 57.3 60.9 55.8 59.3 91.0 58.6 62.2 53.4 56.6 
1932 . . . . . . . . . 96.2 67.2 41.7 64.6 40.1 107.6 61.0 35.3 65.6 38.0 
1935 • . . . . . . . . 111.4 100.1 37.1 111.6 41.4 159.6 72.9 26.9 116.3 42.9 
1936 •• . . . ; . . . 122.4 101.9 38.1 124.7 46.6 174.3 71.9 26.7 125.3 46.6 
1937 •. . . . . . 130.0 131.3 48.6 170.7 63.2 181.7 81.3 30.0 147.8 54.5 

• The figures for value refer to trade inclusive of re-lmports and re-exports and therefore differ allahtly from th01e 
shown on page 27 above. The price and quantum figures are based on a aeries (1928 • 100) published by the Yokohama 
Specie Bank ; but1 as this series shows no figures for 1929, these have been calculated with the aid of a almllar 1erlet publ11hed 
by the Institute Ior Economic Research of the Kobe University of Commerce. The price and quantum Oaureafor 1037 ora 
partly estimated. 

The exchange control introduced in January 1937led to heavy speculative purchases 
from abroad during the first half of the year. As the diagrams below indicate, the 
rise was most conspicuous in the case of ores and metals. A heavy import. balance 
arose and had to be met by gold exports, amounting to 379 miJlion yen during the first 
seven months of the year. At the outbreak of the conflict with China in July, exchange 
control was tightened and imports curtailed; imports of ores and metals remained at 
a high level, while imports of raw materials, even those essential for the export industry, 
fell to abnormally low figures. The shift over in the composition of imports to goods 
fetching high prices even during the latter part of 1937 hastened the deterioration in 
the terms of trade that has been noticeable for a number of years ; between the last 
quarter of 1936 and the last quarter of 1937, the average import price rose three times 
as much as the average export price. 

UNIT PRICES oF JAPANESE FoREIGN TRADE. 

1928 1931 1936 1937 1936 1937 
4th qr, lit qr, 2nd qr, 3rd qr. 4tb qr. 

Imports • • • • • • • 100 55.1 98.0 129.0 102.2 110.9 124.9 138.3 141.6 
Exports • • • • • • • 100 55.0 67.5 76.2 68.7 73.8 77.5 78.1 75.4 
Exports/Imports . • • 100 99.8 68.9 59.1 67.2 66.6 62.0 56.5 53.3 

No!e.-Figures according to the Yokohama Specie Bank (except those lor December 1937 employed In calculatlrur tho 
Indices lor the year and last quarter ol that year, which had to be eotlmated u they were not available at tbe time of writiDII)• 
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JAPAN : MONTHLY IMPORT VALUES, IN YEN (000,000's}.· 

Ores and metals. Other goods. 
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JAPAN : MONTHLY IMPORT QUANTITIES OF CERTAIN GOODS, IN METRIC TONS (000's). 

Iron and steel : bars, beams, rails, etc. Copper, raw and semi-manufactured. 
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Cotton. Wool. 

Note.-The quantities of iron and steel and co·pper are recorded only up to July 1937 inclusive.-In the last of the above 
diagrams (wool) the import quantities of 1937 are compared with those of 1935, as imports of wool in 1936 were ntlected by 
a commercial conDict with Australia. 

The change in the composition of imports entailed an increase in Europe's share 
from 11.9% in 1936 to 13.3% in 1937; imports from several of the smaller industrial 
countries· (Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands and Sweden) more than 
doubled in value. The continued shift in wool imports from Australia to other wool
producing countries was another factor in the redistribution of imports : 

Australia ... 
Argentine .. 
New Zealand. 
Union of South ATrica 
Uruguay ••... 

Italy. 

1935 
182.0 

0.6 
4.0 
1.9 
1.4 

Yen (OOO,OOO"s) 
Wool imports Total imports 

1936 1937 1935 1936 
147.5 118.2 235.1 181.9 

6.6 17.7 10.4 30.0 
18.3 42.8 6.4 22.0 
17.4 82.8 4.8 22.6 
5.7 4.5 9.5 

1937 
165.3 

42.0 
48.6 
88.9 
33.9 

Italian commerce gained pace rapidly after the resumption of trade with numerous 
countries in July 1936 and the depreciation of the lira later in the year. In 1937, the 
gold value of imports was 68% and that of exports 42% higher than in 1936. A very 
marked· deterioration in the terms of trade occurred and, while the quantum of exports 
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rose by 50% and thus more than regained the whole decline that had occurred 
since 1929, that of imports remained lower than in any year after 1929, with the exception 
of 1936. 

Imports Export.a 

Year Qlllllltum I Price I Value Quantum I Price I Value 

Per cent o! 1929 I Lire (000,000'1) Per cent o! 1929 I Llro (000,000'1) 

1929 . . . . . . . 100 100 100 21,665 100 100 100 15,236 
1932 . . . . . . . 71.3 53.5 38.1 8,268 79.2 56.4 44.7 6,812 
1935 . . . . . . . 73.9 48.6 36.0 7,790 75.3 45.6 34.4 5,238 
1936 . . . . . . . 47.1 59.1 27.9 6,039 70.7 51.4 36.4 5,547 
1937 69.3 92.1 63.9 13,837 105.2 65.0 68.4 10,429 
Prices ~nd ;aiues ~al: 

culated on a gold 
basis: 
1932. . . . . . . 71.3 52.2 37.2 8,063 79.2 55.0 43.6 6,644 
1935. . . . . . . 73.9 45.2 33.4 7,242 75.3 42.4 32.0 4,870 
1936. . . . . . . 47.1 47.6 22.4 4,857 70.7 39.9 28.2 4,303 
1937. . . . . . . 69.3 54.4 37.7 8,176 105.2 38.4 40.4 6,162 

ITALY : ANNUAL MOVEMENT OP THB QUANTUM OP TRADS. 

(Values, In million lire, a1 1925 prlct~.) 

A: Foodstuffs. B: Raw materials. 0: Manufactured and semi-manufactured artlcleo. 
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- Imports were very high during the first half of 1937, when large purchases of wheat 
were necessit~ted by the failure of the 1936 wheat crop. Imports of several foodstuffs, 
particularly animals for slaughter and meat, were at a high level throughout the year; 
an exceptional rise occurred in the import of oleaginous seeds and vegetable oils, due 
partly to the unsatisfactory olive crop of 1936/37. The bulk of the increase in imports 
is accounted for by raw materials, such as raw textiles, raw iron, coal, and mineral oils. 

The rise in exports must be attributed partly to import facilitiel! for Italian goods. 
granted by certain countries anxious to unfreeze their assets which had accumulated 
in Italy during the two preceding years. While the old commercial debts were thus 
reduced, new debts accumulated, however, at a rapid rate. Thus,whilethe Italian assets 
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outstanding on current clearing accounts were 
ITALY : OUTSTANDING BALANCES IN CLEARING reduced in the COUrSe Of 1937 from 309 million tO 
WITH FoREIGN COUNTRIES, IN LIRE (000,000's), 83 million lire, amOUntS dUe by Italy On SUCh 

A: Italian claims. accounts increased from 35 million to 413 million 
a: Italian liabilities. lire (see diagram). The clearing covered, however, 

certain transactions other than merchandise trade, 
and the actual deficit in trade with the twenty-three 
countries with which clearing agreements were in 
force at the end of 1937 amounted to 1,956 million 
lire during the year. The bulk of the trade deficit 
in 1937 thus arose in trade with other countries, 
particularly the Argentine, Australia, India, British 
Malaya and the United States. 
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The extent to which Italy meets her require
ments of primary products by imports from 
oversea territories under Italian administration 
is very limited. While the share of these terri

tories (with Ethiopia) in her exports amounted to 24.5% in 1937, their share in 
her imports was only 2.5%. It is interesting to note that certain exports from these 
territories to Italy have recently been made subject to special restrictions, the 
object of which is to direct these exports to other countries and thus to increase the 
Italian supply of foreign currency. The deficit in Italian trade with foreign countries 
rose from 2.1 milliard lire in 1936 to 5.6 milliards in 1937. Part of the increase was 
met by larger income from foreign tourists. Remittances from Italian emigrants, which 
usually constitute one of the most important credit items in Italy's international accounts, 
were discouraged, however, by the exchange control. 

Other Industrial Countries. 

Of the industrial countries of Europe not considered in the preceding pages, three
Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands and Switzerland-depreciated their currencies in the 
autumn of 1936. It is interesting to compare the increase in the gold value of their 
trade from 1936 to 1937 with that of three countries of similar magnitude and economic 
structure-Austria, Belgium and Sweden-whose currencies, after having depreciated 
in earlier years, remained stable in 1936 and 1937 : 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE BETWEEN 1936 AND 1937 IN THE GOLD VALUE OP TRADE. 

Imports Exports Imports Exports 
Czechoslovakia . + 22.5 + 31.4 Austria . + 15.3 + 27.2 
Netherlands 0 0 + 31.3 + 32.8 Belgium +27.8 + 29.9 
Switzerland 0 0 + 11.9 + 12.6 Sweden. + 28.6 + 30.9 

Total (three coun- Total (three coun- . 
tries) 0 0 0 0 + 23.8 + 27.4 tries) . 0 0 0 + 25.9 + 29.8 

The difference in the movement of trade values for the two groups of countries is 
strikingly small. Owing to the relatively small progress recorded by Switzerland, the 
trade of the first-mentioned group (the countries whose currencies depreciated) rose 
somewhat less than that of the other. The rise in exports was greater than in imports 
for all the countries mentioned and was in the neighbourhood of 30% (in terms of gold) 
for all the countries with the exception of Switzerland-a figure much in excess of the 
increase in total world-trade as well as in the exports of the United Kingdom, Germany 
or France. 

During the year 1937, Austria was faced by considerable difficulties in her trade 
with various countries applying exchange control. The favourable development of 
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her eJ_Cports, reflected .I_>articularly ~n t~e sales of iron products, metal manufactures 
and limber, and entailing a reductiOn m the trade deficit from "97 million schillin!!S 
in 19_36 to _227 m_illions i!l 1937, wa~ counteracted by the unsatisra";;tory workin<> of the 
clearmg With neighbourmg countnes. In the course of 1937 the commerciaY assets 
due to Austr~a, but blocked under the clearing agreements with Germany, Hungary, 
Czechoslova~I~, Gree~e. and Turkey, ro~e from 53 to 116 million schillings. (A further 
sum of 70 mi~hon schi~lmgs due to Austria was withheld at the end of the year by certain 
other countries applymg exchange control-namely Bulgaria, Italy and Poland.) The 
growth of blocked Austrian commercial claims in the countries mentioned was naturally 
caused by t_he overvaluation of their. currencies in relation to the schilling, the exchange 
value of which was no.t, or only to a shght extent, aiTected by the liberal Austrian exchange 
~ontro~.1 The uns!lbs~actory wor~ing of the clearin~s with Germany led to measures 
mvolvmg a reduction m German Imports from Austna by 40% as from the beginning 
of Novei_llber 1937, and ~ustrian ~xports, regulated by clearing or payments agreements, 
to certam other countnes applymg exchange control were discouraged by difliculties 
of receiving payment without undue delay. The resulting shift in the geographical 
distribution of Austrian trade may be illustrated by the. following figures : 

1936, in million schillings . 
1937, in million schillings. 

Percentage increase • 

Trade regulated by clearing 
or payments agreements 
(with nlne countries •) 
Imports 

733 
800 

9.·1 

Exports 

588 
706 

20.2 

Trade with other countries 

Imports 

516 
654 

26.6 

Exports 

364 
511 

40.2 

• Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Roumonla, Turkey. 

Exports to non-European countries-included in the latter of the two groups-almost 
doubled in value and amounted to 199 million schillings in 1937 as against 102 millions 
in 1936. 

Czechoslovakia's trade, which had been far from satisfactory during the greater 
part of 1936, experienced a great upswing in the course of 1937, due largely to the 
depreciation of the koruna in the autumn of 1936 and the mitigation of exchange restric
tions rendered possible by that depreciation. Though domestic armaments contributed 
to raise imports, the progress in exports was such as to permit of a rise in the trade 
surplus from 102 to 987 million kc. The principal trading difficulty experienced by 
Czechoslovakia in recent years has been in the matter of shifting trade over to European 
free-currency countries or to oversea countries able to supply raw materials at world
market prices, and thus liberating herself from the difficulties arising in trade regulated 
by clearing and similar agreements. The geographical redistribution of Czechoslovak 
trade, which has been noticeable for several years,• was evident also in 1937, when trade 
regulated by clearing or payments agreements rose (in Czechoslovak currency) by only 
34% for imports and 45% for exports, whereas the corresponding increases for other 
trade were 41% and 53% respectively. 

As was shown above, Swiss trade made much smaller progress in 1937 than that of 
the other countries considered in this group. To a certain extent, this must be attributed 
to the adverse effect upon domestic manufacturing costs of the high import tariiTs on 
foodstuffs and semi-manufactured goods introduced during the past few years, but 

s It is interesting to note that when, in 1938, the Austrian monetary &}'Item was menred in the German. the Relchtmark 
was put at 1.5 schillings, or over 25% below the rate previously in force in clearing tramactiofll between Aut tria and Gennany. 

• C/ .• for example, the preceding edition of this publication, pages 45-46. 
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account should also be taken of the special difficulties Switzerland has experienced in 
her trade with Germany and France 

Percentage share : 
in Swiss {i) imports 

{ii) exports 

Germany 

1934 1935 1936 1937 
27.1 26.4 24.8 22.3 
21.6 20.6 19.4 15.5 

France 
1934 1935 1936 1937 
16.1 16.2 14.8 13.6 
14.4 14.8 13.0 10.8 

In four years, the share of these countries in Swiss exports has fallen from 36% to 26%. 
Between 1936 and 1937, the gold value of Swiss goods absorbed by them fell, while exports 
to other countries rose by 23%. The decline in trade with Germany is connected with 
the regulation of trade by the clearing agreement through which Switzerland has 

SWITZERLAND : MONTHLY TRADE VALUES, 

IN FRANCS (OOO,OOO's). 

A: Imports, fn francs. 
C: Exports, in francs. 
B: Imports I (from August 1936) 
D: Exports in gold francs. 
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endeavoured to safeguard the payments due tq 
her on account of her loans and credits to Germany, 
while trade with France suffered from the unsatis
factory economi~ conditions prevailing in that 
country in 1937 .-As the diagram opposite indicates, 
Swiss imports, after the rise that occurred at the 
end of 1936, remained comparatively stable in 1937, 
whereas exports tended to increase throughout that 
year. The trade deficit, though higher in national 
currency than in 1936, thus fell in the course 
of the year. 

Belgian imports as well as exports rose in 
1937 by about 6 milliard francs, or not far from 
30%. Metals (including iron) and metal manufac
tures, representing a quarter of Belgian exports in 
1936, account for almost half the increase in export 
value. Exports of hammered and rolled iron and 
steel alone rose from 2,349 million francs to 3,450 

million francs ; roughly half of this increase was due to the higher prices fetched. Copper 
-which is imported mainly " in matte " from the Congo and re-sold after refinement 
to European countries-accounts for over half-a-milliard francs of the increase in both 
imports and exports : · 

Copper: 
imports. 
exports. 

NETHERLANDS : MONTHLY TRADE VALUES, 

IN GULDEN (OOO,OOO's). 
A: Imports, in gulden. 
C: Exports, in gulden. 
B: Imports I (from August 1936) 
D: Exports In gold gulden. 

·~--------~--------~~ .. 

Metric tons (OOO"s) Francs (OOO,OOO's) 
1936 1937 1936 1937 
134 238 

79 116 
575. 1,297 
508 1,048 

Belgium was not affected by the stagnation of 
economic activities in France to the same extent 
as Switzerland ; yet France's share in her imports 
as well as in her exports fell off. Germany's share 
in imports, which had declined rapidly during the 
previous years, remained almost unchanged, owing 
to increased requirements of _German coal and 
coke by the iron industry, and Germany's share in 
exports rose, chiefly on account of larger sales of 
metals. 

The reduced exchange value of the gulden 
gave a new impetus to the exports of the Netherlands 
in 1937, and sales expanded, particularly in the 
direction of certain oversea markets. While total 
exports rose in value (in Dutch currency) by 
53%, exports to the Netherlands Indies more than 
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doubl~d, those to o_ther Asiatic _countries rose by 93%, and those to the Argentine 
by 84 Yo· The large mcome from mvestments in the Netherlands Indies and the domestic 
investm~nt ac~ivities contributed to raise imports. Imports of iron and steel and other 
metals (mcludmg metal manufactures) doubled in value, while the average increase for 
?II goods was around 50%. The technical working of the clearing with Germany 
1mproved, the arrears of German commercial debts were worked otT and the quota 
of free. currency put at G~rmany's disposal 'Yas raised from 6% to 10%. Germany's 
share m Dutch trade, which had fallen considerably durin<> the two previous years 
continued, however, to decline. 0 

' 

The advance of Swedish trade in 1937 is remarkable in view of the fact that the 
level from which it started was already very high. As Table IV shows, the value of 
Swe~ish exports in 1937 was hi~her in relation ~o 1929 than that of any o~her important 
tradmg country except the Umon of South Africa. Only about half the mcrease in the 
Swedish export value from 1936 to 1937 can, however, be attributed to larger quantities 
sold. Wood pulp, which represents about a fifth of Swedish exports, fetched excep
tionally high prices (the prices fell, however, late in the year and during the first months 
of 1938), and the same is true of certain other Swedish export articles, particularly iron 
and steel. Exports of iron ore rose in quantity by a quarter, partly on account of larger 
sales to the United Kingdom. The increase in imports was due largely to purchases 
of investment goods. Germany's share in Sweden's trade declined, while that of certain 
smaller industrial countries and of raw-material countries increased. 

Finland and Norway also benefited from the high price of wood pulp in 1937. The 
exceptional increase in the value of Norwegian imports (38% as against only 20% for 
exports) is explained by the rise in the income of the Norwegian merchant marine from 
510 million kroner in 1936 to about 800 million kroner in 1937. 

Non-industrial Countries. 

For a number of countries which export mainly primary products, detailed informa
tion on trade movements in 1937 is not available at the lime of writing. These countries 
are more numerous and more specialised than industrial countries. The following 
short summary, based on information received for certain of them, is accordingly 
confined to a few facts believed to be of interest for the analysis of trade during 1937. 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is one of the few countries whose imports 
fell otT in gold value in 1937.1 The decline was due to smaller purchases from Germany, 
which was replaced by the United States as the principal supplying country. The 
increase of 21% that occurred in the value of exports is due to higher prices fetched and 
to larger exports of cereals rendered possible by the rich harvest of 1937. The weight 
of cereals exported amounted to I ,277,000 tons as against 32,000 tons in 1936. The 
quantities of most other products exported, as well as the quantum of total exports, 
declined. · Exports of butter were lower -in quantity than in 1936 by 37%, of undressed 
furs by 28%, of petrol and petrol products by 28%, of unworked limber br 19% and of 
sawn timber by 12%. Since 1931, the quantum of exports of the Umon of Soviet 
Socialist Republics has declined by about 45%. 

Denmark imports cereals and exports animal foodstuiTs; unlike the majority of 
agricultural countries, she therefore enjoyed more favourable terms of trade during the 
latter than during the earlier half of 1937. The unsatisfactory Danish cereal crop of 
1936 necessitated a large increase in feeding-stuiTs (maize) imports during the early part 
of the year · the quantum of industrial raw materials and manufactures imported in 1937 
appears to have been at or below the level of 1936. Exports of butter rose in quantity 
by8% and exports of bacon by 12%. The technical working of the clearing with Germany 

1 In terms of roubles also, there was a slight decline (of I%} In lmpOTU. The value of the forehrn trade rouble, 
established at 3 French francs in November 1935, at 4t French francs in October 1936 and 1ince July 1U37 tied de facto to 
the U.S. dollar at the rate of $1 - 5.3 roubles, depreciated (in terms of gold) with the French franc by about 5% In the flnt 
hall of I937. 
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improved but that country's share in imports as well as exports declined. A number 
of smaller' markets for Danish goods-Belgium, Finland, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden 
-expanded. The trade balance turned active towards the end of the year and the 
import restrictions connected with the Danish. exchange control were mitigated at the 
beginning of 1938. 

The trade of Ireland in 1937, as in the preceding few years, was determined by the 
industrialisation policy and unsettled commercial relations with the United Kingdom. 
Exports rose insignificantly in value owing to higher prices ; the quantum of exports 
was lower than in 1936 by a tenth. Lower quantities are recorded for the bulk of 
agricultural products exported ; exports of butter fell by as much as 27% and of eggs by 
17%. Imports continued to rise in value in spite of the dwindling purchases from abroad 
of certain goods produced in increasing quantities at home (such as glassware, shoes, 
dressed leather, certain textile products and wheat), and the import balance increased 
from £17.9 to £21.9 million. The quantum of imports was lower than in 1936, however, 
by 4-5%. 

The following figures summarise the information available concerning Spanish 
trade since the beginning of 1936 according to Spanish statistics. The figures from July 
1936 inclusive relate. to the Government-controlled territory (zona leal) only: 

Period 

1936, January-June • 
1936, July-December 
193 7, January-June . 

Territory, 

Whole of Spain 
Zona leal 
Zona leal 

Imports 

Gold Old U.S. 
pesetas $ gold 

(OOO,OOO's) (OOO,OOO's) • 

381.4 73.6 
124.1 23.9 
96.2 18.6 

Exports 

Gold Old U.S. 
pesetas $ gold 

(OOO,OOO's) (OOO,OOO's) • 

331.2 63.9 
122.2 23.6 
139.0 26.8 

• Calculated by converting tbe figures In gold pesetas given In tbe preceding column (1 gold peseta = 19.259 old gold cents). 

In estimating the annual trade of the whole of Spain, we must resort to the informa- · 
tion supplied by the statistics of other countries concerning their trade with Spain. 
The following table summarises such information for fourteen countries. Attention 
should be paid to the rise in the share of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 
imports. 

SPAIN : TRADE BY COUNTRIES OF PROVENANCE AND DESTINATION. 

Old U.S. $ gold (OOO,OOO's). 

Imports Exports 

Coun!:J' of provenance According According to the statistics According According to the statistics 
an destination to Spanish of the exporting to Spariish of the importing 

statistics country • statistics country • 

1935 1935 I 1936 I 1937 1935 1935 I 1936 I 1937 

Germany . . . . . . . . . 23.2 25.2 16.5 13.0 14.4 26.2 23.3 24.1 
France . . . . . . . . 9.4 11.8 10.3 10.0 13.8 13.3 16.8 7.7 
United Kingdom • . . . 17.7 16.8 9.5 10.0 24.6 32.4 30.9 25.2 
United States . . . . . 26.5 24.4 12.8 3.4 10.8 11.8 10.9 8.4 
U.S.S.R. . . . . . . . . 2.3 1.4 8.5 13.8 0.1 0.6 0.3 3.0 
Nine other countries " . . 40.4 86.9 16.5 17.2 27.8 26.7 20.7 14.8 

Tot.tll, fourteen countries • . . 121.5 116.5 69.1 66.9 91.0 115.0 102.9 83.2 

All countries • • • • • • . . 168.9 113.5 

• In the case of certain of the countries In question, the trade with Spain in December 1937 had to be estimated, as complete 
Information for the year was not available. 

11 Argentine, Belgium, Egypt, India, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland. 
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Oil: t_he basis. of these figures, it is e~~mated that total Spanish imports fell from 
$169 milhon gold m 1935 to 105 and 95 millions respectively in 1936 and 1937 and total 
Spanish exports from 114 millions in 1935 to 95 and 75 millions in 1936 and 1

1
937. The 

impor~ figures for 1936 and 193_7 obviously do not include su~h goods (for example, war 
matenal) as were not recorded m the exports of the despatching countries. 

As ~n 1936, Poli~~ imports ~ose at a higher r!lt~ th~n her exports ; the export surplus, 
amountmg to 17_7 ~mllion zl~ty m 1934 and~ mill~ons m 1~36, was replaced by an import 
surplus of 58 rmllwn zloty m 1937. The higher Imports m 1937 must be attributed in 
part to the failure of fodder crops, in part to larger purchases of metals and machinery 
(1937 was the first year of the Government Four-year Capital Equipment Plan) and to 
German goods received in payment of frozen Polish credits resulting from transit traffic. 
Exports were checked by an embargo placed upon grain and flour on account of the small 
cereal crop, and by the increase in the domestic consumption of certain goods. The 
quantities exported of several products-for example, mineral oils, flax, iron bars ·and 
rods and certain wood products-declined. In the first quarter of 1938, the trade deficit 
exceeded that during the whole of 1937, owing chiefly to lower exports. 

The trade of the agricultural countries of South-Eastern Europe has in recent years 
been to a large extent determined by the growing preponderance of transactions with 
Germany. Their trading situation was summarised as follows in the preceding issue of 
this Review : 

"The increasing German purchases of primary products, at prices genernlly exceeding those 
quoted in free markets, has rendered it necessary for the countries In question to lncrense their 
imports of manufactured articles from Germany in order to employ the proceeds nrlslng from their 
exports in clearing with that country. Difficulties connected with the exchnnge control and the 
technical working of the clearing agreements (with other countries as well as Germnny) hove from 
time to time necessitated changes in the import regulntions, or even restrictions or exports ...• 
The direction of German demand has stimulated changes in the domestic production or tho 
countries under review, reflected, for example, in the growing output of oil-seeds in Bulgnrln, 
Hungary; Roumania and Yugoslavia, and of cotton in Bulgnria, Greece and Turkey. The 
policy of developing manufacturing industries, evident in the majority of the countries or South
Eastern Europe, has, during the last few years, conflicted to a certnln extent with the regulation 
of trade by clearing agreements, as some of the raw materials required by their manufncturlng 
industries could only be bought by the supply of "free " currency, and as the clenrlng with 
certain industrialised countries forced considerable quantities of mnnufnctured goods Into the 
countries. The resulting pressure-external and internnl-upon their economy was mltignted 
in 1936 owing to the marked change in price relations in favour of agricultural producers and the 

·rise in the value of exports. With the rise in prices In the world market, the competitive power 
of the countries concerned in that market improved. . . . " 

The following table indicates that Germany's share in the aggregate imports of the 
six countries under consideration rose but slightly in 1937 and that her share in their 
aggregate exports declined. 

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF CHIEF CoUNTRIES OP PROVENANCB AND DEITJNATJOM IN TKB AoORBOATB TRAD& or BULGARIA, 

GREECE, HuNGARY, RoUHANIA, TURKEY Aft'D YuooiLAVIA. 

Imports E:zportl 

1934 I935 I936 I937 I934 1935 1936 1937 

Germany ••• 19.6 25.6 32.3 32.8 23.0 25.8 29.4 26.4 
United Kingdom 11.6 9.6 8.5 7.6 8.2 8.0 10.5 8.5 
United States • 5.1 5.1 6.0 5.9 4.3 5.6 5.2 5.8 
Italy . . . . 9.4 6.8 2.9 5.4 11.0 12.8 6.2 8.2 . 

2.6 4.6 2.8 3.9 4.0 France . . . . 6.8 3.5 2.5 
Austria . .. . .. 10.4 9.8 9.3 8.6 12.0 11.1 9.4 8.8 
Czechoslovakia • 7.8 8.0 7.3 6.4 5.1 5.9 5.7 6.0 
Other countries . 29.3 31.6 31.2 30.7 31.8 28.0 29.7 32.3 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
4A 
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The decline in Germany's share in exports is re_markable in view of the fact that_ the 
large German requirements of cereals in 1937, to wh1c~ refer~nce was made on a ~rev10us 
page 1 were met partly by the countries under consideration. German cereal Imports 
from'them rose from 2 million marks in 1936 to 143 millions in 1937-a sum representing 
over a fifth of total German imports from the countries in question during the year. 
The different movements of imports and exports in trade with Ger~any appear largely 
due to measures taken in order to improve the working of the clearmg so as to shorten 
the delay in payments receivable by the exporters of the agricultural countrie~. The 
armament and industrialisation programmes adopted in certain of these countnes and 
the prosperous business conditions contributed to keep imports of machinery and iron 
and steel products from Germany at a high level in 1937. . . 

The expansion of the trade of certain of the countries under review in 1937 was 
considerable, owing to the coincidence of high export prices and satisfactory crops. 
The rise in the value of both Yugoslav ·and Roumanian exports amounted to 44%. 
The wheat and maize crops of both these countries were exceptionally large in 1936, 
as were the maize crop of Yugoslavia and the wheat crop of Roumania in 1937. Yugo-· 
slavia more than trebled her export surplus, which arose mainly in trade with free currency 
countries, and relaxed her exchange control. The proportion of foreign exchange 
obtained from exports to non-clearing countries and accruing to the National Bank, 
which in 1936 had been reduced from 50% to 33%, was further reduced to 25% from the 
beginning of 1938. Roumania also increased her export surplus, in spite of the revised 
import regime introduced in July 1937 by which numerous products required by the 
manufacturing industry were allowed to be freely imported. As there was, however, 
a tendency on the part of Roumanian importers to increase purchases principally from 
free currency countries (which offer the most favourable terms), arrears of commercial 
claims were again created in trade with exchange-control countries, and a new tightening 
of the import restrictions was contemplated in the spring of 1938. The Hungarian 
export surplus rose by two,thirds, but a considerable proportion of the increase arose in 
trade with clearing countries (thus, the export balance with Germany rose from 2 to 19 
million l?engo) and was not freely available. Bulgaria and Greece record a greater 
increa~e m imports than. i~ exports i~ 1937, Bulgaria chiefl~ on account of larger purchases 
of capital goods and mihtary supphes (the value of her Imports exceeded that in 1936 
by as much as 58%) and Greece on account of heavy wheat imports necessitated by the 
short crop of ~ 936. The export balance ?f Turkey remained in 1937 at practically the 
same figure as m 1936, but exports were shifted over to free currency countries and while 
almost three-quar~ers of the export surpl';ls in 1936 arose in trade with Ger~any: there 
was an excess of Imports from Germany m l937, and 70% of the surplus in ~that year 
arose from trade with free currency countries. ·· 
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The favourable development of Argentine 
exports that began in the latter half of 1936-
?ue to the coinc~denc.e of ~ery good cereal crops 
m that country With high pnces and an exceptional 
demand, not only from countries which are nor
mally importers of cereals, but also from North 
America-was the dominating factor in Argentine 
trade during the early part of 1937. Later in the 
year, exports fell ofT as a result of the exhaustion 

. of domestic cereal stocks and falling prices ; . 
moreover, the production of several export com
modities (such as maize, wool and cotton) late in 
1937 and early in 1938 declined as a result of 
frosts and drought, and export values in the first 
months of 1938 fell to less than half the figures 
for the corresponding months of 1937. The 
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mo~ement of i~ports co_ntrasts with ~hat of exports : as a result of orders {'laced abroad 
dunng the period of high exports, Imports rose considerably in the middle of 1937 
a~d the export surplus fell from exceptionally high figures to a negligible amount (see 
diagram). From. July the " free " rate o_( the peso declined, and the discrepancy 
between the official and the free rate, which had been less than 8% in June 1937 
rose to 22.5% in March 1938. ' 

A considerable share of the rise in Argentine imports in 1937 resulted from the 
domestic demand for C!J.pital equipment; the increase from 1936 to 1937 in the" valores 
de tarifa " (calculated according to stable prices and thus representative of quantum 
changes) amounted to 67% for machinery and vehicles and 43% for iron products as 
against 18% for textile products, 19.5% for foodstuffs and 18% for tobacco. 

The trade position of Brazil as well as of a number of other coffee-growing countries 
was upset in 1937 by the breakdown of the Brazilian coffee valorisation system. 
From the middle of 1937, that system demanded the withdrawal of as much as 
70% of the Brazilian coffee crop from the market for destruction or storage, and the 
competitive advantages derived by coffee exporters in other countries increased while 
Brazil's share in world coffee exports declined considerably. Difficulties increased when, 
in August, the Pan-American Coffee Conference abandoned the scheme for restricting 
coffee-planting. The market value of the milreis declined, and, after the breakdown 
of the next Coffee Conference early in November, the coffee-export tax, by which the 
valorisation had been financed, was reduced from 45 to 11 i milreis per bag. The cofTee 
price fell ofT rapidly, and Brazil announced a renewed suspension of payments for the 
service of her foreign debts and tightened her exchange control. The quantity exported 
of certain articles other than coffee, particularly cotton and meat, continued to increase 
in 1937, and the share of coffee in the export value, which had been 71 %in 1929 and 45.5% 
in 1936, fell to 41%- Germany's share in Brazilian trade increased considerably in the 
course of the year, apparently as a result of the extended use of " compensation " 
transactions.l 

Various other Latin-American cofTee-growing countries whose trade had already 
suffered from the setback in the United States, were further affected by the decline in 
coffee prices late in the year and took measures to alleviate the pressure upon their 
exchanges. Thus, Colombia-who had been able to increase her coffee sales to the 
United States at the expense of Brazil-tightened up her import licensing system ; 
Nicaragua introduced new restrictions upon exports, and Salvador suspended the pay
ments for the service of her foreign debt. 

During the early part of1937, Chile profited from the high prices of certain of her 
products, particularly copper; the value of her exports during January-July 1937 
exceeded that during the first seven months of 1936 by 92%. The corresponding figure 
for the whole year fell to 74%. As the production of copper is in foreign hands, the rise 
in exports did not imply a corresponding increase in foreign currency available to Chili an 
importers; the value of imports was only 18.5% greater than in 1936 and the quantum 
of imports lower than in that year. Peruvian exports, though also profiting from the high 
metal prices, early in 1937, advanced at a comparatively slow rate, and the exchange 
value of the sol declined. Bolivia was adversely affected by her inability to produce 
the full annual quota of tin allowed to her under the International Tin Control Scheme. 
Mexican .exports increased in value by 14%, largely on account of increased sales of 
mineral oil. The amount of silver disposed of in the United States remained at the same 
level as in 1936. · 

Canadian exports of wheat fell ofT in quantity in 1937 by not far from two-thir~s 
owing to the decline in the wheat crop to something like half the normal figure. While 
the value of wheat exports fell by $103 million, that of other products exported rose by 
.$160 million, of which gold accounts for $34 million and copper, nickel, aluminium, lead 

"' German ASKI marks have been obtainable olnce May 1931 at 5 mllrelt, wbareal tha quotation ot tbe Relchsmark 
Is over 7 milrets.•-The Economi•l, November 20th, 1937. 
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and zinc togethe~ for $54 million. lmpor~s.of c3:pital goods were ver:y active; of a ~otal 
increase in the 1mport value of $174 mJ!hon, 1ron products, machmery and yeh1cles 
account for $76 million. Over two-thirds of the increase in both exports and Imports 
arose in trade with the United States-a fact which is partly accounted for by the mutual 
tariff concessions granted by the two countries in their Commercial ~greem~nt of 19~6. 
Exports to the United Kingdom and the majority of other European mdustnal c~untn~s 
remained practically at the same value as in 1936 and appear to have declmed m 
quantum. 

From the middle of 1936 until April 1937, the Australian export price index rose· 
by almost a third, but during the remainder of 1937 this gain was entire!):' lost o:wing 
chiefly to the fall in the price of wool. Sales of wool to several countries d~clmed, 
in particular those to the United States, which amounted to only 1,300 metric tons 
during the last half of 1937, as against 18,600 tons during the corresponding period of 
1936. Simultaneously, imports of manufactured goods increased, partly as a result 
of high domestic manufacturing costs, and, during the last half of 1937, the balance of 
trade became passive.1 The unfavourable results of the" trade diversion policy" (aiming 
at diverting trade to countries which were regarded as good customers of Australia), 
which had oome into operation in May 1936, led to the abandonment of that policy 
as from December 1937. The system of import licences was modified, and its final 
abolition in connection with an upward tariff revision was anticipated. 

The Union of South Africa profited in 1937 from the high prices of wool in the early 
part of the year and the great quantity of maize available for export (maize exports rose 

UNION OF SOUTIJ AFRICA : 

ANNUAL EXPORTS OF MERCHANDISE 

AND GOLD, IN £ (000,000's). 
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from 16,000 to 767,000 tons), and though the 
export of gold increased, its share in the export 
value fell from 75% to 68%. The diagram opposite 
illustrates the effect of the changes in prices and 
quantities of merchandise and gold upon the export 
value since 1927. 

Indian exports reached their apex du~ing the 
~rst quarter of 1937 a.nd thereafter declined ; 
Imports, on the other hand, were low early in 1937 
and thereafter increased. The balance of trade of 
India, including Burma, during the first quarter 
of 1937 was active by 258 million rupees, and that 
of India alone (Burma was separated from India 
from April1937 inclusive) during the first quarter 
of 1938 passive by 19 million rupees.• Exports to 
Japan were adversely affected by the import res
tric~ions introduced by that country, and amounted 
durmg the last half of 1937 to 56 million rupees 

. . only, as against 121 millions during the correspon-
dmg per10d of 1~36; cotton accounts for almost the whole of this decline. On the 
other hand,_ lnd1a appears to hav~ profited from the stagnation in Japanese exports 

-..... 

. of c.otton piece-goods. The quantity of such goods exported by her during the period 
Aprll-Dece~ber 1~37 to countries other than Burma was 68% greater than in the 
correspo~d1~g per!od of 1936, and a still greater increase is recorded for cotton yarn. 
The dechne m the Imports of certain manufactured goods produced in India particularly 
sugar and cotto~ yarns and fabrics, continued, and imports of raw cotto~ ( consistin 
of long staple Afncan cotton) more than doubled. The following table shows in greate~ 

1 C/. the t.able on page 29. 
1 The Information available at the time or writ· n d t •t · 

It would appear, however, that the export surplus 1~"'In~'i! ~~ofeedm1 • ofththe 0caiculatJon of figures relating to the same area. 
of 200 million rupees. urmg e rst quarter of 1937 was in the neillhbourhood 
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detail the effect of industrialisation upon the trade in the articles mentioned since 1929 :. 

INDIA: TRADE IN CERTAIN PRODUCTS DURING THE 1\IONTHS APRIL~D~CIUIDER, 1929 AND 1935-1937. 

Quant.lty 

19371 

Rupe01 (000,000-.) 
UniL of quantity 

I 1935 1 1936 1 1929 1 1935 1 1936 1 1929 1937 

Imports 
Sugar ' ' . ' ' . . . long tons (OOO's) 716.5 167.1 16.2 13.3 114.3 15.7 1.6 1.7 
Cotton, raw . . . . • long tons (OOO's) 20.1 64.2 41.5 84.0 29.8 57.0 36.8 7!!.2 
Cotton yarn . . . . . lb. (OOO,OOO's) 32.6 29.6 22.0 16.0 45.7 25.6 . 19.1 18.9 
Cotton piece-goods . • yards (OOO,OOO's) 1,280 631 53!) 428 334.1 101.5 89.3 8r..8 

Exports 
Cotton yarn. . . . . . lb. (OOO,OOO's) 19.0 6.9 8.0 '."!0.6 14.7 3.3 3.8 10.0 
Cotton piece-goods . . yards (OOO,OOO's) 104.8 52.3 66.8 112.2 36.8 14.8 17.1 28.3 

Note.-The figures refer to tho trade of India (exclusive of Burma) with countries other U1an Durmo and oro U1ua comparable 
for all the years shown. · 

While the quantity of rubber exported from the Netherlands Indies rose by 40% in 
1937, the value (in gulden) rose by as much as 242%. The quantum of total exports 
is estimated to have been 28% greater than in 1936. Price quotations for most of the 
articles entering into the exports of the Netherlands Indies began to decline in the 
second quarter of 1937, and the maintenance of the high export value during the second half 
of the year 1 must be attributed in part to the fact that a portion of exports was sold 
in advance at prices exceeding the market prices prevailing at the time of shipment. 
Imports from Asiatic countries-consisting chiefly of Japanese goods imported direct 
or via China, Singapore and Penang-fell from 46.5% to 40.7% of total imports, whereas 
the shares of the United States and the industrial countries of Europe (but not Germany) 
increased. Several factors, among which should be mentioned the increase in the share 
of capital goods in imports and the shift from lower to higher qualities of consumption 
goods, contributed to this change. 

The trade of China was very prosperous in the early part of 1937. During the 
first seven months of that year, the gold value of recorded imports was greater than 
during the corresponding period of 1936 by 35%, and that of exports by 45%. The 
reduction in trade since the outbreak of hostilities with Japan in the middle of the year 
is brought out by the following monthly average values of trade during January-July 
and August-December in 1936 and 1937. 

CHINA:_ MONTHLY AVERAGE Oi' RECORDED IMPORTS AND EXPORT&, IN CUSTOMS GOLD UN tTl (000,000'1),• 

Import• Exports Percent.n~:e chon.rco 
lrom 1U3ti to 1U37 

Monthly average 1936 1937 1936 1937 Jmpnrl.l Exporl.t 

January-July • • 33.9 45.9 24.8 35.9 + 35 + 45 
August-December 36.1 19.9 27.7 23.5 -45 -15 

• The Customs Gold Unit was equivalent to 2.26 Chinese Standard dollan in 1!136 and 2.27 Chlnete Standard dollan 
In 1937. 

As there was considerable smuggling of foreign goods into China, both alter and 
before August 1937, and as the import figures do not include certain Government 
purchases from abroad, too much importance should not be attached to the reversal 
of the recorded trade balance. Shanghai was to a great extent isolated from the interior 

' C/. page 29. 
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of China as well as from the outside world and accounts for the bulk of the decline in" 
trade : 

CHJI'fA : MoNTHLY TRADE THROUGH SHANGHAI AND OTHER PORTS, IN CUSTOMS GoLD UNITS {OOO,OOO•s). · 

Monthly average 
January-July 1937 .... 
August-December 1937 . : 

Imports Exports 
Shanghai Other ports Shanghai . Other ports 

27.7 18.2 19.0 16.9 
6.1 13.8 9.1 14.4 

The trade of various northern ports, such as Tien~sin and ~singtao, _was also very 
adversely affected during the latter part of 1937, while some mcrease rs recorded m 
the trade of Canton and Kowloon (on the railway-line between Hong-Kong and Canton). 
Among the countries trading with China, Japan was most affected by the. collapse of 
trade; her share in imports fell from 18.7% during January-July to 6_.1% durmg August
December, and her share in exports from 12.5% to 4.8%. 

Trade in Certain Staple Products. 

A study of the trade in the major staple products throws some light upon certain of 
the tendencies which have recently affected the international exchange of goods. 
Tables V and VI (pages 56 and 60} show the quantities in 1929, 1932 and 1935-1937, 
as well as the values in 1932 and 1937, of a number of important foodstuffs and raw 
materials (including certain refined mineral products) exported from the chief producing· 
countries.l Where available, the continental totals have also been entered in the tables. 
The relative importance of the products in question is shown by the total value of exports 
of each article in 1932 and 1937. 

The annual average export price in one principal exporting country, given in the 
tables in italics beneath the totals for each article, helps to indicate the broad changes 
in export values. · 

Of the eight articles of food shown in Table V, coffee appears to have been the only 
one of which lower quantities entered into world trade in 1937 than in 1936. The average 
price of all the artrcles was higher than in 1936; in the case of cheese, however, the 
increase was insignificant. · 

The increase in quantum as well as in the price of raw materials was generally 
greater than in the case of foodstuffs. The quantities of mineral products entering 
into trade were unusually large ; that of coal rose by over a fifth, and a similar or greater 
increase appears to have occurred in the case of mineral oils and certain metals. Trade 
in certain raw materials of agricultural origin was not so active : the quantity of cotton 
entering into trade appears to have been about the same as in 1936, while the prices 
fetched were lower than in that year, and the quantity of wool declined. 

The figures in Tables V and VI do not bring out the variations in trade occurring 
in t~e course of the year. The high prices fetched by the majority of primary products 
durmg the early part of 1937 coincided with an exceptional activity in trade. The 
9uant!lrp. of. trade in raw m~terials r_each~d a record le-yel, partly on account of purchases 
m antrcrpa~10n of a further_m?rease m prrces. Stoc.ks m the producing countries in many 
cases declme~, and restrrctrons on the production of controlled commodities were 
relaxed. Durmg the second half of 1937, on the other hand the demand from certain 
countries fell off .. ~he ~educti?n in .t~e United States' imports of raw materials on 
!lccount of her d.e?hmng md.ustrral actrvrty was one of the principal causes of the change 
m market condrtrons,\but Importance should also be attributed to the reduction in 
purchases by Japan, where stocks of imported raw materials accumulated during the 

r 
1 ~he .main Sf?Urce which .hB:s been ~ployed for these tables, besides the trade returns of the countries concerned is the Annua1re anlernahonal de Stataslrque aqracole. ' 
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~rst half of the _yea_r were absorbed by the manufacturing industry. Improved crops 
m many countnes mcreased the supply of certain agricultural products, particularly 
cot~on. World demand for numerous commodities also remained high, however, 
durmg_ the latt~r part of 1937. The intensive activity of armament industries in many 
countnes contnbuted to maintaining or even raising imports of coal, iron and steel 
and base ~etals, and nat'!rally also stimulated indirectly the trade in foodstuffs and 
raw matenals employed m the manufacture of consumption goods. The unstable 
political situation towards the end of 1937 and at the beginning of 1938 is known to 
have led to purchases by certain countries, for Government or private account, of certain 
commodities, such as foodstuffs, metals and mineral oils for storage ; authoritative 
information concerning the amount of such purchases is, however, not available. These 
facts help to explain why prices of certain foodstuffs, coal, certain steel products, etc., 
continued to rise in the second half of 1937.1 The decline in the prices of certain other 
primary products must be attributed to the fact that their production had risen 
disproportionately owing to the relatively high prices fetched during the preceding period 

-when demand had risen briskly, while supply in many cases had been restricted by 
measures of control adopted by the principal producers. 

Foodstuffs. 
The trade in wheat during the early part of 1937 was determined largely by, the 

simultaneous failure of the 1936 crop in Canada and in several countries of Western 
and Central Europe and around the Mediterranean. The increase in the demand of 
Western and Central Europe was met largely by imports from the Argentine and certain 
countries of South-Eastern Europe, which had the benefit of an unusually large crop. 
The Canadian crop of 1937 was again very low, and Canadian wheat exports, which 
had reached 6.6 million metric tons in 1936, fell to 2.6 millions in 1937, while stor.ks 
within Canada, after a reduction from 5.8 million to 3.4 million tons in the course of 
1936, were further reduced to 1 million tons at the end of 1937. The improved crop 
of the United States, however, permitted some net exports from that country. During 
the four years 1933-1936, the United States had been a net importer of wheat; in 1935 
and 1936, her excess of imports had, indeed, been greater than that of any other country, 
with lhe exception of the United Kingdom. 

Among European countries, Germany and Sweden, which had been net exp?rters 
of wheat in 1936, became net importers in 1937, and France became a net imp~rter 1~ her 
trade with "foreign" countries. German and Italian wheat imports, occurrmg ch~efly 
before the 1937 crop was harvested, were unusually large. In the case of Germany, 
the increase by far exceeded the decline in the domestic production. 

NBT IMPORTS OP WHEAT AND WHEAT FLOUR UIITO CERTAIN EUROPBAft COUNTRIES. 

Metric tona (OOO'o) 
Average 1932 1934 1935 1936 1937 

1925-1929 

Czechoslovakia . . .. . 500 371 3 96 -32 -231 
France: 

from French oversea 
498 376 238 territories . 250 633 452 . 

-742 -272 94 from other countries 1,004 1,313 -250 
Germany 2,066 537 224 133 - 12 1,278 . . . 

235 278 331 1,436 Italy 2,186 889 . . . . . 
-99 - 157 -207 -40 Poland 147 -68 . . . . -80 -44 22 Sweden . 208 171 22 . 

5,471 5,484 5,305 United Kingdom 5,561 5,559 5,600 
Belgium .. 1,104 1,161 1,235 997 I, 141 1,072 

Netherlands 766 774 487 547 54J 624 

Switzerland 445 520 461 480 464 438 . . 
Total above countries 14,237 11,860 8,370 7,521 7,774 10,236 

Nole.-A minus sign (-) Indicates an excess of exports of wheat. 

1 C/. page 14. 
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Table V. 
EXPORTS OF CERTAIN FOODSTUFFS. 

Dollars-or 
Tonnea m6trlquea (en mllllero) Metric tons (OOO's) (en millions) • . 

$ gold (000,000' a) • Article and provenance, Article et provenance 

1929 'I 1932 I 1935 I 1986 I 1937 1932 1 1937 

Fromenl Wheal. 
Afrique • • • • • 419 782 61Sa 396a 342• 37 18 Africa. . . 

North America. Amerique du Nord 8,194 7,705 4,515 6,666 3,494 147 95 . . 
United States. Eta ts-Unis • . . 2,458 1,494 6 51 881 83 21 . 
Canada. Canada • . . . . . 5?41 6,211 4509 6.615 29618 114 74 

Amerique latina 6, 11 3,442 3,912 1,748 3, 25 58 94 Latin America. . . . 
Argentine. Argentine • • . . . 61618 8,442 8,860 ll10 8,887 58 92 

Asle . • •• 31 181 196 23 765• 3 18 Asia. . . . . 
2,429. 3,178 35 78 Europe. Europe • • • . . . . 1,488 b 1,783 2,622 

Hongrie. • . . . . 486 144 881 571 358 4 11 Hungary. 
Roumanie. . . . . .8 108 252 611 1,000 2 22 Roumania. 
U. R. S. S. • I - 551 719 58 846 10 21 U.S.S.R. . . 
Y ougoslavie • • . . 554 183 80 294 318 8 8 Yugoslavia. 

Oceonie. • • • . • . 2,050 3,367 1,904 1,934 1,998 56 46 Oceania. 
Australia . . . . 2040 8 867 1,904 1,934 1,998 56 46 Australia. 

Toto! du monde . . . 18,993b 17,260 13,767a 13,596• 13, 702a 336 349 World total. 
Priz moyen d'Wnorlalion Avera 11.• ez pori price in 

auz Elata - nis (dol- Unded Slates of Amer· 
lara-or par tonne mttri- ica ($ gold per metric 
que) . . . . . . . . 45.5 21.9 19.8 21.4 24.2 ton). 

Mars Maize. 
Afrique • • • . • • , 636 470 692 435 1,160 a 6 14 Africa. 

Union Sud-Africoine 831 244 454 17 768 8 9 Union ofSouthAfrica. 
Amerique duN ord . . 857 201 5 17 157 3 2 North America. 

Etats-Unis • , . . 857 200 5 13 148 8 2 United States. Amerique Ia tine . . . 5,158 7,064 7,170 8,407 9,122a 83 116 Latin America. 
Argentine •• . . . 53048 7,055 7,051 8,882 9,087 88 116 Argentine. Asie. . . . . . . . . 79 452 54(} 768 924 5 15 Asia. 

Euror.e • • , . . . . 748 2,504 1,082 990 1,560 29 22 Europe. Bu garie •• . . . . 79 168 5 104 99 2 1 Bulgaria. Roumonie, . . . . 974 1,789 695 771 523 21 7 Roumania. U. R. S. S. . . . 11 au 10 - - 3 - U.S.S.R. Y ougoslavie : . . 167 185 888 91 725 2 10 Yugoslavia. Total du monde o. • . 7,778 10,691 9,489 10,617 12,923• 126 169 World total. c Priz moyen d'ezportalion Average u.port price in en Argentine (dollars-or - Argenline ($ gold p•·r par tonne metrique). . 31.7 11.7 8.0 10.2 12.8 · metric ton). / 

Sucre Sugar. 
Afrique. • • • • . . 542 498 716 670 17 . Africa. Amerique du Nord . 106 49 105 58 65 2 2 North America. Amerique Ia tined • . . 6,604 4,835 4,708 4,648 4,691 a 142 Latin America. d Cuba • . . • • . . 5,029 2,659 2456 2,800 2,886 54 Cuba. Asie • . . . . . . 3,429 2,743 l,S69a 2,101 a 2,316 a 106 58 Asia. • Indes neerlandais~s : 2,482 1,514 1,088 884 1,138 89 16 Netherlands Indies. Philippines. , . . 696 1,017 516 900 871 60 84 Philippines. Eurofe • • • • • . . 2,039 1,466 1,173 1,238 1,197 60 33 Europe. Tc ecoslovaquie . . 540 894 196 192 259 11 5 Czechoslovakia. Allemagne. . . . . 220 81 8 18 2 2 - Germany. France • , . . . . 801 288 260 222 201 19 10 France. Pologne. . . . . . 298 185 107 62 52 4 1 Poland. Oceania 1 • . . . 1,071 1,283 1,266 1,425 1,411 a 70 Oceania. I Total du mon'de • • • 13,791 10,874 9,837a 10,140• . 397 World total. Priz moyen d'ezportalion 
en Tchecoslovaquie (dol-

Average ezporl price i11 lars-or par tonne melri-
Czeshoslovakia ($ goltl que) • • • • • • • , '57.7 28.4 17.1 16.9 19.2 per metric ton). 

•P artly estimated ligures. 

lrom\~:i~.~~.f."rlod 19U.1928, the annual average ol world wheat exports amounted to 18,665 thousand tons, ol which 1,404 from Europe (493 
: M

1 
alze ex1 porb from Oceania amounted to lese than 1 000 tons in any year · 

nelud ng ex porta from Porto Rico to U.S.A. ' • 
• Excluding Hong·Kong. 
1 Including exports from Hawali to U.S.A. 
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Table V (conlinutd). 
ExPORTS OF CERTAIN FooDSTUFFS 

-
Dolla~or 

TCIDilOO m6trlqueo (en mUUen) Metric tons (000-.) (en mU 110111) • 
Article et provenance II!Oid (000,000-.)• ArUclo and provenance 

1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1938 I 1937 1932 1 1937 

Beurre Buller. 
Afrique, Asie et Am6- Africa, Asia and North rique du Nord • • • 9 11 17 17 16 4 5 A me rico. Amerique latine . . . 17 25 7 10 9 7 2 Latin America. Argentine • . • . . 17 25 7 10 9 7 i Argentino. Europe ••• • . . . 362 306 329 359 349 104 99 Europe. Danemark. . . . . 159 158 188 146 153 56 46 Denmark. Pays-Bas • . . . . 47 20 47 60 54 7 14 Netherlands. lrlande • . . . . . 28 17 27 28 19 5 5 Ireland. Oceanie. . . . . . 131 215 258 226 234 63 63 Oceania. Australia . . . . . 47 104 116 84 88 29 28 Australia. 

N ouvelle-Ztllande. . 84 111 16 149 151 34 40 New Zoalund. 
Total du monde •• . . 519 557 611 612 608 178 169 World totul. 

Pri:J: moyen d'e:t:porlalion Average e:t:porl price In 
au Danemark (dollars- Denmarlc (I gold per 
or par tonne m~lrique) • 843.2 352.2 261.7 286.2 302.4 metric I on). 

Fro mage Cheeae. 
Afrique, Asie et Arne- Africa, Asia and Latin 
· rique latine • • • • 2 3 4 3 3 1 1 America. 
Amerique du Nord . . 43 40 26 38 41 8 8 North America. 

Canada • . . . . . 42 39 25 37 40 8 8 Canada. 
Europe • . . . . . . 208 166 143 136 149 49 33 Europe. 

France • . . . . . 18 18 11 11 11 5 8 France. 
ltalie • . . . . . . 88 80 28 19 24 18 7 ltolh. Pays-Bas . . . ... 96 77 61 57 88 14 10 Not orlonds. 
Suisse •• • . . . . 82 20 18 18 18 10 6 Swltzorlond. 

Oceanie. . 93 95 95 90 92 17 14 Oceania. 
N ouveu;.iel~nd.e: . 90 91 88 84 84 18 IS New Zenlond. 

Total du monde . . . 346 304 268 267 285 75 56 World total. 
Priz moyen d'e:t:porlalion Avera'JV export price In 

auz Pays-Bas (dollars- the elherlanda (I gold 
or. par tonne m~trique) • 331.7 187.2 154.5 167.1 157.6 per metric ton). 

Viande conge/u et frigori-
fiu Frozen and chilled meal. 

Amerique Ia tine b • . . 777 630 579 591 675 54 58 Latin America. b 
Argentine • . . . . 594 510 488 488 534 " 49 Argentino. 
Bresil. • • • • . . 79 46 54 60 71 4 4 Brazil. 
Uruguay •• . . . 104 74 62 48. 70. 6 5. Uruguay. 

Oceanie • ••• . ~ . 281 365 443 435 489 38 55 Oceania.• 
Australie•. . . . . 114 135 187 184 228 1!1 2'2 Australia. • 
Nouvelle-Zelande • • 167 280 256 251 266 28 33 New Zealand.• 

Total (Amerique latine Total 6Latin America 
et Oceanie) • • • • 1,058 995 1,022 1,026 1,164 92 113 and ceanla). 

Pri:J: moyen d'e:t:portation Average e:t:C.orl price of 
de bceuf frigorijM en chll td eef In lht 
Argentine (dollars-or Ary,enline (I gold per 
par tonne mtlrique). . 186.4 87.2 80.9 90.9 94.5 me ric ton). 

• Partly esUmated ligurea. 
• Taken aa the total of the ligures lor the Arsentme. Brazil and Ul'UIIWIY· 
• Excludlna certain catei!Orioo of meat. 



Article et provenance 

Caf4 • 
AfrJque . • . • • • • 
Amerique laUne • • • 

Bresil. . . . . . . 
Colombie • • • • • 

· Venezuela. • • • • 
Asie . . . . . . . • 

lndes neerlandalses • 
Oeeanie. . . . . . . 
Total du monde b. • • 

Prix moyen d'exporfafion 
au Br4sil (dollars-or par 
tonne m~lrique). .• • • 

Th4 
Afrique • . . . • • . 
Asie . . . . . . . • 

Ceylon . . . . . . 
Chine. . . . . . . 
Inde . . . . . . . 
Indes neerlandaises • 

Total du monde b • • • 
Prix moyen d'exporlafion 

d Ceylan (dollars-or par 
tonne m~lrique). • • , 
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Table V ( ooncluded). 
ExPORTS OF CERTAIN FooDsTUFFS. 

Dollars-or 
Touuea m6trfquea (en mllllera) Metric tens (OOO's) (en mUUous) • 

I gold (OOO,OOO's)• 

1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1936 I 1987 1982 1 1987 

48 85 111• 134• 12 
1,295 1,145 1,421 1,410 1,310• 212 161 

857 716 020 851 727 128 87 
170 191 226 237 244 41 33 
64 49 54 62 9 

•95 131 99 117• 1i3• 18 io 
81 114 81 95 99 14 9 
4 6 5 5 . 2 . 

1,442 1,367 1,636. 1,666• . 244 . 

381.2 178.3 91.9 101.7 119.l 

1 2 5 8 9 - 3 
441 424 389 387 404 98 123 
114 115 .96 99 97 28 38 
57 40 38 87 41 8 5 

176 170 158 147 156 44 55 
72 79 66 70 67 18 16 

442 426 394 395 413 98 126 

641.8 246.7 332.3 344.2 387.9 

Article and provenance 

Coffee. 
Africa. 
La tin America. 

Brazil. 
Colombia. 
Venezuela. 

Asia. 
Netherlands Indies. 

Oceania. 
World total. b 

Average e:e~orl price in 
Brazil $ gold per 
metric !on). 

Tea. 
Africa. 
Asia. 

Ceylon. 
China. 
India. 
Netherlands Indies. 

World total. b 
Average export price in 

Ceylon ($ gold per 
metric !on). 

• Partly estimated tlgure1. · 
11 Excluding: exports rrom North America and Europe (re-exports, etc.). There are practically no tea exports from Latin America and Oceania. 

Trade in maize was very active in 1937 owing to the coincidence of a heavy demand · 
on the part of the United States and Germany with an increase in supply from the 
Argentine and the reappearance of Yugoslavia and the Union of South Africa as exporters. 
United States imports, rising from 0.8 million metric tons in 1936 to 2.2 millions in 1937, 
were heaviest during the early part of the year; after the good 1937 crop was harvested, 
the United States again began to export maize. German maize imports, on the other 
hand, were heaviest in the latter part of the year and amounted to 2.2 million tons as 
against 0.2 million in 1936. German requirements of maize were increased by a decree 
of January 1937 forbidding the purchase of bread cereals for feeding live-stock, and 
another decree of March introducing compulsory admixture of at least 7% of maize in 
flour for making bread. The Roumanian maize exports occurred almost entirely during 
the first seven months of the year ; thereafter, exports were prohibited owing to the 
poor crop. 

Trade in sugar underwent certain changes of interest in 1937. While the total sugar 
exports of the Netherlands Indies increased, their exports to India: declined, as in the 
preceding years, on account of the tariff protection in that country, and those to the Far 
East on account of the conflict between China and Japan. On the other hand, exports 
to the Netherlands rose from 6,000 metric tons in 1936 to 120,000 in 1937, and exports 
to other European countries from 63,000 to 272,000 metric tons. These countries, in 
their turn, reduced their imports from certain other markets : sugar imports into the 
Netherlan~s from ~Cuba and the Domii~ican Republic fell from 81,000 metric tons in 1936 
to 42,000 m 1937, and those of the Umted Kingdom from Cuba from 709 000 to 497,000 
metric tons. The Increase in Cuban sugar exports appears to have been absorbed largely 
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by t~e United Sta~es. Total Unit~d States sugar imports rose in 1937 by 244,0oo 
metnc tons, or by 9 Yo:-An event of Importance to the sugar trade was the coming into 
effect of the I~ternat10nal Sugar Agreement on September 1st, 1937. It applies to the 
sale of sugar m the free markets, estimated to absorb a tenth of the world's sugar 
production . 

. U.nited Kingdom imports of ~utter during 1937 fell otT by 15,000 metric tons; but, 
whil.e Imports from New Zealand mcreased by 10,000 metric tons, those from Australia 
dechned by an equal amount. German imports of butter increased from 75 000 metric 
tons in 1936 to 87,000 metric tons in 1937, chiefly on account of larger pur~hases from 
D~nmark, .the Netherlands, Sweden !lnd Lithuania. Imports of cheese into the United 
Kmgdom mcreased by 10,000 metnc tons. The bulk of her requirements of foreign 
cheese. cont~nued to be me~ by New Zealand; imports from Canada rose, however, by 
20% m we1ght. German Imports of cheese increased from 28 000 to 39,000 metric 
tons, chiefly on account of larger purchases from the Netherland~. 

World trade in frozen and chilled meat expanded in quantity by over 13% in 1937. 
The United Kingdom, which absorbs about four-fifths of the total quantity entering 
into trade, raised her imports from 842,000 metric tons in 1936 to 891,000 in 1937. 
This rise, which corresponds to about a third of the increase in world trade during the 
year, was due to larger purchases from Australia and New Zealand. Italian imports 
rose from 24,000 to 36,000 metric tons and German imports from 31,000 to 42,000 metric 
tons. United Kingdom imports of bacon (a commodity not shown in the table) rose 
from 334,000 metric tons in 1936 to 352,000in 1937, chiefly on account of larger purchases 
from Canada. Since 1935, Canada's share in these imports has risen from 12% to 20%, 
while Denmark's has declined from 55% to 49%. 

Some details on the trade in coffee during 1937 were given in the previous chapter. 
Brazil's recession as a supplier of coffee is reflected in the import statistics of several 
countries: 

Total imports 
Imports from Brazil 

Raw Materials. 

IMPORTS OJ' COPPEB, JN MBTRIC TOl'CI (000"1). 

Germany . France Italy 
1936 1937 1936 1987 1936 1987 
155 178 187 185 32 37 
63 54 86 82 18 14 

Nothorlondo 
1936 1987 
33 39 
11 10 

Bolalum 
1986 1087 
n~ 51 
22 20 

Unlike other raw materials, cotton fetched lower average prices in 1937 than in 1936. 
The supply increased rapidly in the latter half of the year, owing to a rise of 51{~ in the 
United States crop and of 21% in the Egyptian crop at the same time as Japans cotton 
imports fell otT. United States cotton exports during the year as a whole exceeded those 
of 1936 by only 7%. Brazilian exports (not shown separately in the table) increased from 
200,000 tons in 1936 to 236,000 tons in 1937. Indian exports declined owing to smaller 
purchases by Japan during the second half of the year. 

Exports of wool from all the chief producing countries, with the exception of the 
Union of South Africa, declined in 1937. Among importing countries, the United 
Kingdom records a decline in imports of 59,000 tons, or 14%, half of which was offset 
by smaller exports and re-exports from the United Kingdom. The import~ of the 
United States were higher than in 1936 by 31,000 tons, or 27%, but her reqUirements 
declined rapidly in the course of the year: during the months July-December, her imports 
amounted to only 40,000 tons, as against 60,000 tons during the corresponding period of 
1936. Japan's purchases of wool also fell otT rapidly. Australia's share in ~he quantity 
of her imports, which had been ~4% in 1935 and 71% in 1936, fell~ 38% 1~ 1937. 

Estimated world consumption of rubber fell from 591,000 metnc tons m the first 
half of 1937 to 506,000 metric tons in the second half. On the other han~, the supply 
increased as in anticipation of the continuance of the large demand expenenced dunng 
the early part of the year, the permissible export f?r ~he third and fourth quarters frol,ll 
the countries adhering to the plan of rubber reitnctlOn was fixed at 90% of the bas1c 
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Table VI. 

EXPORTS OF CERTAIN RAW MATERIALS AND REFINED MINERAL PRODUCTS. 

Dollars-or 
Tonnea m6trlquea (en mllllers) Metrle tona (OOO's) ·(en mllllona) • 

Article et provenance 
S gold (OOO,OOO'a) • Article and provenance 

1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1936 I 1937 1932 I 1937 

Colon (brut) Cotton (raw). 

Afrique • . . . . . 445 404 536 531 613• 84 134 Africa. 
Egypte • • • • . . 348 801 885 350 400 64 87 - Egypt. 

Amerique du Nord . . 1,762 2,138 1,399 1,282 1,377 343 213 North America. 
Etats-Unis • . . . 1,762 2,138 1,399 1,282 1,877 343 213 United States. 

Amerique latine . . 143 89 294 399 399• 13 66 Latin America. 
Asie , • • , , . . . 811 378 643 810 780·• 57 105 Asia. 

lnde . . . . . . . 714 291 571 724 661 42 87 India. 
Chine . . . . . 57 40 81 37 88 7 5 China. 

Total du monde b, 3,161 3,009 2,872 3,022 3,169• 497 518 World total. b 

Prix moyen d'exporlation 
Average export price in the aux Elals- Unzs (dol-

lars-or par tonne melri- United States (S gold per 
que) , • • . . . . . 434.0 160.6 161.8 163.0 164.6 metric !on). 

Laine (brute) Wool (raw). 
Afrique , , , . , , , 146 173 127 112 139 . 32 45 Africa. 

Union Sud-Africaine 180 169 118 97 108 81 37 Union of South Africa. 
Amerique du Nord . . 3· 2 4 4 2 1 1 North America. 
Amerique latine , . . 203 194 209 209 180• 34 63 Latin America. 

Argentine • . . . . 129 131 136 140 116 19 38 Argentine. 
Uruguay . . . . . 51 48 50 46 41 9 21 Uruguay. 

Asie . . . . . . . . 67 29 65 66 66• 7 21 Asia. 
Europe , . . . . . 109 80 128 124• 121" 30 49 Europe . 
Oceanic . . . . . 454 496 521 520 476 109 179 Oceania. 

Australia . 847 388 420 877 348 91 134 Australia. 
N ouvelle-Z~l~nde: . 107 108 101 149 128 18 45 New Zealand. 

Total du monde 982 974 1,054 1,035• 984• 213 358 World total. 
Prix moyen d'exporiatio~ Average export price in the 

en Argentine (dollars-or Argentine (S gold per 
par tonne me/rique) . . 604.3 139.6 139.9 202.7 271.5 metric ton) . 

Caoutchouc o Rubber. o 

Afrique ct Oceanic . . 7 3 7 8 9 - 2 Africa and Oceania. 
Amerique la tine • . . 23 7 13 16 19 1 4 Latin Americ.a. 
Asie , , , , , , , 852 710 867 845 1,125 44 260 Asia. 

Malaisie britanniqu~ 464 413 424 359 478 27 114 British Malaya. 
Ceylan • , • , • • 82 50 55 50 71 3 17 Ceylon. 
lndes neerlandaises • 259 214 287 315 439 12 97 ·Netherlands Indies. 

Total du monde , , , 882 720 887 869 1,153 45 266 World total. 
Prix moyen d'exl!orlation 

en Malaisie brtlannique Average export price in 
(dollars-or par tonne British Malaya ($ gold 
me/rique) . • • • • • 413.2 64.5 146.1 197,3 238,8 per metric ton). 

I 

• Partly esUmated figures. 
11 Excluding exports from Europe (re-exports, etc.). 
• Figures for nel e:s::ports (i.e., exports, minus imports), derived from the Slalislical Bulletin of the lnlernalional Rubbel' Regulation Commiltu. 

Exports from Europe and North America (re-exports, scrap, regenerated rubber, etc.) are excluded. 
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Table VI (continued). 

EXPORTS OF CERTAIN RAW MATERIALS AND REFINED MINERAL PRODUCTS. 

Tonnea m6trlquea (en mllllers) Metric tons (OOO"s) 
Article et provenance 

1929 1 1932 1 1935 1 1936 1 1937 

Charbon (y compris char
bon de soute pour na
vires etrangers). 
Etats-Unis. • • • • • 
Royaume - Uni (non 

compris charbon de 
soute) ...•..• 
Charbon de soute • • 

Allemagne. • • . • • 
Pologne. • . • • • • 
Pays-Bas . • • • . . 
Total des cinq pays in-

diques ci-dessus • • 
Prix moyen d'exportation 

au Royaume-Uni (dol
lars-or par tonne metri-
que) . • • • • • • . 

Huiles mintrales, non raf
fintes. 
Etats-Unis·. • • • • • 
Colombie • • • • • 
Cura<;ao. · • • • • • • 
Mexique. • • • • • • 
Perou. . . . . • • 
Venezuela. • • • • • 
Indes neerlandaises • . 
Iran • • • • • • • . 
Irak • . • • • • • • 
Roumanie. • • • •• 
U.R.S.S. . • • • • • 
Total des onze pays in

diques ci-dessus • • 
Prix moyen d'exportation 

aux Elats - Unis (dol
lars-or par tonne metri-
que) • • • • • • • • 

Essence de pttrole. 
Etats-Unis. • • • • • 
Cura<;ao. • • • 
Indes neerlandaises • • 
Iran . . . . . . . . 
Roumanie. • • • • • 
U.R.S.S. • • • • • • 
Total des six pays indi

ques ci-dessus • · • • 
Prix moyen d'exportation 

aux Elats - U nis (dol
lars-or par tonne metri-
que) • • • • • • • • 

22,297 

61,234 
16,654 
26,769 
13,912 
5,595 

146,461 

3.86 

3,671 
2,577 

516 
2,332 
1,020 

19,220 
23 

1,664° 

8 
310 

31,386 

10.30 

6,973 
1,217 
1,118 

.1,223. 
802 

1,097 

12,430 

38.3 

10,265 

39,523 
14,437 
18,312 
10,222 
4,454 

97,213 

2.81 

8,809 
2,211 
1,086 
1,500 

616 
16,192 

248 
1,335• 

157 
526 

27,680 

7.12 

8,931 
1,988 
1,156 
1,497• 
1,639 
2,018 

12,229 

20.1 

11,508 

39,335 
12,727 
26,774 
8,906 
4,611 

103,861 

2.33 

7,152 
2,279 

885 
1,140 
1,427 

20,446 
248 

1,508• 
8,567 

835 
207 

39,209 

5.05 

8,132 
2,415 
1,649 
1,478 11 

1,95'2 
656 

11,284 

12.1 

12,556 

35,()73 
12,139 
28,650 
8,362 
5,290 

102,070 

2.46 

6,998 
2,856 
1,272 

1,505 
. 22,260. 

151 
435 

8,962 
629 
167 

5.68 

2,797 
3,015 
1,880 
1,926• 
2,097 

419 

11,934 

13.1 

· • For the use or domestic as wen as foreign ships. 
• Bxcludl~ the value of bunker coel export.ed from Ule United Kingdom. 
• Iranian c1vil year beginn.irul March 22nd. 
• Iranian economic year beginni.Dg June 22nd. 
• Partly estimated figures. 

15,165 

41,000 
11,891 
38,629 
11,003 
6,329 

124,017 

2.6~ 

9,835 

95 

69 

6.10 

8,719 

1,960 

1,880 

14.4 

Dollan-or 
(en millions) 

1 aold (OOO,OOO"sl 

1932 1 1937 

47 

Ill 

56 
24 
17 

255b 

27 
15 
4 
7 
7 

78 
2 
3 

1 

' 
143 

79 
81 
18 
16 
25 
25 

194 

42 

110 

102 
21 
17 

292b 

57 

1 

25 

25 

ArUde and prownnnce 

Coal (Ind. bunker coul 
lor lorolgn ships}. 

United SLnlt•s. 

Unltl'll Kingdom (excl. 
bunker coni). 
[I un ko r coni. • 

Germuny. 
Polurul. 
No tlwrluruls. 
Tolnl lor ubovo llvo 

coun LrleM. 

Auerage exporl price In 
!Ire United J(lngdom (I 
gold per metric lon). 

Mineral oils, unrefined, 

United Stnto•. 
Colornbln. 
Curn<;no. 
Mexico. 
Peru. 
Venezrwln . 
Nelherlonds lndlll•. 
Iron. 
lroq. 
Rournnnlu. 
U.S.S.H. 
Totul lor nbovo eleven 

countries. 

Auerage export price In 
1/re Untied Slales (S 
gold per melrlc ton). 

Petrol (molar aplrll, elc.). 

United Stutes. 
Curo~oo. 
NcLherlnndB lndlM. 
Iron. 
Roumnnlu. 
U.S.S.H. 
Totnl for ubovo Blx 

COUll trioB. 

Aueraoe export priee In 
1/re Unlletl Slates (S 
gold per metric ton). 
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Table VI (concluded). 

EXPORTS OF CERTAIN RAW MATERIALS AND REFINED MINERAL PRODUCTS. 

Tonnes m6trlques (en mllllen) Metric tons (OOO"s) 

Article et provenance 

1929 1 1982 1 1985 1 193 6 1 1937 

Cuivre brut. 
Congo beige • • • • 
Rhodesie du Nord •.. 
Canada • • • • • 
Etnts-Unis • • • • 
Chili • • • • · • • • • 
Perou. . • • • • • • 
Yougoslnvie • . • . • 
Total des sept pays in-

diques ci-dessus . • 
Prix moyen d'exporlalion 

aux Elals • Vnis (dol
lars-or par tonne melri-
que) • • • • • • • • 

Elain brut. 
Indes neerlandaises • • 
Malaisie britannique • 
Total des deux pays in-

diques ci-dessus • • 
Prix moyen d'exP.orlalion 

en Malaisie brllannique 
(dollars-or par tonne me
/rique) • • • • • • • 

Elain: minerais. 
Bolivie • • • • • 
Indes neerlandaises • • 
Siam b • • • • • • • 
Total lies trois pays in

diques ci-dessus • • 

• Tin content. 

128 
6 

78 
890 
808 

56 
19 

975 

396.0 

14 
104 

118 

984.1 

47 
28 
15 

90 

• Economic yean beginning April 1st. 

60 150 
74 140 

104 168 
116 245 
121 260 
28 80 
26 88 

524 1,026 

133.8 100.1 

8 11 
49 63 

57 74 

462.2 629.3 

21 
10 
14 

45 

25 
17 
14 

56 

124 
143 
167 
212 
239 

83 
88 

956 

119.7 

13 
85 

98 

674.6 

24 
26 
18 

68 

165 
.286 
888 

87 

167.6. 

14 
95 

109 

686.9 

25 
86 
23 

84 

Dollars-or 
(en millions) 

$ gold (OOO,OOO"s) 

1982 1 1987 

3 
7 

12 
16 
15 
3 
4 

60 

4 
23 

27 

8 
8 
5 

16 

28 
48 
61 

7 

9 
65 

74 

17 
16 

Article and provenance 

Copper, unworked. 
Belgian Congo. 
Northern Rhodesia. 
Canada. 
United States. 
Chile. 
Peru. 
Yugoslavia. 
Total for above seven 

countries. 

Average export price in 
the United Slates ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

Tin, unworked. 
Netherlands Indies. 
British Malaya. 
Total for above two 

countries. 

Average export price in 
British Malaya ($ gold 
per metric lon). 

Tin ore. 
Bolivia. a 
Netherlands Indies. 
Siam. b 
Total for above three 

countries. 

export quotas, in comparison with 75% and 80% in the first and second quarters. 
Shipments of rubber from the producing countries in the second half of 1937 amounted 
to 629,000 metric tons, as compared with 524,000 metric tons in the first six months. 
As a consequence stocks, which had been falling during the early part of the year, 
increased and the monthly average price of crude rubber in London fell from the peak 
figure of ll~d. per pound in March to 7Md. in December. The export quotas for the 
first and second quarters of 1938 were reduced to 70% and 60%, but the London price 
has declined to less than 6d. per pound at the time of writing (May 1938). . 

Trade in coal and coke during 1937 was animated particularly by the requirements 
of the iron and steel industry. Demand remained high in the latter part of the year 
and prices rose. Of the increase in coal exports from the United Kingdom·during the 
year (5.9 million metric tons), 1.8 millions were absorbed by France and 2.2 millions 
by Italy. German exports rose by 10 million metric tons, of which 7 millions were 
disposed of in Belgium, France, Italy and the Netherlands. . 

World production of pig-iron in 1937 is estimated to have exceeded the 1936 level 
by 14% and the 1929 level by 5%. The corresponding figures for steel production are 
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9% and 13%. The principal change in trade that occurred in 1937 was the appearance 
of the United States as.one of the chief suppliers to the world market. Her exports 
of pig-iron rose from the almost negligible figure of 5,000 Ion"' tons in 1936 to 78'i 000 
long tons in 1937, a higher quantity than that exported by any ~her country· her exp~rts 
of i~on and s~eel scrap rose from 1,877,000 long tons to 4,039,000 long tons, and her exports 
of mg?ts,. billets, bl~oms, etc., from 2~,000 Ion~ tons to ~29.~00 long tons. In spite 
of thetr htgh domesbc_demand, the chtef producmg countrtes m Europe also increased 
their exports of iron and steel, though to a comparatively small extent. The exports of 
the United States and the imports of the United Kingdom and Japan-the two countries 
whose imports appear to have risen most in 1937-are illustrated by graphs in the 
previous chapter.1 Pig-iron imports into the United Kingdom rose from 247,000 long 
tons in 1936 to 645,000 long tons in 1937 ; the duty on pig-iron was abolished and that 
on steel reduced. The share of the United States in the quantity of United Kingdom 
imports of iron and steel rose from 1% in 1936 to 15% in 1937. 

The international restriction of copper production was suspended in January 1937. 
Copper prices continued t() rise during the first quarter of the rear, but thereafter 
declined rapidly, in spite of the heavy demand from the armament mdustries of various 
countries. ·The quantities entering into trade were substantially higher than in 1936. 
Chilian exports rose by 60% and United States exports (consisting of refined copper, 
partly imported in a raw state) by 35%. Figures for African exports are not available, 
but these exports appear to have been much higher than in 1936, as Belgian imports 
from the Congo rose from 174,000 metric tons in that year to 238,000 metric tons in 1937 
and United Kingdom imports from Northern Rhodesia from 50,400 to 113,000 metric 
tons. Japan increased her imports of copper very considerably, in spite of a rise in 
her domestic production; during the first seven months of the year, her purchases 
amounted to 66,000 metric tons as against 28,000 in the corresponding period of 1936. 

Though the export of tin and tin ore from the few countries specified in Table VI 
was lower in quantity than in 1929, total quantities entering into world trade appear to 
have been greater than in that year. The price of tin, like that of copper, declined 
rapidly as from April 1937. The export quotas under the International Tin Control 
Scheme were drastically reduced at the beginning of 1938 (from 110%;to 70%,later to 
55%), but prices remained at the low level to which they had fallen at the end of 1937. 

Note on the Export of Colton Piece-goods from the United Kingdom. 

It has not proved possible in this volume to summarise statistical Information on the trade In 
important manufactured articles in a table similar to those given above for a number of foodstuiYs 
and raw materials. In order to illustrate the conditions 
under which a considerable portion of the trade in manu
factured goods for consumption is carried on, a few 
indications are, however, supplied below with reference 
to the United Kingdom's exports of one important article 
of that kind-namely, cotton piece-goods. The changes 
in these exports reflect the alterations in marketing 
conditions that have aiYected the trade in a number of 
other manufactured products exported by Industrial 
countries. 

ANMUAL EXPORTI OP COTTOI"f PI&:Cir-GOOOI 
FROM JAPAN AND TilE Ul'fiTKD K1NODOK 1 

ll'f SQUARB YARDI (0<.1(1.()()()'•) 

A: United Kingdom. • 1 Jopon. 

.. 
~ 

i\ ,... 
re-r-~ "/ .. ,. 

""" 

1926 29 ao ao ll2 23 34 36 ll6 37 ' 
-·~· 

Since 1931, the quantity of British exports of cotton 
piece-goods has been only about half as great as in 1928 
or 1929, owing partly to increased domestic production 
in the importing countries and partly to the successful 
competition of other exporting countries, particularly 
Japan. The diagram opposite, showing the quantity 
of cotton piece-goods exported from the United Kingdom 
and Japan during the last ten years, may be supplemented by information concerning the unit 

• p- 36, 33 and 42. 
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value in 1929 and 1937 or cotton piece-goods exported from the two countries (the figures for 
Japan have been converted to sterling) : 

Unit value (£per 100 sq. yds.) Percentage decline 
1929 1937 1929-1937 

United Kingdom . • . . • • • 2.703 2.330 13.8 
Japan • . . • • • • . • . • 2.222 1.263 43.2 

Between the two years considered, the decline in unit value was three times greater for 
Japanese than for British piece-goods-a fact which should not be taken to indicate a similar 
discrepancy in price quotations, for, as competition was most effective in the case of the lower 
qualities, there occurred during the period a clear change over in British exports to the higher and 
more expensive qualities, particularly in cases where these exports w'ere most adversely affected 
by competition from Japan or from the domestic industry of the importing countries. 

The real quantum or British exports has thus fallen less than the diagram suggests. This is 
illustrated by the two tables given below, which show the percentage movement of average 
unit value and quantity of piece-goods exported from the United Kingdom to the principal 
importing countries. The upper table, embracing the whole period considered, indicates that the 
more the quantities exported have fallen, the less the average unit value has declined. In the case 
or exports to China and Brazil, the quantity in 1937 was less than 3% of that in 1929, but the 
unit value was 127% and 123% respectively of that in 1929. In these cases, British piece-goods 
or ordinary qualities were obviously edged out of the market and only certain expensive qualities 

UNITED KINGDOM : PERCENTAGE: MOVEMENT OP UNIT VALUB AND QUANTITY OP COTTON PIECE-GOODS, BY DESTINATION. 

1929 1987 -
Quantity In 1987 as percentage of 1929 : 

o-10 I 1o-80 I 3o-50 I 5D-75 I 75-100 I 10D-150 I 15D-210 

41Hl0 - - - ~ - - Canada 

6D-75 - - Bombay Germany Australia Ireland Br. S. Africa 
Switzerland New Zealand 

Madras Egypt Fr. W. Africa Br. W. Africa 
-

Unit value 75-85 - Turkey Netherlands Nelh.Indies Argentine Colombia -
In 1987 as Straits Betti. 
percentage 

oiiD29: Hong-Kong Burma 
85-100 Morocco Chile Greece - - - -

U.S.A. 

10D-180 
Bengal, 

Assam, elc. - - ·- - - -
Bratil ' China 

' 
T 

Nol< (1929-1987). The countries shown are those to which the export ol cotton piece-goods in 1929 exceeded £1 million. 
hose absorbing over £S million in that year are printed in italics. Owing to the importance of the Indian market India -has 

~eeo divided Into (I) Bombay, (II) Madras, (Ill) Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa and (lv) Burma. ' 

1985 1987 - . 
Quantity In 1987 as percentage of 1985 

41Hl0 I 6D-75 I . 75-90 I 9D-100 I 10D-110 I llD-125 I 125-180 

85-105 - - Auslralia - - - - Canada 
. Egypt 

105-110 - - - Denmark Sweden Colombia 
Unit value Norway 
In 1987 as Burma Araenline percentage no-us oll98o: - Bombau Ireland Ceylon Fr. W. &Eq. Un.ofS.Afr. Br.Ma!aya 

New Zealand Africa. 

ll5-180 Madras Greec-e Br. W.Indles Venezuela Br. W. Africa -
18D-150 Bengal, - - -Assam, etc. - -

Nol< (1935-1937 , The countrl Th l es shown are those to which the export of cotton piece-goods In 1985 exceeded £500 000 
pre~i~-!b~~~~.ng over £1 mlllion in that year are printed in italics. India has been divided into four parts, 88 hi th8 
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could still be sold. The other extrem? is repres_ented by Canada, who doubled the quantity of her 
purchases between 1929 and 1937, while the umt value feU by over half-a decline which suggests 
that,_ on the average, exports to Canada consisted of lower qualities in 1937 than In 1929. This 
case 1s, ho~ever, a so~ewhat special one, tor in the case or no other country shown in the table 
has the umt value declmed as much as 40%, and the average quality of the piece-goods exported 
to almost all destinations undoubtedly rose. The lower table shows that tendencies similar to 
those now described determined trade during the shorter period 1935-1937, when the price 
movement was upward and the total quantity exported remained practically unchanged. The 
gre~test redu~tions in q_uantity are r?corded in both the tables lor countries which rapidly developed 
the1r dom_est1c cotton m~ustry durmg the period in question (without increasing their domestic 
consu11_1pllon_ to any cons1der~ble extent) and the smallest reductions (or increases) tor " British " 
countr1es wh1ch granted speCial preference to the United Kingdom (or imposed special restrictions 
on their imports from Japan). The increase in exports to Scandinavian markets between 193ri 
and 1937 is accounted lor partly by the large demand or the countries in question and the speclnl 
advantages the United Kingdom has gained in these markets owing to the recent tendency towards 
bilateralism in trade. 

A number ol highly industrialised countries are not shown in the tables, as the value of the 
exports ol cotton piece-goods to them is relatively small. The unit value of these exports appears 
to have followed the general price movement rather closely; hence, the average quality of tho 
piece-goods in these cases did not undergo any appreciable change. This Is obviously due to tho 
fact that the domestic industries in these countries had already successfully conquered foreign 
competition in ordinary qualities before 1929 and thus confined that competition to a range ol 
special qualities. 

British exports have resisted best in the case ol coloured and patterned goods-that Is, goods 
the demand lor which is governed largely by fashion and the personal taste of the buyer ; and the 
loss in trade has most severely al!ected the sale ol grey and white qualities : 

UNlTBD KINGDOM : CoTToN PlECB~oooa ExPORTED. 

Grey White, Dyed In 
unbleached · bleached tbe piece 

1929, sq. yards (OOO,OOO's) ... . 
1937, sq. yards (OOO,OOO's) ... . 
1937 as % oll929 . . . • . . . . 

1,034 1,295 734 
317 573 506 

31 44 69 

Printed 

482 
413 

86 

• Coloured 
coLtona • 

126 
112 

89 

Japanese exports also appear to have shifted over to higher qualities, but the principal 
increase is recorded in bleached goods, while the advance in goods other than grey and bleached 
was less than that in all qualities token together : 

JAPAN : COTTOM PIBCB-GOODB EXPORTED. 

Grey, unbleached White, bleached Other Total 

1929, sq. yards (OOO,OOO's) . . • 816 128 847 1,791 
1937, sq. yards (OOO,OOO's) . . . 810 648 1,186 2,644 
1937 as% oll929 • . • . . • • 99 606 140 148 

The detailed specification available since 1931 suggests that Japanese exports of "coloured 
cottons " (piece-goods of dyed yarn) have actually declined ; sales of " striped " piece-goods foil 
from 180 million square yards in that year to 96 millions in 1937. Moreover, an Investigation or the 
changes in Japanese exports of piece-goods in dilTerent directions has not revealed any clear 
connection between prices and quantities similar to that found to exist In the case of British 
exports. The advantages of the Japanese export industry, as well as of the domestic Industry 
in many of the countries that are industrialising but are still dependent upon foreign supply, 
lie in low labour costs combined with the utilisation ol modem technique, which permit of Jorge
scale production of ordinary qualities at a very low margin between the cost of the row material 
and the manufactured article. The production of these countries therefore appears to be most 
competitive when, owing to adverse business. conditions! the share or such qualities in consumption 
increases at the expense of those respondmg. to vanations In per~onal taste. Old Industrial 
countries such as the United Kingdom have theu- strength in the specialisation and dlverslOcation 
of their production, and their export industries are likely to be most prosperous when the demand 
in the importing countries is not principally directed towards the cheaper and uniform products, 
but can afford to aspire to a-richer choice ol qualities. Reference to the diagram on page 63 
will show that the quantity of Japanese exports of cotton piece-goods gained rapidly on the British 
from 1928 to 1935, but not during 1936 and 1937, ~hen, as a result ollmp!oved terms of trade, the 
majority of the importing countries increased tbeu- demand. Since 193a, there bas even been a 
tendency for Japanese exports to decline. 

5A 
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Geographical Distribution of Trade. 

Summary Tables showing Conlinenlal Dislribulion of Trade. 

The information given on the geographical distribution of trade when. dealing with 
individual countries may be supplemented by the percentage figures shown m Tabl~s VII 
and VIII concerning the continental distribution of imports and exports of thirteen 
countries, representing together about two-thirds of world trade. . . . 

The figures for the United Kingdom in Table VII ~eflect the relative decline m 
British imports from Europe. In 1931 (a year not shown m the tab.le), they represented 
47.6% of total British imports; even afte~ the heavy fall to 3~.4% m 1932, they further 
declined and amounted to only 33.8% m 1937. The dechne appears to have been 
arrested however in the course of 1937 as a result of the increased imports of manufactured 
articles into the United Kingdom and the new decline in the prices of primary products. 
Europe's share in the exports of the United Kingdom, which had fallen steadily from 
1931 to.1936, rose slightly in 1937, in spite of the continued fall in the share of Ireland 
(see footnote • to Table VIII). Nevertheless, like practically all the industrialised 
countries shown in the table, the United Kingdom increased the share of her exports 
disposed of in Asia and Latin America .. 

Europe's share in both the imports and the exports of several other important 
industrial countries-for example, the United States, Germany, Belgium and the 
Netherlands-has declined in recent years. Naturally, this decline is to a large extent 
a result of the deterioration of the terms of trade of these countries up to 1937 :·the higher 
the price of primary products in relation to manufactured articles the greater is generally 
the share of raw-material countries in total world trade, as well as in the trade of individual 
countries. But account should also be taken of the tendency· of trade restrictions 
and exchange control to discourage the exchange of manufactured products between 
industrial countries. Germany is the best example of a country whose exports have 
been diverted to an increasing extent from industrial to non-industrial countries. 

Japan imported relatively more in 1937 from North America, Europe and Africa, 
and less from Asia and Oceania, than in the preceding years-a change due largely to 
her increased purchases of iron and steel and other metal products, and to reduced 
purchases of Indian cotton and Australian wool. French imports as well as exports to 
Africa fell ofT relatively in 1937, . owing to changes, dealt with on a previous page, in 
trade with the French possessions in North Africa.l 

Certain of the changes now referred to may be studied in greater detail from the 
figures in Tables IX and X, showing the percentage shares of the three chief trading 
countries-the United Kingdom, the United States and Germany-in the trade of 
tw~lve indu~trial countries ('~able IX) and thirteen non-industrial <?Ountries (Table X). 
Ch1ef attentiOn should be pmd to the figures for 1929 and 1937, as comparison between 
these two years is generally only to a small extent affected by variations in the 
relationship between prices of primary products and manufactured articles. · While it 
is not intended to give an exhaustive analysis of the circumstances that have determined 
the movements of the percentages in question, attention may be drawn to certain of the 1 chief factors at work. 
. (i) The tendency l?wards b!laleralis"!. The tr~de of each country usually results 
m an export surplus with certam countries and an 1mport surplus with other countries. 
In some cases, export or import surpluses in trade with certain countries are offset 
by payments on _account of "invisibl~ " items (~or example, interest payments). The· 
disturbances durmg the early depressiOn years m the rather complicated structure of 
trade balances of this kind have been described in Balances of Payments 1933,2 A 
strong tendency to restrict " triangular " or " multilateral " trade and 'thus make 

'C(. page 41. . 
'L.o.N. P. i934.II.A.i9, pages 23-3i, 
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Table:,vu. 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, BY CONTINENTAL GROUPS, OF THE TRADE OF CERTAIN COUNTRIES, 

(Special Trade. Men:haDdlse ·only.) 

IKPOit.TL 

I · · · I Importations dens : lmporta lnlo • 

. Continents de provenance _! .!i " d :§:0: " ii" u J .!!.!I 
~< =" § ~ j! - " • . .; a'" g~ 1 ~(a ,.._ Sui ~~ l!l :ii .!>. o.!l ~~ "" OR :o I! """ ~~ !! Continents of provenance <>- g:;;:, !>~::> 

.... .:! == "" ..:l <'-' "' .... ~>o.Z --• • • • • o I o I 

Importations provenant de : Imports from : 

EuROPE 1929 d 40.0 30.6 53.3 45.2 19.1 22.4 67.6 66.5 53.8 62.4 5'7.0 21.5 52.1 
1932 d 38.4 29.8 54.9 48.2 16.1 29.4 72.3 69.6 59.2 59.1 63.6 24.9 53.2 
1934 d 35.1 30.0 59.2 41.6 13.2 29.2 65.6 68.9 60.2 60.3 64.8 3"l.3 54.0 
1935 d 35.3 29.6 61.8 39.8 14.4 28.2 62.4 65.4 62.6 58.5 61.8 32.0 53.0 
1936 d 34.5 30.0 60.0 37.1 12.0 25.6 60.3 62.7 61.3 59.6 62.4 38.3 51.1 
1937 d 33.8 27.9 55.8 40.2 13.3 24.0 57.3 61.2 0 0 59.0 38.5 53.5 

AMERIQUE ou NonD a 1929 20.0 11.7 15.6 14.1 33.0 68.8 11.3 11.1 20.0 8.2 27.4 21.0 28.0 
NORTH AMERICAB 1932 18.4 13.7 14.2 11.6 39.3 58.3 9.9 8.4 14.6 9.0 14.8 27.3 19.4 

1934 18.5 14.4 9.8 10.6 36.6 57.3 9.2 7.4 13.1 7.5 14.7 28.2 18.1 
1935 19.3 14.3 6.1 10.1 35.1 57.2 9.3 7.9 11.7 7.3 15.0 21.2 21.0 
1936 20.1 15.8 6.0 11.3 33.3 58.8 10.8 9.0 15.4 7.3 15.6 '21.8 23.2 
1937 20.0 13.2 6.3 10.7 36.3 61.2 11.1 10.1 . 0 18.0 21.6 21.1 

AMERIQUE LA TINE b 1929 12.1 25.1 12.0 1.1.4 0.7 4.2 9.3 10.9 10.7 0.1 10.4 0.3 0.5 
LATIN AMERICA b 1932 13.3 27.1 11.2 9.6 0.4 6.1 8.9 11.3 10.1 0.0 13.5 0.1 0.4 

1934 13.7 23.5 10.9 9.5 1.1 6.1 11.3 11.1 7.9 0.2 11.5 1.3 0.6 
1935 12.8 23.6 14.4 8.9 2.1 5.9 11.3 12.9 8.6 0.3 12.8 1.0 0.7 
1936 12.7 21.8 14.0 8.6 4.8 6.6 10.5 11.9 9.3 0.3 12.3 0.6 0.5 
1937 12.9 22.9 16.8 9.2 4.8 4.8 10.8 11.4 0 . 12.5 0.4 0.5 

AFRIQUE 1929 7.2 2.5 5.1 13.7 1.9 0.3 6.3 2.4 4.3 1.9 0.1 0.0 0.7 
AFRICA 1932 6.7 1.8 5.5 21.2 2.0 1.2 4.4 2.0 5.5 3.2 o.o 0.2 0.5 

1934 6.4 2.0 5.8 24.7 3.5 1.2 6.2 2.1 7.5 3.6 0.1 0.8 0.6 
1935 7.1 2.0 6.3 24.9 2.8 1.7 8.3 2.8 8.3 6.3 0.1 0.7 0.5 
1936 7.3 2.1 6.9 26.0 3.9 1.2 8.0 3.2 7.3 4.2 o.o 1.0 0.7 
1937 7.5 3.0 7.6 22.2 5.5 1.8 10.3 3.4 • 0 0.1 0.8 0.7 

AS IE 1929 12.1 28.8 11.4 11.0 39.2 2.6 3.2 8.9 8.8 23.1 5.0 56.7 15.6 
ASIA 1932 11.2 27.0 11.8 7.5 32.2 3.1 2.9 8.3 7.4 28.0 8.1 43.6 21.6 

1934 13.8 29.2 11.0 10.1 36.1 4.0 5.1 10.3 8.2 27.7 8.9 36.3 21.0 
1935 13.1 29.2 10.4 12.5 35.5 4.8 4.7 10.8 7.9 27.8 10.3 41.0 19.2 
1936 12.8 28.8 11.8 13.6 38.4 5.3 5.3 12.9 5.7 27.6 9.6 36.6 19.0 
1937 13.8 30.8 11.8 13.9 34.2 5.5 6.7 13.6 . 0 10.2 36.8 18.7 

0CEANIE 1929 8.6 1.3 2.6 4.6 6.1 1.7 2.3 0.2 2.4 4.3 0.1 0.5 3.2 
OCEANIA 1932 12.0 0.6 2.4 1.9 10.0 1.9 1.6 0.4 3.2 0.7 o.o 3.9 6.0 

1934 12.5 0.9 3.3 3.5 9.5 2.2 2.6 0.2 3.1 0.7 0.0 1.1 5.7 
1935 12.4 1.3 1.0 3.8 10.1 2.2 4.1 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.0 4.1 5.6 
1936 12.6 1.5 1.3 3.4 7.6 2.5 5.1 0.3 1.0 1.1 0.1 1.7 5.6 

. 1937 12.0 2.2 1.7 3.8 5.9 2.7 3.8 0.3 . . 0.1 1.9 6.5 

• U.S.A. (lxu:Iuding Alaska), Canada, Newfoundland, G....,nland and St. Pl...., 4: Mfqnelon. 
• America. other thaD" North America •• u defined above .. 
• General trade .. 
• Of which, from Ireland : · 

1929 = 3.7; 1931 = 4.2; 1932 = 3.8; 1933 = 2.6; 1934 = 2.4; 1935- 2.5; 1936 - 2.4; 1987- 2.1. 
• Since 1934. by countries of origin; for previOUI yean, by count.rle. of CODillnmeDt. 
r From l.VU.S2. excluding trade of Manchurian porte. 
• InclUding bullion and apecle. Yean end!Da .June 80tb. . 
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Table VIII. 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, BY CONTINENTAL GROUPS, OF THE TRADE OF CERTAIN COUNTRIES. 

(Special Trade. Merchandise only.) 
EXPORTS. 

I · · · I Exportations de : Exports from : 

~~ "" m 
m 

" "' .s Continents de d~tlnatlon '8 11." 
... m" .!.!! 

l~ "" ::;>. .... 
" 

.. lll'il ~ E; .$ ~ .. " '"' "' 'li .!,., .,.!! " ~! - ' . 3~ " C<O " " ·~~ ~~ 
.... ~~ -~ f ...... " ';Gl 33 "'"' ~ a a ~~ "" d "" "" Continents of destination IX:::> "';::> <" "' 

..,.., Ill Ill P.Z -- --• • • • • • • • 

Exportations vers : Exports to : 

EuROPE 1929 0 35.1 44.8 74.3 62.7 7.1 36.8 71).6 74.7 58.9 49.8 82.1 21.2 67.5 
1932 0 41.9 48.8 81.5 54.0 9.5 51.4 75.7 79.8 66.1 53.1 91.9 22.9 69.8 
1934 0 38.7 44.7 77.8 55.3 10.5 50.4 74.5 82.3 68.6 53.5 85.1 24.2 76.7 
1935 0 37.4 45.3 73.3 53.8 10.5 48.2 72.5 78.4 60.6 51.7 76.6 25.6 71.5 
1936 0 35.6 42.7 70.8 50.3 11.4 50.2 71.9 75.4 47.1 54.3 73.9 24.6 67.1 
1937 0 35.7 41.0 69.3 54.3 11.2 47.2 70.9 73.6 . 73.5 26.9 69.9 

AMERIQUE DU NORD a 1929 11.3 18.3 8.0 7.9 43.8 44.6 8.0 4.6 12.1 13.1 10.6 13.7 4.6 
NORTH AMERICA a 1932 8.9 15.3 5.5 5.8 32.2 34.8 5.9 4.4 10.0 9.0 3.5 13.1 4.8 

1934 9.6 14.4 4.3 5.2 18.8 34.2 5.2 3.9 7.8 9.6 6.1 18.3 3.1 
1935 10.6 14.4 4.5 5.2 21.8 37.5 7.4 5.6 8.4 11.0 13.1 24.4 3.7 
1936 11.8 15.9 4.3 6.3 22.6 36.9 9.2 6.8 10.2 10.8 14.3 27.1 7.9 
1937 11.5 15.5 4.1 7.0 20.8 37.5 8.7 5.6 . . 16.2 28.4 13.0 

AMERIQUE LA TINE b 1929 11.0 18.5 7.6 6.1 1.4 6.5 6.5 4.4 11.9 4.6 6.5 0.1 0.3 
LATIN AMERICA b 1932 8.5 13.4 4.2 4.8 1.3 5.2 4.1 3.2 8.6 3.7 3.7 0.0 0.2 

1934 9.8 15.9 6.5 5.5 4.8 4.8 6.2 3.1 7.7 3.4 7.1 0.4 0.1 
1935 9.1 16.5 9.3 5.9 4.4 3.7 6.4 3.8 6.9 3.2 8.1 0.5 0.1 
1936 9.2 17.5 10.8 6.7 4.1 3.0 5.5 4.5 5.9 3.3 9.6 0.4 0.1 
1937 9.9 19.1 11.2 6.4 5.2 3.9 6.7 4.8 . . 8.8 0.3 0.2 

AFRIQUE 1929 11.2 2.5 2.3 17.9 2.8 1.7 6.8 3.0 8.5 3.8 0.6 0.0 4.4 
AFRICA 1932 12.5 2.2 1.9 29.0 6.1 1.3 6.0 3.3 8.4 4.0 0.5 3.3 1.8 

1934 14.2 3.6 2.6 28.1 8.4 2.3 5.8 3.0 9.9 4.0 0.6 3.4 0.8 
1935 15.3 4.2 2.9 28.7 7.3 2.3 6.1 3.5 18.6 4.7 0.7 3.4 1.1 . 1936 15.9 4.7 3.3 30.1 7.4 2.2 6.4 3.8 33.9 3.0 0.6 3.5 1.0 
1937 15.3 4.5 3.7 25.1 7.6 2.5- 6.1 3.5 . . 0.4 2.3 0.9 

AS IE 1929 21.0 12.2 7.1 4.7 42.4 7.0 7.5 12.6 7.8 26.6 0.2 64.9 19.2 
ASIA 1932 19.8 18.0 6.4 5.8 47.6 4.9 7.8 8.8 6.4 26.8 0.3 60.4 19.8 

1934 18.1 18.7 8.2 5.4 53.8 4.6 7.9 7.2 5.2 27.2 0.9 53.3 15.5 
1935 17.4 16.4 9.3 5.9 52.2 3.9 6.5 8.0 4.7 27.1 1.4 45.6 18.9 
1936 16.1 16.0 9.9 6.1 50.9 3.4 5.7 8.9 2.6 26.5 1.6 43.4 19.0 
1937 16.4 16.9 10.9 6.7 51.8 4.2 7.0 12.0 . 1.0 41.3 10.9 

0CEANIE 1929 10.4 3.7 0.7 0.7 2.5 3.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 2.1 0.0 0.1 4.0 
OCEANIA 

1932 8.4 2.3 0.5 0.6 3.3 2.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.4 0.1 0.3 3.6 
1934 9.6 2.7 0.6 0.5 3.7 3.7 0.4 0.5 0.7 2.3 0.2 0.4 3.8 
1935 10.2 3.2 0.7 0.5 3.8 4.4 1.1 0.6 0.8 2.3 0.1 0.5 4.7 
1936 11.4 3.2 0.9 0.5 3.6 4.3 1.3 0.6 0.3 2.1 0.0 1.0 4.9 
1937 11.2 3.0 0.8 0.5 3.4 4.7 0.6 0.5 . . 0.1 0.8 5.1 

• U.S.A. (Including Alaska), Canada, Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre & Miquelon 
• America, other than " North America " as defined above. · 
• Of which, to Ireland : 

1929 - 4.9; 1931 ~ 7.8; 1932 = 7.1; 1933 = 5.2; 1934 = 4.9; 1935 = 4.8; 1936 = 4.8; 1937 ~ 4.1. 

expo;t~drt~al~~':t~~!e:ol:ratf;8d!~~n~~~: ~~o~eo~~ha!::r~~~ u ba~~n ~hedas;u1mptio~ ... tha~ all the grain reported as 
808 and Stalialiool Abslracl otlhe United States, 1934, j,age 4201 ; PP· • ra e n ormahon Bullelln, Nos. 602, 684, 749 and 

1929 1931 1932 1933 1984 
45.6 49.4 48.9 50.9 44.6 
17.4 16.2 15.1 12.7 14.8 

Europe .. . . • • • • • . • . 
North America . . . . • . . • 

• General trade. 
1 Including war reparations deliveries In kind. 
• From l.VU.S'l, excluding trade of Manchurian ports. 
• lnclud!Jlll bullion and apecle, Yean endl011 June SOt.h. 
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international transactions-particularly merchandise trade-balance in each direction 
has be.en ~ne of the most outsta~ding factors in the commercial policy of numerous 
countries smce 1931. As an equalisation of the balances in certain directions entails a 
similar equalisation in others, attempts to balance trade between two countries have 
sometimes had worldwide and unintentional effects. 

The tables afford several examples of changes due largely to the tendency towards 
bilateralism. The Argentine, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Hungary, the 
Netherlands and Poland all had a passive balance of trade with the United States in 

Table IX. 
- -

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, THE UNITED STATES AND GERMANY IN TIIB TIIADB 

OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES. 

Imports 

1937 I Ex porto 

Country Shares of 
1929 1 1ua2 1 1936 I 1929 1 1932 1 1936 I 1937 

Austria . . . . . . United Kingdom 2.8 2.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 3.8 5.3 5.3 
United States 6.1 4.0 6.2 6.0 3.5 2.0 7.9 7.6 
Germany 21.0 20.0 16.9 16.1 16.5 16.5 16.1 14.8 

Belgium . . . . . United Kingdom 11.2 8.7 9.0 8.3 18.2 15.7 14.6 13.6 
United States 9.6 8.6 6.8 8.6 6.8 4.7 7.9 7.6 
Germany 13.8 16.8 11.4 11.3 12.0 10.3 10.5 10.9 

· Czechoslovakia . . . United Kingdom 4.1 4.2 6.0 6.4 6.9 5.5 9.0 8.6 
United States 5.5 11.4 6.1 8.8 7.2 6.8 9.1 9.3 
Germany 25.0 24.2 17.5 15.5 19.3 16.2 14.5 13.7 

France • . . . . . United Kingdom 10.0 8.2 7.1 8.0 15.1 10.0 12.4 11.4 
United States 12.3 9.8 10.0 9.5 6.7 4.9 5.7 6.4 
Germany 11.4 12.1 7.0 7.7 9.4 8.6 4.3 5.9 

Germany . . . . . . United Kingdom 6.4 5.5 6.2 5.7 9.7 7.8 8.5 7.3 

United States 13.3 12.7 5.5 5.2 7.4 4.9 3.6 3.5 

Italy. . . . . United Kingdom 9.6 9.0 0.9 3.0 9.8 10.8 2.9 6.1 . . 14.9 10.9 11.5 9.4 10.0 7.3 United States 16.7 13.4 
Germany 12.5 13.4 26.8 18.6 11.9 11.4 19.6 14.4 

Japan . . . . . United Kingdom 6.9 5.5 2.6 2.8 2.9 4.3 5.5 5.3 . . 29.5 35.6 30.7 33.6 42.5 31.6 22.0 20.1 
United States 
Germany 7.1 5.0 4.2 4.7 0.6 0.6 1.3 1.4 

Netherlands . United Kingdom 9.4 9.1 9.2 8.3 20.7 19.1 22.2 21.6 . . . 6.6 7.1 8.8 3.6 3.5 6.0 5.0 
United States 9.9 
Germany 30.6 30.8 23.3 21.1 22.9 21.4 15.6 15.4 

Sweden . United Kingdom 17.3 16.8 19.0 18.8 24.8 25.6 24.6 23.9 . . . . . 10.8 13.7 15.1 10.9 10.6 12.4 11.1 
United States 14.7 
Germany 30.8 29.3 24.5 22.6 15.2 9.5 15.9 15.6 

J 
Switzerland • . United Kingdom 6.0 4.4 6.1 6.2 13.7 10.7 11.1 11.2 . . . 10.5 6.5 5.7 7.0 9.9 6.9 8.0 8.7 

United States 
Germany 25.1 28.3 24.8 22.3 16.9 13.9 19.4 15.5 

United Kingdom • . . United States 16.1 11.9 11.1 11.1 6.2 4.1 6.3 6.1 

Germany 5.6 4.3 3.9 3.5 5.1 4.0 4.3 4.1 

United States • • United Kingdom 7.5 5.7 8.3 6.6 16.2 17.9 17.9 16.0 . . 5.8 5.6 3.3 3.0 7.8 8.3 4.1 3.7 
Germany 

• The ligures lor lmporll refer to general trade. 
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Table X. 

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, THE UNITED STATES AND GERMANY IN THE TRA{)E 

oF CERTAIN NoN-INDUSTRIAL CouNTRIES. 

11929 1 

Imports I Exports 
Country Shares of 

1932 1 1936 1 1937 1929 1 1932 1 1936 1 1937 

Argentine . . . . • United Kingdom 17.6 21.5 23.5 18.9 32.2 36.1 35.1 27.8 
United States 26.4 13.5 14.4 16.4 9.8 3.4 12.1 12.7 
Germany 11.5 9.3 9.3 10.3 10.0 8.8 5.8 6.4 

Australia • . . • . . United Kingdom 30.7 40.0 40.7 42.6 36.8 53.3 50.5 48.8 
United States 24.6 16.2 16.7 14.3 4.1 3.8 7.2 11.6 . Germany 3.2 3.3 3.6 4.0 6.9 3.6 1.7 2.6 

Brazil • . . . . . United Kingdom 19.2 19.2 11.3 12.1 6.5 7.0 11.9 9.1 
United States 30.1 30.2 22.1 23.0 42.2 45.8 38.9 36.2 
Germany 12.7 9.0 23.5 23.9 8.8 8.9 13.2 17.1 

Canada . . . . . United Kingdom 15.0 20.7 19.4 18.2 24.6 36.1 41.9 40.0 
United States 68.8 58.2 58.2 60.6 44.2 32.9 36.0 36.5 
Germany 1.7 2.2 1.8 1.5 2.7 1.6 0.7 1.2 

China . . . . United Kingdom 9.3 11.2 11.7 11.7 7.2 7.5 9.2 9.6 
United States 18.0 25.3 19.6 19.8 13.4 12.0 26.3 27.5 
Germany 5.2 6.8 15.9 15.3 2.2 5.9 5.6 8.8 

Egypt . . . . United Kingdom 21.2 24.0 23.9 21.8 33.9 37.8 37.0 30.9 
United States 5.0 3.2 5.7 5.6 13.9 4.8 4.4 6.5 
Germany 7.3 7.0 11.1 11.0 5.8 9.6 6.8 8.3 

Hungary • . . . . United Kingdom 2.8 4.7 5.1 5.3 3.6 6.9 8.7 7.1 
United States 4.6 3.9 5.3 4.5 1.1 0.9 2.6 2.9 
Germany 20.0 22.5 26.0 26.2 11.7 15.2 22.8 24.1 

India . . . . . . . United Kingdom 42.4 36.4 39.0 31.5 21.2 27.5 31.9 31.0 
United States 7.3 8.5 6.6 6.4 12.0 7.5 9.2 10.3 
Germany 6.3 7.8 9.8 . 9.3 6.4 4.4 

Netherlands Indies • . United Kingdom 10.8 9.6 7.8 8.2 8.9 8.9 5.1 5.3 
United States 12.0 6.7 7.7 10.2 11.4 12.1 17.7 18.9 
Germany 10.7 7.7 9.1 8.4 2.6 2.0 2.4 2.9 

New Zealand . . . • United Kingdom 48.7 51.2 50.0 50.2 73.7 87.8 80.2 76.0 
United States 18.6 13.3 12.1 12.0 6.6 2.5 5.1 7.2 
Germany 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.7 2.2 0.8 0.5 1.4 

Poland . . . . . . • United Kingdom 8.5 8.7 14.1 11.9 10.3 16.7 21.6 18.3 
United States ~2.3 12.1 11.9 11.9 1.1 0.9 6.6 8.4 
Germany 7.3 20.1 14.3 14.5 31.2 16.2 14.2 14.5 

Roumanla . . . • United Kingdom 7.3 10.8 8.1 9.9 6.3 14.0 14.4 9.0 
United States 6.1 3.4 3.9 4.4 0.2 0.3 1.1 1.5 
Germany 24.1 23.7" 36.1 29.8 27.6 12.3 17.8 20.1 

Yugoslavia . . . . • United Kingdom 5.6 7.4 8.5 7.8 1.3 2.1 9.9 7.4 
United States 4.7 4.4 6.4 6.0 1.6 0.9 4.9 4.6 
Germany 15.6 17.7 26.7 32.3 8.5 11.3 23.7 21.7 

• Yean ending Juno 80th. 
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1929! bu~, as a re_sult o~ the relative decline in their imports from that country and the 
relativ~ mcrease m their exports to it, that balance has since been heavily reduced or 
even-m the case of the Argentine and Australia-been replaced by a small export 
suri?lus. Japan represen~s a case where the tendency towards bilateralism was evident 
durmg ~he early d~press1on years. In 1929, Japan had a large export surplus in her 
trade with the Umted Stales, but an import surplus with the United Kin ... dom and 
Germany. When_ the exc~ss of ~xports to the United States disappeared a~ a result 
of the _heavy fall I!! the pric_e of s1lk, Japan had to increase her exports to many other 
countnes ; but this expansiOn of exports, evident particularly in the case of textile 
manufactures, demanded greater purchases of raw cotton, especially from the United 
States, and a new system of bilateral trade balances offsetting each other in Japanese 
trade was thus created, in apparent contradiction with the tendency towards 
bilateralism. 

Japan : Surplus of exports ( +) or 
imports (-) in trade with : 
United States . • . . . . • 
United Kingdom . • . , • . 
Other countries • • • , , , 

I929 

+ 260 
- 90 
-237 

Yon (OOO,OOO'o) 
1932 1936 

-65 
- 19 
+ 63 

-253 
+ 75 
+ 107 

1937 

- 630 
+ 62 
- 40 

· The very considerable increase in Japan's import balance with the United Stales 
in 1937 was due largely to the import of iron and steel and metal products, to which 
reference was made on a previous page ;1 Japan's imports of cotton from the United 
States, indeed, fell from 372 million yen in 1936 to 307 millions in 1937. 

(ii) Increased "inter-Imperial" lrade. The increase since 1929 in the United 
Kingdom's share in the imports as well as the exports of Australia, Canada and New 
Zealand, and in the exports of India, must be attributed largely to tariff preferences 
and other measures encouraging British inter-Commonwealth trade. The improvement 
in the competitive position of certain manufacturing industries or the United Kingdom 
on account of the depreciation of sterling and the introduction of tariffs on manufactured 
articles in the United Kingdom continued to shift over the raw-material exports of the 
Dominions (as well as other raw-material countries) in the direction of the United 
Kingdom. With the relative growth in the imports of manufactured goods into the 
United Kingdom, the importance of this factor has, however, declined. The United 
Kingdom's share in Indian imports has fallen off as a result of the decline in India's 
imports of certain manufactured products in consequence of her industrialisation and of 
increased competition from Japan, whose share in Indian imports rose from 9.2% in 
1929 to 17.2% in 1937. 

· The decline in the shares of the United Kingdom, the United States and Germany 
in both the imports and the exports of France is chiefly a reflection of the increase in 
the share of the French oversea territories. Similarly, the reduction in the shares of the 
United Kingdom and the United States in Italy's exports reflects the increase in the 
shares of Tripoli, Cyrenaica, Eritrea and Somaliland from 2% in 1929 to 20% in 1937. 

(iii) Exchange conlrol and clearing agreements. Germany has to an increasing extent 
diverted her exports from industrial creditor countries to raw-material countries. One 
of her reasons for this has been to reserve her currency supply for the purchaAe of raw 
materials in bilateral exchange. Certain industrial creditor countries, which had 
endeavoured to safeguard a portion of the financial payments due to them by Germany 
through clearing agreements with that country, have found it necessary to restrict their 
exports to Germany. These exports were also curtailed by German measures tnken 
to reduce imports of manufactured articles. Austria and ~zechoR_Iova_ki~, who only 
had small assets in Germany and were affected by currency difficulties Similar to th?se 
experienced by that country, attempted to divert their trade to free-currency countries. 

t Page 42.. 
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Germany's share in trade with the industrial countries shown in Table IX has decli~ed, 
the only exceptions being Italy, Japan (exports) and Sweden (exp_orts). The shght 
rise in Germany's share in the exports of S":eden IS a?counted for b;r Iro~ ore. 

As is shown by Table X and information s_uppbed el~ewhere m this volu~el the 
raw-material countries that have expanded their trade with Germany are prmcipally 
those applying exchange control. The higher pri~es paid by Germany in cle~ring or 
"private compensation" trade have afforded a special mducem_ent to .export~rs m those 
countries to dispose of their products in Germany, but the necessity for Imp?rtmg German 
manufactured products in exchan~e has. frequently proved. uneconom!cal to them. 
The increase in the shares of the Umted Kmgdom and the Umted States m the exports 
of Hungary, Roumania and Yugoslavia must ~e attributed largely to the attempts 
of the last-mentioned countries to expand their exports to free-currency countnes, 
and thus to be able to employ the proceeds for purchase of raw materials or for imports 
of manufactured 'articles on relatively favourable terms. 

Geographical Redistribution of Trade and International Specialisation. 

International trade depends largely upon the relative advantage of the production 
of different types of goods in different countries. It has frequently been pointed out 
that protective measures aiming directly at the lessening of international specialisation 
of production are likely to have an adverse effect upon the quantum of trade of the 
countries concerned and to affect the composition and geographical distribution of their 
trade. Less attention has been paid to the fact that measures not aiming at the 
protection of certain branches of production but only interfering with the geographical 
distribution of trade also tend to reduce the international specialisation of production. 
A few examples of influences of this kind may be given. 

The expansion of German trade with the countries of South-Eastern Europe has 
stimulated their production of certain industrial raw materials for export to Germany, 
such as oil-seeds and cotton, in spite of the fact that the natural conditions for such/ 
production are more favourable in the countries which are the chief exporters of the 
materials in question. The goods that are normally produced under the most favourable 
conditions in the countries of South-Eastern Europe have accordingly tended to decline 
in importance in the exports of these countries. The quantities involved are hardly 
so great that the effect upon the oversea markets can be shown statistically, but it 
may be taken that the reduction. in the German dem~nd for oil-seeds, cotton, etc., in 
these markets has caused a certam pressure on the prices of these goods and diverted 
a portion of the production (and exports) to other commodities. On the other hand 
the countries which have initiated the production of these raw materials reduce the risk~ 
of b~d. ha;vests or unfavourable markets which are the inevitable accompaniment of 
speCialisatiOn. · 

1 Cf. tables on po~es 89 and 49. It Is essential to bear in mind that the ambiguity attaching to trade figures expressed 
In terms of currencies reA'Uiated by exchange control affects the comparability between data with reference to the geo~raphical 
distribution of trade before and after the introduction of such control. The following average export prices in 1936 (in pengO 
per 100 kJl,) of n few important Hungarian export articles, according to Hungarian trade returns, afford a striking exnmple 
of the fact that oxports to countries applying exchange control are sometimes recorded at higher prices than exports to free-
currency countries. · · 

Average prices in exports to :· I 

Other countries Free-currency Germany applying All countries 
exchange control countries 

\Vheat, ~pelter . . . . . (no trade) I6.0I II.15 I4.09 
\Vheat flour and semolina 28 2I.83 I2.96 I8.53 
Rye .••••.••• (no trade) I2.69 8.5I I2.63 
Pullets, chickens {dead) I84 I28 87 118 
Lord and bacon . . . . 115 96 65 96 Rutter . 205 I84 115 I 58 
E""' 78 97 70 87.5 MaiL 22 25.89 18.68 I9.68 

The arplleation of higher prices for exports to exchange-control countries is frequently due to risks incurred by the 
~x~~rter o de~y in payment and of a depreciation in the meantime of the importing country's currency The discrepancy 
n e ease of un~arlan exports appears to .be due, however, to the fact that the exchange value assigned to the pengO is not 
t~e 88{."e In trade with freHurrency countnE'S and exchan~e-control countries. The export prices of a number of Hunl!'arian 
e por articles lesa impOJ"tant than those shown in the table were found not to present discrepancies of the same magnitude. 
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Tho:ogh Brazil has to make considerable financial payments to the United Kingdom, 
she had m 1929 a heavy passive balance of merchandise trade with that country, which 
is a small consumer of coffee ; and she also had a passive balance with Germany and 
Japan. The tendency towards bilateralism, together with unsuccessful coffee valorisation, 
has stimulated Brazilian _production and exports of products other than coffee, particularly 
cotton, which could be disposed of in increasing quantities in the United Kingdom, 
Germany and Japan. The share of cotton in Brazilian exports has risen from 4% in 
1929 to 19% in 1937, while the share of coffee has fallen from 71% to 42%. 

The widening of the range of Japanese exports is very marked. Between 1929 
and 1937, the share of raw silk in the export value fell from 37.3% to 13.1% ; that of 
cotton piece-goods, in spite of a large increase in the quantities exported, fell from 19.1% 
to 18.4%, while that of other articles, many of which have been produced for export 
in Japan only during the last few years, rose from 43.6% to 68.5%. Simultaneously, 
the range of the markets for Japanese goods widened. As was pointed out above, these 
changes originated in the decline in the price of raw silk and the resulting disappearance 
of Japan's surplus of exports to the United Stales during the early depressiOn years; 
Japan thus had to modify her production and seek new outlets for her goods. 

In cases -like those now referred to, the share of the most important commodity 
(or a few of these commodities) in exports has declined, and the offsetting increase in tho 
share of other goods has generally been spread over several articles. (There has thus 
not only been a shift in specialisation from a single commodity to another.) 

Table XL 

PERCENTAGE SHARES OF THE FOREMOST ARTICLES IN THE ExronTs OP 
NoN-INDUSTRIAL CouNTRIES. 

Country Article 1929 1936 CouoLry Article lli2U 1036 

Albania Cheese 15.8 15.5 Ireland Callie 29.4 29.0 
Algeria Wine 39.1 35.8 Latvia Butter 21.5 18.3 
Argentine Wheat and maize 46.8 37.2 Lithuania \Vood, manu-
Australia • Wool, greasy 40.5 38.4 ractured 22.4 14.4 
Bolivia Tin ore 73.3 71.4 Butter 11.5 18.5 

Brazil CofTee 71.0 45.5 British Malaya Rubber 46.8 46.6 
Bulgaria Tobacco lear 45.3 32.3 Nicaragua Co !Tee 54.3 45.5 

Canada Wheat 2l.l 24.1 New Zealand Wool 28.4 23.6 

Ceylon Tea 54.1 62.8 Butter 24.4 27.2 

Chile Nitrate or soda 42.1 28.2 Panama Bananas 71.0 60.9 
. Copper (bars, Peru Petrol 20.2 8.3 

ingots) 40.4 38.0 Cotton, raw 15.4 27.3 

Colombia Co !Tee 60.6 58.4 Philippines Sugar 32.6 45.7 

Costa Rica Co !Tee 67.2 57.7 Poland Coal and coke 13.9 13.7 

Cuba Sugar 75.2 72.7 Cereals and flours 5.7 Jfl.O 

Denmark Butter 3l.l 24.0 Portugal Port wine 19.4 18.5 

Bacon 30.2 26.1 Roumania Cereals 27.2 3'l.O 

Dominican Rep. Sugar 51.8 56.6 Salvador Colfee 112.6 8!1.2 

Egypt Cotton, raw 80.0 75.9 Siam • nice 71.1 61.11 

Ecuador Cocoa 24.7 21.0 Turkey Tobacco leur 26.2 20.6 

Estonia Butter 30.2 19.9 Union of 
Greece Tobacco 56.5 46.1 S. Africa b Wool 32.2 ar,.G 
Guatemala Co !Tee 76.6 70.2 U.S.S.R. Fur skinA, un-
Haiti • Co !Tee 77.1 62.1 dreAsed •12.3 7.6 

Honduras • Bananas 85.0 64.7 Wood, manurac-
Hungary Cereals 18.7 17.8 tured •9.5 19.2 

India Cotton, raw 20.3 19.0 Venezuela Petroleum and 76.2 89.0 

Netherlands Sugar, molasses 21.6 6.4 derivatives 
Indies Rubber 16.3 14.4 Yugoslavia Cereals 19.3 12.1 

Iran • Mineral oils 68.4 66.3 
• The figures refer to economic years ending in the coune of the calendar yean 1929 and 1936~ 
• Merchandise trade only .. 
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Countries with highly diversified production and exports have, as a rule, been able 
without great difficulty to adapt the geographical distribution of their trade to the 
influences of modern commercial policy. Countries whose production and exports are 
specialised in favour of one or a few articles have proved much more vulnerable. The 
disposal of these articles in certain markets has frequently been impeded ; the world
market price of the articles in question has accordingly been exposed to an excessive 
pressure and production in these countries diverted in part to other goods. The greatest· 
reductions in world-market prices since 1929 have indeed occurred in commodities such 
as raw silk, coffee, sugar, etc., which constitute a very high proportion of the exports 
of the chief producing countries. 

The tendency referred to is therefore most obvious in the trade of non-industrial 
countries. The shares of the foremost articles in the exports of a number of such 
countries in 1929 and 1936 are set out in Table XI. The table is based on the classification 
of exports by articles as shown in International Trade Statistics ;1 the countries considered 
are all the raw-material countries included in that publication, with the exception of a 
few for which figures for 1936 were not available (Mexico, Paraguay, Urugu!ly), or for 
which the 1929 and 1936 figures were not comparable owing to a change in the territory 
considered (China). In cases where the foremost export article was not the same in the 
two years, both the articles concerned are shown. In a few cases, two or three kindred 
commodities (for example, different cereals), as specified in the publication mentioned, 
have been grouped in order that the figures should not be affected by fluctuations 
irrelevant to the object of the enquiry. 

In the case of thirty-seven of the forty-five countries shown, the share of· the most 
important article in 1929 declined between that year and 1936; but in the case of a few 
of these countries (Lithuania, New Zealand, Peru, Poland and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics) there appears only to have been a shift in specialisation from one 
article to another. For a closer study, account should be taken of the development 
of the exports of a number of articles less important than those given in the table and 
of the fact that, in several cases, the movements of the percentages shown (both when they 
point to an increase and a decrease in specialisation) reflect fortuitous changes in crops 
or marketing conditions rather than a change in the economic structure of the countries 
concerned. Nevertheless, the table affords some evidence of an almost universal 
les~ening in the specialisation of production of primary products· between countries. 
Thts te.ndency m~st not be assumed to result from restrictive or discriminatory measures 
alone; It has ce~tamlyJ:>een caused to a large extent by recent improvements in production, 
by the enterpnse sliown by certain countries in starting or developing new activities, 
and by the inevitable and constant shifts in world demand. 

1 Vols. 1930 and 1936, Ser. L.o.N. P. 193l.ll.A.28'" and 1937.1l.A.l7. 
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ANNEX I. 

PRICE AND QUANTUM OF WORLD TRADE. 

Calculation of the Price and Quantum Figures. 

Variations In quantum may be taken to represent the ~hanges in quantities weighte~ by the 
values prevailing during the base year employed, or-which a?Jounts to the same thmg-the 
change in value after elimination qJ the etTect of price changes smc? th? bas_e year. 

National indices of the prices and the quantum of goods entermg mto Imports and exp?rts 
of thirty-one countries, representing together about three-quarters of world trade, are Suf!lm~riSed 
in Annex II, which also gives brief indications of the methods employed in the compllat10n of 
the Indices concerned. 

From this information, an approximate index of the movement of the price and quantum 
of goods entering Into world trade· was calculated. As Europe and North America are more 
fully represented than other continents among the countries compiling price and quantum figures, 
separate price Indices were, In fact, calculated for each continental group; when combining these 
indices, they were applied to the total trade of the respective groups. 

For the last year under review, information concerning prices and quantum was only available 
for a few important countries, and the world indices given for that year are to be considered as 
preliminary estimates. 

Re&erualions regarding Accuracy of Price and Quantum Figures. 

The calculation is subject to some qualifications of importance. For each individual country 
the concept " quantum of trade " depends upon the price relations prevailing in a given base year, 
and the price movement upon the method of weighting employed. The world figures, derived from 
national calculations of the movement of the prices and the quantum of goods entering into the 
trade of a considerable number of countries, each using its own base year and method of weighting, 
may well show with sufficient accuracy the changes in world trade from one year to the following. 
Over a period of years, particularly if price relations and the composition of trade are changing, the 
result is likely to be less reliable. The most important national price indices employed are 
obtained by weighting the prices of individual commodities by the quantities entering into trade 
in each individual year, which means that these indices are aiTected, not only by price changes, but 
also by changes in the composition of trade. On the other hand, the quantum figures are likely 
to be more correct than If they had been derived from price indices with fixed weighting. 

Attention should also be paid to the fact that, if a change in the average unit value of the 
goods included in each of the positions or groups considered by the national compilers has taken 
place as a result of a change in the average quality of these goods, then this change in unit value 
wrongly aiTects the price index {instead of the. quantum index) for the country in question. 
Though this fact undoubtedly renders the price and quantum figures for individual countries 
somewhat uncertain, there is no clear indication that the combined indices for the world as a 
whole during the period under review are aiTected by a general improvement in, or by a lowering of, 
the quality of the goods entering into trade. 
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Price and Quantum of World Trade since 1924. 

It has ~een ~hou!l'ht useful_to give in tabular form all the price and quantum Indices for world 
trade con tamed m this_an_d earlier volumes of ~he Review of World Tratle. The ligures are lntend,•d 
for the us? of those wishmg to make c~mparisons over any period of a few of the years covered 
by the series, and should not~~ used without reserve for comparison over the whole period from 
1924 to 1937. _In order to fa?Ihtate the use of the tables, ligures are also supplied rl•garding the 
value of trade m gold (and, m certain cases, in sterling). The first of the tables also contains 

·certain information for 1913. 

The annual price and quantum ligures were calculated to one decimal place. In spite or tho 
fact that, even in year-to-year comparisons, the margin of error undoubtedly excee.ls one-tenth 
of one per cent, it_ was thoug:ht prefer~ble ~o reproduce the ligures In Tables I and 2 as they emergo..l 
from the calculatiOn, as their approximation to the nearest half-unit (us In the text or this vol11me) 
would render them less lit for conversion to another basis than that employed in the ll•bles ( 1 !l'.!ll). 
The price and quantum indices by groups or articles (Table 3) and the gold price Indices by quurters 
(Table 4) were only calculated on the half-unit; nevertheless, In the last-mentioned tuiJlo the 
quantum index and the price index in sterling after the depreciation or sterling in 1931 are given 
to one decimal place, as derived from the gold price index, In order to facilitate conversion to 
base years other than 1929. 

Year 

1913 

19~ 

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 

1. WORLD TRADB : ANNUAL FlOUR£1. 

Recorded value 

Old U.S.A. gold 
$ (000,000'8) 

Imports I Exports I 
21,034 

28,978 
33,150 
32,117 
33,764 
34,652 
35,595 
29,075 
20,795 
13,968 
12,461 
11,981 
12.~3 
13,145 
16,222 

19,564 

27,850 
31,551 
29,920 
31,516 
82,728 
33,0~ 

26,477 
18,906 
12,887 
11,714 
11,333 
11,559 
12,577 
15,369 

40,598 

56,828 
64,701 
62,037 
65,280 
67,380 
68,619 
55,552 
89,701 
26,855 
~.175 
23,314 
23,802 
25,722 
31,591 

Total 

8,342 

12,865 
13,295 
12,747 
13,414 
13,845 
14,100 
11,415 
8,754 
7,660 
7,295 
7,757 
8,182 
8,744 

10,819 

Value Index 
(19~9 - 100) 

Gold$ I £ 

50.2 

82.8 
94.8 
90.4 
95.1 
08.2 

100 
81.0 
67.9 
39.1 
85.2 
34.0 
34.7 
37.5 
46.0 

60.2 

91.2 
94.8 
90.4 
95.1 
98.2 

100 
81.0 
62.1 
54.3 
61.7 
55.0 
58.0 
62.0 
76.7 

Prlee lnde~ 
{IU~U - 100) 

Gold$ I £ 

(73.6) 

109.4 
118.4 
106.1 
103.5 
103.1 
100 
87.1 
07.7 
&2.4 
40.7 
4a.5 
42.4 
43.7 
47.5 

(73.&) 

120.5 
113.4 
106.1 
103,6 
103.1 
100 
87.1 
72.0 
72.7 
08,6 
70.4 
70.9 
72.3 
70.2 

Quontum 
lndt~x 

(IU2U -
100) 

15.1 
83.2 
85.2 
UI.U 
lJri.'l 

100 
93.0 
85.1) 
74.0 
7r..4 
78.~ 

81.8 
85.8 
00.8 

Note on the figures for 1913.-The value ligures for 1913 ore not strictly comparable with those 
for post-war years, owing to the increase between that year and I 924 In the number or trading 
countries, and to changes in the territory or various other countries, as well os in methods of 
valuation and recording. Of particular importance is the fact that the recorded trade for the 
Netherlands in 1913 includes a considerable amount or transit trade excluded In post-war years. 
If, in order to eliminate this transit trade, the real trade of the Netherlands In that year Is token 
to have borne the same relation to the total trade or other countries as it did In 1924, the value 
index for world trade in 1913 works out at 56.6 (instead or 59.2). If the price index 73.5 for 1913 
(given in brackets in the table) is applied to this value index, the quantum figure for 1913 Is ob
tained as 77. Possibly, however, the price index for 1913, which Is based on exp~rt prices alone, 
is somewhat too low (if based on import prices, the index works out at 76.5 ; If this mdex Is applied 
to the value index of 56.6, the quantum index works out at 74). 
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2. WORLD TRADE : PBRCBI'fTAGB CHANGES PROH YEAR TO YEAR. 

I Gold price Quantum -Gold value 
Year 

I I Total 1m porte I Exporte ·1 Total Imports I Ex porte I Total Imports Exporte 

1925 . + 14.4 + 18.3 + 18.9 + 3.4 + 4.0 + 3.7 + 10.6 + 8.9 + 9.9 

1928 - 8.1 - 5.2 - 4;1 - 6.1 -6.9 - 6.4 + 8.3 + 1.9. + 2.4 

1927 + 5.1 + 5.8 + 5.2 - 2.4 - 2.5 - 2.5 + 7.8 + 7.9 + 7.9 

1928 + 2.6 + 8.8 + 8.2 - 1.1 + 0.5 - 0.4 + 8.7 + 3.5 + 8.6 
1929 + 2.7 + 0.9 + 1.8 - 2.5 -8.6 -8.0 + 5.4 + 4.6 + 5.0 
1930 -18.3 -19.8 -19.0 -12.9 -12.8 -12.9 - 6.2 - 8.0 - 7.0 
1931 -28.5 -28.6 -28.5 -21.5 -23.3 -22.3 - 9.0 - 7.1 - 8.1 
1982 -82.8 -81.8 -32.4 -22.5 -22.6 -22.6 -13.3 -11.9 -12.7 
1988 -10.8 - 9.1 -10.0 -l1.5 -10.2 -10.9 + 0.8 + 1.3 + 1.1 
1934 - 8.9 - 8.8 - 8.6 - 7.5 - 6.2 - 6.9 + 4.0 + 3.1 + 3.7 
1985 + 2.2 + 2.0 + 2.1 - 2.1 - 3.0 - 2.5 + 4.3 + 5.1 + 4.6 
1936 . + 7.4 + 8.8 + 8.1 + 2.1 + 4.0 + 8.1 + 5.1 + 4.7 + 4.9 
1937 +23.4 +22.2 +22.8 + 10.4 + 7.0 + 8.7 + 12.0 + 14.0 + 12.8 

Note . .:.... The difTerences between the price and quantum figures for imports and exports 
calculated In this table are due in part to the imperfection of 'the statistical data employed. 
Variations in freight rates are a special cause of discrepancy between the changes in import and 
export prices. 

8. WORLD TRADE : FIGURES BY PRINCIPAL GROUPS OP ARTICLES PROM 1929. 

Percentage share in the value of world trade Movement of value (In gold) (1929 - 100) 

Year 

I Raw I Manuf. I Foodstufls .I ma~~~s • I Manuf. I Foodstulls materials • articles Total articles Total 

1929 24.5 86 89.5 100 100 100 100 100 
1030 25.5 84.5 40 100 83 77.5 83 81.0 
1931 27.5 82.5 40 100 63.5 52.5 59.5 57.9 
1932 29 88 38 100 46.5 36 37.5 39.1 
1983 26.5 86 87.5 100 87.5 35 34 35.2 
1984 . 25 37 88 100 84 35 33 34.0 
1935 . 24.5 87.5 88 100 34.5 36 33.5 84.7 
1936 24.5 88 37.5 100 37 89.5 36 37.5 
1937 23 39 38 100 42.5 50 44.5 46.0 

Price movement (In gold) (1929 - 100) Quantum movement (1929 - 100) 
Year 

I Raw I Manuf. I I Raw I Manuf. I Foodstuffs materials• articles Total Foodstuffs materials a articles Total 

1929 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1930 84.5 82 94 87.1 98 94.5 88 98.0 
1931 66.5 59 18 67.7 96 88.5 76 85.5 
1982 • 52 44 64 52.4 89 81.5 59 74.6 
1933 . 45.5 40 56 46.7 83 87.5 60.5 75.4 
1934 41.5 39.5 50 43.5 82 88 66.5 78.2 
1935 40.5 39.5 46 42.4 85.5 91.5 69.5 81.8 
1936 . 42 41.5 48 43.7 88 95.5 75 85.8 
1937 . 45.5 46 51.5 47.5 93 111.5 86 96.8 

• Including u materials, partly manufactured ••. 

Nole.-The distinction between the three groups is drawn in accordance with the International 
(Brussels, 1913) Classification, live animals being included with FoodstufTs, and "materials, 
partly manufactured " with Raw materials. The price movement was estimated mainly on the 
basis of figures available for five principal trading countries (the United Kingdom, the United 
States, Germany, France and Italy). As up-to-date information concerning the distribution 
of trade by groups is only available for a limited number of countries, the figures for the last year 
shown in the table must only be regarded as tentative estimates. 
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4. WORLD TRADB : QUARTERLY INDICES PROM 1929. 

Quarter l Value Index Price index Value index Price Index 

I 
Quantum I Quarter IQunnhun 

GoldS I £ GoldS £ 
index 

GoldS I I index £ GoldS £ 

1929 I. 99.0 99.0 102 102 97.1 1934 I. 34.0 53.6 44.~ 70.~ 7d.4 II. 100.5 100.5 101.5 101.5 99.0 II. 33.4 53.7 43.~ 69.9 76.8 III. 98.2 98.2 100 100 98.2 III. 8"2.8 &3.8 4~.5 69.7 77.~ IV. 102.8 102.3 96.5 96.5 106.0 1\'. 85.8 59.2 43.5 71.0 8~.3 

1930 I. 89.4 89.4 94 94 95.1 1985 I. 33.1 56.0 4~ 71.1 78.8 
II. 8"2.6 82.6 89 89 92.8 II. 33.4 56.0 41.5 69.6 80.5 

III. 75.9 75.9 86 86 88.8 Ill. 33.8 56.1 42.5 70.6 7U.5 
IV. 76.1 76.1 79.5 79.5 95.7 IV. 38.5 64.1 43.5 7~.4 88.5 

1981 I. 62.7 62.7 74 74 84.7 1936 I. 35.7 59.2 43 71.3 63.0 
II. 60.2 60.2 71 71 84.8 II. 86.0 50.2 48 70.7 83.7 

III. 56.0 57.3 68 69.5 82.4 III. 37.8 60.0 44 ?1.8 84.8 
IV. 52.7 70.1 58 77.1 90.9 IV. 41.1 69.1 45 75.7 91.8 

1932 I. 41.9 58.1 55 76.2 76.2 1937 I. 42.5 71.5 46.5 78.2 91.4 
II. 39.8 52.5 54 71.2 78.7 II. 47.8 70.0 48 80.2 98.5 

III. 35.8 49.1 51 71.0 69.2 III. 46.4 71.0 48.5 80.5 95.7 
IV. 89.3 57.7 49.5 72.7 79.4 IV. 47.8 79.0 48 70.3 09.6 

1933 I. 34.9 49.9 48 68.6 72;7 1938 I. 41.9 69.0 "·5 7U 68.2 
II. 84.2 49.2 47 61.6 72.8 

III. 34.8 52.0 46 68.7 75.7 
IV. 37.0 56.1 46 69.8 80.4 

. Note.-The quarterly price index given in this table and employed for culculullon of tho 
quantum index is calculated on the basis of import prices or a limited number or countries (In 
certain years the United Kingdom alone), adjusted so that their average agrees with tho annual 
indices given in Table I. 
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Annex II. 

PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 

A number of countries publish indices concerning variations in the quantum of their trade 
(generally by comparing the value of trade in a given base year with the value that the trade in 
another year would have had if prices had remained unchanged). From the quantum figures 
and the recorded values of trade, figures concerning the price movement may be calculated. 
Other countries publish price indices for imported and exported goods ; and, from these indices . 
and the recorded trade values, rough indices of the movement of the quantum of trade m9.y be 
derived. The table on the following pages •reproduces the more important of such price and 
quantum Indices, after converting them to 1927 as a common base year. For several of these 
Indices, however, conversion may involve some error. 

Wholesale price indices for imported and exported goods, constituting sub-groups of the 
ordinary wholesale price indices, are available for about fifteen countries ; only a few of these 
Indices have been reproduced in the table. 

The various methods of compilation used by the national compilers may be classified as 
follows according to the nature of the indices given. 

(a) Chain method : Single chain.-Each year is employed as a basis for the calculation of 
Indices only for either the following or the preceding year; the indices are then usually linked 
together Into a series, within which the weighting varies (a "moving base year"). If the price 
Index for any year Is weighted by the values of the preceding year, the quantum index derived 
therefrom Is weighted by the values of the year under consideration, and vice versa. The prices 
employed are averages calculated from the recorded quantities and values of the items shown 
In trade returns. The indices are convertible (forwards or backwards only). 

(b) Chain method: Double chain.-The figures represent the average (geometric in all the 
cases known) or the two indices calculated according to the two versions of the preceding method 
(Irving Fisher's " ideal formula "). The index is convertible. 

(c) Fixed-base quantum indices, and price indices derived lherefrom.-The recorded average 
prices or a given base year-or base period-as calculated from trade returns are applied to the 
quantities of the year under examination; the quantum index is thus weighted according to the 
values of the base year. The price indices derived from these indices are, however, weighted 
according to the values of the year under examination. 

(d) Fixed-base price indices, calculated from recorded average prices, and quantum indices 
derived therefrom.-This method is the reverse of (c). The recorded average prices of each year 
are applied to the quantities of the base year and a price index with fixed-base year is thus 
calculated. The quantum inde':' derived therefrom is weighted by the values of the year under 
examination. · 

(e) Fixed-base price indices, calculated from price quotations.-This method differs from (d) 
In that price quotations for fixed qualities of individual commodities are employed instead of 
average prices for each statistical item. Errors due to changes in the quality or in the 
composition of trade within each item are thus eliminated; but the price indices are based on a 
limited number or goods entering into trade and the weighting is arbitrary to a certain extent. 

(/) Unweigilled trade price indices.-Unweighted index, calculated from price quotations of 
imported and exported goods (method employed only by British Malaya). 

(g) Wholesale price indices of imported and exported goods.-The prices employed are gene
rally those quoted in the domestic trade and are thus not true import and export prices (e.g., 
import prices include the import duty and the profit of the importer). The indices are either 
unweighted or weighted according to the importance of the articles concerned in domestic trade 
during the base year. 

Whatever method of compilation is employed, either the price or the quantum indices-or 
both-are likely to be misleading if comparison is made over long periods of time. 
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Indices with variable weighting are subject to special limitations. Thus, Indices compilt•d 
according to the "chain method " (a or b) should properly be employed only for a comparison 
between adjacent years. Similarly, the price indices according to method (c), os well os the 
quantum indices according to method (d), should strictly be employed only for comparison with 
the base year, not with any other year in the series. In the table, the last-mentioned indices, 
though less useful, are given throughout, though they are not always published by the notional 
compilers (thus, or countries employing method (c), Chile and Germany publish only the 
quantum indices, not the price indices derived therefrom, and of the countries employing 
method (d), China and New Zealand publish only the price indices, but not the quantum Indices 
derived therefrom). Similarly, both the price and the quantum indices are given in the table 
for countries employing the single chain method (a), though certain of them publish only the 
quantum figures and these not even in index form but only as the value or trade at the prices or the 
preceding year (Algeria, Germany and Sweden). 

On the other hand, in the case or methods (e), (f) and (g), the price Indices alone have been 
shown in the table, as they are based on price quotations for a limited number of articles entering 
into trade and they were thought inadequate for the calculation of quantum indices ns they could 
scarcely be applied to the total value of imports or exports. In a few cases, however, the nntlonol 
compilers also publish such quantum indices. 

In the case of certain countries for which useful export quantum indices for recent yeors nrc 
lacking, approximate indices of this kind from 1929 (in some cases from nn earlier year), ns welloa 
the corresponding export price indices, have been calculated by method (a) in the Secretariat 
-in most cases based on the classification in Table Ill (b) for the countries given in International 
Trade Slalislics-and linked to the national indices for earlier years. 

Where, in terms of gold, the exchange value of the national currencies to which the price 
indices refer has differed from that value in 1927, price indices, reduced to the I 927 exchange value 
according to the rates in Annex III, have been entered in brackets after the index numbers in 
national currency. For convenience, such indices may be described as "gold price Indices"; 
but attention should be paid to the fact that wherever in 1927 the exchange value of the currency 
in question di!Tered from its par value-as in the case of the Argentine, Uruguay, China, French 
Indo-China, Japan, British Malaya, Denmark, Italy and Norway-the indices naturally do not 
refer to prices calculated at the gold parity of the currency concerned. 

In order to facilitate the study of the table, the quantum Indices are given In italic figures. 
The table gives the figures from 1927 only. For 1925 and 1926, see the 1934 edition of 

this volume (Ser. L.o.N. P. : 1935.ll.A.8); for 1924, see the 1931 edition (1932.ll.A.25') j for 
1913 and 1921-1924 (figures on a 1913 basis), see the 1930 edition (193l.II.A.28'). 

As is indicated in the columns "Method" and "Pnrliculars ", the series of index numbers 
given on one line in the table are in some cases obtained by combining two original series covering 
overlapping periods, the figure for the first year given or the Inter period having been linked to the 
figure for the same year or the earlier pe~iod. 

6A 
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Annexe II (suite). 

INDICES DES PRIX ET DU QUANTUM DES IMPORTATIONS ET DES EXPORTATIONS. 1927=100. 

Commerce apoelol ; morehondlseiJ seulement. 
Let Jndlcea dca prix donn~s entre pnrcnth6ses so ropportcnt aux Prix en c monnaJe-or•. 
LeBindJccs du quantum sont donn6a en itallque. 
Lfll payssont dlspos6a d'oprlts l'ordre nlphob6Llque, par continents. 
L 'ordrc des continents eat: Afrique, Am6rlque, Asle, Europe, Oc~anle. 

Pays et monnale I 
Country and currency 

Alg6rlo 
Al11orla 

francs 

Union Sud-Atrlcolne 
Union or South 

Africa 

£SA 

Arll'<'ntlno 

PCIOI m/n. 

(I peso m/n. = 
0.44 Polo oro) 

M6t.hode 

Method 

a 

19~7-IU35 : C 
10~6·1037 Imp. g 
1936-1937 exp.: a 

c 

D6talls Particulars 

Etnbll d'opr~s lea volcurs totales provisolres aux prix de 
l'ann6e pr6c6liente. 

CompUed from provll;ional total values at preecding year's 
prices. 

I 
Non comprlsle commerr.e avec Ia Rhod~sle et le Sud-Ouest 

Africain. Aux import.: y compris lea approv. du gouv., et 
non comprls Je fret i nux exp. : y compris Jes prov. de bord 
your Jes nnvircs de l'Union ct nutres Bnse orl~.: pourleslrnp., 
925; pour les exp., 1909-1913. 1936-1937, exp.: chi11res 

approximatifs Hablis au Secr~toriat. 
Trade with Rhodl'sia and South West Africa is excluded. 

Imp. incl. Government stores, and excl. freights ; exp. 
Incl. ships' stores tor Union and other ships. Orhr. base: 
for imp .• 1925 ; for exp., 1909-1913, 1936-1937,£'!'exp. : 

1 
approximate figures compiled in the Secretariat. 

D~rlv6, pour los Imp., des chUCres absolus • valeurs de 
tarU 1906 • et, rourles exp., des valeurs absolues nux 6valua-
tlons llxcs de 910. 

Derived, tor imports, from absolute"' 1906 to tift values • 
and, tor exports, from absolute values at 1910 fixed 
voluations. 

I 

I 

Canada i .......... ·-·-·· ... ·""·-.......... I 
$Con. 1927-1935: c 1925-26. Les exportations comprennent les lingots d'or non 

1036: a monCtnirc. 
Fbcnl yenrA beginning Aprl1lst. Orlg. base: year 1925-26. 

Exports include non-monetary gold bullion. 
Ann6es du cnlendrier. Base orig. : 1926. 95 art. d"importa-~ 

e tlon ct 87 art. d 'exportation. 
Calendar years. ;,;,Orig. base : 1926. 95 import articles, 

87 export articles. · 
I 

Chill Bose orlg. : 1927-29. Sont exclus, aux export.: 1927-29, les 
Chile approv. de bord pour tous IPs navires ; ensuite, les approv. 

pesos-or(de 6 pence-or) c de bord pour lcs navlres nationaux seulement. 
gold pesos (ol 6 gold Orig. bnso : 1927-29. Exp. exclude : in 1927·29, all ships• 

pence) stores ; thereafter, ships' stores for national ships only. 

ELnts-Unls d'Am6rlquo Indices 6tablls d'apr~s Ja !ormulo • id~nle • de Fisher. 
United States or Indlce de prix des import. : ~n6rales, 1927-33; s~cia1es, America b 1934-37. 

$ Indices constructed according to Fisher's • Ideal • formula. 
Import price index : general, 1927-33 ; special, 1934-37. 

Urull\IBY Chlllres approx. 6tablis au Secretariat. Base orlg. : pour 
c 1927-1929, 1913; ensuite, 1927. 

pesos Approx. tiqures compiled in the Secretariat. Orlg. base: 
lor 1927-1929, 19i3; therearter, 1927. 

Cat6gorle 

Category 

Imp. 

exp. 

lmp. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp. marchand. 
exp. merchand. 

export. or 
exp. gold. 

exp. totales 
exp. total 

Imp. 

exp. 

imp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

imp. 

exp. 

import. 
imp. g~nhales 
Imp. sp6claies 

exp. sp~clales 
special exp. 

exp. 

I 
' • 
I 
I 

' I 
' • 

I 
I 

I 
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Annex II (conlinutd). 

PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EltPORTS. 1827- 100. 

Special trade i merthandlse only. 
The price index numben given in brackets refer to prices tn •• gold currency .... 
The quantum indices are given in lt.aUcs. 
The countries within each continent are given in French olpbnbeUcal order. 
The continental order Is : Africa, America, Asla~ Europe. Oceania. 

I 
P rlx·price I el-and 
quantum 

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 I· 1934 

prix 101.6 101.8 I 99.7 87.2 A0.1 75.5 68.0 quantum /13.6 13/.6 130.9 127.8 111.5 12J.2 l:IO.J 
prix 100.0 101.8 95.5 87.7 87.3 84.7 64.6 
quantum 113.4 108.2 127.0 110.1 121.9 128.0 lls.f 

I prix 97.4 94.3 87.8 76.6 59.3 (58.1) 69.8 (46.9) 71.0 (43.3) 
quantum 110.0 120.6 100.3 94.0 75.7 97.1 129.6 

I prix 100.0 96.4 67.4 52.5 41.7;(40.8) 58.7 (39.5) 66.4 (40.6) 
quantum 100.9 99.7 98.5 83.0 192.6 81.2 11.9 

I 
prix 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 101.4 (100.0) 146.6 (100.0) 162.1 000.0) I quantum 98.5 103.4 105.9 /02.8 /08.1 106.4 77.4 

l prix 100.3 97.8 83.4 76.7 72.8 (70.7) 10.&.7 (70.7) 114.6 (70.2) 
I quantum 99.4 102.0 103.0 9S.l /02,/ 96.9 15.3 
I 

prix 85.0 (85.2) 84.1 (83.1) 84.2 (73.0) 84.0 (58.9) 82.9 (50.4) 79.1 (46.4) 91.7 ~87.8) 
. 

quantum 114.9 119.6 102.5 7/.8 51.8 58.3 6 .1 

prix 113.7 (113.9) 104.8 (103.5) 93.5 (81.5) 70.7 (49.0) 67.9 (41.2) 65.1 (38.1) 78.5 ~30.1) 
quantum 91.9 90.2 65.1 89.8 82.1 1SJ 7 .9 ,. 
prix 97.3 95.2 83.6 69.6 (65.2) 58.4 (50.S) 62.9 (42.8) 69.1 (41.5) 
quantum 111.3 118.2 97.8 74.9 62.1 62./ 68./ 

prix 93.4 94.6 77.2 61.8 (57.7) 54.6 (47.8) 63.5 (42.6) 66.R (40.0) 
quantum 118.8 96.0 83.9 78.1 78.5 BS.O 91.8 

prix 98.4 96.4 85.7 74.1 (69.4) 72.2 (62.7) 74.7 (50.9) 78.8 (47.0) 

prix 96.3 94.3 79.1 61.9 (57.8) 56.1 (49.1) 56.4 (37.8) 62.0 (37.1) 

prix 102.5 107.0 101.7 96.6 70.5 48.4 45.2 
quantum 108.8 140.8 128.3 68./ 18.3 35.0 +1.1 

prix 99.6 110.2 96.4 68.0 45.8 40.0 86.5 
quantum 117.1 125.8 83.1 73.3 37.6 50-0 16.1 

prix 96.8 91.6 74.7 57.9 45.3 45.8 (35.8) 52.8 (81.4) 
quantum /01.0 1/4.8 97.9 86.3 69.8 76.5 15.1 
quantum 101.1 1/3.8 IOD.I 86.1 70.3 16.0 74.1 

I prix 102.3 101.2 90.7 6~.8 59.3 62.8 (48.8) 73.3 (43.7) 
quantum 103.3 101.1 81.6 7/.6 55.9 $5.1 60.2 

I 

prix 117.0 (118.6) 111.9 (109.8) 97.6 (83.8) 90.9 (51.3) 97.8 (45.4) 99.2 (46.0) 123.5 (58.1) 
quantum 89.3 86.2 101.3 89.3 61.8 69.1 58.6 

1935 

86.0 
91.$ 

54.9 
/H.2 

72.6!4~.9) 
1+1.0 

50.7 (33.5) 
/02.2 

106.9 (100.0) 
95.5 

110.3 (65.8) 
98J 

89.0 (a5.9l 
67.1 

80.8 (35.7) 
as.2 

68.9 (40.8) 
73.7 

70.0 (41.8) 
98.3 

79.7 (47.8) 

63.6 (37.5) 

41.8 
65.8 

37.0 
75.9 

52.6 (31.1) 
93.0 
93.1 

75.6 (44.6) 
62.4 

125.R (59.1) 
78.6 

1930 11>;)7 

09.4 (R~.3) 
/06.6 1o"s:4 

75.1 (09.4) 
IJI.l IJ6.1 

71.0 (42.4) 70.0 (45.1) 

69.2 ~41.8) 
8 .s 

77.0 (·10.3) 
i/06.8 

1115.1 ( 100.0) 11].';.5 (100.0) 
/IO.S /11.4 

119.1 (71.2) 121.0 (72.3) 
101.5 /09.6 

SO.D (85,1) 87.0 (37.0) 
'/1).9 9/.9 

94.5 (42.7) 
76.4 

11.0 (42.1) 
11.4 

7U(44.0) 
IIS.S 

81.8 (48.8) 92.7 (~4.9) 

68.2 (40.3) 82.8 (48.9) 

43.0 r.5.2 
75.1 11.1 

40.8 40.2 
62.J 114.1 

56.8 (33.6) 63.2 (37.3) 
/0/.1 /16.1 
IOU 114.6 

76.7 (45.3) 
66.1 

81.4 14U) 
15./ 

134.5 (62.7) 
69.6 
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.ADnexa II (suite). 

INDICES DES PRIX ET DU QUANTOM DES DYIPORTATIONS ET DES EXPORTATIONS.1927 = 100. 

Pays et monnate I 
Country and currency 

Chine 
China 

(Depult I. VII. I032, 
non comprls lo Mond· 
chourle-

From I. VII. I932j 
exeludlnR' Monchurla 

St. S 
(1 Hk. tl. -1.558 St. I) 

Indo 
India 

rupee• 

lodes n6erlnndoltes 
Notherlonda Indies 

gulden 

lndoc.hlne franeolse 
French Indo-China 

piastres 

Japan 
Japan 

yen 

Malolsle brltnnnlque 
llrlLlah Malaya 

s.s. $ 

M6thode 

Method 

b 

d, g 

c 

e 

e 

a 

a 

c 

I 

a 

D~talls Particulars 

I I ! Indices (non a]u•t~s) de prix du pro!. Franklin Ho l 
(tonnule •ldble • dl' Fisher). 

Price Indices (unadjusted) of Prof. Franklin Ho (Fisher's 
11 jdeal " formula}. 

) Prix : s6rlo • revls6e • de Chono-Hol d'apr6s lea cours du 
·march~; bose orl~t. 1926, mala pond6r6s d'apr~s les valeurs 
du commerce en 1927. 

Price!': Sha~hnl 11 revl!'ed series "or market quotations: 
orla. base 1926, but weighted occordlng to trade values 

\In 1027. I 
.. 

Ann6cs commenc;ant le }.r avril. Bose ortq-.: ann6e 1927/28. 
~on compris Je commerce du gouvernement. 

Years be~lnnlnl! April 
Bxcl. Government trade. 

lat. Orlg. base year, 1927/28. 

I 
Prix : moyenne arlthm6tlque non pondl!r6e des cours du 

morch6 (Imp., 72 articles; e"p., 20 articles) pour Javn; 
oppllqu6s Jet, pour le quantum, oux lndes n6erland. en en~ 
Uer. Rose orlg.: 1913. 

Unweiqhtcd arithmettc avera~e or quotation prices 
ilmp., 72 articles i e~., 20 articles for Java; bere applied, 
or quantum, to all etherlands Indies. Orig. base: 1913. 

Prix : moyenne orlthm6Uque rtes r.ours du marC'h6 de 12 
articles 6 Java, pond6r6e, en 1927-1928, d'apr~s lea valeurs 
d'exportotion de Java en 192@, et, ensuite, d'apres les valeurs 
d'exportationen 1935.L'indice des prix est applique ici pour 
le quantum, aux exportations totales des lodes nl'!tnlandaises. 
Baso orlg. : 192~. _ 

Arithmetic ovem~e ormarktt quotations In Java of 12 artl· 
cles, wniR"hted, in 1927-1928i according to Java export values 
in 1928 and, thereafter, according to export values in 1935. 
The price index is hne applied, for quantum, to total 

1
exports of the Netherlands Indies. Orlg. base: 1928. 

1 Chlllres approxlmatlls 6tablls au Secr6tarlat. 

I Approximate figures compiled Jn the Secretariat. 
I 

CalcuMs d'apres les Indices de quantum de Ia St3tistique 
g6n6mle de l'Indocblne. Bose orlg. : 1925. 

Calculated from the quantum lndiee11 of the Statlstique 
g6nbale de J"Indochine. 0 rig. base : 1925w 

S6rle de Ia Yokohama Specie Bank. Base arlg. : 1928 
(conserv~e dans le tableau, pour toutes lea s~rles - y compr. 
Ia t~.6rle des prix en • monn..-tlf"-or i' 

Yokohama Sperle Bank series. rig. base : 1928 (main-
talned In the table, for all serles-tncl. the "gold" price series). 

I 
·~·~ """" @ .~ "·" $ .. _ ........ , I cles), 6tnblis d'aprt:s lea statlstiques du commerce. Base 

ori . : 1924. Commerce gena rat, non comprls les eolia postaux. ~rrtcial price-Indices (imp., 39 articles i exp., 15 articles), 
complied from trade retums. Orlg. base: 1924. General 
trade, excl. parcels post. \ ~- ·-~'"~ ~·~ ............ -~·! d6s t\ la s6rie prl!c6dente t\ partir de 1929. Commerce g6n6ral, 
non compris les eolia postaux. 

Approximate figures, complied In the Secretariat and 
linked to the preceding series from 1929. General trade 

i axel. parcels post. ' I 

Cat~gorle 

Category 

Imp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

imp. g6nhilles 
general imp. 

exp. sp~clales 
special exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

exp. 

exp. 

Imp. 

exp. 

Imp. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp. generales 
general exp. 

Imp. g6n6rales 
general imp. 

exp. g6n6rales 
general exp. 

exp. generales 
general exp. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

l 
! 

I 
I 
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Annex II (ronlinutd ). 

PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES Ol' IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 1113'7 ""100. 

I 
Prix-price I et-and 
quantum 

192!1 1929 

prix 98.4 (101.2) ~7.8 (90.7) 
quantum IZO.O 127.8 

prix 106.4 (109.5) 114.0 oo;;.8J 
quantum 101.5 97.0 

prix 95.6 (98.4) 100.4 (93.1) 
quantum 123.5 124.5 

prix 98.5 (101.4) 99.2 (92.0) 
quaqtum 109.6 /11.5 

I 

I prix 96.4 93.2 
quantum 105.2 103.4 

I 

I prix 97.5 90.2 
quantum 106.1 108.0 

I 

prix 96.9 96.9 
quantum 114.8 126.8 

prix 96.2 94.6 
quantum 100.0 93.0 

prix 80.6 75.0 
quantum 119.2 117.3 

prix 82.7 73.2 
quantum 1/6.2 120.1 

prix 101.9 (101.4)1102.4 (90.9) 
quantum 95.7 101.2 

prix 92.8 (92.3) 99.7 (88.5) 
quantum 106.4 98.2 

I 
prix 100 96.2 (95.1) I quantum 100 /04.9 

I 
100 93.8 (93.3) I prix 

quantum 100 116.2 
I 

prix 96.2 (96.6) 93.6 (93.6) 

prix 93.4 (93.7) 92.8 (92.7) 

I prix 92.8 (92.7) 
quantum 94.0 

I 

1930 1931 

108.0 (72.0) 119.3 (58.5) 
119.7 116.6 

114.4 (76.3) 111.7 (5\!.7) 
85.1 88.6 

118.1 (78.8) 140.0 (68.6) 
109.5 101.1 

102.1 (63.1) 101.3 (47.8) 
95.4 97.7 

80.0 71.7 (61.9) 
82.5 1!1.6 

71.5 ~9.2 (50.5) 
96.6 82.5 

91.3 71.9 
107.8 91.3 

67.7 50.8 
104.2 89.7 

48.5 82.4 
145.4 140.7 

60.7 44.7 
116.2 10/.9 

94.9 (73.7) 82.9 (64.7) 
93.5 76.3 

98.8 (76.8) 68.7 (53.6) 
80.0 70.0 

76.4 (81.3) 55.1 (58.0) 
92.1 101.1 

72.7177.3) 55.0 15R.O) 
102.11 105.7 

85.4 (85.2) 71.6 (67.4) 

74.5 (74.4) 61.2 (57.5) 

65.6 (65.5) 45.3 (41.0) 
94.4 83.4 

1932 1~33 1934 1935 

111.4 (l\3.1) 107.1 (49.6) 03.9 (42.6) 85.4 (41.9) 
93.o 79.6 69.J 61.1 

91.0 (4U) 81.5 (37.6) 7U (81.0) 75.5 (86.1) 
57.1 S2.S 49.9 SJ.3 

130.7 (62.2) 123.8 (57.1) 123.1 (55.9) 110.7 (1111.7) 
79.3 69.1 53.0 48.7 

8r •• 2 (40.3) 77.3 (3;;.7) 67.6 (80.6) 73.1 (95.0) 
63.0 55.4 SJ.4 su 

65.2 (46.8) 63.5 (42.5) 63.0 (38.3) 6U (97.5) 
81.4 72.7 14./ 86.6 

55.3 (39.5) 53.5 (35.8) 54.1 (82.9) 56.9 (91.4) 
74.9 86.2 87.& U.4 

59.'2 49.0 46.4 44.9 
7/.9 u.s 69.5 61.3 

99.7 89.6 33.'1 au 
83.3 BJ,I 89.7 81.6 

28A 28.7 27.6 2&.2 
U/.3 120.7 /07.8 108.0 

2!1. '27.0 '27.6 25.0 
1/2.3 105.8 107.1 108.8 

72.5 (56.5) 69.0 (53.8) 59.9 (46.7) 56.8 (44.3) 
65.5 64.7 74.8 77.7 

55.2 (43.1) 47.4 (37.0) 43.6 (34.0) 47.5 137.0) 
79./ 9/.8 104.5 1/7.1 

64.6 (39.7) 83.4 (36.2) 93.1 (3:;.5) 96.3 (35.81 
/00.9 104.7 Ill .II 1/6.9 

57.2 (33.0) 68.3 ('2!!.5) 67.4 (25.1) 68.4 ('.I&. I) 
/2$.0 111.2 161.1 /U.4 

67.8 (48.8) 61.1 (41.9) 1\11.& (36.7) 60.1 (36.4) 

44.9 (39.3) 41.5 (28.4) 45.1 (28.3) 48.5 (29.4) 

39-~ :28.4) 42.8 (2!1.3) 58.9 (36.9) 81.8 (37.4) 
77.2 82.1 87.0 86.9 

1038 1\137 

04.'1 (87.4) 
6J.J 

98.& (97.1) 
Sl.l 

13t.l ~~~-·) 
4S.l 

00.6 (9U) 
SM 

62.8 (98.1) 
79.1 

57.11 (9U) 
107.4 

46.1 (48.7) ou (~0.0) 
67.9 89.7 

au cnuJ 4U(3U) 
l/d.4 /l6.J 

80.6 (28.0) 41.8 (98.&) 
/09.1 140.0 

26.& (25.0) 
/26.8 

58.8 (4U) 
8/.J 

56.8 (40.0) 
/29./ 

98.0 (36.3) 126.2 (46.2) 
128.1 IJ6.1 

e1.s 125.0J 76.4 (2R.O) 
202.4 210.1 

58.5 (36.0) 

45.4 (27.9) 

68.7 (42.3) 
86.0 
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Annexe II (suite). 
INDICES DES PRIX ET DU QUANTUM DES IMPORTATIONS ET DES EXPORTATIONS.1927 = 100. 

Pays et monnoJe M6Lhode Particulars 
Cat6gorie 

D6tallo 
Country and currency Method Category 

I l Imp. 
AJiemagne 1927 : c l 

Booe orfq. pour 1927 : 1913. 
Germany ensulto ~ Orlg. bose lor 1027 : 1913. 

Lhereo!ter a exp. 

Relchsmnrk exp., excl. reparations 
' 

l 
Imp. 

c l Base orlq., pour 1927 et 1928 : 1927 ; ensulte, 1928. 
Ortg. base, lor 1927 and 1928 : 1927 ; thereafter, 1928. 

I I 
exp. 

Dnnemork e ~ Base orf~lnalejuaqu "6 19341ncl.: 1918; enaulte, 1931. I Imp. 
Denmark Original base up to 19341nclualve: 1913; thereafter 1931. 

I exp. 
kroner I Chl!!res approxlmatl!o, 6Labllo au Secr6Lariat et raecord6sl 

a 6 Ia a6rle cr6c6dente 6 partir de 1929. oxp. 
Apfrox mate tl.srures compiled in the Secretariat and 

I 
llnke to the preceding aeries from 1929. 

I 
Eatonlo I I 

Imp. l S6rle de l"Instltut eatonlen des 6tudes 6conomlques. Basel 
Eotonla c "'\f.· : 1927-31. Y comprls les !Ingots. 

erles of the Estonian Institute of Economic Research. 

kroon · 
Orlg. bose : 1927-31. Including bullion. exp. 

I 
Chl!!rea approxlmatlla 6Lablls au Secretariat et raccordb I exp. 

a Ilia a6rle y,rec6dente ll partir de 1929. Y comprislea llngota. 
Approx mate figures compiled In the Secretariat and 

Unked to tbe preceding aeries from 1929. Including bullion. 
I 

Flnlonde I Bose ori~nole : 1918. Y comprlsleo llngots. 
I 

Imp. 
Finland c Original aae : 1913. Including bullion. I 

markkaa I I . exp. I 56 art. d"lmportotlon, 20 art. d"oxportatlon. Base orlgl-l Imp. 
6 nalo : 1926. 

56 Import articles, 20 export artlclea. Original base: 1926. exp. 

I · I 
France Base orlg. pour 1927 : 1924. Pour 1934 et apres, uno Imp. 

nouvelle chatne (m6thode a, malsles prix sont apphqu~s aux 
3uontit6s de l'ann6e pnc~denle), raccord~e 6. la s6rie pr6c6-

1927 : c ente. Les chlUres ne comprennent pas lea pierres pr6cieu-
ensulte 1 sea et lea perles rlo.es. 

franca thereafter a 
Orl~. base for 1927 : 1924. For 1934 and later, a new 

chain method a, but the prices are applied to the quantities 
exp. 

of the preceding year), linked to the preceding series. The 
figures exclude precious stones and Une pearls. 

Hongrle Non comprfs le commerce passlf de pel'fectlonnement et de Hungary re~:ratlon. Cbl!frea pour 1927-1929 : s6rle olllcielle; base 
or g. est 1913. Cbl!frea ll partir de 1930: a6rte de l"Instltut Imp. 
hongrola des 6tudea 6conomiquea {baae orlg.: 1925-1927), 
raccord6e ll Ia s6rie olflclelle. 

c 
pengO Excl. passive Improvement and passive repair trade. exp. 

Figurea for 1927-1929 : olllclal series ; orlg. base Is 1913. 
Fig. from 1930, incl. : series or Hu~rian Institute for 
Economic Research ( orig. bose : 1925-1927), linked to olfl-
cial series. 

lrtnnde 1927·1929 : d Base o~. pour 1927-29 : 1924 ; pondbation pour lea I 
Imp. ~~n~rates Ireland ensulte ~ memes ann6ea salon le commerce de 1924. general Imp. 

therealter b 
£ Orlg. base for 1927-29 : 1924; weighting lor these years Ia exp. sp6clales according to trade In 1924. special exp. 
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Annex n (ronlinutd). 

PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 1827 - 100.. 

I Prix-price I 1928 I 1929 I I et-and 1930 
quantum 

1931 I 193'1 1933 I 1934 1035 lOSS 1037 

Prix IOI.S 101.8 87.8 67.8 51.1 45.9 44.7 44.9 46.4 ~0.8 
quantum 96.1 93.3 83.7 10.3 64.2 6f.f 70.0 "·' 6J.9 1s.7 

prix 100.0 98.6 9~.8 80.8 68.8 61.8 56.4 5U 50.9 M.l 
quantum 113.6 /16.5 120.1 1/0.6 11.3 13.0 61.f 1$.1 16.7 IOJ.O 

prix 100.0 98.2 . . . . . . . . 
quantum 113.6 /26.1 . . . . . . • . 
prix 101.8 101.3 87.9 67.8 50.2 45.9 46.9 47.8 49.8 M.t 
quantum 96.1 93.3 83.2 70.2 65.4 6f.J 67.1 6/.1 JP.$ 69.1 

prix 100.0 98.7 9~.9 81.4 70.7 69.9 6U 58.9 59.9 M.t 
quantum 113.6 126.5 1/9.9 109.1 15.2 10-6 63.0 61.9 14.9 16.6 

prix 100.0 (100.8) 100.7 (101.0) 86.4 (86.6) 76.2 (71.2) 81.6 (57.9) 88.4 (49.2) 93.0 (47.0) 95.4(46.4) IOU(50.i) 191.7 (~0.3) 

prix lOU (102.5) 109.6 (109.9) 9l.9 (92.2) 69.9 (65.6) 61.8 (43.4) 72.8 (40.6) 79.4 (39.8) 86.8 (4U) 01.7 (4G.0) 9U (4~.0) 

prix 109.6 (109.9) 9U (97.7) 76.1 (71.4) 86.7 (46.9) 79.7 (44.4) 87.5 (49.8) 04.7 (46.0) IOQ.i (49.2) 
quantum 101.9 108.1 1/4.4 112.5 IOD.a 92.9 11.5 "·' 
prix 100.6 94.9 89.6 68.8 68.9 67.9 (52.4) 77.A (48.2) 76.5 ~46.0) 76.2 (40.9) 86.0 Jr•t.Ol 
quantum 135.4 134.4 122.1 n2 64.9 59.6 13.1 9 .2 111.2 /J .o 

prix 111.2 104.9 86.9 65.2 48.2 58.6 (40.8) 61.5 (88.0) 66.7 (40.1) 60.8 )4U) 78.0 (47.8) 
quantum 108.0 105.9 104.9 103.0 83.5 80.3 106.1 1/3.5 II .5 /l1.0 

prix 104.9 86.0 79.0 54.5 60.9 (46.4) 68.9 (42.6) 78.0 (48.0) 7D.6 (44.8) 
quantum 105.9 106.0 no 73.8 10.1 94.6 IOJ.I 106.1 

I 
prix 101.1 96.6 79.4 67.1 (62.6) 76.2 (46.7) 72.4 (41.9) 68.1 (96.0) 68.0 (85.0) 78.7 (D7.0) 8M(4U) 
quantum 124.2 /13.5 103.5 80.9 12.0 85.0 109.8 121.5 13'-4 /61.5 

prix 100.0 97.1 90.9 73.8 (68.5) 72.8 (44.7) 72.8 (41.6) 78.~41.0) 78.7 ~97.7) 75.0 (88.6) ou (47.8) 
quantum 98.1 104.1 94.0 95.5 100.6 1/5.9 I .9 lJ .• /52.J 16M 

prix 100.0 96.0 81.8 79.7 (68.7) 88.9 (54.5) 85.9.(49.8) 86.9 (45.9) 86.8 (44.1) 80.9 (46.2) 109.1 (55. 0) 

prix 101.0 98.0 91.8 74.5 (69.2) 78.5 (45.1) 78.6 (45.2) 81.6 (42.7) 75.5(88.6) 87.8 (45.2) 120,4 (61.7) 

prix 99.2 94.0 79.7 65.8 55.2 50.4 4A.4 48.2 51.8 (47.0) 
quantum 106.4 122.0 13/.2 /29.4 108.3 1/3.1 95.6 90.1 91.0 

prix 99.2 95.8 9~.8 78.9 64.9 59.9 57.8 55.9 ~8.9 (53.4) 
quantum 101.4 100.7 89.1 16.1 58.9 60.1 60.1 54.1 ,.1 

. 

pris: 103.1 10'.1.9 94.6 84.5 (84.3) 70.9 (70.7) 59.4 (58.9) 54.0(M.8) 55.9 (55.5) 52.5(52.&) 58.5 (ro8.5) 

quantum 98.8 89.0 15.0 51.9 39.9 45.3 55.0 61.9 7/.0 69.9 

prix 99.5 91.4 82.4 69.2 (69.0) 68.1 (58.0) 46.4 (46.0) 49.3 (48.7) 54.1 (53.7) 49.2 (40.2) 53.9 (53.3) 

quantum 101.9 /43.4 139.6 /Of./ 12.6 106.4 • 101.1 105.4 /29.9 /J9.1 

I 
97.9 95.2 87.1 74.0 (88.8) 72.6 (52.6) 67.0 (45.6) 67.2 (41.5) 68.2 (40.7) 71.0 (42.0) 82.0 14D.2) 1 prix 

quantum 100.6 106.0 101.2 Jl2.1 96.5 81.8 91.1 90.1 91.1 "·' ! prix 99.5 101.1 95.9 88.8 (80.2) 75.3 (54.3) 61.8 (42.0) 68.5 (38.2) 59.2 (35.4) 63.9 (38.6) 71.0 (43.1) 

j quantum 101.9 105.0 104.7 94.0 76.1 68.4 69.Q 16.1 11.9 1/.0 
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Annexe n (suite). 

INDICES DES PRIX ET DU QUANTUM DES IMPORTATIONS ET DES EXPORTATIONS. :1.927 = :1.00. 

Payo et monnala I M6thoda Particulars 
Cat6gorle 

D6tolls 
Country and currency Method Category 

ltolle Cnleult\a sur Ia base du • nouvPau· alaUme • du commerce 
Imp. ltoly sp~rtoJ, introduU. le 1. 1. 1930. Ann6e e base orl~nale : pour 

1927-19211, 19l5 i pour lea ann6es sulvantes, 1929 (convertie 
llro c o!llclellement 6 925). 

Calculated on the bosla of • New System "of special trade, 
Introduced 1. 1. 80. Orlg. base year: lor 1927-1929, 1925; exp. 
lor later years, 1929 (converted olllclally to 1925). 

1 • I 
Imp. Lottonlo I Indices de prix olllclels (Imp., as articles; exp., 27 artiCles); l 

Latvia g base orlg.: 1913. 
O!llelal price Indices (Imp., 88 articles; exp., 27 articles); exp. 

lah ortg. base : 1918. I I Cbll!res approxlmaUrs, 6toblls au Secr6torlat et raccord6sl 
a 6 Ia s6rie r,r6cMente 6 partir de 1929. exp. 

Approx mate thrures, compiled in the Secretariat and 
linked to the preceding series from 1929. I 

Norv~ge Base orig. pour 1927-1933 : 1918; ensulte: 1935. Les chfllres Imp. 
Norwoy 

c ae rapportent au commerce g6n6ral. 

kronor 
Orig. base lor 1927-1933 : 1913; thereafter : 1985. 

figures refer to general trade. 
The exp. 

nrz-oumo-Unt 
I I Bn•e orlg. pour 1927-1930: 1924; pour 1931-1935: 1930; Imp. sp6clales I nltod l<lngdom onsu!Le: 1935. ChiClres pour le commerce sp6clal (Import. special imp. 

• resUes •; export. de produits nationaux), lea r6export. 

£ 
et le commerce g~n6rol (com. sp6clul plus lea reexport.). exp. sp6cinles I special exp. 

c Ong. base lor 1927-1930 : 1924 ; lor 1981-1935 : 1930; l thereafter : 1935. Figures for special trade (" retained , r6export. 
imports; exporh of domestic products), rA-exports and gene- re-exports 
ral trade {special trade plus re-exports). 

Imp. g6n~rales 
I 

general Imp. I 
exp. g6n6rales 

I 
general exp. I 

SuMo Imp. 
Sweden a 

kronor exp. 

Suisse Base orlf.. pour 1927-1929: 1918. A partir de 1933 lnclus, imp. Swltzerlond 1927-1929 : c ~ comprls e commerce de perfectlonnement et de r6paratlon. 
ensulte ~ 986 : chillres approximati!s Hablls au Secretariat. 

franca thereafter a 
Orlg. base lor 1927-1929 : 1918. From 1933 Inclusive, exp. 

lncl.tmprovement and repair trade. 1936: approximate figures 
compiled in the Secretariat. 

Tch6coslovaqule Indlce de prix olllclel; base orlg.: 1" au 25 Jull. 1914; I Caechos1ovakla g moyennes ~omotriques. Imp. 
K~ Olllclal price Index; orlg. base July 1st-25th, 1914; 

geomfltric averages. 
a 1 Chl!lres a pproxlmatlls 6t•blls nu Secretariat. I exp. 

I Appro.xlmate ligures compiled In the Secretariat. 
I 

u. R.s.s. (Russl•l Base orig. p~~r 1927-1929: 1913; chirtres pour les ann6es U.S.S.R. (Russia) Aconomtques umssant le 30 sept.193()..1935: chirtre3 approx. 
1927-1929 : c d 'export. pour los annees civiles, etoblls au Secretariat et imp. ro:~bles-or P.nsulte 1 

KDld roubles t.herealter a raccordes oux chitrres des annees pr6c6dentes. Pour toules les 
anntes : les e..'H'Orts ne comprennent pas le platine brut. 

O_rtll. base for 1927-1929: 1913 i ligures for economic years 
cndm~ Sept. 30th. 193G-1935 : approximAte export figures exp. 
for calendar yeal'$, compiled in the Secretariat and linked 
to the figures f~r preceding years. AU ueara : exports 
exclude raw platinum. 



I 
Prix-price I 

et-and 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 

prix 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

I 
l prix 

quantum 

I prix 
quantum 

I 
I prix 

quantum 
I 

prix l quantum 
I 

I prix 
quantum 

I 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

prix 
quantum 

1928 

92.3 (94.1) 
111-4 

91.4 (93.2) 
104.9 

91.8 

90.6 

98.1 (100.5) 
106.8 

97.3 (99.7) 
102.5 

101.3 
96.9 

100.0 
102.1 

98.4 
99.4 

101.6 
96.6 

99.8 
101.7 

99.4 
108.4 

98.7 
98.1 

98.6 
107.4 

102.7 
102.7 

99.7 

101.9 
103.3 

98.7 
134.3 

95.1 
104.8 
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Annex n (conlinutd). 

PlUCE AND QUANTUl\ll INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 182'7- 100. 

1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 19~ 

90.3 (92.0) 7~.1 (79.6) 60.8 (61.4) 48.8 (48.0) 43.5 (48.9) 42.0 (41.6) 48.9 (41.G) 
116.6 107.9 93.0 81.1 u.o 1/1.1 16.J 

85.2 (86.8) 71.3 (72.7) 57.9 (58.8) 48.1 (47.8) 4'1.1 (4U) 88.8 (38.4) 88.9 (:lti.O) 
114.3 108.6 112.7 90.6 90.8 86.1 86.1 

91.1 80.2 68.2 70.9 70.1 69.0 68.1 

87.5 75.7 56.5 45.2 43.2 48.9 4~.0 

87.5 77.4 57.9 42.5 88.2 86.5 H8.n 
141.5 144.8 127.9 102.7 H.4 IOS.S /16.7 

94.5 (97.2) 86.8 (89.1) 76.4 (72.8) 71.9 (49.5) 68.1 (48.8) 67.9 (00.3) 67.8 (97.9) 
116.2 125.6 115.4 98.3 100.0 111.1 llS.O 

93.6 (90.3) 87.6 (90.0) 75.7 (69.5) 72.8 (50.1) 70.4 (45.8) 70.7 (41.0) 71.0 (30.0) 
117.4 114.0 90.1 /14.0 111.7 119.4 114.4 

99.0 87.2 70-7 (65.3) 65.7 (47.2) 62.2 (42.3) 64.0 (80.5) 6b.3 (39.0) 
/02.$ 100.2 103.0 90.5 91.9 97.2 H.O 

97.4 93.0 83.2 (77.5) 77.5 (55.8) 76.1 (51.7) 70.5 (47.2) 76.0 (45.4) 
105.6 86.6 66.2 66.4 61.1 1J.l 79.0 

93.1 77.1 59.4 (53.4) 52.7 (37.9) 55.7 (97.9) 6U (88.5) 59.2 (85.4) 
95.9 91.6 87.5 78.8 71.1 66.9 76.0 

98.9 86.8 70.0 (64.7) 64.8 (46.6) 61.9 (42.1) 64.0 (89,5) 6~.1 (AA.O) 
101.4 98.8 101.0 88.9 89.S 93.9 9S.4 

97.0 90.5 78.8 (78.4) 73.4 (52.8) 72.9 (49.6) 74.5 (46,0) 73.6 (44.0) 
104.0 87.3 69.4 68.1 68.1 72.2 71.6 

98.9 89.8 76.6 (71.8) 81.1 (55.8) 76.5 (49.2) 77.0 (44.4) ?7.7 (43.5) 
113.7 116.9 117.6 89.9 90.4 107.0 110.0 

96.6 89.9 79.0 (73.5) 75.0 (51.4) 70.8 (45.2) 73.1 (42.2) 71.4 (40,0) 
116.1 105.1 87.9 78.1 94.3 110.1 1/2.4 

96.6 87.2 75.0 63.5 57.5 54.2 51.9 
110-4 115.6 117.9 107.$ 101.2 96.4 91.7 

102.0 96.2 86.2 75.7 69.5 66.~ 64.4 
IOI.S 90.6 17.3 so.6 $/.6 54.2 ss.z 

94.8 80.6 65.5 59.3 59.7 62.1 (52.9) 84.3(53.6) 

97.7 91.4 76.9 70.0 . . . 
104.2 94.9 84.7 Sz.t . . . 

101.1 . . . . . . 
116.0 . . . . . . 
89.6 66.2 46.1 40.2 33.5 30.7 29.4 

125.6 200.7 225.6 laJ.S 189.4 174.$ 160.0 

1938 1937 

r.3.4 (48. 7) !13.1 (M.I) 
H.O 10.9 

43.8 ( :14. 7) l\1i.4 (:l.U) 
10.9 /10.J 

60.8 (00.5) Bl\.6 (M.4) 

bt.3 (4U) 80.6 (48.4) 

40.7 (:19. 7) 
IJ4,1 

00.7 (30.5) 79.0(·1U) 
IJ6.2 167.$ 

?t.G (41.0) 70.t (·I.J.O) 
1.'1.1 lnl 

68.~ (41.4) 78.0 (·16.8) 
104.9 11/.7 

?7.b (48.8) 83,8 rr.o.a) 
10.2 11.1 

o;;.a (a0.4l 78.0 (46.8) 
7J.I 71.4 

08.6 (41.4) 78.3 (47.0) 
10/.$ /07.9 

75.8 (~.8) 83.0 (40.8) 
79.6 16.4 

75.6 (4U) 
116.1 

74.0 (41.8) 
116.6 

M.O (48.~) 
11.6 

66.0 161.8) 
$1.1 

66.7 (5~.6) 77.5 (M.O) 

. . 

. . . . 
30.5 40.4 (a8.6) 

1Jo.4 /1$./ 
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A.nnexe II (fin). 
INDICES DES PRIX ET DU QUANTUM DES IMPORTATIONS ET DES EXPORTATIONS. 1927 = 100. 

Pays etmonnale I M6thode I Cat.!gorie 

I Country and cumney 
D6taUs Particulars Category Method 

YougoalavJo 
I I Imp. ! Indices des prix : Bonque natlonale (Imp., 20 articles ; l 

Yueoalovla g exf;, 20 articles); base ori!{.: 1926; moyennes g~om6triques. 
rice fndtcee: National Bank (imp., 20 articles; exp., 20 exp. 

dlnara articles); ortg. bose: 1926; geometric averages. I l Chlllreo approxlmatlfs, 6tablls au Secr6tariatet raccord6s I 
a 6 fa a6rle pr6c6dente 6 partir de 1929. • exp. 

ApSroxlmate figures, compiled in the Secretariat and 
llnke to the preceding aeries from 1929. I 

Auatrolle 
I I Ao~••m_ • .....,..,~vu_,..,._

1 
Auotrolla en llnfots. Ann6e de base orig. : aux imp. 1926/27; aux lm p. g6n6ralea I exp.l 901 (fa pond6ratlon des export. est Ia moyenne an- general Imp. 

£A d nuel e de Ia p6riode du 1.I.1897 au 30.VI.1916). I 
Econ. years ending 30. VI, Incl. sJlver bullion. 0 a, ex p. g6n6rales 

bose year: for Imp., 1926.127; for ex&., 1901 (exp. weig~ general exp. I 
lng fa annual average ol period 1.I.1 97-30.V1.1916). 

j 
. I 
~- ,,_ ....... ·~··" ..... -. "l a6rle lr6ctMente ll partir de 1928. Ann6es 6con. dnissant 1e 

exp. g6n6rales a SO.V • Y compris !'argent en llngota. 
Apdroxtmate figures, comEiled in the Secretariat and general exp. 

IInke to the preceding series rom 1928. Econ. years ending I 30. VI. Incl. silver bullion. 

N ouvelle-Z61ondo I I 
Base orlg. : 1926 ; pond~ratlon d"apr~s Ia moyenne I lm p. g6n~ralea I New Zealand d annuelle des quantit6s en 1926-1930. Y compris Ungots. general imp. 
Orlg. base: 102fS: wel!lhtlng according to annulll averiige I 

£NZ 
ol quantities In 1026-1930. 1ncludlng bulllon. 

Prix moyens ou cotations de 33 articles appliqu6s aux 
auantlUs moyennes d'exp. pendant Ies 5 ann6es d 'exp., 

d, e, mod!R6-
nlss. le SO jutn, pr6ddentcs. Base orig. des prix : 1909-

exp. sp6clales 1918. Y comprls Ungots. 
modiOed Av. prices or price quotations for 33 articles, applied to special exp. 

av. export quantities or the 5 previous export years ending 
June 80th. Orlg. price basis : 1909-1913. Including 
bulllon. 
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ADnex n (concludtd). 

PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 182'7 - 100. 

Prix-price I I I I I I I I et-end 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1035 1038 1037 
quantum 

prix 98.7 93.9 82.0 70.9 70.2 (65.0) 76.4 (59.4) 72.0 (55.8) 7U (11<1.8) 73.1 (54.4) 76.~ (58.0) 

prix 107.0 106.7 87.3 88.0 511.9 (52.0) 11<1.5 (41.4) 55.!1 (41.6) 59.4 (45.7) 60-5 (46.7) 07.8 (5U) 

prl:< 106.7 94.0 82.5 62.4 (57.1) 59.7 (46.4) 65.1(50.4) 64.8(40.7) 60.S (58. 7) 
quantum 116.0 112.6 90.9 16.5 18.5 9l.l 97.$ PU 

l prl:< 93 90 (89.1) 90 (87.4) 82 (72.6) . . . . • . 
quantum 96.3 91.1 91.1 50.8 . . . . . . 

I prt:< 106.3 97.3(P6.3) 77.0 (74.8) 57.4 (48.8) . . . . . . 
quantum 98.1 107.4 96.2 117.8 . . . . . . 

. 

prix 106.8 97.8 (96.3) 73.9 (71.8) 51.7 (44.0) 51.8 (31.8) 50.6 (28.1) 67.5 (84.8) 54.8 (25.8) 88.7 (:1.~.0) 82.8 (A0.4) 
quantum 98.1 107.4 100.2 110.6 119.5 146.5 121.2 UJ.O IJ4.1 IJJ.I 

I 
I prix 95.7 91.5 (90.9) 89.4 (86.1) 81.9 (70.3) 79.8 (52.8) 83.0 (45.4) 80.9 (39.8) 79.8 (88.1) 70.8 ~8.7) 

quantum 104.6 118.9 110.8 12.3 69.0 , .. 86.6 /01.7 ll .9 

I prix 110.4 106.4 (105.7) 84.1 (81.3) 64.5 (55.5) 58.5 (88.6) 58.8 (82.4) 72.7 (86.1) 72.8 (84.4) 82.0 (AO.S) OU (·IU) 
quantum 104.1 107.0 110.5 11/.8 /25.1 144.6 IJS.l /H.O /H.J 141.4 

I 
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Annexe III. Annex III. 

COURS DU CHANGE UTILISES POUR LA ·coNVERSION 
DES CH1FFRES ANNUELS DU COMMERCE EN $-OR E.-U. 
(ANCIENS); EXPRIMES EN CENTB-OR DES E.-U., PAR 
UNITE NATIONALE. 

EXCHANGE RATES USED FOR CONVERSION OF ANNUAL 
TRADE FIGURES TO U.S.A. (OLD) GOLD DOLLARS l 
EXPRESSED . IN U.S.A. GOLD CENTS PER NATIONAL 
UNIT. 
Nole.-The rates are wei~htcd accorqin~ to monthly trade movement 

(except those in italics, '"hich arc unweJghted). 
Note. - LC's cours sont pond~r~s sulvant le mouvement memuel 

du cPmmerce {ex:ccptC ccux en itallquc. tJUi sont non ponderes). 

Pays PnitC 
Unit 

Aden (an. com. l.IV). Rupee 
Afrique-Occld. fran.;, Franc 
AhrCrie ••••••••••••. Franc 
Allemagne ••.•.•• , , . RM 
Arj:Centine (1) .•..•...• Peso mJn. 
Australlc (onn~e clv.): £ 
:cents par £A ....•.. 
:£A par£B 100 .... . 
:cents par £8 ..... , , 

Austrnlie: ) £ 
:cents par £A 8~0• 
:£A par £B 100 jsA'.'h 
: cents par £B 

Autrlcbe (") ......... Schill, 
Belgique (3) ......... Franc 
Bolivie •...•........ Boliv. 
B~sll .............. £or 
Br~sll .. .. .. .. .. • .. . • Milr~ls 
Bulgnrle ...........•. Lev 
Canada (ann6e chile) .. SCan. 
Canada,(an. com. I.IV) $Can. 
Ceylon •............ Rupee 
Chill ..••........... Peso or 
Chine, sans Man.1cb. (') St.. S 

Mandchourle {') • • • • M Yuan 
Colombie ....•....... Peso 
Congo beige.· ......... Franc 
Cor~e ............... Yen 
C<><t.a-Rica .......... ColOn 
COte de I'Or.. .. .. • .. . £ 
Cuba ...........•.... Peso 
Curacao .•........... Gulden 
Danemark . . . . . . • . . . . Krone 
Dominicaine, R~p . ... $U.S.A. 
Egypte .............. £E. 
Equateur . ........... Sucre 
Eo:;pagne.. . . . • . . . . . . . Pes. or 
Estonic .............. Kroon 
Et.ats-Unis d'Am6r ••• Dollar 
Finlande ............ Markkaa 
F ormose. . . . . . . • . . . . . Yen 
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franc 
Gr~ce . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Drachma 
Guatemala ........... S oro am. 
Haiti (an. fin. 30. IX) . Gourde 
Honduras (nn. fin. 

31. VII) ............ $oro am. 
Hongrle (6) .. . .. .. .. • Pen~G 
lode (nnn~e civile) .... Rupee 
lode (an. com. I.IV) .. Rupee 
lndes n~erlandaises ... Gulden 
lndoehine fran~aise .,.. . Franc 
~ndocbine rran~;aise ... Piastre 
lrak (ann~e civile) (7} .. Dinar 
lrak (on. com. I. IV )(l) Dinar 
Iran (8) ..•.•......... Rial 
lrlande .............. £ 
1 talie . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . Lira 
Jama1que ........... £ 
Japon ...•........•. Yen 
K{!nia et Ou~;"anda .... £ 
LPttonie .•.....•..•. Lat 
Lithuanie •..••..••.. Litas 
Malzlsle brltan ••••••• S.S. S 

1929 1932 1934 1935 1936 1937 
Pari!~ 1----1--.,...--1---:---l-----;---1----- 1-----,-
Purity Imp., Exp. Imp. I Exp. Imp., Exp. Imp.j Exp. Imp.j Exp. Imp.j Exp. 

Countries 

36.50 36SO 36.50 26.35 26.35 22.21 22.21 22.05 22:o'S 22./3 22./3 Aden (yr. begin. !.IV). 
8.92 3.92 8.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 S.92 3.92 3.55 S.55 French West Africa. 
8.92 S.92 S.92 8.92 S.92 S.92 3.92 S.92 3.92 3.52 3.62 Algeria. 

23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.49 23.50 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 Germany. 
42.45 41.83 41.87 25.73 25.73 17.49 19.50 17.07 18.84 18.40 19.17 18.29 19.37 Argentine (1). 

Australia (calendar yr.): J 

486.66 478.8~ 479.36 278.87 278.71 2S8.S4 239.54 232.36 230.81 234.79 233.50 233.32 232.55 :cents per £A. 
100.00 101.60 101.50 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 :£A per £B 100. 
486.66 486.66 486.66 349.29 349.09 298.53 300.02 291.03 289.09 294.08 292.46 292.24 291.27 :cents per £B. 

466.66 48/.60 481.60 304.70 298.87 250.67 251.02 232.21 231.44 234.55 233.43 233.05 231.83 :cents per£A. yrd 
Australia: l 

100.00 100.75 100.75 127.40 127.31 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 :£A per£B 100. 30nvi 
486.66 486.66 486.66 388.21 S80.47 313.97 314.40 290.84 289.87 293.78 292.37 291.89 290.37 :cents per£B. • ' 

14.07 14.07 14.07 12.93 12.R6 11.01 11.01 11.13 11.13 11.15 11.12 11.08 11.08 Austria <2J· 
2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.15 2.16 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 Belgium ( ). 

86.50 36.50 36.50 2/.22 21.22 /5./6 /5./6 14.57 /4.57 7.88 7.88 Bolivia. 
486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 466.66 466.66 466.66 486.66 466.66 486.66 486.66 466.66 466.66 Brazil. 
11.96 11.96 11.96 6.97 7.03 4.95 4.96 3.46 3.91 3.43 3.88 Brazil. 

0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 · 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 Bulgaria. 
100.00 100.00 100.00 88.11 88.08 60.53 60.27 59.20 59.01 59.39 59.14 59.22 59.06 Canada (calendar yr.). 
100.00 100.00 100.00 86.91 87.61 60.05 59,91 59.22 58.96 59.36 59.16 Canada (yr. beg. !.IV), 

36.50 86.50 36.50 26.S6 26.43 22.59 22.61 21.94 21.94 22.19 22.20 22.05 22.05 Ceylon. 
12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 Chile. 
41.77 41.08 41.08 21.10 20.92 20.10 20.07 21.71 21.17 17.58 17.57 17.32 17.31 China, excl. Manch. ('). 
41.77 41.77 41.77 21.69 21.69 19.44 19.48 17.75 17.82 17.15 17.11 Manchuria <'>• 
97.33 97.83 97.83 95.92 94.45 36.39 S6.96 33.39 33.32 33.76 S3.79 Colombia. 
2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.14 2.12 2.00 2.00 2.02 2.02 Belgian Congo. 

49.85 45.78 46.13 29.10 27.96 17.72 17.66 17.02 17.04 17.16 17.15 16.99 17.00 Korea. 
(5)25.00 25.00 25.00 22.73 22.73 14.03 /4.03 9.84 9.84 4o59.06 *59.06 Costa Rica. 

486.66 466.66 466.66 347.23 S45.46 299.24 301.77 291.23 290.82 293.74 292.96 292.25 2~1.27 Gold Coast. 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.65 59.65 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 Cuba. 
40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 38.16 38.16 32.54 32.54 Curo~ao. 
26.80 26.80 26.80 18.76 18.78 13.39 13.40 12.99 12.99" 13.13 13.13 13.03 13.04 Denmark. 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.64 59.64 59.06 59.U6 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Dominican Rep. 
499.13 499.13 499.13 358.49 357.72 307.84 308.76 298.67 298.21 301.35 300.44 299.66 299.13 Egypt. 

20.00 20.00 20.00 17.14 17.68 5.42 5.48 5.61 5.64 5.64 5.64 Ecuador. 
19.30 19.30 19.80 19.80 19.SO 19.30 19.SO 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 Spain. 
26.80 26.80 26.80 26.80 26.80 16.60 16.56 16.11 16.12 16.29 16.31 16.21 16.22 Estonia. 

')100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.65 59.65 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 U.S.A. 
2.52 2.52 2.52 1.55 1.55 l.S3 1.32 1.28 1.29 !.SO 1.30 1.29 1.29 Finland. 

49.85 46.10 47.31 26.67 27.37 17.75 17.64 17.03 17.03 17.16 17.16 16.99 17.00 Formosa. 
S.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.55 3.55 2.37 2.36 Frnnce. 
1.30 1.30 !.SO 0.83 0.73 0.56 0.56 O.'i6 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.54 Greece. 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.64 59.64 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Guatemala. 
20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 12.18 12.25 11.87 11.87 11.85 11.84 11.81 11.81 Haiti (yr. end. 30. IX). 

Honduras (year ending 
62.89 62.89 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 8l.VII). 
17.27 17.27 17.36 17.36 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.49 Hungary~). 
22.59 22.60 21.93 21.93 22.20 22.19 22.06 22.05 India (calendar year). 
22.19 22.21 22.05 22.06 22.11 22.09 India (yr. begin. !.IV). 
40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 S8.11 37.92 32.66 32.65 Netherlands Indies. 

3.92 S.92 3.92 8.92 8.59 3.53 Freneh Indo-China. 
39./8 39./8 39./8 39./8 36./8 36./8 French Indo-China 

486.66 486.66 486.66 347.88 353.71 300.14 298.57 291.12 291.49 294.03 293.02 Iraq (calendar yr.) {7). 
486.66 486.66 486.66 :<45.07 352.65 295.76 295.29 291.09 291.18 292.84 291.77 'Iraq (yr.beg. !.IV) (7). 

8.93 8.45 8.45 3.42 3.42 4.02 S.94 S.39 8.38 S.53 3.53 Iron($) 
486.6e 486.66 466.66 S52.64 351.12 300.46 300.18 290.85 291.08 293.92 294.14 292.07 292.11 Ireland: 

5.26 5.26 5.26 5.13 5.13 5.11 5.11 4.89 4.89 4.23 4.08 3.11 8.11 Italy. 
486.6~ 48~.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 300.56 300.56 290.92 290.92 294./7 294./7 292.00 292.00 Jamaica. 
49.8o 4o.90 46.16 28.52 26.74 17.70 17.67 17.02 17.04 17.16 17.16 16.99 17.01 Japan. 

486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 300.56 300.56 290.87 289.89 293.48 294.38 Kenya and Uganda 
19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.SO 19.30 19.30 19.30 16.72 16.42 11.58 11.59 Latvia • 
10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 1~.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 9.99 9.99 10.00 10.00 Lithua~ia. · 
56.78 56.01 56.01 40.37 40.30 35.14 35.12 33.93 33.95 34.4/l 84.46 34.24 34.23 British Malaya. 
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Annexa III (fin). Annex III (concluded). 

Unit~ I Pari.t6 1929 I 1932 I 1934 I 1935 1936 I 1937 I Pays Unit Parity 
Imp. I Exp. Imp.J Exp. Imp.J Exp. Imp., Exp. 1mp. I Exp. Imp. J Ex p. 

Countrlea 

Maroc (Zone !ranc.) ••• Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 
Mexique • • • • • 0. 0 •••• Peso 49.85 48.18 48.19 31.85 31.85 
Nfearagua •••• 0 ••••• C6rdoba 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Nig~ria .•••.••••.... £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 348.92 351.24 
Norvege . ......••.... Krone 26.80 26.80 26.80 17.98 17.96 
Nouvelle-Z~lande : £ 
:cents par £NZ ••... 486.66 483.38 483.32 319.15 321.19 
:£NZ par £B 100 .... 100.00 100.68 100.69 109.50 109.50 
:cents par £B ....... 486.66 486.66 486.66 330.61 351.72 

Palestine •••••• 0 •• •• £P. 486.66 486.66 486.66 352.03 350.42 
Panama .••......... BAlboa 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Paraguay .•....•.... P.oro 96.48 95.16 95.53 58.43 58.49 
Pays-Bas •••........ Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 
P~rou (9) •••••••••••• Sol 28.00 40.00 40.00 23.06 21.89 
Philippines •.•....... Peso 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
Pologne . . . . . . . . . . . . Zloty 11.22 11.2'2 11.22 11.22 11.22 
Portugal •.••........ Escudo (10) 4.42 4.48 4.47 3.19 3.18 
Rhod4sle m6ridionale. £R 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.28 350.27 
Roumanie .......... Leu 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 
Royaume-Uni .•.....• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.76 350.52 
Salvador ...••....... Col6n 50.00 50.00 50.00 39.60 39.60 
Siam (ann4e civile) •.. Baht 44.24 44.24 44.24 36.48 36.27 
Siam (an. com. I. IV) •• Baht 44.24 44.24 44.24 33.27 33.26 
Soudan angl<Hgyptien. £E. 499.13 499.13 499.13 358.85 361.57 
Su~de •••••••••••••• Krona 26.80 26.80 26.80 18.44 18.36 
Suisse ..•.. .......... Franc 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 
Syrie et Lib an (11) •••• L.l. a. 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 
Tch6coslov8quie ..... . Koruna (12) 2.47 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 
Terre-Neuve (an. fin. 

30. VI) ••••••••••••• $Can. 100.00 100.00 /00.00 88./0 88.10 
Trinit6 et Tobago ..•• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 
Tunisie ...•...•••... Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 
'furquie ............ £T 439.66 48.53 48.06 47.35 47.35 
U. R.S.S. Rouble or 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 
Union Sud·Ai;i~: (isj :: £SA 486.66 486.66 480.66 476.19 476.10 
Uruguay ............ Peso 103.42 98.61 98.97 47.00 46.97 
Venezuela ......... Bollvar 19.30 19.30 19.29 15.09 15.09 
~ ougosla vie ..... u •• Dinar (14) 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.63 1.61 

(1) Argentine : 100 pesos moneda nacional - 44 pesos oro. 
(2) Autriche: Pour oct.-d6c. 1931, cours ofriciels; it partir de nov. 1932, 

cours libres (cotations A BAle) ; pour janv.-oct. 19321 cours interpoMs 
ct gradu~. 

(3) Belgique : 5 francs belges .... 1 helga. 
(4) Etalon ar¥ent. La parit6 indiqu6e estla moyenne non pond6r6e des 

cours en 1929. lNote : 1 Hatkouan ta~l = 1,558 dollar (chinois natio
naux) standard ; 1.000 Hk. taCls ... 1.114 taels de Shanghai; 0,40 
dollar-or (ancien) des E.-U. - I unit6-or de Ia Douane; 1 yuan du 
Mandchoukuo (crM en 1932) - approximativement I $ standard, 6. Ia 
parit6 argent). 

(6) Costa-Rica : ~talon de change $ des E.-U., A colones 4 par $. 
Parit6 ult6rieurement chang6e en : colones 4,40 par $ pour 1932; colo
neB 4,55 pour 1933 ; 4,25 pour 1934 ; 5,94 pour 1935. 

(6) Hongrie: A partir du 17.VI!.1931, cours ofliclels A Budapest. 
(7) Irak : Pour 1931 (c.·A-d., 1931/32) et auparavant, convertls de 

rupees, A raison de 13 i par din~r irakien. 
(8) Iran: Ann6£>s comment;ant le 22 mars, jusqu•en 1930 Cc.-6.-d., 1930/ 

31) inclusivement ; ensuite, ann6es commencant Je 22 juin. La pariW 
lndiqu6e est Ia moyenne non pond6r6e des cours pour le kran, de l"ann6e 
civile 1929; 1 kran (6talon argent) .... I rial (Ia nouvelle unit6, introduite 
en mars 1932). 

(9) P6rou: Pour 1929 et 1930, convertls de IIbras p~ruvlennes (!"unit~ 
mon6taire jusqu"au 18 avril 1931). La parit6 de Ia libra 6tait 486,66. 
Dix soles ... 1 libra. 

(10) Portugal: A partir du 9 juin 1931 ; auparavant 108.05. 
(11) Syrie : t livre libano-syrienne .... 20 francs frantais. 
(12) Tch6coslovaquie: A partir du 17.11.1934; auparavant 2,96. 
(13) Union Sud-Africaine : calcul6 sur le mouvement des marchandises, 

lingots et esp~ces, y compris Ia valeur de Ia prime sur l"or. 
(14} Yougoslavie: A partir du 13 mal 1931 ; auparavant 19,30. 
(•) Etats-Unis : La nouvelle parit6 (Proclamation pr6sidentielle du 

31.1.1934) est 59.06. 
(t) Tndochine franc;aise: A partir du 31.V.1930 ; auparavont n~ant 

(Halon arli{Cntl. 
(*) Costa-Rica: dollar (papler) dea U.S. 

3.92 
16.54 
59.64 

300.38 
15.10 

239.84 
124.76 
299.22 
300.07 

59.64 
40.02 
40.20 
13.91 
29.86 
11.22 
2.74 

299.92 
0.60 

300.54 
23.07 
27.54 
27.04 

308.o7 
15.48 
19.30 
78.37 

2.52 

62.98 
300.S6 

3.92 
47.24 
51.46 

296.72 
47.69 
16.97 

1.35 

3.92 3.92 3.92 3.56 3.57 Morocco (French ZonA), 
16.53 16.48 16.48 16.29 16.44 Mexico . 
59.64 53.95 53.95 53.80 53.80 Nicnrnguo. 

300.87 291.29 290.93 293.76 293.41 Nigeria. 
15 .• 09 14.62 14.62 14.76 14.76 14.67 14.68 Nonvoy. 

New Zealand : 
241.67 232.36 231.73 236.00 236.07 234.54 234.00 : cents per £NZ. 
124.72 124.60 124.50 124.50 124.50 124.5(1 124.50 : £NZ per £R 100. 
301.41 289.52 288.50 293.82 ~93.91 292.00 291.33 :cents per £B. 
303.99 290.82 288.54 293.55 292.57 291.96 291.28 Palestine. 

59.64 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Pannmn. 
40.02 44.07 44.13 44.70 44.75 Paraguay. 
40.20 40.20 40.20 37.77 37.68 32.52 32.52 Netherlands. 
13.92 14.40 14.41 14.84 14.84 15.08 15.11 Peru (9). 
29.97 29.64 29.64 29.67 29.67 Phlllppmea. 
11.22 11.22 11.22 11.20 11.20 11.22 11.22 Poland . 
2.74 2.65 2.65 29::~~ 2.67 2.65 2.66 Portugal. 

299.24 290.87 291.32 294.24 292.27 292.18 Southern Rhodesia. 
0.60 0.53 0.52 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 Roumanla. 

300.36 291.02 290.97 293.92 294.00 292.17 292.07 United Kingdom. 
23.07 23.68 23.68 23.67 23.67 El Salvador. 
27.49 26.68 26.68 26.95 26.97 Slam (calendar year). 
27.02 26.81 26.82 26.84 26.85 Slam (yr. begin. I.IV). 

308.81 298.66 297.75 301.42 301.6[; 299.72 299.09 Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. 
15.45 15.01 15.02 15.15 15.16 15.06 15.07 Sweden. 
19.30 19.30 19.30 17.31 17.54 13.55 13.55 Switzerland. 
78.37 78.37 78.37 69.93 67.25 Syrin and Lebanon ("). 
2.52 2.47 2.47 2.34 2.35 2.06 2.06 Czechoslovakia. 

62.98 59.80 59.80 59.00 
Newfoundland (yr. end· 

59.00 In~ 30.VI). 
300.56 290.92 290.92 294.17 294./7 Trinidad and Tobago. 

3.92 3.92 3.92 3.52 3.61 Tunis. 
47.24 47.20 47.21 47.07 47.02 46.8(• 46.86 Turkey. 
51.46 51.46 51.46 11.75 11.76 11.29 11.28 U.S.S.R. 

298.03 287.95 290.40 290.84 290.87 289.28 289.36 Unionol South A!rlca(") 
47.70 47.63 47.63 47.27 47.27 Uruguay. 
17.17 15.47 15.48 15.19 15.25 Venezuela. 
1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 Yugoalavla. 

(1) Argentine : 100 pesos moneda naclonal - 44 pesos oro. 
(2) Austria: For Oct.-Dec. 1931, otUclal ratrs; from Nov. 1932, free 

rates (quotations at Basle) ; for Jan.-Oct. 1932, Interpolated rates, 
graduated. 

(3) Belgium : 5 Belgian lranca - 1 belga. 
(') Silver standard. The parity shown is the unwelghted overo~e 

rate In 1929. (Note : I Halkwan tael - 1.558 (Chlneae national) 
Standard dollars; 1.000 Hk. tis. - 1,114 Shanghai tla.; 0.40 U.S.A. old 
goldS - 1 Customs Gold Unit; 1 Manchukuo yuan (created In 1932) -
approximately 1 St. $. at silver parity). 

(6) Costa Rica : U.S.A. S exchange standard, ot 4 colones per S. 
Parity subsequently changed to : 4.40 colones per S, for 1932 ; 4.55 
colones lor 1933 ; 4.25 lor 1934 ; 5.94 lor 1935. 

(6) Hungary : From 17. VII.31, olllclal quotatlo!lll at Bud a peat. 
(7) • Ira']: For 1931 (i.e., 1931/32) and earUer, .converted from rupees, 

at 13i per Iraqi dinar. 
(8) Iran: YORrs beginning Mar. 22, until 1930 (1.< •• 1930/31) lnclu•lve; 

thereafter, years beginning June 22. 1'he parity shown Is the unwelghted 
average rate for the kran In the calendar year 1929 

1
. 1 kron (silver 

standard) - 1 rial (the new unit, Introduced In March 932). 
(8) PP.ru : For 1929 and 1930, converted from Iibras peruanas (the

currency unit until 18.IV.31). 1'he parity ol the libra waa 486.66. 
Ten soles - I libra. 

(10) Portugal : From 9. VI.31 ; previously 108.05. 
(11) Syria : 1 Lebano-Syrlan pound - 20 French francs. 
(12) Czechoslovakia: From J 7.11.34; previously 2.96. 
(13) Un. or S. Africa : Calculated on the movement of merchandise, 

bullion and specie, Jncluding the :value or the gold premium. 
(14) Yugoslavia : From 13. V.31 ; prevloualy 19.30. 
(•) U.S.A. : The new parity (Presidential proclamation ol 31.1.34) 

is 59.06. 
Ctl Fr. Indo-China :From 3l.V.30; prevloualy none (oliver standard). 
(*l Costa Rica: U.S.A. dollar (paper). 
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Anneze IV 

PAYS ET GROUPES CONTINENTAUX. Valeur on mllllono do dollars-or (ancleno) des E.-U. 
coMMERCE MONDIAL, PAR 1 .~ ... Commerce s""clal• Marcbandlses seulement. Base: Valeurs enreg Sw-c , ~ ' 

EXPORTATIONS EXPORTS I COUNTRY IMPORTATIONS IMPORTS I • 1937 
- ..,.,....,-..,-=0<-;;-;o.-;-l;a..-liQai36-l••l9:3371 ·9-·2·9 r1 1'"9'32~" 'II' '1""934" I 1935 I 1936 PAYS 19t9 II 1932 II 1934 I 1935 I 19 

AJrlque ••• • 

AJr.-Equat.!r .. 
Afr.-Occ. fr .• • 
Al~rle ••• • 
All(lola • • • • 
Cameroun m. fr. 
Congo be Ill" a) 
C6te de l'Or (1 • 
Cyr~ns19ue ( ) 
llgypte • • • • 
Erytbn!e ••• 
K~nla-Oug ••• 
Madagascar .. 
Maroc : z. Esp. 
Maroc : Z. traDe . • 
Maurice . ••• 
M ozamblque (') 
Nt~r~rle . . • • 
R6unton .•• 
Rhod6s. Nord • 
Rbod~. Sud 1'1 Ruanda-Ur. (1 
Sierra-Leone (1 

Somal ie fran~ •• 
Somalleltal. • 
Soud~o Anglo-Eg.(1) 
S.-0. Africain • 
Tanganyika (') 
Togo (m.lr.) , 
Trlpollt. (G) •• 
Tunlsle • •.. 
Un. Sod-Air.(')(') 
Autres pays • • 

Am~rlquedu 
Nord •••• 

Canada (') (') • 
Etats-Unls , • 
Terre-Neuve (G) a) 
Autres pays •• 

ldexfque, Am6r. 
Centr. et An
tilles •••• 

Mexlque (') (G) 
Barbade .•• 
Bennudes . •• 
Costa-Rica(')(G) 
Cuba ••••• 
Curacao (G) •• 
Dominic., R. (1) 
Guadeloupe • • 
Guatemala (1) • 
Haiti a)(') • • 
JJonduras{G) (l)a) 
JamaJque . •• 
Martinique •• 
Nlcaragua(G( 1) 
Panama •.. 
Salvador (G)(') 
Trinlt6 er Tobago 
Autres pays • • 

Am~rlque du 
Sud ..... 

Argentine . •• 
Bn!sll(GJ •• , 
Bolivie('). • • 
Chill • • • • • 
Colombie (G)(') 
Equateur(G) • 
Guyane briton. 
Paraguay ••• 
P~rou •.•. 
Surinam ••• 
Uruguay • • • 
Venezuela (G). 
Autre& pays • • 

1,899 

10.8 
52.0 

229.6 
13.7 
7.6 

54.0 
48.8 

7.3 
266.7 

18.3 
89.1 
81.8 
13.5 
99.8 
16.2 
23.0 
63.5 
6.2 

17.3 
83.0 

1.7 
7.8 

20.7 
7.6 

32.9 
14.6 
19.6 
4.0 

13.2 
77.8 

417.1 
38 

6,878 

1,299.0 
4,338.6 

28.6 
10 

818 

808 

8.6 
22.5 

153.1 
6.1 
2.8 

12.9 
18.3 
6.5 

95.1 
9.8 

12.5 
13.7 
6.8 

70.0 
6.9 

13.0 
24.5 

6.3 
5.9 

u.s 
0.6 
4.2 
6.0 
2.9 
9.7 
3.7 
6.0 
2.5 
8.5 

69.5 
167.7 

13 

1,731 

883.7 
1,325.1 

13.9 
8 

280 

766 

6.3 
21.4 

140.2 
4.6 
2.3 

10.5 
12.8 
6.5 

88.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.2 
4.6 

51.0 
6.5 
8.6 

15.7 
6.1 
8.6 

13.1 
0.9 
2.3 
4.7 
8.0 

11.8 
8.6 
6.4 
1.2 
8.3 

49.0 
205.5 

15 

1,296 

312.4 
971.5 

10.0 
1 

280 

789 

6.6 
25.9 

111.4 
4.4 
3.4 

11.2 
21.3 

9.8 
93.3 

• 12.6 
13.4 
11.0 
5.2 

44.6 
6.4 
8.4 

22.3 
5.4 
8.3 

15.8 
0.8 
8.3 
4.9 

20.8 
14.4 
4.1 
7.9 
1.2 
9.7 

40.5 
225.7 

15 

1,M2 

825.8 
·1,204.2 

ll.5 
1 

291 

880 

6.3 
32.0 

113.8 
3.9 
4.5 

14.5 
24.3 

• 12.0 
91.8 

• 15.0 
15.3 
10.7 

• 4.0 
41.0 
6.5 
9.7 

81.4 
4.9 
6.6 

17.7 
1.2 
3.8 
5.3 

27.3 
13.7 
5.6 
9.0 
1.7 

11.1 
85.7 

2UI.6 
18 

1,823 

377.2 
1,431.6 

• 13.0 
1 

319 

1,023 

7.6 
39.2 

112.4 
4.7 
5.4 

19.5 
34.8 
14.4 

111.2 
17.9 
21.7 
13.0 
4.8 

41.5 
8.0 

11.7 
50.5 

6.0 
8.0 

21.4 
1.4 
4.6 
6.4 

33.0 
17.1 

6.9 
11.0 
2.1 

13.6 
40.2 

311.3 
22 

2,276 

479.0 
1,779.2 

16.0 
1 

402 

184.2 57.6 55.2 66.9 75.6 100.0 
8.6 5.1 5.3 4.9 5.5 6.6 
8.2 6.4 3.3 3.9 5.8 6.4 

20.2 5.5 5.2 4.7 5.5 6.8 
(G)216.2 (G) 51.0 (G) 43.6 (G) 56.3 (G) 61.1 (G) 76.2 

145.3 56.4 62.2 70.0 75.2 96.4 
22.5 7.8 6.2 5.8 5.8 7.1 
9.1 6.2 5.9 4.4 4.4 5.3 

(G) 30.4 (G) 7.5 (G) 6.0 (G) 7.1 (G) 6.8 (G) 8.3 
17.2 7.5 5.6 4.9 4.5 5.4 
14.9 8.4 5.3 5.7 5.2 6.3 
33.9 16.2 18.9 14.1 14.9 18.3 
10.4 7.5 7.3 5.5 5.5 6.6 
11.8 3.5 2.7 2.7 3.0 3.7 

(G) 19.2 (G) 8.9 (G) 8.1 (G) 9.2 (G) ll.2 (G) 12.9 
17.8 5.2 5.0 5.4 5.0 6.1 
26.0 ll.S ll.6 12.4 16.1 19.7 
21 7 8 7 8 10 

1,891 

819.5 
421.7 

26.1 
196.8 
123.0 

16.8 
1(!.~ 
13.2 
76.0 
8.4 

('J 92.0 
85.5 

6 

489 

215.2 
105.8 

4.7 
26.0 
29.2 

4.3 
7.9 
3.8 

17.6 
2.3 

(') 26.1 (') 
23.1 

2 

480 

194.1 
123.9 

10.2 
26.0 
81.9 

8.4 
4.9 
4.5 

23.6 
1.9 

29.9 
22.2 
3 

621 

200.6 
133.5 

• 10.3 
85.9 
35.7 

5.4 
5.0 
5.1 

26.0 
2.1 

28.6 
24.5 

3 

668 

205.4 
148.3 

8.3 
42.2 
40.5 

6.6 
5.5 
4.3 

29.7 
2.1 

31.2 
31.4 

8 

744. 

234.9 
197.6 

10.1 
51.0 
55.0 

6.2 
6.4 
5.4 

35.5 
2.5 

37.0 
50.0 

3 

1,~ 

6.0 
45.7 

152.0 
12.6 
6.7 

40.1 
60.3 

1.1 
252.8 

5.5 
34.2 
16.8 
3.6 

48.3 
18.4 
12.4 
85.6 
5.6 
4.0 

32.2 
0.4 
6.4 

19.1 
2.6 

32.6 
17.1 
18.1 
3.8 
1.8 

55.2 
454.1 

23 

8,428 

1,224.6 
5,157.1 

36.8 
10 

910 

284.6 
4.9 
0.7 

18.2 
272.4 
124.1 
23.5 
5.3 

24.9 
16.7 
24.6 
22.4 

'12.2 
10.9 
4.1 

18.4 
31.8 
10 

2,257 

907.6 
481.5' 

51.1 
282.8 
123.5 

17.2 
11.9 
12.8 

116.8 
3.0 

92.0 
149.3 

27 

887 

4.7 
17.5 

148.9 
6.3 
3.2 

18.6 
27.7 
0.5 

90.6 
3.8 

15.8 
12.5 
1.0 

26.9 
7.1 
6.5 

32.6 
4.8 
8.5 

18.7 
0.4 
3.1 
6.4 
1.2 

13.7 
5.0 
7.7 
1.1 
1.5 

33.8 
324.9 

9 

,094 

487.3 
1,576.2 

22.6 
8 

370 

97.3 
4.2 
0.3 
8.5 

79.9 
73.3 
11.2 
7.2 

10.7 
7.2 

17.6 
ll.O 
7.9 
4.5 
2.0 
5.5 

14.7 
5 

807 

338~-~ 
17 .I 

10.4 
34.3 
66.3 

8.7 
10.0 

7.5 

sui 27.4 
93.2 

1 

737 

6.6 
21.3 

102.9 
6.6 
2.8 

23.4 
23.7 

0.9 
95.9 
4.7 

16.7 
13.5 
1.9 

26.2 
5.7 
5.2 

26.3 
5.6 

13.2 
22.4 
0.8 
2.5 
4.8 
1.5 

11.9 
3.3 
8.0 
1.1 
1.5 

26.4 
238.4 

11 

1,727 

461.5 
1,247.8 

15.5 
a 

327 

106.4 
4.0 
0.2 
5.2 

63.8 
64.8 

7.6 
6.0 
8.8 
6.3 
7.8 
9.2 
7.2 
8.1 
2.2 
5.5 

13.9 
5 

792 

280.5 
171.5 

19.8 
55.9 
56.2 

5.6 
4.9 
5.0 

41.4 
1.8 

33.3 
113.2 

3 

825 

6.8 
27.4 

102.4 
5.9 
3.8 

25.5 
26.9 

1.2 
10t.3 
• 4.8 
18.6 
12.1 
2.1 

24.3 
6.1 
6.2 

32.6 
4.3 

13.6 
23.5 
1.0 
4.5 
4.5 
1.2 

13.6 
7.1 

10.0 
1.4 
1.8 

30.3 
238.8 

11 

1,839 

494.7 
1,324.8 

16.3 
8 

355 

123.6 
2.9 
0.1 
4.9 

75.5 
67.3 
9.0 
6.3 
7.4 
4.2 
6.2 

10.8 
6.5 
3.1 
2.5 
6.4 

14.2 
4 

799 

295.6 
160.6 
• 21.7 

56.5 
47.6 

5.8 
5.8 
5.0 

44.3 
1.2 

45.4 
107.6 

2 

950 

5.8 
32.9 

125.6 
8.2 
6.0 

29.8 
35.6 
•1.5 
99.1 

• 6.0 
23.5 
15.4 

• 2.0 
27.9 

7.1 
8.2 

43.1 
4.7 

17.5 
27.3 

1.5 
6.5 
3.0 
0.8 

16.8 
8.9 

13.3 
1.6 
1.3 

30.3 
325.7 

13 

2,058 

607.9 
1,428.6 

• 18.0 
1 

390 

127.5 
4.0 
0.1 
5.2 

91.6 
76.9 

8.7 
6.1 
8.9 
5.6 
5.4 

10.9 
6.8 
2.5 
2.5 
6.0 

15.9 
5 

878 

317.4 
190.1 

20.5 
66.8 
53.2 

8.2 
6.5 
4.2 

49.3 

1,09~ Africa. 

7.2 Fr. Equat. AI. 
40.3 Fr. W. Air. 

131.0 Algeria. 
10.2 An~ola. 
7.4 Camer.(Fr.m.). 

35.0 Belg. Con~o ('), 
46.4 Gold Coast (1). 

1.8 Cyrenaica (G). 
115.7 Egypt. 

7.4 Eritrea. 
30.7 Kenya-Uganda • 
19.1 Madagascar. 
2.4 Morocco: S p. z. 

27.1 Morocco: Fr. z. 
8.8 Mauritius. ' 

J 10.2 Mozambique('). 
56.7 Nigeria. 

5.8 -Reunion. 
21.4 Nth. Rhodesia. 
31.6 Sth. Rhodes.('). 

1.8 Ruanda-Ur. ('I· 
8.2 Sierra Leone (I • 
3.7 Fr. Somalild. 
1.0 ltai.Somalil. 

24.3 Anglo-Eg. Sudan('). 
10.9 S. W. Africa. 
16.4 Tanganyika (1). 
2.0 Togo (Fr. m.). 
1.6 Tripolit. (G) •. 

29.0 Tunis. 
362.9 Uo. of S. Air.(')('). 

16 Other countr. 

2,634 

664.5 
1,946.0 

22.0 
1 

463 

146.0 
4.7 
0.1 
6.4 

116.8 
89.5 
10.6 
7.2 

10.9 
5.3 
6.7 

13.3 
8.0 
3.1 
2.4 
7.3 

19.5 
5 

1,120 

447.6 
207.0 

25.1 
116.0 

61.0 
8.6 
7.7 
5.2 

North 
America. 

Canada (') ('). u.s.A. 
!lewloundland(G) (a) 
Other countr. 

Mexico and 
Caribbean. 

Mexico(') (G). 
Barbados. 
Bermuda. 
Costa Rica(') G. 
Cuba. 
Curacao (G). 
Dominic. R. (1). 
GuAdeloupe. 
Guatemala ('). 
Haiti (a) (1 ). 
Honduras (G)(')(a). 
Jamaica. 
Martinique. 
Nicaragua(G )(') 
Panama. 
El Salv. !G)('), 
Trinidad anGTobago. 
Other countr. 

South 
America. 

Argentine. 
Brazil (G\. 
Bolivia (1 • 
Chile. 
Colombia(G)('). 
Ecuador (G). 
Brit. Guiana. 
Paraguay. 
Peru. 
Surinam. 
Uruguay. 
Venezuela (G). 
Other countr. 

1.6 
42.7 

114.1 
3 

55.2 
1.9 

46.0 
135.0 

3 
Note. - Saul indu:allon contrarre. Ita duflru nprtsentent le commerce apkral, marchandrses seulement, c"est--d.-drre non comprJa 

1/ngot. d upl<u. - (G) Commerce gtn~ral. - • Chlllre entiU.ment ou partiellement estim~.- a) Ann~es autres que celles du calendrier. 
(I) Y comprlsll"'!'olo et es~es. - (2) Exportations: y comprls llngots et es~ces d'orlgine nationale (y comprfs Ia prime sur l'or). -

(3) Province du Mozambique, Terrltolre de Ia Compagnie de Mozambique et Nyassa POrtugais. - (4) Importations : y compris le fret 
total, ete.; Importations et exportations: y comprlsla prime sur l"or. - (5) Importations: aJust6es pour sous- ou sur~valuation; exporta
tion•: y comPJ"is les riexportattons de marchandises.- (6) Y comprlslingots.- (7) Valeurs ofUcielles.- (8) Non compris le commerce entre Ia 
Mandebourle et le reate de Ia Chine.- (9) Non comprls le commerce avec Ia Cor6e. Formose et les ties du Pacifique sous mandat.- (10) Ex
portatloDJ: y compris Uvralaons pour riparations.- (11) En 1934 et apr~s. y comprls le traflc de perlectionnement et de r6paration (ant~ 
rleurement exclu).aavolr: Importations: 14,9; 12.2; 10,9; II,S: Exportations: 19,8: 15,4; 14,2; 14,3.- (12) Pour Birmanie, avril-d~c.l937 
kulement. Non compris le commerce entre l'lnde et la Binnanie qui ~tatt, pour IV-XII, 1937: import. dans l"lnde, 42,9; exp. de l"lnde, 16,1. 
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Annex IV 

WORLD TRADE, BY .COUNTRIES AND CONTINENTAL GROUPS. Value In U.S.A. (old) gold dollara (OOO,OOO"s omUted). 
Basis : Recorded values ; Speclsl trade ; Merchandise only. 

PAYS I IMPORTATIONS IMPORTS I EXPORTATIONS EXPORTS I 
1929 II 1932 II 1934 I 1935 I 1936 1 • 1937 1929 11 1932 11 1934 I 1935 I 1936 1 • 1937 COUNTRY 

Asle (sans 
~.679 I 1,9M 1,706 1,760 1,795 

Asia (excl. 
U.R.S.S.) . . 2,222 ~.938 1,769 1,766 1,79. 2,031 2,682 U.S.S.R.). 

Aden(G)a) •• 26.11 13.5 - 11.4 14.2 14.5 17.8 19.6 8.2 6.4 8.5 8.8 10.8 Aden (G) (a). 
Born~o sept. (G) 4.7 1.1 1.6 1.6 1.7 2.0 6.6 2.4 3.4 2.6 3.1 3.8 Br.l".Borneo(G) 
Brunet •••• 0.~ 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.7 Brunet. 
Ceylan •••• 131.~ 46.1 43.9 44.8 42.2 4~.7 138.5 44.2 54.5 50.5 54.3 68.3 Ceylon.. 
Chine, s. Mandch. (1) 662.9 319.5 207.0 199.6 165.5 165.1 439.7 116.2 107.4 122.0 124.2 145.2 Cbina,elc.llanch. (') 

Mandcbourie ('). 147.2 60.0 104.2 101.5 110.5 131.0 210.3 94.3 74.6 63.4 81.1 88.0 Manchuria ('). 
Chypre •••• ~-1 4.5 4.1 4.1 4.1 5.0 7.7 3.0 3.0 3.3 4.5 5.5 jiprus. 
Cor~e (G) ••• 193.6 93.2 92.0 . 112.2 130.6 145.9 159.6 87.0 82.2 93.9 101.8 110.1 orea (G). 
Formoso (G) • 94.4 47.2 38.2 44.8 50.2 54.0 128.7 65.9 54.0 59.7 66.6 74.8 Formoso (G). 
Inde (11 ) • • • t 912.5 350.5 28-2.9 294.4 271.5 308.41 1,177.3 355.0 835.1 344.6 400.8 430.21 India ("). 

Birmanie (11) 20.2 41.51 Burma g•). 
Inde, fr. (G) • . 3.1 3.3 4.1 4.4 3.5 4.3 10.6 5.3 4.7 2.9 2.9 3.6 Fr. Indio ( ) • 
Inde portug. 6.0 3.1 3.2 • 8.5 • 3.5 4.3 1.9 0.7 o.s 0.6 •o.6 0.7 Portu~. India, 
lndes n~erl •• 445.5 154.4 117.0 111.2 109.3 160.2 581.5 219.0 196.7 180.0 204.5 306.3 Noth. ndlos. 
Indocbine fr. 104.7 40.4 35.8 85.8 85.0 87.2 106.2 42.4 41.6 50.9 60.3 60.1 Fr.Indo-Ch. 
lrak aa ... . 35.8 21.5 17.7 19.8 21.0 29.8 19.8 7.2 12.1 8.8 10.2 16.7 'Iraq if>· Iran( ) a) • 78.4 25.6 31.3 35.0 36.5 47.8 132.3 63.9 76.1 64.4 79.1 95.0 Iran ( ~(a). 
Japon (') ••• 995.3 394.5 397.3 413.1 463.6 684.1 969.8 364.1 877.0 418.1 451.5 531.5 Japon ( ). 
Malalsle br. (G) 498.3 158.7 163.3 159.5 175.0 234.9 520.6 181.6 191.7 194.8 217.0 307.8 Br. Moloya (G). 
Palestine ••• 34.9 27.4 45.5 51.9 41.0 46.4 7.5 8.3 9.8 12.2 10.6 17.0 Palestine. 
Philippines • • 146.1 78.8 49.4 50.1 59.5 64.2 163.4 94.7 65.6 55.2 8t'.4 98.4 Philippines. 
Sarawak • 12.7 8.9 4.9 5.6 6.3 7.9 19.4 5.5 7.6 7.2 8.5 .• 10.4 Sara wok. 
Slam a) •••• 8~:! 28.5 26.6 28.4 28.4 28.6 93.9 42.3 42.7 39.4 47.2 42.8 Slam (a). 
Syrle et Liban so. 31.3 23.4 23.4 20.2 28.0 19.7 6.6 6.7 9.6 11.1 11.7 Syria and Lebanon. 
Autres pays • . 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 Other count.r • 

U.R.S.S ••• . 453.2 362.3 119.6 124.2 168.9 161.2 ~76.3 296.9 216.3 189.1 159.8 193.6 U.S.S.R • 

Europe- ~ans 
U.R.S •• ) • . 19,~10 8,139 7,f115 6,893 7,257 8,961 16,M9 6,288 5,~13 5,369 5,658 6,867 

Europe (exel. 
U.S.S.R.). 

Albanle 7.~ 4.4 2.4 2.6 3.1 8.8 2.8 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.6 Albania. 
Allemagn; l"l : 3,203.1 1,111.6 1,045.5 990.6 1,004.7 1,299.4 3,211.6 1,367.1 979.2 1,017.0 1,135.~ 1,405.6 Germany ('0). 
Autrlche ••• 459.0 178.9 126.9 134.3 139.3 161.1 307.9 98.8 94.4 99.6 106.0 134.8 Austria. 
Bel~lque-Lux •• 987.8 449.7 380.9 367.2 427.0 545.7 883.6 411.2 876.4 341.0 801.4 508.4 Bel~o-Lux. 
Bulgarle ••• 59.9 25.0 16.2 21.4 22.6 35.6 46.0 24.4 18.8 23.2 28.1 36.2 Bulgortq. 
Denemark . . 459.6 207.1 175.0 167.1 189.4 214.2 433.0 204.0 157.5 157.6 174.2 201.11 Denmark • 
Espagne • . . 528.2 188.3 165.0 168.9 • 105.0 • 9~.0 406.8 142.5 117.9 112.6 • 9o.o • 75.0 Brain. 
F.stonie. • . . 32.8 9.8 9.2 11.1 14.1 18.0 81.5 11.4 11.4 12.9 18.6 17.1 Estonia. 
Flnlande •• . . 176.2 54.2 63.4 68.4 80.4 117.7 162.0 71.6 82.1 80.8 93.7 120.9 Finland. 
France. . . 2,282.3 1,17Q.9 905.4 821.8 902.7 1,003.3 1,965.5 774.0 699.7 607.1 550.6 564.6 France • 
Gr~ee . . . 172.6 65.0 49.2 59.5 65.7 81.3 90.5 34.8 80.6 39.6 40.1 51.1 GreE"ec. 
Hongrl; . . 186.0 57.3 59.6 69.8 76.4 83.2 181.6 58.4 69.8 78.4 88.2 102.9 Hungary. 
Irlande . 293.2 146.1 116.5 107.7 115.8 127.1 225.0 88.4 52.8 57.1 64.7 65.0 Ireland. 
lslande. . . . 20.6 7.0 6.9 5.9 5.5 6.6 19.9 9.0 6.4 6.2 6.3 7.7 Iceland. 
Ita lie . . . 1,139.6 424.1 392.2 380.9 254.9 430.1 801.4 349.4 267.0 256.1 226.3 824.1 Italy. 
Lettoni~ • . . 69.8 16.2 18.1 19.4 20.3 26.8 52.9 18.6 16.3 18.8 22.7 80.2 Latvia. 
Llthuanle. . 30.6 16.6 13.8 12.7 15.4 21.2 33.0 18.9 14.7 15.2 19.0 20.8 Lithuania. 
Malta . . 18.1 11.0 9.2 10.0 8.8 10.7 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 Malta. 
Norv~g; : . . 285.0 122.8 110.1 119.5 135.2 186.8 199.0 100.7 86.0 87.4 99.6 119.0 Norwar,· 
Pays-Bas ••• 1,106.~ 523.7 417.4 376.2 883.9 504.5 799.7 340.9 286.1 271.8 281.1 373.4 Nether ond1. 
Pologne-Dantz. 341:~ 96.4 89.6 96.6 112.4 140.7 315.7 121.2 109.4 103.8 114.9 134.1 Poland·Danz. 
Portugal ••• 113. 54.5 53.9 60.8 53.2 61.7 48.0 25.2 24.9 24.5 27.4 32.8 Portugal. 
Roumanie •• 175.8 68.7 79.3 57.9 54.8 82.4 173.1 100.3 81.9 87.8 94.0 185.5 Roumanla. 
Royaume-Uni • 5,407.0 2,275.7 2,044.2 2,039.2 2,313.1 2,78'i.O 3,549.4 1,279.5 1,189.4 1,239.0 1,295.4 1,523.4 United King. 
SuMo . 477.7 213.0 202.0 221.5 247.3 317.9 485.7 173.9 201.2 194.8 229.6 300.5 Sweden. 
Suisse ('i): : . 515.8 330.0 272.6 242.4 218.6 243.5 400.7 148.1 158.7 152.7 154.6 174.0 Switzerland ('1) 
Tcb~coslov •• . 590.3 220.8 160.0 165.9 184.6 226.2 606.4 216.9 183.1 182.7 187.5 246.6 Czechoslovak. 
Turquie ••• ' ~~-1 40.7 41.0 41.6 43.5 53.5 74.6 48.0 43.5 45.3 55.4 64.7 Turkey. 
Yougoslavic . 133.6 46.1 47.0 48.9 54.2 70.0 139.4 49.2 52.3 64.6 59.5 85.4 Yugoslavia. 
Autrespays. . 4 3 3 3 5 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 Other count.r. 

Oc~nle . . . 971 277 290 323 376 ~ 884. 396 366 389 ~5~ 526 Oceania. 

Australie (G) . 706.1 185.8 208.0 226.4 256.2 293.1 589.9 287.0 237.9 284.7 301.9 343.5 Australia (G). 
Etsbl. fran~. . 1.9 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.6 2.0 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.4 1.7 French SeUJemenll. 
Fldji. •••• 6.6 2.5 2.5 8.1 8.8 4.7 7.9 5.1 8.6 4.4 5.0 6.1 FIJI. 
lies Jap. (maud.) 3.3 1.9 2.3 • 2.3 • 2.5 3.2 3.5 8.7 8.3 • 8.8 • 8.5 4.3 Jap. Pac. b. (m.) 
Nauru •••• 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.7 1.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 Nauru. 
N.-CalMonie • 5.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.7 8.6 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.0 2.4 N. Caledonia. 
N.-Guln~e (')a) 4.2 2.8 2.2 2.2 3.0 3.8 5.6 3.3 4.2 {1.4 6.0 7.8 New Guinea (a)(1). 
N.-H~brldes • 1.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 • 0.3 - 0.4 1.4 0.4 0.2 0.4 •o.4 0.5 New Hebrld • 
N.-Z~lande • • 283.5 76.9 73.9 83.3 103.0 130.5 259.3 108.7 109.7 103.2 129.4 154.9 New Zealand. 
Papua a) (') (G) 1.8 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.7 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 Papua (a)(')(G). 
Samoa- occ1dent. • 1.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.9 West. Samoa. 
Autres pays •• 4 3 2 1 2 2 6 2 8 2 2 2 Other countr •. 

Total mondlal. 35,595 13,968 U,981 1.2,243 13,1~5 1.6, 222 33,024 12,887 U,333 11,559 12,577 15,369 World Total. . 
Nole.-Unless otherwiSe slated, !he {1gura represent •pec•allrade, MerchandiSe onlg.-(G) General trade. - •Wholly or partly estimated. 

-a) Years other than calendar. 
(1) Including bullion and specle.-(2) Exports: lncludl112 bullion and specie, of domestic orlflin (includlrur gold premlum).-(3) Mozam

bique Province, Mozambique Company's Territory and Portuguese Nyassa.-(4) Imports: including total freight, etc..; 1m porta and exports: 
including gold premiu.m.-{5) Imports: adjusted for under- or over-valuation; exports: includlru;r re-exports of mercbandise.-{6) Including 
bulllon.-(7) Orlicial values.-{8) Excluding trade between Manchuria and the rest of Cblna.-(9) Excluding trade wltb Korea, 
Formosa and the Japanese Mandated Pacific Islands.--{10) Exports~ including War Reparations deliveries In klnd.-{11) In 1934 and later, 
lncludin~ Improvement and repair trade (previously excluded), viz.: imports: 14.9; 12.2;; 10.9; 11.3; Exports: 19.8: 15.4; 14.2; 14.3. 
-(12) For Burma, April-Dee. 1937 only. Excluding the trade between India and Burma, which was, for IV-XII, 1937 : Imports into India, 
42.9 ; exports from India, 16.1. · 
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PREFACE 

This year's edition of the Review of World Trade contains a general synopsis of trade 
. during 1938 and a comparison of the figures for that year with those of the immediately 

preceding years. The analysis of trade by countries is somewhat less detailed than in 
the last few editions ; on the other hand, a section dealing with the relationship between 
the prices and quantities of goods entering into trade has been added and the information 
on the value, price and quantum of trade contained in Annexes I and II has been enlarged. 

Two companion volumes, entitled respectively International Trade Statistics and 
International Trade in Certain Raw Materials and Foodstuffs by Countries of Origin and 
Destination, will be issued later this year. The former will contain detailed trade statistics 
of sixty-six countries. The latter volume will show in detail the geographical distribution 
of world trade in about forty principal primary products. 

A third volume, entitled Balances of Payments and dealing with the whole field of 
international business transactions, including those connected with services rendered, 
capital movements, etc., as well as commodity trade, will appear late in 1939. The 
number of countries for whose balances of payments new estimates are likely to be 
available will be about thirty. The majority of these estimates will refer to the year 
1938. For purposes of comparison, figures for earlier years will also be given. 

League of Nations, Geneva. 
May 1939. 

A. LOVEDAY, 

Director of the Financial Section 
and Economic Intelligence Service. 



Summary of Results. 

The main results which emerge from the analysis of world trade contained in this 
volume may be summarised as follows : 

. (a) World trad~ expanded for several y~ars in succession up to 1937 and contracted 
m 1938. Its value,_ m terms of gold, fell off m 1938 by 13%, of which about5% was on 
account of lower pnces and 8% on account of a decline in quantum. The year-to-year 

-changes in prices, and in the quantum and value of world trade for the past five years are 
as follows: 

Gold prices 
Quantum • 
Gold value. 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE AS COMPARED WITH THE PRECEDING YEAR 

1984 

-7 
+3.5 
-3.5 

1985 

-2.5 
+4.5 
+2 

1986 

+ 3 
+ 5 + 8. 

1987 

+ 10 
+ 12.5 + 23.5 

1988 

-5 
- 8 
-12.5 

. (b) The decline in the quantum of trade last year affected manufactured articles 
as well as primary products (foodstuffs and raw materials) but was most pronounced for 
raw materials. 

(c) Signs of an improvement in trade occurred in the middle of 1938. The fall in 
the prices of goods entering into trade was practically arrested in the second half of the 
year and there was a normal seasonal expansion in quantum in the last quarter. 

(d) Recent changes in world trading conditions appear to have been determined 
chiefly by the variations in the United States demand for goods-in particular, raw 
materials-that resulted from the sharp changes in her industrial activity in 1937 and 1938. 

(e) The prices, and in certain cases also the quantities, of several commodities for 
which there was an increased demand for armament purposes or for the building-up 
of emergency reserves, rose in 1938 contrary to the general tendency of trade. This 
demand, besides implying a change in the distribution of world trade among different 
commodities, appears to have abated the aggravation of trading conditions that 
began in 1937. · 

(f) There was, in 1938, an exceptionally heavy demand, particularly from non
industrialised countries, for machinery and other capital equipment. 

(g) The value of United States imports in 1938 was over a third lower than in 1937 
-a fall exceeding that recorded by any other country except Mexico. United States 
exports, on the other hand, declined at a lower rate than those of her chief competitors. 

(h) Alone among the highly industrialised countries, Germany increased the quantum 
and the value of her imports in 1938, in spite of a decline in her competitive power in 
export markets. 

(i) Japan suffered a severe set-back in her trade with countries outside the yen bloc. 

(j) Non-industrial countries as a general rule maintained their imports in 1938 at 
a high level, despite the reduced demand for most of their products and the deteriora
tion in their terms of trade. 

(k) In recent years, there have been signs of a disintegration of world economy 
through the formation of economic groups of countries which, in their trade, tend to 
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detach themselves from each other. The decline in the imports of several creditor 
countries in 1938 the deterioration in the terms of trade of agricultural countries and the 
resulting promin~nce given to the transfer problem gave new impetus in that year to 
this tendency of disintegration. 

(l) The movement of price and quantum indices for trade during the last ten years 
suggests that, while the variations in the average prices and the quantum of world trade 
as a whole have been due to changes in world demand (determined largely by the demand 
of the United States of America), the distribution of trade between groups of commodities 
and between exporting countries has chiefly been determined by the cheapness of supply. 

Value and Quantum of World Trade in the Years 1929-1938. 

The value of world trade in goods is measured by adding together the figures of the 
recorded external trade of the numerous statistical areas of the world, after converting 
them to a common monetary unit. If the average movement of prices of goods entering 
into trade is known, it is possible to estimate roughly the movement of the quantum of 
world trade, which may be defined as the change in value after elimination of the effect 
of price changes since the base year chosen. The reliability of figures concerning the 
value, price and quantum of world trade naturally depends to some extent upon the 
methods of calculation employed, and no method can secure a result that is more than 
approximately correct. Those readers who are interested in methodological problems 
should consult Annex I, which describes in some detail the nature of the calculations 
made, and also indicates the reasons for which certain of the figures must be accepted 
with reserve. 

Total of World Trade. 

The value of world trade in recent years and the movement of average prices and of 
the quantum of goods entering into trade are as follows : 

Value in U.S. gold dollars 
(000,000'8} • : 1929 1932 1934 1936 1937 1938 
Imports . . . . 35,595 13,968 11,981 13,142 16,342 14,319 
Exports . . . . . 33,024 12,885 11,333 12,581 15,427 13,417 

Total. . . . . 68,619 26,853 23,314 25,723 31,769 27,736 
Percentage movement 

these values : 
of 

Imports . . . . 100 39.2 33.7 36.9 45.9 40.1 Exports . . . . 100 39.0 34.3 38.1 46.7 40.6 
Total. . . . 100 39.1 34.0 37.5 46.3 40.4 

Price and quantum move-
ment (total of imports 
and exports} : 
Price (in terms of gold} . 100 52.5 43.5 43.5 48.0 45.5 Quantum • • • . . . . 100 74.5 78 86 96.5 89.0 

1 .50~~~~!:.".~t ~~li~.~~~::\~)~ gold dollars • means dollars according to t.ha • old • parity (23.22 grains ( = approximately 

World t~ade.increased for some years up to ~937, but fell off in 1938. The uantum 
of trade, wh1ch, m 1937, had been greater than many year except 1929, is esti!ated to 
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have fallen by 8%, average prices. (in terms of gold) by over 5% and the gold value of 
trade by 13%. 

Diagram 1 shows the ·movements over the Diagram '· 
whole period 1924-1938.1 The quantum of trade ANrruAL Movu"(1~~~~~) Tuns, 191H 988 

Logarithmic scale. 

•• 
•• 

during this period appears to have followed a 
wave-like motion, connected with the variations 
in the business cycle, but without a clear 
downward or upward trend. During the sai:ne 
period of fifteen years, world population in
creased by some 10-15%, and world industrial 
production, after elimination of cyclical move
ments, at an undoubtedly higher rate. The prices 
of goods, in terms of gold, fell during the greater •• 
part of the period, and the gold value of trade 
during the last few years was under 50% of the 

•• 
•• •• 

level at which it stood ten years earlier. •• •• 

Figures in Pounds Sterling. 30 30 

19242.52627282930 31 ~~~3536373& 

The following figures with reference to the value and price of world trade are obtaired 
by converting those given above into sterling, according to average annual exchange rates: 

Value in£ (OO!),OOO's): I929 I932 I934 I036 I037 I988 

Imports . 7,314 3,984 3,986 4,469 5,597 4,958 
Exports . 6,786 3,675 3,771 4,275 5,283 4,646 

Total 14,100 7,659 7,757 8,744 10,880 9,604 

Percentage movement of these 
values: 
Imports . 100 54.5 54.5 61.1 76.5 67.8 
Exports . 100 54.2 55.6 63.0 77.fl 68.5 

Total. 100 54.3 55.0 62.0 77.2 68.1 

Price movement (total of imports 
and exports, in terms of sterling) 100 72.5 70.5 72.5 so 76.5 

During the latter part of 1938, the gold value of sterling depreciated slightly; conse
quently, the decline from 1937 to 1938 in the price and value of world trade is smaller 
in terms of sterling than in terms of gold. 

Quarterly Movements. 

Diagram 2 shows, as percentages of the quarterly averages for 1929, the value 
(imports and exports), average prices (in gold a~ well as st~rling) an~ quantu~ o! trade 
for each quarter since the end of 1931. The figures servmg as basis for this diagram 
are given in Annex I. 

The increase in the quantum of trade during the last qua~er of each year is du~ partly 
to the marketing of the autumn crop of cotton, cereals, etc., m the northern hemisphere, 

1 See figures in Annex le 
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and partly to the increase in the purchases of manufactured articles of ·several countries 
towards the end of the year. 

Seasonal movements apart, the quantum of trade appears to have begun to decline 
in the latter part of 1937. Its rise in the last quarter of that year was less than might 
have been expected if the general trend had remained unchanged. The setback in 
1938, occurring chiefly during the first two quarters, may not necessarily be of the same 
nature as that which began in 1930, after an increase in the quantum of trade that had 
also lasted for several years. In spite of the political insecurity that prevailed in 1938, 
signs of improved trading conditions appeared in the middle of that year. The fall in 
the prices of goods entering into trade was practically arrested, and there was a normal 
seasonal expansion of the quantum of trade during the last quarter. In the first months 
of 1939, however, there was a fresh decline in prices . . 

Diagram 2. 

QUARTERLY MOVEMENT OF WORLD TRADE (1929- 100) 

Logarithmfc scale. 

I 00 
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Trade by Main Groups of Articles. 

Distribution of Trade by Groups of Arlicles.l 

. ':fhe following figure~ show the distribution of the value of world trade between three 
Pri!lCIPal groups of articles-.foodstuffs, raw materials (including semi-manufactured 
articles) and manufactured articles-as well as the movement of the gold value for each 

1 Complete aets of flgurea for world trade by grou ( 1 · 
liven in Annex I (Table 8). ps va ue, pr~ce and quantum) during tbe whole period 1929-1938 are 
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group .. The fig~res. for .1938 had to. be partly estimated, as the information available 
concernmg the distrtbutiOn of trade m that year was incomplete. 
Percentage share in world trade of : 

FoodstuiYs . . . . . • . . . . 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 
Manufactured articles . 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . 
Percentage movement of the gold value of: 

Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 
Manufactured articles 

All articles . • • . . . . . . 

1929 
24.5 
36 
39.5 

100 

100 
100 
100 

100 

1932 
29 
33 
38 

100 

46.5 
36 
37.5 

39.1 

1937 
23 
39.5 

-37.5 

100 

43 
51 
44.5 

46.3 

1938 
24 
36 
40 

100 

39.5 
40.5 
41.5 

40.4 

The share of raw materials in the value of world trade declined in 1938. If the 
estimates for this year are correct, the percentage distribution of the value of world trade 
between the three groups was very nearly the same as in 1929. 

Price and Quantum Movement by Groups. 

Information concerning the changes in the price and quantum of trade by the 
groups of articles considered above is available for the United Kingdom, the United 
States, Germany, France and Italy. These countries represent together over 40% of 
world trade : but, as the trade of other countries consists largely of goods imported from 
or exported to the five countries in question, not far from three-quarters of all goods 
entering into world trade are included either in the imports or in the exports of these 
countries. On the basis of these price and quantum figures and the above data with 
reference to the value of trade by groups, an attempt has been made to trace the movement 
of the average price and quantum of world trade for each group :1 

Price movement in gold (1929 = 100) : 1929 1932 1937 1938 
Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . . 100 52 45.5 43 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 100 44 47 42.5 
Manufactured articles 100 63.5 51 50.5 

All articles . . . . . . 100 52.5 48 45.5 

Quantum movement (1929 = 100) : 
Foodstuffs . . . . . . . . . . 100 89 93.5 91.5 
Materials, raw or partly manufactured . 100 81.5 108 95 
Manufactured articles . 100 59.5 87 82 

All articles . . . . . 100 74.5 96.5 89 

Changes in Price Relationships. 

On a subsequent page,s there will be occasion to deal with the relationship between 
the prices and the quantities of goods belonging to eac~ of the three groups. For the 
present, only the relationship between the prices of pr~mary prod'!cts (fo~dst~ffs. and 
raw materials) and manufactured articles will be cons1der~d. . Thts r~la.tiOnshtp 18 ~f 
fundamental importance, as it determines the terms on which mdustnahsed and agn-
cultlHal (or mining) countries exchange their products. · 

1 Complete sets of figures for world trade by groups (value, price and quantum) during the whole period 1929-1938 are 
given in Annex I (Table 3). 

• Page 40. 



Diagram J. 

RBLATIVB MOVEMENTS OP THB PRICES OP' 
GOODS ENTERING INTO TRADB 

A: Primary products (foodstuffs and raw materials). 
a 1 Manufactured arUcles. 
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Nole.-The curves represent the movement of 
indices of the prices of primary products and manu
factured articles entering Jnto trade, divided by the 
price index for total world trade. 
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Diagram 3 shows the movement during the 
last ten years of the prices of primary products 
and of manufactured articles entering into trade 
in relation to the price movement for total world 
trade. With the relatively heavy fall in the 
prices of primary products during the early part 
of the depression, the barter terms of countries 
exporting such products deteriorated. Between 
1933 and 1937, there was a narrowing of price 
discrepancies, but, with the price fall that 
occurred between 1937 and 1938, a fresh 
deterioration occurred in the barter terms of 
non-industrial countries. 

Further illustration of the changes in the 
terms of trade is afforded by Diagram 4, the left
hand curves of which show, for Germany and the 
United Kingdom, the relation between export 
prices of manufactured goods and import prices 

of raw materials, and the right-hand curves the relation between the prices of total 
exports and total imports for the Netherlands Indies. 

Diagram 4. 

EXPORT PRICES AS PBRCBNTAGB OP IMPORT PRICES 

Average i929 - iOO. Quarterly movement. Logarithmic scale. 

A : Germany. 0: Netherlands Indies. 
B : United Kingdom. 

(Prices of manufactured goods exported as (Prices of all goods exported as percentage 
percentage of those of raw materials imported.) of those or all goods lm ported.) 

•zo 

!he ~urves of this diagram suggest that, during the early part of 1937, the price 
~elabonships of 192~ wer~ very nearly restored and that the subsequent deterioration 
m the terms .on which primary products could be exchanged for manufactured goods 
was arrested m the course of 1938. 
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_Annual Price Movement of Cerlain Articles. 

. ~n view of the large discrepancy between the price movements for individual articles 
w1thu~ eac~ of the thr~e groups referr.ed to above, it may be of interest to study the 
foll.ow~n~ f1gures,. sho'!mg ~he. change m the average annual export prices of a number 
of mdJvJdual artJ~les m pnnCJpa.l producin~ countries. The articles are placed in the 
order of the !Ilagmtude of the pnce-fall dunng the whole period 1929-1938. 

PBRCENTAOB CHANGE 1M AVERAGE GOLD ExPORT PRICES PROM 1929 TO 1988 

1929 1932 1938 1984 1935 1936 1987 1929 ; to to to to to to to to 1932 1933 1984 1985 1986 1987 1938 1938 
1. Silk tissues (France) -61 - 6 - 3 -12 - 15 -12 -24 -82 2. Coffee (Brazil) . . . . -53 -23 -10 -26 +11 +IS -36 -80 3. Raw silk (Japan) ..... -68 -17 -38 + 19 + 12 + 9 -12 -79 4. Grey cotton tissues (Japan). -63 - B - B B -2 +22 -18 -71 5. Cotton (United States) . -63 - 1 + 0.2 + 2 + 0.4 - 5 -17 -71 
6. Copper LUnited States) . -66 -11 -17 + 1 + 19 + 40 -23 -67 
7. Petrol ( nited States) . . -47 -24 -21 - 0.7 + 8 + 10 - 9 -66 
8. Wool (Argentine) .... . -72 + 1 + 35 -27 + 45 + 34 -35 -66 
9. Sugar (Czecho-Slovakia) . -51 - 8 -18 -20 - 1 + 13 + 8 -64 

10. Butter (Denmark). . . . -58 -22 -17 + 15 + 9 + 5 + 3 -64 
11. Maize (Argentine) . . . -63 -21 + 5 -18 +28 +25 - 1 -60 
12. Rubber writish Malaya) . -84 + 25 + 77 + 3 + 35 + 21 -28 -69 
13. Wheat ( nited States) . -52 -19 -25 +50 + 8 + 13 -19 -67 
14. Newsprint paper (Canada) -30 -33 -25 -2 + 2 + 6 + 17 -67 
15. Cement (Germany) . . . . -35 -23 - 8 - 4 -11 + 4 + 16 -63 
16. Chilled beef (Argentine) . . -53 - 6 -22 +26 + 12 + 4 5 -62 
17. White cotton piece goods 

(United Kingdom) . . . -48 - 3 - 9 3 1 + 12 - 4 -62 
18. Bacon (Denmark) . . . . -64 + 21 + 10 1 + 5 + 0.6 + 2 -49 
19. Tin (British Malaya) . . . -53 + 35 + 7 6 9 +20 -24 -47 
20. Passenger motor-cars (United 

States) . . . . . . . . -17 -30 -20 + 1 + 4 + 3 + 5 -47 
21. Tea (Ceylon) ....... -62 + 21 + 10 + 1 + 4 + 13 -10 -46 
22. Mec)lanical woodr-pulp (Fin-

land) . . . . . . . . . -50 -11 0.2 -10 + 4 + 18 + 15 -43 
23. Steel girders JBelgium) . . -17 -16 - 8 -25 + 1 + 19 + 9 -37 
24. Coal (United ingdom) . . -27 7 - 9 - 2 + 5 + 9 +11 -23 
25. Mowing machines (Germany) - 5 - 6 - 3 - 2 -10 - 1 + 4 -21 
26. Pig-iron (United Kingdom) . -38 - 5 -IQ -.2 + 14 + 41 + 18 - 2 

Though the general tendency of prices between 1937 and 1938 was to fall, an increase 
in price is recorded for eleven of the twenty-six articles shown in the table. Attention 
should be paid to the rise in the price of iron, steel and cement (Nos. 26, 23 and 15), due, 
it appears, to the increased demand for armament purposes. The rise in the price of 
coal (No. 24) is undoubtedly due largely to the heavy demand for coal for iron production, 
and to that extent it is also connected with armament policies. Similarly, the higher 
price of iron and steel, and the fact that engineering is engaged in the production of 
war material, has undoubtedly contributed to the rise in the price of certain engineering 
products (Nos. 20 and 25) .. Further, the building-up of emergency reserves of foodstuffs 
in certain countries 1 is at least one of the factors responsible for the high prices of sugar, 
butter and bacon (Nos. 9, 10 and 18). 

While it might be natural to expect that such raw materials for the heavy industries 
as are produced chiefly in industrial countries should show greater resistance than other 
goods to the tendency of prices to decline, an increase in prices of the dimensions shC?wn 
in the table (18% for pig iron, 16% for cement and 11% for coal) is clearly abnormal m a 
time of declining world trade. The rise in the price of sugar, butter and bacon from 1937 
to 1938 is none the less remarkable, particularly when it is considered that, between 1929 
and 1930, when world prices also declined, the prices of these commodities fell by 20%, 

• C(. page 28. 
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18o/c and 15o/c respectively or more than the price index for all goods. It thus appears 
that armame~t and storag~ policies have recently occasioned a .quite abnormal spread 
between the prices of different goods entering into trade. 

Trade by Continental Groups. 

The value of world trade by continental groups in terms of gold dollars is given in 
Annex I. Table I below shows the shares in world trade as well as the percentage 
movement of the value of trade of each group. 

Table I, 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE VALUE OF WORLD TRADE BY CONTINENTAL 

GROUPS 

Special Trade; Merchandise only. • 

IMPORTS EXPORTS TOTAL 
. CONTINENTAL GROUP 

1929 11932 1 1937 11938 1929 1 1932 11937 I 1938 1929 11932 1 1937 1 .1938 

Distribution. 
1. Europe, excluding U.S.S.R. 54.2 58.0 64.9 56.2 47.4 48.8 44.5 46.0 51.1 53.7 49.9 51.8 

- --------------------
2. Europe, including U.S.S.R. 55.5 60.6 55.9 57.3 48.8 51.1 45.7 47.0 52.4 56.2 51.0 52.3 
s. North America " . . . 16.1 12.5 13.9 10.9 19.5 16.3 17.0 17.7 17.7 14.2 15.4 14.2 
4. Latin America o . . 7.7 5.4 7.1 7.6 9.6 9.1 10.8 9.4 8.6 7.2 8.6 8.4 
5. Africa . . 4.8 5.8 6.2 6.3 4.5 6.7 6.9 6.6 4.6 6.2 6.5 6.5 
6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R. 13.2 13.7 14.2 14.8 14.9 13.7 16.7 15.8 14.0 13.7 15.4 15.3 
7. Oceania. . . . 2.7 2.0 2.7 8.1 2.7 8.1 8.4 3.5 2.7 2.5 8.1 3.8 

----1----- ----
Total (groups 2 to 7) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Movement of gold value 
(1929 - 100). 

1. Europe, excluding U.S.S.R. 100 42 46 41 100 40 44 39 100 41 45 41 
--------------------

2. Europe, Including U.S.S.R. 100 43 46 41 100 41 44 39 100 42 45 40 
s. North America" . 100 so 40 28 100 33 41 37 100 32 40 33 
4. Latin America o . . . 100 28 43 40 100 87 50 40 100 33 47 40 
5. Africa . . . . 100 48 60 58 100 59 71 59 100 53 65 56 
6. Asia, excluding U.S.S.R. 100 41 50 45 100 36 52 43 100 as 51 44 
7. Oceania. . . . . 100 29 46 46 100 45 60 53 100 36 53 49 ---- ----
Total (groups 2 to 7) . . . . 100 39 46 40 100 89 47 41 100 89 46 40 

• The national f1gures employed in the calculation include, in the case of a few countries bullion and specie or relate to 
general trade (see Table II). ' . 

' Canada, U.S.A.1• Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre & Mlquelon. 
• America, other man " North America ", as defined above. 

The outstanding change in world imports was the decline in the share of North 
America fro~ 16.1% in 1929 to 13.9% in 1937 and 10.9% in 1938. The decline in 1938 
wa~ due ch1e~y to the set~ack of United States production and the resulting fall in 
Umted States 1m ports, particularly of raw materials. It entailed an increase in the share 
of all other continental groups in world imports. 

~he ~hare o_f _North America in world exports increased, however, in 1938, without 
reaching 1ts position of 1929. The same is true of Europe's share while that of other 
continents declined. ' 
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As the lower part of the table indicates, Europe and North America were the only 
groups accounting for a lower gold value of trade (imports as well as exports) in 1938 
than in 1932. In relation to 1929 also, the figures for Europe and North America 
compare very unfavourably with those for other continents, with the exception of South 
America, whose trade has been hampered by exchange control. 

In view of the different composition of the trade of the various continental groups, 
it is of interest to consider how the changes in value just referred to are connected with 
the change in price relationship. The following table reproduces indices of value, price 
and quantum of the trade of Europe, North America and the rest of the wol"ld.1 

MOVEMENT OP TBB V ALUB1 THB PRICB AND THE QUANTUM OP WORLD TRADB 

Value I 1929 I 1937 I 1938 1929 

Imports. 
Europe (excluding 

100 U.S.S.R.) 100 45.9 41.3 
North America . . . . . 100 40.0 27.5 100 
Rest of world . . . . 100 49.2 45.2 100 

Exports. 
Europe (excluding 

U.S.S.R.) 100 43.8 39.1 100 
North America . . . . 100 40.9 37.1 100 
Rest of world . . 100 54.8 45.1 100 

Exports from the last group shown in the 
table (" Rest of world ") have recently been 
much higher in quantum, but lower in price (in 
relation to 1929), than those from Europe and 
North America. The striking contrast between 
the quantum movements is brought out by Dia
gram 5. 

Trade of Certain "Empires ". 

The world has been divided in the above 
tables into groups of contiguous or proximate 
countries. It may be useful to supplement the 
evidence so furnished by similar figures for the 
countries constituting the British Commonwealth 
of Nations 8 and those under French and Dutch 
administration. 

British Commonwealth of Nalions.1 

Price Quantum 

I 1937 I 1938 1929 I 1937 I 1988 

50.5 47.5 100 90.5 87 
42 38.5 100 95 71.5 
46.5 44.5 100 106 101.5 

53 51 100 83 76.5 
48.5 45 100 84.5 83 
43 39.5 100 127 114 

Diagram 5. 
MOVBMBNT OP THB QuANTUM OP WORLD EXPORTI 
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The figures for imports and exports of the countries belonging to the British 
Commonwealth are shown in the following table. The share of the Commonwealth 
in world trade fell from 27.9% in 1929 to 26.7% in 1931 {a year not shown in the 
table) but increased to 30.8% in 193G. In 1938, it amounted to 29.7%. 

'Indices for the years 1930-1936 not shown In this table are given In Annex J. 
• Under this beading, for the sake ol brevity, are included in this volume the figures for colonies, protectorate~ 

ovenea territories and territories under suzerainty or mandate. 
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According to official calculations, 1 inter-Commonwealth trade. represented 25.7% 
of the total trade of the British Commonwealth in 1929 as well as m 1931, but rose to 
29.1% in 1932, 30.6% in 1936 and 31.4% in 1937. 

BRITIBB COMMONWEALTH TaADs::• 

U.S.A. (old) gold$ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports I Exports Total 

1929 11932 1 1937 119ss 1929 .I 1932 11937 11938 1929 11932 1 1937 1 1938 

Total British Common-
8,696 3,348 4,327 3,652 19,156 7,386 9,477 8,239 wealthb. .. . .. . 10,460 4,038 5,150 4,587 

Total, less United King-
1,762 2,367 2,106 5,147 2,069 2,804 2,293 10,200 3,831 5,171 4,399 dom . . . . . . . 5,053 

-- -- -- -- -- -- --
Per cent(l929 = 100) 
Total British Common-

% % % % % % % % % % % % 

wealth . . . . .. . 100 38.6 49.2 43.9 100 38.5 49.8 42.0 100 38.6 49,5 43.0 
Total, less United King-

41.7 100 40.2 54,5 44.5 100 37.6 50.7 43.1 dom . . . . . . . 100 34.9 46.8 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Percentage share or 
world trade (total 
British Common-
wealth} . . . . . . 29.4 28.9 31.5 32.0 26.3 26.0 28.0 27.2 27.9 27.5 29.8 29.7 

• In this table, tbe trade or Anglo-Egyptian Sudan Is Included but not tbat or New Hebrides or or tbe statistical 
areas not included in the world totals of Table III-viz..: Hong-Kong, Wei-Hal-Wei, Gibraltar, Channel Islands and other 
small areas for which trade statistics are not published. 

• Merchandise only, except for the inclusion of certain exports of bullion and specie--viz.: (a) Union of South Africa 
(all), (b) C&neda, Soutbem Rhodesia and Gold Coast (domestic produce), The ligures for Australia relate to general trade. 

The passive trade balance of the British Commonwealth, taken as a whole, is greater than the 
table suggests. Exports include certain figures for bullion and specie, exported from the Union of 
South Africa, Canada, Southern Rhodesia and the Gold Coast, that are not included in the import 
figures for the United Kingdom and other countries. If the exports of bullion and specie to the 
British Commonwealth from each of these four exporting countries are omitted, the export figures are 
reduced by $240,$253, $271 and $230 million gold in 1929, 1932, 1937 and 1938 respectively. Further, 
freights (amounting to about $140, $60, $80 and $65 million gold) are excluded from the import 
value recorded by Canada; on the other hand, domestic freights (between the " point of original 
shipment " and the port or boundary) excluded from the export value recorded by Canada 
(about $46, $13, $28 and $24 million gold) should be added to exports. The following table shows 
how these items afrect the merchandise balance : 

U.S.A. (old) gold$ (OOO,OOO's) 

Accordl:'f.J," the After adjustment as 
above le Indicated above 

1929 I 1932 I 1937 I 193S 1929 I 1932 I 1937 I 1938 

Passive balance of the whole British 
Commonwealth • 1,764 690 823 935 2,098 900 1,146 1,206 Passive balance of the United Kiiig-

. dom . • • • • • • • . . . . 1,858 997 1,260 1,122 1,858 997 1,260 1,122 Acbve (+} or passive(-) balance 
of the British Commonwealth 
less the United Kingdom • . . + 94 +307 +437 + 187 -240 + 7 +114 - 84 

~he adJu~ted balance of the Commonwealth less the Umted Kmgdom was passive in 1929 and 
remamed .so m 1930 :'nd 1931 (years not shown in the table). In 1932, an export surplus 
arose, wh1ch reached 1ts apex in 1936. In 1938, the balance again turned passive. 

' Slallolleal Abolraa ,.,. U.. Brlll•h Empire {or each of /he len uearo 1928/o 1917, 
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France, the Netherlands and Their Oversea Territories. 

The foreign trade of France and her colonies, protectorates and mandated territories 
rep~ese~ts about 7% of world trade, and that of the Netherlands and her oversea 
temtones about 5%. 

TRADB OP FRANCB AND HER COLONIES, PROTECTOI\.(TBS AND MANDATED TERRITORIBS • 

- U.S.A. (old) gold $ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports I Exports I Total 

1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 

Total . . . . . . . • 3,019 1,627 1,326 1,080 2,494 1,112 883 816 5,513 2,739 2,209 1,896 Total, less France . . • 738 456 321 297 529 338 318 299 1,267 794 639 596 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Per cent (1929 = 100): % % % % % % % % % % % % Total . • • . • • . 100 53.9 43.0 35.8 100 44.6 35.4 32.7 100 49.7 40.1 34.4 Total, less France . . 100 61.8 43.5 40.2 100 63.9 60.1 56.5 100 62.7 50.4 47.0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --Total: percentage share 
of world trade • • . 8.S 11.6 8.1 7.6 7.6 8.6 S.7 6.1 8.0 10.2 7.0 6.8 

• Merchandise only. Including New Hebrides. 

The share of France and her oversea territories in world trade increased during the 
first depression years on account of the fact that the expanding trade between France 
and these territories was conducted on a price level which fell much less than that 
prevailing in the world market. Recently, the share of the group of French countries 
in world trade has declined. 

TRADE OP THE NBTBBRLANDS AND HER OVERSEA TERIUTORIES • 

Total . . . . . . . . 
Total, less Netherlands • 

Per cent (1929 = 100) : 
Total • • • • • • • 
Total, less Netherlands 

Total: percentage share 
of world trade • • • 

• Merchandise only. 

2A 

U.S.A. (old) gold $ (OOO,OOO's) 

Imports I Exports 

1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 I938 1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 

1,701 736 766 747 1,508 635 775 676 
595 212 262 287 708 294 402 339 

-- -- -- -- ·-- -- -- --
% % % % % % % % 

100 43.3 45.1 43.9 100 42.1 51.4 44.8 
100 35.7 44.1 48.3 100 41.6 56.8 47.9 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
4.8 S.3 4.7 S.2 4.6 4.9 s.o s.o 

Total 

1929 11932 11937 11938 

3,209 1,371 1,541 1,423 
1,303 506 664 626 
-- -- -- --

% % % % 
100 42.7 48.0 44.4 
100 38.9 51.0 48.1 
-- -- -- --
4.7 S.l 4.9 S.1 
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Summary Figures for Trade of the Above Groups of Countries. 

The following table summarises the changes which have taken ~lace since 1929 in 
the distribution of world trade as between the three groups considered above, the 
United States, and the rest of the world : 

lmpoN I ExpoN Total 

1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 1929 1 1932 1 1937 1 1938 

% % % % % % % % % % % % 

British Commonwealth 29.4 28.9 31.5 32.0 26.3 26.0 28.0 27.2 27.9 27.5 29.8 29.7 . 
France and her oversea 

7.6 8.6 5.7 6.1 8.0 10.2 7.0 6.8 territories . . . . . . 8.5 11.6 8.1 7.6 
Netherlands and her over-

4.9 5.0 5.0 4.7 5.1 4.9 5.1 sea territories . . . . 4.8 5.3 4.7 5.2 4.6 
---- -------- -------- ----

Total . . - 42.7 45.8 44.3 44.8 38.5 39.5 38.7 38.3 40.6 42.8 41.7 41.6 . . . . 
Rest of world : 

United States . . . . 12.2 9.5 10.9 8.1 15.6 12.2 12.6 13.5 13.8 10.8 11.7 10.7 
Other countries . . . 45.1 44.7 44.8 47.1 45.9 48.3 48.7 48.2 45.6 46.4 46.6 47.7 

---- -- ------ -------- ----
Total . . . . . . 57.3 54.2 55.7 55.2 61.5 60.5 61.3 61.7 59.4 57.2 58.3 58.4 

---------------- --------
Grand total . . . • 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

On a subsequent page,l certain of the tendencies affecting the trade of these groups 
of countries will be further analysed. 

Trade by Countries. 
Synoplical Tables. 

Table II (pages 18 and 19) shows the gold value of the recorded imports, exports 
and total trade (merchandise only, where not otherwise indicated) of practically all 
independent statistical areas in the years 1929, 1932, 1937 and 1938. The countries 
are given in the order of magnitude of their total trade in 1938. In addition to the 
countries shown separately in the table, the figures for eighty-one smaller countries, 
colonies and other independent trade statistical areas have been grouped together under 
the heading "Other countries". But, as data for these smaller trading units for 1938 
are, in the great majority of cases, not yet available, it has been presumed that the total 
of this group fell during the year in the same proportion as the aggregate trade of the 
countries for which information was available-namely, by 12.7%. In the case of 
nine other countries, it also proved necessary to have recourse to this method ; 
further, the trade of Spain had to be estimated on the basis of the statistics of other 
countries with reference to their trade with Spain. The interpolated data are entered 
in~~~ -

Annex IV shows the distribution of trade by countries in a slightly different way : 
the countries are arranged by continents and the number of countries specified is greater. 
This annex gives figures also for 1935 and 1936 and the amounts are shown in millions 
of gold dollars to one decimal point. 

The imports as well as the exports of the chief trading countries, as shown in Table II, 
fell off in gold value in 1938. Whether the reduction was greater or smaller than that 
forwo~ld trade as a whole can be seen from the movement of the percentages on the right
hand s1de of the table, expressing the share of the respective countries in world imports 
and exports. 

•Paao U. 
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Table II should be read in conjunction with Table III, showing the percentage 
!llovem~n~s of the g?ld value of trade by countries divided into two groups-highly 
mdustnahsed countries and other countries. The allocation of countries between these 
~wo groups must neces~arily be somewhat arbitrary, and certain countries now placed 
m the second group might well have been included in the first · this would however 
have affected the movements of the group totals only to a slight extent. The study 
of these movements is facilitated by Diagram 6, showing the movement of trade values 
of the two grQups in relation to those of the world as a whole. 
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Diagram 6. 

RBLATIVB MOVBMBNTB OP TRADB V ALUB8 

A : Highly Industrialised countries. 
B : Other countries. 
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· Nore.-The curves represent the movement or indices of the value o( imports and exports of the two groups of countries, 
divided by indices of the value of total world imports and exports. · 

, The discrepancy between the movements in quantum is most conspicuous in the 
case of exports. From 1931 to 1936, industrialised countries were much less successful 
in their export trade than other countries (taken as a group), a fact which must, however, 
be attributed largely to the gold exports of the chief gold-producing countries of the latter 
group and to the reduced exchange of manufactured products between industrialised 
countries. Between 1936 and 1938, on the other hand, exports of industrialised countries 
compare favourably with those of other countries. 

There was a relative increase in the imports of non-industrial countries in 1938. 
The opposite movements of the curves for imports and exports ofthesecountriesinvolved 
a decline in their aggregate export surplus (from $1 to about $0.2 milliard gold) and a 
similar decline in the import surplus of industrialised countries (from $1.9 to $1 milliard 
gold). In view of the large annual commitments of the non-industrial countries on 
account of interest and dividends, a continuation of the movement of trade balances 

, in this direction seems unlikely. The change that occurred in 1938 was due largely 
to the using up of capital assets which the non-industrial countries had accumulated 
prior to that year. 

Industrialised Countries. 

The figures of Tables II and III disclose large differences between trade movements 
of individual industrialised countries. The fall in United States imports in 1938 by 
over 35%, or more than those of any other country, whether industrial or not, with the 
exception of Mexico, was probably the chief event in international trade. The United 
States accounts for nearly one-third of the total decline in world imports and for about 



Table n. -20 WORLD TRADE BY CoUNTRIES. 
Special Trade ; 

19 291 1932 I 1987 I 1938 1929 I 
IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL 

1932 1 1937 I 1988 1929 I 1938 

In million gold dollars I 
COUNTRIES 

PAYS 

En millions de dollars-or 

Royaum.e-Uni . . . . 5 407 2276 2783 2461 3 549 1279 1523 1359 8956 3 840 United Kingdom. 

Etats-Unis d'Am~rique 4339 I 325 1778 1152 5157 1576 1946 1805 9496 2957 U.S.A. . 

Allemasme {1 ) (u}. 3203 1112 1299 1296 3212 1 367 1406 1250 6415 2 546 Germany (') ("). . 
459 179 161 146 308 98 135 86 767 229 Austria (ll), .o\ulriche ('') . . . 

2 28'.! 1171 1005 783 1965 774 565 517 4247 1300 France. France ... . . . 
1299 334 479 399 1225 467 664 562 2524 961 Canada (') ('). Csoada (') (') . . . 

395 634 444 . 970 364 532 447 1965 891 Japan('). Japon (1 ) ••• . . . 995 
Belgique •.• . 933 450 550 455 884 411 505 430 1872 885 Belgium. . 
Pays-Bas ... . . . 1106 524 504 460 800 341 373 337 1906 797 N etherlonds. 
1nde(") . . . 351 363 325 1177 355 467 35o I 2091 675 India (u). 

Birmanie ("). 914 51 45 115 102 147 Burma (11). . . . 
ltalie . . . 1140 424 434 346 801 349 324 323 194I 669 Italy. 
Austraiie (G i : . . . 706 186 297 305 590 267 346 306 1296 611 Australia (G). 
SuMe ....... 478 213 320 307 466 174 301 273 964 580 Sweden. 
UnionSud-Afric. (') (') 417 168 313 237 454 325 355 289 871 576 Un. o! S. Africa (') ('). 
Chine. sans Mandch. ('} 663 320 165 154 440 116 I45 91 1103 245 China, excl. Manch. ('). 

Mandchourie (') • . 147 60 144 204 210 94 90 101 357 305 Manchuria (1). 

Argentine . .. . . . 820 215 285 262 908 331 448 259 1728 521 Argentine. 
Danem.ark . 460 207 218 211 463 204 205 200 893 411 Denmark. 
Suisse('} .. : : : : . 516 830 244 215 401 146 174 178 917 393 Switzerland('). 
Malaisie britann. (G) . 498 154 285 188 521 132 308 196 1019 384 British Malaya (G). 
lndes neerlandaises . . 446 154 I63 158 581 219 311 228 I 027 884 Netherlands Indies. 
Tchko-Slovaquie . . 590 221 226 172 606 217 246 210 1196 882 Czecho-Slovakia. 
Bresil (G) •••• . . 422 106 198 173 461 178 207 175 883 346 Brazil(G). 
Coree(GJ •••• . . 194 98 147 175 160 87 117 146 854 321 Korea (G). 
U.R.S.S ••••• . . 453 862 !51 155 475 296 194 146 928 803 U.S.S.R. 
Norvege •••• . . 285 123 I33 170 199 101 119 112 434 282 Norway. 
Pologne .... . . 349 96 141 146 816 121 134 133 665 279 Poland. 
N ouyeJ.Je-Uiande . . 283 77 131 127 259 109 151 135 492 262 New Zealand. 
C~ao(G) •• . . . 145 56 97 127 124 78 88 111 269 238 Cura~ao (G). 
Venezuela (G) • . . . 35 23 53 62 149 93 ISO 158 234 220 Venezuela (G). 
Finlande .... . . . 1~6 54 118 108 162 72 121 107 838 215 Finland. 
Algerie •••• . . . 230 153 97 99 152 147 102 112 382 211 Algeria. 
Egypte •••• . . . 267 95 111 107 253 91 116 85 520 192 Egypt. 
lrlande . ... . . . 293 I46 127 118 225 88 65 69 518 187 Ireland. 
Me:rique (')(G) . . 184 58 101 65 285 97 146 110 469 175 Mexico(') (G). 
Roumanie .. . . . 176 69 87 80 173 100 I35 93 349 173 Roumania. 
Hongrie . . . . . . I86 57 85 73 182 58 103 91 368 164 Hungary. 
Philippines . . . . . 146 79 64 76 163 95 90 82 309 158 Philippines. 
Espagne • . . . . 526 133 (95) (90) 407 143 (80) (60) 935 (150) Spain. 
Cuba •• . . . . • (G) 216 (G)51 (G)76 (G)63 272 80 110 85 468 148 Cuba. 
Chili • • • . . . . . 197 26 52 61 283 34 114 82 460 143 Chile. 
Tnrquie • . . . . . 124 41 54 70 75 46 65 68 199 188 Turkey. 
Iran (')(G) . . . . . 73 26 51 54 I32 64 94 83 205 IS7 Iran (')(G). 
Yougoslavie . . . . 134 46 70 67 139 49 85 69 273 136 Yugoslavia. 
Formose(G) . . . . 94 47 55 60 129 66 75 . 74 223 134 Formosa (G). 
Greco •••• . . . I73 65 8'.! 78 90 83 52 58 263 131 Greece. 
Colomhie (')(G) . . . 123 29 57 52 I23 66 62 54 246 106 Coiomhia (')(G). 
Ceyian •••• . . . 131 46 49 46 I39 44 68 57 270 103 Ceylon. 
Portugal ••• . . . 113 54 62 59 46 25 32 30 I6I 89 Portugal. 
PUc>o •••••• 76 18 35 35 117 37 55 46 193 81 Peru. 
lndochine ~aise. . I05 40 37 82 106 42 60 46 211 80 French Indo-China. 
BuJgarie ••••• . 60 25 33 35 46 24 86 40 I06 75 Bulgaria. 
Siam(') • • • • • 86 28 29 29 94 42 43 45 ISO 74 Slam('). 
Urngnay ••••• . ('') 92 ('') 26 (")38 (")29 92 27 46 85 184 64 Uruguay. 
Tunisie . . . . • • . 78 70 31 34 55 84 26 30 133 64 Tunis. 
Congo beige (') • • . 54 13 23 22 40 19 50 42 94 64 Belgian Congo ('). 
Maroc (Zone !r~.). . 100 70 4I 36 46 27 27 25 146 61 Morocco (French Z.). 
Nigeria • • • • • • . 63 24 42 25 86 33 56 Sl 149 56 Nigeria. 
Rbodesie du Sud (') . 83 I2 21 24 32 19 81 31 65 55 South. Rhodesia ('). Palestine ..•. . . 35 27 46 39 8 8 17 15 43 54 Palestine. ate de !"Or (') . . . 46 I8 85 21 60 28 46 82 106 53 Gold Coast ('). Lettonie ••••• . 70 16 27 26 53 19 so 26 128 52 Latvia. 
A!rique-Occ. ~- . 52 23 37 27 46 I7 83 24 98 51 French W. Africa. 
K~nia et Ouganda • . 39 13 23 21 34 16 27 26 73 47 Kenya and Uganda. Lithuanie ••••• . 31 I7 21 22 33 I9 21 23 64 45 Lithuania. lrak (') • • • • • • . 36 22 26 27 20 7 16 10 56 37 Iraq('). BoliVie (') • • • • • . 26 5 I3 14 51 10 27 2I 77 35 Bolivia ('). Estonie •.•... 83 IO 18 17 31 11 17 I7 64 34 Estonia. Soudan angl~t.(') 83 10 17 I7 33 14 24 I6 66 33 Anglo-Egypt. Sudan(') Tnwu et Tobago . 26 I2 20 (17) 32 I5 19 (16) 58 (33) Trinidad and Tobago. SyrieetLiban •••• 
J'amarque •••• 

. 50 31 25 22 20 7 12 10 70 32 Syria and Lebanon. 
Terr&-!'ieuve (')(G) 

. 34 16 18 !16) 22 11 14 H~! 56 
tS) 

Jamaica. 
Aden(')(G) •••• 

. 29 14 14 12) 36 23 16 65 ~~ Newfoundland(') (G). . 26 I3 (18) (16) 20 8 (11) (9) 46 Aden (')(G). GuaUmaia (') • • (G)30 (G) 7 Rep. Dominicaine 
. . (G) I2 (G) 12 25 11 10 10 55 22 Guatemala ~). 

Coota-Rica (')(G) : 
. 22 8 7 (6) 23 11 10 (9) 45 (IS) Dominican e(<. 

Equateur (GJ ••• 
. 20 5 7 7 18 9 7 7 38 14 Costa Rica\') G). 

Salvador(') G) •• 
. 17 4 7 6 17 9 8 7 34 13 Ecuador(G. . 18 5 6 (5) 18 6 9 (8) 36 (13) El Salvador(') (G). Panama ........ (G)I9 (G) 9 (G) 13 (G) 10 Hondnra. (0) (') (') 
. 4 2 2 2 23 12 Panama. 

Paraguay • • • • 
. I5 8 6 (5} 25 18 6 ~~~ 40 H8! Honduras(')(') (G). 

Haiti(') • • • • 
. . 13 4 5 (5) 13 8 5 26 Paraguay. 

!'iicaragua (G)(') 
. . 17 7 5 4 17 7 5 4 34 8 Haiti('). 

Autnapays . .. 
. . 12 3 2 (2) 11 5 3 (3) 23 (5! Nicaragua(') (G). . . 4!16 250 332 (289) 385 196 269 (234) 881 (523 Other countries • 

TOTAL . 35595 16ii42 . . . 13968 14 319 33024 12 885 15427 13 417 8 619 27 736 TOTAL. 
(G u1~trade. 
(2) Japan E: ~~the exporto. war reparations In kind represented • 195. 15. 0. o 
(Z) Ex~fn!f uding trade between Japan and other parta of the E:mpi~e. ' ' • 

12; 14); s. Rlu>d.;~1~~~~'.' f~ :~'l~~?~~estlct1orig81n-d viz. (Incl. gold~remlum): Canada (16; 45; 64; 40); Gold Coast (4; 6; 
(4) Canada. 1m: on.' ad , · , ., gyp an u an (0; 2; o • o . 

rhandioe. • P are Juoted lor under· or over-valuation OIImpoi-1. om U.K. and Ireland; export& Include re-export& o! mer• 

~ t';,f,'::'::Ji'~&" between Manchuria and the reot o1 Cblna. 
eol4 (WJ 1o IDCIUded In ~~~~~arlo Include total lrelllht, etc.; lmporto and export& Include gold premium. In 1988, earmarked 



VALUE IN U.S.A. (OLD) GOLD DOLLARS 
Merchandise only. (OOO,OOO's), 

21- Table II. 

PAYS 
I Pourcentages du total As percentages of total 

IMPORT. II EXPORT. II TOTAL 
1929 I 1932 I 1937 I 1~38 -..19"'2;;;9-,..-;1,;;9;<:32:;..;1::;,19;;37::,...~1 '""'1"'9"'38~ -1'"'9,.;29:,:::..::1=19:.,3~8-

COUNTRIES 

Royaume-Uni . . . . 
Etats-Unisd 'Am6rique 
AJiemagne (1 ) ( 11) •• 

Autriche (11) • • 

France . . . . . 
Canada (') (') • • 
Japon (1) • • • • • 

Belgique . . . . . 
Pavs-Bas .•.... 
Iniie (U) ••• • • 

Birmanie (U). • • 
Italie . . . . . 
Australie (G) • • 
SuMe •.••••• 
UnionSud-Afric. (') (') 
Chine, sans Mandch. (') 

Mandchourie (') • • 
Argentine . . 
Danemark . . 
Suisse (1 ) • • • • • 

Malaisiebritann. (G) 
lodes n~erlandaises. . 
Tch~co-Slovaquie 
Br6sil (Gj •• 
Cor6e (G • • • • • 
U.R.S.S •••••• 
Norvege 
Pologne ..•... 
Nouvelle-Z~lande 
Cura~ao (G) • • ••• 
Venezuela (G) • • 
Finlande . . . . 
Alg6rie • • • • • • • 
.Egypte ••••••• 
lrlande . . . • . 
Mexique (')(G) •• 
Roumanie ...... . 
Hongrie ..... . 
Philippines . . . . 
Espagne . . . . . 
Cuba .•••••• 
Chill. • • • • • 
Turquie . . . .. 
Iran (')(G) • • • • 
Yougoslavie . 
Formose (G) • • 
Grece . . . . 
Colombie (')(G) • 
Ceylon •••••. 
Portugal •••••• 
P~rou . . . .... 
Indochina !ran~aise. 
Bulgaria . . • • • . 
Siam(') • • • • ·• . 
Uru~ay . • • • • • 
Tumsie . . ..•.. 
Congo beige (') • • • 
Maroc (Zone fran<;.). . 
Nig6ria • • • • . • 
Rhod6sie du Sud(') • 
Palestine . . . •.. 
COte de l'Or (') • • 
Lettonie ... 
A frique--Occ. frant;. 
K~nia et Ouganda . 
Lithuanie . .•... 
1rak (') • • • • • • 
Bolivie (') • • • • 
Estonie . • . . .. 
Soudan anglo-.!gyp. ('). 
Trinit6 et Tobago . . 
Syrie et Liban . . . . 
Jamarque .... 
Terre-Neuve (')(G) 
Aden (')(G) • • • • 
Guat6mala (') • • • 
R~p. Dominicaine • 
Costa-Rica(') (G) 
Equateur (G) •••• 
Salvador(') (G) ••• 
Panama ..... 
Honduras (G)(')(') • 
Paraguay . .... 
Haiti(') • • • • • • 
Nicaragua (G)(') • 
Autres pays . • • 

TOTAL • 

15.19 
12.19 
9.00 
1.29 
6.41 
3.65 
2.80 
2.78 
3.11 
2.57 
3.20 
1.98 
1.34 
1.17 
2.27 

16.30 
9.49 
7.96 
1.28 
8.38 
2.75 
2.83 
3.22 
3.75 
2.51 
3.04 
1.33 
1.52 
1.20 
2.72 

17.03 
10.88 

7.95 
0.99 
6.15 
2.93 
3.88 
3.37 
3.09 
·2.22 
0.31 
2.66 
1.82 
1.96 
1.92 
1.89 

17.3311 
8.05 

10.o5j 
5.47 
2.79 
3.10 
3.18 
3.21 
2.271 
0.31 
2.42 
2.13 
2.14 
2.00 
2.50 

2.30 1.54 1.74 1.83 
1.29 1.48 1.33 1.48 
1.45 2.36 1.49 1.50 
1.40 1.10 1.44 1.31 
1.25 1.10 1.00 1.10 
1.66 1.58 1.38 1.20 
1.19 0.76 1.21 1.20 
0.55 0.67 0.90 1.23 
1.27 2.59 0.92 1.08 
0.80 0.88 1.15 1.18 
0.98 0.69 0.86 1.02 
0.65 0.55 0.80 0.88 
0.41 0.40 0.59 0.88 
0.24 0.16 0.32 0.43 
0.49 0.39 o. 72 o. 76 
0.65 1.09 0.59 0.68 
0. 75 0.68 0.68 0. 75 
0.82 1.04 0.78 0.83 
0.52 0.42 0.62 0.46 
0.49 0.49 0.53 0.56 
0.52 0.41 0.52 0.50 
0.41 0.57 0.39 0.53 
1.48 1.35 (0.58) (0.63) 
0.61 0.36 0.47 0.44 
0.55 0.19 0.32 0.48 
0.35 0.29 0.33 0.49 
0.21 0.19 0.31 0.38 
0.38 0.33 0.43 0.47 
0.26 0.34 0.34 0.42 
0.49 0.47 0.50 0.55 
0.35 0.21 0.35 0.36 
0.37 0.33 0.30 0.32 
0.32 0.39 0.38 0.41 
0.21 0.13 0.22 0.24 
0.30 0.29 0.23 0.22 
0.17 0.18 0.20 0.25 
0.24 0.20 0.18 0.20 
0.26 0.19 0.23 0.20 
0.22 0.50 0.19 0.24 
0.15 0.09 0.14 0.15 
0.28 0.50 0.25 0.25 
0.18 0.17 0.26 0.18 
0.09 0.09 0.13 0.17 
0.10 0.19 0.28 0.27 
0.13 0.13 0.22 0.15 
0.20 O.ll 0.16 0.18 
0.15 0.16 0.23 0.19 
0.11 0.09 0.14 0.15 
0.09 0.12 0.13 0.15 
0.10 0.16 0.17 0.19 
0.07 0.04 0.08 0.10 
0.09 0.07 0.11 0.12 
0.09 0.07 0.10 0.12 
0.07 0.09 0.12 (0.12) 
0.14 0.22 0.15 0.15 
0.10 0.11 O.ll lO.ll) 
0.08 0.10 0.09 0.08) 
0.07 0.09 O.ll O.ll) 
0.08 0.05 0.07 0.08 
0.06 0.06 0.04 (0.04) 
0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 
0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 
0.05 0.04 0.04 (0.04) 
0.05 0.06 0.08 0.07 
0.04 0.06 0.04 (0.04) 
0.04 0.03 0.03 (0.04) 
0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 
0.03 0.02 0.01 10.01) 
1.89 1.79 2.03 2.03) 

100 100 100 ~ 

10.75 
15.62 
9.73 
0.93 
5.95 
3.71 
2.94 
2.68 
2.42 

9.92 9.871 10.13,,13.051 
12.23 12.63 13.45 13.84 
1o.61 9.u I 9_96 l 9.35 

!3.84 United Kingdom. 
!0.66 U.S.A. 
10 00 Germany(')("). 

0.76 0.88 1.12 • Austna ("). 
6.01 3.66 3.86 6.19 4.69 France. 
3.79 4.30 4.19 3.68 3.46 Canada (') ('). 

3.21 Japan('). 
3.19 Belgium. 
2.87 Netherlands. 
2.43 India("). 

2.82 3.45 3.33 2.86 
3.19 3.27 3.20 2.73 
2.65 2.42 2.50 2.78 

3.56 
2.43 
1.79 
1.47 
1.38 
1.97 

2.76 
2.71 
2.07 
1.35 
2.52 
1.63 

2.75 2.57 
1.31 1.58 
1.21 1.15 
1.58 1.03 
1.76 1.70 
1.84 1.68 
1.40 1.38 
0.48 0.67 
1.44 2.30 
0.60 0.78 
0.96 0.94 
0.78 0.84 
0.38 0.57 
0.45 0.72 
0.49 0.56 
0.46 1.14 
0.77 0.70 
0.68 0.68 
0.86 0.75 
0.52 0.78 
0.55 0.45 
0.49 0.74 
1.23 I.ll 
0.82 0.62 
0.86 0.26 
0.23 0.37 
0.40 0.50 
0.42 0.38 
0.39 0.51 
0.27 0.26 
0.37 0.51 
0.42 0.34 
0.15 0.19 
0.35 0.29 
0.32 0.32 
0.14 0.19 
0.28 0.32 
0.28 0.21 
0.17 0.26 
0.12 0.15 
0.15 0.21 
0.26 0.26 
0.10 0.15 
0.02 0.06 
0.18 0.22 
0.16 0.15 
0.14 0.13 
0.10 0.12 
0.10 0.15 
0.06 0.05 
0.15 0.08 
0.09 0.09 
0.10 O.ll 
0.10 0.12 
0.06 0.05 
0.07 0.09 
O.ll 0.18 
0.06 0.06 
0.08 0.09 
0.07 0.09 
0.05 0.07 
0.05 0.07 
0.05 0.05 
O.Ql 0.02 
0.08 0.14 
0.04 0.06 
0.05 0.05 
0.03 0.04 
1.17 1.52 

100 100 

2.83 2.6o I 
0.75 0.76 
2.10 2.41 
2.26 2.28 
1.95 2.04 
2.29 2.15 
1.52 1.43 

3.05 
2.83 
1.89 
1.40 
1.27 
2.13 

0.53 Burma("). 
2.41 Italy, 
2.20 Australia (G). 
2.09 Sweden. 
2.08 Un. of S. Africa(')('). 
1 98 )China, excl. Manch. ('). 

• Manchuria ('). 
2.89 1.93 2.52 1.88 Argentine. 
1.33 1.49 1.30 1.48 Denmark. 
1.13 1.33 1.84 1.42 Switzerland('). 
2.00 1.46 1.48 1.38 British Malaya (G). 
2.02 1.69 1.50 1.38 Netberlands Indies. 
1.60 1.57 1.74 1.88 Czecho..Slovakia. 
1.34 1.31 1.29 1.26 Brazil \G). 
0.76 1.09 0.52 1.16 Korea G). 
1.26 1.10 1.35 1.10 U.S.S.R. 
0.77 0.84 0.71 1.02 Norway. 
0.87 0.99 0.97 1.01 Poland. 
0.98 ·1.01 0.72 0.95 New Zealand. 
0.57 0.83 0.39 0.86 Cura~ao (G). 
0.97 1.18 0.34 0.79 Venezuela (G). 
0.78 0.80 0.49 0.78 Finland. 
0.66 0.84 0.56 0. 76 Algeria. 
0.75 0.63 0.76 0.69 Egypt. 
0.42 0.51 0.76 0.68 Ireland. 
0.95 0.82 0.68 0.63 Mexico(') (G). 
0.88 0.69 0.51 0.63 Roumania. 
0.68 0.68 0.54 0.59 Hungary. 
0.58 0.61 0.45 0.57 Philippines. 
(0.52) (0.45) 1.36 (0.54) Spain. 
0. 71 0.63 0. 71 0.53 Cuba. 
0.74 0.61 0.70 0.52 Chile. 
0.42 0.51 0.29 0.50 Turkey. 
0.61 0.62 0.30 0.49 Iran(') (G). 
0.55 0.51 0.40 0.49 Yugoslavia. 
0.49 0.55 0.33 0.48 Formosa (G). 
0.34 0.40 0.38 0.47 Greece. 
0.40 0.40 0.36 0.38 Colombia (')(G). 
0.44 0.43 0.39 0.37 Ceylon. 
0.21 0.22 0.23 0.32 Portugal. 
0.36 0.34 0.28 0.29 Peru. 
0.39 0.36 0.31 0.29 French Indo-China. 
0.23 0.30 0.15 0.27 Bulgaria. 
0.28 0.34 0.26 0.27 Siam('). 
0.30 0.26 0.27 0.23 Uruguay. 
0.17 0.22 0.19 0.23 Tunis. 
0.32 0.31 0.14 0.23 Belgian Congo('). 
0.18 0.19 0.22 0.22 Morocco (French Z.). 
0.36 0.23 0.22 0.20 Nigeria. 
0.20 0.23 0.09 0.20 South. Rhodesia('). 
O.ll O.ll 0.06 0.20 Palestine. 
0.30 0.24 0.15 0.19 Gold Coast('). 
0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19 Latvia. 
0.21 0.18 0.14 0.18 French W. Africa. 
0.18 0.19 O.ll 0.17 Kenya and Uganda. 
0.14 0.17 0.09 0.16 Litbuania. 
0.10 0.07 0.08 0.13 Iraq('). 
0.18 0.16 O.ll 0.13 Bolivia('). 
O.ll 0.13 0.09 0.12 Estonia. 
0.16 0.12 0.10 0.12 Anglo-Egypt.Sudan('). 
0.12 (0.12) 0.08 (0.12) Trinidad and Tobago. 
0.08 0.07 0.10 0.12 Syria and Lebanon. 
0.09 (0.09) 0.08 (0.10) Jamaica. 
0.10 (0.10) 0.09 (0.09) Newfoundland(') (G). 
0.07 (0.07) 0.07 (0.09) Aden(') (G). 
0.06 0.07 0.08 0.08 Guatemala('). 
0.06 (0.07) 0.07 (0.05) Dominican Rep. 
0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 Costa Rica(') (G). 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 Ecuador (G). 
0.06 (0.06) 0.05 (0.05) El Salvador (')(G). 
0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 Panama. 
0.04 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04) Honduras(') (')(G). 
0.03 (0.04) 0.04 (0.04) Paraguay. 
o.o3 o.o3 o.o5 (o.oa1 Haiti!'). 
0.02 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) Nicaragua(') (G). 
1.75 (1.75) 1.28 (1.89) Otbercountries. 

100 100 100 100 TOTAL. 

(8 Switzerland : In 1937tand !938including Improvement and repair trade-viz. : Imports : 11 ; ll ; Exports : 14 • 13. 
(7llncludlng bullion and specie. 

(9 The figures tor the following countries relate to years other than calendar : Siam, Irarr (1929 and 1932) and A. den (beginning 
April Ist); Newfoundland (ending June 30tb); Haiti (ending September 30tb); Iran (for 1929, beginning March 22nd; tbereafter, 
beginning June 22nd); Honduras (ending July 31st). 

~
10j Uruguay : " Official values ... 
u For 1986 and earlier, excluding the trade between India and Burma. This trade amounted to, approximately, in 1937 and 

193 respectively : Imports into India : 61 ; 49 ; exports from India : 23; 22. 
(12) For 1988, excluding the trade between Germany and Austria. Thts trade amounted to, approximately, for the years 1929, 

1982 and 1987 respectively: Imports Into Germany: 48; 16; 22; exports from Germany: 105; 38; 29. 
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half the decline in the trade in raw materials between 1937 and 1938. The fall began, 
in fact in the middle of 1937 and was due chiefly to the reduction in the United States 
demand for primary products resulting from a decline in her domestic industrial 
production by over one-third. The value of crude materials and crude foodst'!-ffs 
imported during the first half of 1938 was just above half the figures for the correspondmg 
period of 1937. 

The United States is the world's foremost importer of raw materials, and her 
demand exercises a predominant influence on the prices of such materials _in the world 
market, and thereby indirectly upon the purchasing power of raw-material-producing 
countries. There can be no doubt that the decline in the average prices of trade that 
began in 1937 was due chiefly to the reduction in the United States demand, and that 
the discontinuation of this price-fall in the last half of 1938 resulted from the stiffening 
of that demand with the new increase that occurred in United States industrial 
production. , 

United States exports in 1938 were only 7% lower in value than in 1937-a smaller 
decline , than that recorded by any other industrialised country except Italy and 
Switzerland-and their quantum remained on the same level as in that year. Exports 
of cereals and preparations thereof rose from $91 to $224 million on account of the good 
crop of 1937, following upon a succession of crop failures during the preceding years. 
But the exports of manufactured articles also declined at a rimch lower rate (less than 
6% in value) than those of her chief competitors. 

Both imports and exports of the United Kingdom fell between 1937 and 1938 by 
11% in gold value. But while the decline in exports was due entirely to a reduction 
in quantum, lower prices account for the bulk of the fall in imports. The quantum of 
foodstuffs imported increased, and imports of animal foodstuffs rose even in value. 
The quantum of raw materials and manufactured articles imported, which had risen 
steadily during the preceding five years, declined by 12% and 9% respectively. The 
bulk of the decline in exports is accounted for by textile goods, which were reduced 
t? values lower than in 1936; exports of engineering products continued, however, to 
nse: 

UrrrrBD KnrGDOJI : EXPORT VALUBS OF TEXTILE MA.NUPAcrURES AND ENGINEERING PRODUCT& 

£ (OOO,OOO's) £ (OOO,OOO'o) 
I936 1937 i938 1936 1937 I988 

Yarns and manufactures 
of: Electrical goods and 

Cotton . . . 61.5 68.5 49.7 apparatus 10.0 12.5 13.4 
Wool • . . . 32.2 35.5 26.8 Machinery .... 41.2 49.7 57.9 
Other textiles 18.6 21.8 16.2 Vehicles . . . . • 32.3 39.9 44.6 

During the second half of 1938, sterling was exposed to pressure and depreciated 
by over 5% in terms of gold. Imports declined and the competitive power of the export 
industry appears to have increased. · 

The figures given for Germany in Table II are somewhat misleading, as the trade 
between Germany and Austria is included up to 1937 inclusive, but omitted in 1938. 
If the trade .be.tween Germany and Austria is deducted also for years before 1938 (as in 
Table ~II), .It IS found that these two countries-alone of all the highly industrialised 
count.nes-:-mcreased the gold value of their imports in 1938. The quantum of their 
~mbmed 1~ports ~ose by 7°/<r80fo-an i!lcrease almost twice as great as that occurring 
m German _mdustn~l productu!n. In spit~ of an abundant cereal crop, the imports of 
~reals, wh1ch had nsen from 3o3,000 tons m 1936 to the high figure of 3.87 million tons 
m 1937,_rose further to 3.91 million tons in 1938, and cereal stocks increased considerably, 
Heavy mcreases are recorded for the imports of many raw materials required for the 
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Table III. 

PERCENTAGE MOVEMENT OF THE GOLD VALUE OF TRADE 

Nole.-The percentages are calculated from the gold dollar values shown In Table II adjusted' slightly so as to eliminate 
the effe~t of the separ~tion of India and Burma in 1937,and the amalgamation of Germ~ny and Austria In 1938. Further, 
the repatr trade of SWitzerland. included from 1934 in the figures given for that country In Table 11, has been deducted. For 
the movement of total world trade, these adjustments are of practically no importance. 

1932 I 
Highly industrialised countries : 

United Kingdom . . . . 42.1 
United States of America • . . . . . 30.5 
Germany •. . . . . 34.7 
Austria • . . . . . . . . . . 39.4 
France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51.3 
Japan. . . . . . . 39.6 
Belgium • . . . . . . . . . 45.5 
Netherlands . . . . . . . . . 47.4 
Italy . . . . . . . . . . 37.2 
Sweden . . . . . . . . . 44.6 
Czecho-Slovakia . . . . . . 37 •• 
Switzerland . . . . 64.0 

Total . . . . . . . . . 40.1 

Olher countries : 
Canada . . . . 29.5 
India and Burma ., . . 38.4 
Australia. . . . . 26.3 
Union of South Africa . . 40.2 
Argentine . . . 26.3 
China, excluding Manchuria • . . 48.2 

Manchuria o . . . . 40.8 
British Malaya . . . . 30.9 
Netherlands Indies . . . . . 34.6 
Denmark . . . . . . 45.0 
Brazil . . . . . 25.1 
Korea. . . . . . . 48.1 
U.S.S.R •• . . . . . . 79.9 
Other countries . . . . . 88.9 

Total . . . . . . . . 38.0 

All countries . . . . . . 39.3 

• Excluding the trade between Germany and Austria. 
" Excluding the trade between India and Burma. 
• Excludina the trade between China and Manchuria. 

1929 -100 1937 -100 

IMPORTS BXPORTB DIP, I EXP, 

1937 I 1938 1932 I 1937 I 1938 1938 I 1938 

51.5 45.9 36.0 42.9 38.3 89.2 89.2 
41.0 26.5 30.6 

' 
37.8 85.0 64.8 92.7 

40.5 41.1 42.8 44.3 40.2 101.5 90.8 
37.2 39.5 31.6 44.3 33.3 106.1 75.1 
44.0 34.3 39.4 28.7 26.3 77.9 91.5 
63.7 44.6 37.5 54.8 46.1 69.9 84.0 
55.7 46.0 46.5 57.1 48.7 82.7 85.2 
45.6 41.5 42.6 46.7 42.2 91.2 90.4 
38.0 30.3 48.6 40.5 40.3 79.7 99 •• 
66.9 64.2 35.8 62.0 56.2 96.0 90.7 
38.4 29.1 35.8 40.6 34.6 76.0 85.2 
45.0 39.5 36.9 39.9 41.0 87.8 102.9 

46.2 38.6 37.1 42.0 37.9 83,, 90.4 

36.9 30.7 39.8 54.3 45.9 83.2 84.5 
35.9 32.5 30.2 40.0 32.0 90.6 80.1 
42.0 . 43.2 45.3 59.0 51.9 102.8 88.0 
75.0 68.8 71.6 78.1 63.6 91.7 81.4 
34.8 31.9 36.5 49.3 28.5 91.8 57.8 
24.9 23.3 26.4 33.0 20.6 93.5 62.4 
98.1 138.9 44.8 43.0 47.8 141.6 111.2 
47.2 37.9 25.3 59.1 37.6 80.2 63.6 
36.5 35.5 37.7 53.5 38.9 97.0 72.7 
47.5 46.0 47.1 47.2 46.1 96.9 97.7 
46.9 41.0 38.6 44.9 37.9 87.6 84.5 
75.8 90.2 54.5 73.1 91.2 ll9.0 124.9 
33.4 34.1 62.3 40.8 31.2 102.0 76.3 
48.0 45.5 43.1 55.2 48.8 94.6 88.5 

44.8 42.5 41.7 52.7 44.1 94.8 83.8 

45.7 40.2 39.0 46.5 40.6 87.9 87.2 

armament industry or for the replenishment of stocks. The quantity of oil seeds imported 
rose by 14%, of copper by 35%, ofraw iron (including scrap) by 131%, of petrol by 28% 
and of gas oil by 23%.1 

German competitive power in the export markets was reduced in 1938. The prices 
of her exports of manufactured articles, though falling in the course of the year, were 
4% higher, on an average, than in 1937, and the quantum of these exports fell off by 
13%-14%. While, in 1937, there had been a surplus of exports of 413 million marks, 
there was a deficit of 192 million marks in 1938.1 

1 These figures refer to German trade with countries other than Austria. 
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The French franc declined in exchange value by O;'le-fifth in the course of 193~ ~~:nd 
stood at the end of the year at 40% of its former gold parity. As the currencydepre~Iatwn 
of 60% had proceeded gradually during two years, its effect upon trade ~as _contmually 
counteracted up to the autumn of 1938 by anticipations of a fur~her ~ech?e m the value 
of the franc and by the gradua~ increase in th~ level of. domestic prices m France. ~o 
far as can be judged from avrulable data, an mcrease m th~ ql!an~um (tho~gh not m 
the weight) of French exports occurred in 1938. The quantitative mcreases m exp?rts 
were in the main confined to certain highly manufactured products, such as textiles. 
As during 1937, the share of "foreign" countries in exports, rose at the exp~nse of t~at 
of the French overseas possessions. Imports of all classes of goods fell off m quantity 
and the import surplus, measured in terms of gold, was reduced by two-fifths. 

The foreign trade of Japan suffered in 1938 from the change of Japanese economy 
to a war basis. Among industrial countries, only the United States recorded a greater 
fall in imports, and only Austria a greater fall in exports, tha_n did Japan (cf. Table III). 
Imports of numerous manufactured a~icles for consumptiOn purposes w~re redu~ed 
to a fraction of the figure for 1937, and Imports of raw cotton and wool fell m quantity 
by 32% and 55% respectively; but imports of certain unspecified machinery (and parts 
of machinery), which had amounted to 65 million yen in 1936 and 123 million in 1937, 
rose to 212 million in 1938. The quantum of exports was reduced by about one-sixth
a reduction which did not, however, affect the simplest qualities of unbleached cotton 
tissues, or machinery, of which greater quantities were disposed of. 

Closer inspection of the trade returns indicates that the difficulties experienced 
by Japanese trade in 1938 were more serious than the general totals indicate. That 
trade with the parts of China under Japanese influence or control expanded, and accord
ingly contracted more than the total figures indicate in other directions : 

Yen (OOO,OOO's) 
Imports Exports 

1986 1987 1938 1986 1987 1938 
General trade or Japan with: 

(i) Manchuria, Kwantung, 
China • . . . . • . • . 399 434 529 614 791 1,159 

(ii) Other countries. . . . . . 2,355 3,342 2,123 2,027 2,340 1,520 

Manchuria, Kwantung and the parts of China proper absorbing the bulk of Japanese 
exports belong to the "yen bloc ", and Japan's surplus in trade with these territories 
thus did not involve a corresponding influx of foreign currency by which the deficit 
~n trade ~th other count!'ies _could be ~et, quite apart from the fact that a portion of the 
mcrease .m exports to China m 1938 d1d not represent goods actually sold, but consisted 
of m_achinery procured by Japanese factories in China, or consumption goo'ds sent in 
consignment or for the maintenance of Japanese troops. The decline in exports to 
countries outside the" yen bloc" exceeded one-third of the value recorded in 1937. 

The exports of Belgium suffered in 1938 from the partial loss of the French market, 
due to the depreciation of the French franc. While her exports to France fell in value 
by 24%, th~ reduction in her exports to all other countries was only 13%. Dutch 
exports fell_m 1938 at the same rate as those of all industrial countries taken together, 
and D~tch Impo~s were ?n a comparatively high level. A considerable increase in the 
Dutch Import tanfT was mtroduced early in 1939. 
. Italy m~in~ined the competitive advantage th~~:t she had obtained by the deprecia

tion of the hra .m ~936, a_nd her exports were practically on the same level as in 1937. 
The heavy_ dechne I.n her Imports was due partly to the reduction of cereal imports from 
the exceptionally high level of 1937. Imports of machinery rose in value by one-fourth 
a~d represented 6.7% ?f the to.tal import value as against 4.3% in 1937. From the 
mu;Idle of 1_9~, .II: considera~Ie Improvement occurred in the relationship between the 
claims and habiiibes of ltalym her clearing accounts with foreign countries (cf. Diagram 7). 
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Sweden's exports of wood, 
pulp and paper fell off consider- Diagram 1. 

ably in 1938, but thOSe Of irOn, ITALY : OUTSTANDING BALANCES IN CLEARING 
machinery and, during most Of WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES, IN LIRE (000,000'8) 

the year, iron Ore, were main- A: Italian claims. B: Italian liabilities. 
tained on a high level. While 
total exports declined in value, 
exports to Germany rose by 
13%, and, from September 1938, 
the sales of iron ore to that 
country had to be reduced in 
order to ensure the working of 
the Swedish-German clearing. 
Swedish imports were on a high 
level ; those of machinery and 
means of transport rose in 
value (in Swedish currency) by 
12% and 31% respectively. 
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The trade of Czecho-Slovakia was affected by the political strain to which she was 
exposed and by the loss of territory in October. While the value of her exports during 
the first eight months of 1938 was at the same level as during the corresponding period 
of 1937, owing to an increase in the export of iron and iron products by one-third, her 
imports declined by 12%. 

Among industrialised countries, Switzerland alone increased the value of her exports 
in 1938. Her exports of textile manufactures fell off, but those of machinery rose in 
value by 22%, of instruments and apparatus by 21% and of aluminium by 27%. 

Non-industrial Countries. 

The sales effected by countries which chiefly export primary or semi-manufactured 
products were adversely affected by the reduction in demand, particularly from the 
United States. On the other hand, the imports of the same countries, financed partly 
by the proceeds of their exports during the 1937 boom, were comparatively high. In 
particular, the statistics afford numerous examples of heavy purchases of machinery 
and other capital goods throughout the year, though the apex of these purchases in most 
cases was reached during the first half. 

While Canada's exports to the United States declined in value by 26%, her exports 
to the United Kingdom fell by 16% and to other countries by only 3%. In the case of 
numerous articles, the quantities exported to countries other than the United States 
equalled the 1938 figure ; and exports of certain non-ferrous base metals to such 
countries rose, on account, so it would appear, of the heavy European demand for 
armament purchases. 

CANADA : EXPORTS OP CERTAIN METALS, IN CWT. (000 'a) 

Aluminium . . . . • . . . 
Copper (ingots, bars, rods, 

strips) . . . . . . • . 
Lead (pig) . . . . . . . . . 
Nickel (matte, speiss and fine). 
Zinc (spelter) • . . . . . . 

To U.S.A. 
1937 1938 
25il 22 

932 515 
145 48 

To other countries 
1937 1938 

714 1,272 

3,473 
3,531 
1,245 
2,539 

4,170 
3,098 
1,425 
2,596 

Total 
1937 1938 
970 1,294 

3,473 4,170 
3,531 3,098 
2,177 1,940 
2,684 2,644 

Of the fall in India's exports in 1938, a comparatively large proportion is accounted 
for by manufactured articles, particularly cotton and jute manufactures and leather. 
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Indian imports fell less than half as much as exports, and imports of machinery actually 
rose by 21%- . . 

Australian exports of wool suffered durmg the greater part of 1938, as durmg the 
latter half of 1937 from the almost complete absence of two important customers, 
the United States ~nd Japan. Owing to a substantial increase in the sales of butter, 
meat wheat and other foodstuffs, however, her total exports in 1938 were only 12% 
lowe; in value than in 1937. Australian imports were higlier in value than in that year; 
machinery imports rose by 11%-

South Africa's sales of gold-including gold earmarked for foreign account during the 
latter part of the year l_fell off by 18% in 1938, the value of her wool exports by 29% 
on account of lower prices, and that of her maize exports by over two-thirds on account 
of smaller quantities sold. Her imports of machinery increased in value, while those 
of other goods declined by over a tenth. 

The Argentine records a greater fall in exports from 1937 to 1938 than any other 
country. In 1937, the quantities of her products available for export had been exception
ally great and could be disposed of when prices on the world market were at their highest 
level ; in 1938, on the other hand, the crops of certain products were unusually small 
and prices, particularly of wheat and wool, were low. The following figures show how 
the reduction in crops affected the export of wheat, maize and linseed : 

300 

""' 

""' 

0 

Wheat . 
Maize •• 
Linseed . 

Jlletrlc tons (OOO"s) 
Production 

1936/37 1937/38 
6,782 5,030 
9,135 4,424 
1,936 1,539 

1937 
3,887 
9,087 
1,802 

Exports 
1938 

1,940 
2,642 
1,265 

Diagram B. According to the valores de tarija 
ABGm<Tms: lllo!ITBLY TRADE VALuss, (calculated according to stable prices and 

"' PEsos !OOO,OOO"s) thus representative of quantum changes), 
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Argentine imports of machinery, which 
had been higher by two-thirds in 1937 
than in 1936, rose by another 31% in 
1938; imports of other goods fell in that 
year by 11%. As Diagram 8 shows, the ex
port surplus disappeared; the international 
accounts of the Argentine were settled 
by gold shipments and a loan floated in 
New York towards the end of the year. 

The trade of China (excluding Man
churia) in 1938 continued to suffer from 
war. Exports fell in gold value by about 
one-third. The importance of Shanghai 

. . in China's trade continued to decline, while 
ther~ was an. mcr~ased mflow of Japanese goods through certain northern ports, 
p~rticularly_Tientsm. Before the Japanese occupation of Canton in the autumn, trade 
With countnes other than Japan passed to an increasing degree through Canton and 
Kowloon. 

Imports Exports 
1936 1937 1938 1936 1937 1938 

Percentage shares of certain 
ports in the trade of China : 
Tientsin . . . . 7.7 8.8 26.2 16.7 15.4 23.1 Shanghai : : : : : . . . 58.8 53.4 30.8 51.3 48.2 29.2 Canton and Kowloon . . . 9.4 13.4 22.5 7.5 9.6 18.0 

• Tbe amount of ouch gold, Included In the export Iieure (Table II) wao £S.A.20.7 million ($59 million gold}. 
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In the case of the Ne~her!ands Indies, as well as of British Malaya, rubber accounts 
for ~he ~ulk of the d~chne m the ex~ort v!llue. While the value of total imports 
dechned m both countnes, those of machmery mcreased, in the former by 15% and in the 
latter by 22%. 

High p_rices fetched for t~e chief export products of Denmark (butter, bacon and 
eggs) explam why her trade m 1938 was only 2%-3% lower in value than in 1937. 
Her imports of machinery and apparatus were higher than in that year by 15% and of 
means of transport (vehicles, railway materials, etc.) by 21%. ' 

Further illustration of the active importation of machinery by agricultural countries 
is afforded by the following figures showing the movement of import values between 
1937 and 1938 for a few countries not dealt with above. Only in the case of one of the 
countries shown (Bulgaria) were imports of machinery less active than imports of other 
goods. 

PERCENTAGB CHANGE FROM 1937 TO 1938 ltf IMPORT VALUB (IN TERMS OF GOLD) 

Country Machinery Other goods Country Machinery Other goods 
Brazil a . + 8 - 15 Poland • + 63 - 3 
Bulgaria - 13 + 3 Turkey . + 53 + 28 
Egypt + 2 - 5 Uruguay • + 38 -20 
Hungary + 6 - 15 Yugoslavia + 36 - 8 
Ireland . - 3 - 8 

• January-November. 

Reference to Table II indicates that a number of the medium-sized and smaller 
agricultural countries maintained their trade, and even their exports, on a remarkably 
high level in 1938. Special circumstances appear to account for the majority of these 
cases. 

Thus the increase in the gold value of the exports of Korea by a fourth and of 
Manchuria by one-tenth, and the maintenance of that of Formosa at almost the same 
figure as in 1937, reflect the change in trading conditions in the Far East on account of 
the conflict between Japan and China-in particular, the obstacles to Chinese exports 
and the diversion of Japanese trade to countries within the" yen bloc". 

Ireland records an increase in her export value by 6%. She profited not only
like Denmark-from higher prices for certain of her products, but also from the settlement 
of her long trade dispute with the United Kingdom. 

The heavy German demand for foodstuffs and raw materials in 1938 was a pre
dominant factor in the trade of numerous countries of eastern Europe, and helps to 
explain why the exports of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey and Lithuania rose in gold value, 
and why the fall in those of Poland was less than 1%. The decline in the exports of 
certain other countries in eastern Europe must be attributed to an exceptionally small 
cereal crop. 

The exports of Algeria and Tunis profited by the depreciation of the French franc,l 
and those of Cura!;aO and Venezuela from the coincidence of a heavy demand for mineral 
oils with the reduction in the oil sales from certain other countries (Mexico, Roumania, 
Iraq) on account of political disturbances. 

In the absence of trade statistics for the whole territory of Spain, her trade in recent 
years has had to be estimated on the basis of the statistics of other countries concerning 
their trade with Spain. The following table summarises the information in question. 
No account could be taken of imports into Spain of war material not recorded in the 
export statistics of the exporting countries. 

s The calculation of the trade values of these countries Is, however, somewhat uncertain (cf. Annex I), and the ligures of 
Table II may ovarstato tho Increase in their exports. 
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SPAIN : TRADB BY COUNTRIES OP Pl\OVBNANCE AND DESTINATION 

Old U.S. $ gold (OOO,OOO"s). 

Imports Exports 

Accord- According to the statistics Accord- According to the statistics Countly of provenance ing to ingto of the importing and destination Spanish of the exporting Spanish country• statistics country • statistics 

1935 1935 I 1936 I 1937 I 1938 1935 1935 I 1936 I 1937 I 1933 

Germany ••••••• 23.2 25.2 16.5 13.0 19.1 14.4 28.2 23.3 24.1 22.1 
France .. .. .. . • . • . 9.4 11.8 10.3 10.0 6.6 13.3 13.3 16.8 7.7 8.3 
United Kingdom . . . 17.7 16.8 9.5 10.0 12.0 24.6 32.4 30.9 25.2 16.5 
United States • • • • • 23.5 24.4 12.8 3.4 7.2 10.9 11.8 10.9 8.4 5.4 
U.S.S.R •••••••• 2.3 1.4 3.5 13.3 3.7 0.1 0.6 0.3 3.0 2.9 
Nine other countries • . 40.4 36.9 16.5 17.2 15.0 27.8 28.7 20.7 14.8 11.1 

' 
Total. fourteen countries 121.5 116.5 69.1 66.9 63.6 91.0 115.0 102.9 83.2 61.3 

All countries . . . . . 168.9 113.5 
Ditto, estimated for 

1936-1938 . .. . . . (100) (95) (90) (100) (80) (60) 

• In the case of oertain of the countries in question, the trade with Spain In December 1937 bad to be estimated, as completa 
information for the year was not available. 

• Argentina, Belgium, Egypt, India, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland. 

Effects of War Apprehensions. 

The effects of the wars in China and Spain upon international trade has been s~all 
in comparison with the influence upon trading conditions in general of apprehensiOns 
of more extensive conflicts. 

The trade in war material has tended to rise in recent years, and countries whose 
foreign communications are vulnerable have increased their stocks of foreign raw 
materials and foodstuffs. 

Recorded world exports of arms and ammunition rose between 1932 and 1937 from 
$351nillion gold to $611nillion gold.1 Even in 1937, this figure did not represent!% of 
world trade. It does not include exports of warships, explosives, aircraft and various 
selni-manufactured goods for armament purposes; further, there is reason to believe 
that recently a certain amount of trade in war materials has escaped statistical 
registration. Even so, however, and even considering the substantial increase in the 
trade in war materials which, according to the statistics of the bigger trading countries, 
occurred in 1938, the traffic in such materials remains a factor of minor importance in 
world trade. 

No precise information is available concerning the extent to which the great 
activity in the armament industries and the building-up of emergency stocks of raw 
materials and foodstuffs has increased the world demand for, and accordingly the world 
trade in, the commodities directly concerned. As was shown on a previous page,1 

however, the prices of the goods that were thus the object of an increased demand rose 
in 1938 in relation to those of other goods-a fact that stresses the importance of the 
change in trade caused by the factor under consideration. 

In the United Kingdom, the total government ex'penditure on storage of foodstuffs, 
fertilisers and petroleum under the Essential Commodities Reserves Act of 1938 amounted 
to £8.5 million in the fiscal year 1938-39 1-an amount representing less than 2% of 

! ~=r'I"a~ Nations: SWU!Ical Year-Book of 1M Tr<Uk In Artn6 and Ammunition, fourteenth yeer (Ser. L.o.N.P.l988.1X.4). 

1939"{/!:/f:"~~lngto IJ<fena, preoentad by the Prime Minieter to Parliament by Command of Hla Majesty, February 
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the total imports under these heads in 1938. The imports of one of the commodities 
~oncerned-namely,_ whale oil-increased in quantity by 50% (from 152,000 long tons 
m 1937 to 226!0~0 m 1938). The Act in question refers to commodities to meet the 
needs; of the CIVIl populatiOn during emergency ; the acquisition of reserves of raw 
materrals ~or armament. purpos~s has been financed in other ways. As examples of 
good~ the ImporJ:s ?f which a~e hkely to have been influenced by such purchases may be 
menti?ne~ alummmm and mckel, the imports of which were about twice as high in 
quantity m 1938 as they had been two years earlier: 

United Kingdom : General imports of : 
Aluminium and alloys . . . . . • . 
Nickel • . . . . . . . . . . . . 

I936 

434 
67 

Cwt. (OOO's) 
I937 

631 
213 

I988 

925 
134 

Reference was made above to the tenfold increase in German cereal imports in 1937 
and ~938, and the heavy rise in the last-mentioned year in the German purchases of 

. certam metals and of minera~ oils. Requirements for armament purposes have played 
an outs~anding part in German imports for several years, and the increase in the imports 
of ce!tam goods over the past five years far exceeds the probable rise in consumption 
for CIVil purposes. Thus, imports of raw mineral oils rose from 281,000 metric tons in 
1933 to 779,000 in 1938, and those of petrol, gas oil and other power oil from 1,472,000 
tons to 2,824,000 tons. 

Japan affords another example of increased demand for goods required for armaments 
and warfare. Her import statistics no longer show her imports of mineral oils and ores 
and metals by quantities and by articles, but the import values for the respective 
groups suggest that, on an average, the quantities imported during 1937-1938 were not 
far from twice as high as in 1936 : 

Japan : Imports of : 
Non-specified oils, fats, waxes and manufactures 

thereof (including mineral oils) . . • • • • 
Ores and metals . . . • • . . • • . • • . • . 

Yen (OOO,OOO's) 
I986 I937 I938 

184 
375 

280 
901 

320 
662 

The above examples might easily have been supplemented by similar quotations 
from the statistics of other countries. 

It should not be concluded that the higher demand for goods thus created has 
involved a corresponding increase in world trade. There is reason to consider both 
the restrictive and the stimulating influence of recent armament and storage policies 
upon trade. 

The stimulating influence is obvious, and its importance is enhanced by the fact 
that the purchases for armament purposes gathered pace just at a period-from the 
middle of 1937 to the middle of 1938-when the decline in the United States demand 
for goods threatened to initiate a worldwide depression similar to that which began 
in 1929. As was shown above, the depression that actually occurred was serious enough 
to cause a considerable fall in the prices of primary products and a deterioration in 
the terms of trade of non-industrial countries. The figures given on a preceding page 1 

with reference to the change in the export prices of certain commodities suggest that this 
movement was offset to a certain extent by the increased demand of industrial countries 
for certain primary products required for armaments and the building-up of emergency 
stocks. To the extent that this occurred, the deflationary pressure upon the ~aw
material-producing countries was reduced, their demand for manufactured articles 
sustained and the deflationary interplay between them and industrial countries mitigated. 

But even to the extent that armament policies have not directly affected the terms 
of trade between these two groups of countries, it has probably contributed to the 

'Page IS. 
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maintenance within countries of a higher business activity in general, and to that extent 
-like for example, public works in times of trade depression-stimulated international 
trade.' Naturally this influence has been greatest in countries where the expansion of 
armament indusU:ies could be achieved by a more complete utilisation of available 
productive resources and thus had not to take place at the expense of the activity in 
other industries. 

The restrictive influence of armament and storage policies upon trade have made 
themselves felt in many ways. In some cases, the increased demand has been for 
domestic goods which might normally have been sold abroad, and thus encroached 
upon exports ; in others, the higher demand exercised by certain countries has made 
prices of the goods concerned rise so high that other countries have had to reduce their 
imports. Further, there are in most countries rather narrow limits to the increase in 
imports for armament purposes. Such an increase may be financed, at least during a 
limited period, by capital borrowed abroad or the proceeds of sales of gold reserves or 
foreign assets. Otherwise, however, the supply of funds by which imports can be 
financed is likely to depend upon exports, and exports will normally suffer from the 
development of an industry which does not produce goods available for sale abroad, 
but reduces the local supply, and accordingly increases the price, of raw materials, labour 
and capital. A heavy increase in purchases of foreign goods for armament purposes 
is therefore likely in most countries to lead sooner or later to a decline in the imports 
of other goods, or in exports, or both. 

The most outstanding example of such an unfavourable influence upon trade is the 
collapse in 1938 of Japanese trade with countries outside the "yen bloc", to which 
reference was made above.1 In a very short time, a substantial share of the markets 
which Japan had procured for her manufactured goods over a period of years was lost 
to her competitors. The chief reasons for the collapse appear to have been the scarcity 
of raw materials for the export industry-aggravated by the exchange control introduced 
as one of the means of putting Japanese economy on a war basis-increased manufacturing 
costs within Japan, and consequent inability to pursue the policy of selling at low prices 
which had previously been Japan's strongest weapon in her competition in foreign 
markets. 

Similar difficulties, though not on the same scale, were experienced in 1938 by the 
United Kingdom and Germany, particularly in their competition with the United States, 
in which country manufacturing conditions were not to any considerable extent affected 
by domestic armaments. The average prices ("unit values") of manufactured goods 
exported in 1938 by the United Kingdom and Germany were higher than in 1937 by 
about 3% and 4% respectively,2 while those of such exports by the United States were 
lower than in 1937 by 1%-2%. This discrepancy naturally affected the competitive 
power of the countries concerned. While the quantum of exports of manufactured 
articles from the first-mentioned two countries fell by 12%-13% and 13%-14% 
respectively, that of the United States was only reduced by 4%-5%. 

Closer examination of the trade figures for Germany confirm the adverse influence 
of armaments upon her exports. Her sales of coal and coke, the domestic demand for 
which has increased particularly with the production of iron for armament purposes, 
fell ofi by 123 million marks in 1938, in spite of the fact that the prices fetched in foreign 
markets were greater than in 1937, and her sales of iron and crude iron products fell by 
70 million marks. Together, these articles, though representing less than a sixth of the 
total export value, account for over one-third of the decline of that value in 1938. 
Simultaneously, imports of iron ore and mineral ores alone rose by 100 million marks. 
Though Germany, in contrast with other industrial countries, increased the gold value 
of her imports in 1938, certain industries working for civil purposes suffered from an 
acute shortage of raw materials. · 

• Page 24.. 
• Owing to tile depreciation of steriJng, thelncrelll!e for the United Kingdom Is reduced to 1%-2% It reckoned In terms or IIDid-
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The above reason and the examples given suggest that the stimulating influence 
of increased armaments upon trade is limited in time and that restrictive influences are 
likely to gain pace the more c?mpletely national productive resources are employed. 
In the latter part of 1937, and m 1938, when there was a rapid expansion of purchases 
for_armament purposes :'l~ the same ~ime as_the relatively low industrial activity in the 
Urn ted States was exerCismg a deflatiOnary Influence, the stimulating effect is likely to 
have preponderated. 

. In a su~sequent section, the ab_ove analrsis of trad~ by countries in 1938 as compared 
With 1937 will be supplemented by mformabon concermng trade movements for principal 
staple products. The two sections immediately following will deal, however, with certain 
aspects of trade which only stand out clearly if a period of several years is considered. 

Geographical Distribution of Trade . 
. 

Summary Tables showing Continental Distribulion of Trade. 

Tables IV and V show the continental distribution of imports and exports of thirteen 
countries, representing together about two-thirds of world value. 

The figures for the United Kingdom in Table IV reflect the relative decline in British 
imports from Europe. In 1931 (a year not shown in the table), they represented 47.6% 
of total British imports; even after the heavy fall to 38.4% in 1932, they further declined 
and amounted to only 33.5% in 1938. Europe's share in the exports of the United 
Kingdom (cf. Table V), which had fallen steadily from 1931 to 1936, rose slightly in 
1937 and 1938. 

Europe accounts for very nearly the same share of the United States imports and 
exports in 1938 as in 1929. The figures for the United States do not bring out, however, 
the considerable changes that have occurred in United States trade with various European 
countries. The most outstanding of these changes is the decline of Germany's share 
from 5.8% of United States imports in 1929 to 3.3% in 1938, and from 7.8% in United 
States exports in 1929 to 3.5% in 1938. 

United States trade with the seventeen countries with which reciprocal trade agree
ments concluded by her were in force for the major part of 1938 represented 45.5% 
of her imports and 38.2% of her exports in that year.1 Trade with these countries 
declined in 1938 at a lower rate than with other countries, but the difference in the 
percentage reduction of exports to the two groups of countries was small. The high 
rate at which imports from non-agreement countries fell in 1938 was partly due to the 
fact that United States purchases of primary products obtainable from these countries 
had been exceptionally great in 1937. 

PERCENTAGE INCREASE OR DECREASE ·tN THE V ALUB OP UNITED STATES TRADE WITH 

TRADE AGREEMENT COUNTRIES AND WITH ALL OTHERS 

' ' Source · Commerce Reports February 18th 1939 

·General imports Exports (including re-exports) 

I937-I938 average! I937-193S average I 
0 over 1934-1935 I938 over 1937 over I934-1935 1938 over I937 

average average 

Trade agreement countries a 0 0 + 35.2 -28.9 + 61.2 -6.8 
Non-agreement countries 0 0 + 37.0 -41.6 + 37.9 -8.1 

• Excluding Ecuador. 

t The United States had altogether eighteen agreements in force in 1938. One of these agreements (with Cuba) ca~e iJ?.tO 
force in 19341_three in 1935 (Belgium, Haiti, Sweden), ten in 1936 (Brazil, Canada, Netherlands and her ove~ea terr1tor1es, 
Switzerland, Honduras Colombia Guatemala, France and her oversea territories, Nicaragua .and.Finland), tw~ m 1937 (Costa 
Rica and Salvador} and two in 1938 (Czecho-Slovakia and Ecuador}. Ecuador has not, however, been taken. mto account in 
the above table, as the agreement with that country became efiective on October 23rd, 1938. If th~ trad~ w1th Ecuador and 
the United Kingdom (including Newfoundland and the British Colonial Empire), the agreement With wh1ch came into force 
on January 1st, 1939, is included, the percentages given above would increase to 60.2% of imports and 57.7% of exports 
respectively. 
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Table IV. 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, BY CONTINENTAL GROUPS, OF THE TRADE OF CERTAIN COUNTRIES 

(Special Trade. Merchandise only.) 

IMPORTS. 

I · · · I Importations dans : Imports into : 
. .a -! • " .9 Continents de provenance :§:<: 

;:; !l,~ M :;Ia ... .... " .. 
t~ 10 .. • . .; .:....: ~~ " "" 

., 
.l!l .. .,,! - ~:a ~ . " o .. ~ i~ ! ,_ 

'""' ~ ~~ :3s '8'8 "" 0" ~ . -., .. '"" Continents of provenance <>< P:::> Ill::> <" ..,.., <J Ill Ill 11.2; ~ ..... ~~ 

• • • • • • • 

Importations provenant de : Imports from : 

EUROPE 1929 I 40.0 30.6 52.6 45.2 19.1 22.4 67.6 66.5 53.8 62.4 57.0 
1932 I 38.4 29.8 54.2 48.2 16.1 29.4 72.3 69.6 59.2 59.1 63.6 
1935 I 35.3 29.6 61.2 39.8 14.4 28.2 62.4 65.4 62.6 58.5 61.8 
1936 I 34.5 30.0 59.3 37.1 12.0 25.6 60.3 62.7 61.3 59.1 62.4 
1937 I 33.8 27.9 55.0 40.2 13.3 24.0 56.4 61.2 54.8 58.4 62.4 
1938 I 33.5 29.9 56.4 35.7 14.1 23.5 57.9 62.0 62.9 . 55.9 

AMERIQUE ou NoRD • 1929 20.0 11.7 15.8 14.1 33.0 68.8 11.3 1I.l 20.0 8.2 27.4 
NORTH AMERICA a 1932 18.4 13.7 14.6 11.6 39.3 58.3 9.9 8.4 14.6 9.0 14.8 

1935 19.3 14.3 6.4 10.1 35.1 57.2 9.3 7.9 11.7 7.3 15.0 
1936 20.1 15.8 6.2 11.3 33.3 58.8 10.8 9.0 15.4 7.1 15.6 
1937 20.0 13.2 6.4 10.7 36.3 61.2· 10.9 10.1 14.4 8.0 17.5 
1938 21.7 13.6 9.1 12.8 37.8 63.3 12.5 12.5 12.5 . 18.8 

AMERIQUE LA TINE II 1929 12.1 25.1 12.2 11.4 0.7 4.2 9.3 10.9 10.7 0.1 10.4 
LATIN AMERICA I> 1932 13.3 27.1 11.2 9.6 0.4 6.1 8.9 11.3 10.1 0.0 13.5 

1935 12.8 23.6 14.5 8.9 2.1 5.9 11.3 12.9 8.6 0.3 12.8 
1936 12.7 21.8 14.1 8.6 4.8 6.6 10.5 11.9 9.3 0.3 12.3 
1937 12.9 22.9 17.1 9.2 4.8 4.8 10.7 11.4 9.8 0.2 11.1 
1938 1I.l 24.8 15.6 9.1 3.7 5.4 8.8 9.8 7.7 . 14.8 

AFRIQUE 1929 7.2 2.5 5.2 13.7 1.9 0.3 6.3 2.4 4.3 1.9 0.1 
AFRICA 1932 6.7 1.8 5.6 21.2 2.0 1.2 4.4 2.0 5.5 3.2 0.0 

1935 7.1 2.0 6.4 24.9 2.8 1.7 8.3 2.8 8.3 5.3 0.1 
1936 7.3 2.1 7.0 26.0 3.9 1.2 8.0 3.2 7.3 4.8 0.0 
1937 7.5 3.0 7.7 22.2 5.5 1.8 11.6 3.4 9.0 6.7 0.1 
1938 6.9 2.8 6.7 24.0 2.3 0.8 12.0 3.1 7.6 . 0.1 

ASIE 1929 12.1 28.8 11.6 11.0 39.2 2.6 3.2 8.9 8.8 23.1 5.0 
AsiA 1932 11.2 27.0 12.0 7.5 32.2 3.1 2.9 8.3 7.4 28.0 8.1 

1935 13.1 29.2 10.5 12.5 35.5 4.8 4.7 10.8 7.9 27.8 10.3 
1936 12.8 28.8 12.1 13.6 38.4 5.3 5.3 12.9 5.7 27.7 9.6 
1937 13.8 30.8 12.0 13.9 34.2 5.5 6.7 13.6 8.5 25.6 8.7 
1938 13.6 28.1 10.9 14.1 38.4 4.7 5.8 12.3 7.3 . 10.3 

0CEANIE 1929 8.6 1.3 2.6 4.6 6.1 1.7 2.3 0.2 2.4 4.3 0.1 
OCEANIA 1932 12.0 0.6 2.4 1.9 10.0 1.9 1.6 0.4 3.2 0.7 0.0 

1935 12.4 1.3 1.0 3.8 10.1 2.2 4.1 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.0 
1936 12.6 1.5 1.3 3.4 7.6 2.5 5.1 0.3 1.0 1.0 0.1 
1937 12.0 2.2 1.8 3.8 5.9 2.7 3.7 0.3 3.5 1.1 0.2 
1938 13.2 0.8 1.3 4.3 3.7 2.3 3.0 0.3 2.0 . 0.1 

: Y~~·J.Includlng Alaska), Canada, Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre & Mlquelon. 
~- other Ulan" Nortb America" as defined above. 

• GeueraJ trade. 
• Excluding trade with AUBtrla. 
• SJnce 1934. by countries of origin; for previous yean, by countries of consignment. 
• Up to April lot, 1937 ,Including Burma ; thereafter, trade of India with countries other than Burma. 
• From l.VII.32, exeludlng trade of Mancnurtan porto. 
• ID<iodlng holllon and opeele. Yean endlna June 80th. 
• Of Wbldl, from Ireland : 

1l~ 
a a 
• • 

21.5 
24.9 
32.0 
38.3 
i!8.5 
30.4 

21.0 
27.3 
21.2 
21.8 
21.6 
17.8 

0.3 
0.1 
1.0 
0.6 
0.4 
0.4 

0.0 
0.2 
0.7 
1.0 
0.8 
0.4 

56.7 
43.6 
41.0 
36.6 
36.8 
47.7 

0.5 
3.9 
4.1 
1.7 
1.9 
3.3 

.!.! 
Ol'ii 
!:!3 

~~ 
• • 

52.1 
53.2 
53.0 
51.1 
53.5 
52.7 

28.0 
19.4 
21.0 
23.2 
21.1 
23.2 

0.5 
0. 4 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

0. 7 
0.5 
0.5 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 

15.5 
21.5 
19. 2 
19.0 
18.7 
18. 

3. 

0 

2 
5.0 
5.6 
5. 
5. 

5 
5 

4.9 

19'.111 - 8.7; 1931 - 4.2 ; 1982 - 8.8 ; 1988 - 2.6 ; 1934 - 2.4 ; 1935 - 2,5 ; 1936 - 2.4; 1987 - 2.1 ; 1988 - 2.5. 
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Table V. 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, BY CONTINENTAL GROUPS, OF THE 

(Special Trade. · Merchandille only.) 
EXPORTS. 

TRADE OF CERTAIN COUNTRIES 

I · · · I Exportations de : 

Continents de destination -~ -a ., .!j 
~- !l,» =~ ., ::>:.: !~ 

.... ., .. ~~ u - ' . a"' 8 "" "' ..,10 ·~ .,a .... .. ;;,;o ... ~ 
~~ .... ""' -!! £ """" " Continents o! destination 

... 
"" .. ';"a "" II<::> r:a::> <" ...... y Ill Ill ~>.Z 

•• r • 

Exportations vers : Exports to : 

EUROPE 1929 • 35.1 44.8 73.4 62.7 7.1 36.8 70.6 74.7 
1932 •41.9 48.8 80.9 54.0 9.5 51.4 75.7 79.8 
1935 0 37.4 45.3 72.6 53.8 10.5 48.2 72.5 78.4 
1936 • 35.6 42.7 70.1 50.3 11.4 50.2 71.9 75.4 
1937 0 35.7 41.0 68.7 54.3 11.2 47.2 71.3 73.6 
1938 • 36.4 43.3 70.7 55.6 9.7 49.3 72.7 72.4 

AMERIQUE DU NoRD • 1929 11.3 18.3 8.3 7.9 43.8 44.6 8.0 4.6 
NonTH AMERICA• 1932 8.9 15.3 5.7 5.8 32.2 34.8 5.9 4.4 

1935 10.6 14.4 4.6 5.2 21.8 37.5 7.4 5.6 
1936 l1.8 15.9 4.5 6.3 22.6 36.9 9.2 6.8 
1937 11.5 15.5 4.2 7.0 20.8 37.5 8.5 5.6 
1938 9.5 15.4 3.3 6.1 16.4 34.0 7.6 4.3 

AMERIQUE LATINEb 1929 11.0 18.5 7.8 6.1 1.4 6.5 6.5 4.4 
LATIN AMERICAb 1932 8.5 13.4 4.3 4.8 1.3 5.2 4.1 3.2 

1935 9.1 16.5 9.5 5.9 4.4 3.7 6.4 3.8 
1936 9.2 17.5 11.0 6.7 4.1 3.0 5.5 4.5 
1937 9.9 19.1 11.5 6.4 5.2 3.9 6.7 4.8 
1938 9.4 18.2 11.5 6.6 3.3 3.8 6.1 5.3 

AFRIQUE 1929 l1.2 2.5 2.4 17.9 2.8 1.7 6.8 3.0 
AFRICA 1932 12.5 2.2 2.0 29.0 6.1 1.3 6.0 3.3 

1935 15.3 4.2 3.0 28.7 7.3 2.3 6.1 3.5 
1936 15.9 4.7 3.4 30.1 7.4 2.2 6.4 3.8 
1937 15.3 4.5 3.7 25.1 7.6 2.5 6.0 3.5 
1938 15.7 3.8 3.8 24.6 5.1 2.6 6.8 3.9 

ASIE 1929 21.0 12.2 7.4 4.7 42.4 7.0 7.5 12.6 
ASIA 1932 19.8 18.0 6.6 5.8 47.6 4.9 7.8 8.8 

1935 17.4 16.4 9.6 5.9 52.2 3.9 6.5 8.0 
1936 16.1 16.0 10.1 6.1 50.9 3.4 5.7 8.9 
1937 16.4 16.9 11.1 6.7 51.8 4.2 6.9 12.0 
1938 16.7 16.3 9.8 6.4 61.9 4.2 6.0 13.4 

OCEAN IE 
1929 10.4 3.7 0.7 0.7 2.5 3.4 0.6 0.7 
1932 8.4 2.3 0.5 0.6 3.3 2.4 0.5 0.5 

OCEANIA 1935 10.2 3.2 0.7 0.5 3.8 4.4 1.1 0.6 
1936 11.4 3.2 0.9 0.5 3.6 4.3 1.3 0.6 
1937 11.2 3.0 0.8 0.5 3.4 4.7 0.6 0.5 
1938 12.3 3.0 0.9 0.7 3.6 6.1 0.8 0.7 

• U.S.A. (Including Alaska), Canada, Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre & Mlquelon. 
11 America1 other than " North America " as defined above. 

Export.a from • . 
., 

.:1.!1 .9 
IS ~ 

:1>. o>.!l " ~:!! " :1'3 "'"' ~ !HI a a "" ~~ ~~ << 
I • • • l 

58.9 49.8 82.1 21.2 67.5 
66.1 53.1 91.9 22.9 69.8 
60.6 51.7 76.6 25.6 71.5 
47.1 53.8 73.9 24.6 67.1 
50.2 56.2 74.3 26.9 69.9 
51.9 . 77.7 19.6 74.9 

12.1 13.1 10.6 13.7 4.6 
10.0 9.0 3.5 13.1 4.8 
8.4 11.0 13.1 24.4 3.7 

10.2 10.4 14.3 27.1 7.9 
8.0 11.9 15.5 28.4 13.0 
7.9 . 9.3 l1.8 8.3 

11.9 4.6 6.5 0.1 0.3 
8.6 3.7 3.7 0.0 o. 2 
6.9 3.2 8.1 0.5 0.1 
5.9 3.2 9.6 0.4 0.1 
7.2 2.8 8.5 0.3 0. 2 
8.0 . 11.3 0.3 0.3 

8.5 3.8 0.6 0.0 4.4 
8.4 4.0 0.5 3.3 1.8 

18.6 4.7 0.7 3.4 1.1 
33.9 3.9 0.6 3.5 1.0 
29.6 3.8 0.4 2.3 0.9 
27.4 . 0.5 2.3 1.2 

7.8 26.6 0.2 64.9 19.2 
6.4 26.8 0.3 60.4 19.8 
4.7 27.1 1.4 45.6 18.9 
2.6 26.5 1.6 43.4 19.0 
4.4 23.3 1.2 41.3 10.9 
4.1 . 1.1 65.4 9.1 

0.8 2.1 0.0 0.1 4.0 
0.5 3.4 0.1 0.3 3.6 
0.8· 2.3 0.1 0.5 4.7 
0.3 2.2 0.0 1.0 4.9 
0.6 2.0 0.1 0.8 5.1 
0.7 . 

I 
0.1 0.6 6.2 

• Of whicn, to Ireland : 
1929 = 4.9; 1931 = 7.8; 1932 = 7.1 ; 1933 = 5.2; 1934 = 4.9; 1935 = 4.8; 1936 = 4.8; 1937 = 4.1; 1938 ~ 4.3. 

4 Ottlclally corrected figures, for Europe and North America "based on the assumption ... that all the grain reported aa 
exported ~to Canada is actually destined for Europe ••, show (c?. Trade Information Bulletin, Nos. 602, 684, 749 and 808 and 
Stalislicaf Abstract oflhe United Slates, /934, page 420) : 

1929 1931 1932 1933 1934 
Europe • • • • • • • • • • • 45.6 49.4 48.9 50.9 44.6 
North America • • • • • • • • 17.4 16.2 15.1 12.7 14.3 

• General trade. 
• Including war reparations deliveries in kind (1929-1932); excluding trade with Austria. 
• Up to Aprll Ist, 1937, including Burma; thereafter, trade ollndia with countries other than Burma. 
• From 1. VII.82, excluding trade of Manchurian ports. 
• Including bnllion and specie. Yeara ending June 80th. 
SA 
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The decline in the United States trade with Germany is reflected in that recorded 
for the share of North America in Germany's trade-from 15.6% of imports in 1929 to 
9.1% in 1938, and from 8% of expor~s in 1929 to 3.3% in 1938.. . . 

The firnres for German trade With Europe conceal large discrepancies, particularly 
between the industrialised creditor countries, which represent the chief markets for 
German goods, and the countries of South~astern Europe. While ~he. aggregate 
share of Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Roumama, Turkey and Yugoslavia m German 
imports rose from 7.2% in 1934 to 12% in 1938, that of other European countries fell 
from 51.4% to 44.4%. Similarly, while the share of the six countries mentioned in 
German exports rose from 5.5% in 1934 to 13.2% in 1938, that of other European coun
tries fell from 71.7% to 57.5%. Attention should also be paid to the rapid development 
of German exports to Latin America. · 

The changes that occurred in the continental distribution of French imports in 
1938 were due largely to heavier purchases of mineral oils from the United States, of 
wine from Algeria and of wool from Australia. 

The heavy increase in the share of Asia in the trade of Japan as well as China must 
be attributed to the collapse of trade of both these countries with countries outside the 
" yen bloc ".1 

Disinlegralion of World Trade through the Formation of Economic Groups of Countries. 

In the last few editions of this publication, recent changes in the geographical 
distribution of trade have been examined from various points of view and illustrated 
by tables which bring out certain current trends more clearly than figures concerning the 
continental distribution of trade. It may be useful, in this edition, to supply some data 
with reference to the relative increase in trade between certain big industrial countries 
and such raw-material-producing countries as are bound to them by political ties or 
otherwise dominated by their influence. In the first instance, the increase in " inter
imperial " trade enters into account. It is illustrated by the following table, showing 
the percentage shares in the trade of the mother countries with the dominions, colonies, 
protectorates, etc., attached to them. 

SBARB OP " EMPIRE TRADE .. IN TBB TRADB OP CERTAIN COUNTRIES 

Trade of Share of 
Imports I Exports 

1929 II932 II935 IJI938 I929 II932 II935 II938 

Uriited Kingdom a British Commonwealth, colo-
% % % % % % % % 

nies,protectorates,etc. 30.2 36.4 39.0 41.9 44.4 45.4 47.6 49.9 
United States • Philippines 2.9 6.1 4.7 4.8 1.6 2.8 2.3 2.8 
France . . . . French colonies, protectorates 

and mandated territories 12.0 20.9 25.8 27.1 18.8 31.5 31.6 27.5 
Belgium . . . • Belgian Congo 3.9 3.8 7.3 8.3 2.6 1.3 1.0 1.9 
Netherlands • . • Netherlands oversea territories 5.5 5.0 7.2 8.8 9.4 5.9 5.7 10.7 
Italy • • . . . • Italian colonies and Ethiopia 0.5 1.1 1.9 1.8 2.1 3.6 14.3 23.3 
Portugal . . . . Portuguese oversea territories 7.9 10.4 8.2 10.2 12.7 13.9 12.3 12.2 

• General trade. 

~t is particularly in the larger groups-the British Commonwealth and the French 
Em~Ire-tha.t the share of the total trade of the mother country with the rest of the 
~mp1re, pa~Icularly as regards the imports, has grown most ; but the same tendency 
IS reflected m. t~e fi~res for the United States, Belgium and the Netherlands. In the 
case of Italy, 1t 1s chiefly exports to her oversea territories that have developed : between 
1929 and 1938, they rose from 2% to 23% of the total. 
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!h~ r~lative increase in trade within these groups has been contributed to not only 
by disCrimmatory measur~s but ~lso by the fact ~hat the countries of each group have the 
same currency •. <?r currenCies.which have been hnked to each other. _The importance of 
monetary stability ~ay b~ Illustrated by the fact that, besides the British Common
wealth, ot~er countnes.which a.re generally classed as belonging to the" sterling bloc" 
have also mcreased their share m the trade of the United Kingdom : 

Imports I Exports 

1929 1 1932 I 
1935 I 1938 1929 1 I932 1 1935 

I 
I938 

Percentage share in the trade 
United Kingdom of : 

of the 

(i) British Commonwealth, protec-
torates, etc . . . . . . . . 30.2 36.4 39.0 41.9 44.4 45.4 47.6 49.9 

(ii) Countries of the " sterling 
bloc" not included in (i) a • 12.0 13.2 12.5 12.8 7.4 9.8 11.5 11.7 

(iii) Other countries . . . . . . . 57.8 50.4 48.5 45.3 48.2 44.8 40.9 38.4 

• Sweden, Norway, Fmland, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Latvia, Portugal, Siam, Iraq. 

Figures may further be giv:en showing the increase in the share of Eastern Asia 
in Japanese trade and of South-Eastern Europe and Latin America in German trade : 

SHARE OP CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN THE TRADB OF JAPAN AND GBIUlANY 

Imports I Exports 
Trade or Share or 

1193211935 11938 1929 11932 II935 II938 1929 

Japan _• Korea and Formosa • 
% % % % % % % % . . . . . . . . 12.3 26.2 24.1 30.0 16.8 21.6 23.4 32.9 

Kwantung. . . . . . . . . 6.0 4.0 0.8 1.6 4.8 6.8 9.2 13.7 
Manchuria. . . . . . . . . 1.9 2.7 5.9 9.0 2.5 1.5 3.9 8.1 
Rest of China . . . . . . . 5.8 4.0 4.1 4.4 10.9 7.3 4.6 8.0 

Germany . . . . Six countries of South-Eastern 
Europe b • . . . . . . . 4.5 5.5 10.1 12.0 5.0 3.9 7.7 13.2 

Latin America . . . . . . . 12.2 11.2 14.5 15.6 7.8 4.3 9.5 11.5 

• The trade of Japan with Korea and Formosa is not included in Japanese trade returns, but has been estimated on the 
basis of the trade statistics of these territories and included in tbe figures employed for the above calculattons.-The figurea 
refer to general trade. 

b Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Rou.mania, Turkey, Yugoslavia. 

This table illustrates even more strikingly the redistribution of trade. Between 
1935 and 1938, the share in Japan's exports of the countries falling within her special 
sphere of influence rose from 41% to 63% and that of German exports to South-Eastern 
Europe and Latin America from 17% to 25%. 

The tables reflect a disintegration of world economy through the formation of eco
nomic groups which, in their trade, tend to detach themselves from each other. 

Before these tendencies towards disintegration were felt, the production of goods 
entering into foreign trade was determined on the whole by a comp~tition that was 
worldwide in scope. Though the notion of the " world market " has not yet disappeared, 
a growing share of the trade that is carried on within the various political or economic 
groups is based on prices that exceed world market prices or, owing to the uncertainty 
prevailing with reference to the exchange value of currencies regulated by exchange 
control, bear no exact relation to such prices. Certain of the bigger economic groups are 
striving to become self-contained, at least in certain manufactured goods and staple 
products of great importance, and international specialisation is being reduced. 

The tendencies under review may be further illustrated by figures showing the 
balances of trade of the larger creditor countries considered in the first of the above tables 
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with the countries inside and outside the political groups to whic.h they belong. For 
the convenience of the reader, these balances have been converted mto gold dollars and 
brought together in table form. 

BALANCES OF IMPORTS (-) OR ExPORTS ( +) OP CERTAIN CREDITOR COUNTRIES 

$ (OOO,OOO"s) gold 

1929 I 1932 I 1935 I 1938 

United . i with the British Commonwealth, 
55 -248 -202 -362 colonies, protectorates, etc. . -Kingdom with other countries • . . • . -1,803 -749 -599 -758 

united I with the Philippines . . . . . - 40 - 36 - 26 - 24 
States with other countries . . . . . + 882 +324 + 165 + 669 

{ 
with French colonies, protector-

96 1 20 70 France ales and mandated territories + - - -
with other countries . . . . . - 412 -395 -195 -196 

I with Belgian Congo . . . . . . - 13 - 8 - 17 - 22 
Belgium with other countries . . . . . - 91 - 31 - 10 - 2 

Netherlands { 
with Netherlands oversea terri-

4 tories. . . . . .. . . . . . + 14 - 6 - 12 -
with other countries . . . . . - 321 -177 - 93 -118 

The outstanding fact illustrated by this table is the disparity between the movement 
of the trade balances of the creditor countries with their oversea territories, etc., on the 
one hand, and with the rest of the world on the other. While the passive balance of the 
United Kingdom with the British Commonwealth, British colonies, etc., increased 
between 1929 and 1938 by $307 million gold, that with other countries declined by 
over $1 milliard gold. A similar tendency is noticeable in the case of the other countries.1 

For all the five creditor countries taken together, the balances with their oversea 
territories became more passive by $484 million gold, and those with other countries more 
active by $1,340 million gold. 

This movement of balances has, of course, occasioned a corresponding change in the 
balances of the dominions and overse~ territories. The following examples may suffice 
as illustration. Australia's trade with the United Kingdom which, in the economic 
year 19'>..8-29, had resulted in a deficit of £2.3 million sterling, showed a surplus of £28.5 
million sterling in 1937-38; in her trade with other countries, on the other hand, a surplus 
of £2.4 million sterling in 1928-29 was changed to a deficit of £10.4 million sterling in 
1937-38. India's trade with the United Kingdom resulted in a deficit of 374 million 
rupees in 1929, but in a surplus of 121 million rupees in 1937; 8 meanwhile, the surplus 
of her trade with other countries fell from 355 million rupees in 1929 to 252 million in 
1937. Algeria's balance with France changed from a deficit of 1,745 million francs in 
1929 to a surplus of 434 million in 1937,2 but her trade balance with other countries 
did not change very considerably (it resulted in a deficit of 236 million francs in 1929 and 
184 million in 1937). Of an increase in the aggregate trade sur!plus of the Netherlands 
Indies by 60 million gulden between 1929 and 1938, the Netherlands accounts for over 
two-thirds, though the share of the Netherlands in her aggregate trade is less than 20%. 
The trade balance of the Belgian Congo with Belgium changed from a deficit of146 million 
francs in 1929 to a surplus of 1,430 million in 1937, chiefly on account of a large rise in 
exports to the mother-country ; the change in the balance with other countries, though 

h, .... ~ Tbifough the United Ststes balance with the Ph!Hpplnes, recorded In gold dollars, was lower In 1938 than In 1929, It was 
...... recorded in current dollars. 

'Ffiures by eountrtes for 1938 are not available at the time of wrltin(l'. 
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working in the same direction, was comparatively small (there was a deficit of 353 million 
francs in 1929 and 80 million in 1937). 

When interpreting these changes in trade balances account must be taken of the 
fact that the non-industrial countries within the resp~ctive " empires " are indebted 
to their mother-countries and normally have to meet the payments due for the service 
of thei~ de~ts ~y the aid ~f _an excess of e~ports over imports. The production of these 
countries IS highly specialised, and their exports-and accordingly their surplus of 
ex~orts-have a n~tural tendency to spread over ·a wide range of industrial countries 
besi~es those to whiCh the debts are due. The transfer of the debt payments is rendered 
possible by an excess of exports of these raw-material-producing countries either in 
their trade with the respective creditor countries or with countries which in 'their turn 
have a_n e~cess of ~xports to. the ?r~ditor countries. . Prac~ically all important trading 
countries, Irrespective of their political and geographical situation are involved in this 
system of triangular and multilateral trade. ' 

During the early part of the depression, the amounts that had to be transferred in 
such a roundabout way in many cases increased on account of the partial suspension of 
capital exports to the raw-material countries, and the manufacturing industries of the 
creditor countries found themselves exposed at once to the loss of foreign markets and 
increased foreign competition on the home market. Other disturbances set in and 
contributed to bring about changes in the commercial and monetary policy of the creditor 
countries by which their imports of manufactured goods were limited or reduced. The 
raw-material countries were thus to an increasing degree thrown back upon their trade 
with the mother-countries for the transfer of payments in service of their debts, and 
certain of the industrial countries involved in the multilateral transfer found the markets 
for their goods reduced and therewith also their possibility of acquiring the currency 
they needed for the purchase of primary products. 

The difficulties certain of these countries experienced in financing their imports of 
primary products thus appear due to the disorganisation of the· system of multilateral 
trade. A bird's eye view of certain of the disturbances in question is afforded by 
Diagram 9, showing the ways of transfer to the United Kingdom as revealed by bilateral 
trade balances in 1929, 1934 and 1938. The diagram should be studied in conjunction 
with the explanatory note given after it, and particular attention should be paid to the 
relative increase between 1929 and 1938 in the import balance of the United Kingdom 
from the group" Other countries", representing chiefly non-industrial countries in which 
the bulk of the foreign investments of the United Kingdom are located. 

No distinction has been made in this diagram between the British dominions, colonies 
etc., and other countries included in the group "Other countries", but it is significant 
that the total increase between 1929 and 1938 of £101 million in the debit balance of the 
United Kingdom with the last-mentioned group is due wholly to "British countries ".1 

Germany affords a further illustration of the difficulties caused by this disorganisation 
of multilateral trade. In 1929, Germany had a large excess of exports to the European 
creditor countries other than the United Kingdom, which she used to purchase primary 
products coming from elsewhere. Since 1934, Germany's reduced surplus with the 
credit'or countries is largely earmarked, through clearing agreements, for the service of 
debts, and her exports have, to an increasing degree, been directed to non-industrial 
eountries in bilateral exchange for primary products, more particularly to countries of 
South-Eastern Europe and Latin'America. But owing to'the re-orientation of her trade, 
Germany has not profited as much as would have been possible from the increased market 
for manufactured goods in certain creditor countries since the years 1933-1934. Thus, 
as Diagram 9 shows, there occurred, between 1934 and 1938, a rise in the imports surplus. 
of the United Kingdom from the United States as well as the group " Ten European 
countries", but not in the import surplus of that group or of the United Kingdom from 
Germany. 

1 The United Kingdom·s trade deficit. with British countries rose from £11.3 million in 1929 to £125.5 million in 1938, or 
by £114.2 million. 
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Diagram 9. 

WAYS 0 ,. TRANsFER TO mB UrnTBD KINGDOK, AS BBVBALBD BY BILATERAL TRADE BALANCE&, 

IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS STERLING, IN 1929, 1934 AND 1938 

1929 

1934 

1936 

• Auttrta, Belgium, Czecho.Siovakla, Denmark, Finland, 'France, Netherland!, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. 

Note to Diagram 9. - The figures represent the balances of trade, calculated in millions of 
pounds sterling, between five countries or groups of countries : (i) United Kingdom ; (ii) a group 
or ten European countries--namely, Austria1 .Belgium, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Sw1tzerland; (iii) Germany; (iv) the United States; 
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(v) all other countries. T~e balances are calculated according to the trade statistics of the partner 
shown to the left of the diagram-e.g., that between Germany and the United States accordin 
to th~ German trade returns. Where. use had to be made of the United States trade return~ 
(that 1s, ~nly for trade ~etween the Umted States and" Other countries") 10% was added to the 
!"ecorded 1mpo~t value_m order to account for freight and insurance (as the United States shows 
Imports !J.t tr!mr value m tl_Ie ~?!mtry of provenance). All the balances, except that of the United 
~ta~es With Other countries m 1938, are passive-that is, they serve the transfer in the direction 
m~1~ate.d by the arrows, froi_II the group "Other countries", where are localised over 90% of the 
~r1tish mvestments and a high proportion of the investments of the creditor countries mcluded 
m the group " Ten European countries". 

Tho_ugh it has not been p_ossible to include balances on account of international business 
t~Cansactl!'ns o~her than. trade m ~oo?s, as, for these, complete statistics are not available, the 
dmgram Is believed to giVe a true md1cation of the chief ways of transfer to the United Kingdom 
and certain other European creditor countries. 

The disorganis~tion of t.riangular and multilateral trade is reflected by the relative increase 
of the balances servmg the direct transfer from the group " Other countries " to the United King
dom and" Ten E_urope~n countries" .. While, in 1929, o_nly £117 million, or 30.6%, of the import 
surplus of the Umted Kmgdom resulted from her trade With" Other countries" the corresponding 
figure for 1938 w_as ~21~ million, or 56.3% .. Similarly, of the import surplus ~f the group " Ten 
European countries with Germany, the Umted States and " Other countries" the latter group 
accounted for £119 million, or 36.3%, in 1929 but £133 million, or 53.4%, in 1938. 

" The di.stribution by countries of world production-determined- mainly by trade during 
past generations-as well as the geographical position and climatic conditions of the various 
producing and consumi~g centres, render it necessary for many countries to import from markets 
other than those in which they sell their products. But it is not easy for individual countries 
or groups of countries in the long run to oppose an approach to bilateralism which is supported 
by others. The equalisation of trade balances in certam directions entails a similar equalisation 
in others 1". 

The disintegration of world trade through the formation of economic groups reflects 
the measures of trade and currency control through which countries have endeavoured 
to avert the effect of the disturbances in their international account that became manifest 
during the early part of the trade depression. There is no clear indication that this 
disintegration was offset to a great extent by the improvement in trading conditions 
during the period 1933-1937. It was rather during this period that the tendencies in 
question became fully evident, in spite of the alleviation of the transfer problem that 
resulted from the absorption by creditor countries of increasing quantities of goods. 
But the decline in the imports of several creditor countries in 1938, the deterioration 
in the terms of trade of agricultural countries and the resulting prominence given to the 
transfer problem gave new impetus to the tendencies of disintegration of world trade. 

In the shelter of the new trade and currency regulations there has grown up a range 
of vested interests which, together with considerations of a political nature, block the 
way to the restoration of a world market, in the wide sense of the word, to which all 
countries have admittance as sellers and buyers. Yet it is obvious that the natural 
conditions of production, particularly of primary goods, are so different, and the 
advantages of a developed specialisation accordingly so high, that an efficient utilisation 
of world resources depends upon the multilateral exchange of goods. No division of the 
world, however ingeniously made, into self-containecl groups could be made without 
detriment to the majority of countries. . 

The exposition would be incomplete without a reference to the forces working for 
the abolition of trade discriminations and counteracting the tendencies described aoove. 
Of great significance are the commercial agreements concluded by the United Sta~s 
with a wide range of countries and automatically extended to almost all other countries 
under the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause. At the time of writing, the 
full effect of two of these agreements-those with the United Kingdom and Canada
which, in view of the volume of the trade they regulate, are amongst the most 
important, has not yet been felt. Certam concessions granted under these agreements, 
which were concluded in November 1938-for instance, the abolition of the duty levied by 

• Cf, Svenska Handelsbankens Ind..:, for August 1935, wbich gives an account or certain factors involved in tbo chang01 
under review. 
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Diagram 10. 

UNITED STATES : ANNUAL MOVEKBNT OP TRADE BALANCES 
IN I (OOO,OOO's) 

General Trade. 

A: Balance of total trade ; 
B : Balance wit.h t.he United Kingdom ; 
0 : Balance with British :Malaya and India ; 
D : Balance with other countries. 

the United Kingdom on foreign wheat
involved the reduction or removal of 
preferences which the Dominions and 
India had enjoyed in the United Kingdom 
market, and certain preferences enjoyed 
by the United Kingdom in Canada were 
also reduced. The Anglo-American 
Agreement covers trade with the British 
Colonial Empire and thus takes account 
of the position of the United States as 
an intermediary in the transfer of the 
service of British investments, which is 
apparent from Diagram 9. As the 
United States provides a large market 
for rubber and tin from British Malaya, 
she has a considerable import balance 
in her trade with that country. As is 
shown in Diagram 10, the variations 
in this balance, together with a smaller 
import balance of the United States 
trade with India, have offset to a 
remarkable extent the corresponding 
variations in the United States export 
balance in her trade with the United 
Kingdom. The movement of the respec
tive balances in the same direction 
from 1937 to 1938 was determined by 
the exceptional conditions prevailing in 
the United States trade in the last
mentioned year. 

Remarks on the Relationship between the Prices . and the Quantities 
of Goods entering into Trade. 

In the preceding pages, mention has been frequently made of the relationship 
existing between changes during the past few years in the prices and quantities of goods 
entering into trade. It may be helpful to consider this relationship in a more general 
way. As it is not possible to give anything like a complete exposition of this question 
in a few pages, the analysis will be confined to certain simple facts of primary importance. 

Varialions in Total World Trade due to Changes in Demand. 

Reference to Diagram 1 1 shows that, during the early years of the depression, a 
decline occurred in the prices as well as in the quantum of world trade. Gold prices 
continued to fall until 1935, while the quantum of trade was lowest in 1932 and 1933. 
The sterling prices of trade, which, since 1931, have been more significant than the gold 
prices, were lowest in 1933 and have followed the quantum movement rather closely. 
Between 1933 and 1937, the curves for both rose steadily, and, in 1938, both declined. 

. S!nce changes in demand normally cause prices and quantities to move in the same 
di~ecbon, whereas changes in supply normally make them move in opposite directions, 
th1s parallelism between the movement of the indices of the price and quantum of world 

• Cf. pqe 9. 
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tra~e ~uri~g the past ten years suggests that the major changes were connected with 
variations m the world demand.l 

These changes in demand undoubtedly emanated from the industrialised countries 
an~ there are strong r~asons for believing that they were, as a rule, initiated by th~ 
Umted States. There IS usually a marked positive correlation between the movement 
of ~h~ quantum. of £!nited States imports of raw materials and the prices of such materials, 
This 1~ natural m view ?f the fact that the U~ited States is the foremost importer of raw 
matenals and that h~r I~po~ts of such matenals usually show greater fluctuations than 
~h~se of the other prmcipalimporters. The movement of the prices of raw materials, 
m Its turn, determmes that of manufactured articles not only because of the direct 
effect upon the ·cost of production, but also becaus~ the demand for manufactured 
articles in the world market is a function of the proceeds of sales of primary products 
by non-industrial countries. 

Diagram 11 shows the connection between Diagram II. 

the quantum and the price of United States UNrTEo STATEs , QuARTERLY MoVEMENT OF 

imports of raw materials since the beginning of IMPoRTs o• RAw MATERIALS (1923-1925 - IOOJ 
1935. The failure of prices to fall as much between 
the middle of 1937 and the middle of 1938 as A : Quantum (scale left); a: Price (scale right) 

might have been expected from the movement of QIJANTuM 

the curves during the preceding years must be A 

attributed to the fact that the quantum of raw 120 

materials imported by other chief industrial 
countries fell comparatively little during the period 
in question (that of Germany increased). 

If one or a few countries increase their pur
chases of certain products and the world market 

KlX- PRtCf.::.O 

a 

50 

40 

prices of these products rise accordingly, it would 30 

be natural to expect that, in reaction to this 1 1 • " 1 • • " 1 , • " 1 1 • " 1 -

increase in price, other countries would reduce 1935 1936 1937 19311 39 !:l~ 
their purchases, and vice versa. Though such 
reactions occasionally occur in the case of individual articles, there is usually a 
strong tendency for the quantum of imports and exports of different countries to 
move in the same direction, though naturally by no means at the same rate. This 
would appear to be due to the close relationship existing between imports and exports 
and the facility with which favourable and unfavourable influences spread through trade 
movements from country to country. Thus, if the United States considerably increases 
her purchases of raw materials, the exports of raw-material countries, and accordingly 
the ability of these countries to buy foreign goods, increase and thus cause a rise in the 
exports of manufacturing countries, which eventually leads to an increased demand for 
raw materials also on the part of countries other than the United States. 

Influence of Supply on the Distribution of Trade by Groups of Articles. 

If the aggregate movements of the price and the quantum of world trade (and to 
some extent also of the trade in particular articles and of particular countries) are 
determined by changes in world demand, closer inspection of the figures clearly indicates 
that supply conditions play an important part in the distribution of trade by articles 
and countries. 

The distribution of world trade between three chief groups of articles (foodstuffs, 
raw materials and manufactured articles) may be considered first. The movement of 
the price and quantum indices for these groups (as given in Annex I) since 1929 are shown 

1 Naturally, such a conclusion holds true only if there was, on the whole, a parallelism between the movement of the pricea 
nnd quantities of individual articles and not only between the movement of price and quantum indices. There is. however, 
every reason to believe that the former was the case. (Theoretica1Iy. a simultaneous rise--or tall-in the price and quantum 
indices may be due to cbawtes in the price of certain articles and in the quantity of others.) _ t 
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in Diagram 12. The simultaneous fall in the curves for the price and the quantum of 
each group during the early years of the depression, ~he subsequent rise u~ to 1937 and 
the decline in 1938 reflect the influence of the changes m world demand considered above. 

Diagram 12. 
A.II&OLVTB MOVEMENTS OF THE Pmcs AND QUANTUM INDICES .FOR WORLD TRADE, BY GROUPS OF COMMODITIES· 

A : Quantum; B : Price (in gold). 

DeNR£E5 AUMDITAIR£5 
FOODSTUFfS 

ARTICLfS MANUfACTURes 
MANUFACTURED ARTICLE$ 

1929 ao 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 1929 ao 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 1929 ao 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

80 

60 

40 

SON 9207 

The amplitude of the movements differs, however, for each group. In order to 
study the interplay between the price and quantum movements (apart from those caused 
by the changes in world demand), it is expedient to consider how the quantum and prices 
of goods belonging to each group have moved in relation to the quantum and the prices 
of total world trade. For this purpose, the price and quantum indices for the three 
groups have been divided by the corresponding indices for total world trade and the 
quotients plotted in Diagram 13. The horizontal line in each subdivision of the diagram 
thus represents two distinct trend curves superimposed on each other : (a) the world 
trade price indices, and (b) the world trade quantum indices. 

Diagram 11. 
\ RBLATIVB lfOVEJIEl"TS OF THB PRICB AND QUANTUK INDICES FOR WORLD TRADE, BY GROUPS OP' COMMODITIES 

A : Quantum ; B : Price. 
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0EHREEs ALIMENTAI!lfS 
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MATIERE& BRUTES 
RAW MATERIALS 
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MANUFACTURED ARTICLES 
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Nok.-Tbo <DI'V"!' repr .. ~nt the m~ement oflndl_ceo ofthe price and quantum of world trade In articles belonging to the 
three groupo In qUOition, divided by lndlceo of the pnce and quantum of world trade as a whole. 

It is found that the prices of foodstuffs and raw materials have declined relatively 
to the prices of all goods entering into international trade since 1929 while the quantum 
of these two groups of commodities have increased relatively to th~ quantum of trade 
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as a 'Yhole. Exactly the revers~ is true of manufactured goods. Up to 1932 or 1933, 
the discrepancy between the price and quantum movements widened for each group · 
thereafter, l!P to 193? inclusive, the discrepancy was reduced. In the case of manu: 
factured artlcles, the mverse correlation between price and quantum movements is very 
striking.1 

If t~e price~ for manl!factured articles rise in relation to those of primary products, 
the non-mdustna~ countries .have to export a greater quantity of primary products in 
exe:hange .for a ~1Ven q?anttty of manufactured articles ; hence the quantum of these 
artlcles Will fall m. relatwn to the quantum of total trade. But even disregarding the 
effec~ of c~ang~s m t~e harte~ terms of trade, it is natural that if certain goods rise 
relattve~y m price, their share m the quantum of trade will decline. 

This tendency has some bearing upon the changes in the recent orientation of 
production in countries of a different structure. Obviously the changes in price relations 
on the world market, unless counteracted by measures' of commercial or monetary 
policy, have been accompanied by similar changes in national markets. The relative 
increase in the price of manufactured goods is thus likely to have upset the previous 
equilibrium between primary and manufacturing production, and thus to have favoured 
the development of industry at the expense of agriculture in all countries. It follows 
that the industrialisation of agricultural countries that has actually occurred cannot be 
attributed only to their policy of industrial protection. No similar conclusion can be 
drawn with reference to the increased agricultural production in certain industrialised 
countries, as changes in price relationships, if left to themselves, would have discouraged 
the development of agricultural production in these countries. 

Influence of Supply on the Distribution of Trade by Countries. 

It would be easy to show, in a way similar to that employed when considering 
trade by groups of articles, that the geographical distribution of trade is a function of 
its price-that is, that the quantum of trade (imports or exports) by countries has 
expanded in relation to total world trade where prices have fallen in relation to total 
trade, and vice versa. Such a relationship between pri'ce and quantum movements 
would, however, result simply from the fact that goods belonging to the three groups 
considered above enter in different proportions into the imports (or exports) of different 
countries. If one wishes to go beyond the analysis already made, one has therefore 
to consider the geographical distribution of trade within each of the three categories 
considered above. 

. In Diagram 14 is shown the movement of the price and quantum of manufactured 
articles imported and exported by five principal industrialised countries in relation to 
the price and quantum, not of total world trade, but of the group of ma~ufactured 
articles entering into world trade.•. As the basic indices for different count~ies do not 
refer strictly to the same categories of goods (they are elaborated accordi!lg to the 
national classifications applied by the countries concerned), it cannot be claim~d t~at 
they give more than a rough indication of the connection between the changes m price 
and quantum. . . . . 

When interpreting the different movements of the pnce curves m this diagra!ll, 
it should be considered that different countries buy in the world market at the same pnce 
for a given article, at least if differences due to freights and discriminatory trea~ment 
are disregarded. The actual discrepancies between the price curves must, accordmgly, 
be attributed chiefly to the dissimilarity in the distribution of the group " Manu-

t Between 1937 and 1938, the curves for price and quantum, for manufact~e~ a~ticles as wen as raw materials, M4?~d In 
the same direction. Account should be taken, however, of the fact that the basic mdices for 1938, which are only provtstonal, 
may be slightly erroneous. 

1 Similar diagrams were also drawn up for the trade in foodstuffs and raw materials of the countries in question but are 
not reproduced for lack of space and since they, on the whole, only confirm the conclusions that might be drawn from 
Diagram i4. · 
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Diagram 14. 

RBLATIVB MOVEMENTS OP THB PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES FOR 

TRADB rN MANUFACTURED ARTrcLBs oF FIVB CouNTRIES 

---Quantum ---- Prix- Price 

IMPORTATIONS EXPORTATIONS r---~~~~~~~~ ~----~~~~~~--,140 140 
ROVAUME ·UN I· UNITED KIN6DOM 

120 120 

factured articles" between different 
commodities and qualities, and, to 
some extent, the changes in this 
distribution during the period 
considered. 

The interaction between the 
relative price and quantum move
ments depends, in the case of 
imports, upon the foreign supply 
and the domestic demand, and, in 

>ooi-L..,-.. -------d-~::a.;~:::::::~::::-:::_:;:_~- - •oo the case of exports, upon the 
' ........ '-'' domestic supply and the foreign 

80 ' .... _____ .. 8o demand.l In either case, supply 
LL-JL-L----'---1..--'---'---'---L.....J L-L-l'-'----'----'--'---'--....L..-'---' reactions are reflected in a nega-

•20 ETATS·UNIS ·USA. 120 
tive, and demand reactions in 
a positive, correlation between the 
price and quantum curves. The 
correlation may not be annual, and 

80 80 more attention should be paid to 
the general position of the curves 

60 6o in relation to the horizontal (100-) 
c....__,__,__.___.__...__,___.'--'-_J L--'--'-J...:.L....I---L-'-....L......I........I line than to their annual movements. 
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The preponderance of supply 
reactions is stressed by the fact 
that, where the prices are high (in 
relation to world prices represented 
by that line), the quantum is 
generally low arid vice versa, a fact 

80 that applies to imports as well as 
exports. The chief exceptions to 

60 
this rule, and certain of the cases 

~___.__.__,__,__.__.__._~L...J L--L.-J--'----'---1..--'-....L..-'-..L..J 40 where there is an annual posi ti vde 
correlation, will be commente 
upon below. 

80 

60 

•40 140 

120 

In the case of imports, the 
part played by the cheapness of 
the foreign supply determining the 
quantum of imports is most evident 
in the case of Germany, France and 
Italy. In the case of the United 

8 ° Kingdom, the import price was 
relatively low, and the import 60

·L...J'--'---'--'---'--'-.1.-L....I-l L....L..-'---'-'--''--'---'-~!.L.J 60 quantum- relatively high, during 
the whole period considered ; but 

80 

120 ITAUE-ITALV 120 annual movements, and particularly 
the rise in both the price and the 
quantum curves from 1933 to 1935, 
reflect the influence of the United ' ,_ 

8o Kingdom demand upon the prices 

... ____ , .. , 
'---

1929 30 31 32 33 34 3S 36 37 36 1929 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 .~~ 
L--------------------~o:o;''J::t'• 1 The supply and "demand here considered are 

those exerclsed in the world market. It, for 
example, the quantities available for export from 
a Riven country increase~ on account of the 
reOuction in the domestic demand, thfa change Is 
re~arded aa an )ncrease In the supply of export 
goods. 

-c JVot..-Tbo eurveo repreoent the movement'!oQprlceandquantum 
llldlaa for importe and n:porta of manufactured~rtlcJes of the countries 
In queotion, divided by tbe price and quantum lndiceo for such articles 
in total world .wade. 
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of the manufactured goods she imports-an influence which is natural in view of the 
fact that the United ~ingdom is the world's chief importer of manufactured articles. 
!n the. case of the Umted St~tes, too, ~h~ influence of the domestic demand upon prices 
IS no~Iceab~e, though rather ~n the positiOn of both the curves below the horizontal line 
th~n m their annual movements .. The United State.s comes next to the United Kingdom 
a_s Importer of manufactured articles, an_d the relatively heavy decline in her purchases 
smce 1929 appears to have made the prices of the manufactured goods she imports fall 
more than world prices of manufactured goods in general. 

The export curves (shown on the right) permit of drawing certain conclusions 
concerning the geographical distribution of trade. The tendency of the price and 
quantum curves for exports to move in opposite directions indicates that the cheaper 
a country sells its manufactured prOducts, the greater the share it can capture of the world 
market for such products. The conclusion is worth stressing, as the various disturbances 
of trade in recent years on account of new methods of commercial policy have concealed 
to a certain extent the influence of prices upon the distribution of trade. But, though the 
cheapness of supply is the predominant factor, some cases of an influence of foreign demand 
suggested by the diagram may be considered. 

Thus, though the United States exports of manufactured articles have fallen in 
price since 1929 (in relation to the prices of such articles in general), they have been 
relatively lower in quantum than in that year. It would appear that, particularly 
during the early· part of the depression, there was a relatively heavy decline in the 
world market for certain manufactured goods exported by the United States (for example, 
machinery and motor-cars). With the general improvement in economic conditions in 
recent years, this demand has again increased and the quantity exported has risen, in 
spite of the fact that United States export prices have moved parallel with world market 
prices for manufactured goods. The·rise in both the German relative export price and 
export quantum in 1930 and 1931 appears to be due to the heavy foreign demand for 
German goods in these years dictated by the desire of creditor countries to withdraw 
from Germany short-term funds which threatened to bec'ome blocked there. The 
fall in both the price and the quantum curves for France for 1936 and 1937 may be 
explained by the facts that the depreciation of the franc failed to affect exports to the 
French oversea territories (with franc currency) which have recently occupied a predomi
nant position in French trade, and that foreign purchases were postponed in anticipation 
of a continued reduction in the value of the franc. 

Limitation of Price Compelilion. 

It might at first blush seem reasonable to infer from the conclusions reached above 
that if a country-for example, by means of currency depreciation or subventions to 
exporters-finds it possible to bring down its export prices lower than those of other 
countries, it could gain an almost unlimited competitive advan~ge in its forei~ trade. 
Such an inference would be erroneous, however, as no country IS fit for producmg more 
than certain goods in competition with other countries and the world market for each 
individual article-in the commercial sense of the word-is so limited that a heavy price 
reduction may frequently fail to produce a considerable increase in the quantity. 

Countries exposed to difficulties in their foreign trade are therefore not always 
able to attain a better equilibrium by reducing the prices of their old export produ~ts, 
but frequently have to increas~ the range of the goods .to be ~old. !he pressure t? which 
numerous agricultural countries have been exposed m their foreign trade durmg the 
past ten years therefore helps to explain the redu.ced ~pecialisat~on of the e~por~s of 
such countries, of which numerous examples were given m a table m the precedmg Issue 
of this publication.1 

Among industrialised countries, Japan affords an example of the same phenomena. 

• lievlew of World Trade, 1937, pa11e 73. 
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Diagratn$ IS-17. 

WoRLD ExPoRTS oP JI..INSEED (ANNUAL MoVEMENT) 

A: World i 
B.: Argentine in metric tons (OOO's). 
c: Other countries (A minus B) 
D : Average Argentine export price (Peso mjn per ton). 

POIDS-WEI6HT PRIX-PRICE 

The collapse of the market for raw 
silk in the United States during 
the first depression years and, 
later, the heavy Japanese capital 
investments and military expen
diture in Manchuria and elsewhere 
in China, was accompanied by a 
shift of Japanese exports to a large 
number of new products. In less 
than ten years, the quantum of 
Japanese exports more than dou
bled; but the effect of this increase 
upon the export value was largely 
offset by the fact that the prices 
of Japanese exports fell much more 

•oo than those of other countries with 

c 

POlllS-WE16HT PRIX-PRICE 

200 

~~~-L-L-L~-L-L~~~~~~~~L-~.0 
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~I':-92~1~22~23~2::4L25:::-L26::-':27:::-':28:-:-'-29:::-':30~3-1~32::-'-:-33:-'-34:-'-3S:-'-36-L.3c::7L38,-Jo 
SOl'<'iloQI 

• C(. Amles II, pqe 72. 

a similar economic structure.1 

While each country has an 
obvious interest in maintaining 
the prices of its export products at 
a competitive level and may easily 
be forced by circumstances to 
improve its competitive position 
by lowering these prices, there are 
limits beyond which an expansion 
of trade can only be reached by 
means of sacrifices weighing heavier 
than the advantages gained. 

Different Position of Big and Small 
Suppliers. 

The above reasoning leads up 
to certain conclusions concerning 
the nature of the competition in 
individual commodities. The rela
tionship between the price and 
aggregate quantity of each article 
entering into world trade naturally 
depends upon the elasticities of the 
demand for, and supply of, that 
article in the world market. But 
the relationship between the price 
and the quantity of the same article 
entering into the export of a given 
country depends, in addition, upon 
the relative importance of that 
country as a supplier of the 
commodity to the world market. 
This may be illustrated in a striking 
way by data concerning the trade 
movements for certain articles the 
supply of which is subject to large 
variations on account of weather 
conditions. 
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Diagrams 15-17 summarise the exports of linseed in the period 1921-1938. The 
Argentine export. is the chief factor determining the aggregate supply to the world 
market ; usually 1t accounts for 60% to 90D/0 of world exports. The Argentine export 
price which may be taken as representative of the world market price is entered in 
Diagram 15. As might have been expected, there is a clear negative correlation between 
the price movement and the quantity of Argentine exports as well as world exports. 

The price curve is repeated in Diagram 16, which also shows the quantity of linseed 
exported from countries other than the Argentine (that is, the margin between the two 
other quantity curves of Diagram 15) on a scale four times bigger than in Diagram 15. 
It is found that these exports, in contrast with those of the Argentine, move in striking 
correlation with the price. It follows that there must be a negative correlation between 
the quantities exported from the Argentine and from other countries-a fact which is illus
trated in Diagram 17, which shows the exports (on different scales) from these two areas. 

The nature of the relationships found is briefly that, while the quantity exported 
by the principal producer (Argentine) determines the world market price, that exported 
by the small producing countries is determined by the price. The intentional variations 
in the export of the latter imply an adaptation of the domestic consumption, stocks or 
even production1 to the price movement. Naturally, these variations cannot be so great 
as to offset the variations in Argentine exports, as, in this case, the very reason for _the 
price fluctuations originating from 
the supply side would disappear. 

In a case like that now referred 
to, it would have been more correct 
to consider the export from areas 
with uniform weather -conditions 

Diagram 18. 

WORLD EXPORTS OP COTTON (ANNUAL MOVEMENT 
1
, 

A: U.S.A. I 
B: Other countries in metric tons (OOO"s). 
0: Inclia(includedlnB) 

than from " countries ".8 As a D : Average U.S. export price (S per!metric ton). 

general rule, however, the two 
conceptions come sufficiently near POios-wEI&HT PRIX· PRICE 

to one another to permit of an 
analysis on the basis of trade 
returns by countries. 

Cotton is another stable pro
duct subject to influences of the 
kind referred to above. Diagram 18 
summarises certain basic data for 
cotton exports. The United States 
is the chief exporting country ; its 
sales have until recently represented 
over half the world exports, and the ,000 

600 

400 

~---.. , '\ 
I \ 

\ 

' 
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variations therein have determined 
the price movement, particularly 
for the middling qualities. As the 
diagram shows, exports from other 
countries have moved in negative 
correlation with those from the 
United States, mainly on account 
of the sales of Indian cotton, which, 
though inferior in quality to Amer
ican cotton, is the chief substitute 
therefor. 

cii9"'2=-'I-:2-:-'2'"::2-:-'3'-::2-:-4'-::25-='"::26::-'::2:::-7'::2:::-8'::29:::-':30~3::-:I...L3::;2;-'-33::;;-':;-34;'-:;35~36;'-:;37:;'-;;38;;"' 0 
SON9•92 

1 As most of the smaller producing countries belong to the northern heml.sphere, they are ablt:, to a certain extent, to 
anticipate the price movement from the Argentine crop prospects in time for sow10g the linseed that will yield the crop enterill&' 
the market in the same year as (though about six months later than) the Argentine crop. 

• Uruguay, for example, which belongs to the smaller Unseed-producing countries, Is subject to weather conditions simllar 
to those prevailing in the Argentine, and her exports of Unseed have varied according to those of that country. 
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It is not possible in this publication to enter into the various factors of which account 
must be taken in a detailed study of the nature of the competition between exporting 
countries. The examples given afford, however, sufficient proof of the fact that the 
biaoest exporters of each article are likely to find prices move against them when they 
ch~;o-e their supply to the world market. A small supplier, on the other hand, may not 
only be able to vary his supply to the world market without affecting appreciably the 
price but may even adapt his sales to the variations in demand and thus sell more when 
prices are high, and less when they are low. In the case of commodities such as linseed and 
cotton, which are subject to recurrent changes in supply, the smaller producers, though 
at each given moment receiving the same price in the world market as do the big 
producers for identical qualities, over a period of time receive an average price which 
by several per cent exceeds that obtained by the latter. They thus can compete success
fully with the big suppliers, even if their average;costs of production are several per cent 
higher.1 

The cases now examined refer to the effect upon export prices of changes in supply 
from countries of different importance as sellers in the world market. Changes in demand 
from countries of different importance as buyers in the world market exercise a similar 
influence upon import prices. A country absorbing a heavy share of the world supply 
of a given article cannot increase its imports thereof considerably without causing an 
increase in the world market price. No country being a small importer of raw materials, 
for example, would by its purchases influence world market prices to the same extent 
as does the United States (cf. Diagram 11). Also in the case of imports, therefore, the 
prices move against the big countries (or rather the countries which absorb a heavy share 
of the world imports of the article considered). The advantage accruing to the countries 
that are small importers is usually very small, but as the changes in demand are 
frequently due to factors such as commercial and monetary policy, they generally affect 
numerous articles in the same way and thus have a more general influence upon trade than 
changes in supply resulting, for example, from variations in crops. 

It is but a corollary to the above reasoning that variations in supply and demand 
render discriminatory measures unfavourable to the countries adopting them. If a coun
try-for example, by means of quotas or tariff preferences-restricts the foreign market 
in which it can freely exercise its demand, an increase in this demand will naturally lead 
to a more rapid increase in import prices than if the purchases had been made in the world 
market. Similarly, if a country directs its exports to certain countries, this restriction 
of the export market will make export prices move more rapidly against the exporting 
country than if it disposes of its products in the world market. 

Trade in Certain Staple Products 

A study of the trade in the major staple products throws some light upon certain 
pf the tendencies which have recently affected the international exchange of goods. 
Tables VI and VII (pages 50-51 and 54-55) show the quantities in 1929,1932 and 1935-
1938, as well as the values in 1932, 1937 and 1938, of a number of important foodstuffs 
and raw materials (including certain refined mineral products) exported from the chief 
producing countries.= The relative importance in world trade of the products in question 
IS shown by the total value of exports of each article. The annual average export price 

• This conclusion should not be taken to Indicate that the competitive position of the big trading countries Is necessarily 
wane than that of small countries~ In a comparison between the trading conditions of big and small countries, account would 
have to be taken of several factors not considered above i besides, ft should not be forgotten that numerous countries represent-
Ing a very omall obare In world trade account for a nigh share In the world exports of the products In which they have 
lpedaliwd. 

• The main oonrce which bas been employed for these tables, besides the trade returns of the countries concerned Is the 
Anntuure inlurullwnal de Stal11lique agrlcole. ' 
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in one principal exporting country is added in italics beneath the totals for each article 
·to indicate the broad changes in export values. 

Foodstuffs . 

. The quan~ity of wheat entering int~ trade in 1938 reached about the same figure 
as m the previous year. The decrease m the supply from the Argentine and certain 
Danubian countries, which suffered from poor crops, was offset by larger sales from the 
United States (which again became a major exporter), Canada and Australia. Imports 
into European countries were somewhat lower, and into other countries somewhat 
higher, than in 1937. During the latter half of 1938, however, European imports, in 
spite of abundant crops in several importing countries, rose to a higher level than during 
the corresponding period of 1937. The increase is explained by the steep fall in the price 
of wheat between April and September (the average monthly price in Liverpool of 
Manitoba No. 3 fell from 42s. 5d. per quarter in April to 23s. 7!d. in September), the 
building-up of ·emergency reserves by some countries and the initiation at the end of 
August of an active programme of subsidised exports from the United States with the 
stated object of exporting about 2.7 million metric tons during the crop year 1938-39. 

German imports of wheat in 1938 exceeded the figure of 1937, although the wheat 
crop in Germany in 1938 was the best for five years. Her imports from the Argentine 
and Australia, however, declined heavily-the former from 535,000 to 155,000 metric 
tons and the latter from 145,000 to 38,000 metric tons. This reduction was made up for 
chiefly by larger imports from the United States, Hungary and Roumania. United 
Kingdom wheat imports were about 5% higher than in 1937. In view of the decline in 
the Argentine supply, a larger share of the United Kingdom purchases was made in 
Australia and Roumania. Italy, favoured by a rich crop in 1937 and 1938, reduced her 
import from 1,658,000 metric tons in 1937 to 289,000 metric tons in 1938. 

NET IMPORTS OP WHBA.T AND WHEAT FLOUR INTO CERTAIN EUROPBAN CoUNTRIES 

Metric tons (OOO"s) 
Average 1932 1934 1936 1937 1938 1925-1929 

Czecho-Slovakia . . . 500 371 3 - 32 -231 •74 
France: 

from French oversea 
territories . . 250 633 452 376 238 276 

from other countries . 1,004 1,313 -250 -272 94 68 
Germany . . . 2,066 537 224 - 12 1,278 b 1,309 
Italy . . . . . 2,186 889 235 331 1,440 156 
Poland . . . . 147 -68 - 99 -207 - 40 -42 
Sweden . . 208 171 22 - 44 20 15 
United Kingdom 5,561 5,559 5,600 5,484 5,303 5,479 
Belgium .••• 1,104 1,161 1,235 1,141 1,072 898 
Netherlands . . 766 774 487 545 624 732 
Switzerland . . 445 520 461 464 438 459 

Total above countries 14,237 11,860 8,370 7,774 10,236 9,424 
Note.-A minus sign (-) indicates an excess of exports of wheat. 

• Fi~re for eight months January-August {the corresponding figure for 1937 was -240). 
11 " ld territory ••. 

China's import of wheat flour increased from 30,000 metric tons in 1937 to 255,000 
in 1938, and India also imported a considerable quantity of wheat, mainly from Australia. 

Trade in maize fell off in 1938 on account of a reduction by over half in the 
Argentine crop. The very considerable reduction in the price disparity between wheat 
and maize especially during the second half of the year, also contributed to the contrac
tion of tr;de. The United States, which had been a net importer of maize during the 
years 1935-1937, became the largest exporter. Exports from the Danubian countries, 

4A 
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Table VI. 

ExPoRTS oF CERTAIN FooDSTUFFS 

Tonnes m~triques (en milllers) Metric tons (OOO's) 
Article et provenance 

Dollars-or 
(en millions) • 

$ gold (OOO,OOO's)• Article and provenance 

1929 1 1932 1 1935 1 1936 1 1937 1 1938 1932 1 1937 1 1938 

From<nl. 
Etats-Unis • • • • • • 
canada • • • • • • • 
Argentine ••••• • 
Hongrie ....... .. 
Roumanie ........ . 
U.R.S.S. •••••• 

2,453 
5,741 
6,613 

436 
8 

Yougoslavie • • • • • 554 
Anstrelle • • • • • • 2,040 
Antres pays • , • • • 1,098 

Total du monde • . . 18,993 • 

Pri% moyen d"e:rporfalion 
ara: Etals-Unis (dol-
llrn-<>r par tonne) • • 45.5 

Mars. 
Union Sud-Africaine . . 
Etats-Unis • • • • • • 
Argentine •••••• 
Bnlgarie • • • • • • • 
Roumanie ....... . 
U.R.S.S ••••••• 
Yougoslavie . . • . . 
Antres pays • • • • • 

Total du monde . . . 
Priz mogen d"e:z:portation 

en Argentine (dollars
or par tonne) ...... 

Sru:re. 
Cuba •••••••• 
lndes ~erlandaises • • 
Philippines • • • • • • 
Tchko-Siovaqule • • • 
Allemagne •••••• 
F'ranee • • • • • • • 
Pologne ••••••• 
Antres pays • • • • • 

Total du monde .. . . 

Priz mogen crezportalion 
m T<ht<o-StoiXUJuie 

331 
857 

5,048 
79 

374 
11 

167 
911 

7,778 

31.7 

5,029 
2,432 

696 
540 
220 
301 
298 

4,275 
13,791 

(dDIJan-or par tonne). 57.7 

lklli'T<. 
Argentine •••••• 
Danemark •••••• 
Pays.Bas •••••• 
lrlande ••••••• 
Ausualle •••••• 
Nonveii&-Uiande • • • 
Antres pays ••••• 

Tatal du mollde • • • 
Priz 11WUtn trezportalion 

(W Danmuuk (do !~an-

17 
159 
47 
29 
47 
84 

137 
519 

or par tonne • • • • 843.2 

Fromage. 
Canada ••••••• 
France • .. • • • • • 
ltalle • • • • • • • • 

42 
18 
33 

1,494 
6,211 
3,442 

144 
103 
551 
133 

3,368 
1,815 

17,261 

21.9 

244 
200 

7,055 
168 

1,739 
311 
185 
789 

10,691 

2,659 
1,514 
1,017 

394 
81 

283 
185 

4,741 
10,874 

28.4 

25 
158 
20 
17 

104 
111 
122 
557 

352.2 

39 
13 
30 

6 
4,509 
3,860 

331 
252 
719 

30 
1,904 
2,156 

13,767. 

19.8 

454 
5 

7,051 
5 

635 
10 

388 
941 

9,489 

8.0 

2,467 
1,033 

516 
196 

8 
260 
107 

5,251 
9,838. 

17.1 

7 
138 
47 
27 

116 
142 
134 
611 

261.7 

25 
11 
29 

51 
6,615 
1,610 

571 
611 

58 
294 

1,934 
1,852 

13,596. 

21.4 

17 
13 

8,382 
104 
771 

91 
1,239 

10,617 

10.2 

2,520 
884 
900 
192 
18 

222 
62 

5,562 
10,360. 

16.9 

10 
146 
60 
26 
84 

142 
144 
612 

286.2 

37 
11 
19 

881 
2,613 
3,887 

358 
1,000 

846 
318 

2,025 
1,801 

13,729 

24.2 

768 
143 

9,087 
99 

523 

725 
1,573 

12,923. 

12.8 

2,637 
1,138 

871 
259 

2 
201 

52 

19.2 

9 
153 
54 
19 
83 

151 
139 
608 

302.4 

40 
11 
24 

2,367 
3,107 
1,940 

436 
882 

110 
2,519 

19.5 

201 
3,747 
2,642 

59 
242 

468 

12.6 

2,566 
1,080 a 

868 
187. 
12 

193 
85 

20.9• 

7 
158 
51 
19 

103 
133 

308.9 

37 
12 
24 

33 
114 
58 

4 
2 

10 
8 

56 
56 

336 

3 
3 

83 
2 

21 
3 
2 
9 

126 

54 
39 
60 
11 
2 

19 
4 

208 
397 

7 
56 

7 
5 

29 
34 
40 

178 

8 
5 

13 

21 
74 
92 
11 
22 
21 
8 

46 
54 

349 

9 
2 

116 
1 
7 

10 
24 

169 

16 
84 
5 

10 
1 

2 
46 
14 
5 

22 
40 
39 

168 

8 
8 
7 

46 
52 
34 
12 
14 

3 

3 
56 
83 

1 
4 

7 

15 
29 

8 
1 

2 
49 
14 
6 

27 
88 

Wheal. 
United States. 
Canada. 
Argentine. 
Hungary, 
Roumania. 
U.S.S.R. 
Yugoslavia. 
Australia. 
Other countries. 

World total. 
Average export price in 
the United Stales ($gold 
per metric ton). 

Maize. 
Union of South Africa. 
United States. 
Argentine. 
Bulgaria. 
Ronmania. 
U.S.S.R. 
Yugoslavia. 
Other countries. 

World total. 
Average e:r:port price in 

the Argentine ($ gold 
per metric ton). 

Sugar. 
Cuba. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Philippines. 
Czech<H!Iovakla. 
Germany. 
France. 
Poland. 
Other countries. 

World total. 
Average e:r;port price in 

Czecho-Slovakia ($ gold 
per metric ton). 

Butter. 
Argentine. 
DenmaTk. 
Netherlands. 
Ireland. 
Australia. 
New Zealand. 
Other countries. 

World total. 

Average export price in 
Denmark ($ gold per 
metric ton). 

Chee~e. 
7 Canada. 
2 France. 
7 Italy. 

: ~"':ily e:mated flm:eo· 
Europe (411;:'ff,..:, ~·g.S~~~f.28, the annual average of world wheat exports amounted to 18,665 thousand tons, of which 1,404 from 

• JaDUary-Angust, 
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Table VI (concluded). 

ExPORTS oF CERTAIN FooDSTUFFS 

Article et provenance 
Tonnes m~trlques (en milllers) Metric tons (OOO"s) 

1929 I 1982 I 1985 I 1936 I 1937 I 1938 

Fromage (suite). 
Pays-Bas . . . . . . 96 77 61 57 68 58 
Suisse •••• . . . 32 20 18 18 18 22 
Nouvelle-Z61ande • . 90 91 88 84 84 82 
Autrespays . . . . . 35 34 37 41 45 

Total du monde) . . 346 304 268 267 285 . 
Pri:£ moyen d"e:~:portalion 

auz Paus-Bas (dollars-
or par tonne) . . . . 331.7 187.2 154.5 157.1 157.5 162.1 

Viande congeMe et frlgorlf. 
Argentine . . . . 594 510 463 483 534 532 
Br~sll •• . . . . 74 41 49 54 65 45 
Uruguay. . . . . . . 104 74 62 46• 70' 74' 
Australia" . . . . . . 114 135 187 184 217 216 
NouveU~Z~lande •. . . 167 230 256 251 266 264 

Total des clnq pays 
lndlqu~s cl-dessus • 1,053 990 1,017 1,020 1,152 1,131 

Prl:r: moyen d'e:r:portalion 
de breuf frigorifi6 en 
Argentine (dollars-or 
par tonne) . . . . . 186.4 87.2 80.9 90.9 94.5 87.2 

Ca(6. 
Br6sll •• 

. . . . . . 857 716 920 851 727 1,027 
Colombie . . . . . 170 191 226 237 247 252 
Venezuela . . . . . . 64 49 54 62 42 . 
Indes n6erlandalses . . 81 114 81 95 99 69. 
Autrespays . . . . . 270 297 855 421 . 

Total du monde • . . 1,442 1,867 1,636 .. 1,666 .. . . 
Priz mouen d'e:r:portation 

au Brull (dollars-or 
par tonne) . . . . . 381.2 178.3 91.9 101.7 119.7 76.7 

' Thl. 
Ceylan . . . . . . . 114 115 96 99 97 107 
Chine • . . . . . . 57 40 38 37 41 42 
Indo 

. . . . . . . . . 176 170 158 147 156 160 
Indes n~erlandalses . . 72 79 66 70 67 72 
Autrespays . . . ·. . 23 22 41 42 52 . 

Total du monde o . 442 426 394 395 413 . 
Priz moyen d'e:r:portation 

d Ceylan (dollars-or 
par lonne) ••••• 641.3 246.7 332.3 344.2 387.9 347.7 

• Partly estimated figures. 

Dollars-or 
(en millions)• 

I gold (OOO,OOO"s) • 

19321193711938 

14 10 9 
10 6 7 
16 18 14 
9 9 . 

75 56 

44 49 46 
4 4 3 
6 5• 5• 

12 22 23 
26 33 34 

92 118 111 

128 87 79 
41 33 81 

9 7 . 
14 8 4 
52 . . 

244 . 

23 38 37 
8 5 4 

44 55 51 
18 16 18 
5 12 

98 126 

ArUcl e and provenance 

Cheese (cont.). 
Netherlands, 
Switzerland. 
New Zealand . 
Other countries. 

World total • 

Average export price in 
lhe Netherlands ($ gol d 
per metric ton). 

Frozen and chilled meat. 
Argentine • 
Brazil • 
Uruguay • 
Australia.• 
New Zealand." 

Total for the abov • 
five countries. 

Auerage e:cport price o f 
chilled beef In lh • r Argentine ($ gold pe 
metric ton). 

Coffee. 
Brazil. 
Colombia. 
Venezuela. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Other countries. 

World total.• 
Average e:r:port price in 

Brazil (I gold r pe 
metric ton). 

Tea. 
Ceylon. 
China. 
India • 
Netherlands Indies. 
Other countries. 

World total.• 
Average e:cporl price In 

Ceylon ($ gold per. 
mdric ton). 

b Excluding certain categories of meat. 
0 Excluding exports from North America and Europe (re-exports, etc.). There are practically no tea exports from Latin America 

and Oceania. 
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especially Yugoslavia a~d Roumania, fell heavil_y. The large reduction in South Mrican 
exports is due to a fall m the crop of over a third. 

World trade in sugar in 1938 does not appear to have reached the same level as in 
the previous year and price~ weakened in the earlier part of the Y_ear. until, i~ Jul~, the 
International Sugar Council cut export quotas by 5%. The shift m the directiOn of 
exports of the Netherlands Indies from Asiatic to European countries noticeable in 1937 
was further accentuated in 1938. Exports consigned to destinations west of Suez 
increased from about 8% of the total exports in 1936 to about 54% in 1938, while exports 
to Asiatic countries declined from about 86% of the total in 1936 to about 37% in 1938. 

Several European countries increased their sugar imports in 1938, partly with a view 
to building up emergency reserves. An increase of 164,000 metric tons, or about 7%, 
in the United Kingdom imports of unrefined sugar was due partly to poor home produc
tion in 1937 and partly to purchases under the Essential Commodities Reserves Act. 
Though the sugar production of Germany had risen by one-fifth in 1937, German imports 
of sugar rose in quantity in 1938. Belgian imports of unrefined sugar increased by 40,000 
metric tons or over a third. Italian imports in 1938 were higher than in 1937 by 
26,000 metric tons, but French imports of unrefined sugar fell by 58,000 metric tons. 
At the beginning of the sugar campaign of 1938, all these countries, except Italy, kept 
higher visible stocks of sugar than one year earlier : 

VtsmLB STOCK OF SUGAR ON SEPTEMBER 1ST, JN METRIC ToNS (000"8) 

1937 . 
1938 . 

Germany 
321 
729 

Belgium 
52 
74 

France 
187 
251 

Italy 
159 
130 

United Kingdom 
291 
361 

Imports of sugar into Japan fell from 171,000 metric tons in 1937 to 37,000 in 1938. 
China's purchases were also considerably reduced :her imports of refined sugar fell from 
96,000 to 52,000 metric tons. Imports into the United States in 1938 declined by 201,000 
metric tons, or about 7%. 

The quantity of butter and cheese entering into trade in 1938 remained at about 
the same figure as in the previous year. United Kingdom imports of butter increased by 
5,000 metric tons, or 1%- German imports of butter increased from 87,000 metric tons 
in 1937 to 92,000 metric tons in 1938; purchases from Denmark, Finland and Lithuania 
were considerably larger. Between 1933 and 1938, Germany increased her imports of 
butter by 58%. 

United Kingdom imports of frozen beef, especially from Australia, declined in 1938 ; 
the reduction amounted to 6,000 metric tons, or 7%. Imports of frozen and chilled 
mutton, on the other hand, increased by 5,000 metric tons. German imports of frozen 
and chilled meat increased fJ,"om 42,000 metric tons in 1937 to 64,000 metric tons in 1938. 
Her requirements were met entirely by imports from the Argentine and Uruguay. 

The quantity of coffee entering into trade increased in 1938 on account of the heavy 
fall in the coffee price which began in the last quarter of 1937 as a result of the breakdown 
of the Brazilian coffee valorisation. Brazil increased the quantity of her sales by over 
two-fifths and regained part of the ground she had lost to other countries in previous 
years. United States imports of coffee increased from 770,000 metric tons in 1937 to 
900,000 metric tons in 1938. The distribution of the 1938 imports by countries of 
provenance is not available, but coffee exports from Brazil to the United States rose by 
156,000 metric tons. Several of the European countries also imported larger quantities 
of coffee in 1938 and increased the proportion of their imports coming from Brazil : 

Germany • 
France •• 
Italy • • . 
Netherlands 

Total Imports of coffee 
In metric tons (OOO"o) 
1937 1938 
178 197 
185 187 
38 36 
39 52 

Percentage share of Brazil 
In the quantity Imported 

1987 1938 
36 47 
44 45 
42 58 
26 42 
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Raw Materials . 

. Trad~ in cotton in 1938 was affected by severe contraction of the demand from the 
Umted Km~dom and Japa';l. The world crop of 1937/38 was about 18% higher than that 
of ~he previous season,. chiefly o~ account of a large increase in the production of the 
pmted ~tates, and prices remamed low throughout 1938. United Kingdom cotton 
Impo~ts m that year were lower than in 1937 by 205,000 metric tons, or 27%. Japanese 
total Imports dropped by almost a third, but imports of Chinese cotton increased : 

IMPORTS OP COTTON INTO JAPAN, IN METRIC TONS (OOO's) 

From India From the From China From other Total United States countries 
1936 . . . . 404 356 27 125 912 
1937 . . . . 421 253 24 128 826 
1938 . . . . 186 195 86 96 563 

Germany's total imports of cotton rose by 5,000 metric tons, or 21% ; her imports 
from the United States fell by 20,000 metric tons, while those from Brazil rose by 18,000 
metric tons. · 

World exports of wool were higher in 1938 than in 1937, but world imports appear 
to have been somewhat lower than in that year, as the quantities afloat at the end of 1938 
were much larger than they had been a year earlier. The quantities imported by the 
United States and Japan in 1938 were lower than in 1937 by 68% and 55% respectively. 
United Kingdom imp·orts, on the other hand, rose by 45,000 metric tons, or nearly 13%, 
chiefly on account of larger purchases from Australia and New Zealand. Imports into 
Germany increased by 37,000 and into France by 24,000 metric tons. 

Exports of rubber from the countries adhering to the scheme of rubber restriction, 
fixed at 70% and 60% of the basic quota for the first and second quarters of1938, were 
reduced to 45% for the third and fourth quarters. Aggregate exports from the same 
countries declined from 472,000 metric tons in the first half of the year to 432,000 metric 
tons in the second. Estimated world absorption of rubber outside theproducingcountries 
during the second half of the year exceeded that during the first half by 14% ; stocks 
therefore declined in the importing countries and prices rose in the course of the year. 
While most countries-and particularly the United States and Japan-imported less 
rubber in 1938 than in 1937, imports ofthe United Kingdom rose from 138,000 to 171,000 
metric tons, and those of Italy from 25,000 to 29,000 metric tons. . 

International trade in coal and coke was depressed during 1938, but the coal prices 
were higher than in 1937. Out of a total reduction of 9 million metric tons in t~ exports 
of Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy account for two-th1rds, and, 
of a decline of 4.5 million metric tons in the exports of the United Kingdom, France 
accounts for more than half. French and Belgian imports of coal fell in 1938 by 24°/o 
and 27% respectively. . . 

Imports of mineral oils by several of the chief importing countries increased m_193~. 
German imports of petrol were about 28% higher than in 1937. A heavy decl~ne m 
Italian imports of petrol was more than offset by a rise in her imports of unrefined ~meral 
oils. Since 1936, Italy's imports of such oils have increased nearly fivefold, owmg to 
the development of her refining industry. 

IMPORTS OP MINERAL OILS INTO CERTAIN CouNTRIES, IN MBTRIC TONS (000'8) 
Importing country Mineral oils, unrefined Petrol (motor spirit, et.c.) 

1936 1937 1938 1986 1937 1938 

United Kingdom . 
Germany. 
France . 
Belgium 
Italy 
Canada 

Total, above 
countries 

2,038 2,100 2,262 4,220 4,493 4,867 
579 732 778 1,325 1,058 1,357 

6,009 6,152 6,969 583 615 538 
299 281 308 322 310 303 
301 936 1,474 210 261 99 

5,015 5,424 4,893 203 241 396 

14,241 15,625 16,68~ 6,863 6,978 7,560 
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Table VII. 

EXPoRTS OF CERTAIN RAw MATERIALS AND REFINED MINERAL PRoDUCTS 

Tonnes m~triques (en mUliers) Metric tons (OOO's) 
Dollars.or 

(en millions) • 
Article et provenance S gold (OOO,OOO's) • Article and provenance 

1----~--.---.---.---.---~--.--,--1 
1929 1 1932 1 1935 1 1936 1 1937 1 1938 19321193711938 

Colon (brut). 
Egypte ••••••• 
Etats-Unis • • • • • • 
lnde et Birmanie • . · 
Cbine • • • • • • • • 
Bresil • • • • • • • • 
Autres pays • • • • • 

Total du monde • • . 

Priz moyen. trezportalion 
a= Etat..Uni& (dol-

343 
1,762 

714 
57 
49 

236 
3,161 

lan-<Jr p<zr lonne) • • 414.0 

LAine (brute). 
UnionSud-Africaine . . 
Argentine ••••• 
Uruguay •••••• 
Australie •••••• 
Nouvelle-UJande • . . 
Antres pays • • • • • 

Totaldumonde . •• 

Pri% moym d"ezporlation 
en Arg<nline (do ~~arB-

130 
129 
51 

347 
107 
218 
982 

or p<zr tonne) • • • 504.3 

Caoulchouc •. 
Malaisie britannique • • 464 
Ceylan • • • • • • • 82 
lndes -landaises • • 259 
Antres pays • • • • 77 

Totaldumonde. • • 882 

Priz 1Mf/en d'aportalion 
m Ma.Ia.Uie brilan. 
(dollarB-or par tonne). 413.2 

Charbon (y comp. charbon 
desoute pournav. fu.) 

Etat&-U nis • • • • • • 22,297 
Royaume·Uni (non com

pris charbon de soute) 
Charbon de soute •. . 

Allemague •••••• 
Pologne ••••••• 
Pays-Bas •••••• 

61,234 
16,654 
26,769 
13,912 
5,595 

Total des cinq pays 
indl~ ci-dessus • 146,461 

Priz mouen d"ezportalion 
au Bogaume-Uni (dol
lan-<Jr par tonne) • • 

Huilu minlrala,nonraf/ln. 
Etat&-Unis • • • • • • 
Colombie •••••• 

~· . . . . . . . 
Hexique • • • • ••• 
P&-ou •••••••• 
Venezuela •••••• 

3.86 

3,671 
2,577 

516 
2,382 
1,020 

19,220 

301 
2,138 

291 
40 

1 
238 

3,009 

160.5 

169 
131 
43 

388 
108 
135 
974 

139.6 

413 
50 

214 
43 

720 

64.5 

10,265 

39,523 
14,437 
18,312 
10,222 
4,454 

97,213 

2.81 

3,809 
2,211 
1,086 
1,500 

616 
16,192 

385 
1,399 

571 
31 

139 
347 

2,872 

161.8 

118 
136 
50 

420 
101 
229 

1,054 

139.9 

424 
55 

287 
121 
887 

146.1 

11,508 

39,335 
12,727 
26,774 

8,906 
4,611 

103,861 

2.33 

7,152 
2,279 

885 
1,140 
1,427 

20,446 

350 
1,282 

724 
37 

200 
429 

3,022 

163.0 

97 
140 
46 

377 
143 
232 

1,035• 

202.7 

359 
50 

315 
145 
869 

197.3 

12,556 

35,073 
12,139 
28,650 

8,362 
5,290 

102,070 

2.46 

6,998 
2,356 
1,272 
1,049 
1,505 

22,260• 

400 
1,377 

661 
38 

236 
457 

8,169 • 

154.5 

108 
116 
41 

348 
128 
343 
984• 

271.5 

478 
71 

439 
166 

1,154 

238.8 

15,165 

40,985 
11,891 
38,629 
11,003 
6,329 

124,002 

2.68 

9,336 
2,546 

682 
1,144 
1,533 

25,112 

357 
1,038 

463 
137 
269 

127.6 

111 
152 
53 

385 
123 

186.8 

378 
50 

303 
173 
904 

242.8 

12,404 

36,437 
10,657 
29,639 
11,669 

5,655 

106,461 

2.97 

10,747 
2,643 
1,083 

1,211 

64 
343 

42 
7 

41 
497 

87 
213 
87 

5 
39 
87 

518 

31 . 37 
19 33 

9 21 
91 134 
18 45 
45 88 

213 358 

27 114 
3 17 

12 97 
3 38 

45 266 

47 42 

111 110 

Colton (raw). 
63 Egypt. 

132 United States. 
50 India and Burma •. 
12 China. 
32 Brazil. 

26 
28 
16 

101 
28 

92 
10 
43 

35 

108 

Other countries. 
World total. o 

Average export price in 
the United Slates ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

Wool(raw). 
Union or South Africa. 
Argentine. 
Uruguay. 
Australia. 
New Zealand. 
Other countries. 

World total. 
Average export price in 

the Argentine ($ gold 
per metric ton). 

Rubber. • 
British Malaya. 
.ceylon. 
Netberlands Indies. 
Other countries. 

World total. 
Average export price in 

British Malaga ($ gold 
per metric ton). 

Coal (incl. bunker coal lor 
foreign ships). 

United States. 
United Kingdom (excl. 

bunker coal). 

56 102 87 
Bunker coal. • 

Germany. 
24 21 24 
17 17 17 

255 t 292 t 271 t 

27 
15 
4 
7 
7 

73 

57 
12 
2 
5 

13 
130 

66 
12 
3 

10 

Poland. 
Netherlands. 

Total lor above five 
countries. 

Average emparl price in 
lhe United Kingdom ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

Mineral oils, unrefined. 
United States. 
Colombia. 
Curacao. 
Mexico. 
Peru. 
Venezuela. 

• Partly estimated figures. 

111,000• Exetricporqtofrom Burma Uncludi114r exporte to India) amounted to 11,000 metric tons In the period April-December 11137 and m osln 1938. 
: Exetudlng exporte from Europe (re-n:porte, etc.). 

eommtlgur~ lor w.l OXJiorttJ (1.4., exporte1 mlnWI lmporte) derived from the Stallollcal Bulletin oj the International Rubber Regulation .'y "'·tbeXJ)Orlo domfrom E!Jrope and N ortn America (re-exporta, eerap, regenerated rubber, etc.) are excluded. 
or ...., of .. t., aa well as foreign ships. 

'Exetndl114r tbe value of bunker coal exporte41rolll the Vnlted Kingdom. 
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Table VII (concluded). 

EXPORTS OF CERTAIN RAW MATERIALS AND REFINED MINERAL PRODUCTS 

Tonnes m~trlques (en milliers) 
Article et provenance 

Metric tons (OOO's) 
Dollarswor 

(en millions) 
$ gold (OOO,OOO's) Article and provenance 

l-:1:92~9~11-:1~93~2~·~-19-3~5-.l~-19_3_6 __ 1_1_9_3 __ 7,1 __ 1_9-38--·l-19~3-2'1-1-93-7~1'1-9-38~ 1 

Huiles min., non raf. (suite) 
Indes n~erlandaises . 
Iran 
Irak 
Roumanie 
U.R.S.S ••• 

23 
1,6_64• 

3 
810 

Total des onze pays 
indiqu~s ci-dessus . 81,386 

Pri:r; moyen d"exportalion 
auz Elats-Unis (dol-
lars-or par tonne) • • 10.30 

Essence de ptlrole. 
Etats-Unis • • • • 
Cura<;ao • • ••• 
Indes n~erlandaises . 
Iran ...... . 
Roumanie . 
U.R.S.S ••• 

Total des six pays 
indiqu6s ei-dessus . 

Pri:c moyen d"exportalion 
au:c Etals-Unis (dol
lars-or par tonne) . 

Cuivre brut. 
Congo beige ••• 
Rhod~sie du Nord • • 
Canada ••••••• 
Etats-Unis • • • • • 
Chili ••••••• 
P~rou • • ••• 
Yougoslavie • . . • . 

Total des sept pays 
indiqu6s ci-dessus • 

Pri:c moyen d"exportalion 
aw: Elals-Unis (dol-

6,973 
1,217 
1,118 
1,223• 

802 
1,097 

12,430 

38.3 

123 
6 

73 
390 
308 
56 
19 

975 

lars-or ·par tonne). 395.0 

Elain brut. 
Jndes n~erlandaises . 
Malalsle britannique • 

Total des deux pays 
indiqu6s ci-dessus . 

Priz moyen d'e:cportation 
en Malaisie britan. 

14 
104 

118 

(dollars-or par tonne). 984.1 

Elain: minerai&. 
Bolivie • . . .. . 
Indes n~erlandaises • 
Siam • • . .... 

Total des trois pays 
!ndiqu6s cl-dessus • 

47 
28 
15 

90 

248 
1,335• 

157 
526 

27,680 

7.12 

3,931 
1,988 
1,156 
1,497• 
1,639 
2,018 

12,229 

20.1 

60 
74 

104 
116 
121 
28 
26 

524 

133.8 

8 
49 

57 

462.2 

21 
10 
14 

45 

243 
1,508• 
8,587 

335 
207 

39,209 

5.05 

3,132 
2,415 
1,649 
1,478• 
1,952 

658 

11,284 

12.1 

150 
140 
163 
245 
260 
30 
88 

1,026 

100.1 

11 
63 

74 

629.3 

25 
17 
14 

56 

• Iranian civil year beginning March 22nd. 
• Iranian economic year beginning June 22nd. 
o Partly estimated figures. 
• Tin content. 
• Economic years beginning April 1st. 

151 
435• 

3,962 
629 
167 

95 
499• 

4,126 
472 

69 

40,784 45,614 

5.58 

2,797 
3,015 
1,680 
1,926 b 

2,097 
419 

11,934 

13.1 

124 
143 
167 
212 
239 
33 
38 

956 

119.7 

13 
85 

98 

574.5 

24 
26 
18 

68 

6.10 

3,719 
2,871 
1,960 
1,858 
1,830 

14.4 

184 
201 
165 
286 
383 

36 
37 

1,292 

167.5 

14 
95 

109 

686.9 

26 
37 
22 

85 

52 

835 

6.14 

4,833 
8,466 
2,069 

1,586 

13.1 

158 

205 
356 
349 

37 
32 

128.8 

7 
62 

69 

522.4 

26 
19 
19 

64 

2 
3 

1 
4 

143 

79 
81 
18 
16 
25 
25 

194 

8 
7 

12 
16 
15 
a 
4 

60 

4 
23 

27 

8 
3 
5 

16 

1 
3 

4 

54 
30 
25 
24 
25 

17 
31 
28 
48 
61 

8 
7 

10 
65 

75 

17 
18 
10 

45 

Min. oils, unre/. (cont.). 
- Netherlands Indies. 

Iran. 
Iraq. 

2 Roumanla. 

64 
41 
26 

19 

26 
48 
40 

8 
6 

4 
32 

36 

14 
7 

U.S.S.R. 
Total for above eleven 

countries. 
Auerage export price in 

the United Slates ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

Petrol (molorspiril, elc.). 
United States. 
Cura44ao. 
Netherlands Indies. 
Iran. 
Roumania. 
U.S.S.R. 

Total for above six 
countries. 

Auerage ezport price in 
!he United Stales ($ 
gold per metric ton). 

Copper, unworked. 
Belgian Congo, 
Northern Rhodesia. 
Canada. 
United States. 
Chile. 
Peru. 
Yugoslavia. 

Total for above seven 
countries. 

Auerage export price in 
the United Slat.. (I 
gold per metric ton). 

Tin, unworked. 
Netherlands Indies. 
British Malaya. 

Total for above two 
countries. 

Auerage export price in 
British Malaya ($gold 
per metric ton). 

Tin ore. 
Bolivia.• 
.N etberlands Indies. 
Siam.• 

Total for above three 
countries. 
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Though figures of African copper exports are not available, it would appear that the 
quantity of copper entering into trade increased in 1938. United Kingdom imports 
from Northern Rhodesia fell by 20,000 metric tons and Belgian imports from the Belgian 
Congo by 32,000 tons, but those of Germany from these two African countries rose by 
10,000 and 25,000 metric tons respectively. The price of copper fell in the first half of 
1938 but recovered considerably in the second. Total German imports of copper 
(ingots, bars, scrap, etc.) rose by 96,000 metric tons, or 37% ; German imports of copper 
ores also rose considerably. British and French imports of copper, on the other hand, 
were lower than in 1937. 

Trade in tin was depressed during 1938. The export quotas in force in the countries 
adhering to the international tin control scheme were 70% and 55% of the standard 
tonnage in the first and second quarters of 1938, as compared with 110% in the last 
three quarters of 1937. During the third and fourth quarters of 1938, they were reduced 
to 35%, plus 10% for the "buffer stock ".1 Apparent tin consumption declined till 
July. Tin prices fell until the end of May but rose by about a third during the remainder 
of the year. Imports of tin into the United States and the United Kingdom declined 
from 90,000 and 21,000 metric tons respectively in 1937 to 50,000 and 11,000 metric 
tons in 1938. German imports, on the other hand, increased from 10,000 to 12,000 
metric tons . 

.toe~!.'::~~ ofof .:~!~~ :1~:'fi"u':.~1~8!.."011nepnrlceted othn thlmme lntedlrnetetlonabJ lctTiin Committee agreed to build up 8 buller 
I* toD. • • - , e e a o e ve being a price between £200 and £280 
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Annex L 

VALUE, PRICE AND QUANTUM OF WORLD TRADE. 

A. Scope of Statistics, Methods, etc. 

Trade Values : Reservations regarding Accuracy. 

The value of world trade is measured by adding together the figures of the recorded external 
trade of practically all the statistical areas of the world-numbering over 160-after conversion 
to a common monetary unit, the United States " old " gold dollar. 

The total thus obtained is necessarily only approximately correct, as it emerges from the 
combination of trade statistics relating to areas where systems of administration and valuation 
diJJer, where to identical terms unlike meanings are not infrequently attributed, where the 
conception of the character of the transaction which constitutes international trade is far from 
uniform. When it is stated, therefore, that the international trade of the world in any year 
reached a given figure, that statement must not be accepted as implying more than that the sum of 
the transactions recorded by each country contributing to such trade approximated to the amount 
indicated. The comparison between the total figures for any two years is likely to be more 
significant than the absolute figure for either year. 

The figures given for individual countries in most cases refer to frontier values (e.i.f. for 
imports, f.o.b. for exports). There are, however, important exceptions to this rule; thus, in the 
ease of the United States, Canada and certain Latin-American countries, the imports are shown 
at the value in the country of shipment (excluding transport eharges).1 No attempt has been 
made to correct the figures on account of omissions or wrong values in trade returns.• 

A limitation to the adequacy of trade figures has become evident during the last few years, 
in that the recorded amounts for countries applying exchange control would appear frequently 
to overstate the actual trade values. This point is further dealt with below .. 

Attention should be paid to the territorial changes in Central Europe that occurred in the 
course of 1938, affecting particularly Austria, Germany and Czecho-Slovakia.· 

Type of Trade measured. 

The figures given represent special trade in merchandise only, which may be roughly defined 
as imports of goods for domestic consumption and exports of domestic produce or products into 
which domestic labour has entered. 

In the case of a few countries which are producers of precious metals, the trade in bullion 
and specie is, however, included in the figures given. In a few cases of small importance, figures 
for general trade had to be employed, as no other information was available. .Details of these 
and certain other irregularities are given in the footnotes to Table II (pages 20-21). 

Trade Values : Conversion, elc. 

Conversion to the unit chosen-the United States" old" gold dollar (of 1.50463 gramme·or 
fine gold)-was made according to par rates in the case of gold currencies. In the case of paper 
currencies, conversion was made for each month at monthly average rates wherever monthly 
fi,aures were available; where a corrected figure in national currency for the whole year (differing 
from the total of the provisional monthly figures) was available, the annual conversion rate 
weighted according to tradebymonthswas applied to this figure. The weighted conversion rates 
are reproduced in Annex III. In the less important cases where monthly figures were not 
available, the unweighted average of monthly exchange rates had to be used. 

Figures up to 1937 are available for nearly all the countries considered. In a number 
of cases, the figures for 1937 are, however, provisional, and the totals for that year will therefore no 
doubt require to be slightly modified in next year's edition of this Review. Figures for 1938 are 
lacking for a few countries, representing together about 2.5% of the total trade of the world. The 

• For d<talled Information, see Memorandum on Jnlunallonal Trod< and Balancu of Pagmenl1, 1912-1926, Volume II 
(Ser. L.o.N. P. 11127.11.68,11), pages 22-23. 
-~ • For e.rtal.ncountrlel, 111ch correction~ are given In the volumes Balancu of Payment• Issued annually by the League of 
•~•loDo (laot edition, Ser. L.o.N. P. I938.II.A.l8). 
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trade of these co.untri?s is ass'!med to have fallen in the same proportion as the aggregate trade of 
all other countries ; m certam cases, however, figures were available for ~he trade during the 
greater part of the year and an assess~ent was made for the missing months. Further, the final 
trade returns for 1938 are as yet available for only a small number of countries. 

· The trade of Spain during the last !few years had to be estimated on the basis of the statistics 
of the trade of other countries with Spain (cf. page 28). 

The p~ovisional trade values ava~lable for Algeria and Tunis in national currency (French 
francs) durmg the last ~ear under review are calculated at the prices of the preceding year and 
thus reflect the changes m quantum rather than actual value. A rough adjustment on account of 
the change in prices was made when estimating the gold value of the trade of these countries 
in 1938. 

In the case of countries applying exchange control, the official exchange rates have been 
employed for the conversion of imports as well as exports, except in the case of two or three 
countries. Thus, in the case of the Argentine, use has been made of gold dollar values calculated 
by the Central Bank of the Argentine, which has attributed a lower exchange value to the peso 
in the case of imports than in the case of exports (see Annex III). In the case of Brazil, the 
official trade values in gold pounds have been employed; but, as is shown in Annex III, the 
con':'ersion from milreis to gold pounds has in recent years been made at rates differing widely 
for imports and exports. In the case of Austria, a weighted intermediate rate between the 
official and the market rate of the schilling was employed for conversion of imports as well as 
exports, from July to October 1932, and thereafter the "free" rate up to March 1938 inclusive. 
(From April 1938, Austrian trade is recorded in marks, converted at the official rate.) 

The employment of the official exchange rate involves an over-valuation of the frequently 
unknown portion of trade (particularly exports) that is conducted on the basis of a lower exchange 
value of the national currency than that officially maintained. But it may be questioned whether 
the portion of trade which is carried on at the official rate-for example, in clearing between two 
countries applying exchange control-is not also over-valued, in so far as the prices obtained, 
converted at that rate, exceed those quoted in free currency. The comparability of the trade 
value~ of different countries is based on the assumption that the goods entering into their trade are 
bought and sold, if not in a common market, in foreign markets whose prices are related to each 
other by the cost of transport. When as a result of the innovations of modern trade policy this 
relation between different markets has in many cases disappeared and the price is no longer the 
supreme factor determining the direction of trade, an element of uncertainty enters into the 
comparison. 

Price and Quantum Figures: Methods of Calculation. 

Variations in quantum may be taken to represent the changes in quantities weighted by the 
values prevailing during the base year employed, or-which amounts to the same thing-the 
change in value after elimination of the effect of price changes since the base year. 

National indices of the prices and the quantum of goods entering into imports and exports 
of thirty-one countries, representing together about three-quarters of world trade, are summarised 
in Annex II, which also gives brief indications of the methods employed in the compilation of 
the indices concerned. 

From this information, an approximate index of the movement of the price and quantum 
of goods entering into world trade was calculated. As Europe and North America are more 
fully represented than other continents among the countries compiling price and quant~~ figures, 
separate price indices were, in fact, calculated for each continental group; when combmmg these 
indices, they were applied to the total trade of the respective groups. . 

For the last year under review, information concerning prices and quantum was only available 
for a few important countries, and the world indices given for that year are to be considered as 
preliminary estimates. 

Price and Quantum Figures: Reservations regarding Accuracy. 

The calculation is subject to some qualifications of importance. For each individual country 
the concept" quantum of trade "depends upon the price relations prevailing in a given ?ase year, 
and the price movement upon the method of weighting employed. The world figures, d_eriv?d from 
national calculations of the movement of the prices and the quantum of goods entermg mto the 
trade of a considerable number of countries, each using its own base year and method of weight~ng, 
may well show with sufficient accuracy the changes in world trade from one year to the fol~owmg. 
Over a period of years, particularly if price relations and the composition of trade are changmg, the 
result is likely to be less reliable. The most important national price indices employed are 
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obtained by weighting the prices of individual commodities by the quantities entering into trade 
in each individual year, which means that these indices are affected, not only by price changes! but 
also by changes in the composition of trade. . On the oth.er ~an?, the. quantum fi~ure.s are likely 
to be more correct than if they had been derived from pnce md1Ces With fixed weightmg. 

Attention should also be paid to the fact that, if a change in the average unit value of the 
goods included in each of the positions or group~ considered by the nation:'.l compil~rs h9:s taken 
place as a result of a change in the average quality of these goods, then this change I.n urut v~lue 
wronaly affects the price index (instead of the quantum index) for the country m question. 
Though this fact undoubtedly renders the price and quantum figures for individual countries 
somewhat uncertain, there is no clear indication that the combined indices for the world as a 
whole during the period under review are affected by a general improvement in, or by a lowering of, 
the quality of the goods entering into trade. · 

B. Summary Tables of the Value, Price and Quantwn of World Trade. 

It has been thought useful to give in tabular form all the price and quantum indices for world 
trade calculated for this and earlier volumes of the Reuiew of World Trade. The figures are 
intended for the use of those wishing to make comparisons over any period of a few of the years 
covered by the series, and should not be used without reserve for comparison over the whole 
period considered. In order to facilitate the use of the tables, figures are also supplied regarding 
the value of trade in gold (and, in certain cases, in sterling). 

The annual price and quantum figures were calculated to one decimal place. In spite of the 
fact that, even in year-to-year comparisons, the margin of error undoubtedly exceeds one-tenth 
of one per cent, it was thought preferable to reproduce the figures in Tables 1 and 2 as they emerged 
trom the calculation, as their approximation to the nearest half-unit (as in the text of this volume) 
would render them less fit for conversion to another basis than that employed in the tables (1929). 
The price and quantum indices by groups of articles (Table 3) and by continental groups (Table 6), 
as well as the price indices (in gold) by quarters (Table 4) were only calculated on the half-unit ; 
nevertheless, in the last-mentioned table, the quantum index and the price index in sterling 
after the depreciation of sterling in 1931 are given to one decimal place, as derived from the gold 
price index, in order to facilitate conversion to base years other than 1929. 

Year 

1913 

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1926 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1984 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

J. WoRLD TRADB : V..u.UB, PRlCB AND QUANTUM:, ANNuAL FIGURES. 

Recorded value 

Old U.S.A. gold S (OOO,OOO"s) 

Imports I Exports I 
21,084 

28,978 
33,150 
32,117 
33,764 
34,652 
35,595 
29,075 
20,795 
13,968 
12,461 
11,981 
12,243 
13,142 
16,342 
14,319 

19,564 

27,650 
31,551 
29,920 
31,516 
32,728 
33,024 
28,477 
18,906 
12,885 
11,714 
11,333 
11,559 
12,581 
15,427 
13,417 

40,598 

56,828 
64,701 
62,037 
65,280 
67,380 
68,619 
55,552 
39,701 
28,853 
24,175 
23,314 
23,802 
25,723 
31,789 
27,736 

Total 

8,842 

12,865 
13,295 
12,747 
13,414 
13,845 
14,100 
11,415 
8,754 
7,659 
7,295 
7,757 
8,182 
8,744 

10,880 
9,604 

Value index 
(1929 - 100) 

Gold$ J £ 

59.2 

82.8 
94.3 
90.4 
95.1 
98.2 

100 
81.0 
57.9 
39.1 
35.2 
84.0 
84.7 
37.5 
46.3 
40.4 

59.2 

91.2 
94.3 
90.4 
95.1 
98.2 

100 
81.0 
62.1 
54.3 
51.7 
55.0 
58.0 
62.0 
77.2 
68.1 

Price index 
(1929 - 100) 

GoldS I £ 

(73.5) 

109.4 
113.4 
106.1 
103.5 
103.1 
100 
87.1 
67.7 
52.4 
46.7 
43.5 
42.4 
43.7 
48.0 
45.5 

(73.5) 

120.5 
113.4 
106.1 
103.5 
103.1 
100 
87.1 
72.6 
72.7 
68.6 
70.4 
70.9 
72.3 
80.0 
76.7 

Quantum 
index 

(1929 -
100) 

75.7 
83.2 
85.2 
91.9 
95.2 

100 
93.0 
85.5 
74.6 
75.4 
78.2 
81.8 
85.8 
96.5 
88.8 

Nok on Uv! figwu for 19/J.-The value rigUres for 1918 are not strictly comparable with those for post-war years, owing 
to the inaease between that year and 1924 in the number of trading countries, and to changes in the territory ot various other 
eouotriet, a1 well as in methods of valuation and recording. Of particular lm:rortance is the fact that the recorded trade for the 
:NetJJertand.J Jn 1913 includes a COD!Iiderable amount of transit trade exclude in post-war years. It, In order to eliminate this 
b'amit trade, the real trade of the Netherlands in that year is taken to have borne the same relation to the total trade of other 
<oontrieo ao 1t did in 1924, the value Index for world trade In 1913 work• out at 56.6 (Instead ol59.2). If the prleelndex 73.5 
f<w 1913 (given In braeketAJ in the table) It applied to thil value index, the quantum figure for 19131s obtained as 77 Possibly, 
b~ever, the priee index for 1913, which is based on export prices alone, is somewhat too low (if based on Import. prices, tho 
lodes works out at 76.:;; U thlllndex Ia applied to tbe value index of 56.6, the quantum Index workl out at 74), 
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2. WoRLD TRADE : PEaCBNrAGB CHANGEs mou YEAR ro YsAR JN VALUE, PRICE &.No QuANTUM. 

V Blue (In gold) Price (In gold) I Quantum 
Year 

I I I Imports Exports Total Imports Exports I Totel Imports I Exports I Tote! 

1925 . . . . + 14.4 + 13.3 + 13.9 + 3.4 + 4.0 + 3.7 + 10.6 + 8.9 + 9.9 
1926 . . . - 3.1 - 5.2 - 4.1 -6.1 -6.9 - 6.4 + 3.8 + 1.9 + 2.4 
1927 . . + 5.1 + 5.3 + 5.2 -2.4 - 2.5 - 2.5 + 7.8 + 7.9 + 7.9 
1928 . . . + 2.6 + 3.8 + 3.2 - 1.1 + 0.5 - 0.4 + 3.7 + 3.5 + 3.6 
1929 . . . + 2.7 + 0.9 + 1.8 - 2.5 - 3.6 - 3.0 + 5.4 + 4.6 + 6.0 
1930 . . . . -18.3 :-19.8 -19.0 -12.9 -12.8 -12.9 - 6.2 - 8.0 - 7.0 
1931 . . -28.5 -28.6 -28.5 -21.5 -28.3 -22.3 -9.0 -7.1 - 8.1 
1932 . . . . -32.8 -31.8 -32.4 :-22.5 -22.6 -22.6 -13.3 -11.9 -12.7 
1933 . . . . -10.8 - 9.1 -10.0 -11.5 -10.2 -10.9 + 0.8 + 1.8 + 1.1 
1934 . . . - 3.9 - 3.3 - 3.6 - 7.5 - 6.2 - 6.9 + 4.0 + 3.1 + 3.7 
1935 . . . + 2.2 + 2.0 + 2.1 -2.1 -3.0 - 2.5 + 4.3 + 5.1 + 4.6 
1936 . . + 7.4 + 8.9 + 8.0 + 2.1 + 4.0 + 3.1 + 5.1 + 4.7 + 4.9 
1937 . . . . +24.3 +22.6 +28.5 + 10.4 + 9.2 + 9.8 + 12.7 + 12.3 + 12.5 
1938 . . -12.4 -13.0 -12.7 . . . -5.2 -7.9 

Note.-The differences between the price and quantum figures for imports and exports calculated in this table are due 
in part to the imperfection of the statistical data employed. Variations in freight rates are a special cause of discrepancy 
between the changes in import and export prices. 

8. WoRLD TRADE : INDICES OP VALUE, PrucB AND QUANTUM BY PRINCIPAL GROUPS OP ARTICLES PROM 1929. 

Percentage share in the value of world trade Movement of value (in gold) (1929 - 100) 

Year 

I Raw I Manuf. I I Raw I Manuf. I Foodstulls materials • articles Total Foodstulls materials • articles Tote! 

1929 . . . 24.5 86 39.5 100 100 100 100 100 
1980 . . . 25.5 34.5 40 100 88 77.5 83 81.0 
1931 . . 27.5 32.5 40 100 63.5 52.5 59.5 57.9 
1932 . . . 29 as 88 100 46.5 36 87.5 39.1 
1938 . . . 28.5 36 87.5 100 87.5 35 84 35.2 
1934 . . . 25 37 38 100 34 35 sa 84.0 
1935 . . . 24.5 37.5 sa 100 84.5 36 33.5 34.7 
1936 . . . 24.6 88 37.5 100 87 39.5 36 87,5 
1937 . . . 28 89.5 37.5 100 43 51 44.5 46.3 
1938 . . . 24 86 40 100 39.5 40.5 41.5 40.4 

Price movement (in gold) (1929 - 100) Quantum movement (1929 - 100) 

Year 

I Raw I Manuf. I I Raw I Manuf. I Foodstulls materials• articles Total Foodstulls materials • articles Total 

1929 . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1930 . . . 84.5 82 94 87.1 98 94.5 88 98.0 
1931 . 66.5 69 78 67.7 96 88.5 76 85.5 
1932 . . . 52 44 63.6 52.4 89 81.6 59.5 74.6 
1938 . . . 46.5 40 56.5 46.7 83 87.5 60 75.4 
1934 . . . 41.5 89.5 50 43.5 82 88 66.5 78.2 
1935 . . . 40.5 39 48 42.4 35.5 92.5 69.5 81.8 
1936 . . . 42 41.5 48 43.7 88 95.5 75 35.8 
1937 . . . 46.5 47 51 48.0 93.5 108 87 96.5 
1938 . . . 43 42.5 50.5 46.5 91.5 95 82 88.8 

• Including " matarlale, partly manufactured ". 

Nole.-The distinction between the three groups is drawn in accordance with the International (Brussels, 1913) Clas~ifica
tlon, " Live animals •• being included with Foodstutrs. The price movement was estimated mainly on the basis of f1gures 
available for five principal trading countries (the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany, France and Italy). As up-to
date information concerning the distribution of trade by groups is only available for a limited number of countries, the figures 
for the last year shown In the table must only be regarded as tentative estimates. 
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t. WORLD 'flw>B : !)OARTBRLY INDICES OP VALOR, PRlCB AND QUANTUM PROM 1929 (1929 = 100). 

ou-1 

Value index Price index Value index Price index 
Quantum Quantum ou-

I I index I I index 
Gold$ £ Gold$ £ GoldS £ Gold$ £ 

. 
1929 I. 99.0 99.0 102 102 97.1 1934 I. 34.0 53.6 44.5 70.2 76.4 

II. 100.5 100.5 101.5 101.5 99.0 II. 33.4 53.7 43.5 69.9 76.8 
III. 98.2 98.2 100 100 98.2 III. 82.8 53.8 42.5 69.7 77.2 
IV. 102.3 102.3 96.5 96.5 106.0 IV. 35.8 59.2 43.5 71.9 82.3 

1930 I. 39.4 39.4 94 94 95.1 1935 I. 83.1 56.0 42 71.1 78.8 
II. 82.6 82.6 39 89 92.8 II. 33.4 56.0 41.5 69.6 80.5 

III. 75.9 75.9 86 86 88.3 III. 33.8 56.1 42.5 70.6 79.5 
IV. 76.1 76.1 79.5 79.5 95.7 IV. 38.5 64.1 43.5 72.4 88.5 

1931 I. 62.7 62.7 74 74 84.7 1936 I. 35.7 59.2 43 71.3 83.0 
II. 60.2 60.2 71 71 84.8 II. 36.0 59.2 43 70.7 83.7 

III. 56.0 57.3 68 69.5 82.4 III. 37.8 60.9 44 71.8 84.8 
IV. 52.7 70.1 58 77.1 90.9 IV. 41.1 69.1 45 75.7 91.3 

1982 I. 41.9 58.1 55 76.2 76.2 1937 I. 42.7 71.9 47 79.1 90.9 
II. 39.8 52.5 54 71.2 78.7 II. 47.6 79.5 43.5 81.0 98.2 

III. 35.8 49.1 51 71.0 69.2 III. 46.7 77.5 48.5 80.5 96.8 
IV. 39.3 57.7 49.5 72.7 79.4 IV. 43.2 79.7 48.5 80.2 99.4 

1933 I. 84.9 49.9 48 68.6 72.7 1938 I. 42.1 69.4 47.5 78.3 88.6 
II. 84.2 49.2 47 67.6 72.8 II. 89.5 65.5 46 76.8 35.9 

III. 84.8 52.0 46 68.7 75.7 III. 88.7 65.5 44 74.5 87.9 
IV. 87.0 56.1 46 69.8 80.4 IV. 41.8 72.2 44 76.9 98.9 

1939 I. 38.7 68.1 43 75.7 90.0 

Nole.-:-The. quarterJ~ price index given in this table and employed for calculation of the quantum index is calculated 
on !he basiS of rmport. pnces of a limited number of countries (in certain years, the United Kingdom alone), adjusted so that 
their average agrees With the annual indices given in Table 1. 
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5. WoRLD TRADB· BY CONTINENTAL GROuPS : VALUE IN OLD U.S.A. Gow • • (000,000'&). 

Europe 

I I 
' 

I I I Year including North Latin Asia 
U.S.S.R. America • America • Africa excluding Oceania World 

U.S.S;R. 

Imports. 
1913 . 13,724 2,411 1,480 803 2,115 501 21,034 

1924 . 16,584 4,401 2,011 1,132 8,975 875 
1925 . 18,671 5,148 2,472 1,373 4,495 991 

28,978 

1926 . 17,258 5,472 2,416 1,334 4,651· 986 
88,150 

1927 . 18,997 5,805 2,440 1,483 4,511 1,028 
82,117 

1928 . . 19,610 5,835 2,518 1,618 4,649 922 
83,764 

1929 . 19,863 5,676 2,707 1,699 4,679 971 
34,652 

1930 . . 17,027 4,168 2,077 1,486 8,625 692 
85,595 

1931 . . 12,802 2,723 1,218 1,109 2,642 SOl 
29,075 

1982 . 8,501 1,731 749 806 1,904 277 
20,795 
18,968 

1938 . . . 7,541 1,420 761 761 1,714 264 12,461 
1934 . 7,195 1,295 740 755 1,706 290 11,981 
1935 . . . 7,017 1,542 812 789 1,760 328 12,248 
1936 7,411 1,822 876 860 1,797 876 18,142 
1937 . 9,127 2,272 1,159 1,012 2,826 446 16,842 
1988 . 8,206 1,563 1,079 908 2,114 449 14,819 

Exports. 

1913 . . . 11,436 2,897 1,679 853 2,201 498 19,564 

1924 . 18,048 5,597 2,784 1,203 4,390 878 27,850 
1925 . . . 14,476 6,223 2,878 1,842 5,599 1,038 81,551 
1926 . . . 13,782 6,016 2,783 1,260 5,177 952 29,920 
1927 . 15,044 6,055 2,995 1,412 5,052 958 81,516 
1928 . . 15,594 6,471 3,148 1,530 5,008 982 32,728 
1929 . . 16,124 6,428 3,167 1,483 4,938 884 83,024 

1930 . . . 18,905 4,748 2,266 1,218 8,691 654 26,477 

1931 . . . 10,164 8,044 1,704 938 2,583 478 18,906 

1982 . . . 6,582 2,094 1,177 867 1,769 896 12,885 

1938 . . . 5,961 1,724 1,060 836 1,710 429 11,714 

1934 . 5,628 1,727 1,119 737 1,756 866 11,883 

1985 . . . 5,558 1,839 1,154 825 1,794 389 11,559 

1936 . 5,829 2,054 1,269 950 2,031 454 12,581 

1987 . . . 7,057 2,630 1,586 1,057 2,570 527 15,427 

1988 . . . 6,312 2,382 1,254 888 2,116 465 18,417 

• Canada, the United States ot America, Newfoundland, Greenland and St. Pierre &. Miquelon. 
• AD;lerica other than u North America"", as defined above. 

Nofe.-Turkey is included under Europe throughout the period shown. The trade of that country in 1913 (imports, 179; 
exports, 94) refers to her pre-war tettitory, including Iraq, Palestine and Syria and Lebanon now entered under Asia. The 
trade in 1913 of the present (post-war) territory of Turkey is estimated at : imports, 114 i exports, 65. 

. In other respects also, the figures for 1913 are not strictly comparable with those for post--w:ar yean (c/. note to Table 1). 
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6.. WoRLD TllADB BY CONTINENTAL GROUPS: INDICES 01' VALUB, PRICB AND QUANTUM PROM 1929. 

Europe (Including U.S.S.R.) North America Rest of world 

Year 
Value I Price I Q Value I Price I Quantum Value I Price I Quantum (In gold) (In gold) uantum (in gold) (In gold) (in gold) (in gold) 

lmpom. 

1929 . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1930 . . . 85.7 87 98.5 73.4 83 88.5 78.4 89 88.5 
1931 . . . 64.5 68 94.5 48.0 64 75 52.4 70.5 74.5 
1932 . . . 42.8 52.5 82 30.5 50 61 37.2 59.5 62.1> 
1933 . . . 33.0 47.5 80.5 25.0 39.5 63 34.8 49 70.5 
1934 . . . 36.2 44.5 81.5 22.8 36 63.5 34.7 44 78.5 
1985 . . . 35.3 44 80 27.2 35.5 76.5 36.6 43 85 
1936 . . . 37.3 46 81.5 32.1 38 34.5 38.9 42 92 
1937 • . . 45.9 50.5 90.5 40.0 42 95 49.2 46.5 106 
1938 • . . 41.3 47.5 87 27.5 38.5 71.5 45.2 44.5 101.5 

Ezporls. 

1929 . . . 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
19SO . . . 86.2 92.5 93.5 73.8 88 84 74.8 79 94.5 
1931 . . . 63.0 76 83 47.4 67 70.5 54.4 55.5 98.5 
1932 . . . 40.8 59.5 68.5 32.6 55.5 58.5 40.2 42 95.5 
1933 . . . 37.0 54 68.5 26.8 46 58 38.5 39 99 
1934 . . . 34.9 50.5 69 26.9 42.5 63 38.0 37 102.5 
1935 . . . 34.5 49 70 28.6 43.5 65.5 39.7 35.5 112 
1936 . . . 36.1 50 72.5 32.0 45 71 44.9 38 117.5 
1937 . . . 43.8 53 83 40.9 48.5 84.5 54.8 43 127 
1938 . . . 39.1 51 76.5 37.1 45 83 45.1 39.5 114 
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Annex II . 

• 
NATIONAL PRICE AND QUANTUM INDICES OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 

A number or. co ';In tries publish indices. concerning variations in the quantum of their imports 
o~ exports (these md!Ces are g~nerally obtamed by comparing the value of trade in a given base year 
with the value that the trade m another year would have had if prices had remained unchanged). 
From the quantum figures and the recorded values of trade, figures concerning the price movement 
may be calculated. Other countries publish price indices for imported and exported goods · 
and from these indices and the recorded trade values, rough indices of the movement of the quantuU: 
of trade may be derived. 

Classification of the Indices. 

The price and quantum indices reproduced have been classified according to six methods 
marked a-f; of these, the first four (a-d) are the most important and are based entirely on the 
figures for quantities and values by articles, as recorded in trade returns. As " prices " are 
regarded in these cases the average unit values obtained by dividing the recorded value for each 
item by the corresponding quantity. In the case of the remaining two methods (e and f), price 
quotations (as a rule available only for a limited number of articles) are used. 

Method a: Chain method: Single chain.-Each year is employed as a basis for the calculation 
of indices for either the following or the preceding year; the indices are then usually linked together 
into a series within which the weighting varies (a "moving base year"). If the price index 
for any year is weighted by the values of the preceding year, the quantum index derived therefrom 
is weighted by the product of the "prices " in that year and the quantities or the year under 
consideration, and vice versa (see formula below). The indices are convertible (forwards or 
backwards only). 

Method b : Chain method : Double chain.-The figures represent the average (geometric in 
all the cases considered) of the two indices calculated according to the two versions of the 
preceding method (Irving Fisher's "ideal formula"). The index is convertible. 

Method c : Fixed-base quantum indices, and price indices derived therefrom.-The recorded 
average prices of a given base year-or base period-as calculated from trade returns, are applied 
to the quantities of the year under examination; the quantum index is thus weighted according 
to the values of the base year. The price indices derived from these indices are, however, 
weighted by the product of the " prices " in that year and the quantities of the year under exa
mination. 

Method d : Fixed-base price indices, calculall!d from recorded average prices, and quantum 
indices derived therefrom.-This method is the reverse of c. The recorded average prices of 
each year are applied to the quantities of the base year for the calculation of a price index which 
-unlike the derived quantum index-is weighted by trade values in the base year. 

Method e : Fixed-base price indices, calculated from price quotalions.-This method differs 
from din that price quotations for fixed qualities of individual com~odities a~e em~loyed instead 
of average prices for each statistical item .. ~rrors due to chang~s II_! t~e quality or m the c.o~po
sition of trade within each item are thus ehmmated ; but the price md!Ces are based on a limited 
number of goods entering into trade and the weighting is arbitrary to a certain extent. 

Method f : Wholesale price indices of imported and exported goods.-. The prices employed_ are 
generally those quoted in the domestic trade and are thus not tr~e Import and expor~ prices 
(e.g., import prices include the import duty and the profit of the Importer). The mdices ~e 
either unweighted or weighted according to the importance of the articles concerned m 
domestic trade during the base year. 
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Formulas ( Melhods a-d). 

In the following formulas p represents the average price (unit value) and q the quantity of 
individual commodities (or, ~ore correctly, of goods belonging to indivi_dual statistical i~ems), 
p the price index, Q the quantum index and V the index of trade values, while the years considered 
are 1, 2, 3 ... n. -

Melhod a. Separate indices are first calculated for the second year in each pair of con
secutive years (1. and 2, 2 and 3 etc.). There are two alternatives, as is shown by the following 
formulas for year 2 : 

:E p, q, v. :E P• q, 
(i) Q,= ; P,=-= 

:E p, q, Q, :E p, q, 

:E P• q, v, :E P• q, 
(ii) P,= 

' 
Q,=-= 

:E p, q, P, :E P• q, 

Countries at present using method a make the calculations according to the first alternative. 
For the years 1934-1936, the second alternative was employed, however, in the calculation of 
indices for France (see note, page 77). 

The indices calculated for each year (the preceding year = 100) are subsequently linked 
together to form a" chain ". For example, the formula of the quantum index for yearn according 
to the first of the two alternatives is : 

:E p, q, :E p, q, :E Pln-•1 q, 
Q,.=--

:E p, q, :E p, q, :E Pl.,..• I ql,..•J 

M elhod b. This method combines the indices according to the two alternatives of method a ; 
the formula of the quantum index in year 2, for example, being : 

Q, = :E p, q, • :E p, q, . The indices thus calculated are subsequently linked together to 
:E p, q, . :E p, q, 

form a chain, as in the case of method a. 

Method c. This method corresponds to the first of the two alternatives of method a : 

:E p, q, 
Q, = ; 

:E p, q, 

v" :E p, q,. 
P, =- = 

Q, :E p, q., 

M elhod d corresponds to the second alternative of method a : 

:E p, q, 
P,. = ; 

:E p, q, • 

Deviations from M elhods a-d as described above. 

:E p, q., 

:E p, q, 

The above description of methods refers to the most simple and regular cases. A deviation 
~requently occurring i~ due to the fact that certain goods are sometimes not recorded by quantity 
m trade returns. It 1s then often assumed that the prices of such goods have changed in accord
ance with those of goods so recorded. In the case of method c or the first alternative of method 
'!• ~eing employed, it is then convenient to reverse the order i-d which the price and the quantum 
md1ces are calculated. In the case of method c, for example, a price index is first computed for 
u ds . . :Ep,h 

e goo recorded by quantity, accordmg to the formula , and a quantum index 
:E :E p, q, 

(referring to all goods) according to the formula p, q, is calculated by applying this price 
:E p, q, 

index to the value of the trade in all goods. 
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As is shown _by the notes in the tables, other deviations frequently occur. Thus, indices 
calcul~t~d accordmg to methods c and dare frequently not calculated with a single year as base : 
the origmal base may be an average for a period of years, or a di!Terent basis may be employed 
for the price and the quantity ratios. 

In ~he case of .certaii?- c~untries f?r ~hich useful export quantum indices for recent years 
are lackmg, approximate mdices of this kmd, as well as the corresponding export price Indices 
have been calculated by method a in the League of Nations Secretariat-in most cases based 
on the rather summary classification in Table III (b) for the countries given in International 
Trade Statistics. ' 

Presentation and Limitation of Use. 

· The tables in the following pages reproduce the more important of the national price and 
quantum indices of trade, after converting them to 1927 as a common base year. For several 
of these indices, however, conversion may involve some error. 

Wholesale price indices for imported and exported goods, constituting sub-groups of the 
ordinary wholesale price indices, are available for about 15 countries; only a few of these indices 
have been reproduced. 

In order to enhance the interest of the price and quantum indices, they are given together 
with indices of the value, in national currency, of the category of trade to which they refer. The 
price indices are shown in terms of national currency as well as gold, the gold indices being 
calculated from the indices in national currency and the exchange rates shown in Annex III. 

Whatever method of compilation is employed, either the price or the quantum indices-or 
both-are likely to be misleading if comparison is made over long periods of time. The indices 
should be employed, therefore, for the analysis of fluctuations over short periods of time. The 
fact that the tables give, when possible, series covering fifteen years does not imply that the 
indices are suitable for comparison over the whole of that period. 

Indices with variable weighting are subject to special limitations. Thus, indices compiled 
according to the "chain method" (a or b) should properly be employed only for comparison 
between adjacent years. Similarly, the price indices according to method c, as well as the quantum 
indices according to method d, should strictly be employed only for comparison with the base 
year, not with any other year in the series. In the tables, the last-mentioned indices, though 
less useful, are given throughout, though they are not always published by the national compilers 
(thus, of countries employing method c, Chile and Germany publish quantum figures only, not 
the price indices derived therefrom, and of the countries employing method d, New Zealand 
publishes only the price indices, but not the quantum indices derived therefrom). Similarly, 
both the price and the quantum indices are given in the tables for countries employing the method 
of single chain (a), though certain of them publish only the quantum figures and these not even 
in index form but only as the value of trade at the prices of the preceding year (Algeria, Germany 
and Sweden). 

On the other hand, in the case of methods e and f, the price indices alone have been shown 
in the table, as they are based on price quotations for a limited number of articles entering. into 
trade and they were thought inadequate for the calculation of quantum indices as they could 
scarcely be applied to the total value of imports or exports. In a few cases, however, the national 
compilers also publish such quantum indices. 

The tables refer, when not otherwise indicated, to special trade in merchandise only. The 
cduntries within each continent are given in French alphabetical order; the continental order 
applied is : Africa, America, Asia, Europe, Oceania. The notes refer to figures given for each 
group of series (value, quantum and price) against the heading " Category ". 

The figures are calculated to one decimal place, as rounding-ofT to the nearest unit would have 
rendered them less fit for conversion to a basis di!Terent from that employed in the tables (1927). 

As is indicated in the tables and notes, the series of price and quantum indices given in one 
column are in some cases obtained by combining two original series covering overlapping periods, 
the figure for the first year given of the later period having been linked to the figure for the same 
year of the earlier period. 
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Annex 

Pays Alg6rie -Algeria Union Bud-Atricaine 

M~t.hode a Bulletin comparatif trimeslrlel du mouvemenl commercia lei c Official Year-Book of et maritime de l'Alg~rie (N° pour l"annh enti~re) source 

CaUgorie 1. Importations I 2. Exportations 1. Importations I 2. Export. de marchandises 

Prix Prix Prix Valeur Quan- Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-

Annh Franc tum 
Franc I Franc tum 

Franc I £S.A. tum 
£S.A. I £>S.A. tum 

£S.A.i Or Or Or Or 

1928 58.2 75.4 77.2 119.8 52.6 78.31 67.1 104.2 80.0 65.1 122.81117.4 76.8 74.3 103.31 98.8 
1924 72.9 82.7 88.1 117.8 62.6 84.2 74.4 99.4 90.9 79.7 114.1 106.1 79.7 67.5 118.2 110.0 

~ -----1925 80.6 85.0 94.8 115.4 71.5 91.8 77.9 94.8 94.2 85.8 109.8 96.6 91.2 105.8 
1926 94.2. 85.2 110.5 91.5 114.0 114.0 100.0 82.7 100.2 95.4 105.1 82.9 81.3 102.0 
~ ~ 

1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 115.4 113.6 101.6 120.2 113.4 106.0 107.1 110.0 97.4 100.9 100.9 100.0 
1928 133.9 131.6 101.8 110.1 108.2 101.8 113.8 120.6 94.3 96.2 99.7 96.4 
1930 130.6 130.9 99.7 121.3 127.0 95.5 88.1 100.3 87.8 66.4 98.5 67.4 
1931 111.4 127.8 87.2 96.6 110.1 87.7 72.0 94.0 76.6 43.6 83.0 52.5 -- --1932 89.3 111.5 80.1 106.4 121.9 87.3 44.9 75.7 59.8 58.1 88.6 92.6 41.7 40.8 
1933 93.1 128.2 75.5 108.4 128.0 84.7 67.9 97.2 69.8 46.9 48.2 82.2 58.7 39.5 
1934 81.7 120.8 68.0 74.6 115.4 64.6 92.1 129.6 71.0 48.8 47.7 71.9 66.4 40.6 
1935 65.0 98.5 66.0 74.2 135.2 54.9 104.5 144.0 72.6 42.9 58.0 102.2 56.7 33.5 
~ 

1936 73.9 106.6 69.4 62.8 98.5 131.1 75.1 69.4 119.9 161.5 74.8 44.4 58.1 92.1 63.1 87.7 
1987 98.8 105.4 88.6 54.0 128.0 136.8 89.9 54.0 143.9 181.4 79.8 47.1 80.3 156.0 51.5 30.6 
1988 . 120.4 . . . 178.3 . . 

Pays Argentina Canada 

M~tbode 
et c Anuario del comercio clerior de la Republica Argentina c Trade of Canada, Fiscal year ended March '11 • •• 

source 

Ann6es fiscales 
CaUgorie 1. Importations 2. Exportations 

I 1. Importations 2. Exportations 

Valeur Quan- Prix I Valeur Quan- Prix Valeur Quan- Prix Valeur Quan- Prix 
Ann6e Peso m/n tum 

Peso mfnl Pe.~o mfn tum 
Peso mfnl scan. tum 

SCan. I $Can. tum 
$Can. I Or Or Or Or 

1928 101.4 81.5 124.3 101.4 76.4 69.8 109.5 89.8 80.6 71.6 112.6 109.9 84.7 91.0 93.1 1 90.9 
1924 96.7 80.9 119.6 97.1 100.2 85.9 116.7 94.7 71.9 67.3 106.7 106.1 86.6 85.7 101.1 100.5 

102.3 -~ -------1925 90.5 113.1 107.8 86.0 66.7 128.9 122.8 83.6 77.6 107.8 107.0 101.0 106.0 
1926 96.0 94.8 101.8 97.4 78.5 79.0 99.3 95.0 93.0 92.0 101.0 101.6 98.8 108.4 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 97.7 114.9 85.0 85.2 104.5 91.9 113.7 118.9 114.1 117.3 97.8 110.9 118.8 93.4 
1928 100.6 119.6 84.1 83.1 94.5 90.2 104.8 108.5 112.6 118.2 95.2 90.8 96.0 94.6 
1930 86.3 102.5 84.2 73.0 60.8 65.1 93.5 81.5 81.8 97.8 83.6 64.8 88.9 77.2 
1931 60.3 71.8 84.0 58.9 63.5 89.8 70.7 49.0 52.2 

~~ -----74.9 69.6 65.2 48.6 78.7 61.8 57.7 
1932 42.9 51.8 82.9 50.4 56.1 82.7 67.9 41.2 36.6 62.7 58.4 50.8 42.8 78.4 54.6 47.8 
1933 46.1 58.8 79.1 46.4 48.9 75.1 65.1 38.1 39.1 62.9 62.2 42.3 54.0 84.8 63.6 42.7 
1934 57.0 62.2 91.7 37.8 62.7 79.9 78.5 86.1 47.1 68.2 69.1 41.5 61.8 91.8 66.8 40.0 
1935 60.8 67.8 89.0 35.9 68.4 85.2 80.8 85.7 50.7 73.7 68.9 40.8 68.8 98.3 70.0 41.3 
1936 57.8 70.9 80.9 85.1 72.2 76.4 94.5 42.7 60.6 86.1 70.8 41.7 86.0 114.9 74.9 44.3 
1937 80.0 91.3 87.7 87.8 100.7 91.5 110.1 50.4 72.1 97.8 74.0 43.8 86.7 105.0 82.6 48.8 
1936 75.0 85.5 87.8 87.1 . . . . 



II. 

UDion o! South Africa. 

-
the Union of South Africa 

3. Export. d'or I 4. Export. totales 

Valeur Quan- Prix 
Valeur Quan- Prix 

£S.A. tum I £S.A. tum 
£S.A. I £S.A. Or Or 

98.0 86.9 107.0 I 100.0 84.8 82.0 108.41 98.9 
98.6 89.6 110.0 100.0 89.1• 81.0 110.0 102.3 - ---92.2 92.2 100.0 94.4 91.8 102.8 
96.3 96.3 100.0 89.5 90.4 99.0 

100 100 100 100 100 100 
98.5 98.5 100.0 99.7 99.4 100.3 

108.4 108.4 100.0 99.7 102.0 97.8 
105.9 105.9 100.0 86.0 108.0 83.4 
102.8 102.8 100.0 72.9 95.1 76.7 ---------- ------109.7 108.2 101.4 100.0 73.8 102.1 72.8 70.7 
155.9 106.4 146.6 100.0 101.5 96.9 104.7 70.7 

• 125.5 77.4 162.1 100.0 86.2 75.3 114.6 70.2 
159.6 95.6 166.9 100.0 108.3 98.2 110.3 65.8 

184.5 111.9 165.0 100.0 120.7 104.1 115.9 69.8 
184.9 111.8 165.4 100.0 132.1 129.1 102.8 60.9 

Canada Country 

e Prices and Price Inde:z:es (Dominion Bureau Method 
and of Statistics) source 

Ann~es du calendrier 

I 
Category 

3. Importations 4. Exportations 

Valeur 1 Prix I Prix Valeur . 
Year 

$ Can. $ Can., Or $Can. 
$Can., Or 

83.1 112.61110.4 83.3 95.61 93.7 1923 
74.3 107.5 106.1 86.8 97.9 96.6 1924 
~ 

81.9 108.1 104.3 106.9 1925 
92.8 102.4 104.1 102.2 1926 

100 100 100 100 1927 
112.4 98.4 110.8 96.3 1928 
119.5 . 96.4 . 97.0 94.3 1929 
92.8 85.7 72.7 79.1 1930 
~ ~ 

57.8 74.1 69.4 49.7 61.9 57.8 1931 
41.6 72.2 62.7 40.5 56.1 49.1 1932 
86.9 74.7 50.9 43.6 56.4 87.8 1933 
47.2 78.3 47.0 58.6 62.0 87.1 1934 
50.6 79.7 47.3 59.9 63.6 37.5 1935 
58.4 81.3 48.3 77.5 68.2 40.3 1936 
74.4 91.9 54.4 82.4 82.9 49.0 1937 

1938 

Country 

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 

1927 
1923 
1929 
1930 
1931 

1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 

1936 
1937 
1938 

Argentine. 

Algeria. 

I, 2. The quantum figures are derived from figures for the provi
sional value of the trade in each year according to the prices of 
the preceding year. 

Union of South Africa. 

All the series (1-4) exclude trade with Rhodesia and South 
West Africa. 

1. General imports, including Government stores i freight Is 
excluded. Original base for the quantum indices for 1923-1925: 
1909-1913; thereafter: 1925 (In the source converted to 1909-1913). 

2-4. Exports of South-Airlcan produce; series 2 and 4 include 
ships' stores (lor national and foreign ships). Original base for the 
quantum Indices : 1909-1913. 

1. Original base for quantum figures : 1906 (In the source converted to 1910). 
The quantum figures are derived from the " valores nominales "-i.e., 1906 tarUf 
-values. 

z. Original base for quantum ligures : 1910. Tbe quantum ligtires are derived 
from the "valores basicos •-i.e., values at the prices prevalling in 1910. 

Canada. 
1, z. The figures refer to fiscal years beginning April 1st. Exports (2) Include 

non-monetary gold bullion. Original base for price and quantum figures : for 
1923/24-1931/32 : 1925/26; thereafter : 1935/36. Quantum and price Indices lor 
the fiscal years 1932j33-1935/86,calculated on the base o!l925/26, are (1927/28 -100): 

1932/38 
1933/34 
1934/35 
1935/36 

Imports 
Quantum Price 

62.7 
62.1 
68.1 
73.7 

(Can.$) 
58.4 
62.9 
69.1 
68.9 

Exports 
Quantum Price 

78.5 
85.0 
91.8 
98.3 

(Gan. $) 
54.6 
63.5 
66.8 
70.0 

3, 4. These figures refer to calendar years. The price indices are weighted 
according to prices quoted in 1926 and the quantities imported and exported during 
the period 1926-1931. The price quotetlons refer to the following number olltems : 
imports, up to 1925, 55; thereafter, 95 (7~ commQditles); exports, up to 1925, 50 i 
thereafter, 87 (7Q commodities), 
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Annex 

Pays ChW- Chile Etats-UDis d'Am6rique -

M~thode 
et c Esladislica Chilena b Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the U.S.A.; 

source 

Ca~orie I. Importations I 2. Exportations I. Importations g6n6rales 12. Importations pour la cons om-
mation 

Prix Prix Valeur Quan-
Prix [va~ur Quan- Prix 

Ann~e Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-
Peso tum I Peso tum 

Peso J 
$ tum I tum 

I Peso Or Or $ Or $ Or 

1928 92.1 84.2 109.4 102.8 98.3 83.6 117.6 110.5 90.6 87.0 104.2 89.6 86.0 104.2 
1924 101.6 93.4 108.8 98.7 109.7 95.8 114.5 103.9 86.3 85.4 101.1 85.9 85.0 101.1 
1925 112.6 100.5 112.1 111.1 113.3 99.2 114.3 113.3 101.0 91.4 110.5 100.3 90.8 110.5 
~ 

1926 120.1 120.6 99.6 88.4 83.1 106.4 105.9 98.6 107.4 105.9 98.6 107.4 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1926 111.5 108.8 102.5 117.2 117.7 99.6 97.8 101.0 96.8 98.0 101.1 96.8 
1929 150.7 140.8 107.0 138.6 125.8 110.2 105.1 114.8 91.6 104.2 113.8 91.6 
1930 130.5 128.3 101.7 80.2 83.2 96.4 73.1 97.9 74.7 74.8 100.1 74.7 
1931 65.8 68.1 96.6 49.8 73.8 68.0 50.0 86.3 57.9 50.2 86.7 57.9 
1932 19.9 28.3 70.5 17.0 37.6 45.8 81.6 69.8 45.8 31.8 70.3 45.3 

~ 

1933 16.9 35.0 48.4 20.0 50.0 40.0 34.6 76.5 45.3 35.3 84.4 76.0 45.8 35.8 
1934 19.9 44.1 45.2 27.8 . 76.2 36.5 89.6 75.1 52.6 31.4 39.3 74.7 52.6 81.4 
1935 27.5 65.8 41.8 28.1 75.9 37.0 48.9 93.0 52.6 31.1 49.0 93.1 52.6 81.1 
1936 32.3 75.1 43.0 33.2 82.3 40.3 57.9 101.8 56.8 38.6 58.2 102.4 56.8 88.6 
1937 40.0 72.5 55.2 56.4 114.7 49.2 73.7 116.7 63.2 87.8 72.8 114.5 63.2 87.8 
1988 46.8 81.0 57.7 40.7 108.0 39.6 46.8 82.4 56.8 88.5 46.8 82.4 56.8 88.5 

I 

Pays I Chine - China 

M~thode 
b e Prices and Price Indexes in Shanghai et Nankai Social and Economic Quarlerly (Prof. Franklin Ho) 

source (National Tariff Commission) 

Ca~orie I. Importations I 2. Exportations 3. Importations I 4. Exportations 

Valeur Quan- Prix I Valeur 

J 

Quan- Prix Prix I Prix 
Anme St. S tum I St. S tum 

I I I St. S Or St. S Or St.$ Or· St. S Or 

1928 91.2 99.1 92.0 106.6 82.0 89.5 91.5 106.1 . . . 
1924 100.5 109.2 92.0 108.0 84.0 88.6 94.8 111.3 . . 
1925 93.6 100.2 93.4 113.7 84.5 86.3 98.0 119.8 94.6 115.1 91.4 111.2 
1926 111.0 119.0 93.3 102.7 94.1 91.6 102.7 113.1 93.2 102.7 94.3 103.8 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1926 118.1 120.0 98.4 101.2 107.9 101.5 106.4 109.5 95.6 98.4 98.5 101.4 
1929 125.0 127.8 97.8 90.7 110.6 97.0 114.0 105.8 100.4 93.1 99.~ 92.0 
1930 129.3 119.7 108.0 72.0 97.4 85.1 114.4 76.3 118.1 78.8 10'U 68.1 
1931 141.5 118.6 119.3 58.5 99.0 88.6 111.7 52.7 140.0 68.6 101.3 47.8 
1932 103.6 93.0 111.4 53.1 53.7 57.1 94.0 44.4 130.7 62.2 85.2 40.3 
1933 85.3 79.6 107.1 49.6 42.8 52.5 81.5 37.6 123.3 57.1 77.3 35.7 
1934 65.2 69.5 93.9 42.6 37.4 49.9 74.9 84.0 123.1 55.9 67.6 80.6 
1935 58.2 68.2 85.4 41.9 40.3 58.3 75.5 36.1 119.7 58.7 78.1 35.0 
1936 59.7 63.3 94.2 37.4 49.4 52.8 93.5 37.1 132.1 52.4 90.6 35.9 
1937 60.4 . . . 58.6 
1988 

. . . . . . 



II (continued) 

UDlted States of America I Uruguay 

. Trade Information Bulletin I c Secr~tariat, S.d.N. 

3. Exportations de produits I Exportations nationaux 

Valeur Quan- Prix I Valeur 
Prix Quan-

$ tum 
$ I Peso tum 

I Or Peso Or 

I 
86.0 73.2 117.4 104.3 83.1 125.5 97.9 
94.5 82.1 115.1 110.8 81.5 135.9 110.3 

101.3 87.1 116.3 102.6 79.4 129.1 125.4 

99.0 92.6 107.0 97.8 82.1 119.1 
...... 

119.3 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100! ... 
105.7 103.3 102.3 104.5 89.3 117.0 118.6 
108.4 107.1 101.2 96.4 86.2 111.9 109.3 
79.5 87.6 90.7 104.7 107.3 97.6 83.8 
50.0 71.6 69.8 81.2 89.3 90.9 51.8 
33.1 55.9 59.3 60.4 61.8 97.8 45.4 
34.6 55.1 62.8 48.8 69.2 69.7 99.2 46.0 
44.1 60.2 73.3 43.7 72.4 58.7 123.3 58.1 
47.1 62.4 75.6 44.6 98.9 79.8 123.9 59.1 
50.8 66.2 76.7 45.3 93.6 70.3 133.1 62.7 
69.3 85.2 81.4 48.1 . . . . 
64.2 85.0 75.6 44.6 . . . . 

Indo-India 

c Review of the Trade of India in ... 

I. Importations g~n~rales I z. Exportations speciales 

Valeur Quan- Prix 
Valeur Prix 

Ouan-
Roupie tum 

Rouple \ 
Roupie tum 

Roupie I Or Or 

91.1 65.2 139.7l117.2 109.3 98.0 111.51 93.5 
98.7 74.6 132.4 120.4 120.5 101.7 118.5 107.8 
~ ~ 

90.5 77.9 116.2 117.4 100.5 116.9 
92.5 85.0 108.8 94.5 93.0 101.5 

100 100 100 100 100 100 
101.4 105.2 96.4 108.4 106.1 97.5 
96.4 108.4 98.2 97.4 108.0 90.2 
66.0 82.5 so. ' 69.1 96.6 71.5 

~· 

50.6 70.6 71.7 61.9 48.8 82.5 59.2· 50.5 
58.1 81.4 65.2 46.8 41.4 74.9 55.3 39.5 
46.2 72.7 63.5 42.5 46.1 86.2 58.5 35.8 
52.9 84.1 63.0 38.3 47.5 87.8 54.1 32.9 
53.8 86.6 62.1 37.5 50.3 88.4 56.9 34.4 
50.1 79.8 62.8 38.1 61.5 107.4 57.2 34.6 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
68.2 95.7 n.8 43.8 62.0 108.1 60.1 36.5 
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Country 

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923: 
1924-
1925: 

1926 
1927 
1926 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

Country 

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

1981 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1986 

1937 
1988 

Chile. 

I, 2. The Indices o! value and price refer In 1923-1925 to paper 
pesos corresponding to a third of the old peso of 18d., and thereafter 
to pesos of 6d. gold, Original base for the quantum Index: 1927-1929. 
The export Indices (2) exclude ships' stores (up to 1929, for all ships; 
from 1930 for national ships only). The calculation coven, in the 
case of imports, 78 items in 5 groups i and in the case of exports 
54 items in 8 groups. ' 

United Stales of America. 

1-3. Chain Indices, In the source given on the baso of 1923-1925 
average. The price indices are based on calculations covering 
about 265 commodities, representing 69% of the import value 
and 57% of the export value in 1936. The price movement for the 
commodities not included in the calculation is assumed to have 
been the same as for those selected. The import indices published 
by the United States Department of Commerce refer to general 
imports up to 1933 inclusive and to imports for consumption there
after. The two complete series here given ( 1 and 2) are based on 
the assumption that the price movement was the same for the two 
categories. 

Uruguay. 
Price and quantum indices calculated from the movement or 

trade by articles, as specified In Table lii (b) lor Uruguay In 
International Trade Statislics. Base : for 1923-1927 : 1913; there
alter : 1927. 

China. 
I, 2. Chain Indices In the source given on the basis o! 1918. 
3, 4. For value indices, see I and 2. The basic price quotations 

employed are : for 1925 : those of Februaru 1913; lor 1926, those 
of 1925 (In the source, converted to February 1918); !rom 1927, 
those o! /926. The basic quantities employed are, lor 1925-1926, 
those o! 1923, and lor later years, those o! the period 1925-1927. 
The indices are compiled from quotations for the following number 
or Items : lor Imports (3) : 1925 and 1926, 115 Items; 1927-1932, 
109 items (covering 68% o! the average value o! total Imports In 
1925-1927); 1933-1936, 82 items; lor exports (4) : 1925 and 1926, 
79 items; 1927-1936, 66 Items (representing 78% or the average 
value or total exports In 1925-1927). 

British India • 
I, 2. All the figures refer to fiscal years beginning April 1st. 

Original base o! quantum Indices for 1923/24-1927/26 : 1913/14; 
thereafter,1927/26. Indices !or tho years 1926/29-1984/35, calculated 
on the original base of 1913/14, were (1927/26 - 100) : 

1926/29 
1929/30 
1980/81 
1981/32 
1932/38 
1933/34 
1934/35 

Imports 
Quantum Price 

103.7 
102.4 
85.4 
78.2 
88.0 
79.5 
93.6 

(Rupee) 
97.8 
94.1 
77.2 
64.7 
60.8 
58.1 
56.6 

Exports 

Quantum Price 

105.9 
107.8 
95.6 
81.4 
71.8 
85.8 
88.3 

(Rupee) 
97.7 
90.8 
72.8 
60.0 
57.7 
53.8 
53.8 

The figures from I937/38lncluslve refer to British India excluding 
Burma (and thus include the trade with Burma). Corresponding 
approximate indices for the previous two years are : 

Imports Exports 

Value Quan- Price Value ouan- Price 
tum tum 

. (Rupee) (Rupee) (Rupee) (Rupee) 

1935/36 58.8 91.8 64.4 51.2 89.4 57.8 

1~9~/37 55.6 86.1 64.6 68.4 109.9 57.7 



Pays 

M~thode 
et source 

ca~orle 

Ann~e 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

Pays 

M~thode 
et source 

Cat~orle 

Ann~e 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 

1927 
1923 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 

1936 
1937 
1938 
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Indes n6erlandaises -Netherlands Indies 

f (e) Prices, price-indexes and e:tehange rates in o~ava; 
Economisch Weekblad voor Nederlandsch-IndEe 

I. Importations 

Prix 
Valeur 1-----;----1 
Gulden I 

71.2 
77.4 

93.1 
99.1 

100 
111.2 
122.8 
98.4 
65.7 
42.6 
86.5 
82.3 
30.6 

31.8 
55.2 
53.8 

Gulden Or 

114.9 109.7 
113.7 105.4 - -... _. 

110.2 
104.3 

100 
96.8 
96.5 
90.8 
71.4 
57.8 
50.1 
47.8 
45.8 -----------47.1 44.7 

62.9 51.1 
59.8 46.4 

2. Exportations 

Valeur 
Gulden 

83.8 
93.9 

109.5 
96.4 

100 
96.1 
88.0 
70.5 
45.6 
33.1 
28.6 
29.8 
27.2 

32.8 
58.0 
42.2 

Prix 

Gulden I Or 

115.2 111o.o 
119.4 110.7 

--------------112.3 
105.2 

100 
96.5 
94.7 
68.0 
50.9 
89.7 
33.2 
32.0 
31.4 ..----..---

32.9 31.0 
41.8 33.9 
84.1 27.7 

Japon- Japan 

e (f) Idem 

3. Exportations 

Prix 

Gulden I Or 

112.6 1107.5 
110.5 102.4 -------126.1 

112.4 

100 
80.5 
74.8 
48.4 
32.8 
23.3 
23.6 
27.5 
25.1 -------------30.5 28.8 

41.2 33.4 
32.2 26.1 

Annex 

a SecrHariat, S.d.N. 

4. Exportations 

Quan
tum 

100 
116.2 
120.1 
116.2 
101.9 
112.3 
105.8 
107.7 
108.8 

120.2 
135.1 

Prix 

Gulden I Or 

100 
82.7 
73.2 
60.7 
44.7 
29.4 
27.0 
27.6 
25.0 ----------27.3 25.7 

42.9 34.8 

c Foreign Trade of Japan. A Statistical Survey The Oriental Economist (S~r. Yokohama Specie Bank) 
(Publi6 par The Oriental Economist} 

J, Importations 2. Exportations 3. Importations 4. Exportations 

Prix Prix Prix 
Quan-

Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur 
Yen tum I Yen tum 

Valeur I Yen tum I Yen tum I Yen Or Or Yen Or Yen Or 

91.0 84.7 107.3 110.0 72.7 57.0 127.4 130.6 . . . . . . . . 
112.6 92.4 121.9 105.9 90.7 72.1 125.8 109.3 . . . . . . . 
118.1 86.6 136.3 117.9 115.7 88.6 130.6 113.0 . . . . . . . 
109.1 95.9 113.8 ll3.1 102.6 90.7 113.1 112.4 . . . . . . 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 . . . . . . . . 
100.8 97.5 103.4 101.2 99.0 103.9 95.3 93.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
101.7 101.6 100.1 96.9 107.8 115.9 93.0 90.6 100.9 (104.9) (96.2) (95.1) 109.0 (116.2) (93.8) (93.3) 
70.9 89.7 79.1 82.3 73.8 107.3 68.8 71.6 70.4 92.1 76.4 81.8 74.5 102.6 72.7 77.8 
56.7 100.7 56.3 58.0 57.6 110.5 52.1 53.8 56.3 102.1 55.1 58.0 58.2 105.7 55.0 58.0 
65.7 96.2 68.2 41.1 70.8 129.6 54.6 80.8 65.2 100.9 64.6. 39.7 71.5 125.0 57.2 83.0 
88.0 99.9 88.1 37.4 93.4 141.2 66.2 27.9 87.3 104.7 83.4 36.2 94.4 138.2 68.8 29.5 

104.7 108.2 96.8 36.1 109.0 172.2 63.3 23.6 103.9 111.6 93.1 35.5 110.1 163.8 67.4 25.7 
113.4 113.4 100.0 35.9 125.4 193.5 84.8 23.8 112.6 116.9 96.3 35.3 126.7 185.4 68.4 25.1 
126.8 124.2 102.1 81.0 135.2 204.0 66.3 24.0 125.8 128.3 98.0 36.3 136.6 202.4 67.5 25.0 
173.6 . . . 159.4 . . 172.3 136.5 126.2 46.2 161.0 210.8 76.4 28.0 

121.8 99.6 121.4 44.1 186.4 174.4 78.2 28.2 



II (continued) 

IDdochiDe lran!laise- French Indo-China 

a Bulletin konomique de I'Indochine 

I. Importations 2. Exportations 

Prix Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-Francs Francs 
fran~J. 

tum Francs I Or fran~. tum Francs I Or franQ. fran~. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
66.7 71.9 92.7 112.8 82.4 90.9 90.6 110.3 

106.5 89.9 118.5 98.0 129.3 98.2 131.7 109.0 -------- ~ 

100 100· 100 ·100 100 100 
94.2 95.7 98.4 98.6 106.4 92.7 
98.2 107.2 91.7 87.6 98.2 89.2 
69.1 93.5 78.9 61.8 80.0 77.2 
49.3 76.3 64.6 87.6 70.0 53.7 
87.0 65.5 56.4 34.1 79.1 43.1 
34.8 64.7 53.7 34.0 91.8 87.1 
84.9 74.8 46.7 35.6 104.5 34.0 

' 34.4 77.7 44.3 43.5 117.8 37.1 ----......----. 
37.3 81.8 45.8 42.0 57.3 129.1 44.4 40.0 
60.3 97.1 62.1 37.3 86.9 130,9 66.8 39.3 

Malaiaie hritamlique-British Ma!Qa Country 

a Secr6tariat, S.d.N. Method 
and source 

Exportations g6n6rales Category 

Prix 
Valeur Ouan- Year s.s.s tum s.s .• I Or 

. . . . 1923 . . . . 1924 . . . . 1925 

. . . . 1926 
100 100 100 100 1927 
79.6 111.8 71.2 71.5 1928 
87.2 130.4 66.9 66.9 1929 
61.9 131.0 47.3 47.2 1930 
37.8 115.8 32.7 30.8 1931 
80.5 107.1 26.4 20.5 1982 
35.2 113.9' 30.9 21.2 1933 
51.2 120.6 42.5 26.6 1934 
53.7 120.6 44.6 27.0 1935 
59. I 119.4 49.5 30.4 1936 
84.5 144.1 58.6 35.8 1937 

1938 
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Country 

Method 
and source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 

1927 
1926 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 

1986 
1937 
1938 

Japan. 

Netherlands Indies. 

I, 2. Base : 191 J. Unweighted price indices. computed 
from wholesale prices quoted in three towns of ~ava (Batavia, 
Sourabaya and Semarang) for '72 import articles and 20 
export articles respectively. From 1934, quotations were 
no longer regularly available for a certain number of the 
import articles originally selected and had to be interpolated 
or replaced by those for similar or nearly similar articles. 

3. For value movement, see 2. Price index computed 
from wholesale prices quoted in three towns of Java lor 12 
commodities (representing 78.4% of total export value In 
1923). The weighting Is based on the prices quoted in 1928 
and the quantities exported from Java (lor the years 1923-
1928) in 1928 and (thereafter) In 1935. 

4. For value movement, see 2. Price and quantum 
indices calculated from the movement of trade by articles 
as specilied In Table Ill (b) lor the Netherland• Indies In 
International Trade Slalisflcs. 

French Indo-China. 

I, 2. Chain indices, In the source given on the basis of 
1925. The price Indices are calculated from data lor the 
most important commodities of each group, the prices of 
other commodities being assumed to have moved In accordance 
with those considered. 

All the figures refer to • general • trade. 
1, 2. Original base of price and quantum indices: 1928 (in the source converted 

to 1913). The price indices are calculated !rom data lor items recorded by quantity 
(numbering 266 in 1933 and representing 84% of the value of total trade In that 
year) ; the quantum indices have been calculated In the Secretariat by applying 
these price indices to the index of trade values (i.e., the prices of goods not recorded 
by quantity are assumed to have moved In accordance with those so recorded). 
A series of quantum indices given in the source and referring only to the goods 
recorded by quantity is not reproduced here. 

3, 4. The method employed by the compilers is not Indicated, but appears to 
be either c or d. The price and quantum series are available from 1930 only (base 
1928) ; the ligures lor 1929 have been interpolated in the Secretariat with the aid 
of series compiled by the Institute for Economic Research of the Kobe University 
of Commerce. 

British Malaya. 
Price and quantum indices calculated from the movement of trade by articles, 

as specified in Table III (b) for British Malaya in lnlernalional Trade Slali•lic:&. 
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Annex 

Pays Allem.agne - Genna.Dy 

M~thode a Monatliche Nachweise aber den answtirtigen Handel c Idem et Deutschlands; Slalislisches Jahrbuch fur das Deutsche Reich source 

Cat~gorie 1. Importations I 2. Exportations 
y compris dparations J. Importations 4. Exportations 

y compris r~parations 

Ann~e Valeur Quan- Prix I Valeur Quan- Prix Ouan- Prix Quan- I Prix 
RM tum RM RM tum RM tum RM tum RM 

1923 43.2 . . . . . 42.1 102.7 . . 
1924 63.8 . . 61.8 . 59.8 107.7 64.7 95.4 
1925 86.9 77.8 111.6 86.0 82.5 104.2 78.8 110.3 86.1 99.9 
1926 70.3 69.1 101.7 96.4 95.8 100.7 69.3 101.5 97.1 99.3 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1923 98.4 96.7 101.8 113.7 113.6 100.0 96.7 101.8 113.6 100.0 
1923 94.5 93.3 101.3 124.8 126.5 98.7 93.3 101.3 126.5 98.7 
1980 73.0 83.7 87.3 111.4 120.7 92.8 83.1 87.9 119.9 92.9 
1981 47.3 70.3 67.3 88.9 110.6 80.4 70.2 67.4 109.1 81.4 
1932 82.8 64.2 51.1 58.1 77.2 68.8 65.4 50.2 75.2 70.7 
1933 29.5 64.4 45.9 45.1 73.0 61.8 64.3 45.9 70.6 68.9 
1934 31.8 70.0 44.7 38.6 68.4 56.4 67.7 46.2 68.0 61.2 
1985 29.2 65.1 44.9 89.5 75.8 52.1 61.9 47.8 67.9 58.2 
1936 29.6 64.0 46.8 44.1 86.7 50.9 59.5 49.9 74.9 58.9 
1937 88.4 75.7 50.8 54.7 108.0 53.2 69.7 55.2 86.6 63.2 

1938 38.8 82.3 46.5 46.7 89.6 54.8 74.5 51.4 78.5 66.2 

Paya EetoDie - EetoDie Finlande 

M~thode c Ulrikeshandel, et c Konjunktuur, Monthly Review of the Estonian Institute of Economic Research 
source Commerce 

CaUgorie 1. Importations 2. Exportations 1. Importations 

Prix Prix I Markk:j 

Ann~e Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur I Quan-
Kroon tum 

Kroon I Or 
Kroon tum 

Kroon ( Or Markka tum 
.Or 

1923 . . . . . . . . 72.0 74.4 96.8 I 108.1 - - .... - -1924 . . . . . . . . 73.8 72.8 101.4 
1925 100.1 94.1 106.4 91.4 76.8 119.0 86.4 77.6 111.8 
1926 99.1 101.0 98.1 91.0 89.8 101.3 88.8 85.2 104.1 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1923 136.2 135.3 100.7 120.2 108.0 111.2 125.5 124.2 101.1 
1929 127.5 134.1 95.1 111.1 105.9 104.8 109.6 118.5 96.6 
1980 102.0 120.5 84.7 91.2 104.1 87.6 82.2 103.5 79.4 - -.. _ 

' 1931 63.5 91.6 69.3 67.2 102.3 65.7 54.8 80.9 67.1 62.6 
1932 38.2 64.1 59.7 40.2 82.7 46.6 54.8 72.0 76.2 46.7 

-~-
1938 40.5 57.6 70.8 54.8 43.1 80.0 58.8 41.0 61.5 85.0 72.4 41.9 
1934 57.3 70.8 81.0 50.2 65.2 102.8 63.4 39.2 74.8 109.8 68.1 36.0 
1935 71.3 91.4 78.0 46.9 75.7 119.9 63.2 38.0 83.7 121.5 68.9 35.0 
1936 90.1 117.6 76.6 46.6 78.6 121.5 64.7 39.4 99.7 135.4 73.7 37.9 
1937 115.2 138.3 86.4 52.3 100.2 185.4 74.0 44.8 145.7 169.0 86.2 44.2 
1938 111.2 138.6 83.2 49.8 98.3 138.2 71.1 42.4 134.9 169.8 79.7 40.3 
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II (continued} 

Danemark- Denmark Country 

Method 
I Statisliske Eflerretninger a Secr6tarlat,S.d.N. and 

I. Importations I 2. Exportations 3. 

Valeur 
Prix 

'Valeur 
Prix Quan-

Krone 
Krone) 

Krone 
Krone) 

tum 
Or Or 

120.9 129.7. 89.0 106.4 185.6 93.1 . 
140.6 148.8 93.1 186.6 170.0 106.3 . 
122.7 138.8 109.7 123.7 155.9 123.2 . 
96.8 108.8 106.7 97.2 114.7 112.5 . 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
104.4 100.0 100.3 106.8 102.2 102.5 104.7 
108.7 100.7 101.0 111.7 109.6 109.9 105.9 
105.0 86.4 86.6 105.8 91.9 92.2 115.6 
89.3 76.2 71.2 87.1 69.9 65.6 125.3 
69.9 81.6 57.3 75.1 61.8 43.4 123.4 
77.6 88.4 49.2 80.4 72.8 40.6 110.5 
82.8 93.9 47.0 81.3 79.4 39.8 101.9 
81.5 95.8 46.6 83.9 87.8 42.4 97.1 
91.4 103.5 50.8 91.7 92.5 45.4 100.3 

104.5 123.6 60.8 106.6. 96.0 46.8 111.3 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
104.0 109.2 52.6 107.2 98.9 47.7 . 

-Finland Country 

ArspublikaUon .•. Method 
and e:z;Mrieur ... source 

2. Exportations Category 

Prix 
Valeur ouan- Year Markka tum Markka j Or 

69.5 66.2 104.9 I 111.7 1923 
__. ----78.6 78.7 99.8 1924 

88.1 86.6 101.7 1925 
89.1 89.1 100.0 1926 

100 100 100 1927 
98.7 98.7 100.0 1928 

101.7 104.7 97.1 1929 
85.4 94.0 90.9 1980 
~ 

70.5 95.5 73.8 68.5 1981 
73.2 100.6 72.8 44.7 1932 

83.8 115.9 72.3 41.6 1933 
98.4 125.9 78.2 41.0 1934 
98.7 183.8 78.7 37.7 1935 

114.2 152.3 75.0 38.6 1936 
148.8 160.7 92.8 47.8 1937 
183.8 148.0 93.2 47.0 1938 

source 

Exportations Category 

Prix 

Krone) 
Year 

Or 

. . 1929 . 1924 . . 1925 . . 1926 
100 100 1927 
102.0 102.0 1926 
105.5 105.8 1929 
91.1 91.3 1980 
69.5 65.2 1981 
60.9 42.8 1982 
72.7 40.5 1988 
79.8 40.0 1984 
86.4 42.0 1985 
91.4 44.9 1936 
95.~ 46.7 1937 --- ---

1938 

Eslonia. 
I, 2. All the ligures 

refer to merchandise 
plus bullion and, from 
1929, specie. Original 
base of the quantum 
indices : 1927-1931. 

Finland. 
1, 2. The figures 

refer to merchandise 
and bullion. Original 
base : 1913. The price 
indices are calculated 
from data lor 191 im
port items and 84 
exportitems,represent
ing respectively 70.3% 
and 93.8% of total 
imports and exports 
in 1918. 

Germany. 

The export ligures Include reparations In kind (up to 1932 
inclusive}; for indices excluding reparations, see below. 
The figures for 1938 refer to the .. old territory " of Germany 
(Allreich), excluding Austria, but including from October 
1st the part or Sudetenland incorporated with the .. old 
territory •). The trade with Austria Is, however, excluded 
throughout the year. 

3, 4. Original base lor the quantum Indices : lor 1923-
1927: I9I3; lor 1928: I921; thereafter, I928. For movement 
of import values, cf. series 1. Export Indices, not including 
reparations, are available for 1923-1927 : 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 

Value Quan- Price 

(RM) 
59.7 
64.1 
86.1 
95.7 

100 

tum 

70.0 
67.8 
86.5 
96.3 

100 

(RM) 
85.8 
95.2 
99.5 
99.4 

100 

Corresponding value Indices lor the years 1928-1932 are : 
118.6, 123.9, 110.8, 90.1, 55.5. 

Denmark. 
J, 2. The price Indices are weighted, for 1923-1034, 

according to the prices quoted in January 1925 and the 
quantities of the articles considered entering into domestic 
transactions In 1924 ; for later years according to average 
prices In 1935 and the quantities entering Into domestic 
transactions In 1985. 

Another series of price Indices, weighted according to 
prices quoted in 1931 and the quantities entering Into 
domestic transactions In 1984, Is available lor the yean 
1984-1937 (1981 - 100) : 

Price (Krone) 
Imports Exports 

1931 100 100 
1984 125 129 
1935 127 141 
1936 136 149 
1937 162 153 

The value indices for 1938 are affected by a change in the 
definition of special trade. Value indices for 1937 compar
able with those for 1938 are: imports, 106.1; exports, 108.4. 

3. For value indices, c/. 2. Price and quantum indices 
calculated from the movement of trade by articles, as 
specified In Table 111 (b) lor Denmark In Inlernalional 
Trade Staliatiu. 

Quantum and price indices, calculated according to method 
c (base 1935), are available lor tbe years 1935-1937 : 

Imports Exports 
Value Ouan- Price Value Quan- Price 

tum tum 

(Krone) (Krone) (Krone) (Krone) 

1935 • 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1986 112.1 108.8 103.5 109.8 103.8 105.8 

1937 • 123.1 108.7 117.9 127.0 114.6 110.8 
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Annex· 

Pays Franca Hongrla H11Dgar7 

. 
M~thode c Bulletin de la Slatistique ghlbale; c Ungarisches Instilul fer Wirlschafls(orschung (depuis 1928) et a Slalistique mensuelle du commerce e:z:lbieur (d~cembre) source 

CaUgorle I. Importations z. Exportations I. Importations z. Exportations 

Prix Prix Prix 
Quan-

Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur 

Annh Franc tum 
Franc I Franc tum 

Franc I Peng6 tum 
Pengo I- Or 

Peng6 tum 
PengG I Or Or Or 

I --L ~ 

1928 64.1 100.0 64.1 99.8 57.2 70.6 81.0 125.5 42.2 47.0 89.8 49.5 67.2 73.6 
1924 77.7 105.5 73.7 98.4 78.3 ~1.5 96.1 128.3 70.2 63.4 110.6 84.2 90.3 93.2 

1925 83.2 97.2 85.6 104.2 85.5 84.9 100.6 122.5 74.4 59.9 124.2 107.0 118.7 90.2 
1926 112:2 101.8 110.2 91.4 107.8 91.8 117.4 97.4 81.0 74.1 109.3 110.7 121.7 90.9 -------1927 100 100 100 100 10.0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 105.6 106.4 99.2 100.5 101.4 99.2 101.8 95.3 106.8 101.4 96.8 100.7 
1929 114.7 122.0 94.0 96.5 100.7 95.8 91.5 89.0 102.9 131.1 143.4 91.4 
1930 104.6 131.2 79.7 82.8 89.7 92.3 70.8 74.9 94.5 115.1 139.6 82.4 ----......--.. -------1931 84.5 129.4 65.8 59.0 76.7 76.9 46.4 54.9 84.6 84.4 72.0 104.1 69.2 69.0 
1932 59.8 108.8 55.2 38.3 58.9 64.9 28.8 39.9 70.9 70.7 42.2 72.6 58.1 58.0 
1933 57.1 113.1 50.4 36.0 60.1 59.9 26.9 45.3 59.4 58.9 49.4 106.4 46.4 46.0 
1934 46.3 95.6 43.4 34.8 60.3 57.6 29.7 55.1 53.9 53.2 51.0 103.7 49.2 43.6 
1935 42.0 90.8 46.2 30.3 54.2 55.9 34.6 61.9 55.9 55.5 57.0 105.4 54.1 53.7 
~ ----1936 50.8 98.0 51.8 47.0 30.1 51.2 58.9 53.4 37.6 71.0 52.9 52.9 63.7 129.9 49.0 49.0 

1937 84.3 (104.0) (80.4) (43.7) 46.5 (56.1) (82.9) (49.9) 41.6 69.9 59.5 59.5 74.2 139.5 53.2 53.2 
1938 91.6 (93.0) (98.5) (42.8) 59.0 (60.1) (98.2) (42.4) 36.0 61.4 58.6 58.6 66.0 120.9 54.6 54.6 

Paye Italia - Italy Lettcllie -Latvia 

M~thode I Bulletin mensuel du Bureau et c Bollellino mensik di statistica 
de Statistiqu.e de l' Etat tenon 

a Secr6tar1at,S,d.N. 
source 

CaUgorie I. Importations z. Exportations I. Importations z. Exportations 3. Exhortations 

Valeur I Quan-1 Prix I p. 
Prix Prix Prix 

Ann~e 
Valeur Quan- nx Valeur Valeur Quan-

Lira tum Lira I Or Lira tum Lira I Or 
Lat 

Lat I Or 
Lat 

Lat I Or 
tum Lat I Or 

I I I 
1923 . . . . . . . . 84.8 102.5 73.2 89.3 . . 
1924 94.2 81.7 115.3 97.5 91.8 92.9 98.8 83.5 100.7 101.3 74.4 105.9 . . 
1925 128.6 104.0 123.6 95.4 116.9 99.4 117.6 90.7 112.2 104.0 80.9 103.8 . . 
1926 127.3 102.5 124.3 93.8 119.4 96.3 124.0 93.5 104.1 100.5 85.1 88.2 . . 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 108.4 117.4 92.3 94.1 95.8 104.9 91.4 93.2 123.3 91.8 118.1 96.6 116.3 101.54 
1929 105.3 116.6 90.8 92.0 97.3 114.8 85.2 86.8 144.9 91.1 123.8 87.5 144.3 85.81 
1930 84.3 107.9 78.1 79.6 77.4 108.6 71.3 72.7 118.5 80.2 112.1 75.7 147.8 75.86 
1931 56.6 93.0 60.8 61.4 65.2 112.7 57.9 58.8 70.6 68.2 74.0 56.5 130.4 56.74 
1932 40.1 83.2 43.8 43.0 43.5 90.6 43.1 47.8 83.7 70.9 43.6 45.2 104.7 41.65 
1933 36.1 83.0 43.5 43.9 38.8 90.8 42.1 42.5 36,4 70.1 36.9 43.2 98.7 37.87 
1934 37.3 88.8 42.0 41.6 33.4 86.1 38.8 38.4 37.9 69.3 88.6 43.9 107.1 36.05 
1935 37.9 86.3 43.9 41.6 33.5 86.1 38.9 86.9 40.8 68.4 44.6 45.0 114.7 88.87 
1936 29.3 55.0 53.4 43.7 35.4 80.9 43.8 34.7 43.6 

.......______ 
~ _.._, 

70.0 60.7 62.6 52.0 44.2 131.6 47.58 40.46 
1937 67.8 81.5 83.1 50.1 66.7 120.8 55.4 83.4 92.3 85.4 51.8 117.9 80.5 43.4 14~.6,79:89 48.01 
1938 54.1 68.4 79.1 47.7 66.3 116.9 56.7 84.2 90.5 82.6 49.0 102.7 75.8 44.8 . 

. 



II (continued} 

Irlande - Ireland 

1923-1929 : d j Trade and Shipping Slalislics ; 

1930-1938 : b Irish Trade Journal 

1. Importations g~n~rales 2. Exportations sp~ciales 

Prix Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-

£ tum £ I Or 
£ tum 

£ I Or 

. . . . . 
113.3 104.0 108.9 98.8 114.1 108.6 105.0 95.3 
~ 

103.5 95.9 107.9 98.1 89.2 110.0 
100.8 95.9 105.0 93.0 87.7 106.0 

100 100 100 100 100 100 
98.4 100.6 97.9 103.4 103.9 99.5 

100.8 106.0 95.2 106.1 105.0 101.1 
93.3 107.2 87.1 100.5 104.7 95.9 
~ 

83.0 112.1 74.0 68.8 81.6 94.0 86.8 80.2 
70.0 96.5 72.6 52.6 57.8 76.7 75.3 54.3 
58.8 87.8 67.0 45.6 42.3 68.4 61.8 42.0 
64.3 95.7 67.2 41.5 40.3 69.0 58.5 36.2 
61.4 90.1 68.2 40.7 45.0 76.1 59.2 35.4 

65.6 92.5 71.0 42.9 50.4 78.9 63.9 38.6 
72.5 90.7 79.9 48.0 51.0 71.0 71.9 43.1 
68.1 86.3 78.9 46.8 54.8 65.6 83.6 49.4 

. . ' 
Norrige- Norw&¥ 

c Norges Handel; Slatisliske Meddelelser 

1. Importations · 2. Exportations 

Prix Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-
Krone tum 

Krone I Or 
Krone tum 

Krone I Or 

137.5 93.2 147.6 94.5 121.4 81.0 149.8 95.9 
157.4 90.6 173.7 93.0 155.6 88.4 176.1 94.3 
141.2 91.5 154.3 106.0 153.1 92.6 165.3 113.5 
111.9 90.6 123.6 106.0 118.6 97.5 121.6 104.3 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
104.8 106.8 98.1 100.5 99.8 102.5 97.8 99.7 
109.8 116.2 94.5 97.2 109.8 117.4 93.6 96.3 
109.1 125.6 86.8 89.1 99.9 114.0 87.6 90.0 
88.2 115.4 76.4 72.8 68.2 90.1 75.7 69.5 
70.7 98.8 71.9 49.5 83.0 114.0 72.8 50.1 
68.1 100.0 68.1 43.8 81.5 115.7 70.4 45.3 
75.5 111.2 67.9 39.3 84.5 119.4 70.7 41.0 
84.5 125.0 67.6 37.9 88.4 124.4 71.0 39.9 

94.9 136.2 69.7 39.5 100.1 138.1 72.5 41.0 
132.4 167.5 79.0 44.5 120.2 151.8 79.2 44.6 
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Country 

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 

1936 
1937 
1938 

Country 
-----

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1928 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 

1936 
1937 
1938 

France. 
The figures exclude precious stones and fine pearls. The series 

of quantum and price indices shown are obtained by linking together 
quantum indices and price indices derived therefrom, published, 
for the period up to 1933 and from 1937 inclusive, in the Bulletin 
de Ia Stalislique g~n~rale de la France", and for the years 1934-1936, 
in the December numbers of Slalislique mensuelle du commerce 
e:dh'ieur de Ia France. The series derived from the former source, 
for the period up to 1933 inclusive, consist of three dltferent series 
linked together. The methods and original base years were : 

(I) 1923-1924 : method c; original base 1913; 
(II) 1925-1927: method c; original base 1924 (In the source con

verted to 1913); 
(IU) 1928-1933 : method a (In the source the Indices are linked 

to the preceding series, with 1913 as base} . 

The i.idices for 1934-1936, derived from the monthly trade returns, 
are calculated according to method a, by applying the average prices 
in each year to the quantities of the preceding year. No such 
indices are available for years after 1936. 

The quantum indices from 1937 inclusive represent annual averages 
of monthly indices given in the Bullelin de Ia Slalislique g~ntrale in 
the form of moving averages for six months. As these indices do 
not correspond exactly to the trade recorded during each period 
considered, they (and the derived price indices} are entered In 
parentheses in the table. 

Hungaru. 

I, 2. The figures exclude passive improvement and p&jsive 
repair trade. The price and quantum series are obtained by linking 
together series derived, for the period up to 1927 inclusive, from the 
annual trade returns (original base, 1913) and, thereafter, from the 
reports o! the Hungarian Institute !or Economic Research (original 
base 1925-1927). 

Ireland . 

1, 2. Original base !or price Index: 1924. 

llaly. 

1, 2. The series are calculated from the adjusted figures of special 
trade ("New System", introduced from the beginning of 1930). 
Original base !or price and quantum ligures 1925-1929 : 1925; !or 
later years : 1929. 

Latvia. 
J, 2. The price indices represent geometric averages of price 

ratios, calculated from quotations in wholesale trade for 88 articles 
o! import and 27 articles o! export. Original base: 1918. 

3. Price and quantum indices calculated from the movement 
of trade by articles, as specified in Table III(b) for Latvia in Inter
national Trade Statialics. For movement of value, see 2. 

Norwau. 
1, 2. The figures refer to general trade. Original bose for the 

price and quantum indices up to 1933 inclusive: 1913; thereafter: 
1935. 

Price and quantum indices 
are available since 1933 : 

calculated according to method a 

1933. 
1934. 
1935 • 
1936 • 
1937 • 

Imports 
Value Ouan ... 

tum 
(Krone) 

100 
110.8 
124.0 
139.4 
194.3 

100 
111 
125 
135 
166 

Price 

(Krone) 
100 
99.8 
99.2 

103.3 
117.0 

Exports 
Value Ouan- Price 

tum 
(Krone) (Krone) 

100 100 100 
103.7 103 100.7 
108.5 107 101.4 
122.8 118 104.1 
147.6 130 113.5 
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Annex 

Pays Royaume-UD! 

ll~thode c Board of Trade Journal 
et source 

Cat~gorle I. Importations restant 2. Exportations 3. R~exportations 
dansle pays de produits nationau.x 

Prix Prix Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-

Ann~e £ tum I £ tum I Or 
£ tum £ I Or £ Or £ 

1923 89.3 80.2 111.3 104.6 108.2 93.7 115.5 108.6 96.4 100.1 96.3 90.5 
1924 103.8 89.9 115.5 104.9 112.9 97.5 115.9 105.2 113.9 113.1 100.7 91.4 
1925 106.5 93.4 114.1 113.2 109.0 96.7 112.7 111.8 125.3 111.4 112.4 111.5 -------------1926 102.0 97.7 104.4 92.1 --------------86.7 106.2 101.7 95.8 106.2 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1926 98.2 96.9 101.3 102.1 102.1 100.0 97.9 99.4 98.4 
1929 101.4 102.5 99.0 102.9 105.6 97.4 89.3 95.9 93.1 
1930 87.4 100.2 87.2 80.5 86.6 93.0 70.6 91.6 77.1 , 

_ ... _ 
' ---~-

~ 

1931 72.8 103.0 70.7 65.3 55.1 66.2 83.2 77.5 52.0 87.5 59.4 55.4 
1932 59.4 90.5 65.7 47.2 51.5 66.4 77.5 55.8 41.5 78.8 52.7 37.9 
1933 57.1 91.9 62.2 42.3 51.9 68.2 76.1 51.7 40.0 71.8 55.7 37.9 
1934 62.2 97.2 64.0 39.5 55.9 73.1 76.5 47.2 41.7 66.9 62.4 38.5 

• 
1935 64.0 98.0 65.3 39.0 60.0 79.0 76.0 45.4 45.0 76.0 59.2 35.4 
1936 71.9 ·104.9 68.5 41.4 62.1 80.2 77.5 46.8 49.5 75.8 65.3 39.4 
1937 87.0 111.5 78.0 46.8 73.5 87.8 83.7 50.2 61.1 78.4 77.9 46.8 
1936 78.4 106.6 73.5 43.6 66.4 77.9 85.2 50.5 50.1 74.5 67.2 39.9 

Pays Su6de - Sweden Suisse - Switzerland 

M~thode 1923-1929 : c, ensulte a 
et a Handel (Statistique annuelle du commerce) Rapports annuels de la slatistique du commerce 

source (Direction g~n~rale des douanes f~d~rales) 

CaU!gorle I. Importations 2. Exportations I. Importations 2. Exportations 

Prix Prix Prix Prix 
Annh Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-

Krona tum 
Krona J Or 

Krona tum 
Krona I Or Franc tum· 

Franc j Or Franc tum 
Franc J Or 

1923 81.7 79.2 103.2 102.3 70.6 62.6 112.8 111.8 88.9 89.5 99.3 92.9 85.6 74.9 114.31 107.0 
1924 89.9 86.7 103.7 102.7 78.0 74.6 104.6 103.5 99.2 95.9 103.4 97.6 99.7 88.2 112.9 106.6 --------- ~------ --------------1925 91.3 83.2 109.7 84.1 80.8 104.2 99.3 95.5 104.1 101.3 91.9 110.2 
1926 94.0 91.3 103.0 87.8 85.6 102.6 94.2 97.5 96.6 91.1 88.0 103.4 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 107.8 108.4 99.4 97.4 98.7 98.7 105.9 107.4 98.6 105.5 102.7 102.7 
1929 112.5 113.7 98.9 112.1 116.1 96.6 106.7 110.4 96.6 103.6 101.5 102.0 
1930 104.9 116.9 89.8 95.9 106.7 89.9 100.8 115.6 87.2 87.2 90.6 96.'l 
1931 90.1 117.6 76.6 71.8 69.4 87.9 

__..__ 
79.0 73.5 88.4 117.8 75.0 66.6 77.8 86.2 

1932 72.9 89.9 81.1 55.8 58.6 78.1 75.0 51.4 68.3 107.4 63.6 38.3 50.6 75.7 
1933 69.2 90.4 76.5 49.2 66.7 94.3 70.8 45.2 58.7 102.2 57.5 35.9 51.6 69.5 
1934 82.3 107.0 77.0 44.4 80.6 110.2 73.1 42.2 53.8 98.4 54.2 35.9 54.2 66.2 
1935 93.2 120.0 77.7 43.5 80.3 112.4 71.4 40.0 47.6 91.7 51.9 35.5 55.2 64.4 
1936 103.0 186.8 75.6 42.8 93.7 126.6 74.0 41.8 47.9 88.6 54.0 48.5 40.0 58.8 68.0 61.8 
1937 134.0 159.8 84.1 47.8 123.7 147.5 83.9 47.2 68.41 98.3 69.6 48.9 58.8 70.8 83.1 58.4 
1936 
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II (continued) 

United Xingdom Country 

c Board of Trade Jourital Method 
and source 

4. Importations totales ~- Exportations totales Category 

Prix 
Valeur Quan- Valeur Quan-

£ tum £ I Or £ tum 

90.0 81.5 110.4 103.8 106.5 94.4 
104.9 91.5 114.6 104.0 113.1 99.8 
108.4 94.6 114.6 113.7 111.4 98.9 ------101.9 97.2 104.8 93.5 88.0 
100 100 100 100 100 
98.1 96.6 101.6 101.4 101.7 

100.2 101.4 98.9 100.9 104.0 
85.7 98.8 86.8 .. ______ ..---. 79.0 87.3 

70.7 101.0 70.0 64.7 54.6 69.4 
57.6 88.9 64.8 46.6 50.0 68.1 
55.4 89.5 61.9 42.1 50.1 68.8 
60.1 93.9 64.0 39.5 53.8 72.2 
62.1 95.4 65.1 38.9 57.8 78.6 
69.6 101.5 68.5 41.4 60.3 79.6 
84.4 107.8 78,3 47.0 71.7 86.4 
75.5 102.9 73.4 48.6 64.0 77.4 

Tch6co-Slovaquie - Czecho-Slovalda 

f Rapports sur les prix a Secr6tarlat, S.d.N. 

1. Importations 2. Exportations 

Valeur 
Prix 

Valeur Quan-
Prix 

Kcl 
K~ I Or 

Kc tum 
K~ I Or 

I -- ___J__ 
67.0 99.8 61.9 44.8 139.7 
88.3 100.5 84.4 57.8 146.1 

98.1 105.6 93.8 65.1 148.4 
85.1 101.0 88.2 68.1 129.5 

100 100 100 100 100 
106.8 99.7 105.3 103.3 101.9 
111.1 94.8 101.8 104.2 97.7 
87.4 80.6 86.8 94.9 91.4 

65.3 65.5 65.1 84.7 76.9 
41.6 59.3 36.5 52.1 70.0 
32.3 59.7 . . . 
~~ --35.4 62.1 52.9 . . . . 

37.4 64.3 53.6 . . . . 
44.0 66.7 52.6 . . . . 
61.1 77.5 54.0 . . . . 

Prix 
Year 

£ I Or 

Uniled Kingdom. 
112.7 105.9 1923 
113.3 102.9 1924 
112.7 111.8 1925 

~ --100.2 -
1·5. The quantum series (and 

the derived price series) constat 
of several series covering shorter 
periods and linked to each other. 
The original base years are, for 
1923-1924: 1913; lor 1925-1930: 
1924; lor 1981-1985: 1930; there
alter, 1935. 

1926 
100 1927 
99.8 1928 
97.0 1929 
90.5 1930 
~ 

78.8 
73.4 
72.9 
74.5 
73.6 
75.8 
83.0 
82.7 

Country 

Method 
and 

source 

Category 

Year 

1923 
1924 

1925 
1926 
1927 
1926 
1929 
1980 

1931 
1932 
1983 

1984 
1985 

1936 
1987 
1988 

73.4 1981 
52.8 1932 
49.6 1933 
46.0 1934 
44.0 1935 
45.8 1986 
49.8 1937 
49.0 1938 

Sweden. 

Monthly price Indices lor the lest lew years, calculated according 
to method e (base 1935) have been published In Kommmiella 
Meddelanden. The annual averages of these indices are as follow& : 

Import price (krona) • 
Export price (krona) 

Switzerland. 

1935 1936 1987 1988 
100 104.4 123.5 110,6 
100 104.0 187.5 119.8 

1, 2. From 1933 Inclusive, the ligures Include Improvement 
and repair trade. Original bese fer the price and quantum Indices 
up to 1929 inclusive : 1913. 

The last quantum ligures published of the original series are those 
lor 1935. Approximate Indices lor 1986 and 1987 have been calcu
lated in the Secretariat !rom the movement of trade by articles, as 
specHied In Tables Ill (a) and (b) lor Switzerland In 1nlernalional 
Trade Statistics. 

Czecho-Slovakia. 
1. Price Index calculated es the geometric average of the ratios 

of price quotations (original base July hlr25th, 1914). 
2. Price and quantum Indices calculated from the movement 

of trade by articles, as specl!led In Table III (b) lor Czecho-Slovakia 
In International Trade Slaliatiu • 
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Annex 

Pays U.R.S.S.- U.S.S.R. Yougoslavie 

!ll~thode 1924-1929 : c Statistique officielle du commerce i f Bulletin trimeslriel de Ia Banque Nationale 
du Royaume de Yougoslavie, et source ensuite : a Secr~tariat, S.d.N. Service des Eludes h:onomiques 

Cat~gorle I. Importations 2. Exportations I. Import{ltlons 2. Exportations 

Valeur Prix Valeur Prix Prix 
Ouan- Quan- Prix Valeur Valeur 

Ann~e Rouble- tum Rouble- Rouble- tum Rouble-or Dinar I Dinar I or or or Dinar Or Dinar Or 

I I ___.L__ 
1923 . . . . . 
1924 60.4 46.9 128.7 66.8 65.3 102.2 . . . 
1925 101.4 83.5 121.4 73.7 65.6 112.4 . . . 
1928 106.0 93.5 113.4 86.7 83.3 104.1 104.7 102.8 122.1 93.4 
1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1928 132.5 134.3 98.7 99.7 104.8 95.1 107.6 98.7 100.7 107.0 
1929 117.2 116.0 101.1 ll2.5 125.6 89.6 104.3 93.9 123.8 106.7 
1930 . . . 132.8 200.7 66.2 95.6 82.0 105.9 87.3 
1931 . . . 104.0 225.6 46.1 65.9 2~- 75.0 68.0 - - -- -1932 . . . 73.7 183.5 40.2 38.8 70.2 65.0 47.7 56.9 52.0 
1933 . . . 63.4 189.4 33.5 38.9 76.4 59.4 52.8 54.5 42.4 
1934 . . 53.6 174.5 30.7 47.8 72.0 55.3 60.1 55.2 42.6 
1935 . . . 47.1 160.0 29.4 49.5 71.2 54.8 62.9 59.4 45.7 
1936 . . . 39.8 130.4 30.5 54.7 73.1 56.4 68.4 60.5 46.7 
1937 . . 50.6 125.1 40.4 

I 
38.6 70.7 76.2 58.9 98.0 67.8 52.4 

1938 68.0 73.2 56.8 78.9 71.1 55.1 I 

Pays Australia-

!116thode d Imports: Report of the Committee appointed by the Government of the Commonwealth 
et of Australia to make a Preliminary Survey of the Economic Problem {Aprill932). a Secr~tariat, S.d.N. source Exports: 01/icial Yearbook 

CaUgorie I. Importations g~nbales 2. Exportations g6n6rales 3. Exportations g~nliralcs 

Quan-
Prix Prix Prix 

Ann~e Valeur Valeur Quan-
Valeur Quan-tum 

£A I Or tum I tum I £A Or £A Or 

1923 . . . . . . . . 1924 . . . 87.9 73.4 119.8 108.9 . . . 1925 87.3 78.6 Ill 102.1 120.8 89.5 135.0 124.2 . 1926 92.1 85.3 108 108.0 106.9 104.4 102.4 102.4 . . 1927 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1928 89.5 96.3 93 93.0 104.3 98.1 106.3 106.3 104.3 98.1 106.3 106.3 
1929 87.9 97.7 90 89.1 104.5 107.3 97.3 96.3 104.5 107.4 97.3 96.3 1930 82.0 91.1 90 87.4 73.9 96.2 76.9 74.8 74.0 100.2 73.9 71.8 1931 41.6 50.8 82 72.6 68.0 118.6 57.4 48.8 67.5 130.6 51.7 44.0 1932 
1933 72.2 139.5 51.8 31.8 

74.1 146.5 50.6 28.1 1934 
1935 85.8 127.2 67.5 34.8 
1938 77.7 148.0 54.3 25.8 
1987 92.6 134.7 68.7 33.0 
1938 110.8 133.8 82.8 39.4 



II (concluded) 

Yupala'Via Country 

Seer~tariat, S.d.N. 
Method a and source 

3. Exportations Category 
. 

Prix 
ouan ... Year tum Dinar I Or 

- -'-- -. . 1923 . . 19U . . 1925 
. . 1926 

100 100 1927 
98.0 108.8 1928 

116.6 106.2 1929 
118.1 93.6 1930 
91.4 82.1 1931 -----------76.8 62.1 57.1 1932 
88.9 59.4 46.3 1933 
92.6 64.9 50.0 1934 
97.8 64.8 49.5 1935 
98.7 69.8 58.4 1936 

128.4 76.8 58.8 1937 
1938 

Aus&ralla 

t Monlhlu Rcview ofBuslnes• Slalislics 

4. Exportations sp~ciales 

y compris l"or non compris l"or 

Valeur I Prix Prix 

I 
Valeur 

I £A Or £A 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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U.S.S.R. • 
I, 2. The ligures lor 1924-1929 refer to 

economic years ending September 30th. 
Original base lor the quantum Indices : 1913. 
The export indic88 lor the years !rom 1930, 
compiled according to method a, refer to 
calendar years and have been linked to those 
lor the preceding series. The export ligur88 
for all years exclude raw platinum. 

The indices of value and price refer to the 
former gold rouble (or • foreign-trade rouble •). 
For 1986 and later years, conversion had to 
be made from figures recorded in • new 
roubles •. (The • new rouble •, originally 

1 
equal to 4.S8 gold rouble, was later fixed at 

1 
5.3 $U.S.A. 

Yugoslavia. 

1, 2. Price indices calculated as geometric 
averages of ratios of prices quoted for 
20 import articles and 20 export articles, 
Original base : 1926. 

3. For value movement, see 2. Price 
and quantum indices, calculated from the 
movement of trade by articles, as specified 
in Table Ill (b) for Yugoslavia in Interna
tional Trade Slalisltcs. 

Nouvelle-Z61aDde 

Australia. 

1, 2. The figures refer to economic years 
ending June 30th and Include silver buiiion. 
Original base for price and quantum indices : 
imports : 1926/27 ; exports : annual average 
of the period January Iat 1897.June 30th, 
1916 (In the source converted to 1901). Series 
2, !rom 1929, is based on ligures Including 
a revision (not made In trade returns) of 
the values of cane sugar. 

3. The price and quantum lndlc88 are 
calculated from the movement of exports 
by articles, as specl!led In Table Ill (b) 
for Australia in lnlernalional Trade Slatialica • 

4. Price Indices compiled !rom quotations 
for standard grades of 20 commodities, 
constituting about 85 % of the export value. 
The value indices shown are revised on account 
of a change in the recorded value of cane 
sugar. 

New Zealand. 

The Indices Include bulllon. 
1. The price indices are calculated on 

the basis of the recorded quantities and 
values of 220 items, representing about 75% 
or the total value of Imports. Weightlnll 
according to the average export prices in 
1926 and the average export quantities 
during the years 1926-1980. 

2. The price indices are calculated from 
price quotations lor 83 articles, applied to 
the average export quantities of the five 
precedin11export years ending June 80th. 

New Zealand Country 

d (Imports) l Monthly Abslracl of Stallsllcs 
Method 

and e (Exports) source 

I. Importations g~nuales 2. Exportations sp~ciales Category 

Prix I Prix 
Valeur Ouan- Valeur 

I Year £NZ tum £NZ I Or 
£NZ £NZ I Or Or 

I I . ' IOS.6 -. 95.4 1928 . . . . . . . 109.1 117.2 l~U . . . . 114.6 124.1 1925 . 111.2 104.6 106.4 98.2 101.0 1926 . 100 100 100 100 100 1927 . 100.1 104.6 95.7 114.9 110.4 1928 

100 100 100 100 100 100 108.8 118.9 91.5 90.9 118.9 106.4 105.7 1929 
70.5 81.7 80.1 70.5 81.2 79.6 99.0 110.8 89.4 86.1 92.9 84.1 81.3 1980 
66.1 62.0 53.8 65.2 60.8 52.3 59.2 72.8 81.9 70.8 72.1 64.5 55.5 1981 
75.8 61.2 38.0 70.4 59.8 36.8 55.0 69.0 79.8 52.8 78.5 58.5 88.6 1932 
76.9 60.1 33.7 71.6 57.9 32.5 57.1 68.8 83.0 45.4 84.9 58.8 82.4 1938 
89.2 76.4 89.8 88.4 79.6 41.5 70.0 86.6 80.9 39.8 98.3 72.7 36.1 1934 
81.8 64.2 30.9 75.5 61.5 29.6 81.1 101.7 79.8 36.1 96.8 72.8 34.4 1935 
97.7 80.6 39.1 90.5 78.2 87.9 98.8 123.9 79.8 36.7 118.8 82.0 89.8 1936 

116.6 97.5 46.9 108.1 95.9 46.2 125.4 149.2 84.0 40.5 139.2 94.4 45.4 1987 
118.2 87.1 42.0 103.0 85.0 40.9 . . . . 121.5 89.6 48.1 1936 
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Annexe IIL Annex IIL 

COURS DU CHANGE UTILISES POUR LA CONVEliSION 
DES CHIFFRES ANNUELS DU COMMERCE EN l-OR E.-U. 
(ANCIENS); EXPRIMES EN CENTB-OR DES E.-U., PAR 
UNITE NATIONALE. 

EXCHANGE RATES USED FOR CONVERSION OF ANNuAl 
TRADE FIGURES TO U.S.A. (OLD) GOLD DOLLARs, 
EXPRESSED IN U.s.A. GOLD CENTS PER NATIONAl 
UNIT. 
Nole.-The rates are weighted accordinSl to monthly trade movement 

(except those in italics, which are unweighted). Note. - Les cours sont poDC'Mrt1s suivant le mouvement men~uel 
du c~mmerce (excepte ceux en itnlique, qui sont non ponderes). 

I I I 1929 I 1932 
1935 !936 1937 1938 

Pays Unit6 Parite 
Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp. 

Countries 
Unit Parity Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp. 

Aden (an. com. I. IV). Rupee 36.50 36.50 36.50 26.35 26.3 22.05 22.05 22.13 22.13 22.05 22.05 Aden (yr. begin. I.IV). 

Afrique-Occid. franc;. Franc 3.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 8.55 8.55 2.89 2.39 1.70 1.70 French West Africa. 

Alg6rie ••••••••••••• Franc 3.92 8.92 3.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.52 8.62 2.37 2.36 1.68 1.69 Algeria. 

Allemagne ..•••••... RM 23.82 28.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 28.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 23.82 Germany. 

Argentine (1) ••••••••• Pesomjn. 42.45 41.83 41.87 25.73 25.73 17.07 18.84 18.40 19.17 18.29 19.37 17.91 18.47 Argentine (1). 

Australie . .........• £ Australia: . 

~ cents par £A .. 486.66 478.8~ 479.36 278.87 278.71 232.86 230.81 284.79 233.50 233.82 232.55 228.86 229.87 cal ~ cents per £A. 
ann. £A par £B 100 100.00 101.60 !01.50 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 !25.25 e • £A per £B 100. 
ClV, , cents par £B. £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 849.29 849.09 291.03 289.09 294.08 292.48 292.24 291.27 286.65 287.91 Y ar cents per£B. 

a nn.l cent. par £A 486.66 481.60 481.60 304.70 298.87 232.21 231.44 234.55 233.43 233.05 231.83 284.82 234.41 yr. ~ cents per £A. 
fin. £A par£B 100 100.00 100.75 100.75 127.40 127.31 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 125.25 !25.25 end. £A per £B 100 

SO. VI cents par £B 486.66 486.66 486.66 383.21 380.47 290.84 289.87 293.73 292.37 291.89 290.37 294.II 293.60 30. VL cents per £B. 
Autriche <"l ••••••••• Schill. 14.07 14.07 14.07 12.93 12.86 11.13 11.13 11.!5 11.12 u.08 11.08 23.82 23.82 Austria <"J· 
Belgique (B) ••••••••• Franc 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.15 2.16 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 Bel~ium ( ). 
Bolivie ••........... Boliv. 36.50 36.50 36.50 21.22 21.22 14.57 14.57 7.88 7.88 3.43 3.43 Bolivia. 
Bresil .............. £or 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 486.66 Brazil. 
Br~ll ••••••••••••••• Milr6is ll.96 11.96 ll.96 6.97 7.03 8.48 3.91 3.43 3.88 8.72 4.06 3.36 3.43 Brazil. 
Bulgarie ..•.......... Lev 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 O.'i2 Bulgaria. 
Canada (ann6e chile) .. SCan. 100.00 100.00 !00.00 88.11 88.08 59.20 59.01 59.89 59.14 59.22 59.06 58.84 58.71 Canada (calendar yr.). 
Canada .(an. com. I.IV) $Can. 100.00 100.00 100.00 86.91 87.61 59.22 58.96 59.36 59.16 59.28 59.05 Canada (yr. beg. 1.IV). 
Ceylan •...••••...•. Rupee 36.50 86.50 36.50 26.36 26.43 21.94 21.94 22.19 22.20 22.05 22.05 21.63 21.60 Ceylon. 
Chill ••••••••••••••• Peso or 12.17 !2.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.17 Chile. 
Chine, sans Mandch. (') St.S 41.77 41.08 41.08 21.10 20.92 21.71 21.17 17.58 17.57 17.82 17.31 12.45 ll.88 China, excl. Manch. r'l. 

Mandchourle r'l ••.. MYuan 41.77 41.77 41.77 21.69 21.69 17.75 17.82 17.15 17.ll 17.03 17.00 16.77 16.84 Manchuria ("). 
Colombie ......•..•.. Peso 97.33 97.33 97.83 95.92 94.45 83.39 33.82 83.76 33.79 33.48 38.49 33.05 83.05 Colombia. 
Congo beige •••••••••• Franc 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.78 2.14 2.!2 2.00 2.00 2.02 2.02 2.00 2.00 Belgian Congo. 
Coree ••••••••••••••• Yen 49.85 45.78 46.13 29.10 27.96 17.02 17.04 1?.!6 17.15 16.99 17.00 16.79 16.73 Korea. 
Coota-Rlca .••••••••• Col6n (&) 25.00 25.00 25.00 22.73 22.73 9.84 9.84 *59.06 *59.06 *59.06 #9.06 f59.06 *59.06 Costa Rica. 
cote de ror. . . . . . . . . . £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 347.23 345.48 291.23 290.82 293.74 292.96 292.25 291.27 288.33 288.29 Gold Coast. 
Cuba ••.••••••••••••• Peso 100.00 !00.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 59.01 Cuba. 
Curacao ............. Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 38.!6 38.16 82.54 82.54 32.49 32.47 Cura~;ao. 
Danemark ........... Krone 28.80 26.80 28.80 18.76 18.78 12.99 12.99 18.13 13.13 18.03 13.04 12.88 12.88 Denmark. 
Dominicaine, R6p . ... $U.S.A. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Dominican Rep. 
Egypte •••••••.•••••• £E. 499.13 499.13 499.13 358.49 357.72 298.67 298.21 301.35 300.44 299.66 299.13 295.3fi 295.98 Egypt. 
Equateur ............ Sucre 20.00 20.00 20.00 17.14 17.68 5.61 5.64 5.64 5.64 4.97 5.08 4.17 4.15 Ecuador. 
E~pagne ............. PP.s. or !9.30 !9.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.80 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.80 19.30 19.30 Spain. 
Estonie ............ .. Kroon 26.80 26.80 28.80 26.80 26.80 16.11 16.12 16.29 16.31 16.21 16.22 16.03 15.98 Estonia. 
Etats-Unis d"Am6rique Dollar •j!OO.OO 100.00 !00.00 100.00 100.00 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 U.S.A. 
Flnlande ............ Markkaa 2.52 2.52 2.52 !.55 1.55 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.30 1.29 1.29 1.27 1.27 Finland. 
Formose .......•..... Yen 49.85 48.10 47.8! 28.67 2?.37 17.03 17.03 17.16 17.16 16.99 17.00 16.78 16.77 Formosa. 
France .....•........ Franc 3.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 8.92 3.55 3.55 2.87 2.86 1.70 1.69 France. 
Greco ••••••••••••••• Drachma 1.30 1.80 1.30 0.83 0.73 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.04 0.53 0.52 Greece. 
Guau;mala ........... Soroam. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Guatemala. 
Haiti (an. On. 30.IX) • Gourde 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 ll.87 ll.87 ll.85 ll.84 ll.81 11.81 U.S! ll.81 Haiti (yr. end. 80.IX). 
Honduras (ann6e On. Honduras (year end!ng 

8!. VII) ••••.••••••• $oro am. 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 3!.Vll). 
Hongrle (8) •••••••••• Pengo 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.45 17.45 17.36 17.36 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.49 17.49 Hungary ct'J. 
Inde (ann6e civile) .••• Rupee 86.50 36.50 36.50 28.40 26.27 21.93 21.93 22.20 22.19 22.06 22.05 21.64 21.58 India (calendar yearJ. 
Inde (an. com. I.IV) •• Rupee 36.50 36.50 36.50 28.23 26.08 22.05 22.06 22.11 22.09 22.16 22.15 India (yr. begin. I.IV). 

Blrmanie ....•..... Rupee 36.50 . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 22.12 22.10 21.67 21.67 Burma . 
lndes nWian.daises ... Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 38.11 87.92 82.66 32.65 32.55 32.60 Netherlands Indies. 
lndocblne f~lse ••• Franc 8.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 3.92 8.92 3.92 8.59 3.53 2.85 2.32 1.69 1.69 French Ind1>-China. 
Indocblne fra~lse ••• Piastre (t}39.18 44.64 44.64 39.18 39.18 39.18 39.18 35.90 35.90 23.40 23.40 French Ind~>-Chlna. 
Irak (IIDD6e civile) (7) •. Dinar 486.66 486.66 486.66 347.88 353.71 291.12 291.49 294.03 293.02 292.24 292.03 288.50 286.60 •Iraq (calendar yr.) (7). 
Irak (an. com. L IV )(7) Dinar 486.66 486.66 486.66 345.07 352.65 291.09 291.18 292.84 29!.77 292.09 292.28 'Iraq~yr.bcg. I.IV) (7). 
Iran (8) •••••••••••••• Rial 8.93 8.45 8.45 3.42 3.42 8.39 8.38 3.53 3.53 8.65 8.66 !run ). 
lrlande .•...•.•...... £ 486.6e 486.66 486.66 352.64 351.12 290.85 291.08 298.92 294.14 292.07 292.1! 288.62 287.81 Ireland. 
ltalle ••••••••••••••• Lira 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.13 5.13 4.89 4.89 4.23 4.08 3.1! 8.1! 3 11 3.II Italy. 
Jamatque ••.•.••.•.. £ 486.6~ 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 290.92 290.92 294.17 294.17 292.00 292.00 288:78 288.78 Jamaica. Japon ..•••.•••.•... Yen 49.8o 45.90 46.16 28.52 28.74 17.02 17.04 17.16 17.16 16.99 17.01 !6.80 16.75 Japan. 
K~nla et Onganda • • • • £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 290.87 289.89 293.48 294.38 292.25 291.06 288.60 290.30 Kenya and Uganda. 
Lettonie •••••••••••• Lat !9.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.80 16.72 16.42 I1.58 Il.59 II.44 I1.41 Latvia. 
Lltbuanie ••••••••••• Lltaa 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 Lithuania. 
Malallle britannlque •• S.S. • 56.78 56.01 56.01 40.37 40.30 83.93 83.95 84.46 34.46 84.24 84.23 33.65 33.64 Brltlsb Malaya. 
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Unit6 I ri 6l 1929 I 1932 I 1935 
1936 1937 I 1938 

. Pays Unit ~:riiy Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp. Imp. I Exp • lmp.J Exp. 
Countrlel 

Imp. J Exp. Imp. J Exp. 

Maroc (Zone fran~alse) Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 
Mexique • • 0 •••••••• 0 Peso 49.85 48.1R 48.19 31.35 31.35 
Nicaragua 0 •• •••••• 0 C6rdoba 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Nig6ria ••••••••••••• £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 348.92 351.24 
Norv~ge ••••••••••••• Krone 26.80 26.80 26.80 17.98 17.96 
Nouvelle-Zl:lande : £ 
:cents par £NZ ..... 486.66 483.38 483.32 319.15 321.19 
:£NZ par £B 100 .... 100.00 100.68 100.69 109.50 109.50 
:cents par£B •...... 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 351.72 

Palestine • 0 •• 0 • •••• 0 £P. 486.66 486.66 486.66 352.03 350.42 
Panama ............ B6Tboa 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Parasruay ........... P. oro 96.48 95.~6 95.53 58.43 58.49 
Pays-Bas •..••...... Gulden 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 
P6rou (9) •••••••••••• Sol 28.00 40.00 40.00 23.06 21.89 
Phill ppines •••••••••. Peso 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
Pologne ••• 0 •• 0 •• ••• Zloty ll.22 ll.22 ll.22 11.22 11.22 
Portugal ............ Escudo (10) 4.42 4.48 4.47 3.19 3.18 
Rhod6sie m6ridionale. £R 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.23 350.27 
Roumanie •• 0 ••••••• Leu 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 
Royaume-Uni ........ £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 349.76 350.52 
Salvador •.•......... Col6n 50.00 50.00 50.00 39.60 39.60 
Slam (ann6e civile) ••• Baht 44.24 44.24 44.24 36.48 36.27 
Siam (an. com. I. IV) •• Baht 44.24 44.24 44.24 33.27 33.26 
Soudan angl<>-6gyptien. £E. 489.13 499.13 499.13 358.85 361.57 
Su~de •••••••••••••• Krona 26.80 26.80 26.80 18.44 18.36 
Ouisse •. .......•..... Franc 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30 
Syrieet Liban (11) •••• L.l. s. 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 78.37 
Tcb6co-5lovaqule ••.•. Koruna (12) 2.47 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 
Terre-Neuve (an. fin. 

30. VI) ••••••••••••• $Can. 100.00 100.00 100.00 88.10 88.10 
Trinit6 et Tobago £ 486.66 486.66 486.66 350.61 350.61 
Trlnit6 et Tobago •••. s 100.00 100.00 100.00 72.04 72.04 
Tunlsle ••••••••••••• Franc 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 3.92 
Turquie •••••••• 0 • • 0 £T 43~.66 48.53 48.06 47.35 47.35 
U. R.S.S. Rouble or 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 51.46 
Union Sud-Airi~." (iilj:: £SA 486.66 486.66 486.66 476.19 476.10 
Uruguay ....... -..... Peso 103.42 98.61 98.97 47.06 46.97 
Venezuela ••••••• 0. Bolivar 19.30 19.30 19.29 15.09 15.09 
You~oslavie ......... Oinar (14) 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.63 1.61 

(1) Argentine: 100 pesos moneda nacional - 44 pesos oro. 
(S) Autriche: Pour oct.-d6c. 1981, cours olllclelsi· 6 partir de nov. 1g32, 

cours libres (cotations 1\ BAle) ; pour janv.-oct. 9321 cours interpolM 
, et gradu6s. En 1938, RM. 

(3) Belgique : 5 francs belges - 1 helga. 
(4) Etalon argent._La parit6 indiqu6e estlamoyenne non pond6r.!e des 

cours en 1929. (Note : I Hatkouan tael ..,. 1,558 dollar {chinois natio
naux) standard ; 1.000 Hk. tai!ls - 1.114 ta~ls de Shanghai; 0,40 
dollar-or (ancien) des E ... u. - 1 unit6-or de Ia Douane; 1 yuan du 
Mandchoukuo (cr66 en 1932) - approximativement 1 I standard, a Ia 
parit6 argent). 

(6) Costa-Rica : 6talon de changa S des E.-U., 6 colones 4 par $. 
Parit6 ult.6rieurement chang6e en colones 4,40 par $ pour 1932 et 
5,94 pour 1935. 

(8) Hongrle: A partir du 17.VII.1931, cours olflclels 6 Budapest. 
(7) Irak : Pour 1981 (c.-8-d., 1931412) et auparavant, convcrtis de 

rupees, a raison de 13!- par dinar irakien. 
(8) Iran: Ann6es comment;ant le 22 mars, Jusqu'en 1930 Cc.-8-d., 193o-

81) inclusivement ; ensuite, ann6es commen<;ant le 22 juin. La parit6 
Jndiqu6e est Ia moyenne non pond6r6e des cours pour le kran, de l'ann6e 
civile 1929; 1 kran (etalon argent) - 1 rial (Ia nouvelle unit6,1ntrodulte 
en mars 1932). 

(9) P6rou : Pour 1929 et 1930, convertls de Iibras peruvlennes (l"unlt6 
mon6taire jusqu'au 18 avril 1931). La parit6 de Ia libra 6talt 486,66. 
D!x soles - 1 libra. 

(10) Portugal : A partir du 9 juln 1931 ; auparavant 108,05. 
(11) Syrle : 1 livre liban<H!yrlenne - 20 francs fran~ais. 

3.92 
16.48 
53.95 

291.29 
14.62 

232.36 
124.60 
289.52 
290.82 

59.06 
44.07 
40.20 
14.40 
29.64 
ll.22 
2.65 

290.87 
0.53 

291.02 
23.68 
26.68 
26.81 

298.66 
15.01 
19.30 
78.37 

2.47 

59.80 

61.76 
3.92 

47.20 
51.46 

287.95 
47.63 
15.47 

1.36 

(U) Tch6co-Siovaquie: A partir du 17.11.1984; auparavant 2,96. . 
(18) Union Sud-Africaine: calcu16 sur le mouvement des marchandlses, 

Ungots et esp~ces, y compris Ia valeur de Ia prime sur l"or. 
(14) Yougoslavie: A partir du 13 mal1931 ; auparavant I9,30. 
(") Etats-Unis : La nouvelle parit6 (Proclamation pr6sldentlelle du 

81.1.1934) est 59.06. 
(t) lndochlne fran~alse : A partir du 31.V.1930 ; auparavant n6ant 

(6tnlon arll'ent). 
(t) Costa-Rica : dollar (papler) des u.s. 

3.92 3.56 3.57 2.35 2.36 1.69 1.69 Morocco (French ZonA}. 
16.48 16.29 16.44 16.39 16.39 IS.ll 13.23 1\lexico . 
53.95 53.80 53.80 43.63 43.63 NicaragUa. 

290.93 293.76 293.41 292.15 29139 287.98 288.26 Nigeria. 
14.62 14.76 14.76 14.67 14.68 14.50 14.47 Norway. 

New Zealand : 
231.73 236.00 236.07 234.54 234.00 231.66 233.01 : cents per £N z. 
124.50 124.50 124.50 124.5(1 124.50 : £N Z per £8 100. 
288.50 t93.82 Y93.91 292.00 291.33 :cents per £8. 
288.54 293.55 292.57 291.96 291.28 287.80 289.42 Palestine . 

59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 59.06 Panama. 
44.13 44.70 44.75 44.24 44.24 Paraguay. 
40.20 37.77 37.68 32.52 32.52 32.49 32.47 Nethl'rlanda. 
14.41 14.84 14.84 15.08 15.ll 13.51 13.38 Peru (9). 
29.64 29.67 29.67 29.67 29.67 29.42 29.43 Ph ill PPIDCS. 
11.22 11.20 11.20 ll.22 11.22 11.22 11.22 Poland. 
2.65 2.67 2.67 2.65 2.66 2.60 2.60 Portugal. 

291.32 294.16 294.24 292.27 292.18 288.96 288.69 Southern Rhodcalo. 
0.52 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 Roumanla. 

290.97 29a.92 294.00 292.17 292,07 288.83 288.6(1 United Kln~dom. 
23.68 23.67 23.67 23.63 23.63 El Salvador. 
26.68 26.95 26.97 26.69 26.69 26.45 26.53 Siam (calendar year). 
26.82 26.84 26.35 26.90 26.84 Slam (yr. begin. I.IV). 

297.75 301.42 301.65 299.72 299.09 296.66 296.60 Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. 
15.02 15.15 15.16 15.06 15.07 14.85 14.8tl Sweden. 
19.30 17.31 17.54 13.55 13.55 13.51 13.50 Switzerland. 
78.37 69.93 67.25 46.58 46.52 33.43 33.37 Syria and Lebanon (11). 

2.47 2.84 2.35 2.06 2.06 2.05 2.05 Czecho-Slovakia. 
Newfoundland (Yr. end· 

59.80 59.00 59.00 59.00 59.00 59.00 59.00 lng SO. VI). 
Trinidad and Tobn~:ro. 

61.76 59.78 59.78 60.45 60.45 59.06 59.06 Trinidad and Tobago. 
3.92 8.52 3.61 2.34 2.80 1.69 1.71 Tunta. 

47.21 47.07 47.02 46.76 46.86 46.86 46.90 Turkey. 
51.46 11.75 11.76 11.29 11.23 11.14 11.14 U.S.S.R. 

290.40 290.84 290.87 289.28 28~.36 285.96 285.93 Union of SoutbAtrlca(18) 
47.63 47.27 47.27 46.72 46.67 38.04 87.98 Uruguay. 
15.48 15.19 15.25 17.79 17.95 Venezuela. 

1.36 1.36 1.86 1.36 1.86 1.87 1.86 Yul(oslavla. 

(1) Argentine : 100 pesos moneda naclonal - 44 peso• oro. 
(I) Austria : For Oct.-Dec. I931, official raWs ; from Nov. I932, free 

rates (quotations at Basle) ; for Jan.-Oct. 1932, Interpolated rates, 
graduated. In 1938, RM. 

(3) Belgium : 5 Belgian francs - 1 belga. 
(4) Silver standard. The parity shown Is the unweighted average 

rate in 1929. (Note : I Haikwan tael - 1.558 (Chinese national) 
Standard dollars; 1,000 Hk. tis. - 1.114 Shanghai tis.; 0.40 U.S.A. old 
gold S - I Customs Gold Unit; I Manchukuo yuan (created in 1932) -
approximately I St. S, at silver parity). 

(6) Costa Rica : U.S.A. S exchange standard, at 4 colonea per S. 
Parity subsequently changed to 4.40 colones per S for 1932 and 5.94 
for 1935. 

(8) Hungary : From 17.VII.81, officiAl quotations at Budapest. 
(7) 'Iraq: For 1931 (i.e., 1931-32) and earller, converted from rupeea, 

at 131 per Iraqi dinar. 
(8) Iran: YeArs beginning Mar. 22, untll1930 (1.<., 1930-81) lnclllollve: 

thereafter, years beqinninqJune 22. ThP. parity shown is the unweight.ed 
average rate for the kran In the calendar year 1929 1. 1 kran (&Uver 
standard) - 1 rlnl (the new unit, Introduced in March 932). 

(9) Peru : For 19'29 and I930, converted from Ubras peruanas (the 
currency unit until !8.!V.3!). The porlty of the libra was 486.66. 
Ten soles - 1 libra. 

(10) Portugal : From 9.VI.31 ; previously 108.05. 
(11) Syria : 1 Lebano-Syrlan pound - 20 French francs. 
(11) Czecho-Slovakia : From 17.11.34 ; previously 2.96. 
(13) Un. or S. Africa : Calculated on the movement or merchandise, 

bullfon and specie, including the value of the qold premium. 
(14) Yugoslavia : From 13. V.SI ; previously 19.30. 
( 0 ) U.S.A. : The new parity (Presidential proclamation of 31.1.84) 

Is 59.06. 
(t) Fr. Indo-China: From 31.V.30; previously none (silver standard). 
(*)Costa Rica: U.S.A. dollar (paper). 
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Allnexe IV 

COMMERCE MONDIAL, PAR PAYS ET GROUPES CONTINENTAUX. Valeur en millions de dollars-or (anciens) dee E.-U. 
· Base: Valeurs e~lstrees; Commerce s~cial; Marchandises seulement. 

PAYS 
IMPORTATIONS IMPORTS I EXPORTATIONS EXPORTS I 

1932 11 1935 1 1936 1 1987 I • 1988 1929 II 1982 II 1935 I 1936 I 1937 I • 1938 
CoUNTRY 

1929 II 

Afrique •••• 1,699 806 789 860 1,012 908 1,483 887 825 950 1,057 888 Africa. 

Atr.-Equat.lr •• 10.8 8.6 6.6 6.3 5.7 5.0 6.0 4.7 6.8 5.8 6.0 5.2 Fr. Equat. AI. 
52.0 22.5 25.9 82.0 36.7 27.3 45.7 17.5 27.4 32.9 32.8 24.1 Fr. W. Air. Afr.-Occ. tr ••• 

229.6 153.1 111.4 113.8 96.8 98.6 152.0 146.9 102.4 125.6 102.3 112.4 Algeria. A~rle •••• 
13.7 6.1 4.4 3.9 5.7 5.0 12.6 6.3 5.9 8.2 9.1 7.9 Angola. AuoJa . • . • 

Cariteroun m. fr. 7.6 2.8 3.4 4.5 6.1 5.3 6.7 3.2 3.8 6.0 6.2 5.4 Carner. (Fr. m.). 
Congo bel .. ~) 54.0 12.9 U.2 14.5 22.8 22.0 40.1 18.6 25.5 29.8 49.8 42.4 Belg. Con~o ('). 
cate de ror ic . 46.3 18.3 21.3 24.6 35.5 20.9 60.3 27.7 . 26.9 35.6 46.5 31.8 Gold Coast('). 
Cyn<nalque G) 7.3 6.5 9.8 • 12.0 9.8 8.5 1.1 0.5 1.2 •1.5 2.0 1.7 Cyrenaica (G). 
Egypte •••• 266.7 95.1 93.3 • 91.8 1U.2 106.6 252.8 90.6 10t.3 99.1 115.6 84.7 Egypt. 
Erytllree ••• 13.3 9.8 • 12.6 0 15.0 • 60.0 52.2 5.5 8.8 • 4.8 • 6.0 •s.o 4.4 Eritrea. 
K~nia-Oug . .. 39.1 12.5 13.4 15.3 22.7 21.0 34.2 15.8 18.6 23.5 26.5 26.0 Kenya-Uganda. 
Madagascar •• 31.3 13.7 11.0 10.7 11.0 9.6 16.8 12.5 12.1 15.4 13.9 12.1 Madagascar. 
Maroc : Z. F.sp. 13.5 6.3 5.2 • 4.0 3.8 3.3 3.6 1.0 2.1 • 2.0 1.1 1.0 Morocco: Sp. Z. 
Maroc: Z. traor .• 99.8 70.0 44.6 41.0 41.3 36.0 48.3 26.9 24.3 27.9 27.0 25.4 Morocco: Fr. z. 
Maurice . ••• 16.2 6.9 6.4 6.5 7.4 6.4 18.4 7.1 6.1 7.1 9.0 7.8 Mauritius. 
Ill ozambique (") 23.0 13.0 8.4 9.7 U.4 9.9 12.4 6.5 6.2 8.2 9.2 8.0 Mozambique("). 
Nisrerie • • • • 63.5 24.5 22.3 31.4 42.2 25.4 85.6 32.6 32.6 43.1 56.1 31.1 Nigeria. 
R~unlon .•• 6.2 6.3 5.4 4.9 4.6 . 4.0 5.6 4.8 4.3 4.7 4.6 4.0 Reunion. 
Rhod~. Nord • 17.3 5.9 8.3 6.6 11.4 9.9 4.0 8.5 13.6 17.5 34.5 30.0 Nth. Rhodesia. 
Rbod~. Sud ~~ 33.0 u.s 15.8 17.7 21.4 24.2 32.2 18.7 23.5 27.3 31.3 30.5 Sth. Rhodes.(1). 

Ruanda-Ur. 1.7 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.7 1.5 0.4 0.4 1.0 1.5 1.9 1.7 Ruanda-Ur. {./· 
Sierra-Leone (1 7.3 4.2 3.3 3.8 4.9 4.3 6.4 8.1 4.5 6.5 8.2 7.1 Sierro Leone • • 
Somalie franc •• 20.7 6.0 4.9 5.3 4.2 3.7 19.1 6.4 4.5 8.0 3.2 2.8 Fr. Somallld. 
Somalieitel. • 7.6 2.9 20.8 27.3 • 9.0 7.8 2.6 1.2 1.2 0.8 • 3.0 2.6 1tal.Somalll. 
Sood11.11 Aoglo-[g.(1) 32.9 9.7 14.4 13.7 17.1 17.1 32.6 19.7 13.6 16.8 24.3 16.3 Anglo-Kg. Sudan (1). 

S.-0. Alrlcain • 14.6 3.7 4.1 5.6 6.8 5.9 17.1 5.0 7.1 8.9 10.5 9.1 S. W. Africa. 
Tanganyika (") 19.6 6.0 7.9 9.0 10.5 9.1 18.1 7.7 10.0 13.3 14.5 12.6 Tanganyika ('). 
Togo (m. rr.) • 4.0 2.5 1.2 1.7 1.9 1.7 3.3 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.6 Togo (Fr. m.). 
Trlpolit. (G) •• 13.2 8.5 9.7 U.1 9.6 8.4 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.6 Tripom. (G). 
Tunlsie •••• 77.8 69.5 40.5 35.7 31.0 33.8 55.2 33.8 30.3 30.3 26.2 30.3 Tunis. 
Un. Snd-!fr. (')(') 417.1 167.7 225.7 251.6 312.9 287.0 454.1 324.9 288.8 325.7 354.6 288.8 Un. ol S. Air.(')('). 
Autres pays • • 38 13 15 18 35 27 28 9 11 13 19 17 Other countr. 

Amulquedu North 
Nord ••• . 5,878 1,731 1,542 1,822 2,272 1,563 6,428 2,0~ 1,839 2,054 2,630 2,382 America. 

Canade (') (') . 1,299.0 383.7 325.8 377.2 479.0 398.6 1,224.6 487.3 494.7 607.9 664.4 561.7 Canade (1) (1). 
Etat.s-Unis • • 4,338.6 1,325.1 1,204.2 1,431.6 1,777.6 1151.5 5,15?.1 1,576.2 1,324.8 1,426.6 1,948.3 1,805.4 u.s.A. 
fem-Neuve (G) a) 28.6 13.9 u.s 12.1 13.9 12.1 36.3 22.6 16.3 16.8 16.3 14.2 ~ewloondland(G) (a 
Autres pays •• 10 8 1 1 1 1 10 8 3 1 1 1 Other countr. 

Mexique, Am&. 
Mexico and Centr. et An-

tllles • • • • 816 280 291 320 ~ 370 910 370 356 390 452 402 Caribbean. 

Mexique (1) (G) 184.2 57.6 66.9 75.6 100.S 65.0 284.6 97.3 123.6 127.5 146.3 110.0 Mexico (1) (G). 
Barbade ••• 8.6 5.1 4.9 5.5 6.0 5.2 4.9 4.2 2.9 4.0 4.4 3.8 Barbados. 
Bermudes . .. 8.2 6.4 3.9 5.3 5.9 5.1 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Bermuda. 
Costa-Rica (1 )(G) 20.2 5.5 4.2 5.0 7.0 7.2 18.2 8.5 4.6 4.9 6.8 7.0 Costa Rica (1) G 
Cuba ••••• (G)216.2 (G) 51.0 (G) 56.3 (G) 61.1 (G) 76.5 (G) 62.6 272.4 79.9 75.5 91.6 109.8 85.4 Cuba. 
Cura~o (G) •• 145.3 56.4 70.0 75.2 96.6 126.9 124.1 73.3 67.3 76.9 87.9 110.7 Cura~ao (G). 
Dominic., R. (1) 22.5 7.8 5.8 5.8 6.8 6.0 23.5 11.2 9.0 ~.7 10.5 9.1 Dominic. R. (1) 
Guadeloupe •• 

9.~ 6.2 4.4 4.4 5.8 5.0 5.3 7.2 6.3 6.1 8.0 7.0 Guadeloupe. 
Gnat.!male (1) • (G) 30. (G) 7.5 (G) 7.1 (G) 8.5 (G) 12.4 (G) 12.4 24.9 10.7 7.4 8.9 9.5 9.7 Guatemala (1). 
Ha•tl a)(') •• 17.2 7.5 4.9 4.5 5.4 4.5 16.7 7.2 4.2 5.6 5.3 4.1 Haitl(al ~· Hoodnru(G) (1)a) 14.9 8.4 5.7 5.2 6.1 5.4 24.6 17.6 6.2 5.4 5.7 5.0 Honduras G )(a) 
Jamatque . ... 33.9 16.2 14.1 14.9 17.9 15.6 22.4 11.0 10.8 10.9 14.1 12.3 Jamaica. 
Martinique • • 10.~ 7.5 5.5 5.5 5.1 4.4 12.2 7.9 6.5 6.8 5.5 4.8 Martinique. 
Nicaragua (G (1) 11.8 8.5 2.7 3.0 2.5 2.1 10.9 4.5 3.1 2.5 8.1 2.7 Nlcaragua(G )(1 
Panama .•• (G) 19.2 (G) 8.9 (G) 9.2 (G) 11.2 (G) 12.9 (G) 10.4 4.1 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.8 Panama. Salvador (G) (1) 17.8 5.2 5.4 5.0 6.1 5.4 18.4 5.5 6.4 6.0 9.2 8.0 El SalvJ.Gl ('). TriniU et Tobago 26.0 11.8 12.4 16.1 1g.9 17.8 31.8 14.7 14.2 15.9 18.6 16.2 Trinidad Tobago 
Autres pays • • 21 7 7 8 10 9 10 5 4 5 5 4 Other countr. 
AmU!que du South Sud ••••• 1,891 469 521 1558 755 709 2,257 807 799 879 1,134 8152 America. 

Ari<entlne. • • 819.5 215.2 200.6 205.4 284.9 261.6 907.6 391.4 295.6 317.4 447.6 258.6 Argentine. 
Bmll(~ ••• 421.7 105.8 133.5 146.3 197.6 178.0 461.5 178.1 160.6 190.1 207.0 175.0 Brazil (G\. Bolivie ) ••• 26.1 4.7 10.8 12.2 13.0 14.4 51.1 10.4 21.6 22.1 27.8 20.8 Bolivia (1. Chill. • • • • 196.8 26.0 35.9 42.2 52.2 61.0 282.8 84.3 56.5 66.8 113.6 82.0 Chile. Colombie (G) (1) 123.0 29.2 35.7 40.5 56.8 52.0 123.5 66.8 47.6 58.2 61.7 54.0 Colombia (G )(1) Equateur (G) • 16.8 4.3 5.4 6.6 6.5 6.1 17.2 8.7 5.8 8.2 8.3 6.9 Ecuador (G). Guyane brita.n.. 141-~ 7.9 5.0 5.5 6.6 5.7 11.9 10.0 5.8 6.5 7.2 6.8 Brit. Guiana. Paraguay • •• 13.2 3.8 5.1 4.3 5.5 4.8 12.8 7.5 5.0 4.2 5.3 4.7 Paraguay. P~rou ..... 76.0 17.6 26.0 29.7 35.5 85.1 116.8 8r:~, 44.8 49.8 55.1 45.6 Peru. Surinam ••• ~:~ 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.8 8.0 1.2 1.6 2.2 1.9 Surinam. Uruguay ••• (7) 92.0 (7) 26.1 28.3 31.2 37.6 28.7 92.0 27.4 45.4 42.7 46.1 84.8 Uruguay. Venezuele (G). 85.5 23.1 24.5 31.4 53.5 62.0 149.8 93.2 107.6 114.1 149.9 158.0 Venezuele (G). Autre. pays . • 6 2 8 8 8 3 27 1 2 8 3 s Other countr. 

Note.. Saul indtcalion contraire, lu chJf!ra reprhenlent le commerce sptclal, marchandi&es 1eulemenl, c'est-d.-dtre non comprls 
llngot. d up«u. - (G) Commerce g~n~ral. - • Chiffre enUU.ment ou partlellement esUm6.- a) Ann~es autres que cellea du calendrler. 

(a) J:l.Y..~prMiolllll!'oto et esOO.es. - (2) Exportation•: y comprla Ilngots et es~cel d"orlglne natlonale (y compria Ia prime our !"or). -
u•~ u ozamblque, Terrttolre de Ia Compagnie de Mozambique et Nyassa portugais. - (4) Importations : y comprls le fret 

total9 .. etc., lmr,ortations et exportatlona: y comprisla prime sur ror. - (5) Importations: aJuat~ea pour sous- ou aur-6valuat1on; exporta
tlona • Y comprlo leo reexportations de marcbandloes.- (6} Y comprisllngots.- (7) Valeurs olllcielles.- (8) Non comprls le commerce entre Ia 
Mandchoune et !e reste de Ia Chine.- (9) Non comprfsle commerce avec Ia Cor6e, Formoso et Ies Ues du Pacifique sous mandat.- (10) Pour 
1~38. non eomp~ Ie comme.rce entreJ'AIIemagne et I'Autriche. Ce commerce s'6Ievatt approximativement, pour Jes ann6es de 1929 A 1937 sp6clfMes 
cl-deuus, respecttvement: unp~rt. en Allemagne: 48,0; 15,6; 16,9; 18,2; 22,2; export. d'Allemagne: 105,1 ; 88,0; 25,7 · 25,8; 29,2.- (11) En 
1934 et u;_re., Y compris le traf1c de pertectionnement et de r~paration (ant6rieurement exclu} sa voir . importations· 12 2; 10,9 ; 11,8 ; 10,6 i" 
exporta ons1 : 15,4; 14,2; 14,8 i 18,3.- (12} Pour 1986 et avant, non comprla Ie commerce eDtre rinde et Ia Birmanle. Ce commerce s'~levai 
approxtmat vement, en 1987 et .a.938 respectivement, il : buport. dana I'Inde: 60,9 i 49,0; export, de l'Inde : 23,3; 21,9. 
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Annex IV 

WORLD TRADE, BY COUNTRIES AND CONTINENTAL GROUPS. Value In U.s.A. (old) 11014 4o11an (000,000"• om!-). 
Basis : Recorded values ; Special trade ; Merchandise oDiy. 

I blPORTATI01'1'8 IMPORTS I EXPORTATIONS EXPORTS 
PAY& C 1929 II 1932 II 1935 I 1936 I 1987 I • 1938 1929 II 1932 II 1935 I 1936 I 198'7 I • 1 OUJ<n\Y 936 

Asle (sans 
U.R.S.S.) , • 6,879 I 1,90i. 1,760 1,797 2,326 2,116 6,938 1,769 1,796 2,031 2,670 2,116 

Asls (excl, 
U.S.S.R.). 

Aden(G)a) •• 1!6.1 13.5 14.1! 14.5 *17.8 15.5 19.6 8.1! 8.5 8.8 • 10.8 9.4 Aden (G) (a). 
Born6o sept. (G) tl 1.1 1.6 1.7 1!.2 1.9 6.6 2.4 2.6 3.1 4.9 4.3 Br.l'O.Borneo(G) 
Brunei •••• o. 0.8 0.7 0.6 • 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.3 1.4 • 1.6 1.4 Brunei. 
Ceylon •••• 131.4 46.1 44.8 42.2 4~.7 46.8 138.5 44.1! 50.5 54.3 68.4 56.9 Ceylon. 
Chine, s. Mandcb. (1) 662.9 319.5 199.6 165.5 165.1 154.2 439.7 116.1! 122.0 124.2 145.1 90.6 China,nc.Maneb. (I 

Mandcbonrie ('). 147.2 60.0 101.5 110.5 144.4 1!04.3 210.3 94.3 63.4 81.1 90.4 100.5 Ma.ncbu.ria ('). 
Cbypre •••• 9.4 4.5 4.1 4.1 6.2 5.4 7.7 3.0. 3.3 4.5 6.1 5.8 W,prus. 
Coree (G) ••• 193.6 93.2 112.1! 130.6 146.7 174.6 159.61 87.0' 93.9 101.8 116.5 145.6 orea (G /• 
Formooe (G) • 94.4 47.2 44.8 50.2 54.7 60.4 128.71 65.91 59.7 66.6 74.8 73.8 Formoso G). 
lode (") • • • ! 913.5 350.5 294.4 1!71.5 362.6 3!1:~ I 1,177.3 855.0 344.6 400.8: 437.3 350.2) India ("). 

Birmanie (11) 51.3 114.7 102.0 Burma ("l. 
Inde,lr. {G) •• 3.1 3.3 4.4 3.5 1.9 1.7 10.6 

5.31 
2.9 1!.9 3.4 3.0 Fr. India {G). 

Inde portug. . 6.0 3.1 •a.s •3.5 2.8 1!.4 1.9 0.7 0.6 •o.6 0.6 0.5 Portug. India • 
lndes n6erl •• . 445.5 I54.4 111.2 I09.3 162.8 158.0 581.5 1!19.0 180.0 1!04.5 311.2 226.1 Netb.lndleo • 
Indochine lr. . 104.7 . 40.4 35.3 35.0 37.1 32.4 106.21 42.41 

50.9 60.3 60.1 48.1 Fr. Indo-Ch • 
Irak a6 • •• . 35.8 1!1.5 19.8 21.0 1!7.9 26.9 19.8 7.2 8.3 10.2 16.3 10.4 'Iraq (a). 
Iran( )a) •• 73.4 1!5.6 35.0 37.9 50.9 53.6 132.3 63.9 64.4 79.3 93.8 83.2 Iran (G~ (a). 
Japon (1 ) ••• 995.3 394.5 413.1 463.6 634.1 443.5 969.8, 364.1 418.1 ~51.5 531.5 446.7 Japan j ). 
Malalsle br. (G) 498.3 153.7 159.5 175.0 235.0 188.5 51!0.6 131.6 194.3 217.0 307.8 195.9 Br. Me aye (G). 
Palestine ••• 34.9 27.4 51.9 41.0 46.4 39.3 7.5 8.3 12.2 10.6 17.0 14.5 Palestine. 
Philippines •• 146.1 78.8 50.1 59.5 64.0 76.2 163.4 94.7 55.2 84.'.4 39.8 82.2 Philippines. 
Sarawak ••• 12.7 3.9 5.6 6.3 7.8 6.8 19.4 5.5 7.2 8.5 • 11.1 9.7 Sarawak. 
Slam a) •••• 86.1 28.5 28.4 28.4 28.8 29.0 93.9 42.3 39.4 47.2 43.4 45.0 Slam (a). 
Byrle et Uban 

5g"j 
31.3 28.4 20.2 1!5.0 21.9 19.7 6.6 9.6 11.1 12.0 10.0 Syria and Lebanon. 

Autre& pays • • 1 1 1 I 1 I! 1 I 1 1 1 Other countr. 

U.R.S.S ••• . 453.2 362.3 1:U.2 168.9 151.4. 154..6 4.76.3 295.9 18M. 159.8 194..1 148.1 U.S.S.R. 

Europe (sans 
. U .R.S.S.) • . 19,4.10 S,139 6,893 7,252 8,976 8,051 15,54.11 6,287 5,369 &,663 6,663 6,166 

Eurof.l (excl • 
u .. s.R.). 

Albanle 7.4 4.4 2.6 3.I 3.6 3.1 2.8 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.9 1.7 Albania. 
Allema~; l1i J : 3,20S.I 1,111.6 990.6 I,004.7 1,299.4 1,296.4 3,~11.6 1,367.1 1,017.0 l,I35.M 1,405.6 I250.2 Germanr,,<"l· 

Autr che ("). 459.0 178.9 I34.S 139.3 I61.1 143.5 307.9 98.31 99.6 106.0 134.8 86.3 Auotr • (") 
Belsdque-Lux •• 987.8 449.7 867.2 427.0 ' 550.3 454.8 883.6 411.21 341.0 891.4 504.6 430.8 Bel¥<>-Lux. 
Bulgarle • . . 59.9 1!5.0 21.4 22.6 83.2 35.4 46.0, 24.4 23.2 28.1 36.1 40.2 Bulgaria. 
Denemark . . 459.6 207.1 167.1 189.4 1!18.1 211.3 439.01 204.0 157.6 174.2 204.5 199.7 Denmark. 
Espagne • . . 528.2 188.3 168.9 • IOO.O • 95.0 • 90.0 406.8 142.5 112.6 • 100.0 • 80.0 • 60.0 Spain. 
F.stonie •• . . 32.8 9.8 11.1 14.1 I8.0 17.2 31.5 lU "12.9 18.6 17.2 16.6 Estonia. 
Flnlande., . . 176.2 54.2 68.4 80.4 118.1 107.9 162.0 71.6 80.8 93.7 121.0 107.1 Finland. 
France. . . . 2,282.3 1,170.9 821.8 902.7 1,004.7 783.0 1,965.5 774.0 607.I 550.6 565.0 516.9 France. 
Greco . . . 172.6 65.2 59.5 65.7 82.1 78.1 90.5 33.4 39.6 40.1 51.6 53.2 GrePce. 
Honsn-1; . . . I86.0 57.3 69.8 76.4 34.6 73.2 I81.6 58.4 78.4 88.2 102.8 91.4 Hungary. 
Jrlande . . . 293.2 146.I 107.7 115.8 127.0 118.5 21!5.0 88.4 57.1 64.7 64.9 68.7 Ireland. 
lslande. . . . 20.6 7.0 5.9 5.5 6.8 5.9 19.9 9.0 6.2 6.3 7.7 6.7 Iceland. 
Italle . . . 1,lm::! 424.1 880.9 1!54.9 433.6 345.7 801.4 349.4 1!56.1 226.3 824.5 322.6 Italy. 
Lettonl~ • . . 69. I6.2 19.4 1!0.3 26.7 26.0 52.9 I8.6 18.8 22.7 80.2 25.9 Latvia. 
Litbuanle, . . 

~~ 
I6.6 12.7 15.4 21.2 22.4 33.01 18.9 15.2 19.0 20.8 23.3 Litbuanls. 

Malte . . 11.0 IO.O 8.8 I0.4 9.0 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 Malta. 
Norv~g.; : . . 285.0 122.8 119.5 IS5.2 187.8 170.5 I99.0 I00.7 87.4 99.6 119.0 112.0 Norwar; 
Pays-Bas ••• 1,106. 523.7 876.2 383.9 504.1 459.7 799.7 840.91 271.3 281.1 873.4 337.4 Ne-ther ndt. 
Pologne-Dantz. 349.1 96.4 96.6 112.4 140.7 145.9 315.7 121.2 I03.8 114.9 134.1 132.9 Polsnd·Danz. 
Portugal ••• 113.0 54.5 60.8 53.~ 62.4 59.8 43.0 1!5.21 

24.5 27.4 32.0 29.6 Portugal. 
Roumanle ... I75.81 68.7 57.9 54.8 86.7 80.1 173.1 I00.3 87.8 34.0 134.8 93.1 Roumanta. 
Rolcaume--Unt. 5,407.0 2,275.7 2,039.2 2,313.1 2,783.5 2,480.6 8,549.4 1,279.5 I,239.0 1,295.4 1,522.8 I,359.0 United King. 
Su de •••• 477.7 213.0 221.5 247.3 319.8 307.I 435.7 I73.91 194.8 229.6 301.5 273.3 Sweden. 
Suisse('') • , . 515.8, 330.0 242.4 2I8.6 1!43.5 214.6 400.7 143.1 I52.7 154.6 174.0 177.6 Switzerland (11) 

Tch~co-Siov. . 590.3 220,8 165.9 I84.6 226.3 I71.9 606.4 216.9 182.7 187.5 246.3 209.9 Czecho-Slovak. 
Turqule ••• . I24.~ 40.7 41.6 43.5 53.5 70.2 74.6 ~:g 45.8 55.4 64.7 68.0 Turkev. 
Yougoslavte . 133.6 46.1 43.9 54.2 70.0 67.I 139.4 49. 54.6 59.5 85.3 68.6 Yugoslavia. 
Autrea payo, . 4 8 3 5 4 8 1 1 1 I 1 1 Otber countr. 

Oc&lnla . . . 971 277 323 378 - 64.9 - 396 389 4fS4, 52'7 4.95 Oceania. 

Australle (G) . 706.4 I85.8 226.4 1!56.2 1!96.8 305.0 589.9 267.0 264.7 301.9 347.9 806.0 Auotralla (G). 
Etobl.lrano. . I.9 I.O 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.1 1!.0 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.1 French Settlementl. 
Fldjl • , • • • 6.6 2.5. 8.1 3.8 4.5 3.9 7.9 5.1 4.4 5.0 5.2 4.5 FIJI. 
lies Jap. (mand.) 8.3 I.9 • 2.3 • 2.5 • 8.2 2.8 8.5 8.7 • 8.8 • 3.5 • 4.8 8.7 Jap. Pac.IJ. (m.) 
Nauru •••• 

o:i 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 I.7 1.6 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.0 Nauru. 

N.-cal6donle • 5. 1.9 2.I 2.1 2.4 2.1 8.6 I.5 2.1 2.0 2.4 2.1 N. Caledonia. 
N.-Gulnu (')a) 4. I!.S 1!.2 8.0 3.1 2.7 5.6 8.8 5.4 6.0 7.9 6.9

1 

NewGuiuoa (a)(0). 

N.-H6brldes • I.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 1.4 o.~ 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 New Hebrld. 
N.-Uisnde •• 233.5 76.9 ss.s I03.3 130.5 127.0 1!59.3 I08.7 103.2 129.4 151.5 134.7 New Zealand. 
Papua a) (') (G) I.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 I.7 0.~11 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 Papua (a)(')(G). 
Samoa OCCident. • 1.< 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.7 VVest.Samoa. 
Autres pays. , 4 3 1 2 2 2 6 2 2 . 2 8 3 Other countr. 

Total mondlal • 35,595 13,968 12,24.3 13,14.2 16,34.2 16,319 33,024 iU.SS6 111,559 12,681 15,4.27 13,4.17 World Total. 

· lVole.-Unleu olhuwue alated, lhe f•grueo repruenl apu:•al lrade, MerchandiSe onlg.-{G) General trade. - • Wholly or partly estimated. 
-a) Yean other than calendar .. 

(1) Including bullion and specle.-{2) Export&: Including bullion and specie, of domestic orllrln !Including gold premlum).-{3) Mozam
bique Province, Mozambique Company"s Territory and Portuguese Nyassa.--{4) Imports: lncludtllg total freight. ete. ; tm porta and exports: 
Including gold premlum.-(5) Imports: adjusted for under- or over-valuation; exports: lncludlDJf re-exporte of mercbandlse.--(6) Including 
bulllon.-(7) Olllcial values.-{8) •Excluding trade between Manchuria and the rest ol Chlna.-{9) Exclud'ng trade wltb Korea, 
Formosa and the Japanese Mandated Pacific lsland.s.-(10) For 1938, excluding the trade between Germany and Austna. This trade amountea 
to approximately, in the years 1929-37 specified above, respectively: imports into Germany: 48.0; 15.6; 16.9; 18.2; 22.2 i exports from Germany: 
105.1; 38.0; 25.7; 25.8; 29.2.-(11) hll934 and later, including improvement and repair trade (previously excluded), VlZ.: imports: 12.2; 10.9d· 
11.3; 10.6; exports: 15.4; 14.2; 14.3; 13.3.--(12) For 1936 and earlier, excluding the trade between India and Burma, Th1s trade amount.e 
to, approximately ,in I937 an<l 1938 respectively : imports Into ln<lia : 60.9 ; 49,0 ; exports !rom India : 23.3 ; 21.9, 


